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Ask Billy Connors of Indiana!
He'll tell you why he shows Paramount Pictures. He's willing to tell the world!

Below is a letter written by Mr. Connors to every exhibitor in the Indiana territory.

And all he says about Paramount is backed by his successful career. Mr. Connors has
shown every Paramount Picture ever released. He ought to know the truth about them!

The
MARION

Marion, Ind.

The
ROYAL

New Castle, Ind.

The
REX

Swayzee, Ind.

The
LUNA-LITE
Marion, Ind.

MARION THEATRE COMPANY
BRANIGIN & CONNORS

Marion, Ind.

May 6, 1922.

Dear Sir:

—

Perhaps the last year as pertaining to the Motion Picture Business has

impressed you in the same way that it has me and a great many other

Exhibitors throughout the country.

It has evidenced one thing and that is, it has been a plain exposition of

the old saying "the survival of the fittest." To me it seems imperative that

Motion Picture Exhibitors must stick together and realize that they are all

in the same boat and must do their utmost in helping each other as well as

doing things that will result in the uplifting of the Motion Picture Theatre.
Indications point toward a general "get better" of conditions and we

believe this to be the time to establish our theatres on a solid rock of

reputation. This can be done in no other way than thru the booking of the
very best pictures obtainable.

For the past three years, we have given ovu: patrons an almost solid

program of Paramount Pictures because, they build business for us. They
are a Nationally Advertised product that are backed with a dependable source
of supply that can be relied upon year in and year out.

We are advised that Paramount Week this year will be the week of
September 3rd to the 9th. To us Paramount Week does not mean a period
of time that can be considered like unto the weeks and weeks so many
companies are putting on, but we believe it to be generally known as a
National Institution and a period that marks another anniversary of achieve-
ment and success in Motion Picture Production.

Paramount Week is always supported with a gigantic national magazine
and newspaper advertising campaign, and judging from past performances
upon the part of Paramount to actually assist the Exhibitor, I think we
should all get together and help make Paramount Week, this year, the
biggest and best yet.

Paramount is the only Company that does anything to help the Exhib-
itor after he buys the picture. We would like to see every Exhibitor book
in Paramount Week solid on our recommendation as to the box office
possibilities of Paramount Pictures.

With best wishes and regards, we are,

Sincerely,

MARION THEATRE COMPANY.
(Sgd) Billy Connors.

C/>aramountQ>ictures
*^ FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKYCORPORATION

ADOLPH ZUKOR. Prcrfsnt -
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^^Thc Stars and ^iredtors

of i^mericas T^ine^

PARAMOUNT
H.. ERE are the stars and directors who are making

the forty-one great Paramount Pictures announced for

release in the six months beginning in August and

ending in January.

Stars who have eumies of admirers!

Directors who have made scores of successes

!

Big names are essential to box-office success. And
Paramount gives you, in every picture, a group of

names mighty in accomplishment, in prestige, and in

drawing power.

Great stories, great productions, perfect casts, and

stars and directors of world-wide renown—these are

the elements that make Paramount Pictures.

And because you can depend on Paramount to give

you a steady supply of such pictures. Paramount is

the best box-office insurance you can have.

^cuxuruHUvt
If its a Pa ra m ount Picture
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Entertainment

PICTURES
Adaptation of this

Advertisement Appears in

SATURDAY EVENING POST. June 17

Ladies' Home Journal July

Motion Picture Magazine July

Photoplay Magazine July

Picture Play Magazine July

Motion Picture Classic July

Film Fun July

Movie Weekly. . . .June 10

Screenland June 10

Total Circulation

5,626,581

Olona
Swamon

"Uiomas

Mei^han

May

it*s ' the best show in town

FAMOUS PIAYERS LASKY CORP.
ADOLPM ZUKOR. Rpesident

NEW YORK CITV
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Created by
Cosmopolitan Productions

What the

New York Critics Said:

"Many thrills . . . more gripping than

a photo-diagram of the latest real shooting

with crosses marking the spot."

—Sev! York Herald.

"Directed by Tom Terriss with a fine ap-

preciation for the dramatic possibilities of a

murder mystery story. Not until nearly the

last few hundred feet of film is the mystery
solved." —Xeiv York Evening Telegram.

"The real mystery is why there hasn't been
a flood of photoplays of this type before

now. "Find the Woman' is a good film

thriller capably acted, well constructed and
interesting. We strongly advise attendance."

—Sew York Evening Sun.

"It is much more all-star than many pic-

tures which are so advertised."—Seiv York Tribune.

story by Arthur Sumers Roche read by two
million people in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

Scenario by Doty Hobart. Directed by Tom
Terriss.

BOOK AND PLAY THIS
BOX OFFICE WINNER!

IT'S A HIT!

FIND THE WOMAN"



Goldwyn is Babe Ruthin
says the Motion Picture News
after seeing "Watch Your Step/^

at the Capitol Theatre, New York

Read what the New York Critics said:

N. Y. HERALD— Josephson has woven a TALE OF SPARKLING GOSSAMER,
yet one which keeps so close to the ground that it never seems in danger of floating

away like so mucK celluloid thistledown.

N. Y. GLOBE— "Watch Your Step," a Goldwyn film, is ENJOYABLE and not over-

acted as are many of the movies of the day.

N. Y. TRIBUNE- Cullen Landis, who plays the lead, is interesting, not only because
he looks so much like Charlie Chaplin, but because he can act. As a matter of fact

THE ENTIRE CAST IS GOOD and the direction is excellent.

N. Y. WORLD— Patsy Ruth Miller is a pleasing and effective player before the

camera, and Cullen Landis gives an interesting performance. This is A WHOLE-
SOME PICTURE and is not dull. Proving that there can be such a thing.

N. Y. JOURNAL OF COMMERCE—The work of JuUen Josephson, who
has written many of Charles Ray's successes. It is a rural comedy, WITH HEART
INTEREST, HUMOR AND A REAL THRILL.

N. Y. SUN—IT RUSHES ALONG from the hero's mad dash away from cops who are

pursuing his automobile and straight into a country town at a gait that threatens to

upset conventional movie speed records. The picture has all the interest which a

yarn of a city crook— or a supposed city crook—always has when fate dumps him by
the scruffs of the neck in the country.

EXHIBITORS HERALD—A corking story of YOUTH, LOVE AND RO-
MANCE, written by Julien Josephson and delightfully acted by Cullen Landis, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Bert Woodruff, John Cossar and others.

N. Y. POST— This time of the year a good light comedy like "Watch Your Step,"

at the Capitol, is JUST THE THING FOR DIVERSION.

N. Y. DAILY NEWS summarizes as follows

:

TITLE: "Watch Your Step." PHOTOGRAPHY: Up to the mark.
TYPE: Rural Romance. PLOT: India rubber.

DIRECTION: Clever. VALUE: ABOUT 98 PER CENT.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS—We recommend this picture without
fear of contradiction as being one of the best released in the past several

months. Goldwyn, by the way, is "Babe Ruthing" very consistently of

late. Their pictures of recent date have all been box office home runs.

"Watch Your Step" is no exception to this condition.

GOLDWYN PICTURE
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There are racing pictures and racing pictures, but "Queen o' the Turf" is the Morvich of them all.

APwiriwMlOCKOIir^

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH LOU ROGERS

GOING.OVER EVERYWHERE LIKE A HOUSE AFIRE >

IT'S THE 1922 SPRING CLEAN-UP

Booked by the U.B.O. Circuit
Booked by the LOEW Circuit

Booked by the Fox Circuit
Booked by the Haring & Blumenthal Circuit

These Big Circuits KNOW Box-Office Pictures
READ WHAT THE CRITICS SAID:

Moving Picture World—
A thrill at the finish that will stir the most phlegmatic—The cast
does excellent work at all times—AGAIN ATTENTION MUST
BE CALLED TO THE RACING SCENE—IT ALONE IS
WORTH THE PRICE OF ADMISSION.
Exhibitor's Herald—
The most exciting contest you have seen pictured—unusually beau-

tiful shots—Book this—exploit it—and you'll
profit—Humorous and happy ending.

Motion Picture News—
Rich in exploitation possibilities.

New York Telegraph—
Scenes are bears for size—GOOD FOR PROLONGED SHOUT-
ING AND CHEERS FROM ANY AUDIENCE—AT THE
BROADWAY THEATRE (New York) THE HOUSE
CHEERED ITSELF HOARSE—scenes are as gigantic as any

we have seen.

Film Daily—
Real live thrill that is unmistakable—exploita-

tion should be easy—There is a genuine thrill

in Queen O' the Turf.

Book Thru Your Nearest R-C Exchange
And Keep Your Eye on R-C
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flowTo hakz

Moneyl
by P.S.Marrisan

LEWIS J. SELZNICK'S

WONDER PRODUCTION

'REPORTED MISSING'*
STARRING

Owen Moore
Directed by Henry Lehrman

Distributed by Select
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SPECTACULAR PRAISE FOR
A SPECTACULAR PICTURE
Albany, N. Y.—"J. P. McGowan in

'The Ruse of the Rattler' is one
of the best Western pictures

screened in this city."

—

The
Times Union.

Columbus, O.— "McGowan makes
Wm. S. Hart look to his laurels as
a fast man with a gun and earns
for himself a fighting name."

—

Columbus Dispatch.

Spokane, Wash.—"Lillian Rich is at-

tractive enough to make the heart
of any gunman turn over. J. P.
McGowan is a hero who gets

down to the business of
manufactur i n g thrills

satisfactorily."

—

The
Spokesman Re-

view.

NATION-WIDE!
IT'S A CLEAN UP !

J. P. M'' GOWAN
/n The Ruse Of The Rattler

Lillian Ricli, Jean Perry, Gordon McGregor, Andrenf iVa/dron and Others^
- A HERALD PRODUCTfOfsT^MSCNTgO ANO D/Sr/t/BUT£0 BY

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
KKtiaM KtPRtSeNTATIVe SIONCY MMfrr

Physical Distributors



WILLIAM FOX bresents

Charles Jones m
tXiotherbreezy

western Jones
picture

plays golden
notes for eveiy

exhibitor eVeryu^here



Rough Shod

WHEN
CHARLES JONES

PLAYS

It is easy"
to fill your
house with

Real.

Handsome

Money I

'Readjj June4
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AL LICHTM AN
A little over ten years ago, we started to work together

for the Famous Players Film Company when it first started

in business; Ben wrote the ads, the publicity and some of the

scenarios; Al sold the pictures.

Everybody made money.

Those days were wonderful days—full of hopes and

dreams. Most of them came true ! They were tough days

too! It was difficult to rent independent pictures to theatres

on account of the trust, and admissions were only a nickel!

BUT QUALITY WON OUT

!

To-day, with QUALITY PICTURES, RIGHT
IDEALS and BRIGHT IDEAS—it's a cinch.

WE ARE TOGETHER AGAIN—but this time m
business for ourselves, and we are building a business which

we are determined the whole industry shall be proud of.

Ben is managing ''production," and Al is managing
''distribution."

The pictures that Ben will produce will be known as

PREFERRED PICTURES and will be made under the

trade name of

PREFERRED PICTURES, Inc.

The name of the distributing company will be known as the

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION

There will be other independent producers releasing

their product through the Al Lichtman Corporation. An-
nouncement of these will be made at a later date.

We have been planning this for some time and we
are ready.
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EN SCHULBERG
Our First Offerings

Now in Preparation:

RICH MEN'S WIVES
By Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson.

The first of a series of GASNIER Special Box-Ofifice

attractions, directed by the creator of Kismet and other

great pictures.

To be followed by:

CHING CHING CHINAMAN
By Wilbur Daniel Steele.

The prize short story of 1917.

It is unique—A story difYerent from any you have seen.

ARE YOU A FAILURE?
By Larry Evans.

Written especially for the screen by this famous author,

and will shortly be produced as a stage play.

A BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE
By Arthur J. Lamb.

From the famous song of the same name.

POOR MEN'S WIVES
A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES
A chapter from life.

Replete with laughs and sobs.

WHEN A WOMAN MARRIES
A powerful drama of today.

Each of these pictures will contain every element of box

office success.

We shall always operate with the knowledge that to

merit the exhibitors' support, we must deliver pictures and
service that will be profitable.

For complete distributing plan and date of first release

communicate with

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION

576 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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STATE RIGHTS

A K_\OCKOLT RLIL\L COAIEDY DRA.U\
WITH

TED EDWARDS
MR. AxND MRS. HARRY TODD
SAM ALLEN BOB CHANDLER

BILLIE RHODES
ERNEST SHIELD
VIOLET PHILLIP

AND OTHERS

Don't Miss These Money Makers
TOM AND JERRY ORIGINAL NOVAGRAPH SLOW

MANIKIN COMEDIES MOTION SUBJECTS
eacli week

•BEAR HUNT ON ROOSEVELT TRAIL'

Distributed by

ROY H. KLUMB PRODUCTIONS
5107 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES
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A GIRL—HER BOY—A OH JOY f
—

A PLOT-A ROW— A VAMP — THEN WOW !
—

A SPAT- STAND RAT-TOO FAT— HQT CAT /

Book
IN THE GAYEST COMEDY OF THE SEASONf

A JUGGERNAUT of jazz and
joy! The loveliest little

Flapper of them all comes
again to broadcast merriment to

millions— The Flapper fad has
gripped American girlhood— has
turned her into a delightful little

madcap whose charm is fetchingly

personified by Doris May.

A rattling farce to which ALL
the Flappers and their friends will

swarm—Cast includes Cullen Lan-
dis, Otis Harlan, Bull Montana and
Jacqueline Logan— Jazz up your
town with "Gay and Devilish!"
Extraordinary special exploitation,
including a novelty herald that
beats anything you ever saw to help
you mop up!

"Book. Thru your J^earest^
"R-C Exchange

STORY BY
CHAS.A.LOGUE

DIRECTED BY
WM.A.
SEITER ^.u.,
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•^Marion Fairfax Production

LYING TRUTH
With an all-star cast includlnq

NOAH BEERY- MARJORIE DAW- PAT O'MALLEY
TULLY IMARSHALL

Written and directed by MARION FAIRFAX

^ John Jasper, Mgr. of Production

A dramatic romance by the able

writer-director who built the

sound picture fabric and box-

office values into "River's End,"
"Bob Hampton of Placer,"

"Valley of the Giants," "Freck-

les," "Dinty" and a score more
of the big ones.

A writer who has personally

directed into this sound, sure,

swift-moving story those audi-

ence certainties that she knows
mean public patronage.

"The Lying Truth" is playing

the best houses and the biggest

circuits. Its cast and great title

reenforce "a clean picture with

a punch."

RELEAStWC COBPOBATION

Ml

«4

In Canada: Canadian Rdeasing CorporatioD, Limited
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Isadore Bernstein presents

MONROE ^ SALISBURY
in

JAir GREAT
ALONE

A West Coast
Films Corp.
Production

Directed by
Jacgues Jaccard
wciJames Colwell

What a combination was brought about to give box-office strength to "The
Great Alone"—a grouping of factors who know how to make pictures.

MONROE SALISBURY, the Star: You remember "The Savage;" "The
Millionaire Pirate;" "Hugon The Mighty;" "The Light of Victory:" "The
Sleeping Lion;" "The Barbarian." As "Silent Duval" in "The Great
Alone" Salisbury has the biggest of all his great roles.

JACQUES JACCARD, the Director : A great action director. Remem-
ber "The Great Air Robbery;" "Under TVorthern Lights;" "Liberty"
and "The Red Glove," chapter-plays; "If Only Jim;" "Honor Bound;"
"Desert Love;" "The Terror" and "The Fast Mail"? "The Great
Alone" is still bigger.

ISADORE BERNSTEIN the Supervising Director: He supervised "Tarzan
of the Apes;" "The Romance of Tarzan;" "Confession;" "Outside the
Law" and scores of others, and now has a great Coast producing plant at
his command.

And a cast backing up the great work of Salisbury that includes MARIA
DRAGA, a new find; WALTER LAW, a great villain; LURA ANSON,
Tom Meighan's leading woman in "If You Believe It It's So;" GEORGE
WAGGONER, the Youssef of "The Shiek," and RICHARD CUMMINGS.

fjura. Mnson

Premiere North American engagement: Turner & Dahnken's TIVOLI
Theatre, San Francisco, opening June 4.

nvaria Draga'Ohe Heroine tn Canada; Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited WaUertivx-:jh£ mUain
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AT the peak of her great art, in

another striking characterization

that will hit your public squarely

in the heart

—

The velvet touch of a baby's hands

and the soft music of its voice,

arousing all her slumbering mother-

instinct, transforms a dowdy genius

into a woman of matchless beauty and

scintillating wit

—

At the flood 'tide of glorious woman-

hood, the supreme emotional artiste of

the screen, presents another side of her

remarkable personality

—
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Ain't Life Wonderful!

I've been cussed a lot in this business

!

Considering the reasons therefor and those who

have done it—I'm rather proud of it

!

Recently I've had some messages of sympathy

!

That was funny!

As Mark Twain said, "The report of my death

was greatly exaggerated."

Personally I want, deserve or need sympathy

less than any man I know!

If I put a little money in a business and then go

home to California to see the folks and things go

wrong—That's my fault—I'm not kickin'—I don't

need, want or expect sympathy!

And the company was still mighty healthy

when I got back—despite all rumors to the

contrary

!

For a young feller, my personal income is still

pretty sweet and so far as this sales company,

Wid Gunning, Inc., is concerned, my experience

just proves that I should go back to my first

idea

—

Keep control of the organization myself and

turn the profits over to the real boys who do the

work.

With a film sales organization—THE FIRST
100 YEARS are the hardest!

I've been in the show game 26 years

I've been in New York 10 years

Wid Gunning, Inc., has been running ... 1 year

In the film business, every year is equal to a

hundred in any other. Of course, the corpora-

tion's first hundred years would be the hardest

—

They always are!

The second year, starting June 1st, will be

better

!

And every year after, much better!

This year I'm going to make twelve big

specials.

Our little troubles with this sales organization

have simply slowed the procession a little.

But those twelve specials are coming

!

You know producing is my real work

!

A certain number of exhibitors will get a chance

to participate in the profits—the others will pay

really big money because they will be really big

pictures

!

Getting things geared up here again has delayed

me so that we will not have time to see enough
exhibitors to finance all of the twelve productions

so I will proceed to finance these twelve produc-

tions personally, in association with a group of

financial associates, so that the productions will

be available for the coming season.

Those exhibitors who do get in on the plan

this year will participate just as if the produc-

tions were financed entirely by exhibitor partners.

Meanwhile, friends, don't waste any sympathy
on me—I dont need, want or deserve it—I have

some enemies—I've had some for many years

—

I'm rather proud of them!

I'd rather that sort should be my enemies than

my friends

!

I learned long ago how to take care of myself!

AIN'T LIFE WONDERFUL!
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"Big Mone^ Maker!

Don't OA)erlook It!"

You can't afford to overlook this review.

"Exhibitors in generjj cannot afiFord to over-

look this feature, which gives every indication

of proving a big money-maker."

"This latest Constance Talmadge vehicle registers

as capital farce comedy, full of snap and ginger and
safe to make a hit wherever it is shown. It is bully

good stuff, alive with rollicking humor, moving at %
fast clip and providing the ever popular leading lady
with just the sort of role suited to her versatile

talents.

"The beginning is sheer melodrama, a horrific tale

of shipwrecked folk on a raft, dying of hunger and
thirst and still ready to scrap for the affections of
the lone woman in the quartette. Then, as the sub-
titles grow more and more mock-heroic in tone and
the action wilder, it suddenly changes to a view of the

heroine reading and weeping over a realistic romance
of the sea.

'The real fun starts when Phyllis Tomley decides
that her hubby is altogether too prosaic to satisfy the
yearnings of her emotional temperament and seeks
divorce, as well as the love of a former suitor and
present successful novelist. The farcical situations

come thick and speedily and there is no let-up in the
mirthful swing of the picture, excepting when hus-
band Hector injects a bit of drama by saving Phyllis

from a thieving Mexican, until the final close-up is

reached.

"It is irresistibly funny and the burlesque on the
Reno Divorce Court proceedings another palpable hit.

Constance Talmadge plays the part of Phyllis with
her usual vivacious charm, giving a performance
bound to please her numerous admirers. Harrison
Ford is immense as the erstwhile meek, but later

resourceful husband, and Kenneth Harlan scores
heavily as novelist Wales. The support is excellent.''—Exhibitor's Trade Review.

JosepK M. ScKenck presents

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
IN The PrimitiA)e Lover

Adapted by Frances Marion from "The Divorcee"

B> Edgar Sel'oT^n

Directed by Sidney A. Franklin

Dicector of "Smilin' TKrougb"

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

nhore"!! be a Franchise everywhsrs.

55

1
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THE WINNING SMILE

You'll see it and a lot

more that'll make 3)our

patrons not only smile

but roar witK laugKter

in tKe latest Mack Sen-

nett two-reel fun-maker.

MACK SENNETT
Presents

"G3?mnasium Jim

xN?ith Billy Bevan
and Mildred June

Directed b^? Roy Del Ruth

DON'T Miss Ant
of Sennett's two-reel comedies

of feature wortK made for release

through First National.

"Tke Duck Hunter"

"Be Reasonable"

"By Heck" "On Patrol"

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

RELEASED ON THE OPEN MARKET
AVAILABLE TO ALL EXHIBITORS
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Joseph Plunkett hung up

his stocking— Yes, right

in May!

And Old Santa Claus

has slipped him a

package that is going to

bring him big Money.

He's got the third picture

of

RICHARD BARTHELME55

S o n n 3)

"

Booked for the New York Strand for next week. And you can

bet it'll be a big clean up for—

Ifs got the punch of "ToPable David.''

It's got the love and romance of **The
Seventh Day."

It's got—best of all—a big heart throb
that makes it bigger than either.

It's ''Our Dick at his best."

Presented by INSPIR.\TIOX PICTURES, IXC. Taken from the play by George V.

Hobart; directed by Henry King; screen adaptation by Frances Marion and

Henr>- King. A FIRST NATIONAL ATTR.\CTION.

We'll Tell You What They
Think Of It Next Week

nh&rell be a Franchise averywher&
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First Skirmish Won by O'Reilly Faction

in Electing New Western New York Head
THE first clash between the two exhibitor factions in upper New York

State terminated this week in a defeat for Howard Smith of Buffalo, a
Cohen lieutenant, who applied for a charter that was taken by officials

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State to mean that the
national organization was about to squeeze it out of the association.

Until Tuesday, May 23rd, Smith was President of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western New York. He called a meeting for that date
for the purpose of creating an up-state organization to work in conjunction
with the M. P. T. O. A. However, his efforts were in vain for his purpose
not only was defeated, but he was prompted to resign the Presidency and
Jules H. Michaels of Buffalo, who has steadfastly fought side by side with
Charles L. O'Reilly, and Sam I. Berman, President and Executive Secretary,
respectively, of the New York State organization, was elected to succeed
him.

State officers in their efforts to keep the

State organization a solid unit at the con-

vention so that the interests of the exhib-

itors of the Ernpire State could be safe-

guarded.

After resolutions were passed, Mr.
Smith resigned and Mr. Michaels of the

Regent Theatre, BuflFalo, chairman of the

executive committee of the M. P. T. O.
N. Y., was elected president for the unex-
pired term of office.

This defeat of the Cohen force in up-

per New York is taken by exhibitors to

mean the absolute overthrow of Czarism
in New York State. That the New York
State exhibitors are determined to have

nothing further to do with the M. P. T.

O. A. seems certain on the face of re-

ports received this week. In the Buffalo

defeat is seen the total failure of the

Cohen faction to establish a new unit in

New York.

As we exclusively published in Moving
Picture World last week the confedera-

tion of independent exhibitors is gain-

ing much ground and indications were
that before June rolls by such an or-

ganization dedicated for the transaction of

business and the protection of exhibitor

interests, with absolutely no politics, will

have been effected. Already four States

are ready to fall in line, according to re-

ports received in authoritative circles.

Another important development of the

past week came in the form of a confer-

ence held at the offices of Will Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors, Inc., with a

committee representative of the New
York State M. P. T. O. and Theatre

Owners Chamber of Commerce partici-

pating. The exhibitor situation was
gone over thoroughly. At the close of

the conference—the first held between
Mr. Hays and a committee representative

of the New York exhibitors—the former

Postmaster General instructed the com-
mittee to draw up a uniform contract

along their lines and that he would take

it up at an early meeting of the organiza-

tion. Several other important matters

also were gone over.

On Wednesday, May 24, announce-

ment was made by Cohen that a confer-

ence between Hays and the National

Board of Directors of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, will be held

in New York, commencing Monday, June
12. This conference was arranged in con-

formity with the provisions of a resolu-

tion adopted at the recent national con-

vention, in which the board was directed

to plan such a meeting within 30 days.

The members of the M. P. T. O. A.
Board of Directors include the following

:

A. R. Pramer of Nebraska, W. A. Steffes

of Minnesota, M. E. Comerford of Penn-
sylvania, W. D. Burford of Illinois,

Claude Cady of Michigan, W. A. True
of Connecticut, H. B. Varner of North
Carolina, E. M. Fay of Rhode Island, G.

G. Schmidt of Indiana, I. W. McMahan
of Ohio, A. Julian Brylawsky of Wash-
ington, D. C, R. F. Woodhull of New
Jersey, Sydney S. Cohen of New York.
The Buffalo meeting was largely at-

tended by exhibitors of that territory and
the proceedings of the Washington con-

vention were discussed. A resolution

was passed requesting the State organiza-

tion to withdraw from the M. P. T. O. A.
Another resolution was passed extending

a vote of confidence and support to the

Cohen Names Five as

National Executives
Under the provisions of the constitu-

tion of the M. P. T. O. A., the national

executive committee consists of repre-

sentatives from each state unit of the or-

ganization or recognized subdivision of a

state. These state units or divisions are

to make the selections and certify the same

to tlie national office.

In addition to the members thus selected

in the states, five members are to be ap-

pointed at large by the national president.

In conformity with this provision of the

constitution. President Sydney S. Cohen
has named the following: J. C. Ritter,

Detroit ; L. J. Dittmar, Louisville
;
Harry

Davis, Pittsburgh ; C .E. Whitehurst,

Baltimore
; Jacob Lourie, Boston.

Al Lichtman and Ben Schulberg Form
Producing and Distributing Company

AL LICHTMAN AND BEN P. SCHULBERG, who for several years

worked in close association for Famous Players, have again joined

forces. This time, however, they are in business for themselves,

having with J. G. Bachman formed the Al Lichtman Corporation, Mr.

Lichtman being in charge of distribution and Mr. Schulberg managing
the production end.

Mr. Lichtman announces that distribution of the new company's
product will be through Al Lichtman Corporation exchanges to be estab-

lished with territorial partners who will include some of the most prom-
inent exchangemen and exhibitors throughout the country. This is the

same plan as originally put into effect by Mr. Lichtman with the Alco

Company and with Famous Players.

Distribution of the first six pictures will begin in September. These
pictures will be produced in Los Angeles by Preferred Pictures, Inc.,

with prominent players and directors. The first six, for which produc-

tion plans are already under way, will be high-class box-office

attractions. The initial picture will be "Rich Men's Wives" by Frank
Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson, the first of a series of specials

directed by Gasnier.

This will be followed by "Ching Ching Chinaman" Wilbur Daniel

Steele's prize short story; "Are You A Failure?" written for the screen

by Larry Evans and soon to be produced as a stage play; "A Bird in a

Gilded Cage" adapted from Arthur J. Lamb's well-known song; "Poor
Men's Wives" a sequel to "Rich Men's Wives" and "When a Woman
Marries" a drama of today featuring some of the screen's best known
artists.
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Greatest Era of Prosperity Just Ahead,

Hays Tells Carnegie Institute Audience
WILL H. HAYS, president of the

Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc., ad-

dressing an audience at Carnegie Insti-

tute, spoke frankly about the industry,

told of its possibilities and its needs, and
pledged himself and those with whom he

has become associated to do everything

possible to realize the great potentialities

of the film.

Mr. Hays said that there is an invest-

ment of $500,000,000 in real estate, stu-

dios and equipment, with 50,000 persons

constantly employed at salaries totalling

$50,000,000 annuallv. For admissions to

picture theatres $800,000,000 is paid an-

nually, and possibly $200,000,000 a year

spent in production.

"No exigency however serious,'' he

said, "will present to this nation an insur-

mountable crisis. Every problem is solv-

able. Readjustment demands the best

there is in us as a nation mentally and
spiritually. We shall adhere to the true,

clear thing and never abandon our high

iileals. This nation is a success ; it is still

the hope of the world ; it must be made a

yet greater place for the sons of men.
"The fact is, of course, that there is

ahead the greatest era of expansion and
prosperity the world has even seen. The
only question has been when will it start.

Well, it has started. There has been a

lot of business that has been really sick,

staggering, still with the shell shock of

war and the debauch of extravagance,

"but there has been a good deal more busi-

ness that has been merely malingering. I

have had and have now full appreciation

of the difficulties, but I have no use for

commercial slackers.

"We have not been in a period of hard

times coming; we have been in a period

of soft times coming. Prosperity is right

ahead of us and it is time to go out and
meet it. I cry continually for the com-
mon sense of courage, confidence and co-

operation. Let us lay bricks—not throw

them."

Vitagraph Merges Publicity Forces with
Its Great Brooklyn Studio Organization

V ITAGRAPH has completed ar-

rangements for the housing of its

entire publicity organization in its

great Brooklyn studios. The action is

taken as a part of a general plan to more
closely co-ordinate the production and
distribution units.

The company feels that the change will

he beneficial in taking up slack that exists

with its publicity department remote from

Foreign Interests of Moving Picture

Firms to Be Cared for by H. H, Morse
Tf-fE foreign interests of manufac-

turers and exporters of moving
pictures, according to advices from

Washington, D. C, will be looked out

for after July 1 by Henry H. Morse, of

Boston, who has been appointed by Sec-

retary of Commerce Hoover to be chief

of the specialties division of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Mr. Morse was born at Athol, Mass.,

June 2, 1877, and is a graduate of Har-
vard College. For ten years he was ex-

port manager for the Regal Shoe Com-
pany and has had much other experience

in that line. He is considered one of the

foremost authorities iw the country on ex-

port technique and has been prominently
connected with the foreign activities of

the New England Chamber of Commerce
and other important organizations in that

section.

Mr. Morse brings to the bureau this

wide experience in the export domain and
an intimate acquaintance with foreign

markets and a wide practical knowledge
in the field of specialties, which is ex-
pected by officials of the department to

be of untold value to the exporters with
whom he will come in contact in his new
position. The division of which he will

be chief, in addition to moving pictures,

also handle such commodities as station-

ery, jewelry, etc.

Commerce meeting on May 23, the board
of directors announced the appointment
of Senator James J. Walker, formerly
national exhibitor counsel, as counsel for

the New York Cit>' organization. In

recognition of his valuable services to the

exhibitors of the country and especially

to those of New York State, the Chamber
will tender him a testimonial banquet at

the Ritz-Carlton on June 14.

Tribute to Senator Walker
As forecast last week in Moving Pic-

ture World, at the regular Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Chamber of

Presbyterians Plan
Concerted Attack on

the Motion Pictures
Presbyterians are urged to refrain from

attending theatres that show suggestive

and unclean pictures. The request was
made in the form of a unanimous resolu-

tion of almost 900 commissioners of the

General Assembly of the church meeting
in Des Moines.

The Assembly instructed its Board of

Temperance and Moral Welfare to begin

a movement to unite all the moral agen-
cies of the country in a concerted request

to Congress that pictures be supervised

in production to see that they measure uo
to certain moral standards.

Certain interests in the industry, the

statement said, in films make light of mar-
riage, woman's virtue, the Lord's Day,
the Eighteenth Amendment and chastity,

"thus spreading a moral blight across

America and striking at the vitals of the

nation in suggesting to the youth of the

land habits and attitudes of life that tend

onlv to ruin."

its source of supply. The quarters se-

lected in the Brooklyn plant are con-

venient to art, still and printing depart-

ments, and will put the staff in daily

touch with the atmosphere of production.

The Brooklyn studios of Vitagraph oc-

cupy an entire c\ty square, and are the

last word in modern equipment, embody-
ing many features exclusive with this

company. The change will not affect Vit-

agraph Exchange, which occupies an en-

tire floor at 1600 Broadway.

Mexico Bans Imports

of American Films;

Reason Kept Secret
The Mexican government has prohi-

bited the importation into Mexico of cer-

tain American films, according to advices

received by the Post Office Department.
The department is not advised as to the

reason for the action of the Mexican
government, but has announced that post-

masters should be guided thereby.

The department was advised of the pro-

hibition by the Mexican postal adminis-

tration, in the following communication :

The Ruling

"In accordance with the ruling made
by the president of this Republic, the im-

portation of any class of films produced

or released by the ParamDunt Pictures

Company is prohibited until further no-

tice. As this prohibition embraces im-

portation of the films of the said enter-

prise by mail, the Mexican exchange of-

ficers have been instructed this day, ef-

fective at once, to return to the office of

origin in your country all shipments of

this kind, accompanied by the correspond-

ing bulletin of certification. I take the

liberty to advise you of this, for such

action as you may see fit to take, adding

that the prohibition in question will re-

main in force until advice to the contrary

is given to your department."

While the communication mentions

only Paramount, it is understood that

several other companies are aflfected.

Paramount officials and Courtland Smith,

assistant to Will H. Hays, declined to

discuss the reason for the prohibition.
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Aliens of Canada in Financial Trouble,

Reports Say; Creditors' Meetings Called
DEVELOPMENTS affecting the

interests of Jule and J. J. Allen

of Toronto throughout Canada,

have occurred in quick succession during

the past few days, the start of which

was the announcement on May 17 that

the Aliens had made a personal assign-

ment for the benefit of creditors to G. T.

Clarkson, Toronto, authorized trustee,

who immediately called a general meeting

of creditors to be held in Toronto on May
25.

Simultaneously with this news came the

reports of judgments in Toronto courts

against the Allen interests. Knauth,

Macleod and Kuhne were given judgment
against Jule and J. J. Allen for $47,510

and the State Bank and Trust Company
was given judgment against Allen Thea-

tres, Ltd., Toronto, for $2,538.

These developments were followed by
an announcement that the Allen Montreal

Theatres, Ltd., controlling Allen inter-

ests in Montreal, had been obliged to call

a meeting of creditors at Montreal. Then
followed notification at Toronto of a

meeting of creditors of Allen Theatres,

Ltd., Toronto, to consider a proposal of

extension, this meeting being scheduled

for May 29.

Purchase Offer Of Two-Fifths

Following these developments came the

statements that J. P. Bickell, vice-presi-

dent, and N. L. Nathanson, managing di-

rector of Famous Players Canadian Cor-
poration, had made another offer to pur-

chase all Allen theatre interests in the

Dominion, the renewed offer being for

two-fifths of the value of theatre stock,

it is declared. It has been intimated that

an offer from the Famous Players

Canadian Corporation would be seriously

considered at a meeting of shareholders at

Toronto.

The Famous Players people, directing

Regal Films, Ltd., and a chain of fine

Capitol theatres across Canada, as well

as allied enterprises, made their first of-

fer of absorption last fall. Negotiations

were admitted but the deal never came to

a head.

At the zenith of their career, the Al-

iens controlled or owned no less than

fifty-six picture theatres, practically from
coast to coast in the Dominion. During
the past year or so, however, a number
of these theatres reverted to former own-
ers or were otherwise disposed of. The
proposal for an extension to creditors of

Allen theatres, made at Toronto, provides

for the establishment of a creditors' com-
mittee which would continue the business

and would name the time and amount of

partial payments. This proposal would
require the sanction of two-thirds of the

creditors and be subject to the approval

of the court. All debts would have to

be paid in legal priority under the laws
of Ontario.

Statement of Liabilities

A statement submitted by the Aliens

show that their liabilities totalled $687,-

293, with assets of $951,618, indicating a

nominal surplus of $264,325. Assets
comprise nominal equities, it is said, in

pledged securities of $307,949, of which
the heaviest holder is the Canadian Bank
of Commerce in whose holding is a nomi-
nal equity of $172,419. Assets comprise
almost entirely common stocks in sub-

sidiary theatres which aggregate over

$215,000, it is pointed out. There are

200,000 shares in the Allen's Cleveland
Company, 69,000 shares of common stock

in Allen's Toronto interests, and others.

The Aliens maintain that their personal

assignment has nothing to do with Allen

theatre companies but the latter have
called important meetings at Montreal and
Toronto to discuss financial developments,
it is reported.

The Aliens admit that they were forced

into assignment when the found them-
selves unable to meet a large New York
obligation recently. It also is understood
that the Aliens owe a considerable sum to

Associated First National Exhibitors' Cir-

cuit for sub-franchises and film rentals

for the Allen houses in Eastern Canada,
with the exception of the Allen's Regent
Theatre at Ottawa for which no sub-fran-

chise was obtained. It is almost impos-
sible to outline how the shareholders of

subsidiary theatre companies stand be-

cause of varying situations. Some of the

Allen theatres were paying propositions,

while others were not, it is stated.

The first indication of reverses came
last year when the Aliens permitted an
option on the Empire Music Hall, Lon-
don, England, to lapse and also when
they started to relinquish control of va-

rious theatres in Canada. Then came the

announcement of an important offer of

absorption by the Famous Players Canad-
ian Corporation. Toronto liabilities in-

clude : Robert Simpson Company, $62,-

417; G. T. Clarkson, $20,000; Dominion
Bridge Company, $11,157; H. Rotenberg,

$11,079; Yolles & Rotenberg, $13,538.

Marr Promoted
John C. Ragland, general manager of

Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation,

announced this week the appointment of
Alan D. Marr as assistant general man-
ager of that organization. Mr. Marr,
who had joined the Kane company last

December as comptroller, entered upon
his new duties at once.

The appointment of an assistant gen-
eral manager of the Arthur S. Kane Pic-

tures Corporation was made necessary by
the constant increase in the business of
that organization.
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Loew's Warfield Opens
Out in San Francisco

The opening of Loew's Warfield The-

atre, San Francisco, on the evening of

May 13, was the occasion for a demon-
stration probably without equal in the his-

tory of the theatre business of the Far
West. A brilliant audience, which resem-

bled a first night at opera, a galaxy of

moving picture stars and a magnificent

theatre that exceeded even the fondest

expectations, were contributing features

to the success of the event.

Behind all this, however, was the hid-

den feeling of home pride, the linking of

San Francisco's golden past with her

wonderful present and future and the

wish to do honor to the distinguished cit-

izen for whom the house was named.
For this city is the home of David War-
field, beloved actor, friend of Marcus
Loew, who financed the first moving pic-

ture venture of the latter when a tiny

showhouse was opened at Seventh ave-

nue and Twenty-third street. New York.

Mr. Loew had planned to attend the

opening and it had been hoped that David
Warfield could attend in person, but the

former was attending the convention of

the M. P. H. O. A. at Washington,
while Mr. Warfield was kept away by an
extended engagement made necessary by
the recent accident at Los Angeles, in

which his leg was broken, the venerable

mother of the actor was present, how-
ever, as was also his sister.

America7i Film Trade
Abroad Is Extending

The foreign trade in American moving
pictures is expanding steadily, some
forty-five diflferent countries importing

films from us during March, according to

a report just prepared by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Ex-
ports of positive films during the month
totaled 11,603,435 linear feet, with a

value of $509,975. The most important

markets were Australia, Canada and Ar-
gentina, in the order named, between
them taking very nearly half of the total

exports.

In addition to finished productions, we
also exported 3,087,971 feet of sensitized,

but unexposed, film, worth $86,500 and

935,824 feet of negatives, valued at

$61,729. Markets for raw stock are con-

fined to England and her colonies, Japan,

China and Mexico, the last two, however,

being negligible. Somewhat more distri-

bution is given negatives, some fifteen

countries making imports during March,
England and her possessions taking about

half of the total shipped abroad.

Independent Exchanges
in Canada Amalgamate

A considerable number of independent

film exchange organizations in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, have amalgamated in a new
company, Capitol Film Service, Ltd., of

which George A. Graham of Winnipeg

has become general manager. The com-
panies involved include several well

known enterprises. The western Cana-
dian rights to British-made productions

handled in Canada by the Anglo-Canadian
Picture Plays, Ltd., of Montreal, have
been absorbed by the new company, it is

announced. In fact, George A. Graham
was formerly the Western Canadian man-
ager of the Anglo-Canadian company.
Another prominent Canadian concern

interested is the Canadian Exhibitors

Exchange, Ltd., with headquarters at

Toronto. This exchange was organized

under the direct auspices of the Moving
Picture Exhibitor?" Association of On-
tario some years ago.

The purpose of the amalgamation is to

effect a big reduction in overhead ex-

penses and it is promised that a consider-

able saving in rental charges to exhibitors

will also be brought about.

It's Rough Sailing for

Drs. Crafts and Chase
Motion picture producers and theatre

owners have the same right to organize

and make known their political desires

as has any other group of men, according

to an expression of Senator Shortridge,

of California, chairman of the subcom-
mittee of the Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee charged with the consideration of the

Myers probe resolution.

The Senator had given an opportunity

to the Rev. M. K. Fulton, of Washington,
the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts and Canon
William S. Chase to continue their argu-

ment in favor of the adoption of the

Myers resolution and investigation of the

motion picture industry. They indicated

it was all right for the anti-saloon league

to engage in politics but they were not

charitable enough to believe that anybody
else had a like right.

Reformers Seek to Have
Theatre License Revoked
A suit, asking that the license of the

Jeflferson Amusement Company of Hunt-
ington, Ind., be revoked, was filed in city

court at Huntington, Thursday, May 16,

by persons who have been active in a
movement to close the moving picture

theatres on Sunday.
A similar suit was filed last winter in

an efYort to put a stop to the Sunday
shows, but Mayor Clarence Juillerat, who
is judge of the city court, refused to

hear the suit and refused to order the

police to interfere with the Sunday shows.
The present suit was filed with a view to

making a test of the law, it is understood.

Prominent Exhibitor

Marries in New York
William J. Clark, president of the thea-

tre chain corporately known as the Con-
solidated Theatres, Grand Rapids. Mich.,

was married in New York on Tuesday
evening to Miss Emmy Georgette Meda
of Milan, Italy. The bride is the daugh-
ter of Giuseppe Meda. a well-known iron

manufacturer of Milan. Mr. Clark is

well known to the moving picture busi-

ness and has and is successfully conducted
many theatres along progressive lines.

He is receiving the congratulations of his

New York friends, among whom is Mov-
ing Picture World.
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Paul Brunet Sanguine for Future;
on Eve of Sailing Abroad He Sees

Growth of Confidence in Industry
PAUL BRUNET sailed on May 24

for a few months' vacation in

'Europe. Just before his depar-

ture the president of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., in an interview for pubHcation, ex-

pressed himself as follows

:

"I am taking a little rest, and I leave my
desk with the sanguine feeling that upon
my return I shall find the motion picture

business still further improved. I think

the worst is now behind us, and while

one cannot expect much improvement
during the summer months, the gradual

and continued improvement in general

conditions during the months from now
until September will reflect itself in a

surge upwards in the business of exhibit-

ors, and accordingly make conditions eas-

ier for the distributor and the producer.

"Almost everyone dislikes to talk about

last year. While Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

made very little profit last year, we con-

siderd our good will asset somewhat in-

creased. We have demonstrated that we
stand by our customers, and gratefully

acknowledge that they have stood by us

during a very trying year, to our mutual
benefit and better understanding.

.More Co-operation

"The conditions of our industry seem

to be shaping themselves very nicely. Ex-
hibitors and producers realize their

mutual inter-dependence and are ever

getting closer together in understanding

and the shaping of the industry's future.

Only a few short years ago the public

felt a certain antipathy to railroads. I

believe that the public now realizes fully

the important relationship carrier pros-

perity bears to general welfare. Like-

wise exhibitor and public feeling toward
producer and distributor is rapidly be-

coming more and more tolerant, and as

soon as this feeling becomes fully crys-

talized we can look for some really won-
derful developments in the production

end of our business.

"The start made by Mr. Will H. Hays
on behalf of the producers and distribu-

tors is interesting, and from the steps so

far taken it seems clear that as he gets a

full grasp of the industry's problems

much good can be expected to result,

particularly since I note the interest and
participation of exhibitors in their organ-

ization and the apparent purpose of that

body to make a trial of complete co-oper-

ation with the producer-distributor

organization.

Foreign Situation "Mixed"

"The foreign situation is still pretty

well mixed. I expect to study those con-

ditions on my present trip. Much de-

pends on the outcome of the Genoa Con-
ference. We all know that some of the

countries, like Russia, that years ago

was one of the best fields for films,

could again be a considerable help to the

film industry of this country if business

relationship were re-established.

"The motion picture industry was the
last to feel the depression and seems to

be one of the first to make recovery. For
every month this year so far, general
conditions have been behind the same

months last year, yet our business, and
so far as we can learn that of exhibitors
and other distributors, has well held its

own with last year, and since leading sta-

tisticians and business men now claim
that May and June this year will finally

show gains over the same months last

year, I cannot help feeling that Septem-
ber of this year will inaugurate an era of
steady prosperity for the motion picture
industry."

New York Attorney General Files Brief
in Pathe News Reel-Censorship Battle

C LAIMING that firms of prize fights

are in the same category as the cur-

rent event films of the Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., the New York State at-

torney general's office bases some rather

interesting arguments before the Appel-
late Division, as to the right of the New
York State Motion Picture Censorship
Commission to continue censoring the

news weeklies put out by Pathe.

"I desire to call the attention of the

court," says the attorney general, "to the

fact that for the past few years motion
picture films showing prize fights have
been excluded from exhibition in this

state. Those are in the same category
as the plaintiff's pictures, and if it should
be determined that such class of pictures

are entitled to immunity of speech and
press under the New York State Con-
stitution, it would no longer be possible

to prohibit the exhibition of that class of

pictures."

The attorney general bases his conten-
tion on four arguments which are taken
verbatin from the official brief that has

just been filed with the Appellate Division.
These arguments are

:

1—The examination of motion picture
films, designated as current events, by a
commission created by statute, prior to

its exhibition at any place of amusement
for pay, or in connection with any busi-

ness in the state, constitutes a valid exer-
cise of the police power.

2—The regulation and censorship of

motion pictures depicting current events
exhibited in places of amusement for pay,

or in connection with any business does
not violate Section 8 of Article 1 of the

New York State Constitution.

3—-Chapter 715 of the laws of 1921,

creating the Motion Picture Commission
and outlining its duties is not in con-

fliction with Article 14 of the United
States Constitution.

4—There should be a declaraiton of

this court to the effect that the authority

conferred on the Motion Picture Com-
mission is a proper exercise of the police

power and that the act is not in contraven-
tion of certain sections of New York."
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Algerians Take Readily
to the Motion Pictures

The motion picture has spread exten-
sively through Algeria and has become a
very popular amusement among all classes

of the population, Arab as well as Euro-
pean, declares the American consul at

Algiers in a special report just submitted
to the Department of Commerce. The-
atres and other places of recreation are
not numerous at present, but the "movie"
has established itself in most of the prin-

cipal centers of population and, consider-
ing the number of inhabitants, the wealth
and the growth of Algeria, promises to

make still more rapid progress as the peo-
ple's chief form of diversion.

There are now about 200 picture houses
in the country, fifteen of which are lo-

cated in Algiers, several of them compar-
ing favorably with French theatres.

Most of the films used are of French
and Italian origin. Emotional dramas in

three or four parts are much vogue, but
short comics are also used in most of the

programs.

Film Players Will Hold
Carnival for Sick Fund

During the entire week of beginning

June 5, the Movie Players' Carnival Com-
mittee will hold a carnival at Starlight

Park, New York City, the proceeds to be

used in establishing a benevolent and sick

fund for the Film Players' Club, Inc.

Among those who have signified their

intention of participating are Vera
Gordon, little Miriam Batista, Peggy
Rice, Fay Marbe, \'eronica, \'era Myers,
together with Directors George Terwilli-

ger and Ray Smallwood.
The carnival, it is announced, will con-

sist of a lengthy program, during the six

days of fun and frolic, dance contests and
exhibitions, sports, etc., including an ex-
hibition of directors at work.
The executive committee consists of

Paul G. Walters, chairman
; J. Francis

O'Reilly, treasurer; Allen Calvart, secre-

tary; E. Whitwell, J. F. Poole, Franklin
Murray, and A. D. V. Storey, general
manager.

It is expected that many other stars will

be added to the list as the committee has
only been functioning for one week.

Independent Film Assets

Seized by Revenue Head
Collector of Internal Revenue George

Moore of the First Miss uri District

has seized the assets of the Independent
Film Company of Missouri to satisfy ap-
proximately $500 in federal taxes on film

rentals, etc. The collectors have authority

to sell the physical assets if necessary to

collect his taxes.

This unexpected move on the part of
the Government resulted in a hastily

called meeting of the creditors of the ex-
change in the offices of Becker & Heege,

attorneys, Merchants-Laclede Building,
Tuesday, May 16, to determine on steps
to be taken to protect the interests of
those holding accounts against the ex-
change. Stockholders have considered
for several weeks plans for a complete
reorganization.

Sues Oliver Morosco on
Notes Alleged to Be Due
Further addition to the legal difficul-

ties of Oliver Morosco, playright and
prominent motion picture producer, was
disclosed recently in the County Clerks
office, and at the same time in Sherifl
Percy Nagle's office in the Hall of Rec-
ords, when papers were filed in a suit

brought in the New York Supreme Court
by Anna Nichols Duffy, also known pro-
fessionally as Anne Nichols, who resides
at Bayside, L. I., against Morosco to re-

cover $28,250.

According to the complaint of Miss
Nichols she purchased 100 shares of stock
of the Oliver Morosco Production Com-
paying paying $10,000 for same, with the

distinct understanding that within a cer-

tain time he would re-purchase this stock
from her, which however she claims he
failed to do. In the meantime however
she avers she made five other advances to

him for which he gave her in return his

])romissnry notes. These notes, it is al-

leged, were not paid when they fell due.

Exhibitor Stands Pat
in Blue Sunday Fight

Fist fights, heated debates and threats

and counterthreats mark the present
stage of the contest between the liberals

and the Blue Sunday advocates at Ames,
la. Meanwhile, Joseph Gerbracht, man-
ager of the A. H. Blank house at Ames,
is running the house on Sunday, despite

a city ordinance banning Sunday pic-

tures, until the case can be settled by the

Iowa Supreme Court.

More than 2,000 Ames residents have
signed a petition to be sent Will H.
Hays, urging him to use his influence to

retain Sunday pictures in that city. The
eyes of the state have been focused on
the fight and its outcome will undoubtedly
have a bearing on action to be adopted by
civic authorities in other towns.

Small ofMacon Heads
Finance Corporation

Officers of the Southern Motion Pic-

ture Finance Corporation and the Atlanta
Studio Corporation have been elected as

follows: R. B. Small, Macon, president;

U. M. Dailey, Atlanta, vice-president and
general manager; G. E. Furley, Atlanta,

secretary and treasurer. The directors
are George J. Calloway, Albany, Ga.

; J.
G. Inman, Albany, Ga. ; Raymond D.
Pauley, New York; Frederick Munroe
and H. B. Troutman. Troutman and
Freeman, Atlanta, will act as counsel.

John H. Ford Replies
in Knickerbocker Case

The statute of limitations is advanced
as nullifying the indictment against John
H. Ford, president of the Union Iron
Works, supplier of the iron work for
the Knickerbocker Theatre, Washington,
D. C, which collapsed on January 28.
The theatre, it is set forth, was completed
in 1918 and the indictment was not re-

turned until April 3, 1922. Through his

attorneys Mr. Ford also filed a demurrer
to the indictment, assigning seventeen de-
fects which make the "true bill" bad in

substance and untenable, according to

their view of the law.

Toledo and Censorship
Attention in Toledo, Ohio, is being

focused on censorship of moving pic-

tures by two important events of the
near future. A committee of the Cleve-
land Chamber of Commerce, has been
deliberating on the matter for a year.
The report of the committee is nearing
completion, and within a month the board
of directors is expected to announce its

findings and recommendations, and dele-

gates of organizations interested in bet-

ter films from all over the state will con-
vene in Cleveland from June 1 to 3, with
the Cinema Club as host. Will Hays is

scheduled to speak the second day.

Su£S to Recover Money
Alleged to Be Due

Judgment has been filed in the County
Clerks office, by the Republic Laborator-
ies, for $6,042 against Joseph P. Lamy
of Paris, France.

The judgment is the result of an ac-

tion brought in the New York Supreme
Court, by the Laboratories Corporation,

of 128 West 52d street, to recover the

value of two promissory notes, which, it

is charged, were allowed to go to pro-

test.

Employes Strike
About twenty employes of the Albany

Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., went on a

strike last week, when the manager re-

fused to comply with a demand made by
the union that a man be employed after-

noons on the back stage. According to

the management of the house, the union

officials refused to submit the matter to

arbitration.

An ounce of business is worth a long ton of
politics in the moving picture industry and this goes
for everv branch of it.
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Jenkins' Invention Makes It Possible

to Send Moving Pictures by the Radio
MOVING pictures by radio have

become more than a possibility

with the announcement by C.

Francis Jenkins, of Washington, D. C.,

that he has perfected a method whereby
pictures may be broadcasted instantane-

ously as they are taken. The perfection

of this invention adds another to the long

list of achievements by Mr. Jenkins in

the moving picture world.

Mr. Jenkins has been working on the

idea for a number of years, but only re-

cently worked out a solution for one of

the major problems, that of correcting

errors in prismatic rings, which are the

most important part of the new inven-

tion.' Always in the manufacture of

these rings, of which he is also the inven-

tor, there was an error which for some
reason or other could not be eradicated.

While taking a flight over Washington,
in one of the several aeroplanes which he

owns and operates, the idea occurred to

him that if he took two of the prismatic

rings, one with a plus error and the other

THE Executive Committee of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

North Carolina has announced that

the annual convention of the North Caro-

lina organization will be held in Ashe-
ville. North Carolina, June 20, 21 and 22.

The Langren Hotel will be convention as-

sociation to be held in the mountain city,

all midsummer meetings having hereto-

fore been called for Wrightsville Beach,

Wilmington, North Carolina.

Asheville, through its Chamber of

Commerce put out a strong bid for the

convention this time, and delegates and
visitors will have as an extra incentive to

visit Asheville, the inspection of its big

new theatres, which are claimed to be the

finest in the South. Among them are the

new Imperial and the Park Theatre,

whose lobby is of such giant size that the

automobile show was recently held there-

in. The Vance, also another new theatre,

in addition to the Strand, Majestic and
Princess are Asheville institutions.

Lunn Must Make Public

Sunday Benefit Receipts
The appellate division of the Supreme

Court in New York State has denied a

further appeal in the case against Mayor
George R. Lunn of Schenectady. The
appellate division recently affirmed an

order directing Mayor Lunn to make an

accounting and open the books and rec-

ords for inspection covering the funds of

the mayor's office said to have been col-

lected from picture theatre proprietors in

Schenectady for the privilege of exhibit-

ing motion pictures on Sunday nights, a

with an ec|ual minus error, it would give

the zero of perfection necessary to ac-

complish the results which he has just

made public.

It worked. Moving picture shows now
can be sent out from a central station to

audiences, and people in the home may
have pictures in good and bad weather
without leaving the fireside. They can

see things in various parts of the world
as they are happening, according to the

inventor.

Aside from the prismatic rings, which
furnish the real secret of the new method
of broadcasting pictures, the other instru-

ments have been known in the scientific

and technical world for years. There is

a light detecting box which takes the pic-

ture through a lens in front of the pris-

matic rings and as the light rays pass

through it sends them out through the

air just as the voice is sent out by the

carbon transmitter. On the receiving

end there is an ordinary telegraph instru-

ment with a mirror affixed to it. The

percentage of the receipts to be devoted

to charitable purposes.

Mayor Lunn contended that it was a

private fund, and the manner of its appli-

cation was not a public concern. The
proceedings were brought by a Schenec-
tady taxpayer.

light wave causes this instrument to vi-

brate and the mirror sends the light on
through a "light valve," which is noth-

ing more than a glass tube filled with car-

bon bisulphide and wound with wire,

much after the fashion of the tuning coil

now used in wireless. This tube regu-

lates the varying intensities of the light

necessary to produce the picture.

Houdini Alleges Money
Is Due; Brings Suit

Judgment has been filed in the

County Clerks office, by Harry Houdini,

the so-called handcufif king, as a result

of a suit brought in the New York

Supreme Court, against the Octagon

Films, Inc., Benjamin A. Rolfe and

Harry Grossman for $32,938.18.

The summons and complaint filed with

the judgment says that in June, 1918,

Houdini entered into an agreement with

Rolf and Grossman, to appear in a serial

motion picture, the title for which is

"The Master Mystery," the salary for

, Houdini, it is alleged being fixed at

$1,500 per week, and in addition, he was
to receive 10 per cent on the profits of

the sale and exploitation of the serial.

Houdini avers that in October, 1918, his

contract was assigned to the Octagon
Films, which he says agreed to take over

all of the obligations embodied in the

contract, but that he never received the

amount of money due him.

In answer to Houdini's allegations, the

defendants state that the contract with

Houdini was modified and Houdini re-

ceived all he was entitled to.

M. P. T, O. of North Carolina Will Hold
Convention in Asheville June 20, 21, 22
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R[C}IARD A. ROWLAND has def-

initely cast his lot with the Asso-

ciated First National Exhibitors.

This is important news and we congratu-

late both parties to the arrangement. Mr.

Rowland with characteristic democracy

declined a title and contented himself with

the plain statement: "I am with First

National." His connection with that or-

ganization is the most important an-

nouncement which has come from Eight

West Forty-eighth street in several years

and that, in the patois of film row, is

"saying a mouthful."

Richard A. Rowland has the absolute

confidence of the industry. As a success-

ful exhibitor, producer and distributor,

his experience in the business is compre-
hensive. In vision in anticipating the

market and in straight, square shooting he
stands out. It is assumed that he will

have much to do with both the producing

and distribution activities of First Na-
tional and the trade will await the result

of the wise counsels of this exceptional

figure in the film field. If we had wish-

ed on First National the finest Christmas
present within our vision and had wished
it well in advance, we would have picked

Richard A. Rowland,

Builded for the Public

THERE are certain elements of similarity which house-

building and play-building have in common. Either, to

be a real product, must be planned, either requires a

foundation and a superstructure, either calls for decoration

and embellishment. At this point the two depart from one

another, but the similarities as far as they go serve to illustrate

a point.

"I Am the Law," produced by Bernard P. Fineman and

directed from the James Oliver Curwood story by Edwin

Carewe, is a screen structure that has been planned, builded

and embellished for the great public. First, there is the siory

and its development along the legitimate lines of dramatic

structure. Then there is the cast, with Alice Lake, Rosemary

Theby, Kenneth Harlan, Gaston Glass, Noah Beery and

^Yallace Beery standing out prominently in an excellent total

of players. Coming then the scening and a fine eye-filling,

satisfying series of splendid backgrounds, rich in beauty and

always in keeping with the story. This story, tense, well told,

strong in love and danger, and ending as you would and your

public would wish it to end, is in tunc with lunnanity in

the mass.

Mr. Carewe, an excellent play builder, has again demon-

strated his ability for play architecture, and Affiliated Pro-

ducers, who release the production, can safely guarantee the

offering as a real attraction. An independent production inde-

pendently made, "I Am the Law" meets all the demands for

vital, appealing entertainment. We do not hesitate to recom-

mend it cordially to exhibitors and the public.

ARTHUR .L\MES.
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News from the Producers
3) C*S*SEWELL

Competition for ''Grandma's Boy''

Said to Be Keen Among Managers

Will Soon Begin

"Broken Chains"
Active photography will soon be-

gin at the Goldwyn studios in Cul-

ver City, Calif., on the prize win-
Inspired by the smashing success With the opinion of exhibitors self both disloyal and ungrateful ning scenario in the Chicago Daily

of "Grandma's Boy" at the opening thus expressed with such unanimity, were I to consent to place what I News - Goldwyn $30,000 contest,

of its world's premier run at the Associated Exhibitors, it became regard as my greatest and best pro- "Broken Chains," by Winifred
Symphony Theatre, Los Angeles, known this week, has adopted as a duction elsewhere than with him." Kimball.
first run exhibitors in New York policy in the distribution of "Grand- _ >

and throughout the country are in- ma's Boy" the principle of long
dulging in a spirited scramble for runs. Engagements of a few nights
bookings of this great Harold or even of a week's duration are not
Lloyd Associated Exhibitors fea- being considered at this time,

ture, according to Arthur S. Kane, Another point which has been
Associated's president. definitely settled, says Mr. Kane, is

Regarding a record-breaking tri- the decision to play only straight

umph for Mr. Lloyd's first five- picture houses. Mr. Lloyd himself
part comedy as more than assured, was insistent upon this. In a let-

announced for Paramount release Negri in the UFa production, "The
in June by S. R. Kent, general

manager of distribution.

Heading the list for release June
4, is Wallace Raid in "Across the

Continent." This is an automobile
story by Byron Morgan, author of
the previous popular Reid starring

pictures, "The Roaring Road,"
"Excuse My Dust," "Too Much
Speed" and "What's Your Hurry?"
Philip E. Rosen directed. Also
scheduled for the 4th is the Pen-
rhyn Stanlaws production, "Over
the Border," with Betty Compson
and Tom Moore.
June 11 is the date set for George

Mclford's production, "The Woman
Who Walked Alone," with Dorothy
Dalton. Milton Sills and Wanda
Hawley are also seen in leading
roles.

On June 18, the first direct con-

Eyes of the Mummy,"
Jannings.

with Emil

Paramount Announces Five Big
Pictures for Release in June

Five productions, including star- "Our Leading Citizen" is the title,

ring pictures of Wallace Reid, and Thomas Meighan is starred un-

Thomas Meighan and Pola Negri der the direction of Alfred E.

.... . , ,
- , and special productions by Penrhyn Green. On June 25, the Hamilton

exhibitors are reversing the usual ter to Mr. Kane, an extract from stanlaws and George Melford, are Theatrical Corporation presents Pola
process by besiegmg the home office which is here given, he gives grace- - — —
with attractive booking offers, As- ful acknowledgment of the work of
sociated Exhibitors reports. exhibitors and makes plain his posi-

A significant feature of the bids tion regarding this feature of the

which the big exhibitors are making distribution plans:

is the fact that none gives consid- "The exhibitor is the central link

eration to an engagement of fewer in the chain binding the star to his

than two weeks, at the minimum, public. To him I owe no small debt
it is stated. At least two owners of gratitude for the success that

and managers are demanding book- has come to nie in such generous
ings to cover a number of months, measure, and I should consider my-

EducationaVs Two Reel Films
of Famous Detective Stories

to Be Released Bi-Weekly

"Trouble" in 40
Principal Cities

Jackie Coogan's recently complet-
ed photoplay, "Trouble," according
to Sol Lesser, now back on the

West Coast, after having spent six

weeks in the East, is showing in

nearly forty principal cities in the
United States—all in Associated
First National theatres.

While there has been no definite

closing of distribution arrange-
ments, it is generally understood
that Jackie's new production will

sail through First National releas-

ing channels.
The Adventures of Sherlock warmer weather begins to make peo-

Holmcs. the stries of twelve two- pie want to stay out of doors. We
reel pictures made from the famous think these subjects are among the _

.

stories by Sir A. Conan Doyle, strongest box office attractions that tribution to the screen by the fa- FoUr Urban FUmS
which Educational announced some have been offered to exhibitors in mous Hoosier humorist, George
time ago were being prepared for the last two or three years." Ade, is placed before the public,
distribution, have been scheduled^
for release by Educational two each

month beginning early in June.
The first two releases of the series

will be "The Devil's Foot" and
"The Dying Detective." Eille Nor-
wood, famous English actor, plays

the part of Sherlock Holmes in

these pictures and in all others of

''Screen Snapshots*' in Debut
Among Pathe June 4 Releases

Are on Broadway
Four Urban Popular Classics are

playing in Broadway Theatres this

week.
At the Strand is another of the

"'Great American Authors" series,

the subject being James Feniinore
Cooper. At the Rivoli is "Ancient

Pathe Exchange, Inc., announ- current re-issued one-reel comedy Rome in Africa," a scenic that o-ives
ces that "Screen Snapshots" will starring Harold Lloyd, who is as- glimpses of tlie ruined cities of

The Adventures of Sherlock make its debut among Pathe re- sisted by "Snub" Pollard and Timgad. El Djem and Carthage
Holmes. Another well-known Eng- leases scheduled for the week of Bebe Daniels. At the Criterion is "Campin"-
lish character actor, Hubert Willis, June 4, augmenting the strong ar- "The Dog and the Wolves" is Adventures." The other Urban
is the detective's bosom friend, Dr. ray of short subject features and the latest animated cartoon of the Popular ciassic is at the Capitol
Watson. The pictures were directed the serial episode. Issue No. 1 series of "Aesop's Film Fables," and is entitled "The Silvcrv Sal-
by Maurice Elvey, and were made presents film favorites enjoying produced by Fables Pictures, Inc. mon."
in England, in the very locations themselves outside the studio. ———— . . .

about which Conan Doyle wrote. Among the features are the
"The Devil's Foot" went into the Lasky Studio Orchestra, including

Cameo Theatre. New York City, Wallace Reid, Theodore Roberts,
Sunday, May 21. "We are begin- Cecil De Mille, Gus Edwards, Lila
ning to release these remarkable Lee, Betty Compson, Colleen
short subjects as the summer season Moore, Thomas Meighan and
approaches, while many other com- Tom Forman. In "When the Devil Drives," Leah against woman, both of the femin-
panies generally hold up their 'Under the Cauldron" is the Baird's newest Associated Exhibit- ine leads in this scene being respon-
strongest subjects until fall," said ninth episode of the new Pathe ors feature, both of the principal sible for attempted tragedies as the
E. W. Hammons, president of Edu- serial, "Go-Get-'Em Hutch," pro- roles are enacted by women, the plot unfolds. June 4 has been set

cational, "because Conan Doyle's duced by George B. Seitz, starring sterner sex being relegated to lesser as the release date.

visit to the United States has Charles Hutchison. "Kidder & positions.

brought about an unusual amount of Ko" is the next Pathe Playlet, It is said, though, that the film 'Qpnri\i fnt- Ti^ilini^ft
interest in this great man and in all starring Bryant Washburn. The flocs not lack for exciting dramatic M^dULiy JOT J: liming
his writings at this time, and be- offering is a comedy drama, re- action because of this fact. On the .A.11 details have been completed
cause we believe the exhibitors of edited to three reels from a for- contrary, it is said to prove once for the filming of "If Winter
the country ought to have <;trong mer feature success. "Nothing again that the time to look for real Comes" by William Fox in Eng-
picturcs to" show at a time when But Trouble' is the title of the fur-flying is when woman is pitted land. Harry Millarde will direct.

Women Play Both Leading Roles
in Associated Exhibitors Film
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Will Rogers, Colleen Moore,

Star in Two Hodkinson Films
Will Rogers and Colleen Moore

are the stars in two forthcoming

Hodkinson releases. Work on a pic-

ture called "The Legend of Sleepy

Hollow," based on Washington
Irving's immortal classic, starring

Will Rogers, was started last week
under the direction of Edward
Venturini for the Legend of Sleepy
Hollow Corporation. The interiors

are being made in New York. Rog-
ers will play Ichabod Crane, while

lien Hendrii-ks will be Brom i^.ones.

Lois Meredith will be Katrina.

Colleen Moore will star in the

Mary Roberts Rinehart story, "Af-
finities," to be produced by Ward
Lascelle. Work on the production
was started the past week on the

Pacific Coast. The production will

be ready for release during the late

summer or early fall and will con-

stitute the first of a series of big

super specials to be released regu-
larly by the Hodkinson corporation.

Theatres Extend Runs to Meet
Demand for "Smilin' Through'*

"Smilin' Through," the current

Norma Talmadge-First National at-

traction, has set up new figures for

box office receipts and attendance

in score of houses, it is stated, and
reports of extension of engage-
ments are being received daily at

the offices of Associated First Na-
tional.

The picture was the first one ever

held over for a second week at the

Metropolitan Theatre in Atlanta.

It was also held over at the Still-

man Theatre, Cleveland, the Bran-
ford Theatre in Newark, N. J., and
the Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles,

where it opened April 29th, and the

run was extended from the original

two weeks to three weeks, on ac-

count of the favorable results of
the showing. Dozens of other
theatres also have reported exten-

sions of runs of "Smilin' Through,"
it is stated.

purport of which appears to

promise an unparalleled "walk-
over" for this latest completed
Pathe serial.

Beginning in the first episode,
with the "Thunder Mountain"
runaway train peril for the hero-
ine and the startling nature of her
rescue, breathless moments of
suspense for the spectator follow
each other with amazing and yet
dramatically logical rapidity. In-
dications of the effect produced
upon exhibitors are furnished in

letters from Pathe Branch Man-
ager Arthur S. Bailey, of Denver,
which quote exhibitors' views.

Novel Thrills

in Ruth Roland
Serial Please

Since the novel quality of Ruth
Roland's thrills in the early epi-

sodes of "The Timber Queen"
first made themselves felt through
branch exchange projections,
Pathe reports an increasing vol-

ume of telegrams and letters the

Coming East
Joseph Henabery, Paramount di-

rector, leaves Hollywood this week
for New York where he will direct

.-Mice Brady in "Missing Millions"

at Paramount's Long Island studio.

-Mr. Henabery's entire producing
unit, which has just finished making
"The Man Unconquerable," in

which Jack Holt is starred, will ac-

company him East to work on the

new production.

Williams Is Star
Earle Williams is the star in the

V'itagraph film now being made
from an O. Henry story. Patsy
Ruth Miller is leading woman.

"The Glory of Clementina," the

latest Pauline Frederick starring

picture, is the current R-C release,

being offered to exhibitors for May
28. This is the emotional star's

last production for R-C and it is

Miss Frederick s Last Screen

Appearance Is in R-C Picture
expected to prove an excellent draw-
ing card for her numerous follow-
ers who will take this opportunity
of seeing their favorite in her last

screen appearance. Miss Frederick
recently signed a contract to act
on the legitimate stage and will

shortly appear in London.
Miss Frederick has been consist-

ently popular since her first starring
picture for R-C and has been con-
sidered one of the most able emo-
tional stars on the screen. In "The
Glory of Clementina" she interprets
a difficult part, playing the part of
a dowdy portrait painter who de-
cides to make use of her feminine
charms, and who blossoms forth in
gorgeous raiment to save the rich
scientist from the machinations of
the adventuress and win a husband
for herself. The picture is a
screen adaption of the novel by
William J. Locke.

-watcli
for

"more TO BE,
PITIED ^

fSCORNED'

I RITZ-CARLTON
ATLANTIC City, N.J.

The center of distinguished social

life at this world-famous seaside

resort, carrying out the European
atmosphere and social charm of

illustriousj^Ritz Hotels of the con-

tinent.

The Ritz-Carlton at Atlantic City

appeals especially to those who are

familiar with these niceties of ap-

pointments and individual service.

A preeminent name and perfect facili-

ties make the Ritz-Carlton the ideal

meeting place of conventions at the Sea-

side. Reservations direct, or through
Ritz-Carlton, New York.

ALBERT KELLER
Managing Director
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Startling Photographic Effects in

''Doug Fairbanks in Robin Hood''
Startling new developments in

screen photography may be looked

for when "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood," Dongals Fairbanks'
forthcoming cinema production, is

released through United Artists Cor-
poration.

A series of marvelous paintings

Sefore which a most engrossing and
enthralling story is enacted ; a com-
bination of beauty and dramatic
feeling ; an ingenious expanding of

the power of the camera for record-

ing that which constitutes the high-

est form of gratification to the eye

—this is an accurate analysis of
Fairbanks' version of "Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood" from a

potographic standpoint, it is said.

A large measure of the credit for

the inventive skill requisite to such
marked photographic superiority

belongs to Arthur Edeson, chief

cameraman for Fairbanks, who has

displayed a real genius for creating

new methods for transferring to the

film an artistic composition in back-

ground effects which bring words
of admiration.

This is being proven again and
again as reel after reel of "Doug-
las Fairbanks in Robin Hood" is

being completed for cutting and as-

sembling. The fact that Mr. Ede-
son has ^succeeded so admirably in

keeping the tone of this high art in

the true spirit of the Twelfth Cen-
tury, the period of the action being

portrayed by Fairbanks and a bril-

liant supporting cast, marks him
as one of the real leaders in cine-

matography.

Metro Buys Story
Edgar Franklin's story, "A Noise

in Newboro," has been purchased

by Metro for photoplay material, it

was announced this week at the New
York offices of the company by
Colonel J. E. Brady, scenario edi-

tor. No mention was made of the

star likely to appear in the screen

version of this Argosy-All Story
serial.

Americans Going to Germany
to Produce Feature Pictures

''His Back Against the Wall"
Highly Praised by N. Y. Paper

The motion picture critic of the

New York Evening Mail chanced
into the Broadway Theatre, where
Goldwyn's new style of Western
photoplay, "His Back Against the

Wall," by John Frederick, featur-

ing Raymond Hatton, was being

shown, and waxed so enthusiastic

that he gave it a half column re-

view in the Mail, although that

journal does not, as a rule, review
feature films shown at vaudeville

houses.

His review read, in part, as fol-

lows : "At last—a western film that

is different, and with a hero who is

as far removed in conduct and ap-

pearance from William S. Hart,
Tom Mix, Buck Jones, et al, as the

night from the day. It is called

"His Back Against the Wall," a

Goldwyn production.

"The basic idea is not new, but
its treatment certainly is. For the

central figure there is a slight,

slender, dapper young man, a tailor's

assistant in a lower East Side New
York shop. He finds himself

tossed from a freight train in the

heart of a southwest desert. Here
a series of dynamic circumstances
involve him."

American producers are gather-

ing in Berlin to work out plans for

increased production of pictures in

Germany and for wider distribution

of American-made product in Cen-
tral Europe. Ben Blumenthal,
president, and Ralph A. Kohn, vice-

president and treasurer of the Ham-
ilton Theatrical Corporation, are

sailing for Europe this week. They
will confer with Albert A. Kauf-
man, who is in charge of European
production for Hamilton Theatrical

Corporation, and lay plans to pro-

duce the type of pictures now in de-

mand for American distribution.

Mr. Blumenthal and Mr. Kohn will

remain in Germany for about three

months to see these productions
started.

Three production units are now
making pictures in Europe for the

Hamilton Company and a fourth,

headed by Director Joe May, will

begin filming in August. Ernest
Lubitsch, after his visit to Amer-
ica, has launched a new picture

starring Pola Negri. "Peter the

Great," a spectacular romance of
Russian life, is being filmed by the
Russian director, Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki, who directed "All for a
Woman." Director Emil Jacoby is

also at work on a picture.

In addition to arranging for fu-

ture production in Germany, Mr.
Kohn and Mr. Blumenthal will ar-

range for a wider distribution of
Paramount pictures in the Central
European countries.

Slow Motion Films Are Feature

of Forthcoming Sport Reviews

Meighan in ''Bachelor Daddy''
Paramount's May 28 Release

Paramount announces as its re-

lease for May 28, Thomas Meighan
in "The Bachelor Daddy." This is

a story by Edward Peple, author
of "The Prince Chap," which Mr.
Meighan starred in some time ago
for Paramount. Olga Printzlau

wrote the scenario and Alfred E.

Green directed.

The picture has a genuine heart

interest theme—a man's love for five

motherless children who have been
entrusted to his care by a dying
friend. The five children, ranging

in age from two-and-a-half to nine,

are among the most accomplished
youngsters ever to appear on the

stage. Little Charlotte Jackson, who
was with Meighan in "The Prince
Chap," is the oldest of the flock.

Then come the De Briac twins,

Barbara Maier and tiny Bruce
Guerin who hasn't yet cut all his

baby teeth.

Mr. Meighan's leading woman is

Leatrice Joy, who was in "Ladies
Must Live" and had one of the four
principal roles in Cecil B. DeMille's

"Saturday Night." Maude Wayne
has the part of the disagreeable

fiancee, and Adele Farrington, Lau-
rence Wheat, of stage fame, and J.

F. McDonald handle the principal

character roles.

One of the most attractive fea-

tures of the Sport Review releases,

issued every other week by Gold-

wyn, is, it is said, the variety of

slow motion photography presented.

Jacl: Eaton, producer of this series

of short subjects for Weiss Broth-
ers' Artclass Pictures Corporation,
has secured for forthcoming issues

several shots involving slow motion
camera work which is said to be un-
usual in many respects.

Among the various athletic

pastimes shown in this manner may
be mentioned high jumping, swim-
ming, diving, wrestling, golfing,

boxing, etc. In each instance

champions of these different branches
of sport are first shown through the
means of regular motion picture
photography followed by interest-

ing analyses of their form and
methods through the use of slow
motion.
Up to date sixteen single reel

Sport Reviews have been issued by
Goldwyn and it is said that the pic-

tures are rapidly springing into

favor with first run exhibitors and
the public through their cleanli-

ness, outdoor atmposhere and gen-
eral novelty.

Mr. Eaton promises an interesting

release on the sports of hunting
and fishing soon.

"Oliver Twist" Which Stars

Jackie Coogan, Is Finished
"Oliver Twist," starring Jackie

Coogan, is finished. This week Di-

rector Frank Lloyd, with all of the

cast assembled, filmed the final epi-

sode. The production will probably

be in eight reels.

In addition to Jackie Coogan,
playing the role of young Oliver

Twist, names such as Lon Chaney,
Galdys Brockwell, James Marcus,
George Siegmann, Edouard Tre-
baol, Carl Stockdale, Lional Bel-

more, Joseph Hazleton. Aggie Her-
ring, Eddie Boland, Lewis Sargent,

Florence Hale, Nelson McDowell,
Taylor Graves, Joan Standing, and
many others will be seen in im-
portant roles in the Dickens' fea-

ture.

Frank Lloyd has made only minor
changes in bringing "Oliver Twist"
into screen form from the original

fetory by Charles Dickens, it is said.

Work on the titles and editing

of the film are now in progress in

the Coogan studios and meanwhile,
"Trouble," Jackie's latest screen en-

deavor, is being released through-
out the country.

More W. C. T. U.

Arliss'

'

Making good their promise to

assist every exhibitor who plays

George Arliss in "The Ruling Pas-
sion," the motion picture service

bureau of the W. C. T. U.. under
the directorship of Miss Elizabeth
Newman of Evanston, 111., has
written to the Federated Women's
Clubs giving reasons for the support
tendered this Distinctive Produc-
tions feature being released through
I'nited Artists.

It is not the aim of Miss New-
man and her associates to attempt a
censorship of motion pictures, but
it is their belief that if the public

can be brought to support such a

clean product like "The Ruling
Passion," producers will for prac-
tical reasons develop their work
along that line. As fast as a play

date on "The Ruling Passion" is

Backing for
'Ruling Passion"
received by Distinctive Productions,
it goes to the motion picture ser-
vice bureau of the W. C. T. U. at
Evanston, 111., where Miss New-
man requests the nearest local of
the organization to join with the
exhibitor in interesting his public
to witness this photoplay.

Montague Glass

to Write Titles
Goldwyn has engaged Montague

Glass, famous as the creator of the
celebrated Jewish characters Abe
Potash and Morris Perlmutter, who
have delighted readers and playgoers
for half a dozen years or more, to
write the titles for its picturization
of -A.nzia Yezierska's story of Jew-
ish life, "Hungry Hearts."
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Ha7^ry Carey's First R-C Picture
Outdoor St07y with Human Appeal

Harry Carey's first picture for

R-C release will embody all of the

points of appeal which have made
this star such a popular and suc-

cessful box office favorite in the

past, according to a recent announce-
ment of R-C Pictures. "Combat,"
as the picture is now titled, will

give the new R-C star a role which
will not only require finish in char-
acterization, but which will also de-

mand considerable rapid-fire action.

.\s a proof of its original state-

ment that the Harry Carey pictures

would be produced each as special

productions, R-C cites the excellent

cast which has been chosen for

"Combat." For the star's leading

woman Ethel Grey Terry has been
selected. Miss Terry is one of the

most popular leading women on the

screen. She has had an extensive

training on both stage and screen,

having followed a career with Be-
lasco, with the varied screen ex-
perience, during which time she

played important roles \rt pictures

for practically every leading com-
pany.

"Combat" affords a unique and
important male role which was as-

signed to Henry B. Walthall, one
of the most consistently popular
screen favorites the industry has
ever seen. Ever since his first big

success in "The Birth of a Nation"
his name has been before the public

either as the star or in important
roles in all-star pictures.

It is the opinion of R-C Pictures
that Carey has the most diversified

following of any star in picturedom.
While he has consistently played in

the western type of picture, Carey's
admirers include every class of peo-
ple. He is a big drawing card in

theatres where society pictures are
always considered the most success-
ful. This is accounted for by the
fact that his pictures contain a char-
acterization which is usually absent
in the conventional stories of the

West. The star is never content to

ride through or "fight" his way
through a stereotyped story which
does not give an opportunity to ex-
ercise both his comedy and dramatic
talents. The widest possible appeal,

as against the narrow class appeal,

is Carey's object.

"Combat" is now nearing comple-
. tion at the R-C studios in Los An-
geles, and a print is expected at the
R-C home office within a short time.

The picture will probably be re-

leased at the beginning of the fall

season. Val Paul is directing.

Doris May Film
Profits by the

Flapper Craze
"Gay and Devilish," the Doris

May light comedy which was re-

leased by R-C Pictures on May 14,

was greeted by the trade press crit-

ics as a high type of a class of pic-

ture which is now in popular favor.

It has been declared that the light

and frivolous comedy revolving
around the adventures of a young
girl of the "flapper" variety is now
in greater demand than the heavy
drama or the outdoor pictures.

The trend of public favor toward 'Gay and Devilish' was received at
the light comedy and the public's in- its first New York showing indi-
terest m the "flapper" movement cated that this light, frivolous sub-
was especially noted by the re- ject is a welcome sort of amnse-
viewer m Moving Picture World, ment. It is a paen of youth, buoy-
who, said, "The manner in which ant and effervescent."

'Vne Arabian Night" at Last
Free to Show in Ohio After
Being Under Ban of Censors

"One Arabian Night" the orien-
tal spectacle founded on themes
from "The Arabian Nights' En-
tertainments," the work of Ernst
Lubitsch and starring Pola Negri,
has finally been approved by the
Ohio State Motion Picture Com-
mission, and is now being shown
in the Buckeye state theatres
after having been barred from the
screens for nearly seven months.
The approval of the Commis-

sion, of which Mrs. Evelyn F.
Snow is the chief, was given after
the picture had been reconstruct-
ed and revised in accordance
with plans perfected in consulta-
tion with Mrs. Snow by Walter
E. Lusk, manager of Associated
First National Pictures of North-
ern Ohio, Lesley Mason, of the
New York office of First National.
H. O. Bandy, district manager,
and Roe S. Eastman, of the Cin-
cinnati exchange and exploitation

agent of First National for
Southern Ohio.

When the reconstructed film
was submitted to her at Columbus
for final approval, Mrs. Snow was
enthusiastic in her praise for the
manner in which revision of the
picture had been made, and for
what she considered the added
box-office value of the production.

Twelve More
Pathe announces the addition of

twelve Rolin comedies to its short
subject schedule, for release one
each week beginning June 11.

This is in response to many ex-
hibitor inquiries for still more
bright and snappy laugh-makers,
which make most acceptable en-
tertainment at any time and par-
ticularly useful to help fatten re-

ceipts during the "dog days."

American Mother Triumphs
in Screen Popularity Contest

AGAIN the American mother has triumplicd. In

the recent popularity contest conducted in New
York City to determine the most popular motion

picture plaj'er, the proceeds being given to the Asso-
ciation for Improving the Condition of the Poor, Mrs.
Mary Carr, a plain little mother of six children ran
second, being defeated only by Billie Burke, who is

also the mother of a little girl of four. So, in a con-
test conducted in blase New York and in the centre of

the White Light District at that, the first two places

were won by American mothers.
The concluding scene of the contest was staged in

the Hotel Astor where the voting was spirited, and the

race made by Mrs. Carr proved to be one of the sur-

prises of the contest, as she many times lead in the

voting.

Particularly in the showing made by Mrs. Carr is

the popularity of the American mother evidenced, as

it is for this type of role that Mrs. Carr is known to

screen patrons; and she is in real life the mother of

three boys and three girls, all of whom have appeared
with her in pictures, and for her excellent work in

"Over the Hill" has been called the "sweetest mother
of the screen." She was selected by William Fox for

this role as being a typical American mother.
Recently, Mrs. Carr has appeared in another pro-

duction "Silver Wings" in which she has created
another mother role. This production is now enjoy-
ing an indefinite run in New York at the Apollo
Theatre.

A Lottdon Story
June 11 has been set by R-C

Pictures as the release date of the
Norman Dawn production, "The
Son of the Wolf," a screen adap-
tion of the novel of the same name
by Jack London, which is inter-
preted by an all-star cast. It is a
Canadian Northwest story abound-
ing in action, and is expected by
R-C to prove an excellent hot
weather attraction. Edith Roberts
and Wheeler Oakhan have the lead-
ing roles.

"Fast Mail" to Be
Issued in the Fall

Always with an eye on the inter-
esting and unusual, William Fox
has made a picture from "The
Fast Mail." the famous old melo-
drama of tyenty years ago, and will
release it in the fall as a special
production.

Those who remember the old-time
Lincoln J. Carter melodrama, will

recall it as a play of intense action,
and consequently well fitted for
adaptation to use on the screen.

In Importattt Role
Goldwyn has engaged Beryl

Mercer for an important role in

"Broken Chains," the $10,000 prize
scenario in the recent Chicago
Daily News-Goldwyn $30,000 con-
test. Colleen Moore is to be the
featured player.

Makes a Hit at

Tally's Theatre
"Too Much Business." the Jess

Robbins comedy distributed by 'Vita-

graph, was booked by Tally's Thea-
tre, Los Angeles, as the anniversary
feature. The film is said to be
meeting with a cordial reception
everywhere.

New Theatre Opens
The Manor Theatre, a new link

in the chain of Rowland and Clark
theatres in Pittsburgh, was opened
last week, the initial feature being
"Hail the Woman," a First National
attraction produced by Thomas H.
Ince.

Selznick Picture

Pleases Governor
Los .Angeles made quite an affair

of the opening of "Reported Miss-
ing," starring Owen Moore, at Tal-

ly's Broadway Theatre in that city

Sunday, May IS. City and county
officials were in attendance at the

first showing of the picture and. in

addition, William Dennison Ste-

phens, governor of the state of Cali-

fornia, accompanied by several

members of his official gubernator-
ial family.

Governor Stephens, after the per-

formance, gave eloquent expression

of his appreciation of the efforts of

Owen Moore and the Selznick com-
pany, by permitting himself to be
photographed in the act of con-
gratulating both Mr. Moore and
Myron Selznick, president of the

company that produced the picture.
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Chicago and the MiddleWest
3^:^ MARGUERITE KEMP

Another contest to seek out em-
bryo film stars is under way in

Chicago. It is being conducted by
the Herald and Examiner, with the

assistance of Constance Ladd, re-

puted to be a noted movie scout.
* * *

"Illinois Troops Under Fire" is

being shown at the Woods Theatre,
under the auspices of the Rainbow
Division veterans for the purpose
of raising funds for the sick and
disabled soldiers. The films have
been locked up in the War Depart-
ment office during the war, to pre-
vent disclosing information.

* * *

Milwaukee is undergoing another
censorship tempest. The motion
picture committee of the Milwau-
kee County auxiliary of the Wis-
consin Federation of Women's Clubs
recently had a hearing with Mayor
Hoan, of Milwaukee, asking him to

increase the motion picture censor-
ship commission from 9 to 17 mem-
bers, removing two who are alleged

to be interested in the box office

receipts of a certain theatre. The
committee reported to their organi-
zation that the mayor had dodged

the issue and "talked around it."

Ill a written statement on his stand,

which was read at the meeting,

Mayor Hoan said one reason why
he did not approve the resolution

was because the method of election

was contrary to the laws of the

state, and, second, because he be-

lieved the matter to be "wholly ex-

perimental, and undoubtedly un-
workable." The chairman of the

committee came back with the

threat that the organization would
open the schools and show at rea-

sonable admission pictures "fit to be

seen," unless the motion picture men
of Milwaukee cleaned up their pic-

tures.
* * +

The Laugh-o-grams is the newest
thing in motion picture theatres

here, Barbee's Loop Theatre being

the first to adopt the idea, which
was originated by Al Dezel of The
Master Advertisers. The exhibit-

ors offer money prizes for the best

original jokes submitted weekly by
their patrons. The jokes are filmed

and then flashed on the screen the

following week along with the

names and addresses of the authors.

"Pay Day" was advertised as the

feature picture at twenty-three the-

atres last week.
* *

The first action of the M. P. T.

O. of Illinois and Chicago after

the return of the delegates from
Washington was to hold a meeting

of the Board of Directors at which

plans for the 1923 convention in

Chicago were discussed.
* * *

The Illinois Motion Picture The-
atre Owners' Associirtion is greatly

cheered by the fact that Peter J.

Schaeffer, of Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer, has become a member of

that organization. They take it as

a forecast that the "big guys" are

coming in.

* *

The Chateau Theiitre celebrated

its sixth anniversary last week.

The theatre is known as one of the

foremost neighborhood vaudeville

theatres in the country. The pro-

gram consists of a feature picture,

and news reels, with five acts of

vaudeville. Harry Beaumont, vau-

deville booking manager of the

.\scher circuit, is manager of the

Chateau, and Martin
house manager.

Meehan is

Charles House, manager of the

Ascher Theatre at Rockford, Illi-

nois, has been transferred to the

Palace, at Peoria, Illinois. Will

Spink, former manager of the Pal-

ace, will take a vacation of several

weeks after which he will return as

manager of one of the Ascher
houses.

* * *

Nate Ascher and H. W. Alex-
ander returned Thursday from a
business trip to New York.

Begins on Picture
William Farnuin started work at

the Fox New York studio this week
on a dramatic picture written by
Mary Murrilo under the working
title of "The Miracle Child."

''Nanook of the North to Have
Its Premiere at Capitol Theatre

Announcement is made by E. A.
Eschmann, Pathe general sales

manager, that the premiere public

showing of "Nanook of the North"
will be on Broadway, at the Capi-

tol Theatre, June 11. Samuel Roth-
afel, director of the Capitol, said :

"I consider 'Nanook of the North'
so out of the ordinary, so distinc-

tive and original, and so rich in

other elements entering into an un-
usually fine picture, that I feel no
doubt of its welcome by Capitol

patrons."

"Nanook of the North," Pathe
says, is the only motion picture fea-

ture ever photographed wholly un-
der arctic conditions and dealing

from beginning to end with the life-

drama of native Eskimo-characters

—men, women and children—whose
existence has remained entirely in-

dependent and ignorant of the forces

of civilization. It was made during

two winters and summers by Rob-
ert J. Flaherty, leader of five Sir

William Mackenzie expeditions in-

to the inaccessible Northeast Hud-
son Bay regions known as the Un-
gava Peninsula. The only human
inhabitants of this vast region are

the families of a small tribe of

Eskimos.
The real life hero of the picture

is Nanook, leading man and might-

iest hunter of this tribe, who accom-

panied Explorer Flaherty into the

icy wilderness as guide and com-
panion.

Photography Begun
Richard Dix and Mae Busch, who

are to play in Goldwyn's "The
Christian," have arrived in London
and the photography has begun.

Goldwyn Names
More Managers

Goldwyn Distribul^ng Corpora-
tion has recently appointed two dis-

trict managers and a new resident

manager in the Washington branch
exchange. W. E. Truog has been
appointed district • manager with
supervision over the Kansas City,

Omaha and St. Louis branch ex-

changes. His headquarters will be
in Kansas City, where he has been
Goldwyn's resident manager for a
number of years.

Ben Fish, formerly resident man-
ager of the Denver exchange, has
been named district manager with
supervision over the Denver and
Salt Lake City exchanges. He will

make his headquarters in Denver.
Walter Price has been appointed
resident manager of the Washington
branch exchange, succeeding W. A.
Rusch.

Lila Lee Supports Wally Reid
in Latest, ''The Ghost Breaker*'

"Old Homestead*' Cast Includes

Roberts, Barnes, Fawcett, Ford
The powerful cast for the Para-

mount picture, "The Old Home-
stead," is rapidly being assembled

and the following are so far listed

:

Theodore Roberts will play Uncle
Joshua Wliitcomb, the original

Denman Thompson role : T. Roy
Barnes is to be "Happy Jack," the

tramp ; Fritzi Ridgcway is Ann

;

Reuben, the wandering boy, will be

portrayed by Harrison Ford ;
Eph

Holbrook. the old skinflint, will be
interpreted by the veteran character

actor. George Fawcett; Ike God-
sell, the constable, is to lie played

by Edward Brady, and Aunt Ma-
tilda will be portrayed by Ethel

Wales.

James Cruze, the director, was
scheduled to start the big produc-

tion May 22. The stage drama is

to be greatly elaborated upon and

ini addition to spectacular storm

scenes, the wanderings of the boy
in strange corners of the earth will

be shown in detail with sensational

effects. Pcrley Poorc Sheehan and
Frank E. Woods are the adaptors

;

Juiiien Joscphson has written the

cimtiiiuity, and Walter Woods is

supervising the production.

There is no dearth of talent in

the cast to support Wallace Reid
in his new Paramount picture, "The
Ghost Breaker." which is just be-

ginning under the direction of Al-
fred Green. Lila Lee, leading wom-
an, plays the pretty Marchesa Maria
Theresa, the noble daughter of
Sunny Spain and owner of the es-

tate of Aragon, where is the an-

cient castle in which the blood-
chilliiig ghost episodes of the story

transpire.

Walter Hiers puts on the burnt
cork for the first time in his screen

career and has an ideal comedy role

as a negro valet. Arthur Carewe
has the role of a duke. J. F. Mac-
Donald portrays a Kentuckian.
Helen Dunbar has an aunt role.

Several other interesting but

minor roles have been entrusted to

players of reputation and ability.

The picture is an adaptation by Jack

Cunningham of the successful play
by Paul Dickey and Charles W.
Goddard.

To Begin on
New Series

Following a personal appearance
at the opening of Loew's new State
Theatre in San Francisco, Viola
Dana has returned to Hollywood
ready to begin work before the

Metro camera in a fresh series of
pictures.

No announcement has come from
the Hollywood studios of the Me-
tro company in regard to the choice
of stories for Miss Dana, although
it is understood that plans for sev-
eral of them are complete, even
down to the designing of the set-

tings and the arrangement of light-

ing effects.
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Keeping in Personal Touch
% FRITZ TIDDEN

IT'S the unexpected that happens.

This was convincingly demon-
strated by the Motion Picture

Leaguers Saturday. The teams
that won the games the previous

week were defeated this week while

those who were on the losing end
last week came through with a vic-

tory Saturday. This made the

Movie dopesters scratch their heads
and sharpen their pencils, but only

served to. increase the keen interest

the Motion Picture people are tak-

ing in the nip and tuck race for Mae
Murray's beautiful loving cup.

Goldwyn, the league leader of

last week, went down to defeat at

the hands of Hodkinson in a hotly

contested 13 inning game. Kraft,

the star hurler of Hodkinson, won
his own game by a homer with one
on in the 13th. This was only the

end of a perfect day for Krafty,

who besides fanning seventeen of

the Lions, got another homer early

in the game.
Paramount nosed out Metro, 5 to

4, in a remarkably fast game in

which the fielding of Farrell and
Keaton stood out conspicuously. A
fast double play killed the hopes of

the Mountaineer in the last of the

ninth with two on. The hitting of

Cassidy was timely and figured

largely in the 'result. Battery for

Paramount, Mahon and Cassidy;

for Metro, Smith and Loew.
Universal displayed some of the

form that won the championship last

year, by beating Vitagraph, the dark
horse of the league, who up to date

have not met defeat. The score,

13 to 9, was a decisive victory for

the Laemmlites and was the result

of a concentrated attack and heavy
hitting. Batteries, Christoff and
Owens, for Universal ; Welton and
Mason, for Vitagraph.
The First National-Pathe fiasco

at Fordham University Grounds
reads more like a football score than
the old national pastime. The way
the Franchisers went at the Roosters
was "pathe-tic" to say the least.

The bad news read 23 to 3 after the

feathers were cleared away. Pitcher
Eshmann, who won his game last

week, received wretched support
from his mates but was a glutton
for punishment, staying in the box
and never quitting until the last

man was out in the ninth. Logcs,
for First National, was nearly in-

vincible and backed up by a slash-

ing attack and daring chances on
the bases the Franchisers ran wild
only stopping from exhaustion after
scoring 23 runs. Batteries, for

First National, Loges and Kelly;
for Pathe, Eshmann and Higgins.

Standing of the Clubs

Won Lost Pet.

Paramount 2 1 .667
First Nat'I 2 1 .667
Goldwyn 2 1 .667
Vitagraph 2 1 .667
Hodkinson I 2 333
Pathe 1 2 333
Metro 1 2 .333
Universal 1 2 .333

Encouraged by the success of the
Capitol Basketball team, which has
a clean record of victory, S. L.
Rothafel has organized a baseball
team composed of members of the
usher staff. Edward Douglas, one
of the house managers, is manager
of the team, and Jack Crighton is

captain. Rothafel has taken an
active interest in the organization to

the extent of outfitting the members
and supplying the necessary par-
aphernalia.

The Capitol Baseball Team ex-
tends an invitation to play any base-
ball team in New York, the only
conditions stipulated are that it be
an amateur team, fully organized
prior to May 1, 1922. Arrange-
ments are also being made for inter-

city games, invitations being sent to

Balaban & Katz and Ascher
Brothers, of Chicago, and other
prominent exhibitors in the West to

meet the baseball teams of theatres
in their circuits.

The baseball teams of the Rialto
and Capitol Theatres will come to
battle on Sunday morning, June 4,

at Sunnyside, Long Island, when
the first of a series of five games
will be played. There are several
young "Ruths" and "Wagners" in

the two teams and excitement is

high among the ushers who have
arranged the series. Hugo Riesen-
feld will open the series by throw-
ing the first ball.

* * «

We are contemplating making
application for membership in the
Sporting Writers' Association.
Being sporting editor of a moving
picture magazine surely makes us
eligible.

* * *

One of the Post Office Depart-
ment's sturdy carriers struggled in

the other morning with the follow-
ing letter, which explains itself:

Dear Toucher : In a telegram

from Los Angeles to the home office

made public this week Frank E.
Woods, of Famous Players, says

:

"In my opinion you can pledge the

exhibitors that our six months'
product will outstrip anything ever
seen in the motion picture industry."

Can you tell me offhand without
referring to your handy booking
guide whether Mr. Woods ever saw
"Heedless Moths?"

Yours for accuracy.

Harry Leonardt arrived in town
from Los Angeles.

From San Francisco recently
came Sam Levine for a visit.

The New Y'ork Times Book
Review and Magazine published an
article by Benjamin De Casseres
last Sunday dealing, in Ben's char-
acteristic fashion, with the Pennsyl-
vania Board of Film Censors. The
article is called: "Virtue Made in

Pennsylvania" and is worth clipping
and framing in your office. The
main object of the author's shafts
is the list of revisions the Pennsyl-
vania board ordered in "The Red
Peacock," which is founded on the
story of "Camille," the young
woman, as Ben says, coughed her
way into eternity. The list of
eliminations and changes, which is

used in its entirety in the story, is

choice, and Dc Casseres states that
it has become his most precious
literary possession. "As a bit of
Americana, I believe it is unique,"
he says, and if you had the pleasure
of reading it you would agree with
him on all counts.

De Casseres showed the list to

Howard Dietz "the poet laureate of
the Goldwyn Pictures CorjKiration."
and the latter wrote the following
and mailed it to Hartford. It is

used in the article.

J he aggri'ssiz-e boxer is May McAvoy. and her trainer and
second is Lois Wilson, both members of the Paramount Club

THE STANDARDS OF THE
BOARD

"That the theme or story of a
picture is adapted from a publica-
tion, whether classical or not; or
that portions of a picture follow
paintings or other illustrations is

not sufficient reason for the ap-
proval of a picture or portions of a
picture."—Excerpt from Standards
of the Pennsylvania State Board of
Censors of Motion Pictures.

It doesn't always follow that if
Venus or Apollo

Or the nudes of Zuloago are
translated to the screen

That the censors so omniscient will
consider that sufficient

Ground for passing on the picture
as quite fitting to be seen.

Just because a Rembrandt etching is

considered more than fetching.
Still the version in the movie
might not meet with the accord

Of the Pennsylvania censors, those
infallible dispensers

Of morality— according to the
Standards of the Board.

In this age of smut and slander,
ivliere a play is prone to pander

To the basest and the vilest and
the cheapest that's in man

There must be the chosen mortals
Zi'ho have passed through Vir-
tue's portals

And have stood out from iht
others as the molders of the
clan.

So this censorship committee shall

prescribe to each Penn city

Just the proper set of morals that
the pictures shall afford.

They are trained in all that's flirty—they know vice—they know
what's dirty.

And they know by heart the rules
they call the Standards of the
Board.

De Casseres commences the arti-

cle with this paragraph : "The
Pennsylvania Board of Film Cen-
sors would walk a thousand miles to

'

smoke out a 'Camille.'
"

* * *

Johnnie Walker is here from
California. And so is George
Walsh.

* *

Bcrnie Finen.an left New York
Monday for the coast. He will turn
around and come right back again.

4> * *

On May 27 Will II jv- will ad-
dress the students of tiiC t?arncgie
Institute of Technology ai i'itts-

burgh.
* * *

W. B. Frank has been promoted
from assistant sales manager to
sales manager of Associated Ex-
hibitors.

* * *

Mae Murray and her husband.
Bob Leonard, have moved to their

summer home in Great Neck, L. I.
* »

Madge Kennedy, who has been
appearing on the stage recently, will

return to the screen as the star of
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NOTED TRAVELER RE-
TURNS FROM BLUE

GRASS STATE
J. Charles Davis, 2d. arrived

back ill town from a trip to

Louisville and adjacent points

the Kenma Corporation, a new
organization backed by a number of

men who have not hitherto been

identified wi'th the moving picture

industry.

Harold Bolster, a banker, is the

president of the corporation; Rufus
Steele, a story and scenario writer,

is vice president, and George

Brokaw Compton, is secretary and

counsel.

Miss Kennedy will appear in a

series of six photoplays, the first of

which will be an adaptation of

Charles Major's novel, "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall." The
photoplay will be made this summer,
and, when it is completed. Miss

Kennedy will begin work on her

second production, a screen version

of "Dear Me," by Luther Reed and
Hale Hamilton.

* *

A new departure in education

through moving pictures was insti-

uted in Baltimore one day last week,

when what is stated to be the first

purely educational films .ever shown
in this country under a systematic

plan supervised by educators were
screened at a local theatre. A num-
ber of educators were present at the

showing.
* *

J. C. Wainwright and F. W.
Kilner, well-known film men of

London, arrived in this country last

week.
* * *

Nozv comes a film that admits it is

"Stranger Than Fiction." It must

be based on incidents in real life.

* * *

While out on location Mary
Pickford recently saved the life of

one of the members of her company,
Anna Wilson, who had been stung

on the foot by a scorpion. Mary
rushed to the girl and administered

antidotes from a first aid kit. The
girl would have died in agony had
Mary not acted as quickly or as

expertly as she did.
* * *

Oscar Apfel, Carlyle Blackwcll

and Evelyn Greeley left last week
for Holland, where they will make
four productions for the Hollandia

Film Company.
* *

Cecil B. DeMille's alma mater,

Pennsylvania Military Academy, has

conferred upon him the degree of
M. A., for "his distinguished ser-

vices in the field of dramatic arts."
* * *

We are thinking of getting up a

spelling bee for film titlers and
editors, and the man who spells

villain, bilious and embarrassed cor-
rectly will win a hand-tooled dic-

tionary of the Esperanto language.

By that method we may be able to

find out who is directly responsible

for the three "villians," one
"billious" and one "embarrased" we
found in five big pictures we saw
recently.

There is no e.xcuse for illiteracy

in titles. A picture passes through
too many hands not to have the mis-

takes caught by somebod\-, it seems,

many more than the print in a book
or magazine.
We do not think we are patroniz-

ing when we state that out of kind-
ness we refrain from publishing the

names of the pictures. The men who
are responsible ought to be so

ashamed of themselves that they

ought to thank us for keeping silent.

Pretty soon we wont, though. For
the simple reason that there is no
legitimate excuse for it, and the

title printers are not to blame.
Their mistakes, if they make any,

ought to be caught long before the

film is distributed.

Wonder ivhat the ani)nals used in

films think of the picture business?
That hissing sound may express

what they think of Noah.

Edgar D. Adams, head cutter for

International Films, was married
Sunday, May 21, to Miss Marv Mc-
Ardell.

* * *

O. O. Dull, assistant director to

Frank Borzage, of Cosmopolitan
Productions, traveled from Banff,

Canada, to Venice, Cal., and was
married May 18 to Velma Lefler, a
Venitian, in a manner of speaking.

* * *

Elaine Hammerstein is said to be
making a picture "Under Oath."
Why not take the lady^s word

for it?
* * *

Last week Irving Lesser was our
noted traveler, as you probably
recall. Soon after the issue ap-
peared we received the following
letter. He says a heaping tea-

spoonful :

Dear Toucher : Many thanks for
your kind mention in the issue of
the 27th. There is nothing notable,

however, about my traveling. It is

quite a usual thing, though.
You are right about my having

gone to Washington recently for

various reasons and most important
was a deal involving $40,000 which I

succeeded in closing up with Mr.
Craver during the hilarity and ex-
citement of the Washington con-
vention.

I did not sell very much film, only
four David Butler five-reel pictures

;

eight Lester Cuneo five - reel

Westerns ; twelve Dick Hatton
prairie productions

;
eighteen two-

reel Cactus Westerns and five

Irving Cummings Northwest
Mounted Police stories.

The deal involved about $40,000,

which is a mere trifle in my young
life, but nevertheless, it is the

trifling things that make life worth
while.

My kindest regards.

Sincerely,

IRVING LESSER.

William Fox sailed for England
on Wednesday.

* * *

The editor ivho said "one picture
IS ivorth a thousand ivords" must
liavc had in mind theatregoers ivho
read sub-titles aloud. To those
pests is recommended the Japanese
proi'erb

:

"To hear a hundred times is not
so good as to see once."

It is reported that E. B. Hatrick,
general manager of International
News Reel, is seriously ill in

London.

Vera Gordon has concluded her

vaudeville bookings and is at present
making a personal appearance tour
in connection with her picture,
"Your Best Friend."

* * *

Our father, who wanted us to be
a bank president, ship builder or
something, likes to ride us occasion-
ally about the film business, or in
fact anything that presents itself

as good material. In pursuance of
this harmless pastime he sends us
the following uncomplimentary re-
marks from the time table of the
Long Island Railroad, weak sister to
the Erie

:

A—Dogs and Moving Picture
Films carried in baggage car on
tlie.se trains only.

Selznick Finishes First Since

Moving Production to the West
The Selznick Pictures Corpora-

tion has just finished its first pro-
duction since the occupancy of the

United Studios in Los Angeles, and
the departure from the East where
Selznick Pictures had been made
practically without interruption for

three years. Word to this effect

was telegraphed to the home office

by President Myron Selznick a day
or two ago.

The release is "Under Oath,"

starring Elaine Hammerstein, made
from a story by Edward J. Mon-
tague under the direction of George

Archainbaud. Besides being the first

Pacific Coast Selznick picture in a
long time, "Under Oath" is further
distinguished as being the last of
the current year's Elaine Hammer-
stein star series production.

"Beyond the Rocks'' a Big Box
Office Success, Paramount Says

Reports received by Adolph
Zukor and S. R. Kent from the-
atres which showed Gloria Swan-
son's latest Paramount picture,

"Beyond the Rocks," with Rodolph
Valentino, in the nation-wide
day-and-date showing, indicate
that this picture is one of the
biggest box-office successes re-

leased this season, according to

an announcement by Paramount.
Illustrative of the box-office

success of this picture is the fol-

lowing letter, in part, sent to Mr.

Zukor by Jules E. Mastbaum,
president of the Stanley Company
of America, in connection with
the showing of "Beyond the
Rocks" in Philadelphia.
"We have Just closed a run of

two most successful weeks at the
Stanley Theatre of 'Beyond the
Rocks' featuring Gloria Swanson
and Rodolph Valentino. It was
our intention to only show this

picture one week but business was
so tremendous that we held it

over a second week."

''Crossroads of New York " Gets

Warm Praise from N, Y, Papers
"The Crossroads of New York,"

a Mack Sennett production re-

leased by Associated First Na-
tional, was the feature at the

Capitol Theatre, New York, this

week. It is the first picture of

feature length which Sennett had
made since "Molly O," and it re-

ceived an enthusiastic reception.

First National says.

New York newspaper critics

gave it considerable praise. New
York Daily News said: "It will

mean a rollicking hour." New
York Herald : "A photoplay that

is better and faster than 'Molly
O.' New York World: "It is dis-

tinctly refreshing and is chock
full of funny business."

New York Evening Mail: "Its

comedy passages, and there are

many, are in the true Sennet vein,

while the melodrama speeds on
with a zip." New York Evening
Telegram: "It is a happy combi-
nation of thrilling melodrama and
uproarious comedy, fashioned in a

new way." New York Sun: "It

will arouse in many persons about

all the variety of emotions." New

York Evening Journal: "'The
Crossroads of New York' are hu-
morous avenues that divert and
satisfy the tired mind."

Victoria Falls

South Africa and its na-
tural wonders only recently
made accessible to tourists,

are not too remote to be cov-
ered by tlie Pathe News cam-
eraman. Current issue No.
39 contains a generous suc-
cession of real thrills fur-
nished through the daring of
the photographer in "shoot-
ing closeups" of Victoria

F'alls, South Africa, from the
wings of an airplane.

This feat is said to have
never been attempted before
and probably never will be
again.
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News of the West Coast
By W. E. KEEFE

R. A. Walsh will return to Los
Angeles from New York and start

to work the latter part of this month
on his next production, "Captain
Blackbird," which will be produced
ac the Goldwyn Studios in con-
junction with the Goldwyn Produc-
ing organization.

* * *

Ruth Stonehouse, who for several

months has been making personal
appearances throughout the coun-
try, arrived in Los Angeles May
20 to fulfill a contract recently made
with a new picture organization to

star her in forthcoming productions.
* * *

Announcement is made by the
Marshall Neilan Productions that

during his stay abroad Neilan is

taking scenes in the Swiss Alps and
other famous foreign locations
which he will embody in one of his

productions which will be completed
in the United States.

"Freckles Barry," star in Neilan's
production, "Penrod, has returned
from his "personal appearance"
tour and has left Los Angeles on
a camping trip through the moun-
tains pending Neilan's return.

* * *

At the United Studios, Sidney
Franklin has started work on the
production of "E^st Is West" with
Constance Talmadge as star. Mil-
lard Webb is assistant director with
Tony Gaudio turning the camera.

* * *

Ruth Roland, the serial actress
and her supporting cast producing
"The Riddle of the Range." to-

gether with Director Ernest Warde,

have gone to Mount Wilson for a

week to film some scenes.
* * *

George Archainbaud will direct

Elaine Hammerstein in her next
Selznick production at the United
Studios. The story was written by
Edward Montague.

* * *

The Roy H. Klumb production^;

have completed "Daddy's Love" and
Chester Earic, general sales man-
ager of the organization, will soon
leave for a tour of the country with
the picture. Ted Edwards and
Billie Rhodes are starred. The
Klumb organization has also com-
pleted the "Bear Hunt on the

Roosevelt Trail." The Klumb Pro-
ductions are also handling "Judge
Her Not" and "Wolves of the

Range."
* * *

Clayton Hamilton is editing "A
Daughter of Paris" which the Gold-
wyn organization brought to this

country from Europe. It is a spec-

tacular film of the French revolu-

tion and was produced by the

Unione Cinematographic Italiana

and is based on the novel, "The
Son of Madame Sans-Gcne," by
Emile Moreau, the famous French
novelist. Alda Hesperia, an Italian

actress, plays the title role.

Mr. Hamilton, for the past two
years associate editor at the Gold-
wyn Studios, will complete his con-

tract with the Goldwyn organization

June 2. He will said immediately
for Honolulu for a two months'
vacation, after which he will return

to writing.

Herman C. Raymaker has been
added to the directorial forces of the

Hal Roach organization at Culver
City. Raymaker will direct Harry
"Snub" Pollard, who is now on the
second of a series of new two-reel
comedies.

* * *

Harold Lloyd is working in a new
five-reel comedy feature as yet un-
titled in which Mildred Davis plays
the leading faminine role. The sup-
porting cast includes Eric Mayne,
Norman Hammond, John T. Prince,
Florence Mahon and Joy Winthrop.

* * *

Bob McGowan will soon start di-

recting a new comedy at the Hal
Roach Studios. The story was
written by Tom McNamara, the
well-known cartoonist. It will be
a combination story in which ani-

mals and children play the prin-

cipal roles.
* * *

Among the constantly increasing

number of independent producers
who are now starting is Ward
Lascelle, who will feature Coleen
Moore in Mary Roberts Rinehart's
story, "Affinities." The production
will be made at the Thomas H. Ince
Studios. "Affinities" will be the
first of a series of Lescelle produc-
tions which will be released by W.
W. Hodkinson.

* * *

The Sacramento Pictures Cor-
poration has started production on a

scries of pictures at Sacramento.
The company was organized by
W'illiam H. Jobeltnann, formerly ad-
vertising manager of the Turner

Goldwyn Names Pictures to Start

New Season; Many Finished Already
With plans for the new season

Hearing completion, Goldwyn Pic-
tures Corporation is assured of a
continuous supply of excellent

Stories to be made into motion
pictures and exceptional directorial

talent to picturize them. As an
indication of the quality of photo-
plays for release early in the ap-
proaching season, Goldwyn lists the
following productions, many of
which have already been completed.

"Watcn
for

1.
VMORE TO BE,

PITIED
^

) THANm(
'scorned!

with others now being photographed
at Culver City

:

"Hungry Hearts," a story of New
York's East Side from Anzia
Yezierska's book of notable stories

bearing the same title. Directed by
E. Mason Hopper. Cast includes

Rose Rosanova, E. A. Warren,
Bryant Washburn, Helen Ferguson,
George Siegmann, A. Budin and
Kate Lester.

"Broken Chains," Winifred Kim-
ball's $10,000 prize scenario. Di-

rected by Allen Holubar. Colleen

Moore, Beryl Mercer, Claire Wind-
sor, Ernest Torrance, James Marcus
and William Orlamond.
"The Christian," from Sir Hall

Caine's novel, now being directed

in England by Maurice Tourneur.
Richard Dix, Mae Busch and
Phyllis Haver.

"Captain Blackbird," by Carey
Wilson, which will be R. A.
Walsh's first production for Gold-
wyn.
"The Sin Flood." a screen adapta-

tion of Henning Berger's story,

"Syndafloden." Directed by Frank
Lloyd, Helene Chadwick, Richard

Dix, James Kirkwood and Ralph
Lewis.
"Remembrance," a new story

written and directed by Rupert
Hughes, an epic of father. ClauJe
Gillingvvater. Kate Lester, Cullen
Landis and Patsy Ruth Miller.

"The Bitterness of Sweets," an-
other Rupert Hughes picture.

Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno,
Earl Metcalfe and William Or-
lamond.

"A Blind Bargain," made from
a story by Barry Pain. Directed
by Wallace Worsley. Lon Chaney
and Jacqueline Logan.

"Brothers Under Their Skins," by
Peter B. Kyne. Directed by E.
'Mason Hopper. Flelene Chadwick,
Pat O'Malley. Claire Windsor, Mae
Busch and Norman Kerry.

Dahnken chain of theatres. Wil-
liam R. Lighton, the well-known
magazine writer, is directing.

* * •

Lois Weber, the producer, and
her husband. Phillips Smalley, have
returned to Los Angeles after a
year's absence in Europe. Miss
Weber, while in Europe, discovered
a method whereby purple in its

natural coloring can be shown on
the screen.

* * *

Mischa Guterson, for several

years musical director at Sid Grau-
man's Million Dollar theatre, has
taken over the entire direction of
Tally's Broadway theatre. On the
opening night Governor W. D.
Stephens, of California, was the
guest of honor with a great num-
ber of the Los Angeles city of-
ficials and socially elite present.

* * *

Patricia Palmer, who for two
years was starred in Christie com-
edies, has formed her own produc-
ing organization under the banner
of the Independent Producers'
Syndicate and will produce a series

of six five-reel stories of rural type.

The films will b€ made at the Long
Beach Balboa Studios.

* * *

A novelty in "Kid Pictures" has
been introduced by J. K. McDonald,
who has recently completed three
of a series of twelve two-reel com-
edies featuring Johnny Jones, of the
Booth Tarkington series fame.
Gertie Messenger is sharing honors
with little Johnny. The first of
the series, "Supply and Demand,"
was shown at a preview at Ocean
Park with the dramatic critics

present as the guests of Mr. Mc-
Donald, producer of the films. The
picture scored a hit and the dra-
matic critics gave it quite a send-
off. Grace Kingsley, critic of the
Times, said that Johnny Jones was
destined to be the little young
"Broadway Jones" of picturedom.
The McDonald pictures are entirely

free from slapstick. Mr. Mc-
Donald will leave soon for New
York to arrange for distribution.

McGregor Signed
Malcolm McGregor, a young ac-

tor, whose work in Rex Ingram's
production for Metro of "The Pris-

oner of Zenda" has brought him to

the favorable attention of picture
critics throughout the country, has
recently signed a long-term contract
with Metro Pictures Corporation.
He will be seen in prominent roles

in several of that company's forth-
coming releases.

Listed for July 26
July 26 is the date chosen by

Metro for the release of the Swed-
ish Biograph production, "The
Stroke of Midnight," recently pur-
chased for distribution in this

country.

In Stahl Picture
Lewis Stone, screen star and

former stage celebrity, was this

week engaged by Louis B. Mayer
for the leading role in the next
John M, Stahl production for First

National release, preparations for
which arc now under way.
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Selling the Picture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Flattering the Patrons More Profitable

Than Piling on the Agony of Laudation
SELF-GLORIFICATION is always pleas-

ant—to the writer, but sometimes it pays
to pass the praise to someone who may not

deserve it, yet whose appreciation may be more
profitable. Most managers seem to prefer the
former, but now and then someone is found
to take the right tack.

This display is from J. W. Sayre, of the

Jensen and Von Herberg houses, in Seattle,

and he takes four seventeens and uses about
half the space for type, thereby getting twice

as much for his money as he could have done
with solid type announcement and a mass of

six to twelve line letters.

IS

WE'RE WRONG AS USUAL!

U'edncsJty. tomorrow.

That's where w« were wrong!

Wo didn't realijo what a good pitlure we have

on now. Majbc you didn't cilhcr, Unl. From

ila tUlc, you «cn; a/rald it wm sonic k.iI of prob-

(0 we thought four d:t)s might l>c enough for it.

Lnwsj'. judging from Iho crowd', bi(ger and

more enthusiastic evoi-y day, laughing »o you can

hear ihom down lo KIsdiMn Street, we were Jual

4,000 nulu off the trade!

Why, if wc could make everyone in Seattl«

realiw what a fun cyclone this (c, it would run

here 3 full weeks!

Anjihow. you, oy showing us up In euch apien.

did atyle, have forced ui to gi^e you 3 more daya,

until Friday night. Bo aee

"IS MATRIMONY
A FAILUREr

T. BOV BARNES
LILA LEE
LOIS WILSON
WALTER MIERS

ZA5U PITTS

LILLIAN LBICHTON
TULLY MARSHALL
STLVU ASHTON
0T19 HARLAN
CHARLES OGLE
DAN MASON

Matrimony may be, but the pictur

jg noL It has cBughi on, it li the hi

of SMtlle, a town acnaalion, ao, fo

the love of laughter, don't mlai i

See It if you don't go lo anoth*

show for a month!

Coming Saturday—

(Audiences Permitting:)

"BEYOND THE ROCKS"

A Paramount Release

MR. SAYRE'S SWITCH

They put in "Is Matrimony a Failure?" for

four days, at the Strand, feeling that perhaps

the title might suggest a problem play instead of

the snappy comedy it really is. They figured

that four days would be enough, but it went

over with a bang like that of an old time

firecracker—made in the days when they put

powder in the paper rolls.

They had Beyond the Rocks coming, and to

pull this without ample explanation might gum
that engagement and lose them wliat they made
on the comedy.

It was a delicate problem. It could have been

put over with allusions to the "Stupendous

Success," "By Popular Demand" and all the
other trademarked lines, but Mr. Sayre had
otlier ideas, for he is an old campaigner. He
writes

:

"You remember in your old reviewing days
that the successful vaudeville performer was
the one who conveyed a subtle compliment to
the intelligence of his audience. I used the
same psychology in writing this ad. I figured
that if I could word it so as to make our pat-
rons believe that they were smarter than we—
that they were the ones who made the change
of bill; not us, they would feel good about it

and it would be all over but the shouting. And
so it was ; the piece ran the week out to good
business."

It is "old stuff" to the old timer, but it is new
in this business. Mr. Sayre got more addi-
tional patrons than he could have gained with
tile hackneyed phrases, and more fully alibied

the Swanson-Valentino production when it

finally came.
It carries more weight and sells more tickets,

and Mr. Sayre has handled his campaign with
decided skill, as usual. And note the silhouette

cats and dogs. They don't take much room and
they do pull a tremendous laugh.

Never mind the title. Keep the idea in mind.
It's useful.

Held an Auto Show
in Theatre Lobby

Herbert W. English lately took over the
Park theatre, Asheville, N. C., and celebrated
his arrival by doing something.
The house is one with a deep lobby running

through to the next street, to give a business
street frontage with a minimum of front on
the expensive land.

There was plenty of room, so he staged an
automobile show instead of a fashion offering
and held it in the lobby where people could see
it free. Ten cars were shown the first half of
the week and ten others when the bill was
shifted on Thursday, which held up interest for
the full week instead of making a slump toward
the end of the run. As he changes his program
twice a week, this helped considerably.

He has picked up the slogan from the
Sanger houses, further south and announces
that "We Cover Asheville like the Rain."

To Avoid Mishap
H. A. Gillespie, of the Liberty theatre,

Yakima, got them in for Fool's Paradise by an-

nouncing that no one would be seated during
the thrilling scenes in the crocodile's den. It

didn't mean anything, but it made the patrons
so anxious that they actually had to get new
hinges for the entrance door. The doors were
broken by the crowds.

Lindlar Lobby Offers

Chance for Snow Stuff
Walter Lindlar offers this lobby design on

Over the Border in the belief that the use of a

snow lobby at this time will be particularly

effective. In the general idea it is not dissim-
ilar to the lobby on Fool's Paradise, but this

offers more cooling regions than Texas and
Siam. We think this idea will be better empha-
sized if you use the United States side of the
lobby for a summer scene and the snow-clad
Canadas for contrast. Use cotton-topped firs

for the Canadian side of the lobby and work
blue lighting. Use a hot yellow, touched with
a little green for the left hand and trees in

foliage. This will carry out the idea better
than the design in the sketch.

If your town is strongly anti-prohibition, a
water cooler on one side and and a display of
bottles on the other will make a good comedy
appeal.

A Paramount Release

A LIDLAR LOBBY IDEA FOR OVER THE BORDER
The basis of the idea of this coniling release is someivhat similar to the Texas-Siam
stunt on "Fool's Paradise," with a better hook-up to the title. It gives a snow lobby

for summer use, which is something greatly in its favor
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Turf Tips Worked for

Moss' Broadway House
Don't let them tell you that Xew York will

not respond to exploitation. Althoush "Broad-
way" has gone across Forty-second street, the

blocks just to the south are by no means dead
yet, and Moss' Broadway Theatre, at Forty-
first street, uses a front every week and often a
sidewalk stunt.

For Queen o' the Turf a tipster was used,

who distributed sure things in envelopes slightly

smaller than the usual tip service, but along the
same general lines.

As news stands in that vicinity carry from
ten to twenty five sets of turf information for

sale, anything looking like a bettor's best is

snapped up, and the envelopes went even faster

than the proverbial hot cakes and to the class

of persons most likely to respond to the title.

Golem, Esq.
Peter Magrao, of the Regent theatre. Harris-

burg, Pa., read of the Swanson calling card
stunt, so he had 3,500 printed up saying that

the Golem had dropped in for a chat and was
sorry to have missed the householder. You can
imagine the Golem going out for a set of after-

noon calls, but the stunt really helped a clean-up
at a cost of $7. In addition to the imitation en-
graving of the name the card contained the ap-
parently hand-written message : "Dropped in

to see you, but you were out. See me at the
Regent theatre, Monday."

Ferried "Theodora"
One of the scenes in Theodora shows the

empress coming to visit her lover in the sort

of circus boats they used in those days. The
Alcazar theatre. Birmingham, Ala., in consulta-
tion with \V. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn exploita-
tion man, decided to feature the boat.

They built it on a float; a twenty foot craft,

u ith gilded sides and prow, pink pattices guards
and draped in royal purple. A trumpeter stood
in the bow and did the advertising and one of
the young women employed in the house posed
as the empress, enjoying her day off from the
ushering job.

It made a handsome flash and tied up well
with a painting of the boat used as the central

point in a purple draped lobby.

Both Greek and Italian throwaways were
used and the local Italian paper was persuaded
to give up most of the front page to this made-
in-Italy production.

WHO SAID YOU CANNOT EXPLOIT OX BROADWAY

F

This looks like it, doesn't it? The iimn in the flashy suit is gizdng out guaranteed tips

on the races in "Queen o' the Turf," and the name on the envelopes is that appearing
daily in the sporting papers. Done at Moss' Broadicay

One Mailing List
When I. Schwartz, for five years manager of

the Grand theatre, Chester, Pa., moved to the

Fifty-sixth Street Theatre, Philadelphia, he

found that the mailing list of the house con-

tained only about one hundred names.

He called in Eli M. Orowitz, the Par-
amounteer, and Orowitz, who does exerything
except write the special stories he promises the

trade papers, got hold of the voters' registry

lists the law requires, and they got the names
of 3,900 women listed as housekeepers within

a reasonable radius, and then prepared a list

of masculine names only.

This is a simple matter where the law re-

quires the list of voters to be published. It's

only a little more difficult to work a pull where
publication is not mandatory.

Dead Ahead
.•\rrows pointing and lettered "Beyond the

Rocks, straight ahead" were used by Phil
Gleichmann, of the Broadway Strand, Detroit,
for the Swanson picture after John Howard,
the Paramounteer. told him of the idea. To
get it right you should have two sets with the
arrows in opposite directions to always indicate

the house. This can be done with one cut if it

is outlined and mortised to contain the type.

Liberal Pay
Checks for one million dollars worth of

laughs, drawn on the "First National" bank ad-

vertised Pay Day in the Arc theatre, Lafayette,

Ind. A tie up with the real First National Bank
split the cost and added to the advertising

punch.

V
fHAMSi

A I'niled Artists' Release

A LOBBY DISPLAY FROM THE PEOPLE'S THEATRE, PORTLAND, COMPOSED OF CUTOUTS
This entire display is based on the use of lithographic paper, and offers a rather nezu idea in the cutuot top for the 24-sheet, in which the

gables of the houses suggest scenery and not merely a lithograph. On the left the display is sho-u'n which in the right hand cut is hidden

by the three men who are pretending iluit they are not trying to have their photographs taken
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Two Clever Exploits

Helped Memphis Moran
General Manager McElravey, publicity

director George Brown and manager A. S.

Morrison all teamed when Moran of the Lady
Lctty played the Palace theatre, Memphis.
Mr. Morrison's contributions were the sea-

going sidecar, whicli is an improvement on the

nautical ford in that it takes up less room, is

more flexible in traffic, and costs less to build,

while giving about the same efifect.

Cost Fifty Dollars

This and a window in a particularly good
location cost $50, and tliat covered a live day
advance display as well as the run ballyhoo.

The window was based on a profile repro-

duction of the ship used in the play, tlie fiat

being made from a still. This was set into a

simply painted cyclorama drop and the waves
were carried beyond the ship toward the front

of the window, terminating in a sand and rock

beach. The text card at the side gives the

title and continues "This ship is a perfect re-

production of the Lady Letty, the ship on which
she found her mate," and a "now playing" was
set in, just in front of the ship, the day of the

opening.
Both looked a lot more than their cost and

backed up by 259 inches of newspaper adver-

tising—and the readers such a space carries,

put over the picture to unusual business.

A First Nalional Release

HOW THE BRANFORD THEATRE USED THE GATE IDEA

This has been generally adored for Norma Talmadge in "Sniilin' Through," but selodm

to such good effect as shoivn in this picture of the Newark Theatre, zvhere the play

was put over in a 'way to hold it for at least a second week

Patrons in Newark
Went Smilin ' Through

Three highlights mark tlie exploitation of

Norma Talmadge in Smilin' Through, and this

exploitation is one of the outstanding features

of the season just closing. The slogan cam-

paign has been everywhere successful, a drive

by the Witmarks has put the plugger song over

as few promotion songs have been handled, and

the gate is almost a trademark.

The gate was one of the features helping to

put over the I-lrst National at the Branford

theatre, Newark, to a second week, with the

possibility of a longer run. A garden wall

effect was built with the gateway serving as

the entrance to the lobby. It was cool and

inviting, it suggested something and the slogan,

"Let's go Smilin' Through" was particularly

apt when painted above the gateway.

Banners, song tie-ups. window displays, news

paper work and all of the other devices, includ-

ing the slogan drive, were all employed, but at

the last moment this attractive lobby reached

out and completed the sale by pulling through

many who had merely stopped to look. A good

lobby is a real help and you can make a

wonderful display on this picture, whicli might

have been built expressly for exploitation.

Schade First to Use

the Radio Automobile
To the library of Original Sources add the

name of George J. Schade, of Sandusky, as

being the first to use the radio-directed auto-

mobile to get attention to a picture.

He used it on First National's A Perfect

Crime and had a minature slightly larger than

a kiddie car, which was operated on the pave-

ment in front of the house bearing his name,

by means of a radio mechanism on the sidewalk.

Pulled Them Inside

Then he bannered the front of the merquise

with "Greater Wonders Within" and a lot of

the crowd went inside to see what he could do

on a paid admission since he did so much
without charge outside the house.

He says it was one of the best pullers he

ever had.

A Payamount Release ... ,. , imr j t~tt\7"

CLEVER EXPLOITATION FROM A. B. MORRISON, oF MEM I'll IS, ON ''MORAN 01' THE LADY LETTY

.n I I, ^^^j,, p„,a^. Theatre, but he made his craft more manageable
The seagoing Ford zcas one ''t/,^ ulndow showing is a fairly exact reproduction of the Lady Lctly of the films, set

^'^XilZ/^/tt"^^ of 'he window and sand and rocks in the foreground
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A First National Release

ADDING SOMETHI.XG TO THE NElf/SBOYS' PARADE IDEA
Lnew's Theatre. Nashville, had the boys, of course, but they added a prise for the best

norelty stunt and it zoeitt to this burlesque patrol Tvagon, drazi-}i by a team of jacks.

Ei'cn the wanagers are beginning to realise the idea is old

An Added Attraction

for Newsboy's Parade
At last the First National franchise holders

seem to realize that they cannot use the news-
boys' parade each time Jackie Coogan or
Wesley Barry comes to town, without getting
some new angle. It's a good stunt once, but
that once was a year or so ago.
Loew's theatre, Nashville, used the boys for

My Boy, but they added a comedy section with
a prize for the best entry, which went to a
burlesque police wagon with the suggestion you
ought to be arrested if you held out on seeing
this picture.

The best way to use this is to discard the
parade and use the comedy section alone. There
is a big appeal in the crowd of enthusiastic
kids, and we don't blame the managers for

working a good thing as long as they can, but
now that it is getting into second childhood,
think of something to go with it.

How about a mile race for a change. Give
the kids back signs at tlie starting point and the
boys first to arrive at the house the best seats.

A couple of small prizes can be added, but the

choice of seats should be sufficient incentive the

first time and then you can arrange a run-off

for cheap medals on a return use of the idea.

Tacked to Campaign
for Street Car Copy

Appreciating the value of the Jewish patron-

age, the Park theatre, Boston, hooked to the

Jewish War Relief for Norma Talmadge in

Smilin' Through and its bannered street car

started off with "Help the Jewish War Relief

and Go Smilin' Through 1922." It was a grace-

ful act that helped the fund while it helped

the theatre. The car was completely covered

with the banners, which carried star and title

and a white medalion of the star against a

black ground.
.\t\ additional perambulator was found in

an old X'ictoria in which a man and woman in

period dresses were driven through the streets,

in the old-fashioned vehicle being dressed with

flowers to suggest the bridal. This is better

than putting them out afoot, and it does not

cost much more. The greater number of

persons reached will more than pay the differ-

ence in the expense bill. Ten thousand wed-
ding invitations were handed out by the couple

as they were driven aroimd town.
The slogan stunt was worked with the

merchants, even tlic large stores hooking in,

and Jordan-Marsli further contributed a re-

production of the bridal dress work in the play.

Two thou--an(l telephone hangers were used,

and thirty six window displays were landed
for the attraction.

For the house stunt a concealed phonograph
played the plugger song, the suorce of the
music being more or less a mystery.

Got Dope First
Some theatres paint "Let's go Smilin'

Through" on the sidewalk. The Newman
theatre, Kansas City, put it on a banner for
the benefit of motorists.

From the traffic police they learned which
road was the most traveled and found one
traversed by more than 35,000 cars every day.
I'Vom the garages they learned that the highest
auto top is seven feet six inches with its rubber
shoes on.

They put a banner at the most traveled
intersection just seven feet eight inches, and
got the maximum of display with a minimum
of effect: one of the first invasions of the
efficiency man into theatre exploitation.

Made a Dream Book
Rill Harwell, of the Majestic Theatre. Aus-

tin, Texas, used a contest on "Forever," alias

"Peter Ibbetson." The subject was "Are
Dreams Realities," and it brought out a lot

of stories about "true" dreams. A local pa-
per used four front page stories on the stunt.

It got the business, but we think that "Peter
Ibbetson" can be better sold through a dig-
nity appeal.

Mr. Harwell also used a cutout from the
six-sheet, dressing it up with real props to

give an atmosphere and he had a prologue with
a local soloist singing "Dreams of Long Ago."

The Best Policy
With 81.749 of the "original wedding dress

worn by Norma Talmadge i" Smilin' Through"
scattered over the coun'/y, it is refreshing to

note that the Empress theatre, Mangum, Okla.,

stated that "Mabel Normand did not wear this

necklace in Molly O, but she did wear one
very much like it."

It did just as well and perhaps better.

A First National Release

El EN BOSTON RESPONDED TO TALMADGE EXPLOITATION
The Park Theatre sent out an oldtime couple in an oldtime rig to urge the totcn to go

"Siiiilin' Through" zcith Norma Talmadge. and the dignified appeal got under the shins

of the conservatives and even the Back Bay zvcnl to see tlie play
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A First National Release

THE THREE-WAY BOARDS OF THE EMPIRE THEATRE
For the engagement of "The Rosary" at the Syracuse house the boards zvcre painted on
all three fronts with church scenes, and this linked to an ornate church backing on

the lobby wall

Made Church to Back
Inner Lobby Display

Churches were trumps when "The Rosary"
played the Empire Theatre, Syracuse. They
not only painted church landscapes on the

three-way signs over the sidewalk, but the

back wall of the lobby was converted into a

church by painting strips for the three sets

of double doors and surmounting these with a

roof and a gable in lieu of a belfry. The
window in the gable was transparent and was
illuminated from behind, as the lead wires

indicate.

The Empire has a rather unusual lobby in

that the show windows of tlie adjoining stores

extend into the lobby, as tlie larger cut shows.
This makes it impossible to use many forms of

display available to other houses and any deco-
ration must be made against the back wall.

This church is very effectively worked and
can be adapted to a false front. If neces-

sary you can sell tickets through a stained

glass window.
You will note in the longer cut that the

signs used are painted on both sides, as re-

cently explained. The outer fronts give the

current bill and the inside the coming attrac-

tion. Over on the right you can make out
the last three letters of "Hail the Woman,"
which is the succeeding attraction.

The Bar Was Dry but

the Fountain Was Wet
Using the old fashioned bar with a lobby

display on "Ten Nights In A Barroom" is

more or less a matter of local taste. Some
towns will resent the pleasantry, while others
will laugh and be coaxed in. As a rule it is

better to dispense with the bar, but J. M.
Edgar Hart, of the Palace Theatre, El Paso,
reports good results with a bar.

He employed a double display for the

"Blazed Trails" production. On the left lie

showed the old fashioned bar with a real

barkeep and real bottles, but phoney liquors.

Across the way was a soda fountain, put in

by a local concern, at which an attractive girl

clerk difpense;l ice cream sodas and soft

bottled drinks.

Jiggs, the leading character in "Bringing

A First National Release

HALF OF THE CHURCH

Up Father" found himself at home in both
places. These cutouts were used to advertise

the cartoon series, and cards explained that

"Jiggs is not in the picture, but is coming
Sundays now."
Humorous signs kiddied the bar section, and

the mirror was covered with whiting and used
for cutouts and lettering. On the floor was
painted "100%, but not beer," and the title.

The elaborateness of the display made a

lot of talk and brought crowds of the curious,

many of whom became patrons against their

original intentions.

A Bit Broad
They seem to like them a little off down

in Texas. To put over "Are You Eit to

Marry?" the Liberty, Houston, displayed a
monkey in a store window with a sign read-
ing "Don't Monkey Around. Are You Fit to

Marry? At the Liberty Theatre Now."
This got the laughs and an. increase in

business, but we think that references to

monkey glands will be left alone, or presently
they will be censoring exploitation, too.

An Arroto Release

PUTTING OVER "TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM" ON THE CONTRAST OF A BAR WITH A FOUNTAIN
J. M. Edgar Hart, of the'Palace Theatre, El Paso, dressed opposite sides of his spacious lobby with a bar and a soda fountain, the latter

in good running order, with an attractive girl to sell iced drinks. Apparently Jiggs was performing the impossible feat of being in fivo

places at one time, for he was in the bar and ogling the soda clerk. It made a hit and brought a few tears
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How Billy Connors

Brought Them Back
William Connors, of the Luna Lite. Marion.

Ind., knows that it pays to exploit a picture, and
he gained his knowledge at lir.'st hand, for he
recently made a cleanup on "Moran of the Lady
Letty" and "The World's Champion."
The latter came tirst and he built a cutout

display for the lobby There was a referee
who held up the victor's arm while at the same
time he counted out the defeated opponent.
This was rather anticipating events for it is

common to count out before declaring the vic-

tor, but Mr. Connors felt that after the tirst

ten seconds the referee could be fairly well

assured that it was a knockout, so he started
the motor actuating the arm.

It was a knockout at the box office, too. put-
ting the picture over to unusual business, so he
started in on "'Moran."

For this, he used a cutout of a ship to top
a display of stills. From the masts he rigged
a wireless hammock and with an induction coil

he kept the tiny radio busy day and night.

As the town shares the radio craze, he
cleaned up on this one, too.

A Trademark Contest
Southern Enterprises managers have been

cleaning up on "Her Husband's Trademark"
with a contest based on the identification of
trademarks used on nationally advertised goods.
It is worked in a variety of ways from this

base, some of the variants being to name all

trade marks in a hook-up page, to name the
largest list of trade marks in general use and
to name those sold in the town using the idea.

The newspapers naturally give a lot of space
to the idea since it helps them with the national

advertisers.

The idea appears to have been started by
Lem Stewart, general manager of exploitation.

.-1 i'ara • I'lclure

THE LADY LETTY CARRIED A WIRELESS SET IN MARION
Another picture of the Luna Lite, shoiving how Mr. Connors rigged a ^^nreless to the

masts of the cutout j/ii> to adi-ertisc "Moran of the Lady Letty." With the town
sharing the nezv radio craze this n'as the most certain appeal to the theatregoers

Stage Exploitation
H. J. Adams, of the Palace Theatre. Corsi-

cana, Texas, used a stage stunt to help put

over "Three Live Ghosts." He darkened his

house after the showing of the preceding fea-

ture, and three boys in cerements came upon

the stage, each carrying a candle.

.\t a signal, they turned their backs upon
the audience and the flood was thrown on to

light up the title painted upon their backs.

Then the boys did a dance to prove that they

were not only live, but lively.

On the run of the play they were u.^ed on
the streets, minus the candle and the dance.

Emphasis was laid upon the fact that this was
a comedy and not a goose-pimpler.

a series of nine inch singles to various well-
known Irishmen. Each was topped with a
silhouette shamrock in black, because he could
not get a green imprint.

He had the picture the first half of Holy
Week, with "Theodora" for the latter half,

and kept business up in one of the worst weeks
of the year.

Darktown Shamrocks
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the

Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O., used the per-

sonal appeal for "Come on Over." addressing

Booked the Bank
Plenty of exhibitors who read the press

book on "My Boy" saw the suggestion that the
banks be hooked to the story and opined that
it could not be done.
Chambers is built along different lines. He

went over and sold a savings bank on a quarter
page in all the papers. He supplied a cut and
the line from the F'irst National book. The
bank paid the bills and was glad to get some-
thing new.

Snappy and Apt
D. A. Dostcr, of the Strand Theatre, Mont-

gomery, -Ala., worked a department store on
"The Green Temptation." He persuaded the
store to fill a big window with green things:
dresses, hats, fabrics, stockings, parasols, slip-

pers and even undies. It was a green tempta-
tion to every woman in town, and that it was
a real temptation was proven by the sales of
duplicates of these articles and the amount of
long green taken in.

LOL.\TING THEM OUT WITH BILLY CONNORS
The Luna Lite Theatre. Marion. Ind.. has gone in for r.vploilation as a result of the

zuork Mr. Connors did for "The World's Champion." The prise-ring scene is a backed
cutout uith a movable arm for the referee. He counted up to 3,864,999 on the run

Pinning It Down
\n utterly foolish, and therefore particularly

good idea, was recently worked by .\. C.
Schuneman, of the Isis Theatre, Webster City,

la.

One thousand cards were distributed to
women shoppers through arrangement with
various stores. To each card was attached a
single hairpin, and the card read :

"Save this hairpin. You will need it to

keep your hair in order during the hair-raising

thrills of Cecil B.'de Mille's greatest produc-
tion, "Fool's Paradise." at the Isis. Of course,
it's a Paramount picture."
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week managers go on patterning this week's
advertising after last week's sample with never
a thought that people sometimes tire of the
same thing over and over. Mr. Gardner never
uses the same thing twice. The only thing he
is certain to do is do something else. You
know the Rialto ad because it looks different
and not because it looks always the same.
Of course it is easy to him because he knows
how to write. He can put in the jazzy stuff

that gets attention, but on the other hand, if

you cannot write this sort of stuff you can at

this, the type display is capital. It is clean and
inviting. You feel you can give the time to

read it because it will not take long. You get

interested and read the panel, and if you do,

'
—=— =^

Little Things
Just at thl8 «eaaon little things spell joy

or MdnesB. It Is ft tlm» for child hflppl-

Dan't "^"s- "^^'o olMire In It by maklns
Forret •omc child happy Chrlgtmaa mornlnjr.
jijig Havn you Joined th© Alias Santa Claua

Special
Show
For
Boy9 and
Girls

Momloc
At nine.
Brine
Food.

Speaking oT little tblngel It's astonish-
ing what a preat lot of fun can revolve
around a lltU» thing llko a carpet lock.
The biggest and best laugh In town this

Get-Rich-Quick
No

Acc«pled.
Wallingford

A Paramonnt Picture

FIRST TIME IN PUEBLO This Is the

orl^nal Walllnglord story and play, as
played by George M. Cohan. More lauitha
to the reel than enythlne Been h«ro In
months.

Also

Pollard Comedy Pathe News

Tonight
and

Tomorrow RIALTO
S.^-,

ANOTHER GARDNER LAYOUT
least get it out of the press book, and if you
study the press book long enough, you can do
as well in tirne. A year from now you can
write in ten minutes what now requires an hour,
but you must make a start by spending that
hour now. Mr. Gardner did not always turn
out as good copy. We remember when he
started in at Colorado Springs that he had a
tough time now and then, but he kept on and
now he not only writes good advertisements,
but he writes as good a dog story as can the
best of the Broadway press agents, and dog
stories help a lot toward general publicity. Mr.
Gardner is not a heaven-born genius, but merely
a good, hard worker with an aptitude for the
show business that has brought him back to
the grind in spite of several excursions into
other lines. He learned how. So can you.

—P. T. A.—

Same Cut Material Is

Given Better Chance
The cut material in this display from Mr.

Smith's Theatre, Indianapolis, is about the same
as that used for a recent display from a
Western theatre. The top cut is precisely the

saitie. The spaces are about equal. This space
is several times better than the Western adver-
tisement because it is kept clean and neat, like

the deck of Moran's ship. There is a little

less added material to be announced in this

space, but on the other hand more is said. It

will probably interest you to dig out the other
example and compare them. It assuredly
should interest the other artist to see how much
better another has done with the same material.

The top is a stock cut where the other was a

drawing from the cut, but the bold, open lines

give an infinitely better effect, and the type
display is much superior. This is a matter each
house can control for itself. This Indianapolis

sample makes the error of not using Miss
Dalton's name. She is the star with Valentino
for her support, but because of his success in

several plays, most managements have made
him the star. At the same time Miss Dalton
has a decided appeal to a great many patrons,

and her name should have been given prom-
inence instead of being ignored. Apart from

f^-^ RODOLFVALENTINO
Plenty of Action. Thrills and Fine Acting

LLOYD HAMILTON

"THE RAINMAKER"

MISTER SMITH'S
THEATRE *^

A CAPITAL HANDLING

you are probably sold a ticket. But it is the
drawing which gets the attention to the type,

and it is practically the same drawing that was
lost in a mess of type in the other space.

You have seen this advertisement for

Picture

Theatre

Advertising
week after week. Just because it was at the
bottom of the column, you perhaps have not

read it. You'll read it here. That's what
"preferred position" means.

Lots of other things are explained in this

meaty book by the conductor of this depart-
ment. Almost every page has a money-getting
stunt and any one of these will be worth
several times what the volume costs, and
you get the other stunts free. It costs only
two dollars the copy and may be ordered
from the publishers of Moving Picture World.
Get a copy today. Makes bad business good
and gootl business better.

Descriptive Talk Is

Good But Too Light
This space from the Garden Theatre, Council

Bluffs, would be good for a modern picture. It

sells the idea of the oppressed wife revolting,

and it sells it well. If "Under the Lash" were
a story of today, the text would be a good ex-
ample of clever selling talk. But under the cir-

cumstances, the house has used only a part of
the ammunition at its command and undersells

its commodity, which is unusual entertainment.

This sounds like the talk for a modern picture,

wheras there is a strong appeal in the book
title and more in the fact that this is a pic-

turesque story of the African veldt. A lot of
managers seem to feel that a story with a
foreign setting will not sell as well as one made
with a purely local angle, but "The Shulaniitc

Woman" was a notable novel, and the produc-
tion tells a commonplace story from an angle
v/hich makes it new, and we think that the

dwellers on the banks of the Missouri are
interested in Africa to some extent and that

this appeal might have sold extra tickets.

There is punch even in the idea of Gloria
Swanson in the drab clothes of the Boer wife.

A lot of people might have gone to see what
she looked like without the gorgeous costumes
which are so much part of her usual appeal.

The selling story is good so far as it goes, but
it takes only the most commonplace angles of
an unusual theme. It is like trying to sell a
pack of cigarettes without adding that you are
throwing in an amber holder free. It does not

WYE^MSPECTABILITY

WHICH?
^

If you married a man'
You didn't love

—

And he made you a sl^e
Of Drudgery and woit>^

And felt because he pa'^e
You a home that lie was'
Doing his share—

Knowing that you
thought tco much of
what your friends and
relatives would think to
ever leave him

—

And suddenly a man
came into your life who
understood you — who
cared—who would give
you the very thing you
craved — LOVE— would
you have done as did

GLORIA

Swanson

"UNDER the LASH"
garden ^'X,

GOOD BUT UNDERSIZE

do to load a story down with a lot of facts,

but it does pay to put the best facts foremost,
and here this is not done. In the typographical
arrangement, this display is unusually good,
gaining display chiefly through lack of it,

which is the most certain way to get attention.

—P. T. A.—

Smaller Type Sizes

Would Be Better Here
Sometimes a smaller type face will be better

in an advertisement than the large letters. This
point is very well illustrated in the five sixes

for the Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee, on
Vitagraph's "The Prodigal Judge." Take that

bank just below "The Voice in the Dark."
Setting that in twelve point roman or a light

italic would have given better display not only
to that line, but to the title just below. In the

same way a roman for the two panels at the

bottom would have been more readable in a

roman than in the full face used. Advertising
is not a matter of black ink, but of legibility,

clearness and interest, and the interest comes
in part from the ease with which the copy may
be read. Setting in roman would have given
the compositor a chance to pull the black lines

away from the title, and this would have had
the effect of making the title at least a pica
larger in appearance than it really is. The type
would be no larger, but it would be far more
conspicuous. And this would not operate
against the smaller paragraphs, because a light

line is easier to read than the bold. The eye is

more used to it, and can assimilate it casijcr.

The large black face looks larger, but if it is

not as easily read it does not serve as good a
purpose as a light line which cannot only be
read with greater ease, and therefore a greater
probability of its being read, but which at the
same time, will give greater prominence to the
really important lines. The service of black
type is to pull attention to a space. If you do
that, you have accomplished what you set out
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Selling^ the Pictuie to the^<Public

A •toi->' of heart in-

t*r««t that appeal* to
«T«ry human being
becduae the charac-

flesh and
blood creatures and
the!

tbo»«

THE VOICE IN THE DARK
caused the Judge to pause, clinch his fists

and swear vengeance on the man who had
wronged him. The next instant he was
himself again. The lovable reprobate.

rPRODIOAL JUDGE
^ With the

m the World Fa,

t of All Character

Novel by Vaughn Kn

MACLYN ARBUCKLE

JEAN PAIGE hW^^e
Perfect locotiom, excellent catt, a tamoa» ttory and

gtirring scenes in a maHrr fitm.

A film that fcocomes a reality cm toon ai it U

The Story of "The
Prodigal Judge" it

too big and fine and
vital to adequately
•ummarize in the
tmalt apace of an ad-

Tertiftement. therefore

good taste c«u>e« utto refrain.

We would merely aay the

production i» record tizc and
follow* the novel clo^ly.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE KILLING EFFECT OF ALL BLACK TYPE

to perform. If you keep on and make all tht

letters black and then fill in the rest of the

space with shaded cuts, you get an all black

announcement that will be seen but not read

and which will defeat its own ends by driving

the eye from the unlovely space. One or two
black lines will give several times the display

value of a dozen black lines, just as one tall

man in a crowd of runts is more conspicuous

than he would be at a convention of giants.

This matter of proportion is one of the real

stumbling blocks in the road to good adver-

tising. So few seem able to grasp the essen-

tial idea and yet every man will realize that

one elephant in a circus parade is more im-

portant than all of the horses put together, just

because he is the one elephant. It is the same
idea precisely. Too much of anything is too

much whether it be elephants, skyscrappers or

black type.
—p. T. .4.—

Past Performances
Put Over "Forever"

The Strand Theatre, Des Moines, put over

"Forever" on an appeal to the past Paramount
successes in a prominent two si.xes. It used

"Anatol," "The Sheik" and "Fool's Paradise"

to persuade the public that they should see

Peter Ibbetson under its new name, but it did

not give a single mention of the book origin

of the play, and we believe that the book will

sell more tickets than the somewhat non-

committal alternative title. We like best Lem
Stewart's scheme of playing up the hours of

commencement on the plea that the play is too

strong to be spoiled by coming in on the middle.

That suggests a story of unususal worth, but

the reference to past successes is the next best

! You Were
1 Delighted With thr Beaulv of

"Anatol"
HeM Spell.Bound »ilh the Wonders of

"The Sheik"
Amazed with the Thrills of

"Fool's Paradise"

But
W ait Till You See

Wallace Reid& Elsie Ferguson

"FOREVER"
A Paramount Super-Special

STARTINC; SUNDAY

STRAND
A GOOD TWO SIXES

bet, and the Strand puts it over very well in a

comparatively small space, getting a display

for the titles of three sure fires in less than

three inches through the expedient of keeping

the rest to eight point Roman. If you only see

the three titles and the "but," the argument
sells. The small type merely builds up the big

idea and makes it even stronger, and the best

selling line in the entire space is the "but."

That lettering in the upper right hand corner

is an office stamp and not a part of the adver-

tisement.
—P. T. A.—

Canned Publicity
William Felder, a First National franchise

holder at Norwalk, O., took up the trash can

idea reported here and put it over for a per-

manent advertisement.

He started in by interesting the newspapers
in the condition of the streets. When the pub-

lic was all worked up, he announced that the

Ciilger Theatre would supply the necessary

cans, if he was permitted to paste them for

his attractions.

This did not prove objectionable to the ta.x-

payers, so Felder got some cans that would
comfortably contain one-sheets on three sides,

w ith a plea to the public on the side with the

opening.

He not only gets the cans each week, but for

"Peaceful Valley" he slapped a one-sheet on

City Hall right under the mayor's window
and no one put up a kick. The cans cost

money, but they were the best investment in

publicity the theatre ever made. The city

contractor keeps them emptied, so there is only

the first cost.

—P. T. A.—

Turns to History to

Find a Fit Comparison
Certain dates are supposed to be placed

through their time distance from the High
Wind in Ireland, but R. A. Gill, of the Erie

Theatre, Hugo, Okla., dates his big event from
the visit of Vice President Marshall, explain-

One Look wm Con-

rince Yon of Ihc

OUfcrawc

ERIE THEATRE

The Greatest Attraction In Hago

Since Vice-Pre*id«.t ManhaD Came To TowaB

Alba Holnbar frt^U DOROTHY PHILLIPS

TVlan - Woman - Marriage"
WHAT TOtm, SEE

A JOINT SELLER

ing that this was the most recent big event in

his place and that by hooking to the visit of the

then Vice President he is conveying the sugges-

tion that "Man-Woman-Marriage" is the next

epoch making event. This is a new device, and

since it worked for Mr. Gill, it will probably

work for others. The idea is to associate the

engagement with the last local big time, to con-

voy the suggestion that this is the only standard

of measurement. If you recall Mr. Gill's

earlier displays, you will appreciate the differ-

ence in the appearance of this advertisement.

Mr. Gill writes that each time his advertising

is commented upon in this department he takes

it over to the printer and together they figure

out how to get better results. The outstanding

feature of this space is that the printer has

caught the idea of relative display and makes
the space look twice as important through not

dumping all the big type in the cases in one

small space. He gets a display for this title

that not one country office in a thousand could

turn up. Most small offices would take three

lines to get the same title display because of the

type they stuflfed around it, but here the space

above and below is free from opposition. This

printer is willing to learn. Most of them are

not. If you have a man who really wants to

learn, start your samples along, state your

troubles and we'll be glad to sit in. We do not

think Mr. Gill needs much more help, for his

printer now has the idea. This is pretty com-
position, intelligent and artistic in the sense

that it is worked in accordance with the art.

The panel at the left is an announcement of

the addition to the projection equipment of a

converter, and the explanation is made that this

will help to give a better picture. Mr. Gill

realizes the value of telling what he does as

well as the value of good projection as a sales

asset. We told recently of Mr. Gill's fashion

show, in which he sold the house to the mer-

chants and they stood in the fire alleys when
the house was full. He sends in a front page

story from the local paper—top of colurnn and

more than a half column space. Mr. Gill has

solved his typographical problems through

educating his printer to show composition.

That is because he has a real printer to work
with and not a self-sufficient egotist who thinks

he knows it all.

—P. T. A.—

Floored His Poster
J. M. Edgar Hart, of the Palace Theatre, EI

Paso, circus posted the suburbs for "Fool's

Paradi.se." He obtained inserts in all packages

from the big dry goods store and placarded

hotel and store elevators.

He repainted the lobby for "The Sheik" to

give it a Siamese effect and pasted a 24-inch

sheet to the lobby floor, bordering it with

water color. That did not last very long, but

it started them in and the initial crowd brought

the rest.
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In the Independent Field
B>) ROGER FERRI

Warners Refusal of a Million-Dollar Offer

Is a Tribute to Independent Market
By ROGER FERRI

TURNING down a flat cash consideration of one million perfectly good United States dollars is something that isn't being
done every day nor every year in the show business. In this business, as in all others, money counts. And one million
dollars in these times to the showman looms up as the equi valent of the complete stock of a mint. But such a refusal

actually was made. That million, as big and as tempting as it looked, was flatly turned down—and by an independent organization.
It remained for A! Lichtman, representing First National, to make this offer to the Warner Brothers. The proposition involved

the distribution of the entire 1922-23 output of the Warners. This advance of one million dollars guaranteed the Warners a
tremendous profit at the very outset. It meant also additional cut-in on the net profit accrued by every Warner picture. So, off
hand, it can be seen that the Warners in turning down the splendid proposition of First National cast aside not only a tremendous
cash consideration, hut incidentally ignored an annual net income of at least three millions of dollars.

credit to the industry, because they serve and serve well all those to
whom they cater. We rejoice with them in their success because their
success brings credit to the independent market. We admire them be-
cause of their pluck, because they are business men, because they are
showmen, because they are big and enterprising enough to realize that
in order to make their business a success they must contribute to and
co-operate with independents in general.

D UT the Warners in turning down such a tempting and substantial

proposition demonstrated their utmost confidence in the future of

the independent market as well as their determination to build an
organization that would compare second to none in the industry. That
they are on their way to realize that ambition is certain. That they

will carry with them the best wishes of all sincere busiaicss men goes
without saying, for the success of the Warner organization in the worst
season of show business is the outstanding feature and the most cheer-

ful incident of the year. The progress of the Warners has been meteoric

and there is no doubt in the mind of this writer that they are well on
their way toward becoming a great power in this great business.

A ND that declination of a cold million further demonstrates the busi-

neSs ability of the Warner Brothers. They are in business to build

an institution in so far as this industry is concerned. They have built

a concrete foundation on which they are erecting an enterprise that is

ever a ray of sunshine for the independent exchangemen and exhibitor.

Their excellent productions of the past and current seasons testify to

the ability of the organization to turn out pictures that meet every

refiuirement of the box office. Take the history of "WViy Girls Leave
Home" and "School Days." This writer knows it to be a positive fact

that these two features have been the means of saving scores of thea-

tres. We know, too, that "Your Best Friend" is bringing in satisfactory

box office returns even at this time.

WE said that the Warners have the confidence of every enterprising
exchangeman. And we'll prove that. But to prove it we must

tell the "inside" of the First National-Warner Brothers' deal. We must
dig down deep into history, for the entire affair is history that the in-

dependent man can cheerfully refer to. We will go into details because
in our humble opinion, we believe the Warners have done a great and
big thing. We will dwell at length on the deal because in turning it

down the Warners unselfishly considered those who had made theit

success possible, because it is one of those big little things that makes us
feel happy to be among the living, because it demonstrates the pos-
siliilities of a rapidly-growing market, because it shows that we have
truly big men in our branch of the business, because it constitutes one
of the biggest events in the history of independent endeavor in the
picture business.

IT was the fact that the Warners contributed so meteorically in an off-

season that prompted First National to focus their attention on that

organization. It was the proven ability of these enterprising brothers

to turn out money-makers that prompted First National to make such

a remarkable offer. .\nd it was the confidence those great showmen,
who constitute First National Exhibitors Circuit, had in the ability of

Warner Brothers to turn out more money-makers, their knowledge of

the promising product that the Warners will offer independent ex-

changemen and exhibitors next season and their belief, backed with

cold cash, that these productions would bring millions to the box of-

fices that prompted the offer.

ITARLY this month the Warners were approached by representatives
' of F'irst National. The proposition outlined above was made. It

was an unh-card of offer. It meant clear sailing for the Warners, but
they wanted time in which to think it over. They did do some thinking.
Tl>ey confided in those who had contributed to the success of their or-
ganization. They sat down and considered everything. And after much
deliberation the Warners gave the now historic reply that their or-
ganization was here to stay, that they would continue catering and
serving the independent man to the very best of their ability.

THE offer of First National is a tribute to the independent maruet.

It is a signal for independents to sit up and take notice. It is con-

vincing proof that even our bitterest rivals have finally come to a

realization of the possibilities of independent productions. It is in-

dicative of a brighter and more cheerful future. The action of the

Warners should serve as an incentive to other independent producers

and distributors. It should encourage the independent exchangeman

;

it should convince him beyond a single doubt that the independent pro-

ducer can deliver big i)ictures, money-makers—and do not let us forget

that a picture is just as big as the money it makes. We talk much of

art, but, after all, it's the good old dollar that interests us all in this

business. Every time we invest a dollar wc hope it will bring us two.

Come exchangemen, who had heard of the deal, immediately got to-^ gether. Their confidence in the Warners knew no limit. They
realized that the time had come to do something demonstrative of this

confidence. The consummation of the deal meant that they would not
get the promising productions the Warners are now turning out for
Fall release. Their future was at stake. They had literally cleaned
up with Warner features. So had those exhibitors who had booked
those pictures. Something had to be done and done quickly. And
that "something" was done.

THE Warners have set a pace. They have proven themselves cap-

able of filling the every want of the independent exhibitors. They are

a fighting tribe, fighting for what they arc convinced is right and they

have the support of every sincere and enterprising exchangeman and

exhibitor in this country. This we can prove. We are interested in

Warner Brothers because they go after big things and acomplish them

in a big way. We are interested in the Warners because they are a

T OU BERMAN, owner of the Independent Film Corporation ex-
-'—

' changes in Philadelphia and Washington, took the initiative. 'He
wasted no time in telling others who, like himself, had prospered on
Warner pictures, that a great organization like First National was
seeking the product and willing to pay—and pay cash for it. And here
is the wire that Mr. Herman sent to exchangemen :

"First .National anxioca to secure Warner Brothers' Pall attractions, namely,
"Rags to Riches," "Little lleioes of the Street," "IJrass," "Main Street," "Lit-
tle Church Around the Corner," "Uroadway After Dark," "The Deautiful and
Damned," First National offers big sum to secure productions. Deal has not
bet n closed. You realize impoi tanee of this deal to us. I am trying to olTset It

and am ready to offer financial support to bloclt the proposition. Arc you in
position to guarantee financial support for your territory? If so, wire Harry
Warner, advising against this deal right now,

"LOU BERMAN,
"Independent Film Corporation."

.\nd the exchangemen came through 100 per cent.
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In the Independent^Field

Reckless Buying Menaces Future of Many
Exchanges Now Struggling for Existence

Summer Season Will Be Test for

Survival of Fittest with Results

Benefiting the Market Generally

ReadjustmentsDuring Warm MonthsProm-
ise to Bring About Big 1922-23 Season
—Big Productions in Demand.

Big pictures with strong stories that warrant maximum ex-

ploitation are being demanded for next season by the more ener-

getic exchanges and exhiljitors. These productions need not have

star names, but a good and powerful story and all-around en-

tertaining production are required. The bigger exchanges of the

country are firm in their behef that the 1922-23 season will be a

prosperous one, but in order to cash in they hold to the theor\-

that they must have the product—and it must be the super and

"big" stufif—with which to fill the requirements of exhibitors.

The market as it stands today is $60,000, and chances are it will never

anything but profitable, for the ^e able to pay up. In their anxiety

Latest State Rights Bulletitts

^T^ wo sales were recorded
A nn "The Parish Priest,

this week
Columbia

Film Service of Pittsburgh purchased
the Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia rights, while Floyd Brown, gen-
eral manager of H. Lieber Company
of Indianapolis bought for Indiana.

Harry Nolan, of First National Cir-
cuit of Denver, has arranged for a
series of personal appearances for "Big
Boy" Williams at Fox's Isis Theatre,
Denver, during the week of June 2.jth.

He will also appear in Salt Lake City.
These houses will show both "Blaze
Away' and "The Trail of Hate," both
State righted by Jo« Lorenzo, Inc.

Raymond S. Harris, short subject
manager of Affiliated Distributors.
Inc.. this week sold C. C. Burr's Novel
Review to John E. Ekeberg. president
of Screenart Pictures Company, Inc.

ning Monday. May 29. Sam Lee has
been in Providence exploiting the pic-
ture for the past two weeks. Manager
Matt Reilly, of the Victory Theatre,
has been instrumental in negotiating
many stunts which are destined to
help the box office receipts. Manager
Reilly contributed no little share to-
ward helping put over "Ten Nights In
a Barroom " in Providence, where that
feature was given its world premier.

"Yankee Doodle Jr.," the M. H.
Burnside special, is scheduled for a
premier at the Broadway Theatre in
New York during the middle of June
or during Fourth of July week. The
production will be elaborately ex-
ploited.

reason that everything is virtually

at a standstill. Exchanges are look-

ing for product, but one can count

the number of exchangemen who
can give ready cash on ten fingers.

Distributors in order to hold re-

lieve the situation are advancing

credit to some whom they, in nor-

ma! times, could completely ignore.

Others are letting out pictures on

a percentage basis.

The season that is just closing

has been a most successful one for

the bigger pictures. The Warners
have turned out two pictures this

season and both have registered

big profits. "Why Girls Leave have been benefited for the careful

"Your Best Friend," the Warner
Brothers special, starring Vera Gor-
don and Dore Davidson, made such a
hit at the Broadway-Strand in Detroit
last week that the management held
it over. The Strand. Cincinnati; Or-
pheum. Akron

;
Colonial. Columbus,

and Strand, Milwaukee, all have
arranged to have .Miss Gordon person-
ally appear in conjunction with the
picture.

Paul Gray is now handling the pub-
licity for Western Pictures Exploita-
tion Company from New York. Harry
Wilson, the Coast publicity director of
that company, is slated to come to
New York some time early in June.

to buy these otherwise careful ex
changeman have permitted them-
selves to run amuck and have
bought recklessly and thoughtlessly. j. Charies Dais, 2nd. publicity and
The coining three months will tell exploitation director^ for Arrow Film

the story, which right now promises ' """ """" '
"

to be a survival of the fittest.

That there will be some crashes
goes without saying in view of the
embarrassing financial conditions of
a number of exchanges. But these
will have only themselves to blame _
for the reason that they have been Zeidman special, "I lim tiie Ta^
blind to existing conditions. How-
ever, these include the careless and
inconsiderate factions and with
their eliminations the market will

Something like 27 pictures with
titles inspired by melodramatic suc-
cesses of a decade or more ago have
been announced during the past 15
days.

Louise Lorraine will soon appear in
her own independent pictures, accord-
ing to word received from the Coast.

CorpnraUon and John Lowell, star of
Blazed Trail Productions. "Ten Nights
In a Barroom." returned to New "^ork
this week, after exploiting that fea-
ture in Toledo. O. : Chicago. Youngs-
town, O. ; Cincinnati, and Louisville.

C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated
Distributors. Inc., announce this week
the sale of the Bernard Fineman-B. F.

di-
rected by Edward Carew, to William
Skirboll of the Gold Seal Productions,
Cleveland, for Ohio and Kentucky. Joe
Skirboll. of First National of Pitts-
burgh, was the first exchangeman to
buy territory on this feature.

Oscar Aptel, director ; Elsie Cohen,
representing the Hollandia Pictures
Company of Haarlem. Holland ; Mrs.
Oscar Apfel, Miss Evelyn Greeley and
Caryl Blackwell. left Saturday. May
20. on the world's largest ocean liner,
the Majestic, for Europe. Miss Cohen's
company will make a series of pro-
ductions which Mr. Apfel will direct.
Producers Security Corporation will
handle the pictures in this country.

Hoine." according to one exchange
man, netted him $75,000, while

"School Days" passed even that

figure and "Your Best Friend" with

Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson
promises to beat both, .^rrow has

had a splendid break with "Ten
Nights" and Equity, too, has got

along splendidly on its bigger pro-

ductions. Other firms that have re-

leased the bigger pictures of the

year, too, have cashed in accordingly.

With conditions re-adjusting them
selves during the

exchangeman has been ever on the
job and bought with every con-
sideration for the future.

Arthur Lee, of Bradford-Lee, will
personally supervise the showing of
"Determination" at Albee's Victory
Theatre in Providence, R. I., begin-

Special Attractions. Ltd.. of Toronto,
late this week closed a deal whereby
they acquired the Canadian rights to
"The Parish Priest."

Three of the best known stars in the
business, whose contracts with big
companies expired this month, were
this week seeking to interest finan-
ciers in independent production ven-
tures.

''Curse of Drink'' One of First Big
Productions for 1922-23 Season

and keen showmen are looking for-

ward to better times in the fall

•with the season in full bloom and
at its best about the middle of

September. The unemployed situa-

tion throughout the country is im-
proving. These improvements all

"The Curse of Drink," the six-

star special tliat L. Lawrence Weber
summer, trained and Bobby North last week purcha.s-

ed from Export and Import Film

'opposition' father, took leading
roles in "Burn Up Barnes," "A
Man's Home" and "Beyond the
Rainbow." George Fawcett, ver-

Company for American State rights eran character actor of the stage and
distribution, will be one of the first

big productions of the new season.

No effort is being spared to furnish

exhibitors with exploitation helps
destined to aid in the box office

will have the eflfect of bettering draw,
conditions theatrically, but the pub- Six stars of the first rank have
lie will be as fastidious and as con- been assembled to make assurance

siderate as ever. They will seek out doubly sure that "The Curse of

the big pictures and the wiser show- Drink" would be flawless. Harry
men are putting in bids already for Morey, Vitagraph star, who featured

such pictures. in "The Sea Rider." "The Gaunt-
The exchange situation is liad, let," "A Man's Home" and "Beyond

for there is altogether too much the Rainbow" among others, is the

paper being offered. One exchange father in the picture. Edmund
has notes outstanding for more than Breese, who acts the part of the

screen, responsible for such historic

Jim Chapin Is

Worsley's Assistant
James Chapin, one of the young-

est and most promising assistant di

rectors in the industry, has been
enp^ased bv Harry Ranf to assist

Wallace Worsley in directing the

forthcominar Warner Brothers at-

traction. "Ras^s to Riches." fcatur-

iu"' Weslev Barrv which is bein<r

nroHuced at the Warner West Coast
Studios.

performances as he gave in "Peter
Ibbetson," "Hush Money," "Idols

of Clay," "Sentimental Tommy,"
"Polly of the Follies" and others,

takes the role of one of the heavies

in "The Curse of Drink,"

On the feminine side Marguerite
Clayton, star of "Bride 13." "Pleas-

ure Seekers," "Inside of the Cup,"
"Dangerous Ix)ve," "Women Who
Wait" and lately featured in "Go
Get 'Em Hutch," carries the honors
of the heroine in "The Curse of

Drink." Little. Miriam Battista,

most gifted child-star of her sex,

is the baby heroine in "The Curse
of Drink." The girl prodigy will

be remembered for her performance
in "Humoresque," "At the Stage
Door," "Just .-\round the Corner"
and "Smilin' Through."



supreme I

combination!

ROV STEWART

MARJORIE DAW

WALLACE BEERV

HUGH B. EVANS JR.
||^~v presents

naSAGE
BRUSH
TRAIE

JOHNNV WALKER.

""Vritten by

H.H.VAN LOAN
Author of

Virgin of Siamboul"
<^

"T)iiected by

ROBERT T.THORNBY
Diiector of'TkeFos!'
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Arrow Announces Splendid Array of Features

for 1922-23; "Lost in a Big City" Heads List
WE. SHALLENBERGER, president of the Arrow Film be a new series of twelve two-reel

. Corporation, issued an exclusive statement outlining Lyons super-comedies. Mr.
, '

, , /" J • ...1 Lyons will also supervise the pro-
the plans for the Arrow Film Corporation during the season

(.yction of a series of twelve new
1922-1923 in which he indicated that the coming year would Mirthquake Comedies starring the

be the biggest year in the history of the Arrow organization, popular little comedian, Bobby

thus proving his faith in the belief which he has continually 1^"""- There w-ill be a series of

,f. r^i i 1... 14. twenty-Six comedies which will be
held, that the future of the independent market was never produced by Morris R. Schlank.

brighter. Big productions featuring well-known stars, support- These will include fourteen Broad-

ed bv capable casts, made under the supervision of skilled di- way comedies and twelve comedies

rectors and produced by recognized leaders in the business will starring Eddie Barry and Vera

, 1 1- 1 • „„;„„ „ Reynolds, people who have proven
be the policy during the coming year. ^^^-^ popularity among
Heading the list of productions Uell Henderson on Jacqueline, a

,^|^ f^^s throughout the country,
and of special interest to independent new story from the pen of James -

exchangemen and exhibitors is the Oliver Garwood. They feel that it

famous old melodramatic success, will be even bigger and better than

"Lost in a Big City," by Nick Woods, "The Broken Silence" which has

the famous boy actor and the au- just been completed. _
thor of "Orphans of New York" Ben Wilson will produce a new that with the opening up of the Fall
and "The Boy Scout," both of which series of features starring Neva season business will be better than it

scored great success. Dr. Shallen- Gerber, a series of features starring gygr has been, and he feels that the
berger stated that while active .\nn Little and a new serial as yet future of the' motion picture busi-
preparations for the actual filming unnamed. ness lies with the independents,
of this picture w-ere now under way .\ new series of pictures from the He points out that during the past
he did not at the present time wish pen of L Case Russell and starrin.g year the great outstanding successes
to give out any detailed informa- John Lowell will be released by of the business have been obtained
tion regarding this, other than the .Arrow. This combination, it will by independently produced and dis-

fact that it would be a truly all- be remembered, is responsible for trtbuted motion pictures. It is a
star production and would be pro- the remarkable success, "Ten Nights source of great satisfaction, he says,

duced by an organization which has In \ Barroom." Mrs. Russell is that this is true, for his hopes and
in the past demonstrated its ability one of the best known writers of the beliefs have always lain with the
conclusively to deliver sure-fire box screen and is equally well known to independents. He has never waver-
oflfice successes. fiction readers. She is preparing a ed in his devotion to the cause of

Dr. Shallenbcrger said that in his scries of special stories, written par- the independents and while some
ticiilarly to embrace the virile per- have been calamity howlers he has
sonality of John Lowell. rone quietly about the building up
.\mong the shorter subjects will of an organization whose motto is

Dr. Shallenbcrger points out that

while the industry has passed and is

passing through a very trying period

that he and the .^rrow producers
feel that prosperity is on the way

;

Controversy Over ''AfterSixDays''
Settled Out of Court by Weiss

Brothers: To Be Released in Fall
Louis Weiss, of Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation, an-

nounced this week that all difficulties involving the Biblical production,
"After Six Days." had been settled out of court. He stated that the fJitlBS' N€Xt Is
picture is controlled and will be handled exclusively by his firm. In the

statement Mr. Weiss expresses his ''highest personal regard for Luporini
Brothers. .American agents of the foreien interests from whom '.-\fter

Six Days' " was acquired by .Artclass Pictures Corporation. The state-

ment further states:

opinion "Lost in a Big City" of-

fered the finest screen material of

any story he had ever read. He
feels that it will be fully the equal,

if not the superior, of Arrow's

miracle picture. "Ten Nights In A
Barroom." which has proven one of

the phenomenal money-makers of

the current year. It is to be in

every sense of the word a super-

special and should prove welcome
news to the independents who have

been wondering wliat production

Arrow was going to use to suc-

ceed "Ten Nights In A Barroom."
In addition to "Lost in a Big

City" a formidable array of excep-

tionally strong productions is out-

lined which will contain three big

specials, twenty-six features, thirty-

eight two-reel comedies and two
. . , , . j . ,4 . ^ . . ,^^.

,
'"" ^^ ^ J "Their (Luporini) actions and de- A default judgment for $1,111 has

serials. Among the proauctions n„.;,„or throi-ghout the entire course been filed in the Xew York City Court
listed are two new Peter B. Kyne of litigation are to' be commended by Wilfred North against Marcia Mc-
ct^rJec «-liiVli will Vip nrodnred bv highly, and at the present moment the Fadden. on a note for .$1.(1(10. SheStones wnicn will oe ynxiuLcu uy

^^^^ 'cordial relations possible exist contended that the note, which was
Ben Wilson, the nrst one oi wnicn between Luporini Brothers and Weiss made payable at the American Cinema
will be from the story, "One Eighth Brothers." Corporation, was discounted for their

A^^,-V.o" fr^m a ctnrv wViicVi pn- Mario Luporinl has sailed for Rome, interests in a venture for which both
Apacne, irom a siory wriicn ap

^^^^^ purpose of settling all were equally liable. She further al-
peared m the Kca tiook Magazine business details in connection with the leged that she was not to pay more
under the same title. This pro- settlement of the Biblical picture con- than S.iOO. However, she did not ap-

^„rti"r>n stars Rnv Stewart and troversy. while Ferdinand Luporini pear at trial.
duction stars Koy Stewart ana

remain in New York acin? as
Kathleen Kirkham. American representaive in the neg"-

"The Innocent Cheat" is set for li'>tions. Harry G. Kosch rep-eseiied

1 c„,,»„™K4>,. lot TViJc Weiss Brothers in the proceedino's.
release on September 1st. Ihis is

interests of Luporini Broth-
also a Ben Wilson production ers were handled by Thomas McMahon.
starring Roy Stewart and Kathleen

Kirkham. There will be two addi- „ «i ,„<,^,>,. m
, r „, Harry Houdini has filed answer in

tional Grace Davison feature-, pro- - . . _

duced by J. G. Pictures Corpora- Fil

tion and directed by Charles T.

Horan. whose work in "The Splen-

did Lie" and "Love. Hate and a

Woman" won favorable comment.
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., has

started work under the direction of

"Service." Dr. Shallenbcrger says
that for his organization to be what
he considers successful, .\rrow cus-
tomers must succeed with Arrow
pictures and to that end no effort,

no expense is spared.

Every aid is prepared and fur-

nished by the Advertising and Ex-
ploitation Department of Arrow.
Complete campaigns are worked out
to the minutest detail and Arrow
stands ready and willing at all times
to assist not only the exchanges
handling the pictures, but exhibitors
playing them in every possible way.
.Arrow wants every exhibitor in the
country to take advantage of their

service and will welcome inquiries

for assistance in exploiting or ad-
vertising any of their pictures,

which service will be gladly render-
ed without a charge to the exhib-
itor.

Arrow believes that there never
was a time in the history of the
business when exploitation played
so important a part in the success
of a production as it does today.
Business is fiecoming more and more
a matter of showmanship and no
matter how good or how big a pic-

ture may be. clever and unusual
exploitation will materially increase

the returns at the box office.

At the -Arrow office everything is

activity, every department is work-
ing under the signal "Full Speed
.Ahead," with every confidence in the
future.

enact. Blair Coan. of the Elssanay
Film Manufacturing Company,
whose address is 1333 .Argyle street,

Chicago, will have charge of the
State righting of this subject.

Northern Illinois and Indiana have
already been sold to the Greiver
Productions.

A Classy Film

Spoor Finishes

Stage Success
George K. Spoor of the Essanay

ms,. B. A. Rolfe and Harry Gross- Fi'™ Manufacturing Coirpany. Chi-

maT. Recently Houdini secured a ca.go. has ready for the State right

iudgment for %^2rm. Houdini states market. Cohan and Harris' great
that ho was not employed at a salary

success "Youn!? America "

of .«1 .inn weekly, as stated, but that Stage success. v oung .\mcrica.

he was to receive .?20.(X)0 and ."lO per The cast consists of the original

cent, of the net profits with Sl .-fK) as ^ompanv that staged the plav, each
" J:*?"'"^ especially fitted for the roll they

Production reports from the C.

C. Burr studios indicate that the

latest Johnny Hines two-reeler,

titled. "Torchy's Nut Sunday," will

eclipse by far the number of sets

used in any of the previous
"Torchy" Comedies.

Coincident with the many scenes

to be used in this production, will

be an exceedinlyg large number of
film players in the support of Johnny
Hines. Among the many sets com-
pleted is an exact replica of a san-

itarium which has been reproduced
in splendid detail.

Blumenthal Sails
Ben Blumenthal. president of the

Hamilton Theatrical Corporation
and the Export & Import Film Com-
pany, sailed for Europe Saturday
aboard the Majestic. Ralph Kohn,
vice-president of Hamilton, accom-
panied him.
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In the Independent^Field

.7 GALAXY ARROW OFFICIALS, STARS AND DIRECTORS
1. IV. Ray Joluistoii, VicL'-Prcsidciit : 2. IV. E. Slmllrnbcrger, President; 3. /. Charles Davis, Publicity and Advertising Director;

4. Ben U'Hson; 5. Eddie Lyons; 6. Morris Schlank ; 7. Neva Gcrber; 8. Ann Little; 9. Roy Stewart; 10. Peter B. Kyne; 11. D:li Henderson;
12. John Lowell

First Independent Unit to Independents on Coast Look
Make Pictures Abroad Sails Forward to a Great Season

Independent producers, taking

their cue from the successful ex-

periment of some big companies,

are anticipating invading Europe
for the production of big pictures.

The first of these units left New
York last week. The unit was
headed by Oscar Apfel, director of

"Ten Nights In A Barroom" and

other pictures. Others who left on

the , White Star Liner Majestic

were Caryl Blackweil and Evelyn

Greeley, who will assume the lead-

ing roles in a series of productions

to be made in Holland. Elsie

Cohen, representing the Hollandia

Fihn Company, which will super-

vise the productions. The pictures

will be distributed in this country

by Producers Security Corporation

of which Ricord Gradwell is the

head.

Considerable surprise was ocoasionert

in E;iglancl when the censors passed
favorably on the Astra attraction, "Co-
caine." There is a possibility ot the

title being changed, however.

Weiss Brothers will soon release

"Destiny." a German production pur-
chased late this winter.

Luporini Brothers have acquired the
South American rights to the Arrow-
.Jack Hoxie productions for their ter-
ritory.

Mario Luijorini. of Luporini Brothers,
this week sailed for Rome, Italy.

Theatrical business in England is so
bad, particularly in the music halls,
that the theatre men there are show-
ing pictures in conjunction with their
regular programs, but at a loss.

Warner Brothers' "A Dangerous Al-
venture" was shown to the British
trade last week in London and the
critics there spoke highly of the serial,
which Pearl Films, Ltd., is handling.

Los Angeles (Special) — Inde-

pendent producers here are looking

forward to a big season and making
plans accordingly. At the Bert-

wilia studios over which Ben Wilson
presides there is considerable ac-

tivity. It is understood that Wilson
will make a series of eight features

and two super specials for the in-

dependent field. Harry Garsson is

working on the Clara Kimball
Young features which Metro will

handle in every territory excepting
New York. Morris Schlank also is

looking forward to a big year as are

the others.

Astra Films, Ltd., has another big
picture, "The Bohemian Girl," whicli
Harley Knoles directed. British critics
who have seen the feature say it is one
of the best ot the year.

W. K. Howard will direct the Phil
Goldstone special, "Desei^edi at the
Altar." Howard was formerly asso-
ciated with Fox.

Every foreign representative in N'ew
York attended the metropolitan prem-
ier of Fox's "Nero" at the Apollo The-
atre Monday night. This picture was
made in Italy by Director Edwards.
With one or two exceptions the cast is

all foreign.

Metropolitan Productions, Inc., has
taken over the entire Brentwood stu-
dio where it will continue the making
of a series of five-reel comedy dramas.

British exhibitors have followed the
American example and have banned
the Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle pictures.

"High Stakes," adapted by Frank Ho-
ward Clark from Earl Wayland Bow-
man's story, has been completed by
Metropolitan Productions.

Sam Zierler who heads the producing
firm making the Clara Kimball Young

productions left late last week for
New York.

The first of a new series ot eight
five-reel pictures starring Pete Morri-
son has been completed by Sanford
Productions of Hollywood. It Is en-
titled "The Better Man." Marcel
Perez, the famous French director, di-
rected the picture which is said to be
a semi-Western feature.

With "Fire. Fire," the first Tweedy
comedy completed, the Sanford Produc-
tions, Inc.. forces have started work
on the second of the series entitled^
"Take a Tip."

Patricia Palmer has formed her own
producing company and will start work
shortly on the filming of six five-reel
rural stories in which she will be
starred. Production quarters have
been leased at the Falboa studies. Long
Beach. She was formerly Bill Hart's
leading woman.

A series of twelve five-reel Western
dramas, starring "Ranger Bill" Miller,
will be State righted through the re-
cently, incorporated Independent Pro-
ducers Distributing Syndicate of this'
city. The first three are "With Naked
Fists." "Guilty" and "The Fighting
Ranger."

Peggy Hyland is working on "Fix-
ing Father." a five-reel comedy drama.
Production is being carried on in Eng-
land.
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
T)efarimeni Jor the Informaiion of &xhibiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for ail exhibitors on moving picture productions.

In this department your brother exhibitors lell the story of llie success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.

You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Write us that you'd like a free

supply of report cards.

Associated Exhibitors
FATHER TOM. A good backwoods pic-

ture, and brouglit many laughs. Patrons
liked it. Advertising; photos and ones.

Patronage
;
general. Attendance

;
good. R.

Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, Northfork,
West Virginia.

First National
CHILD THOU GAYEST ME. Truly a

wonderful picture from every angle. Pleased
my patrons 100%. After showing a picture
like this you can look your patrons in the
face. Grab it, boys. Advertising; mailing
list, slide, ones, threes, sixes. Patronage

;

small town. Attendance
;

good. L. E.

Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa,
Washignton.

CHILD THOU GAYEST ME. 100% pic-

ture : exhibitors can't go wrong on this,

push it and it will surely please. Advertis-
ing; ones, three, six, slide, photo, news-
paper, heralds. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; good. H. D. Wharton, Pas-
time Theatre, Warren, Arkansas.

HAIL THE WOMAN. Should have re-

ported several weeks ago but I didn't. This
is one of Tom Ince's best ones and that is

saying a lot. The Merry V illagers are still

falling on my neck and telling me how good
it was, and I give them all of the big ones.
Patronage; best small town. Attendance;
very good. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trags The-
atre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

THE KID. Will draw where Chaplin
takes. Price too high for me. First print
received absolutely rotten : another shipped
not much better. Advertising; 50% extra.

Patronage ; small town. Attendance ; good.
W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell,
Wisconsin.

LOTUS EATER. Fine. Cast and produc-
tion first class. 100%. Advertising; extra.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; good.
E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

PASSION FLOWER. Fine acting: poor-
est entertainment we ever had in our house.
I would say you might call it "cheese" so
there won't be any misunderstanding. Ad-
vertising; mailing list, newspapers, her-
alds. Patronage

;
general. Attendance

;

big first night ; no one there on second.
S. H. Blair, Majestic Theatre, Belleville,

Kansas.

PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT. Nothing
imusual about this. Patrons accepted it as

ordinary. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
better class. Attendance; fair. K. H. Sink,

Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

STRANGER THAN FICTION. A fair

program picture. The person who wrote the
titles saved the picture from falling flat.

Don't promise 'em too much. Advertising;

slides, posters, photos, clippings, newspaper.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

A. La Valla, Community Theatre, Bethel,

Connecticut.

TOL'ABLE DAYID. Richard Barthol-
emess in a good one for any audience. .\

stirring play, full of action and pleasing to

both old and young. William Noble, Rialto

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

SMILIN' THROUGH. Best picture and
made us more money than any picture we
ever ran before. 100% perfect and every-
body delighted. Many came second and
third time to see it. Advertising; news-
paper, doubled. Patronage

;
average. At-

tendance
;

good. J. A. Flournoy, Criterion

Theatre, Macon, Georgia.

Fox
BEYOND PRICE. A picture worth while

praising. Liked by all people and Pearl
White was as good as ever before. Adver-
tising; one six, two ones, slides and heralds.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. A.
B. Kreiser, Majestic Theatre, Myerstown,
Pennsylvania.

CHASING THE MOON. With Tom Mix,
an excellent picture that took well and
pleased a large audience. William Noble,
Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

CHASING THE MOON. Tom Mix in a

scream. Story light but laughs by the*

hundreds. Advertising; heavy. Patronage;
young type. Attendance; good. L. R.

Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Massa-
chusetts.

CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT. A most delightful

picture in excry respect. More people said

it was the best they had ever seen than w-ith

any other we have had. It will delight the

people if you can get them in. Movie fans

are afraid of it. .Advertising; general. Pat-
ronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

Ben S. Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire,

Ohio.

DESERT BLOSSOM. Good picture. Ad-
vertising; regular. Patronage; general.

.Attendance ; good. Henry R. Fitton, Lib-
erty Theatre, Piney Fork, Ohio.

DEYIL WITHIN. Dustin Farnum scores

a hit in this picture. Satisfied all classes.

Don't be afraid of it. Advertising; one
sheet, three, slide and programs. Patron-
age; general. Attendance; fair. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,
New York.

NIGHT HORSEMAN. A very good Mix
picture. Not as good as "The Untamed" but
pleased 100%. Advertising; lobby, news-
paper, billboard, program. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. Mrs. W. E.
.Arthur, St, Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla-
homa.

PARDON MY NERVE. .As usual, the
same old pep that Buck puts in them all.

I have a coming money maker here. Adver-
tising

;
regular. Patronage; neighborhood.

Attendance fair. W. L. Landers, Gem
Theatre, Batesvillc, Arkansas.

WITHOUT FEAR. Pearl White does
very well in this story. Advertising; reg-

ular. Patronage; smalltown. Attendance;
fair. Thos. J. Romine, Isis Theatre, Rose-
ville, Illinois.

Goldwyn
DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. A bril-

liant comedy that went over here with a

bang. 100% fine cast. Perfect production.

.Advertising; extra big. Patronage; high

class. Attendance; good. E. W. Collins,

Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

HIS OWN LAW. It's an old picture but

it takes well. Lots of action. Hobart Bos-

worth is well known here. Advertising; six

three, photos, regular. Patronage; mixed.

Attendance ; fair. Miss Molly Popkin,

Maple Leaf Theatre, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada.

THE OLD NEST. Very fine picture.

Pleased 100%. Many favorable comments.
Go after this picture strong. It will make
you money and please all. .Advertising;

heralds, circular letter, lobby, extra news-
paper. Patronage; general. Attendance;

best in many months. Smith & Correll,

Portland Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.

A POOR RELATION. Book it, boys:
wmII please your audience. Will Rogers
should please any audience. Thos. L.

Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut.

WATCH YOUR STEP. A good little

picture of small town life, along the

"Charlie Ray" lines and a whole lot better

for me than some of the "Ray films."

Immensely pleased everybody, even my
Usherettes, and they are "hard boiled

crickets!" Advertising; usual. Patronage;
health seekers and tourists. Attendance;
fair. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

ALIAS PHIL KENNEDY. Very good
picture but stars not known here, so did not

draw. .Advertising; slide, posters and news-
paper. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
poor. W. H. Huflford, Lincoln Theatre,

Petersburg, Indiana.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. Very enter-

taining. .All characters clearly portrayed.

Gave good satisfaction. Eight reels, but

holds interest from start to finish. Adver-
tising; one three, four ones, photos. Pat-

ronage: smalltown. Attendance; fair. K.

C. Collins, Amusu Theatre, Stratton, Colo-

rado.
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Straig^ht from the Shoulder Reports
WHAT DO MEN WANT? Did not

please here by a large majority; it's a
money-getting title, but in my candid opinion
it won't back up a big publicity campaign,
so while I gave it a trifle more than usual
advertising, did not splurge, BECAUSE
YOUR DEPARTMENT HAD GIVEN ME
A LINE ON THE PICTURE. Advertising;
as above. Patronage; health seekers and
tourists. Attendance; fair. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

Hodkinson
MYSTERIOUS RIDER. A very good pic-

ture. Everyone liked this one. Exhibitors,
go to it

;
it will make you a little money.

Advertising; newspaper, lobby, cutouts.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. J.
H. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg,
West Virginia.

U. P. TRAIL. I wasn't there myself, but
heard it was a good picture and drew a
good house for here : pleased 95%. Patron-
age

; all classes. Attendance; good. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New
York.

Metro
BODY AND SOUL. Alice Lake in excel-

lent picture. Not only brought good business
but attracted widespread interest, and drew
favorable comment. William Noble, Crite-
rion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

INFAMOUS MISS REVELL. A good
picture that pleased 90%. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; high class. Attendance;
fair. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

MISLEADING LADY. Very good pic-

ture and liked by audience very much. A
little over done however in a place or two.
Advertising; regular, lobby, etc. Patron-
age; small town. Attendance; fair. A.
L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen,
Arkansas.

Paramount
ALWAYS AUDACIOUS. Book this. A

little old but the best Reid we ever ran.

Demand a new print and raise your prices.

Advertising; lobby, photo. Patronage;
smalltown. Attendance; good. A.Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russelville, Kentucky.

BRIDE'S PLAY. One of the best, most
beautiful pictures ever made. As clean as a

new refrigerator with a thousand pounds of

ice in it. Advertising; big. Patronage;
better class. Attendance; fair. W. R.

Fairman, Queen Theatre, Bryan, Texas.

CAPPY RICKS. Here is a picture which
vv-hile entirely different, I consider quite as

good as the "Sheik" and drew almost as

much for me at one third the cost and
pleased as well at same prices. Advertising;

regular. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance

;
good. A. L. Middleton, Grand

Theatre, De Queen, Arkansas.

DON'T TELL EVERYTHING. Good.
Price too high. Story light, stars good. Ad-
vertising; billboard, two i)apers, heralds.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. E.

H. McCarthy, Orpheum Theatre, Fargo,
North Dakota.

ENCHANTMENT. Very good feature.

It is a little too long and tires you before

you get to the end. Advertising; regular.

Patronage ; mixed. Attendance
;

good.

Fred S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere,

New Jersey.

EXPERIENCE. A well produced picture.

Would not please any but the better class.

Too much rental. Advertising; usual. Pat-
ronage; better class. Attendance; fair.

K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville,
Ohio.

THE FAITH HEALER. Ran this Easter
Sunday on the strength of their "blah" that
it was better than "Miracle Man." It didn't

even hold a candle to "The Miracle Man"
and is simply another case, in my opinion,
of trading on the reputation of something
that has gone before. Patronage ; best
small town. Attendance

;
good. W. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre, Neillsville, Wis-
consin.

FOOL'S PARADISE. DeMille's best.

Pleased patrons and filled house at advanced
prices. Advertising; newspapers and her-
alds. Patronage; smalltown. Attendance;
good. N. R. Carskaden, Music Hall, Keyser,
West Virginia.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. One of DeMille's
best. Agnes Ayres strong drawing card here.
Advertising; newspaper. Patronage; small
town. Attendance

;
good. N. R. Carska-

dan. Music Hall, Keyser, West Virginia.

FOREVER. Ferguson and Reid in a cos-
tume picture. Wonderfully finished produc-
tion but not box office attraction. Advertis-
ing; heavy. Attendance; fair. L. R.
Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Massa-
chusetts.

THE GREEN TEMPTATION. Betty
Compson. Excellent picture which made a
wide appeal through it's title, which was well
exploited, and drew good houses all week.
Seemed to strike a popular chord and gained
strength every day. William Noble, Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

THE GREEN TEMPTATION. A won-
derful picture. I think it is Miss Compson's
best since "Miracle Man." Advertising;
lobby, newspaper, billboards, hand bills.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good.
Mrs. W. E. Arthur, St. Denis Theatre,
Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

THE GRIM GAME. A good one. Adver-
tising; posters and papers. Patronage;
small town. Attendance

;
good. Chas. W.

Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre, Grand Gorge,
New York.

HELIOTROPE. With a .
special cast, a

good picture ; one that your patrons will

talk about the next day. William Noble,
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

HELL DIGGERS. Not up to Reid stand-
ard. I don't see why they want to spoil this

one and "Lulu Bett" by separating Rcid and
Theodore Roberts. Combination is a knock-
out. Advertising; lobby; newspapers, one
sheets. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
poor. R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder,
Oklahoma.

HER FACE VALUE. A dandy little

comedy-drama that everybody liked. Adver-
tising; regular, lobby, etc. Patronage;
smalltown. Attendance; fair. A. L. Middle-
ton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK.
Gloria Swanson at her best. Strong story
well worked out. Advertising; regular.

Patronage; high-class. Attendance; fair.

L. R. Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy,
Massachusetts.

HER OWN MONEY. Just a fair program
picture. Will prices for these program
pictures ever come down? Advertising;
newspaper, ten one sheets, lobby. Patron-
age; best. Attendance; fair. H. B. Barr,

Rialto Theatre, Enid, Oklahoma.

LAW AND THE WOMAN. A wonderful
little picture. Miss Compson is well liked
and pleased 100%. .\dvertising

;
lobby, news-

paper, billboards. Patronage ; mixed. At-
tendance

; good (S. R. O.) G. E. Sliilkett,

St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
(Other reports from this theatre which have
come in later are signed by Mrs. Arthur,
the new owner of the house which accounts
for the difl^erence of signatures for a single
theatre. Ed.)

THE SHEIK. A picture that drew well.
Comment was made that it differed from the
book, but they came to see how "different"
it was. Advertising; ones and threes.
Patronage ; tourists and health seekers.
Attendance; excellent. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

Pathe
THE DEVIL. Failed to draw and did not

seem to please patrons. Advertising;
newspaper. Patronage ; small town. At-
tendance; poor. N. R. Carskadan, Music
Hall Theatre, Keyser, West Virginia.

EMPIRE OF DIAMONDS. Far below
the average. Confusion reigns supreme-
Much unfavorable comment. Advertising;
one sheets and threes. Patronage; indus-
trial. Attendance

;
good. Howard James,

Union Theatre, Voluntown, Connecticut.

LURE OF EGYPT. I'd say, stay away
from this one. Excellent settings. Nothing
more can be said. Price too high. Adver-
tising; regular. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. W. F. Pease, Centennial
Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

R-C
BEACH OF DREAMS. Rapid change

of scenes kept them guessing. A fair theme
that pleased the majorif}'. Advertising;
ones, photos, slide, programs. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; poor. R. K. Rus-
sell, Lyric Theatre, Gushing, Iowa.

813. Good detective story. A little drawn
out, pleased 80%. Advertising; regular.
Patronage; smalltown. Attendance; fair.

W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell,
Wisconsin.

VERMILLION PENCIL. This one was
liked. How do I know? They told me so.

Scenery extra good. Advertising; regular.
Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance;
fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville,
Arkansas.

Selznick
CONCEIT. Rather draggy opening. Slow

action until near the end, then gets going
fairly well. Wouldn't advise anyone to
promise too much. Advertising; regular.
Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ; fair. W.
C. Benson, Laurier Theatre, Woonsockct,
Rhode Island.

POOR SIMP. Excellent comedy and
pleased 100%. It is the kind my patrons
like. Advertising; one sheets, slide and
monthly cards. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. John C. Mapes, K. of P.

Theatre, Chester, New York.

WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?
Patrons have voted this the best Elaine
Hammerstein picture shown to date. It's a
drama with lots of laughs and you can play
this and boost it for it's way better than
average program picture and far superior
to the usual Select output. -Advertising;
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Straigfht from the Shoulder Reports
usual. Patronage ; health seekers and
tourists. Attendance; good. Dave Sey-
mour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, Xew York.

A MAN'S HOME. A very good picture,

but 1 can'.N see any Super about it. Where
do they get the "Super" stuff? Advertising;
extra big. Patronage; neighborhood. At-
tendance; good. W. L. Landers, Gem
Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

A MAN'S HOME. \"ery good production.
Went over better at this theatre than at any
other community theatre in this city, due to
better class of patronage. Advertising;
regular newspaper. Patronage : family.
Attendance

; very good. John F. Carey, Lib-
erty Theatre, Providence, Rhode Island.

WAY OF A MAID. A very excellent
comedy that is sure to please 100% : did not
have a good attendance, but those who saw
it were well pleased. Advertising; one
sheets, mailing list. Patronage ; mixed.
Attendance; poor. P. S. Xielsen, Rex
Theatre, La Moure, North Dakota.

United Artists
DISRAELI. Some enthused ; some walked

out. Consensus, nothing to rave about. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronaeg; better class.

Attendance; poor. K. H. Sink, Watne The-
atre, Greenville, Ohio.

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. Good
picture, but did not draw for me. Rental
too high. Lost money. Attendance; poor.
H. R. Walker, Classic Theatre, Dartmouth,
2sova Scotia, Canada.

THE MOLLYCODDLE. Excellent. For a
return date picture it did well and pleased
a good business. William Xoble, Xew
Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR. One of
the best pictures Miss Pickford has made.
Our audiences delighted. Increased business
after first day. Advertising; window cards,
newspaper, throwaways. Patronage ; aver-
age. Attendance ; good. Thos. K. Lan-
caster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New
Jersey.

WAY DOWN EAST. An excellent picture
that did good busines for a full week. Wil-
liam Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

Universal
CLAY DOLLARS. \"ery good program

picture. Above the average. .Advertising;
lobby and newspapers. H. R. Workman,
Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.

DEVIL'S PASS KEY. This surprised us
as a product of \'on Stroheim. Took very
well here. Played it with Lyons & Moran
in "Blue Sunday." Advertising; photos,
newspaper, heralds. Patronage ; small town.
Attendance; good first night; very poor
second night. Kenneth Thompson, M. \'. A.
Hall, Hancock, Wisconsin.

FOOLISH WIVES. Opened fair but failed
to hold the attendance to normal. My pat-
rons roasted it to a frazzle. .Advertising;
big billboard and newspaper campaign.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; poor. W.

C. Benson, Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket,
Rhode Island.

FOOLISH \yiVES. The most absolute
insult to intelligence, in my opinion, ever
put on the screen, rotten and sickening. The
only good thing about it is \'on Stroheim
took all the blame, probably thinking it was
glor\-. We also fail to see where the million
went. -Advise Universal to get an efficiency
expert likewise an author and star. It M.\Y
make money; it will NE\"ER make friends.
Patronage

; high class. .Attendance ; fair.

E. W. Large, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New
York.

RISKY BUSINESS. A dandy picture and
this little girl (Gladys \Valton) is a winner.
If she keeps her head she's a comer. .Adver-
tising; regular. Patronage; small town.
.Attendance

; good. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, De Queen, Arkansas.

THE SCRAPPER. A very good picture.
Should make money for anj- house. Raw-
linson's best. .Advertising; six sheet, photos.
Patronage; mixed. .Attendance; good.
Miss M. Popkin, Maple Leaf Theatre, Tor-
onto, Ontario, Canada.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH. A scenic
sold under disguise of a picture, for me.
Wonderful scenery spoiled by a weak story.
-About enough action to make a fair two
reeler. Advertising; slides, posters, photos,
newspaper. Patronage : small town. At-
tendance; fair. -A. La\'alla, Community
Theatre, Bethel, Conecticut.

Vitagraph
HEART OF MARYLAND. Very good

picture of the Civil War period. Excellent
cast and production. .Advertising; big. Pat-
ronage; high class. .Attendance; poor. E.
W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro,
-Arkansas.

FLOWER OF THE NORTH. .A picture
that gives you some good scenery and the
action is fine. Get it. .Advertising; news-
paper, lobby and slide. Patronage; high
class. .Attendance; good. Thomas Clark,
Electric Theatre, Maryville, Missouri.

IT ISN'T BEING DONE THIS SEASON.
Poorest picture in months. For me it isn't

worth showing this season or any time. Lay
off it; no good for me. -Advertising; cards,
paper and slide. Patronage ; usual. At-
tendance: hardly any; rotten. -A. E. Rogers,
Temple Theatre, De.xter, New York.

Comedies
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE. (Federated).

\'ery clever stuff in this new and novel com-
edy. They pull a rich one on Bryan but
only 10% of the audience seems to get it.

Patronage; small town. -Attendance; fair.

.A. L. Middleton, Grank Theatre, De Queen,
-Arkansas.

PAY DAY. (First National). Best Chap-
lin comedy since "Shoulder .Arms." Pleased
everyone. 100% better than "Idle Class."

Patronage: all classes. .Attendance; good.
L. O. Davis, \'irginia Theatre, Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

THE PLAYHOUSE. (Fir.t National).
For me this was a sure enough bum, not as

good as the weakest one he made for Metro.
Had Harold Lloyd on in "Never Weaken"
with this one, or would have had to refund
money or hide out. .Advertising; six sheets,

lobby. -A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russell-
ville, Kentuck}'.

THE SHOW (Vitagraph). This is a
real, honest to goodness comedy. Get back
of it and boost it strong, it's one of Semon's
best. Tell them two weeks in advance that
you have a real comedy coming. They
should eat it up. Don't see why the first

run houses don't spout what the picture does.
Had I known this was such a good comedy
would have got back of it and pushed it

strong, but haven't seen one report on it,

from them. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.

THE STRAPHANGER. (Universal).
This two reel Century starring Lee Moran
got the laughs all right. -Advertising;
house programs. Patronage : general. .At-

tendance : fair. Jack Kaplan, Royal The-
atre, South Fallsburgh, New York.

State Rights
HELL HOUND OF THE WEST. (West-

em Picture Exploitation). Good Western
but not as good as "Fighting Blood." Have
see three of his pictures, find them as good
as any Westerns I am running. Wm. Thach-
er, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

SCHOOL DAYS. (Warner Bros). \ ery
good but can't do anything here with Wesley
Barry : producer wants too much for pic-

ture. L. O. Davis. Virginia Theatre, Haz-
ard, Kentucky.

LOVE WITHOUT QUESTION. (Jans).

The best of its type since "813." It took
the audience by storm. Patronage; small
town. .Attendance; fair. G. H. Jenkinson,
N'ictor Theatre, Minocqua, Wisconsin.

TEN NIGHTS IN BAR ROOM. (Arrow).
Good picture, but business dropped, due to

two circusses in town the same week. Sat-
urday, last day, picture went over big,

turned hundreds away. .Advertising: gave
away free soft drinks at an old fashioned
bar

; spent about $200. Patronage ; mixed.
-Attendance : between good and fair. J. H.
Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West
X'irginia.

WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME. (Warner
Bros.) -A good picture with exceptional
pulling power. It will back up a heavy com-
paign. -Advertising; heavy. Patronage;
mixed. -Attendance

; good. E. W. Collins,
Empire Theatre, Jonesboro, -Arkansas.

Special Subjects
OPEN YOUR EYES. (U. S. Health

Film). -A credit to any theatre and teaches
a fine lesson of today. We did not do very
well on this on account of having had two
similar pictures shown here recently and it

seemed too much for some people. .Adver-

tised for a big house and fell flat. Played
this on percentage and was glad of it. 'Spose
the distributor will think he was g>pped
when he gets his share. Lindrud & Guet-
tinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane, Wis-
consin.

EXHIBITORS:
Ask for Free Cards

DO YOUR BITREPORT
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitori'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Film Daily (F.D.).

Sherlock Holmes
{John Barrymore—I'. J. Godsol—8,000 Feet)

M. P. W.—One of the outstanding pictures

of the year ... It has everything.

T. R.—Thoroughly absorbing. True, per-

haps, better pictures have been offered to the

public, but seldom has there ever been a pro-

duction that is likely to possess as many satis-

fying points and one that will carry an appeal

that is as general as "Sherlock Holmes."
E. H.—An interesting screen presentation of

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famous detective

stories.

F. D.—Another S. R. O. picture . . . Appar-
ently a fine box-office number with title and
star to draw.

N.—Technically, it is a feature which is

almost perfect. Looking at it for story in-

terest, one discovers that the action is marred
considerably by a profusion of sub-titles and a

continuity which has emphasized the mystery
element to the total elimination of logic.

The Yellow Stain
{John Gilbert—Fox—5,006 Feet)

M. P. W.—Here there is a theme of the

type that is never too old to inspire enthusiasm.
N.—A first rate audience picture because it

carries so much sympathy for the hero.

T. R.—Consists of a "rich man, poor man"
theme that generally can be counted on to

satisfy a large class of patronage.

E. H.—A good vehicle for this Fox star.

F. D.—Situations in this that are popular
with a good majority ... A satisfying picture
that will go big in neighborhood theatres.

The Beauty Shop
{All-star cast—Paramount—6,536 feet)

M. P. W.—Chief interest in "The Beauty
Shop" lies in the cast, which is an all-star ag-
gregation of players well-known on the musi-
cal comedy stage with but two exceptions.

F. D.—Musical comedy adaptation does not

score as screen entertainment. ... It depends
upon whether they laugh easily or not.

N.—Carries all the earmarks of a musical
comedy plot. . . . Put it down as entertaining

in spots.

T. R.—Will probably get by on its humor-
ous subtitles.

E. H.—A comedy version of a musical

comedy plot, excessively titled, and therefor

not a real motion picture story, but one which
provides amusement, if one isn't prejudiced too

strongly against puns.

The Trap
{Lon Chaney—Universal—5,481 feet)

M. P. W.—Not only is "The Trap" another

personal triumph for Lon Chaney, but it is a

swift moving melodrama that holds the inter-

est of the spectator with uncommon strength.

T. R.—Judged from the double standpoint of

artistic achievement and commercial value,

"The Trap" registers 100 per cent.

E. H.—Rare entertainment here.

F. D.—Good direction, fine acting and unusual

pictorial appeal in this.

N.—Lon Chaney is gifted enough actor to

uplift any story regardless of the fact that it

may be of a regulation pattern. It is an im-

pressive melodrama even though its heart

touches seem forced.

Across the Continent
( IVailace Rcid—Pairainoimt)

M. P. W.—The dramatization of an automo-
bile makes an amusing comedy with some ex-
citement.

N.—A good box-office bet.

T. R.—Score another decisive hit for Wal-
lace Reid and the automobile drama.

F. D.—Light but pleasing picture that should
satisfy.

E. H.—Well done.

Western Speed
(Charles Jones—Fox)

M. P. W.—^Charles Jones aided by Eileen

Percy helps this Fox feature to live up to its

title.

T. R.—Lots of action takes place, but it

does not vary materially from the usual offer-

ings given in stories of this type.

N.—Will get by as an average picture of
cowboy life in the wild and woolly places.

F. D.—Suspense galore in climax of latest

Jones feature. . . . Will go over if they like

Westerns.
E. H.—Star works hard to put this story

over and it should satisfy.

Lady Godiva
{Hedda Vernon—Associated Exhibitors—

5,800 feet)

M. P. W.—Tennyson's famous poem, "Lady
Godiva," reaches the screen in an interesting

production.

E. H.—It is picturesque to a great degree.

F. D.—Splendid production accorded adap-
tation of Tennyson's poem. . . . Picture worthy
of best exploitation you can give it.

T. R.—It has been splendidly done, and done
in such a manner that it holds sustained inter-

est throughout the six reels.

N.—Tennyson's famous poem has been put
in picture form. The poem was good. The
picture is fair.

Shackles of Gold
{IViUiam Farnuni—Fox—5,957 feet)

M. P. W.—Somewhat restricted in its scope,

"Shackles of Gold" deserves praise for its

style rather than the material. It is an ambi-
tious treatment of a conventional story.

T. R.—Good material for William Farnum.
. . . To devotees of the star, it should prove
to be thoroughly enjoyable.

E. H.—An intensely dramatic and interest-

ing story of the stock market.
1". D.—Farnum does good work, but story's

entertainment value is doubtful.
N.—William Farnum is not at his best, but

is not to blame.

Midnight
{Constance Binncy—Realart—4,653 Feet)

M. P. W.—Light material used by Realart

in starring Constance Binney, aided by good
cast.

E. H.—A pleasing little domestic drama with
more than the usual amount of dramatic sus-

pense.

N.—The romantic element is dominant
throughout the major part of the action. It

is well directed and photographed, the ex-

teriors being genuinely enchanting.

T. R.—Affords Tair entertainment, and in

localities wh'ere Constance Binney is popular
ought to prove a good drawing card.

Second Hand Rose
{Gladys Walton—Universal—5 reels)

M. P. W.—Should please the average audi-
ence ; the tie-up with the song presents good
possibilities.

E. H.—The production is good ; the story
clear and well told and aside from a somewhat
draggy introduction, will doubtless please the
majority.

T. R.—Contains good, clean amusement for

those who enjoy sentimentality.

N.—There is nothing particularly new about
the plot, but that it appeals primarily to the

Hebrew and the Irish is of some consequence.
F. D.—Story suggested by song gives star

a good role.

The Fighting Streak
(Tom Mix—Fox-A,m; feet)

M. P. W.—Tom Mix gives his admirers the

type of entertainment that has proved success-

ful many times in the past.

F. D.—With the Tom Mix picture, it is

pretty much a case of "like the star, like his

pictures," and regardless of the story, they
are almost certain to be satisfied with his offer-

ings if they are satisfied with him.
T. R.—A good story with plenty of pep

readily converted into a first-rate thriller by
Tom Mix.

N.—This star believes in dressing up the

antiquated stuff, oiling the machinery, throwing
a monkey-wrench into the works and giving it

variety.

The Prisoner ofZenda
{Alice Terry—Metro— \0.467 feet)

M. P. W.—Rex Ingram once more deserves
the plaudits of the multitude. Arain he has
supplied the screens of the country with a mov-
ing picture achievement.

F. D.—Ingram has produced another real

picture in this one. . . . Sure fire box office

and will certainly please.

E. H.—An excellent production. . . . Rex
Ingram has rung the bell again.

N.—It bears all the earmarks of a million- -

dollar production.

Hate
(Alice Take—Metro—5,500 feet)

M. P. W.—Affords a relief from the obvi-

ously moral picture with its sharp delinea-

tions of the good man and the bad man.
F. D,—Complicated and unconvincing story

hampers star and direction.

N.—Satisfying entertainment.

T. R.—The novelty of a plot which never

for a single instant runs along familiar lines

is one of the outstanding qualities of this

picture.

The Gray Dawn
(Featured Cast-Hodlnnson^S.dOO feet)

M. P. W.—It is the type of production that

has big box-office possibilities.

N.—Melodramatic to the core, although it

carries an appeahng romance for its back-

ground. Keeps the spectator at attention

throughout.

F. D.—^Good acting and .well sustained inter-

est in story of the Vigilantes.

T. R.—Gripping melodrama that contains

unusual interest.
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Newest Reviews and Comments
FRITX TIDDE}^ , Gdi.tor of y{evlei\^s

"Nero"
Maiiiuiotli Production Made in Italy by

Fox Is Matjnificcnl Historical

Spectacle.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

Some time ago it was confidently asserted

editorially by Moving Picture World that the

competition introduced by the importation of

foreign spectacles would not do the harm some
persons imagined, but would spur American
producers to make better and more worth while

productions of unusual proportions. With
these mammoth historical productions the

foreigners, in a manner of speaking, threw

their gloves in the ring. Others accepted the

challenge and won out, and now with "Nero"
William Fox greatly enforces the fact that ttie

American moving picture industry need in no

way fear any sort of foreign dompetition.

The business should welcome it in fact, if it is

going to egg on American producers to shov-

the world what they can do, providing the

challenge is met with such a picture as that

which Mr. Fox placed in the Lyric Theatre
this week for an indefinite run.

"Nero" would get justifiable treatment if it

was reviewed by the gentleman who c<)mi)oses

the familiar circus advertisements, with his

astounding array of able adjectives.

The production may have been made abroad
and have a group of local talent in the cast,

but its inspiration was American and it was
produced by an American, J. Gordon Edwards,
who deserves the plaudits of the multitude.

Edwards took a corps of technical assistants

to Italy and one American actress, who, by
the way, is one of the captivating features of

the picture, and made "Nero" on what might
be called its own ground. The result of his

endeavors is a huge historical spectacle that is

pictorically gratifying to an unusual extent and
full of life and spirit, and real drama. It is

not by any means just as series of beautiful or

astounding scenes. It's got something behind

it. And back of that, pushing everything
forward, are the brains of the producer. The
scenes of the mobilization and attack of the

rebellious Roman troops are some of the out-

standing things in a production that has many
features that might be singled out for separate

praise. The excitement toward the close of

the picture, during the scenes of Nero's final

orgy and his ultimate fall, is intense and built

up with fine dramatic construction.

"Nero" tells its story of the monarch's
despotism, corruption and final fall amid im-
mense sets of particular grandeur and exterior

scenes of entrancing beauty. The relation of
the dramatic tale of perfidy on the one side

and nobility on the other employs a large cast

and a multitude of extra people. In the inti-

mate scenes the action has been well staged
and in the mass scenes Edwards has handled
the crowds in such a way that they give you a
thrill regardless of their relation to the story.

The photography is superb and some unusual
results of great beauty have been accomplished
with panchromatic film and tinting.

Jacques Gretillat does not merely play Nero.
He seems to he the vain despot, autobiographi-
cally the greatest of the Caesars. His perfor-
mance will be marked down as one of the real

screen achievements. He is surrounded by a
company that frequently perform in a Latin
manner, which may have the effect on some
people of seeming to be over acting, but the
production is of such huge proportions that

it seems to give the players a greater sweep.

IN THIS ISSUE
"Blind Circumstances^' (Clark-

Cornelius)

"The Angel of Crooked Street"

( Vitagraph)

"Silver Wings" {Fox)

"The Crossroads of New York"

(First National)

"Sonny" (First National)

"The Trail of Hate" (Di Lorenzo)

"The Cradle Buster" (American)

"The Broken Silence" (Arrow)

"Nero" (Fox)

"Trouble" (Sol Lesser)

"Sherlock Broz^fyi" (Metro)

which has a tendency to dilute the over em-

phasis. Miss Mersereau's blond beauty offers

a pleasing contrast to the striking brunettes

around her, and her work is reserved and con-

vincing. Paulette Duval deserves special men-

tion for her performance of Poppaea, and

Alexander Salvini is fine as Horatius.

"Nero" is a great picture.

The Cant

Nero Jacques Gretillat

Horatiu.s Alexander Salvini

TuUius Ouido Trento
Otho Enzo De Felice
The Apostle Xero Bernardi
Hercules Adolfo Trouche
Calba Nello Carolenuto
Gracchus Americo De Giorgio
Garth Alfredo Galaor
.\ Roman General Fernando Cecilia
A Roman Captain Enrico Kant
Poppaea Paulette Duval
.\cte Edy Darclea
Marcia Violet Mersereau
•lulia Lina Talba
Fir.st Handmaiden Lydia Yaguinto
Second Handmaiden Maria Marchiali

Story and Scenario by Charles Sarver and
Virginia Tracy.

Direction by J. Gordon Edwards.
Chief Photographer. Harry Plimpton, Jr.

Length, 11,500 Feet.

The Story

Sketched briefly, the plot outlines Nero's
career from Jhe time he was at the heighth
of his power to his downfall. He is first

seen as the cruel, lustful and vainglorious
tyrant, secure in his power and giving into
every whim or indulging in every vice that
takes his fancy. The story then traces the
gathering storms that hover about him and
which finally wreck him until, a deserted
and despicable ctward, he Is assisted in com-
mitting suicide by one of his former fol-
lowers, and dies in the arms of the one
woman who really loved him but whose love
he spurned for the scheming, woman who
became Empress of Rome. The love story
of Horatius and Marcia accompanies the
Nero theme.

Kxplnitntion Anelen: Circus this to the
limit with paper, cutouts and big newspaper
displays. Don't pike along and trust to the
picture to put itself over. That will lose
you one or two days of good business. Get
a running start. Appeal to Italian senti-
ment where this is strong and to the Ameri-
can origin for the opposing angle.

"The Cradle Buster"
Glenn Hunter As the Pampered Pink

Boy Breaking Through, in Amer-
ican Releasing Corporation

Comedy.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

\ Booth Tarkington slant on the theme of

misunderstood youth, with the papular mixture

of humor, romance and tragedy is tlie eflfect

which the writer of this screen story has at-

tained. This fact, and adaptability of the star,

Glenn Hunter, to this type of role should be

remembered in presenting the picture.

Principally because a story about a youth

named "Sweetie" who is determined to live

down his name paves the way for situations that

are sure to amuse, the picture should appeal.

Here is the comedy-counterpart of the mother-

love picture. The boy in this case revolts from

the pink perfection of his bringing up and up-

sets all his doting mother's ambitions.

The grand climax of his cradle busting is a

clever scene in a cabaret in which "Sweetie"

surprises his friends who have framed him and
indicates when he grabs the dancer that he is

not a sissy. In its gay moments the picture is

most successful. The small-town amusement
park carries an atmosphere that is interesting

if not new. But when the melodramatic note

enters, the effect is not so smooth. The lunatic

clown somehow seems a misfit from the artistic

standpoint, and his plot to end the girl's life is

an evidence of forced tragedy inserted, of

course, for the sake of proving that after all

Sweetie is a Man.
Glenn Hunter and Marguerite Courtot head

a capable cast.
Th« Ctut

Benjamin Franklin Reed Glenn Hunter
Gav Dixon Marguerite Courtot
"Blarney" Dixon nMllia.m H. Tooker
Melia Prout Mary Foy
Polly Ann Parsons Ix)is Blaine
Crack "Spoony" Osgood Perkins
Holcomb Rcrry Townsend Martin
Mrs. Reed Beatrice Morgan

Story, Scenario and Direction by
Frank Tuttle.

Length, 5.200 Feet.

The Story

Young Reed attains his majority, but all

his life has been "mothered" by a loving
mother and has had attached to him the
nickname "Sweetie," which in itself con-
demns him. On his twenty-first birthday,
he decided to be up and become a regular
man. It happens that his birthday falls on
the same day as Independence Day. July 4,

so he strikes out for his own Independence.
He starts in by smoking, swearing a bit,

and even taking a drink. He becomes
enamored of a cabaret performer, kis.ses her
before the audience, chases her to the
dressing room and winds up by having a
write up of his e.scapade in the local news-
paper. To top it off he elopes and when
the girl is taken from him. his anger rises,

he begins to assert himself and then for the
first time shows he is a regular fellow.

IVoi^rnm nnd Exploitntion Catohllneo;

His Mother Named Him .Sweetie — and
His Boy Friends Never Forgot It—One
of Them Hired a Cabaret Dancer to
Vamp Him—Just for Fun—But the Girl
Decided to Accept Sweetie—Just for
Love—and the Other Boy Got Mad and
Jealous—and Started Things.

Rxploitntlon AnKlea; Play up the sissy
angle and play it strong. You will hit a
responsive chord and get them in a properly
sympathetic frame of mind. Sell this angle
and back it up with the cast.
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Newest Reviews and .Comments
"Silver Wings"

Alary Carr Stars in Anotlier Mother Pic-

ture That Wont Leave a Dry Eye
in the House.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

It is only the most unobservant and casual

exhibitor who does not know by now whether
"mother" pictures are popular with his clientele.

If a manager is among the many who have
found an answer in the affirmative he cannot

go wrong in booking "Silver Wings," which
the Fox Company releases with Mary Carr as

star. Before an audience receptive to mother
love dramas this picture should meet with a

most gratifying success. It has everything a

mother love picture should have to assure its

popularity. And it won't leave a dry eye in

the house.

"Silver Wings" seems to be as nearly true

to life as a picture of this sort can be. There
is a lot of homely naturalness about it that

emphasizes its realism, which is" the result of

fine direction and good selection of types, with

one exception, to play the various characters.

The drama is effective since each individual

tragic situation experienced by the mother is

not overdrawn, rather the producers relying

upon multiplying the number of heart rending

crises instead. As a dramatization of a

sequence of tragic events in the life of one
woman it fulfills its purpose thoroughly, and
the lesson it teaches, without seeming to preach
against an overindulgence of mother love is

also effective. "Silver Wings" tells of a love

of a mother for her children that will not deny
even if it calls for the sacrifice of everything
else in her life.

There is little to say that has not already
been said concerning Mary Carr in a mother
role. In this picture she reflects a character
that is a portrait of real human nature at all

times. She emphasizes the emotion without
ever over acting. The result is a superb per-

formance. But this should surprise no one.

Joseph Striker is excellent as the spoiled, son,

but Percy Helton is miscast as his browbeaten
brother. A remarkably fine performance is

given by Knox Kincaid as the latter character
when he is a young boy in the prologue. The
others in the cast contribute natural acting

that is valuable, and they have been well chosen
as to type, as has been said before. The con-
tinuity is smooth, considering a plot that could
easily become involved. And one of the out-

standing features in promoting the naturalness
is the atmosphere created by appropriate

settings.
The Cast

Anna Webb Mary Carr
.John Webb." Lynn Hammond
John ( • In f Knox Kincaid
Harry (

Proiogue
^ Joseph Monahan

Ruth, in prologue Maybeth Carr
Uncle Andrews Claude Brook
John Percy Helton
Harry Joseph Striker
Ruth Jane Thomas
George Mills Roy Gordon

Story and Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.
Directed by Edwin Carewe and Jack Ford.

Length, 8,275 Feet.

The Story

There are the mother, father, daughter and
two sons in the family. First the father
dies, but leaves the family well off owing
to a valuable patent for an improved sewing
machine. The mother gives up her home
life to run the factory at his death. Then
the daughter elopes. Soon after the younger
son runs away when he is falsely accused
of stealing some money that his brother
took. The latter, spoiled by the mother all
his life, becomes a social climber and his
extravagance eats into the family treasury,
and in addition he forges a huge check. The
mother sells everything to pay the forgery
rather than have the youth go to jail. She
is reduced to poverty and rags, working as

"Sonny"
Barthclmess Comes to Bat and Knocks

Another "Homer"—First National

Release.

Reviewed by C. W. McCarty.

A good story, humorous and poignant in

turn, very well done and exceptionally well

acted—that, in brief, is "Sonny," the third in-

dependent production of Richard Barthelmess.

It is a thousand times better than "The Seventh
Day," and compares favorably with "Tol'able

David."

In "Sonny," which is an adaption of the play

by George V. Hobart, Barthelmess is con-

vincing in each of his two roles, and by his

capabilities proves that he would be even so

without the aid of his attractive good looks

and agreeable personality. The story, which
belongs to the so-called World War plays,

deals with two young men who look alike.

One is killed in the war and he requests the

other to return home in his place. That affords

the comedy and also a sincerity that rings true.

Heart-pulling drama figures in the return of

Joe as "Sonny," the mother's happiness on be-

lieving her boy is still alive, the difficulties

brought on by a ne-er-do-well with ambitions
for his daughter, the mother's doubts and then
her bravery when she finds that "Sonny" is

dead.

As was said before, Mr. Barthelmess has
found a mighty good story in "Sonny," and he
likewise has found an attractive young lead-

ing lady, Pauline Garon, who plays "Sonny's"
sister. Other members of the cast also do some
excellent acting. However, the success of the
picture is the result of the exceptional work
by Mr. Barthelmess.
About the only weak point in the picture is

the villain, who appears to be just a little bit

too villainous to be real.

The Cast

Joe""^et^e'rs'"..*:™'.'^M^''=^-'^
Barthelmess

Mrs. Crosby Margaret Seddon
Florence Crosby Pauline Garon
Madge Craig Lucy Fox
Harper Craig Herbert Grimwood
Alicia Patterson Dial
Summers Fred Nicholls
James James' Terbell

Crosby Twins /
Margaret Elizabeth Faulconer

1 Virginia Magee
Adapted from the Play by George V. Hobart.

Scenario by Frances Marion and Henry King.

Directed by Henry King.

Length, 6,900 Feet.

The Story

"Sonny" deals of individuals in the con-
gested cities and centers around the sophis-
ticated life of the big metropolis. Into the
life of this regenerated roughneck there
comes the love of a finer girl than he had
ever known during his poolroom days. The
affluence that seemed so boring to him at
the start becomes a suddenly prized posses-
sion; and at the moment of true valuation
he encounters the first danger of losing it.

The impending crisis brings justice to the
deserving and great happiness to the
"Sonny."

IDxploitatlon AneleH: Slide on the World
War stuff and pin this to Barthelmess and
his recent hits. You can sell him personally
to the limit, and the play will please and so
will the next one for you.

a factory hand, and the son upon whom has
been showered all her indulgence disappears.
A year or so later there is a reunion, with
the mother again taking her place in a
happy home.

Exploitation AiiKleM: All you need do is

to give the widest publicity to the fact that
this is Mrs. Carr in a typically Carr story.
She will do the rest.

"Trouble"
Third Jackie Coogan Production Will

Please Young, Middle Aged and Old.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

In "Trouble" the human appeal is so strong

and is of such a genuine character that the

picture cannot possibly fail to meet with success

before any type of clientele. Nor before an

audience comprised of all ages. This appeal is

derived from many sources, but primarily from
the unusual personality of the diminutive star,

Jackie Coogan, who does the best work of his

career enacting the orphan whose indominable

spirit will not deny. The story is slight but

it furnishes enough material for the little

fellow in what might be called episodic form
to allow him to display the extent of his act-

ing talent, which is considerable, as everyone

knows who has had the extreme pleasure of

seeing him in his previous two productions of

his own or with Chaplin in "The Kid."

There is one scene in particular in which
Jackie e-xceeds himself in acting ability. In it

his work seems inspired, and many an older

trouper could profit by the lesson in pantomimic
art. This is the court room scene. It alone

is worth the price of admission. But the little

star does not have to rely upon this one scene

for the success of his picture. Not by any
means.
"Trouble" has sentiment without being senti-

mental. There is a generous amount of humor
of a quiet kind, and it is balanced with just

enough pathos, without bathos. Albert Austin,

the director, has done a fine piece of work and
has injected a constant series of little touches

that do a great deal in making the appeal
stronger. The titles are especially well written

and are nicely placed in the action.

Master Coogan has been surrounded by a

cast of players that includes Wallace Beery
and Gloria Hope, who are practically the only
ones who have parts larger than bits. Beery
is great as the rough neck plumber who won't
work, as might be expected. Miss Hope is

appealing as his long suffering wife, who has
adopted the orphan. A young negro boy, whose
name is omitted from the cast, furnishes many
laiighs, and deserves to have his name displayed.

"Trouble" reminds us of the circus. In
"altruistically" taking a kid to it you'll have a
darn good time yourself. Both will go out

and ballyhoo the picture.

The Ca-st
The Plumber Wallace Beery
The Plumber's Wife Gloria Hope
The Boy Jackie Coogan

Story and Scenario Not Credited.
Directed by Albert Austin.

Length, 4.800 Feet.

The Story
The op'ening scenes in "Trouble" show

Jackie in an orphan asylum. It is here that
he gets the best treatment and has the most
fun out of life with the other youngsters
and his dog, "Queenie." Then he is adopted
by a young woman who thinks the child may
soften her brutal husband.

Jackie's troubles begin in his new home,
but he is more than equal .to them. He goes
to fix a leak in a water pipe after his father
refuses to work at his plumbing trade. Upon
his return Jackie gives five dollars that he
received for doing the job to his mother.
The worthless father arouses Jackie's wrath
by his ill treatment of the adopted mother
and a general fight follows. Jackie throws
everything but the kitchen at his Goliath
like adopted father and lands the final
knockout blow by a neatly directed flower
pot on his aggressor's head. Later, in court,
he is instrumental in having his step-father
confined in jail for brutality. The picture
ends with the family of Jackie's adopted
motlu-r taking them to the country to live.

K\l>lol(a41on. AiiKleK: To the general ex-
ploitation stunts developed on earlier Coogan
pictures, which can be adapted to the new
release, add some talk on the court room
scene, but do not play this up too strongly.
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Newest Reviews and,Comments
"The Crossroads of

New York"
Scnnett's Latest Long Picture Is Satire

On Melodrama—Distributed by
First National.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

Mack Sennett set himself a too high standard
when he made "A Small Town Idol." That
picture was a masterpiece, and masterpieces are

not made every day in the year, as wiser
Coronas than this one have typed before. When
it was announced that Sennett had made
another burlesque melodrama it naturally fol-

lowed that many persons expected too much.
Comparisons may be odious but making them
is a peculiarly human trait.

In all justice "A Small Town Idol" should
be forgotten for the time being, in considering
"The Crossroads of New York," which,
although it suffers in comparison with the for-

mer reviewers' paradise, is amusing in itself

and will be the inspiration of many a good,
hearty laugh where they are wise to what
Sennett is driving at. And in addition to the

humor there are numerous well founded thrills.

It is fine entertainment and of a type of which
there is too little ; that is to say burlesque or
satire.

The object of the Sennett satire in "The
Crossroads of New York" is the many times
told tale of the country youth who comes to

the big city and becomes beset with divers
temptations, but who finally wins in the end,

the good triumphing over the evil. The pro-
ducer has seen fit to be at times a little too
reserved with his burlesque, as though he was
afraid to make it too broad. But the inci-

dents that have the appearance of being
straightaway melodrama, of the "mellerest"
sort, are followed by scenes that are of the

most delightful satire, which will disarm those
who might say that Sennett made the picture
in all seriousness and then when he found it too
absurd decided to kid it himself. A constant
barrage of humorous titles aids greatly in pro-
moting the laughs.

The cast is large and a representative one,

containing many names familiar to even the
casual moving picturegoer. That they all do
excellent work goes without saying, and may
be assured by a glance at the roster. But
special mention should be made of Charles
Murray and Mildred June, both of whom,
however, play the smallest kind of roles.

Though they do but bits they remain in the
memory as two of the strongest highlights of
the picture. The production is appropriately
mounted and it has been efficiently directed.

The many scenes that represent Central or
some other park in the unusually flat city of
New York that have rather large mountains
in the background may confuse some people.

The Cast
Michael Flint George O'Hara
James Flint Noah Boery
Grace St. Clair Ethel Gray Terry
TVess Agent Ben Deely
Press Agent William Bevan
John D. Anthony Herbert Standing
A Landlady Dot Farley
A Star Boarder Eddie Gribbon
Ruth Anthony Kathryn McGuire
Garrett Chesterfield Robert Cain
A Waitress Mildred June
A Wall Street Wolf Raymond Griffith
A Judge Charles Murray
A Lawyer James Pinlayson

Story and Scenario by Mack Sennett.
Directed by F. Richard Jones.

Length, 6,292 Feet.

The Story
Michael Fline arrives in New York with a

letter of introduction to his wealthy uncle,
who gets the youth a job with a uniform,
in the street cleaning department. He is

pursued by women from the very first. His

"The Angel of

Crooked Street"
Alice Calhoun Gives a Beautiful Per-

formance in Vitagraph Crook
Drama.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

Relying chiefly upon Alice Calhoun for its

attractiveness, this Vitagraph picture, based
upon familiar crook material, has the appeal

of personality, primarily, rather than any great

dramatic merit. Alice Calhoun is a very essen-

tial factor. Without her, the plot would lose

individuality and the scenes charm, as the story

and almost every one of the characters have a
quality of sordidness without much relief. The
star, however, more than fullills what has been

expected of her. She not only succeeds in giv-

ing definite support to an uncertain theme, but

at times, is so inspiringly beautiful, that she

reflects glory on everything surrounding her

and one forgets the defects of the production.

The theme is one of the vendetta species.

An innocent girl has been framed and serves a

sentence in a reformatory. She gets her re-

venge by winning the love of the son of the

woman who sent her up. Here the love interest

complicates things and changes her purposes.

There is considerable opportunity for favorable

exploitation on the angle of a madonna being

stranded among crooks. Despite this being
sentimental and trite, it is still popular enough
to attract business, if sufficiently featured. In
the supporting cast Scott McKay is an out-

standing figure, both from the standpoint of
type and acting.

The Caat
Jennie Marsh Alice Calhoun
Schuyler Sanford Ralph McCullough
"Silent" McKay Scott McKee
"Kid Glove" Thurston Rex Hammel
"Cap" Berry William McCall
"Mother" De Vere Nellie Anderson
Mrs. Phineas Sanford Martha Mattox
Mrs. Marsh Mary H. Young
Stoneham George Stanley
Dan Bolton Walter Cooper

Story by Harry Dittmar.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker.

Directed by David Smith.
Length, 5,270 Feet.

The Story
The picture outlines the life of a young

girl who. hired out as a maid in a small town
to support her widowed mother. She was
unjustly accused of a theft and sent to a
reformatory. While there her mother died
and this embittered the girl against the
world, and especially against the narrow-
minded people of the small town who were
responsil)le for her position. Upon her re-
lease she went to a large city where she
mingled with crooks, but endeavored to re-
form them. Fate throws her in the com-
pany of the son of the woman who wronged
her and she plans her revenge. At this
point the story moves rapidly until the close
when the girl and the woman come together
and each forgets the difficulties that have
sejjarated them.

I'rogrram nnd I<2xpIoitation CatchlineM:

A Madonna Among Thieves—She Had Never
Done a Crooked Act—But She Had to
Pay the Price of a Criminal—She Has
Only One Motive Left, Revenge—But at
the Unexpected Moment She Falls in
Love.

E-xpIoItation Angrles: Sell Miss Calhoun
and stop there.

landlady ropes him into an engagement,
which he manages to break. When it is

reported his uncle has been killed he in-
herits a fortune and is set upon by what
might be called a vamp and her accomplices
and becomes involved in a framed up breach
of promise suit. In the meantime he had
met a debutant heiress and felt the pangs of
real love. When the breach of promise suit
is interrupted by the propitious return of the

' 'Blind Circumstances
Clark-Coryielius Production With George

Chcsebro Has Strong Sentimental

Appeal.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

The sentimental strain in "Blind Circum-
stances" is strong enough to insure the picture's

success with a considerable class of patrons.

There are many among those who are sympa-
thetically inclined, who cannot resist the appeal

of a strong man, handicapped by blindness.

The familiarity of such a character, it seems,

has not weakened public interest. So, if there

is a tendency in this case to over-emphasize
the tragic values, it must be conceded that this

has not been done without an understanding of

the favorable records made by pictures of this

type. This and a number of other emotional
situations that have stood the test have been
used with compelling effect. The girl who sits

up all night with a sick child and by so doing,

redeems herself in the eyes of an enemy;
similarly the victim of amnesia who recovers

his memory at the critical moment both have
important parts. The religious appeal has not

been forgotten, either. The woman who be-

lieves in the power of prayer in righting the

affairs of her sweetheart and herself proves
that her faith has not been in vain. Playing
up this angle of the story will undoubtedly get

results in some communities.
George Cheseboro gives an unusually vivid

portrayal of the blinded man. Vivian Rich is a
heroine of the vigorous type and the per-

formance of the others, while possibly exag-
gerated in emotional tensity, is in keeping with
the character of the story.

The Oaat
Silent Morse George Chesboro
Captain Skag Alfred Hewston
Kelly Harry Arras
The Girl Vivian Rich
Pierre Frank Caftray

Story by J. Inman Kane.
Scenario by Victor Gibson.

Directed by Milburn Morante.
Length, 4.S00 Feet.

The Story
Amos Clark is shanghaied onto Capt.

Skag's ship, and is unable to recall his own
name when he comes to. The Captain puts
him into service under the name of Jones,
and his mission is to find and arrest a man
whom the Captain hates. This proves to be
Silent Morse who is innocent of crime, but
who is a, fugitive because of circumstantial
evidence. Morse goes blind in an explosion
and is separated from the girl he loves.
Pierre, an accomplice of the Captain's, runs
down Morse but saves him later because the
girl has nursed back to life Pierre's little girl.

The girl's timely appearance recalls to Jones,
who has been sent to arrest Morse, his entire
past, and Morse is freed from suspicion.
Through the girl's faith in her religion,
Morse recovers his sight.

Program and Exploitation Catchllnes:

A Man Who Was Shanghied and Forgot
His Name—An Innocent Man Who Fled
from Injustice— An Explosion That
Destroyed His Eyesight—and a Girl Who
Believed in Her Prayers for His Safety
—These Are the Emotional Elements in

a Vivid Story.
Exploitation Angiens Pick out the appejals

of the story and offer these in your adver-
tising approach, trying to sell on the story
through the interest you arouse.

uncle, found not to be dead after all, Michael
saves the life and fortune of his sweetheart's
father and in the end is rewarded with the
hand of the girl.

Exploitation AnKlen; It would be well
with this to lay off comparions or allusions
to previous productions and sell it by itself.

If you do this and handle it in a Jazzy, josh-
ing style, you will put it over and please
strongly.
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
PEARL WHITE

Broadway Peacock. 4,380 Ft. (R-868. Feb.
JB)

Without Fear (R-970. April 29).

TOM MIX
ChaBlnjf the Moon. (R-764. Feb. 18.) 5,0»2

Ft. (C-858. Feb. 25.)
Up an Going (R-662. April 8.) (C-75B.

April 15.)
The Fighting- Streak (R-89. May 6).

DUSTIN FARNVH
Iron to Gold. (R-298. Mar. 18.) (C-B44.

April 1.)
BUCK JONES

Pard.ii My Nerve (R-80. Mar. 4.) (C-292.
Mar. 18.)

Western Speed (C-199. May 13).

WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Desert Blossoms. (R-116. Jan. 7. C-202.

Jan. 14.)
The Strength of the Pines (R-561, Feb. 4;

C-170, March 11)
Money to Burn (R-877. April 22). (C-19b.

May 13).
SHIRLEY MASON

Uttle Miss Smiles (R-428. Jan. 28) (0-866.
Feb. 11).

The Ragged Heiress. (R-402. Mar. 26.)
C-B44. April 1.)

Very Truly Yours (R-199. May 13).

TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND
Winning with Wits (Barbara Bedford).

R-S18. Jan. 21.
Smiles Are Trumps (Maurice Flynn).

(R-662. Feb. 11) (C-748. Feb. 18.)
Bxtra! Extra! (Walker Murphy). (R-88.

Mar. 4.)
Elope If You Must.f Eileen Percy.) (R-550.

April 1.) (C-775. April 15.)
The Yellow Stain (R-41.5, May 27).

CLYDE COOK
(Two Reels Each)

The Chauffeur. R-115. Jan. 7.

Hot Dog.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES
(Two Reels Bach)

The Studio Rube (R-199, March 11).
Special Delivery (R-91. May 6).

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
(One Reel Each)

The Crystal Gazer
Stuck In the Mud.
Too Much Sap.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

West Is We8t(. (R-402. Mar. 26).
Laughing Gas. (R-'tOB. Mar. 25).
The Barn8tormer.s. (R-B50. April 1.)
His Wife's Son (R-88. May 6).
Excuse Me, Sheriff (R-340, May 20).

LUPINO LANE
The Broker (Two Reels).

G O L D W Y N
Povertv of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6.641 Ft

(R-689. Dec. 3. C-849. Dec. 17 )

The Man from Lost River (Katherlne N
Burt). 6,693 Ft. R-429. Jan. 28. (C-65*
Feb. 11.)

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers). 4.6fi<» Ft.
(R-762. April 15) (C-875. April 22).

From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4,496 Ft
The Night Rose fl^eroy Scott) 6,680 Ft.
The Sin Flood (Special). R-317. Jan. 21.
Grand Larceny. R-552. Feb. 4. (C-292

Mar. 18).
The Glorious Fool (5.392 Feet). R-l!>«

March 11. (C-656. April 8.)
Man with Two Mothers (R-549, April 1), (C-

334, May 20).
His Back Against the Wall 4.6»n Ft.
Watch Your Step (R-972. April 29).
The Wallflower. 5,228 Feet. (R-19C. May 13).
The Night Rose. R-660. Feb. 11.

Come On Over (Rupert Hughes Prod.)
(R-4ni. Mar. 25.) C-644. April 1.)

All's Fair In Love. (R-764. April 16.)
Head Over Heels (R-89. May 6).
When Romance Rides (R-878, April 22) (C-

344, May 20).
Mr. Barnes of New York (Tom Moore) (R-

342, May 20).
SPORT REVIEW

Drawing Cards.
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS
Cameron of the Royal Mounted. R-S21. J*n

21. C-646. Feb. 4.

BTTGO BALLIN
Other Women's Clothes. (R-406. Mar. 2S).

RENCO FILM CORPORATION
At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (R-426

Jan. 28) (C-656. Feb. 11)
TRI.VHT PROnUCTIOIVS

The Young Painter (R-198, March 11).
Hope (Mary Astor).

HOL-TRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Iren Castle), (R-554, Feb. 4)

(C-656, Feb. 11).
No Trespassing (Irene Castle) (R-971. April

29), (C-414. May 27).

M. M. STEARNS PRODUCTIONS
Free Air (All Star) (R-663. April 8) (C-86.

May 6).

B. B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Heart's Haven (Adams-McKim).
The Grey Dawn (Adams-McKim) (R-88. May

6).
KINETO COMPANY

The Four Seasons (Four Reels).
Great American Authors' Series (One Reel

Each).
Official Urban Movie Chats (One Reel Each).

METRO
(Six Reels Each)

The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-706
Dec 10.

The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. r>eo
10. C-1120. Dec. SI.

Glass Houses (Viola Dana). R-864. Feb. 26
(C-292. Mar. 18).

The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell). R-864
Dec. 17. C-976. Dec. 24.

Kisses (Alice Lake) (R-402. Mar. 26)
Seeing's Believing (R-554, April 1), (C-334,

May 20).
Hate (Alice Lake). (R-197. May 13).
Missing Husbands (R-416. May 27).
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana).
Sherlock Brown (Bert Lytell).

S-L PRODUCTIONS
T Can Explain. (C-644. April 1.)

Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes).
(R-198. May 13).

REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS
Turn to the Right (R-322, Jan. 21; C-748.

Feb. 18).
The Prisoner of Zenda (C-87. May 6).

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Fascination (Mav Murray) (R-968, April 29),

(C-334, May 20).

PATHE Exchange Inc.-

PatKe Review (One-Reel Educational) and Topict
of the Day (One-Bait Reel) lasiied Weekly.
Pathe News (Topical) larued Every Wednetiay
and FInlmilaii. Charles Hutchison is star of
"Qo Get 'Em Hutch" Serial.

The Isle of Zorda (C-86. May 6).

ReleaseH for Week of April 23
No. 8 of Go Get 'Em Hutch (The Runaway

Car).
Full o' Pep (Pollard—One-Reel Comedy) (R-

969. April 29).
The Wicked Cat (2/3 Reel Cartoon Fable)

R-878. April 22).
Rrlde and Gloom (Lloyd Reissue—1 Reel).
The Mysterious Client (Three-Reel Reissued

Playlet) (R-879. April 22).

Relea.se!i for Week of April 30
No. 4 of Go Get 'Em Hutch (The Tunnel

Menace).
Kill the Nerve (One-Reel Pollard Comedy).
The Bov and the Dog (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Pabie).
Pipe the Whiskers (Lloyd Reissue).
Told at Twilight (Three-Reel Playlet Reissue—Baby Marie Osborne).

Releases for Week of Mny 7
No. 5 of Go Get 'Em Hutch (Shot Into Space).
Days of Old (One-Reel Pollard Comedy/.

(R-199. May 13).
The Eternal Triangle (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). (R-200. May 13).
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd Reissue—One Reel).
Vengeance Is Mine (Three-Reel Reissue

—

Irene Castle). (R-200. May 13).

Releases for Week of May 14
No. 6 of Go Get 'Em Hutch (Under the Ava-

lanche).
Light Showers (Pollard Comedy—One Reel).
The Model Dairy (2-3 Reel Cartoon Comedy).
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd Reissue).
Ruler of the Road (Three-Reel Playlet).

Releases for Week of May 21
Do Me a Favor (1-reel Pollard Comedy).
Love at First Sight (2.3-reel Cartoon Fable).
Why Pick on Me (1-reel Lloyd Reissue)
Cry of the Weak (2-reel Playlet Reissue).

Releases for Week of May 2S
The Movies (1 Reel Pollard Comcdv).
Ask Father (1 Reel Lloyd Reissue).
A Daughter of the West (3-Reel Playlet Re-

issue).
The Hunter and His Dog (2/3-Reel Cartoon

Fable).
Cry of the Weak (3-reel Playlet Reissue).

R-C-PICTURES
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa).

R-319. Jan. 21.
The Call of Home (R-428, Jan. 28; C-868.

Feb. 26).
Why Men Forget (R-653, Feb. 4; C-748. Feb,

18).
Two Kinds of Women (R-660, Feb. 11; C-748,

Feb. 18).
Billy Jim (Fred Stone). R-663, Feb. 11;

C-858, Feb. 25.
Beyond the Rainbow (All-Star). R-84,

March 4; C-170, March 11.
Boy Crazy (Doris May). R-199, March 11.

(C-292. Mar. 18).
The Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).

(R-299. Mar. 18). (C-644. April 1.)
The Bigamist. (R-661. April 8.) (C-776.

April 15.)
Queen o' the Turf (R-969. April 29).
Hy Meyer Travelaughs (One-Reel Each) (R-

968. April 29).
The Sheik of Araby (H. B. Warner). (R-196.

May 13).
The First Woman (C-344, May 20).
Gay and Devilish (Doris May), (R-417, May

27).

S E LZ N I C K
rlaing: iiammerstein star series

Why Announce Your Marriage? (R-4S0, Jan.
28: C-748, Feb. 18).

Reckless Youth (R-760, April 16), (C-195,
May 13).

Reported Missing (C-964. April 29) (R-876.
April 22).

Evidence.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Clay Dollars (R-666, Feb. 4; C-6B6, Feb. 11).
The Prophet's Paradise (R-297. March 18)

(C-86. May 6).
Channing of the Northwest.
John Smith.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Shadows of the Sea (R-205, Jan. 14; C-666,

Feb. 11).
A Wide Open Town. (R-297. Mar. 18).

(C-399. Mar. 26).
The Referee (R-415, May 27).

SHORT SUBJECTS
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

United Artists
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanlc's)

R-211; C-S97.
Disraeli (George Arllss). R-96; C-168
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Plckford).

9,984 Feet. R-67S; C-649.
The Ruling Passion (R-B64, Feb. 4: C-748

Feb. 18).
The Doll's House (Nazlmova) 6,600 Feet

R-S63, Feb. 26: C-76. March 4.
Fair^Lady (Rex Beach Prod.) (C-875. April

UNIVERSAL
JEWELS

The Leather Pushers (Series of Two-Reelers).
R-425. Jan. 28: C-546, Feb. 4.

Foolish Wives (Erich Von Strohelm). R-S16,
Jan. 21; C-546, Feb. 4.

Man to Man (Harry Carey). R-664, Feb. 11;
C-748, Feb. 18.

Wild Honey (Priscllla Dean). R-200,
March 11. ('C-292 Mnr IS).

The Trap (Lon Chaney), (R-196. May 13).
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo). R-863, Feb.
26. (4,477 Feet). C-170. March 11.

The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton). R-80, March
4; C-76, March 4: C-170. March 11.

Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevoet).
4.761 Feet. (R-SOO. Mar. 18). (C-t9B.
Mar. 25).

Note—Refer to page 502 for explanation of reference marks
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson). (R-684. April

8) (C-874. April 22).
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlln»on).

(R-760. Apr. 15). (C-195. May 13).

A Wonderful Wife (Miss DuPont) (R-879.
April 22), (C-334, May 20).

The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank
Mayo) {R-91. May 6).

Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton). (R-199.
May 13).

Step on It (Hoot Gibson) (R-340, May 20).
Kissed (Marie Prevost), (R-417, May 27).

SERIALS
With Stanley In Africa (George WaUh and

Louise Lorraine). R-662. Feb. 11.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harrv
Myers). (R-662. April 1.) (C-«66. April
I.)

WESTERN DRAMAS
(Two Reels Bach)

The Verdict.
The Big- Ranger (Elmo Lincoln).
A Guilty Cause (Tom Santschl).
The Raid (Neal Hart).
Never Let Go (Reginald Demy).

CENTURY COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

Cheerful Credit (Brownie).
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran).
Sic 'Em Brownie.
Off His Beat.
The Little Rascal (Baby Peggy).

STAR COMEIDIES*
(One Reel Each)

The Minute Man.
Loose Nuts.
The Gay Deceiver.
A Royal Flush.
His Prehistoric Blunder.

State Right Releases

VlTAG RAPH
SPECIAL, PHODUCTION8

The Flower of the North (R-427, Jan. 28
C-S66, Feb. 11).

The Little Minister (R-1129, Dec. II; C-202.
Jan. 14).

The Prodigal Judge (R-661, Feb. 11; C-H
March 4).

The Sheik's Wife. (R-2»«. Mar. 18).
(C-S9S. Mar. 26).

Too Much Business (C-660, April 8), (C-334,
May 20).

Oypsy Passion (French Prod.). (R-((S. April
8) (C-86 . May 6).

My Wild Irish Rose.
CORRINB GRIFFITH

Single Track.
Island Wives (R-551. April 1) (C-875. April

22).
A Virgin's Sacrifice.

EARLE WILLIAMS
Lucky Carson (R-318, Jan. 21; C-748, Feb. 18>
The Man from Downing Street (R-((l. April

1) (C-964. April 29).
Restless Souls.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUOTIOIfS
The Secret of the Hills (R-8B. Mar. 4.) (R-

644. April 1.)

A Guilty Conscience.
ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTTIOBri"

The Rainbow (R-555. Feb. 4). (C-195.
May 13).

The Matrimonial Web (R-2220; C-289).
The Angel of Crooked Street.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
No Defense (R-426. Jan 28; C-648. Feb «>

The Silent Vow (R-760. April 15) (C-964.
April 29).

LARRY SEMON COMEDIBS
The Sawmill. (R-297. Mar. 18.)
The Show Shop (R-66S. Feb. 11).

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Messenger (R-113, Jan. 7).
A CJharmed Life (R-552. Feb. 4).

WiD Gunning, Inc.

White Hands (Hobart Bosworth). 6,664 Ft.
R-663. Feb. 11. C-748. Feb. 18.

Bear, Boy and Dog (2,053 Ft.).
Puppy Days (959 Ft.).
Robinson Crusoe Hours (966 Ft.).

Entertainment Series
Phil Kennedy.
The Blonde Vampire.
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers (R-764, April 15).

Don't Blame Tour Children (R-343, May 20).
Mrs. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mountain Mystery.
Rime 'Em Cowboy.

Note—Refer

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I Am the Law iR-41.5, ilav 27).

ALEXANDER FILM CORP.
Sherlock Holmes (Two-Reelers;. R-JOS.

^'"artclass pictures
After Six Days. (R-653. April 1.)

AYWON FILM CORP.
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams). (R-

560. Aprtl 1.) (C-666. April 8.)
Rounding Up of the Law (Big Boy WllllamB*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage) (R-344, May

20).
They're Off m-417. May 27).

CHARLES E. BARTLETT
White Hell (R-418, May 27).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half. 1,475 Feet.

C C BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211.

(C-S99. Mar. 25).

CLARK CORNELIUS
The Hate Trail (R-198. May 13).

EQUITY PICTURES
Where Is My Wandering Boy TonlghtT R-660.

Feb. 4. C-858. Feb. 25.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).

R-1077. C-108. Jan. 7.

The Worldly Madonna (Clara K. Young)
(R-763, April 15.)

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
Ashes. (R-551. April 1.)

Any Night.
The Greater Duty.

EXPORT AND IMPORT
The Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and Tru-

man Van Dyke). Fifteen Episodes—Sells
Serial. R-427. Jan. 28.

C. B. C
star Ranch Westerns (Two reels, bi-monthly).
Life's Greatest Questloi.
Sunset Comedies (Series of 26 featuring

Billy West, Two Reels Each.)
Sunrise Comedies.
Cap'n Kldd (Serial). (R-553. April 1.)

DI LORENZO, INC.
Blaze Away (Big Boy William). (R-401.

March 25) (C-964. April 29).

GEOGRAPHIC FILM CO.
The Garden of Gethsemane (One Reel).

(R-196. May 13).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Taking Chances (Dick Talmadge). R-76«.

Feb. 18.
Watch Him Step (R-200. May 13).

a H. HAMILTON
Give Me My Son (R-83. March 4; C-170,

March 11).
In Self-Defense (R-92. May 6).
When Knights Were Bold

HOUDINI
The Man from Beyond (Houdlnl). (R-769.

April 15). (C-334. May 20).

LEE-BRADFORD
Determination (R-319. Jan. 21) (C-656. April

8).
Flesh and Spirit. (R-762, April 15.)
Squirrel Comedies.

BERT LUBIN
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Roy) (R-970.

April 29).

McGOVERN AND EGLER
(Shorty Hamilton—Two-Reelers)

Pony Boy.
Grit.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Folly Comedies (George Ovey—Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent—Single Reels).
The Girl from Rocky Point. R-81. Mar. 4.

The Abie-Minded Lady (R-199, March 11).
The Forest King. (R-406. Mar. 25).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
The Man Who Paid. (R-404, Mar. 25; C-755,

April 15.)
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle).

R-766. Feb. 18.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle). (R-197.

May 13).

to page 502 for explanation of re

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
False Brands. (R-297. Mar. 18).

Arrest Norma McGregor.
Wolf Pack. (R-763. April 15.)

Judgment.

RUSSELL CLARK
The Man Worth While (Romalne Fielding),

5,164 Ft. _^
The Love Slave (Lucy Dorralne), 6,496 Ft.

The Offenders (Margery Wilson).
Insinuation (Margery Wilson).

SECOND NATIONAL
David and Jonathan. R-661. Feb. 11.

Her Story. R-86. Mar 4.

The Night Riders (R-878. April 22).

W. M. SMITH
So This Is .Arizona (R-878. April 22).

TRUART FILM CORP.
Perilous Ascent of the Zlnal-Rothern.
Pelican Island.

WESTERN PICTURES'
EXPLOITATION

Blue Blazes (Lester Cuneo). R-320. Jan. II.

Hell Hounds of the West (Dick Hatton). R-
549. April 1.)

The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo). (R-H4.
April 8.)

The Man from Hell's River (R-970. April 29).
Ridin' Wild (Roy Stewart) (R-90. May 6).

Four Hearts (Dick Hatton). (R-197. May 13).

SACRED FILMS, INC
Abraham and Sarah (R-198. March 11).

Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes). R-86S. Feb.

WARNER BROS.
A Dangerous Adventure (Serial). R-SOO

Mar. 18.)
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon.) (R-661.

April 1.)

F. O. B. Africa. (R-66S. April 1.)

MISCELLANEOUS
J. STUART BLACKTON

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Man-
ners). 7,730 Feet (R-91, May 6), (C-334,
May 20).

M. J. BURNSIDE
Yankee Doodle. Jr. (R-299. March 18) (C-

875. April 22).

FEDERATED EXCHANGES
Screen Snapshots.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES
The Whirlwind.
Help Yourself.

BALLROOM COMEDIBS
(Two Reels)

From Soup to Nuts.
Beware of Blondes.

CHESTER COMEDIES
Birthday Guests and Jungle Pests
Snooky's Home Run

F. J. GODSOL
Sherlock Holmes (John Barrymore) (R-340,

May 20).

D. W. GRIFFITH
Orphans of the Storm. R-1126. I>»0- 11

C-812. Jan. 21.

HARRY LEVEY
Around the World with Burton Holmes (R.

90. May 6).

WARREN A. NEWCOMBE
The Enchanted City (One Reel). R-761. r»b.

18.

PRIMEX PICTURES CORP.
Smiles (26 Single Reel Comedies).
The Door That Has No Key (Six Reela).
Eternity (Six Reels).

PRIZMA
Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).

R-652. Feb. 4.

The Leech (Claire 'Whitney—Six Reels). (R-
863. April 8.)

Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew). (R-(61.
April I.)

The Crimson Cross (R-90. May 6).

ference marks
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PRO J E CTION
% F.H.RICHARDSON

In Massachusetts
While in Boston attending the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers' meeting I used the

little spare time at my disposal visiting a few
of the Washington street houses.

The Boston projection rooms are called

"booths"—and that's about what tney are so far

as size is concerned. I found them to be miser-
ably located and well calculated to start a

panic in case of a fire, as they are equipped
with vent pipes, which I do not consider ade-

quate and their port shutters are badly fused.

Compared with projection rooms built with
brick, tile or concrete walls, they did not strike

me as being particularly fireproof.

In case of a bit of film taking fire, I believe

that the audience would catch a glimpse of the

blaze and, if the projectionist failed to drop the

shutter ports manually, I believe smoke would
escape into the auditoi*ium.

Incidentally the wording of Massachusetts
law is a bit queer in some places. For instance,

it says, page 12, Department of Public Safety,

Laws, Rules and Regulations

:

Section 3. Booths shall be of two sizes
(note the "shall," which prohibits anything
larger—F. H-. R.), No. 1 for one machine and
No. 2 for two machines. * • * A No. 1 booth
shall be not less than eight feet in height,
nine feet in width and eight feet in depth.

For Instance

Umph ! Eight feet in height and eight feet

in depth. Eight feet from floor to ceiling and
eight feet from ceiling to floor? Also since

Section 3 provides, and positively says "booths"
SHALL be two sizes, what is to be done if

there be a three projector installation, or if one
machine therein be a motor generator and one
a projector and it is desired to install a second
projector.

Really it would seem that the law might at

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns Is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. If quick action is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department re-
mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods.

The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Address Moving Picture World,
either 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, or 28 East Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, 111.

least use something within a mile of correct

names and terms and tommon sense language.

For instance: Eight feet in height, nine feet

wide and eight feet front to back would be un-

derstandable and common sense. There are

several kinds of "machines" used in projection

rooms. If you mean motion picture projectors,

why not say projectors or motion picture pro-

jectors? A motor generator is a machine, as is

also a motor or a mercury arc rectifier.

The foregoing is by not carping criticism.

It is a protest against the method of treating
projection and projection affairs in such slip-

shod fashion.

In one place the law (Section 6, page 13)
says : "There shall be two apertures for each
picture machine in the booth." Can you beat
that? What in thunder IS a "picture machine"
anyhow? Evidently the Society of Motion Pic-
ture Engineers nomenclature committee has
overlooked something. Then, too, there are to

be two apertures for each "picture machine."
Well, well ! I was under the impression that

projectors (which is what the Massachusetts
law Solons presumably mean by "picture ma-
chine") each had one aperture only.

What really is meant by "two apertures,"
however, is the lens port and observation port.

Well, gentlemen, why not say one lens and one
observation port to each projector? Why talk

unintelligently, not to say foolishly?

Just One More
And so I could go on, but just one more bon

mot and I'll change the roast to the other side.

Section 3, page 13, says

:

The floor of the booth shall be constructed
of seven-eights flooring and covered with
asbestos lumber not less than three-eights
inch in thickness, all securely fastened with
screws.

Holy mackerel! Imagine setting a projector
on that, with say a 150 foot distance of pro-
jection! Comment is unnecessary.
Now you chaps in the Massachusetts state

house who are responsible for these things may
get just as angry as you care to. I would re-

gret to lose the friendship of such men as
John Plunkett, but I would rather do that
than remain silent after looking over the Massa-
chusetts hash they call law.

In some things it is good, but in many it is

as absurd as it is harmful and ridiculous. I

would respectfully suggest to the Boston local

that it demand a re-drafting of Massachusetts
law along the lines of common sense, with
things called by their right names and made
to read at least intelligently.

Graphite

SELL IT TO THE BOSS
Have you a little radio 'phone in your projection roomf

The following letter from the Precision Ma-
chine Company, Inc., is given space, in its en-
tirety, very willingly. I also am having
"Gredag" tested. Its manufacturers sent
samples, asking for my approval of it for inter-

mittent oil well use. This I dech'fied to give
until a test had been made by technical engi-
neer.s, which is now being done. I have until

now believed that ordinary graphite was ex-
cellent for gears and ordinary projector bear-
ings. I am indeed glad that the Precision Ma-
chine Company has made exhaustive tests and
have determined that this is incorrect. The
letter reads

:

New York, May 15, 1922.
Dear Mr. Richardson:
A letter appearing in the Projection

Department of the Moving Picture World in
the May 20 issue and your reply to samp, has
prompted the writing of this communication,
which we respectf ull.v request you to pub-
lish in your Projection nopartment in order
to offset the harmful effects which are sure
to follow the reading of the May 20 m;Uter
referred to in the foregoing.
The subject which we refer' to Is centered

around the question of the use of graphite
as a lubricant for the Simplex mechanism.
Long and constant experience with mechan-
isms of all ages and conditions, lubricated
with every conceivable form of lubricant has
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taught our repair staff that the use of ordi-
nary grraphite on the gears and shafts of
the motion picture mechanism IS NOT ONLY
HARMFUL, BUT IS CAPABLE WITHIN A
VERY SHORT PERIOD OF DESTROYING
THE ENTIRE MECHANISM. So strongly do
we urge against the ordinary graphite on
the gears and shafts of our Simplex that
have issued a special warning in our late

instruction book against its use. and if the
writer is not mistaken, he pointed out this
fact to you on one of the occasions when
we discussed the contents of the instruction
book in question.

A Good Grinding Compound
A careful examination of ordinary graphite

will prove at once that it is thoroughly
impregnated with grit, and for this reason
graphite makes a very good grinding com-
pound, as is proven by the fact that on
numerous occasions mechanisms have gone
out of our factory in perfect condition and
havp been returnr d io us within several
weeks with gears, shafts, bearings, and
spindles so badly worn, due to the fact that
graphite had been permitted to eat its way

into the very vitals of the machine and
render it absolutely useless.
The very fact that graphite works in the

same manner as does an insidious poison in

that it does its vicious work quietly and
noiselessly and the machine user is never
aware of the agency that is destroying his
mechanism until it is too late, should war-
rant the prompt eviction of the graphite
can from every projection room in the
country.
Laboratory tests have shown the astonish-

ing results which graphite will impose upon
bearings, gears and shafts and the destruc-
tion is almost unbelievable. It is through
the keen realization of what all of this
means to the thousands of motion picture
projectors in use that prompts our request
for the publication of this letter in your
column.

The Remedy
All of this is liable to lead to the question,

"Well, if we can't use graphite for lubrica-
tion, what CAN we use?" and in reply to this
question we have the following remedy:
after very extensive practical and laboratory

WHO PAYS
They Say This

:

"Paid for itself in the first

three months."

"—in July. 1920, I doubled

my 1919 business—more busi-

ness in summer thain in

winter."

"—have had Typhoon System

for nearly five years—paid for

itself several times."

' —our business has been 80%
better."

"—more than paid for itself

in short three months."

"—has increased our business

over 100%."'

"—paid for itself in the first

six months."

"—all our 17 theatres cooled

with Typhoons—increase busi-

ness from 50 to 200%."

Names on request

You or They?

Have you ever figured that your

house is always all sold out at

every performance — no matter

how few tickets are sold?

The difference is that when the

public buys all the seats they

pay; and when they buy only

half, you pay for the other half.

Typhoon Cooling System will

fill enough of your seats to pay

its entire cost the first summer —

as proved in more than 1 ,000

theatres.

Start your summer RIGHT—install Typhoons

Ask for Booklet W-24

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
345 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

Buffalo New Orleans Chicago

Philadelphia Dallas Los Angeles

tests, we have found that the lubrication
called "Gredag," manufactured by the
Acheson Graphite Company, is an ideal
lubricant for the Simplex mechanism, inas-
much as this is a preparation which is com-
posed mainly of graphite from which every
particle of grit has been removed and which
therefore is absolutely harmless as far as
the creating of machine damage is concerned
and in our tests we have found it to be
everything that a lubricant should be for
gears and bearings.
This Gredag is put up in various consis-

tencie.s. such as: soft, medium, fluid, semi-
fluid, etc., in order that it can be readily used
for cups, transmissions, gears, and in fact
a special consistency is made up tor all
types of mechanical units which require lub-
rication. The fact that this substance will
cling to the mechanism gears in all speeds
makes it particularly desirable for use on
motion picture projectors.

Not Comrlnceil

We have not yet been convinced, however,
that it is particularly desirable for use in
our intermittent casing, but we are now
conducting some very rigid tests in this
direction and will make known the results
of same within a very short time and for
this reason we would request all users of
Simplex mechanisms to refrain from using
anything but Simplex oil in their inter-
mittent casings until we have something
better to recommend for this purpose.
The foregoing, regarding Gredag, might

look as though we were writing a special
testimonial for a commercial product, but
such is not the case, as our position is
merely one wherein we found a lubrication
that is just the thing for our mechanism and
we feel fully justified in recommending its
use in order to prevent a wide spread dam-
age that is sure to follow the ill-advised and
general use of dangerous and improper
projector lubricants.
Trusting that we have made ourselves

clear and again asking you to assist us in
bringing this matter before your readers,
we are.

Very truly yours,
THE PRIOCISION MACHINE CO., INC.

W. C. Francke.
Assistant General Manager.

PROJECTIONISTS
Build Your Own Radio Outfit

Build One for the Theatre and Sell
It to Your Bos*

IT'S EASY
We will tell you how to go
about it—if you'll write us.

ROBIN ENGINEERING CO.
203 West 49th Street New York

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years Specializing in This Product
Assures You of the

BEST
Moderate Prices Quick Senrlo«

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
356-358 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Moving Picture Machines
Complete Equipments—Supplies of All Kinds

Exhibitors* BEST Friend

CUT RATE PRICES
Monarch Theatre Sapply Co.

228 Union Avenue 724 So. Wabash Ave,
Memphis, Tenn. Chicago, IIL
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For truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

You can't play real music on an instrument

* with two strings—neither can you reproduce

the full quality of your negative with only

highlights and shadows. You need the full

range of Eastman Positive Film halftones

that carry quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base is identifiable through-

out its entire length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y.
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Better Equipment
Qonducted i)^? E . T.KEY S ER 1

Buffalo 's Lafayette Square Theatre Is

One of New York States Finest Houses
THE Lafayette Square, Buflfalo, seats 3,-

182 persons and cost, with the business
structure adjoining, a grand total of $2,-

500,000. The building occupies the site of the
old Lyric and Family Theatres on Washing-
ton street. The entrance is from Lafayette
Square, the center point of the downtown sec-

tion. The house extends from Washington
street east along Broadway.
Leon H. Lempert & Son, Rochester archi-

tects, designed the theatre. This firm is also
responsible for Shea's Hippodrome, Strand,
Majestic,' Allendale and the Shea vaudeville
house on Court street. The house is laid out
with one floor and balcony.
The outer lobby is finished in marble panel-

ing, with beamed ceiling. Here the Adam style

begins and it is followed throughout the house
in all the decorative work. There are two
box ofl^ce windows built into the wall of the
lobby facing the auditorium, with a large and
spacious room behind them for the use of the
cashiers. Automatic ticket registers are used
in dispensing tickets.

The outer and inner lobbies are separated
by large glass doors. The walls of the inner
lobby rise just inside the doors to a height
of twenty-five feet. The marble finish of
these walls extends up to a line of mural
paintings. The outer lobby is illuminated with
attractive crystal chandeliers.

A beautiful marble stairway leads up to

the mezzanine floor. The ceiling over the

stairs is finished in dome eflfect. Five crystal
chandeliers are suspended from this dome,
which is finished with ornamental work. Un-
der this stairway are the steps leading down
to the main smoking room. This room oc-
cupies the entire space under the lobby and
outer vestibule. The mezzanine is also reach-
ed by a broad stairway leading from the
inner vestibular, and l)oth these stairs are
equipped with massive lighting standards placed
at each landing in the center of the stair-
way.
The auditorium proper is one of the larg-

est in the country, being HO feet wide and
120 feet long. The walls of the foyer are
finished in marble wainscot and pilasters, with
tapestry panels and at intervals there are
artistic recesses in which are set bronze light-
ing standards, all the lights being covered
with silk shades. Indirect lights in the wall
coves and in the leaded glass ceiling domes
lend to the subdued effect.

At the rear of the foyer arc the main floor
rest rooms for women and the inner vestibule
or lounging room, separated from the foyer
by a curved i)artition and finished in keeping
with the balance of the theatre.

At the sides of the auditorium are two com-
modious tiers of private boxes and above the
upper tiers is the delicate tracery of the grill

work that opens from the organ chambers at
these points. Extraordinary care has been
taken to allow all the necessary openings for

SIDE rilllV OF LAFAYETTE SQUARE INTERIOR
Showinii box arrangement , the exists and the organ gratings.

the organ chambers so that the best possible
results may be obtained.

On the arched sounding board and side wall
panels are beautiful mural paintings from the
brush of Gustave A. Brand. The general color
scheme throughout is in soft grays, buffs and
rose with polychrome effects at various points
for relief.

The first mezzanine is reached either from
the lobby or the inner vestibule; and con-
tains, in addition to a vast lounging space,
the manager's office, second floor smoking
room and women's room, telephone rooms and
check room. This mezzanine is also lighted
by indirect moulding lights and domes and
over the elaborately marble finished center
well hangs a crystal lighting fixture.

Between the first mezzanine and the rear
balcony lies the second mezzanine. Here is

an additional lounging room for the use of
patrons and also the directors' room of the
Monument Theatre Corporation, a room beau-
tifully paneled in mahogany and furnished
elalxirately. Here also is the screening room,
which is Simplex equipped.

A Ramp to the Balcony

The balcony is reached by easy inclines at
the sides, from the first mezzanine, and above
the balcony is the great dome with beautiful
decorations and indirect lighting effects; these
lights as well as all the other direct lights on
walls and ceilings, and those concealed behind
the leaded glass domes and panels in the ceil-

ings, are in four colors and equipped with
dimmers, .so that the lights can be changed in

colors during the performance and graduated
in intensity to give the most pleasing results.

The lighting arrangement for the proscenium
arch, sounding IxDard and private box fronts
consists of reflectors set in ornate shells in the
bilcony front, from which point the entire
front of the theatre can be flooded with va-
rious colors in lighting and with varying de-
crees of intensity, without the light sources
' eing visible to the audience.
.\mplc provisions for the comfort of the

I'atron have been provided, both as to spac-
ing and the comfort of the chairs. In addi-
tion to the chairs in the private boxes, the en-
tire front of the balcony is given over to loges,
where those who prefer movable chairs to
pera scats can find their desires fulfilled.

Heating and Ventilating System

The heating and ventilating system is of
the hot air blast type, fresh air being drawn
through an enormous duct from the outside
and thoroughly washed, heated and distributed
at a low velocity throughout the theatre. The
temperature of the distributed air is thermo-
statically controlled at all times so that there
is no variation in temperature at any time.
During the warm periods of the year the
fresh air will be automatically cooled to the
desired temperature. The heating equipment
consists of two 259 horsepower down draft
Harrisburg Star watertube boilers.

The ventilating and air washer apparatus
used consists of a double width fan-vento-
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ANOTHER JXTERIOR I'lEW
Of Buffalo's Lafayette Square Theatre, shoiviug front of the ho use, Mth boxes, stage and the curtain.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tour own special Ticket,

any colors, accurately num-
bered; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings: $5.00, $6.00.
Prompt ehlpments- Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Re-
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial

or dated. All tickets must con-

fnrm to Government regulation and

bear established price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00

Ten Thousand 5.00

Fifteen Thousauid 6.50

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand.... 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin. Pa.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

22166 Moving Picture by States per M.. $S.Ofl

1219 Film Exchanges, for List 7J0
196 Mainufacturers and StucUos 3J0
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.00

3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. & Can.. ZSJW
810 Vaudeville Theatres 7.50

A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER, AsMCiate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office: HURON BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
Branch onices: New York, Chicago, Windsor, Ont.

"Nothing Else Will Do"
NEW STANDARD TYPE

Automatic Ticket Issuing
ANO

Registering Machine
UNIVERSALLY ENDORSED

Sond for particularB

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

1780 Broadway New York

heating coil and air washer equipped with
automatic humidity control. This unit has a

capacity of 74,0<X) cubic feet of fresh air per

minute, allowing 25 cubic feet of fresh air per

minute per person when the theatre is en-

tirely filled.

The entire building is equipped with an
automatic sprinkler system, standpipes and
alarms, and while the structure is absolutely

fireproof, with nothing inflammable in the

l)uil<ling. this extra precaution has been pro-

vided to makx doubly sure of safety at all

times.

Precautions Against Fire
The theatre is of brick, steel, tile and con-

crete throughout, the entire auditorium floor

wliere marble is not used, being of fireproof

composition. The exits arc many and spacious

and are to be found at every conceivable
point at which an exit could be introduced.

The projection is equipped with two Simplex
I)rojectors, equipped with Sunlight arc high
intensity lamps and Simplex hiechanical arc

controls, one spotlight, and a dissolving stere-

opticon. There is also a safety film cabinet.

The throw is 142 feet. Al Becker, of the

Becker Theatre Supply Company of BufTalo,

installed the projection room equipment.
The floors are of composition, beautifully in-

laid. Approximately 3.000 square feet of this

flooring was used in the theatre.

.\ feature of the Lafayette Square is its

$50,000 organ, which in addition to the tones

associated with the pipe organ, contains the

following effects: harp, chimes, xylophone,
glockenspiel, vibrating bells, sleighbells and
drums. Two hundred miles of wire have been
used to give the organist control of the va-

rious parts, and an electric motor of ten horse-

power is re(|uire(l to drive the blower. C.

Sharpe-Minor presides at the Ljifayctte Square
instrument. The console is on an elevator.

The soloist when playing is raised to the

level of the stage.

Shafer Is Managing Director
Fred M. Shafer is managing director of

the Lafayette Square. When 19 years old

he was appointed treasurer of the Empire
in Indianapolis. Later he was named general

manager of the Lenwood Amusement Com-
pany of thit city, the company operating the

Gayety. Rialto and Broadway Theatres; then

he went to Detroit to manage the Washing-
ton and Adams Theatres for John H. Kunsky.
I'^rom Detroit he went to New York where
he managed the Academy of Music and the

Croton and Terminal Theitres. William
Dyne, formerly at the Capitol in South Park,
liuffalo, is assistant to Mr. Shafer.
The policy of the theatre is first run motion

pictures and vaudeville. The price scale is

as follows: Week day matinees, orchestra, 25:
lialcony, 20: boxes, 40: loges, 40: night and
all day Saturday, Sunday and holidays, or-

chestra, 50 ;
balcony, 30 ;

boxes, 60 ;
loges, 60.

Simplexes in the Park
mid Hempstead Theatres
Among the recent Simplex installations made

by B. V. Porter, 729 Seventh avenue, New
York City, are those of Calderones Hempstead
Theatre, Hempstead, Long Island, and the
Park Theatre, Stapleton, Staten Island.

The former house, which cost approximately
$250,000 and seats two thousand patrons, opened
April 29.

The projection room equipment includes two
of the latest model Simplex projectors, with
Simplex Sunlight high intensity arc lamps, a
generating set and a Bell & Howell compen-
sator. A feature of the house is a parking
space, accommodating one thousand automo-
biles, provided by the management.

S. Calderon is director 'and G. J. Piccione,
manager.
The Park Theatre, which had been closed

for more than two years, opened on the night
of May 2, having been thoroughly renovated
from top to bottom.
The projection room equipment included two

Simplex projectors. The house is managed by
J. J. McNevins.

New Theatres for
Albany and Cohoes

Two new motion picture houses are prac-
tically assured for Alliany and Cohoes. The
one in Cohoes will be built by Louis A.
Buettner, one of the officials of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York State.
Mr. Buettner and Louis A. Shearer are the
principal members of the Cohoes Amusement
Company, which will erect the new house.

It will have a seating capacity of 1,500, and
will be modeled along the lines of the Capitol
Theatre of Pittsfield, Mass.
Fred Elliott, owner of the Clinton Square

Theatre in Albany, N. Y., has had plans drawn
recently for a 1,200 seat hou.se which will be
erected in Albany upon the site of the present
Clinton Square. The plans are now in the
hands of the city department of buildings for
approval.

$24 IT
sixteen inch
sweep ventilat-
ing fan. Vou can
aflford this im-
provement. We
manufacture alt

kinds of fans.
Consult ua
about your ven-
tilation.

Fidality
Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.
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Less Than Cost

To Manufacture f.o.b. Chicago

1-6 HP 110 Volt 60 Cycle
Large user of
motors can-
celled order
and is letting
them go at sac-
rifice prices.
They are strict-

ly first class

—

new—and guar-
anteed for 1

year by us.

You'll never get an opportunity like
this again^ so better oriier now.

CTRIC COMPAMS
2648 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joarnal of

the British Film Industry

Of Special Interest to All Who Buy or Sell Films

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L

Specimen Copy Free on Bequest
Foreign Subserlptions: One pound ten shilling! (gold)

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?

Get in Touch with the

Standard Motion Picture Company
1003-1006 Mailers BIdg. Phone Central 2347 Chicago, III.

Developing—Printing. Special Title Work

Cheapest by far with Satisfaction Guaranteed

AMERICAN

jf otoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalogua
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 Broadway New York City

G. E. MAZDA
EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
Full Particulars Furnished

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave. 228 Union Ave.
Chicago, III. Memphis, Teon.

AT THE NICHOLAS POWER PLANT
E. R. Murf'liy, H. D. Shcpiini ai;d J. E. Thomas making mental notes of how Power's

l^rojcctors ere put together.

Murphy Will Use Powers Projectors

on the Henderson s 25,000 Mile Trip
MANY projectionists will envy Chief

Electrician's Mate E. R. Murphy who
has been selected to take charge of

motion pictures on the transport Henderson,
which will take Secretary of the Navy Denby,
the Class of 18S'l of the United States Naval
Academy and others to Tokio, by invitation of

the Japanese Government. Murphy will be
gone about three months, and his fellow pro-

jectionists, toiling away during the summer
months, will conclude that he is in pretty soft.

Admiral Uriu, of the Japanese Navy, who is

a graduate of the '81 class at Annapolis, ex-

tended the invitation, and President Harding
was strongly in favor of the trip. Apart from
all this. Murphy had rather taken a fancy to

the idea of trying out Power's on a 25,000 mile

trip. So the Henderson sailed from the Nor-
folk Navy Yard Saturday, May 20.

Murphy is shown on the left in the accom-
panying picture, which was taken recently when
he and Privates H. D. Shepard and J. E.

Thomas, of the Marines, spent a week in the

factory, of the Nicholas Power Company. The
Navy at that time requested that these men be
permitted to see how Power's projectors are
made and assembled, and asked that they be
given instructions for two or three days. The
Nicholas Power Company responded that it

would be glad to do everything possible to

help them, but that a week would be better

than two or three days. The Navy considered
this an excellent amendment to its own splendid

idea, and the three men are shown on the last

day of the week they spent in the Power's
plant.

A Post Graduate Course
Sometime ago, a class from the Motion Pic-

ture School, conducted by the Navy at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, visited the Power's
plant, and at that time this publication carried
an account describing the visit and a photo-
graph showing its members. Murphy, Thomas
and Shepard were members of one of these

REG U.S. PAT OFF.

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716

203 TO 211 W. 146 St., New York City
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THE NEWMAN
TICKET
CHOPPER e!225L!S-.

—Patented- tictct rno-.o

Mutilates each
and every ticket.

Fully guaran-
teed against
clogging.

Used by all of

the finest Chi-
cago houses.

THE PRICE
HAS
JUST
BEEN MTENTtO

REDUCED!
Write for

Catalog "W

TicKTT noon

Newman Manufacturing Co.
41S ELM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branch—M W. Washington St., Chicaeo, 111.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. 1. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade In

Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official

Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in

this Journal.
YEARLY RATE:

POSTPAID. WEEKLY, J7JS
SAMPLE COPY AND

ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFia.XL ORG.\N OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN i. IRELAND, LTD.

THE fight against Tuberculosis is

organized in all the large cities

of this country and Canada, also

in many of the smaller ones. If you are

too far distant from New York to con-
sult us easily, we suggest that you make in-

quiry of some Anti-Tuberculosis organization
in whatever city you may be (using the local

Telephone Book or City Directory to get

street and number), and you will undoubted-
ly be able to get proper information, equal to

our own, without delay or difficulty.

NEW YORK
TUBERCULOSIS
ASSOCIATION

LA CENE^LVTOGRAFU
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

OSldil Orean ot the luUan Cinematognpb Cnlao

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Portion Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs Per Annun

Editorial and Business Office*:

Via Cumiana. 31, Turin, Italy

classes. Shepard and Thomas, of the Marines,
will be sent to take charge of the upkeep of
motion picture projection for the Navy in the

Tropics and will be assigned to stations in

Cuba, Santa Domingo or Hayti. When
Murphy returns, he will be located in San
Francisco, and will have charge of the upkeep
of projectors for the Pacific Coast and on
ships which use Pacific ports as a base.

Interested in Motion Pictures

Everyone in the navy, from the admiral
down, is much interested in motion pictures

and the navy has taken up the selection and
care of films in a thorough manner. The
BrooklvTi Navy Yard has one of the largest

film exchanges in the world and daily ship-

ments are made to naval stations and ships in

all parts of the globe. The nav^y secures the

best pictures as soon as prixiuced. ships them
in special containers, sees that they are properly
cared for and. by conducting a motion picture
school, secures good men to project them.
The navy has hit upon a first-rate idea in

sending men to spend a few days in the fac-

tories of manufacturers of motion picture pro-
jectors and it would appear that it might be a
good plan for some of the circuits to pay the
expenses of selected men to put in some of their

time in the same manner. In this way, they
would secure valuable information which they
could impart to other projectionists in the
circuit.

Rothacker Will Build
East Coast Laboratory

\\"atterson R. Rothacker has made definite

arrangements to start construction soon on an
East Coast research laboratory devoted pri-

marilj- to negative developing and art prints
suitable for trade showings.
While in New York recently Mr. Rothacker

arranged to transfer the New York Rothacker
offices from 220 West Forty-second street to a
location on Fifth avenue near Forty-fifth street.

The head of the Rothacker Enterprises
addressed the National .\ssociation of Manu-
facturers at the Waldorf-Astoria May 10.

which incidentally was the twelfth anniversary
of the incorporation of the original Rothacker
Company. The manufacturers had met to hear
and see how motion pictures could be used to

create foreign markets for American products.
Eighty per cent, of the "sample" films screened
wore productions of the Rothacker Practical
Picture Division. One of these showTi was
"Farming with DjTiamite." which was one of
the first pictures made by the Rothacker or-
ganization.

"The print was eight years old," relates Mr.
Rothacker. "It reflected a screen brilliancy
that compared very favorably with prints made
cisrht davs asro."

Increase i?i New York
State Incorporations

In contrast to the past few months, a slight

increase is noted in the number of companies
incorporating in the motion picture business in

New York State during the week ending
^fay 20. These companies, numbering twelve,
show an aggregate capitalization of $822,000.

With the exception of the Animated Outdoor
.\dvertising. Inc.. located in Rochester, all the
new concerns will maintain their principal
offices in Greater New York. The Rochester
Company, capitalized at $10,000. has for its

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c

Terms, strictly cash with order

Copy must rMdi us br TueatUj dooq to inouro pub-
UcsUoci In that week's Issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIE.NCED MA.NAGER. number years with

str light pictures, also combination bouse, clean cut
young hustler. Reference as to character and
ability. Boi No. 8. Perkasie, Pa.

ORGANIST with large library lor blgh-class
picture work expert cueing, desires change of posi-

tion. Address A. Major. Room .300, 339 South
Wabash .\venue, Chicago, Illinois.

EXPERIENCED ORGANIST desires position as
relief New York or suburban New Jersey ; best

references. Organ, c/o M. P. World. New York
City.

ORG.A.NIST AT LIBERTY—Expert experienced
picture player and musician of international repu-
tation desires permanent engagement in first-class

theatre where ability and reliability are appre-
icatcd. Union man. Have exceptionally fine

library and play it. Good organ, pleasant work-
ing conditions and real salary essential. Wire or
write. Organist, Box VM, Portsmouth. Virginia.

EXPERIENCED MUSICAL Conductor (vlollnlit
and arranger), having own pianist, expert organist,
open for engagement. Extensive repertoire for eon-
cert and pictures. Expert cueing. Go anywhere;
thoroughly competent. Lacoste, 28 West 63d Street.
New York City.

HELP WANTED
S.^LESMAN AC(3U.\INTED with buyers and

who can obtain orders for sales and order books
can make favorable commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line. Chicago
Sales Book Company. 337 West Madison Street,
Chicago. Illinois.

directors M. C. Hair. William H. Holmes,
S. M. Dunn, all of Rochester. Other com-
panies incorporating during the last few days
include the following

:

Who They Are

Al Lichtman Distributing Corporation. $500,

Henry Herzbrun. Grace I. Wiley, May Spero,

New York City ; Wassartz Amusement Cor-
poration. $10,000. Henry and Lillie Wasserman,
Louis Schwartz, New York ; B. B. Produc-
tions, Inc., $1,000, Allan Deutsch. Teresa
Albert. Henry Margoshes, Brooklvn ; Sea
Coast Operating and Holding Corporation,

$250,000. F. J. Lancaster, George H. Parsons,

New York ; F. .\. Rogers. lamaica : All

Nations Features. Inc., $250,000. D. O. Decker,

Reuben Miller, Oliver Lippincott. New York
Citv: Shubert Albany Theatre Corporation,

$50,000. Zelda Seidel, H. A. Rosenfeld, Samuel
Weinberger. New York ; New Brighton Tennis
Courts and .\musement Company. $500. Samuel
D. Hyams. New York ; William G, Morrissey,

Jr.. Louis Hamburg. Brookl.vn ; Unit Produc-
ing Corporation. $250,000. Louis. Barney and
Jacob Gerard. New York ; Aldon Corporation,

$5,000. Samuel \'. and George P. Heimberger,
T. T. Mulligan, New York ; Mingold Produc-
tions, $20,000. Michael Goldreyer. Brookl.vn;

Michael Mindlin, Lawrence Weinberger. New
York : Lloyd Hamilton Corporation. $200,000,

E. Kraychie. Arthur Skillman, H. G. Liese,

New York.

B. F. PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emergency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators. Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

B. F. PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR, 729 SEVENTH AVE., AT 49th ST., NEW YORK
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SHOW your films to the

best possible advantage
by projecting through a

BAUSCH & LOMB

CINEPHOR
The New Projection Lens

The Cinephor sharply defines details,

gives brilliant illumination with max-
imum contrast between black and
white, and shows remarkable flatness

of field. Made in the great optical

shops of Bausch & Lomb, the quality

is the best—and absolutely uniform.

Write for interesting literature

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

New York Washington Chicago San Francisco L^ondon

Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscop'CS,
Projection Apparatus (Balopticon-s)

,
Ophthalmic Lenses and In-

struments, Photo-Microgr'iphic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun
Sights for Army and Navy, Seardhlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and Other High-Oradc Opticai Products.

Give the people
what they

want

At all times good pictures are the demand.

In winter warmth is necessary, while dur-

ing the hot summer months a cool, comfort-

able atmosphere is the most important of

all. To keep your patrons in good humor

and prevent any possibility of losing them,

a thoroughly efficient system of ventilation

should be installed at once.

Gel a copy of our bulletin on Electric

Propeller Type Fans built especially

for the medium and smaller size houses.

(.ReO.U.S.PAT.OFf.)

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.

Offices in All Large Cities.

CATALOG

V

OUR NEW
WILL

SAVE YOU
MONEY

SEND FOR A FREE
COPY TODAY

If you are building a new
theatre or renovating an

old one, you are doing

yourself an injustice if

you place an order for

lobby display fixtures

without first finding out

what we can do for you.

STANLEY FRAME COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
Office and Salesroom:

Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue
FACTORY: 440-442 WEST 42nd STREET

Let us estimate on your seats. We are Eastern ^les Representatives

of the Steel Furniture Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.

MOTION PICTURE SPECIALS
200 Feet New Universal with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,(gO QQ AA
complete ball bearing model. Bass price tpOW.VU

Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. Bass price.... $89.00
The Latest De Brie with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,(C'7AA AA
three lenses, carrying case, outside Iris. Complete at *r * vU»UU

Pathe Studio Model, complete with Automatic Dissolving
Shutter, six magazines, aluminum front, Thcdhammer ''^^^QQQ QQ

Eastman NeKative Film at 4^c per Foot

Everything for Making or Taking of Pictures

Our new catalogue mill be out in a few weeks.
Get your name in for a copy. Write or wire.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn Street Dept. 107 Chicago, 111.

"MARTIN" ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 1010 Brokaw BIdg., New York

Every continent knows ttle depen(tabllity and superiority

of this Universal 4 kw. plant—the recocnized stand-

ard for motion picture work, eltlier i)ermiment or

travellnu. Also for circuses, carnivals, etc.

4 K. W.
Electric

Plant Get Catalogue 30

Universal Motor Co.

Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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DO YOU KNOW THE MEANING
OF

"Film Fast'
m

That is the name of a new

PROJECTING REEL
that will give you these

Guaranteed Advantages

—

2 Speed and ease of attaching film to

reel—a patented spring allows just

two fingers of one hand to firmly

fasten film end—at once—quickly

—

no blind trying.

2 Speed in patcliing breaks—a supe-

rior steel and a design that came
from studying your problems.

2 Durability—in the greatest degree,

because it is a scientifically tested

construction.

4 True running—always.

Patent Pending

Why not drop us a card and tell us it's up to us to

"show" you ?

It will be a very friendly part of your permanent equip-

ment.
ADDRESS

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.
p. O. Box 420

ATTLEBORO, MASS., U. S. A.

r

Iran^^rteK
Produces

'Perfect

oArcs

TRANSVERTER permits the most
artistic projection of pictures.

Double Arc TransVerteR pro-

vides two arcs in series, simulta-

neously, thus making possible a

perfect dissolve.

No ballast is used as automatic

voltage is provided.

The projectionist, by a slight

turn of a convenient control handle,

can instantly increase or decrease

the amperage generated and fur-

nished to the arc, thus obtaining

the light best adapted for the film

being shown.

Improve your projection and

your attendance and profits will

grow accordingly.

TransVerteR win do it.

The Hertner Electric Co.
1904 W. 112th St.

Cleveland, Ohio
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BairD
BETTER PROJECTION AND

PERIOD OF SERVICE

These two fundamental points have achieved for the

Baird the reputation of being the Best Projector

BAIRD
DISTRIBUTORS

BIRKHOLM & deHART
111 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

New York, Netv Jersey, Con-
necticut, Delaware, and Eastern
Pctiusylvania.

J. F. DUSMAN
213 N. Calvert Street

BALTIMORE, MD.

Maryland, Virginia and District
\

of Coliunbia.

BAIRD
DISTRIBUTORS

CINEMART PICTURES
Incorporated

Box 122, Sharpsburgh Station

PITTSBURG, PA,

Western Pennsylvania and West
I iryinia.

W. R. HOWELL
Palace Theater Building

TULSA, OKLA.

Oklahoma, Arkansas, Soutli-

zuesfern Missouri, and Northern
Texas.

SETH E. BARNES
Miller Theater Building

WICHITA, KAN.

State of Kansas.

For further information, please write to the General Distributor

S. S. CASSARD
111 West 42nd St.

New York City

GENERAL DISTRIBUTOR

BairD

Telephone

Bryant 6280
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POWER'S PROJECTORS

JntV FPONT PIATE

fAUTOMOTrcTPTLeTiLldMTilNLftMPMOUS E JWM'''^^^ ^ ILENS MOUNT

^^^^^^M^UGHtslWMEMlDOOR IS OPENED TM^yL^MaANCKCONNECTION FOR

^^IHSSwSSSfebJIHH .^a^^mjM^ filNTEl«IOROF MECHANISM

DOU BLE E N DE C]t<lOTaB]CeNTRO JtSWiT CI

SINGLE SWITCH BOX

NEW GOVERNOR TYPE/MECHi6i£llCAL SPEED CONTROL

POWER'S PRODUCTS
AND

IMPROVEMENTS ADOPTED

Power's

Multiple Coil Rheostat

Power's

Type E Spotlight

Power's

G. E. High Intensity

Arc Lamp
and

G. E. Unit for Mazda
Lamps

POWER'S IMPROVEMENTS

Power's 6B Type E

Lamp and Lamp House

Power's Intermittent

Roller Pin Movement

Power's Governor Type

Mechanical Speed Control

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
EDWARD EARU. PoeSiOErj-r

NinetyGoldSt. NewYork.N-Y



An Open Theatre Is the Exhibitors' Best Advertisement

MOVI

More FREE Newspaper Advertising

More FREE Magazine Advertising

More FREE Accessories

FAMOU S PIAYE RS LASKY CORPOR/\ 1 1

-^',.yy'

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
rumtsnea oy v^i

^^^^ AVENUE. NEW YORK CITYFntered as second class matter June 17. 1908 at the Post

OflFice at New York. N. Y.. under the act of March 3. 187^.

Published weekly. $3 a year.

Vol. 56. No. 6
June 10, 1922 Price 25 Cents
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EAD it all and let it sink in! Read what one wise showman
thinks of Hy Mayer's sensational Travelaughs—Read especially

the underlined passages

—

Mr. Schlesinger's patrons applauded because they were thrilled by
the drama, the romance, the action and cracker-jack novelty with

which Hy Mayer's Travelaughs teem

—

Mr. Schlesinger, like "Roxy" Rothafel of New York's famous Capitol,

BOOKED the Travelaughs and found them a RIOT! They
BOOKED THEM SOLID because they BUILD PATRONAGE!
They're the ABSOLUTE CLASS of short reels. A whale of an
attraction NOW—when millions are thinking of voyages to foreign

climes.

Book the entire series thru your
nearest R-C Exchange
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ven the Author Likes It

!

This is George Ade's first

original screen story.

And you know that the author

is always the picture's sever-

est critic.

So when the author writes a

letter like this one, the picture

must be good.

Scenario by George Ade and

Waldemar Young.

Directed by Alfred E. Green.

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

^A2C^_DE:N Taf
BROOK it^OiAf^^

Jeeee L. Laeky,
Famous Player e-Lasky Corporation,
485. Fifth Avenue, New York.

Dear l>Ir. Lasky:

Tom Melghan and Al Green have just brought to

me the completed picture called "Our Leading Citizen."

Believe me , I am very happy over the manner In whloh you

have treated my material. Here Is one author who will

not dare to complain that they changed his "stuff" on

him.

In this play, written for Tom Melghan, we tried

to get in some comedy and some drama and some real Ameri-

can characters without resorting to any sex oomplicationa

or deep villainy or gun play. In other words, we tried

to do something different - something on the order of

"The College Widow" and "The County Chairman," which the

public liked several years ago. I wrote the play in the

hope that the patrons of picture houses were ready for a

change from the highly seasoned photo-dramas which thoy

seemed to like two or three years ago.

You have given the play a fine oast and a

first-class production and for these, as i have already

suggested, I am very grateful.

p. / Sincerely,

15th liay, 1922.

Q/ oincereiy, p.

THOMAS MElGHAN
IN A GEORGE ADE STORY

Q, Cparamount Q>icture



Great Directors

Marshall Neilan Maurice Tourneur R.A.Walsh

Keep Your
Dates Open
Until you have read

the complete Goldwyn

plans for 1922-23

QOLDWYN pledges for the new sea-

son to supply exhibitors with the

greatest group of box-office pictures ever

made»

A number of these are completed and
soon will be ready for your inspection.

Production is under way on others.

Goldwyn announcements to date give

only a small part of sensational plans to

be published shortly.

There will be no machine-made pictures

in Goldwyn's lineup. Each production

will bear the stamp of a great directorial

personality. Each production will receive

painstaking individual attention.

Goldwyn's smashing production pro-

gram for the coming year—Big Names
and Big Stories—gives absolute promise

of Big Business for your theatre.

They are now producing^



Smashing Stories

Allen Holubar Rupert Hughes £. Mason Hopper

Marshall Neilan will make all his pictures for

Goldwyn, with powerful stories and on a scale sur-

passing his best previous effort.

Maurice Tourneur has already started work on

Hall Gaine's world-famous novel and play, "The

Christian," his first production for Goldwyn.

Allen Holubar is now filming the $10,000 prize-

winning story, "Broken Chains," his first work for

Goldwyn.

R. A. Walsh has begun production on "Captain

Blackbird," his first big picture at the Culver City

Studios.

Rupert Hughes will personally direct his fiction

masterpieces, all of which have now been made

available for Goldwyn.

E. Mason Hopper, who has completed a wonderful

picturization of Anzia Yezierska^s "Hungry Hearts,"

soon will start on another heart interest story, rich

in human sympathy and appeal.

This is only
the beginning

fVak for the full

announcement of

Goldwyn plans!

WATCH us STEP!

GOLDWYN PICTURES'
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COMING!
R-C's Biggest Box Office Attraction to Date

"In the Name
of the Law"
A Towering Production Destined to Sweep

the Entire Nation Like an Avalanche

Watch and Wait

and Keep Your

Eye on R-C



At the Strand Theatre, New York, with a hot May in contrast

to a cool September, "Orphans of the Storm" went over the first

week's record of "Way Down East" by $11,226.

The second week, still hotter, and also rainy, "Orphans of the

Storm" outdrew "Way Down East " by $5,074.92.

Remember those months! May against September!

!

*iloaj ready what



ANNE
Of Little Smokv"

^ith \^7iniPred Westover
lores Cassinelli-Frank Sheridan -Joe King and a notable cast

J^resented and
Distributed by

PL-AYGOERS PICTURES

Foreign R.eprS'Sentat/ye

Sidney Garrett

"A good, snappy
melodrama"-N. Y.
Morning Telegraph.

"Unusual and off

the beaten track"

—

Film Daily.

"Physical atmos-

phere is compelling,

romance is well em-
phasized. With such

a title and cast, no
reason why any ex-

hibitor should not

make money"-M
tion Picture New^

li^istariaJ^rocfuctiori Physical DISTRIBUTORS;
P*THE EXCHANCt
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urn M

ALONE
A West Coast
Films Corp,
Production

Directed by
Jacgues Jaccard
dn(£James Colwell

This is the story of a mighty love and a strong man's bravery
and final renunciation. The story of a man who fought like blue
blazes to save a girl's life at the risk of his own; who whipped and
ousted her father's enemy and then gave the girl to the other man.

MONROE SALISBURY at his strongest and best—an appealing
player with a great following all over the country. WALTER
LAW properly villainous and fear-inspiring. MARIA DRAGA
AND LURA ANSON in two fine and convincing roles and
JACCARD, the director, rushing his story forward to the climax
of the greatest fight between men we have ever seen on the screen.

And the best production that has gone out to make the reputa-

tion of the Pacific Studios, at San Mateo.

RELEASING CORPORATION
Corporation. Limiled
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QUALITY IN PRODUCTION
is hardly more important to the exhibitor than

QUALITY and ECONOMY in DISTRIBUTION

TN announcing our distributing plan we do so with

the fixed determination to achieve, at all times,

Quality in both our Production and Distributing activ-

ities.

^l^TE are rapidly establishing Exchanges through
~ ^ the medium of "Territorial Partners," and a

complete list is soon to be announced.

ACH Territorial Partner will be a man of the high-

est standing and integrity who has, through con-

sistent past performance, earned the respect and con-

fidence of the Exhibitors in his particular territory,

and who will be fully qualified to serve them with PRE-
FERRED PICTURES.

/^NLY pictures which will measure up to a high

standard will appear on our schedule and the func-

tion of distributing these productions will be handled

in an equitable and dignified manner.

npHERE are still a few territories available to men
who can offer us the high type of representation

required of our "Territorial Partners."

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576 5th Avenue, New York City

AL LICHTMAN
President

B. P. SCHULBERG
Vice-President

J. G. BACHMANN
Treasurer
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OUR FIRST PRODUCTION

B. P» Schulberg

presents

"RICH MEN^S WIVES"
By

Agnes Christine Johnson and Frank Dazey

Directed by

GASNIER
With

A truly ALL-STAR Cast:
HOUSE PETERS CLAIRE WINDSOR
ROSEMARY THEBY GASTON GLASS
MYRTLE STEDMAN CHARLES CLARY
LITTLE RICHARD HEADRICK MARTHA MATTOX

CAROL HALLOWAY

All of which speaks for itself

Produced by

PREFERRED PICTURES, INC.

Distributed by

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576 5th Avenue, New York City

AL LICHTMAN
President

B. P. SCHULBERG
Vice-President

J. G. BACHMANN
Treasurer
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Charlotte Greenwood
and /

Master Gabriel >

^ stars oF Lettv Pepper"

Going
Like a
House
A fire

!

Mopping up everywhere—Get

aboard this slashing novelty

—

More concentrated box-office

"pull" than an ordinary fea-

ture—Names galore, bits of

drama and comedy—intimate

"shots" of the greatest stars of

the show world at work and

play—

Book It!

Boost It!
Imagine, Mr. Showman, what

these names mean in box-

office value—They command
audiences of millions!—Here's

your chance to play 'em all in

one rousing single reel packed

to the hilt with novelty

—

If you don't book Starland Re-

view you'll muff the grandest

single reeler on the market!

Special one sheets to put it

across.

Now Playing

AU the

Best House*.
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Presented by Joseph M.

Schenck ; Written and Di-

rected by Buster Keaton

and Eddie Cline.

First National

Attractions

Mebhe You Hate Your Mother-in-law

But You'll Love

BUSTER KEATON
in his latest First

National Fun Maker

"My Wife's Relations"
It's not only a Fun Maker but a Money
Maker, as is every one of the Keaton com-
edies—exhibitors everywhere are playing

them up as the feature of their programs.

Don't miss

"THE PLAYHOUSE"
"THE BOAT"

"THE PALEFACE"
"THE COPS"

Released on the Open Market

Every Show Is a Good Show
When Keaton Heads the Bill!
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"BarthelmessScores

Throngs jam big New
York Strand to see

"Sonny," star's third

picture for First Na-

tional. Crowds laugh

and cry and thrill to the

tremendous power of

the story and the mar-

velous interpretation

—

one of the biggest suc-

cesses of all time.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Charles H. Duell, president,

presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
IN "SONNY99

From the play by George V. Hobart ; Screen

Adaptation by Frances Marion and Henry

King; Directed by HENRY KING.

A First National Attraction

Play Up ^^Our Dick^^—His Box
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Biggest Hit of Career"
New York Morning Telegraph.

Critics proclaim "Sonny" Richard Barthelmess' greatest

work and his most appeaHng picture. Readwhat they say:

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
LIVES HIS ROLES

"Barthelmess plays human beings. He
lives his roles and throws into them real

sincerity. The public hails with delight

the straight thinking, straight acting

young American as Barthelmess plays

him."

—

New York Mail.

STAR DOES HIS BEST
WORK IN PICTURE
"A worth-while picture. Mr. Barthel-

mess does some of his best work."

—

New
York Times.

BARTHELMESS BEST
ACTOR ON SCREEN

"Richard Barthelmess continues to be

just about the best acto,r on the screen."

—

Nev York Tribune.

IT WILL LINGER
IN THE MEMORY
"A rare film flower, more stirring than

Flanders' poppies, for it is the expression

of a personality. Barthelmess does the

finest work he ever performed. A glearn-

piece of work, a feature shattering pre-

vailing standards. A picture that will

linger in the memory."— A^e-tt) York
Herald.

APPEALING FILM;
SPLENDID ACTING
"Big magnetism—Barthelmess does the

double role with splendid acting and a sure

and subtle sense. A most finished per-

formance, and a picture tenderly appealing.

A superior film."

—

New York Sun.

MARVELOUS ACTING;
ABSORBING STORY
"A story truly human and realistic—ab-

sorbing, played in a marvelous way by
Barthelmess. It is unusual and genuine."--

New York Evening Telegram.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS THIS ONE
"No Barthelmess fan can afiford to miss

it."

—

New York Globe.

ONE OF THE BEST
PLAYS IN MONTHS
"One of the best plays seen in a month

of Sundays—a succession of thrills, smiles

and tears."

—

New York Journal.

BARTHELMESS IN HIS
MOST APPEALING FILM
"We have not seen a more perfectly

poised and eflfective single performance in

months. Barthelmess appears in his most
appealing moods. There is a sincerity in

his work no real lover of the better things

of the screen can fail to feel. He did no
better work in 'Tol'able David' than here.

What more can we say?"— New York
World.

BIGGEST HIT
OF HIS CAREER

"Barthelmess is scoring the biggest hit

of his career in this highly entertaining

play. He brings tears and laughter. He
holds his audience in the hollow of his

hand. A picture that ranks high on the list

of cinema achievements—a drama thor-

oughly worth while in every respect, the

finest Barthelmess has done."

—

New York
Morning Telegraph.

Office Value Grows Daily!
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FOR THE COMING YEAR
we will release

Joi' our

SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT
EARLY IN JUNE
Si line up to j^uit the times

Selected by the bi^gesrt Exhibiiot'^ in America*
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The Real Trouble With Business

HROUGH the settling down process that is slowly but surely making headway in the moving
picture industry, attention is being centered on the reasons for money losses and other non-
necessities. A man who knows the business as well as any man in our industry and whose

experience as an exhibitor has given him a clear view of conditions, made the following analysis
during the present week. We present it without exact quotation but in keeping with the facts.

During the current season there have been presented to the trade some seven hundred feature
productions. Of these the generous estimate for absolute big successes is five per cent., or thirty-five

productions. Take all the really great pictures that have yielded revenue to producer and exhibitor
and add them together and the list won't reach this total, but for the sake of fair figuring thirty-five

will serve.

Of the remaining six hundred and sixty-five productions some three hundred and sixty-five

could be called failures. The remaining three hundred can be termed average pictures, and upon
these average pictures the public patronage has been sought.

These three hundred average productions have cost from two to three times more than they
should cost in view of their drawing power and their entertainment value. They have been of the
type which would not entirely alienate audiences, and yet were not good enough, considering their

cost, to set the great public in a frame of mind to care whether they saw more of them or not.

With this situation what is the plain remedy, thereat cure for picture conditions? The ques-
tion answers itself in a sentence. Our average pictures must have greater entertainment value and
they must be produced at figures within the range of sane financing. Good pictures, satisfactory
pictures, pictures that will please, entertain and even delight the public can be made handsomely
for sums slightly in excess of $40,000 each for the negative cost. There are producers who are
doing it and doing it well.

If these productions can be made they should be made at these prices, and this would permit
proper advertising, adequate exploitation and rental prices that would enable the exhibitor to pay
his fancy prices for the really fancy box office successes as they come along. This situation seems
so easy of solution that it is surprising that so few in the business realize it.

Public apathy is due without doubt to the lack of novelty and entertainment value of the
average "fair" picture. For this product the exhibitor should not be asked to pay heavy rentals.

He can't make heavy money with these pictures. He can fairly be asked a stiff price if the picture
•will earn it. The big earning pictures, as h^ been pointed out, are so relatively few in number that

the average picture condition looms as the real problem.

Give our public more entertainment in our average pictures, at a reasonable manufacturing cost,

and the half empty theatres will fill up, the box office will take on weight, the gloom will depart
from the face of the manager and the business in general will take on tlie ruddy cheeks of health
and the sparkling eye^ of success.

It isn't Hollywood scandals, it isn't the reformers bellowing, it isn't the stupid censors, it's

just poor average entertainment and too much money for it, that's the trouble with the moving
picture business.
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No Organization Politics to Occupy
Time of North Carolina Convention

THE annual convention of the North
Carolina M. P. T. O. will spend
little time in arguments relative to

wrangles afifecting the national organiza-

tion, it is learned from President Percy
W. Wells and Secretary H. B. Varner.
These North Carolina officials believe that

the only kind of a convention that can

benefit the members of the organization

will be one filled with constructive talks

on various aspects of the theatre busi-

ness as a whole.

Secretary Varner announces that he

has invited Will H. Hays to meet with

the North Carolina exhibitors. Walter
Murphy, former speaker of the N. C.

House of Representatives, and A. Turner
Grant, minority leader, both staunch

friends of the industry who did valiant

service during the last censorship fight

in Raleigh, will attend.

Max W. Bryant, of the Palmetto Thea-
tre, Rock Hill, S. C, will be asked to

speak on "The Radiophone in the Thea-
tre." Mr. Bryant was the first ex-

hibitor to install an outfit in his theatre

in the South, and will have one installed

in the convention hall for inspection and
tests.

Annual election of officers will be taken

up on the last day of the convention.

It is rumored that both President Wells
and Secretary Varner are anxious to re-

tire, after eight years' continuous service,

and turn the responsibilities of the or-

ganization over to someone else.

Georgia Exhibitors

Remain Independent
Already sixty-three Georgia exhibitors

have pledged the membership and at-

tendance at the first meeting of the

Georgia Amusement Protective Associa-

tion to be held at the .A,nsley Hotel, At-
lanta, June 5. A whirlwind campaign
is being conducted, Joe Burton, Toccoa,

Ga., covering Northern Georgia, and R.

J. Edenfield, of Augusta, campaigning
.Southern Georgia with gratifying results.

At least thirt\-five more members will

be enrolled before the date of the con-
vention, it is expected.

It is a foregone conclusion that the

Georgia organization will remain in-

dependent, so far as a possible affiliation

with the now existing national organiza-

tion is concerned, since Willard Patter-

son and Miss Anna Eugene Aiken, both

of whom are very bitter against the tactics

of the recent Washington convention,

are reported to lie leading spirits in the

new organization.

A Joke Misunderstood
Jawitz Pictures Corporation requests

Moving Picture World to announce that

no print of "Dante's Inferno" was burn-
ed recently at the Royal Theatre, Hack-
ensack, N. J. Exception is taken to the

headline, "Exhibitors Beware," which
was intended as a humorous headline

based on the thought that the inferno was
so hot it burned the film.

Foreclose Mortgage
Judgment in a mortgage action brought

some time ago by the Bryson Estate

against Loew's Ottawa Theatre, Ottawa,

was foreclosed at the Ottawa court house

on May 25. The amount of principal

owing to the Bryson Estate was shown
to be $150,000. and unpaid interest

amounted to $4,500. Though the mort-

gage has been legally foreclosed, the Loew
interests have been allowed five weeks'

grace in which to redeem, the mortgage.

Sourwine Sold
A long contest over possession of the

Sourwine Theatre at Brazil. Ind., ended
this week when the Brazil Theatres Com-
pany, composed of S. M. Grimes, Robert

Kidd and Mrs. A. D. Davis, sold their

lease and equipment to Dr. T. A. Walsh,
of the Citizens' Theatre Company. With
the selling of the lease the Brazil com-
pany will retire from business.

Decision July 6
The Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court, New York State, will

render its opinion on July 6 in connec-

tion with the action brought some little

time ago by Pathe Exchange, Inc., against

the New York State Motion Picture

Commission, relative to the latter's right

to censor news weeklies. The court has
just adjourned to reconvene on July 6 in

Albanv.

Ernest Shipman Buys
Ultra Interests of

Luporitti Brothers
The large financial interest held by

Luporini Brothers in the productions and
studio activities of the Ultra company of

Rome, has been purchased by Ernest
Shipman. who will now hold an equal in-

terest with Dr. Francesco Stame, the

president.

The contracts cover a series of produc-
tions based on the novels of F. Marion
Crawford. The first story, "Sant
Ilario," has been completed by Henry
Kolker and arrangement will be made
for a fall release.

The contract calls for an average of

four productions a year for a five-year

period, and carries exclusive control of

all American or Italian film activities

in Italy in which either the Ultra or

Ernest Shipman are concerned. Mr.
Shipman has retained an interest in the

Italian Biblical spectacle, "After Six

Days," which will be exploited by Weiss
Brothers.

Riccardo Pizzi, banker of Rome and
financially interested in a number of

Italian producing units, represented the

Ultra and other interests in negotiating

these deals with Ernest Shipman.

THREE FIGURES IN FILM DEAL
Ernest Shipman (center), purchaser of an interest in Ultra Company equal to that of Dr. Francesco Stame, President (right), Riccardo

Pizzi (left) represented Ultra in deal
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Georgia Exhibitors Expect to Secede;

Sen. Walker Testimonial Setfor June 1

9

THE second step toward formation

of a confederation of independent

exhibitors is expected to be taken at

the annual meeting of the Georgia theatre

owners in Atlanta next week. Develop-

ments at the national convention intimated

that the Georgia exhibitors, led by Wil-
lard C. Patterson, would withdraw from
the M. P. T. O. A. and ally them in a

co-operative way with the New York
State organization headed by Charles L.

O'Reilly.

The southern contingent is said to be

ready to revolt and reports from there

agree that the Atlanta meeting will go a

long way toward definitely establishing

the status of the M. P. T. O. A. Patter-

son and his followers issued an ultimatum
at the Washington convention. They had
vainly sought to be heard during the dis-

cussion on election of officers, but this

privilege was denied them. In reply to

the convention chairman's statement that

"we are through with Georgia," Patter-

son in no uncertain terms responded,

"Yes, you said it
;
you are through with

Georgia."

During the past month the movement
for the organization of a confederation

has been carried on determinedly through

the South. That a bitter battle will ensue

when the convention opens is certain.

While Patterson ranks as a power among
exhibitors in his territory, the M. P. T.

O. A. has not been wasting time and that

organization will be well represented at

the convention. It is said that in the

event the organization withdraws, the

M. P. T. O. A. will take up the situation

and endeavor to organize a new associa-

tion similar to the one that it vainly sought

to establish in the Empire State last week.

Important Month
This month promises to be an even

more important one than May, for the

reason that many exhibitor conventions

have been called. The New Jersey M. P.

T. O. A. will hold its annual convention at

Lake Hopatcong on June 21, 22, 23 ana

24. That a record attendance will be on

hand is certain. The committee, headed

by Henry P. Nelson of the Capitol

Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., is sparing no

efiPort to make the convention the greatest

ever held under that organization's aus-

pices.

On June 11 and 12 the annual conven-

tion of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of North Carolina will be held. What
develops at the Atlanta convention next

week will largely be responsible for the

action that will be taken at the North

Carolina sessions. The North Carolina

organization, although it lined up with

the organization followers at the national

convention, is acting slowly and in har-

mony with other southern states, which

seems agreed that some definite step to-

ward ridding the M. P. T. O. A. of poli-

tics is necessary.

The M. P. T. O. A. committee that

will meet Will H. Hays late this month
got together in New York this week.
This committee has a number of import-

ant matters under consideration and these

will all be presented to Mr. Hays. It is

certain that the conferences with the pro-

ducers and distributors executive will

last at least ten days. Among the ques-

tions that will come up for consideration

at these conferences will be the matter
of uniform contracts, lower film rentals,

elimination of the road show policy and
enlistment of the producing and distribut-

ing forces in the fight against the music
tax.

It is proposed, too, to efifect the organi-

zation of a committee representative of

the exhibitors and producers and dis-

tributors for the arbitration of differences

between the two. However, it is known
that the M. P. T. O. A. will take no
definite stand on any mutual agreement
until after its committee has had time to

report to the various state organizations.

At its regular weekly meeting at Hotel

Astor on Wednesday, May 31, the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
embracing 250 theatre owners operating

more than 750 houses in the metropolitan

district, voted to secede from the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. At
the same time officials of that association

denied the statement of the M. P. T. O. A.
that the T. O. C. C. " "was never affil-

MEET JOBYNA RULSTON
Se has been selected to play op-
posite Paul Parrott in Hal Roach-
Pathe Comedies. Jobyna says she
would have liked to enter tJie mov-
ing picture golf tournament at

Oak Ridge, described on page 546

iated with the national organization."

These pointed out that Mr. Cohen him-
self was a member of the organization,

and incidentally the constitution of the

T. O. C. C. specifically stated that no
theatre owner was eligible unless he was
a member of the State M. P. T. O. A.
The move whereby the T. O. C. C.

divorced itself entirely from the M. P. T.
O. A. did not come as a surprise. In
fact, this action was decided upon several

weeks ago. Already a committee of this

organization has conferred with Mr. Hays
and the two are working on effecting

certain important changes in New York
State.

The New York State organization will

iiold a convention within a few weeks.
It is expected that this meeting will be
held in Rochester and that at that time
the M. P. T. O. A. of New York will offi-

cially repudiate the national organization

and affiliate with the co-operative confed-
eration that is expected to be born as a
consequence of the Georgia convention
next week.

Dinner to Walker

Meanwhile exhibitors not only in New
York but throughout the country are
focussing their attention on the testimonial

dinner that will be tendered Senator
James J. Walker by the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce at the Plaza Hotel
in New York on June 19. It had orig-

inally been decided to hold this testimonial

at the Ritz on June 12, but owing to the

unexpected record-breaking request for

tickets from out-of-town exhibitors, who
are desirous of paying their respects to

the popular counsel, it was deemed advis-
able to change the date. The change to

the Plaza was necessary in order to ac-
commodate all who are desirous of at-

tending the dinner, which promises to

be one of the most brilliant affairs held

under the auspices of any exhibitor or-

ganization.

In addition to all the important figures

in the motion picture world, some of the
most prominent and distinguished offi-

cials of the city, state and nation will be
on hand to pay tribute to the senator.

Augustus Thomas will be the toastmas-
ter. The speakers announced this week
are as follows : Ex-Governor of New
York "Al" Smith, Mayor John F. Hylan
of New York City, United States Sen-
ator James W. Wadsworth, Jr. ; Charles
M. Schwab, Edward F. Albee, Raymond
Hitchcock and Will H. Hays.
Among the important guests will be

Sam Harris, George M. Cohan, Rabbi
Silverman, Archbishop Hayes, Edward
M. Bowes, Joseph Levenson, Police Com-
missioner Richard E. Enright, Deputy
Commissioner Dr. Harriss and the Hon.
Murray T. Hulburt.
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Daylight Saving Dying in Washington;

People Against Any Changing of Time
WASHINGTON, D. C, is all

wrought up over the new form
of daylight saving which it is

trying out. Failing to secure legislation

advancing the clock an hour, the city

on May 15 inaugurated its own system

of daylight saving by beginning and end-

ing business an hour earlier than usual.

All the government departments and prac-

tically all the stores went on the new
time, but the amusement enterprises were

solidly against the scheme and made no

change in their hours.

As a result of this failure to secure

100 per cent, daylight saving, Washing-

ton is going to bed at the same time as

usual but getting up an hour earlier, much
to its disgust. The scheme showed signs

of failing almost as soon as it was start-

ed, for the stores found that little or no

business was transacted between 8 and 9

in the morning while the usual late after-

noon rush persisted.

After a week of operation on the new
hours most of the stores gave them up,

street car companies returned to their

usual schedules and the daylight saving

hours are observed only by the govern-

ment departments. It is considered prob-

able, also, that the government too will

rescind its daylight saving order in a

short time.

Washington is almost universally

against the new plan of daylight saving.

A vote taken by one of the local news-

papers showed 4,89.3 against and only 485

in favor of the plan. The same vote

showed 3,462 against any form of day-

light saving and 1,474 in favor of turn-

ing the clocks forward. Harry M.
Crandall is issuing ballots at his several

theatres on which the people can register

their opinions on daylight saving.

Gilson Willets Dies

in Los Angeles Hotel
The death of Gilson Willets. Pathe

production manager, in Los Angeles on

Mav 25. is announced in a telegram re-

ceived bv General Manager Elmer Pear-

son at the Pathe home office. The news

was not entirely unexpected, as Mr. Wil-

lets had been operated on five weeks ago

for tancer of the stomach and during the

last three weeks his condition had grown

steadilv more grave. The operation was

at the Clara Barton Hospital, Los

Angeles, on .'Xpril 18. As soon as could

be safely done, the patient was moved

back to his Los .Xngeles hotel, where his

death occurred.

"The loss to Pathe is very great." said

Mr. Pearson, "and not less so to the en-

tire motion picture industry, for Mr. Wil-

lets' knowledge, experience and untiring

energy were consistently exerted on be-

half of better pictures."

Gilson Willets had been at the head

of the Pathe Scenario Department since

1916, and was the author of several very

successful serials and feature pictures.

About a year and a half ago he was ad-

vanced to the post of production man-
ager.

Lyric in Ciitcinnati

Becomes Fox Theatre
-Vnnouncement is made this week of

a deal whereby the Fox Film Corpora-
tion of New York City acquires the Lyric

Theatre property on Vine street, north

AN action asking for bankruptcy pro-

ceedings and for the appointment

of a trustee of the assets of the

company was brought before Justice

Fisher in the civil court at Osgoode Hall,

Toronto, on May 26, by James W. Bain,

K. C, appearing for several important

creditors of Allen Theatres, Ltd.,

Toronto. A ruling was. in effect, that

if an affidavit were filed that the debtors

were solvent and the amounts due were
paid, the order would not issue ; other-

wise, the order was to issue and G. T.

Clarkson was named to be the trustee.

Allen Theatres has submitted to Mr.
Clarkson for the consideration of the

creditors of the company a proposal for

extension of time for the payment of its

debts. It is proposed by J. J. .Mien,

vice-president of the company, and S.

Sternberg, secretary, that the creditors

agree to accept i)ayments of amounts due
in such proportions and at such times as

a committee, appointed for the purpose.

IRQ
Whose activities lit the I'athe home offtee

organization have been broadened by the

eombination, under his management, of the

publicity and exploitation departments,

heretofore conducted separately

of Fifth street, Cincinnati, for a sum re-

puted to be $850,000, and intends to re-

model the theatre proper.

The company is to spend $350,000 in

the erection of a new auditorium in the

building, which is a modern seven-story

structure. C. Howard Crane, Detroit

architect, will plan for the remodeling

work, and it is expected the new pic-

ture house will be ready for use by Oc-
tober 1. At present. Fox films are be-

ing showed at the Lyric. It was stated

Cincinnatians who will invest capital in

the new enterprise are Jerome Jackson,

I. W. McMahan, Frank W. Huss, John

J. Huss, Julius Feibelman, Jesse Mc-
Qain, Charles J. Heckle and Edwards
Ritchie, all of whom were interested in

the old Lyric company.

shall decide, the committee being em-
powered to impose conditions relative to

the operation of the whole business and

to borrow money for that purpose.

Surplus of $264,325

A statement submitted by the company
shows direct liabilities of $392,031.09;

preferred claims of $65,709.79; secured

claims including $250,380 of the bank,

mortgages of $168,700. and shares in

subsidiary companies of $254,100. The
total liabilities are placed at $687,293 and
it is stated that there is a nominal surplus

of $264,325.06.

The personal assignment of Jule and

J. J. .\llen consists largely of the turning

over for the benefit of creditors of 200,-

000 shares of common sotck of no par

value of Allen Theatres. Further court

judgments against Allen Theatres at

Toronto include one of $27,332 in favor

of the General Building Corporation and
another of $3,356 for W. P. Ludd.
Announcement has been made that Ber-

nard Allen, president of Allen Enter-

prises, has left for Hot Springs, Ark.,

for an extended stay. Mr. Allen, who
is the father of Jule and J. J. .A^llen, had

been in Winnipeg for the past five months.

Bromley and Becker Buy
St. Louis Film Exchange
Samuel Bromley, who is interested in

several St. Louis picture houses, and

Charles Becker, an attorney, purchased

the physical assets of the Independent

Film Company of Missouri at the sale

last week to satisfy $528 in federal film

rental taxes and $22 in penalities. They
paid a sum sufficient to satisfy the full

amount.
Becker said that Bromley and he are

considering opening a new independent

film company. He said that they will

not use the name of the Independent

Film Company, which is incorporated.

Bromley and Becker did not assume the

liabilities of the company or take over

other than the actual physical assets, such

as films, office fi.xtures, etc.

Bankruptcy Proceedings Sought by

Creditors of Allen Theatres, Toronto
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Lichtman and Schulberg Merge Interests

in NewProducing-Distributing Company
AN ambition of many years' stand-

ing was realized when Al Licht-

man and Ben Schulberg announc-

ed the formation of a new producing and
distributing organization. Away back

in the days when the "infant" industry

was very much an infant, these two men,
then comparatively unknown, expressed

the hope that some day they would be

partners in their own company and head-

ed for big things. The Al Lichtman
Corporation and Preferred Pictures, Inc.,

spell the fruition of their hopes.

Mr. Lichtman is to be at the head of

the distributing organization which bears

his name, while Mr. Schulberg will di-

rect all matters having to do with pro-

duction and the activities of Preferred

Pictures, Inc.

J. G. Bachmann, a lifelong friend of

both Mr. Lichtman and Mr. Schulberg,

is treasurer of both companies. Mr.
Bachmann has been the partner of Mr.
Schulberg in the production of the Kath-
arine MacDonald pictures. Prior to this

association he was a certified public ac-

countant devoting most of his time to mo-
tion picture interests.

Preferred Pictures are to be produced
in the Louis B. Mayer Studios and Mr.
Schulberg has permanently located in Los
Angeles in order to maintain his personal
supervision over all production activities.

Work has already been started on the first

release of the new organization, "Rich
Men's Wives," an original story by
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine John-
son, writers who need no introduction to

the industry. This is the first of a series

of Gasnier "Special Box-Office Attrac-
tions" which are to be filmed by the pro-
ducer of "Kismet" and other great pro-
ductions.

AL LICHTMAN

Some of the subsequent releases al-

ready aranged for are "Ching Ching
Chinaman" by Wilbur Daniel Steele, the

prize short story of 1917; "Are You a
Failure," written especially for the screen

by Larry Evans, and also to be produced
as a stage play in the near future ; "A
Bird in a Gilded Cage," based on the

famous old song of that name, adapted

by Arthur J. Lamb; "Poor Men's
Wives," which is a sequel to "Rich Men's
Wives" and combines humor and pathos

;

"When a Woman Marries," an engross-

ing picturization of a present-day life

and its manifold problems.

To Market Otliers

The Al Lichtman Corporation will not

confine its activities to the present product
of Preferred Pictures alone, but will also

market productions of other producers
and is in the market to distribute any
pictures that will merit a place on its

schedule.

After weeks of consideration as to the

most eflfective method of distribution and
after a thorough canvass of the market,

it was decided that the plan of establish-

ing Al Lichtman exchanges with terri-

torial partners should prove the most
economical and desirable, both from the

viewpoint of the company and the ex-

hibitors.

The territorial partners are in every in-

stance men of integrity, high standing

and extensive experience, and possessed

of intimate knowledge of the problems
of every theatre owner in their respective

districts. Many of them also operate

some of the finest theatres in the country
and will give each Al Lichtman produc-

tion a representative presentation, coupled

with exploitation commensurate with its

quality.

Success Depends On Quality

"We know from many years' experi-

ence," says Mr. Lichtman, "that promises

do not pay rent and that without the

good will of all the exhibitors, and in

fact the whole industry, no enterprise

can succeed. In plain unadulterated

English, the success of our plan depends
entirely upon our ability to deliver the

goods."

The personalities of the two men back
of this new enterprise are so well-known
as to make it almost superfluous to more
than briefly sketch their careers in the

film business. Al Lichtman and Ben
Schulberg have both been in the busi-

ness about fifteen years.

Mr. Lichtman was sales manager for

the Famous Players Film Company at

the time that company was organized and
later organized the Alco Company of
which Metro became its successor. He
engineered the merger which enable

Famous Players-Lasky to gain control of

Paramount Pictures Corporation. With
Walter E. Greene he organized the Art-
craft Company for Famous Players,

which subsequently was merged with
Paramount, and re-organized and stand-

ardized the consolidated exchanges.

In January, 1921, he resigned, intend-

ing to engage in business for himself,

but instead accepted a proposition to

manage the distribution of Associated

Producers. He remained with that or-

ganization until he worked out an amal-
gamation of that company with Asso-
ciated First National.

Mr. Schulberg, coming from the jour-

nalistic field, first connected with a trade

paper and shortly thereafter became asso-

ciated with the Rex company of which
Edwin S. Porter (who has been termed
"the father of the photoplay") was the
producing head. Mr. Schulberg wrote
many of the scenarios for the Rex com-
pany, and all of the advertising and pub-
licity.

When the Famous Players Film Com-
pany was organized by Adolph Zukor,
Edwin S. Porter and Daniel Frohman,
Mr. Schulberg transferred his activities

to that company.
When Hiram Abrams was elected

president of Paramount, Mr. Schulberg
was appointed its general manager, re-

signing in 1918, and with Mr. Abrams
nlanned the formation of United Artists.

Later he formed a company known as
the Preferred Pictures Corporation, to
produce the Katherine MacDonald pic-

tures and is still the head of this success-
ful venture. The Katherine MacDonald
pictures are being distributed by Asso-
ciated First National so really, Preferred
Pictures is not a new company. It is

merely expanding its activities.

B. P. SCHULBERG
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Fox Begins Important European
Trip: To BeAway Three Months;

Announces His Coming Specials
WILLIAM FOX sailed last week

for a three months' stay in

Europe. The trip will be a com-
bination of pleasure and business. Shortly
after his arrival in England he will sit in
a series of conferences with his director,
Harry Millarde, and A. S. M. Hutchinson,
author of "If Winter Comes." Under
Mr. Fox's supervision will be perfected
details of the scenario and the filming of
the photoplay made from that popular
novel, the production of which will be
staged by Mr. Millarde in England.
Mr. Fox will visit Italy to confer at his

studios in Rome with J. Gordon Edwards,
who has been in Europe more than a year
producing pictures. In Rome Mr. Fox
will review "The Shepherd King," which
Edwards has just completed filming in
Palestine and Egypt. While in Italy the
producer will lay plans for further high-
class productions to be made against the
background of Italy, Greece and other
European countries.

England, France, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, Hungary and Austria
will be visited. Mr. Fox' has appoint-
ments with dramatic authors and writers
throughout Europe and expects to bring
back to America much new material to
be produced here during the next winter.
He will meet at designated points various
of his European production units and ar-
range plans for continuation of the work,
begun over a year ago, of European pro-
duction under American directorial and
executive command.

Leases Third Theatre

Before sailing Mr. Fox announced that
in addition to having leased the Apollo
and Lyric Theatres, in this city, where
two of his pictures are now playing, he
has secured the Forty-fourth Street
Theatre, where, beginning August 15, he
will present his special picture, "Monte
Cristo," for a limited season in New
York.
He also made public a list of major

productions which he will release during
the coming season. In addition to the
attractions now playing or announced for
New York showings—"Silver Wings,"
"Nero" and "Monte Cristo"—the list in-
cludes the following big pictures or spe-
cials: "The Fast Mail," based on Lin-
coln J. Carter's stage thriller; "A Fool
There Was," staged by Emmett J. Flynn,
founded on Porter Emerson Browne's
stage play which was inspired by Kipling's
poem, "The Vampire," directed by Em-
mett J. Flyn^ in California; "Lights of
New York," a screen novelty directed by
Charles J. Brabin; "My Friend the
Devil," staged by Harry Millarde and
based on George Ohnet's novel, "Dr.
Rameau"; "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them," directed by J. Searle Dawley, and
"The Town That Forgot God," an Amer-

ican family play directed by Harry
Millarde.

There will be several more big produc-
tions released jn the middle of the season,

after January 1. Among them will be:

"If Winter Comes," produced in England,
and "The Shepherd King," produced in

Palestine.

The Screen as an Educator
The Commonwealth Fund of New

York, which grants various sums of
money for research work, has allotted

$10,000 to Dr. Frank N. Freeman, of
the University of Chicago, for an investi-

gation into the potentialities of the motion
picture in the education of children. Dr.
Freeman's title is professor of educational

philosophy. Experimental work now is

going on at the University of Chicago,
the University of Illinois and in at least

two cities where there are large school

systems.

Paramount Steadily Enlarges

Its Accessories Department
"If it's worth running, it's worth ad-

vertising" is the slogan recently adopted
by Paramount's advertising accessories

department, by way of emphasizing the

importance with which that department
is now regarded in the sales organization

of that company. Some time ago sugges-

tions were asked for throughout the var-

ious exchanges and the slogan which even-

tually was chosen was created by Roy
Davis, accessories manager at the Pitts-

burgh exchange.

For some time R. S. Kent has been
paying a great deal of attention to the

matter of improving the Paramount ac-

cessories and the system for their distri-

bution. The department has been placed
upon a systematic basis whereby waste
has been eliminated and energy has been
directed to the improvement of the entire

line.

The department has been placed under
the jurisdiction of the Division of Exploi-
tation, of which Claud Saunders is direc-

tor, and Mr. Saunders gives his personal
attention to the creation of the ideas to

be incorporated in the accessories. J.
Albert Thorn has charge of the making
of all the sketches and finished art work,
together with the supervision of their

manufacture, while Mel Shauer has the
responsibility of the selling and distribu-

tion. Under Mr. Shauer's supervision the
distribution has been standardized, with
an accessories manager functioning in

each of the branch exchanges.

Many Reservations

Force Postponment
of Walker Dinner

So many have been the reservations

from the industry for the dinner which
will be tendered Senator James J. Walker
by the New York Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce that the commit-
tee has been obliged to cancel the date
originally set for Wednesday, June 14,

at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, to more
spacious quarters of the Plaza Hotel, for
the evening of Monday, June 19, which,
incidentally, is the senator's birthday.
The insistence from other organiza-

tions and associations to participate in

this testimonial, has made it necessary to

form an honorary committee, the heads
of various organizations desiring to par-

ticipate. The names of this committee
will be made public next week.

Speakers expected are ex-Governor
Al Smith, Senator James W. Wads-
worth, Jr., Mayor John F. Hylan, Will
H. Hays, Charles M. Schwab, Augustus
Thomas, E. F. Albee and "Raymond
Hitchcock.

Government Officials See

Initial Industrial Films
A number of high officials of the De-

partment of Commerce and the Interior

Department were present at a private

showing on May 25 of the first two in-

dustrial films made under the auspices

of the United States Government. The
films were made for the purpose of ex-
ploiting American industries abroad and
for educational purposes throughout this

country as well as foreign countries.

The two films exhibited showed, re-

spectivelv, "The Making of an Electric

Meter" and "The Making of a Watch."
They cost about $10,000 each, the en-

tire expense being borne by the manu-
facturers of the commodities j)ortrayed,

and the only cost to the government
was approximately $200 for the traveling

expenses of the Department of Com-
merce's official who superintended their

production. The department has two
more films in the course of production.

S. R. Kent Makes More
Changes in Sales Body

S. R. Kent, general manager of dis-

tribution, Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, announces the following ap-
pointments in the Paramount sales or-

ganization :

J. E. Fontaine, formerly office man-
ager at the Pittsburgh Exchange, has
been appointed branch manager at Qev?-
land, succeeding P. A. Bloch, who has

been transferred to the position of branch
manager at Philadelphia.

B. Wachansy succeeds Mr. Fontaine as

office manager at Pittsburgh.
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Italians Will Make Another Try to

Gain Prestige in American Market
Rome, May 15, 1922.

HERE is a question which ought to

interest every branch of the in-

dustry : Will there be American
production centres in Italy in the near

or distant future? The question is sug-

gested by my experiences and observa-

tions here. I have heretofore told about

at least two producer-distributor com-
panies which have made features and
superfeatures here in and about Rome.
Just now I have completed a two days' in-

spection of another great studio, which
I understand will also make a determined

bid for the American market.

A great new feature is being made
there which I understand will be to some
extent supervised by Americans. It is

to be known as "Messalina." The studio

and the grounds where the preliminary

work is going on and where some of the

bigger sets are making rapid progress

is situated within a stone's throw of the

Porta Pia and within less than a mile of

the city's centre. The grounds look to

be not less than fifty acres.

Producer of "Quo Vadis"

The director and owner of the estab-

lishment is Signor Guazzoni, who pro-

duced "Quo Vadis" but very little after

that. I believe that under the persuasion

of some Italian-American friends Mr.
Guazzoni is being converted to American
ideas in making motion pictures on a

massive style. He has not been alto-

gether idle since he produced his master-

piece. He has made "Jerusalem De-
livered" and Cardinal Wiseman's "Fab-
iola" and his own version of "The Sack
of Rome." None of these pictures, how-
ever, could be sold for the American
market. Indeed the only attempt to sell

one of them—"Fabiola"—met with no
encouragement.
To lose the benefit of the American

market on a big picture, such as Guazzoni
likes to make, was a serious failure and
it set the great Italian director thinking.

Guazzoni is undoubtedly a great artist;

he was a painter of note before he entered
the motion picture field ; he understands
dramatic values and the world's litera-

ture has always been an open book to

him. He was considered a master in

the handling of great masses in spectacu-
lar pictures. He did not like to believe

that he had lost his cunning for he is

still a young man, still on the sunny side

of forty. He felt he would try again
and this time surpass himself.

"We Must Learn From the Americans"

It was at this juncture that he was ad-
vised by Italians who had learned some-
thing about American methods to consider
the progress that had been made by the
producers in the New World. "We must

By W. STEPHEN BUSH

learn from these Americans," his ad-

visers agreed, "If we want to regain the

American market."
I am informed that the story was ap-

proved by one of the biggest producer-
exhibitor companies, that the continuity

was written by an American and that the

ending was made to suit the American
taste. When I left Rome negotiations

were pending to have the aforesaid pro-

ducer-distributor company send a di-

rector and one or two first-class American
cameraman to assist Mr. Guazzoni.
Pending the arrival of the American di-

rector and cameramen Mr. Guazzoni is

going ahead with the "sets" which are

nothing if not sensational to the last de-
gree. Here the Italian director is in his

proper element. Nothing less is pro-

posed than to reproduce the great fea-

tures of the Roman Forum as they ex-

isted at the time of "Messalina," who
might be called the Lucretia Borgia of

Paganism. The Ancient Rostra are to

be reconstructed, the Temple of Fortuna
often called the Temple of Vespasian,
the immortal Basilica Julia, the Circus
Maximus and the Temple of the Castores,

mentioned in the guidebooks as the

Temple of Castor and Pollux.

Emperors and Empresses in the

Background

"For a classic story," said Signor
Guazzoni, "this story is going to be most
unconventional. It revolves around the

lives and adventures of a slave and a
slave girl who love each other. Great,

classic, corrupt, imperial Rome furnishes
the background to the story. Qaudius
and Messalina and all the great person-
ages history tells of in that period are
only brought in to help the spectacular

parts and to create the proper environ-
ment. I have sought to present an en-
tirely new aspect in a classic play.

"Of course I follow the great historic

facts of the period—history is history
and cannot be altered for the sake of
dramatic effect. This does not mean that
I have not striven for dramatic effects

—on the contrary I have endeavored to

make the spectator feel that he is wit-
nessing a very human story with ele-

mental appeals which transcend time and
space."

"Mosaics" Were Painted

Signor Guazzoni explained with what
minute care every bit of the "sets" and
almost every thread of the costumes had
been tested for photographic values but
there is one thing I am bound to mention
in conclusion as I never saw it done in

any of our studios, though it seems to
me that nothing can be simpler.

The mosaics on the floors of the great

baths and in the palaces were painted

on very thin linoleum or some such sub-

stance and when photographed looked
absolutely like the marvelous originals

that have delighted the thousands of tour-

ists and sight-seers in Rome. Only the

larger groups were hand painted ; the

smaller mosaics, for which Pomepii is

so famous were done by girls with a
paint pot, brushes and frames.

If the pictures made here under Amer-
ican direction (three of them will be re-

leased within the near future) please the

American public I am sure there will be
a call for more American directors and
more American cameramen and more
American studio electricians and more
American playwrights and continuity

writers. There may then be permanent
American production centres in Europe
but for a certain type and kind of pic-

tures only and of these there will never
be many. The effect on European pro-
duction generally will be tremendous.
Only those who have seen the European
average production will know the good
effect the American example is bound to

have on the European producer. The
American picture, so much maligned and
persecuted at home, will enter on a career
of doing good in every part of the in-

habited globe.

A Monument to Censorship Stupidity

There is no place in all this world
where the follies of censorship can be
studied to better advantage than right

here in Rorne. The subject is as inter-

esting as it is inexhaustible. Just one
little glimpse today. In the Sistine

Chapel of the Vatican you see Michael-
angelo's great painting of "The Last
Judgment." Do you know what the cen-
sor of his day said when he saw this all

but completed masterpiece of the ages?
He shrugged his shoulders in contempt
and said that such a painting might be
all right for low places and dissolute char-
acters but should never be permitted in
a sacred building. "For one thing" the
censor said "there are too many naked
figures on the canvas." However, the
Pope overruled the censor and let the pic-
ture stand.

Now look carefully in the right hand
corner of the painting. There you see
a man standing among the damned, bear-
ing the features of the censor with huge
asses ears painted on either side of his
face. That is the censor condemned to
eternal infamv. The name of the cen-
sor is forgotten nor shall I revive it, but
the guides tell the story to every visitor

and it is true. We need more monu-
ments to the stupidity of censorship.
More of this anon.
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WE are glad to note that Senator

James J. Walker has agreed to

remain as general counsel for

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New York State as well as for the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce.

He stuck with these two organizations

because, as he stated, he couldn't go back

on his friends. The exhibitors of New
York are to be congratulated. A hard

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

fighter, a capable general, an influential

man in public life and the affairs of gov-

ernment, he also is a man of heart. He
likes the play better than the pay and is

a tower of strength for his exhibitor as-

sociates.

The incorporation of the Chamber of

Commerce is one of the first suggestions
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under the policy of expansion of activity

which Senator Walker has made. Now
that this is a fact similar bodies will be

formed elsewhere. The movement is

constructive, and we would like to see

Senator Walker as general counsel for

all of those bodies as rapidly as they

are formed.

The Cry for Quality

ONE of the real problems of picture making is what to do

with the poor stuff. Manufacture is so expensive that

no producer can stand up under the loss of his failures

and they all make a heavy percentage of pictures that are in-

ferior. The producer-distributor, in view of this condition,

sells his poor stuff by loading it on to his good pictures. If

he scrapped it and sold only his good stuff he would speedily

go out of business.

This condition calls for a remedy, because the trouble with

our business today is that we are boring the public. Good

picture customers are being turned into non-patrons because

they are just plain tired of the inferior goods. The good pic-

tures have educated the public taste. They have come to de-

mand a quality which it is hard to supply in sufficient amounts.

This demand must be fairly met if the business is to continue

to appeal to the masses of the people.

The problem belongs exclusively to the producer and dis-

tributor as the source of picture supply. We have hopes that

some way will be found to improve mass production. Pos-

sibly the method is a two or three picture a year schedule for

a director in order to give him time to get a real story and give

it careful and capable attention. Amusement cannot be

machine made and last for long. There must be creative

brains and sufficient time. Masterpieces never have been

turned out over night or just dashed off.

We believe there is no more important problem confront-

ing our business.

ARTHUR JAMES.
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Norwegian Film Actress Visiting Here
Expects to Sign An American Contract
By T. S. da PONTE

MISS ALMA HINDING, cele-

brated motion picture actress of

Copenhagen, Denmark, recently

arrived in New York on one leg of a

journey around the world. She is ac-

companied by her husband, Hans Gade,

director of theatrical productions and
owner of the Scandinavian Shipping

Gazette, one of the most prominent pub-

lications of its kind in the world.

Miss Hinding, who has been starred

in a number of productions of the Nor-
disk Film Company, says she relinquish-

ed her position because of the present

apathy in the industry in Scandinavia,

which was brought about by the closing

of the Russian market to pictures and

the inability to sell films to Germany be-

cause of the rate of exchange. Miss
Hinding says that those two countries

formerly were the largest purchasers of

Scandinavian films.

Anothe reason, Miss Hinding says, for

the lack of activity in the studios of

Denmark and Sweden and Norway is

because American productions have gain-

ed such favor there as to supersede the

domestic product.

"You Americans have gone at the pic-

ture business in such a big way—have

expended money so lavishly, but still

with foresight and judgment—and have

made productions so much finer than

those produced in other countries that

you are overshadowing the efforts of pro-

ducers outside your own country," Miss
Hinding said.

Miss Hinding expects to return to

New York in a year and make a contract

with one of the foremost American firms

to be starred in pictures. She is emi-

nently fitted for the task by beauty, per-

sonality and experience. She was six

years with the Nordisk Film Company
and was starred in sixty roles. She and

ALMA HINDING

her husband left Denmark four months
ago and have traveled extensively since

that time. Their tour is entirely one for

pleasure. On leaving New York they

will tour the western part of the United

States, and then go to China, India and
Egypt on their jaunt around the globe.

Ask Early Hearing of

Fox Copyright Case
Early hearing of the case of Fox Film

Corporation against Frederick M.
Knowles, and others, involving the copy-

rights of Will Carleton's poems, "Over
the Hill to the Poorhouse" and "Over

the Hill from the Poorhouse," was asked

of the United States Supreme Court on

May 29 by Otto Schlobohm, of Washing-

ton, counsel for the film company.

Advancement of the case is asked on

the ground that the principle involved is

of great importance to the moving pic-

ture industry. If the court refuses to

advance argument on this contention, it

is asked to put the case on the summary
docket for the first Monday of Next

October, because of the fact that argu-

ments on both sides can be presented in

less than an hour.

Movie Men Subscribe

for Convention Hall

Harry M. Crandall is among the large

number of Washington, D. C, business

men subscribing $1,000 each toward the

erection of a convention hall to meet the

Capital's need for an auditorium in which

can gather the many trade and other or-

ganizations which select Washington as

a meeting place. The structure will have

a seating capacity of 7,000 and will be

ready for use probably by next spring.

A. Brylawski is on the list of those sub-

scribing $500 toward the project.

Fellow Artists Pay Last

Tribute to Edward Falck
Funeral services were held Monday,

May 29, for Edward Falck, one of the

most beloved men of the stafif under

Hugo Riesenfeld at the Rivoli, Rialto

and Criterion Theatres, at the Frank E.

Campbell funeral parlors at 1970 Broad-

way, at 11 o'clock, and later at the

Fresh Pond Crematorium, his fellow ar-

tists paying their last tribute with his

favorite music and poems.

Mr. Falck died at his home, 127 West

82d street, Saturday evening, after a

four months' illness. He is survived

by Ella Falck, his widow, and two sons.

Mr. Falck was born in New York on

June 28, 1874. He had a distinguished

career as a musician.

Cooley Defies Ban
Sheriff W. C. Spencer of Hillsborough

County, Fla., announces the enforce-

ment of all the Blue Sunday laws on
the statute books, including picture shows,

beginning June 11. The sheriff says

he is determined to have law enforce-

ment. His action follows complaints to

Governor Hardee that Spencer was al-

lowing open gambling and prostitution.

C. D. Cooley, manager of the four thea-

tres operated by the Consolidated Amuse-
ment Company, says they will be open

as usual unless everyone connected with

them is arrested.

Ban Sunday Shows
Enid, Okla. — Sunday movies were

banned by a vote of almost two to one in

the recent special election on the Sunday
closing question. The campai^ was
very bitter and there were several clashes

during the day, as the opposing forces

brought their friends to the polls.

Balaban & Katz Take
Two Ascher Theatres

Ascher's Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago,

has been taken over by Balaban & Katz.

It is also reported from a reliable source

that Ascher's new Cincinnati house has

been taken over, but the name of the new
owner has not been announced.

Express Appreciation
A resolution of the Association for

the Improvement of the Condition of

the Poor, just issued, thanks the May
Carnival Committee and all associated

with it, including the motion picture in-

dustry, for the hearty support given it

in the recent drive to raise funds. More
than $100,000 was obtained.

Pettijohn Optimistic
"The clouds of depression have brok-

en and the sunshine of coming prosperity

is already shining through," was the mes-

sage C. C. Pettijohn, personal repre-

sentative of Will H. Hays, delivered to

the F. I. L. M. Club of St. Louis at a

luncheon in his honor at the Elks' Club

last week.

Thomas Convalescing
W. A. Thomas, general manager of

the Court Theatre, Auburn, Ind., and

the Valentine, Defiance, Ohio, is convales-

cing in a Garrett, Ind., hospital from an

operation for appendicitis.

Constance Divorced
Los Angeles, June 1.—Constance Talmadge

was granted an interlocutory decree of divorce

today from John Pialoglou, tobacco manufac-
turer, of New York, on grounds of mental

cruelty. No answer to the suit was filed by

Pialoglou.

Miss Talmadge testified that on April 5, 1921,

a few months after their marriage, Pialoglou

told her that he did not care to continued

married life and asked her to leave their East-

ern home.
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Second Annual Film Golf Tournament
Hugh Success Marks Oak Ridge

Contest—Moving Picture

Golf Club Is Formed

at Big Dinner
Bv FRITZ TIDDEN

Will H. Hays it.as among
t li e interested spectators

THE Second Semi - Annual
Moving Picture Golf Tourna-
ment, contested, argued and

alibied at the Oak Ridge Golf Club,

Tuckahoe, May 25, proved to be a
tremendous success. More so than
the previous one, which is saying a
heaping teaspoonful, as all will

realize who attended in person or by
proxie last year.

Maybe they didn't apply in the

right quarter, but those who had
prayed for good weather were not

rewarded fully. The morning was
beautiful, but after luncheon it

clouded up and rained at spasmodic
moments all over the celluloid

golfers—that is to say golfers who
are in the film business. However,
despite the sharp showers, the en-

thusiasm and ardor remained high
and the rain did in no way interfere

with the tournament or the good
time. What's a little rain, or a
deluge even, to a gen-u-wine, dyed
in the wool or some other material.

THE WINNERS
Low Net (Motion Picture News Trophy and

second leg on the Film Daily Cup) , R. A. Morrissey,

65.

Low Gross (Warner Brothers' Trophy), Tom
Moore, 87.

Low Gross Runner-Up (Moving Picture World
Trophy), John C. Flinn, 87. (Tied with Moore.)

Low Net Runner-Up (Jules Mastbaum Trophy)

,

Felix Feist, 73.

Duffer Prize, George Brown, 214.

film golf player? Not a darn thing.

Eighty-two contestants did battle,

with few casualties, and it is re-

ported that they may be rested up
by the time this appears. The
rules called for an early appearance
to tee off, and many of the players

had not been up as bright and early

since the last tournament. The first

pair went off before nine o'clock,

which is no moving picture hour, we
have been led to believe.

From then on until about six

o'clock a wide variety of golf was
the feature, except for an intermis-

sion for a delicious luncheon served
in the club house. Some of those

who were not doing so well out on
the course went around the luncheon
in par, with a few birdies to their

credit also. Notwithstanding a

number of scores that looked like

an Astor tablecloth, the golf was
unusually good and a number of
excellent cards were turned in.

However, with some of the larger

totals there were turned in a few
excellent verbal alibis that knocked
the listeners for a goal. The poor
innocent little rain in the afternoon
had to suffer for its sin of coming
down, when it only meant to make

the grass greener and the flowers
brighter.

If there was anybody there who
did not have the time of his life he
must have dug a hole and buried
himself. He most certainly was not
in evidence.

The names of the winners of the
main prizes will be found in another
part of this page. Among the

winners of special prizes were Eddie
White, L. Abrahams, Tom Evans,
Ralph Ferber, Joe Schnitzer, Court-
land Smith, Arthur S. Kane, P. F.

Alden, James Cron, Arthur Dillen-

beck, S. B. Field, Arthur Medley,
F. A. Beach, J. Ryan, F. A. Brockfll,

S. J. Rollo and J. McGovern.
John C. Flinn won the Moving

Picture World Cup. He was tied,

scoring 87, the low gross score, with
Tom i\loore. In a fine spirit of
sportsmanship Flinn stated he pre-

ferred to count himself loser with-
out the customary matching of
coins, thereby automatically making
Moore the winner of the Warner
Brothers' Trophy for low gross
score. The committee in charge of
prizes decided that Flinn should not
go unrewarded for his fine playing

su presented him with the Moving

Jim and Wen Milligan were
t h e golfing representatives

from Moving Picture World

I om Moore was one of the
out-of-touni contestants. He
took a cup away with him

Picture World Trophy, which was
to have been given for the runner
up in net scores.

Then came the dinner

!

At which there transpired what
will probably become history I

Under an impetus of great en-
thusiasm a permanent organization
of film golf players—THE MOV-
ING PICTURE GOLF CLUB—
was given a concrete start. Among
the eighty-two diners every one
signified that he intended joining.

And Earl W. Hammons, president
of Educational, pledged $2,000, and
Harry and Abe Warner offered

$1,000 to go towards the formation
of the club. Felix Feist was ap-
point chairman of the organization
committee, and you will probably
hear from him shortly concerning
your membership, providing you are
in some way connected with the
industry.

It was also decided, pending the
formation of the Film Golf Club,

The Oak Ridge Golf Club House, Tuckahoe
Nat Rothstein's stance and form
include a well-lighted cigarette
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to hold regular monthly tourna-

ments, probably alternating between

the Sound View Club at Great Neck,

L. I., and the Oak Ridge Club.

Arthur James, editor-in-chief of

Moving Picture World, was ap-

pointed a committee of one to attend

to the offers of prizes for these

tournaments. At least twenty

trophies were pledged on the spot.

Felix Feist acted as master of

ceremonies, toastmaster and con-

stantly master of repartee. Felix

outdid himself, and was the direct

cause of more humor and good na-

tured fun than most of us present

had enjoyed in some time. Perhaps

since the dinner following last year.'s

tournament at which Feist acted in

the same capacity of toastmaster.

He was so good that some of the

diners forgot to eat. Fancy that.

Following the dinner Feist took

charge of the distribution of prizes,

of which there was at least forty.

And also some comedy trophies,

which were left in closed boxes and

chosen by the winners in grab bag

fashion. After the prizes were dis-

tributed a distinct feature of the

affair took place in the screening of

1,000 feet of finely photographed

film showing practically all the

players in action and out, as the

spirit moved, and views of the

course. The Pathe Company sent

out Harry D. Hardc to handle the

cameras, and he did a fine piece of

work. When this reel had been

shown Robert E. Sherwood, moving

picture editor of Life, presented his

comedy classic two-reel film, re-

cently produced, "Through Darkest

Hollywood With Gun and Camera."

Following came a one-reel golf film

showing the players how it should

have been done.

These golf tournaments, of which

last week's was the second of

what promises to become a series,

should receive the enthusiastic sup-

port of everyone in the industry,

whether a golfer or not. They do

more than anything else we can

think of to promote good fellow-

ship among the men engaged in our

great business, and they tend to

bring into close contact men who
might not get an opportunity to

fraternize even though they are

more or less in the same line of en-

deavor. The spirit is healthy.

Will H. Hays arrived on the

scene of battle after luncheon. He
walked around the course without

playing and then left for New York,

with regrets that he could not stay

because he had to entrain for Pitts-

burgh.

on the lily cup for talking the best

game. He has to win three legs

before he gets possession.

dogs barked the loudest of any of
the combatants.

Repeating our custom of last year
in distributing special prizes, we
have a few awards to make.

The Mustache Cup, for the best

total score made at luncheon and
dinner finished in a dead heat. Four
contestants made the same number
of knife and fork strokes.

JOHN C. FLINN WON THE MOVING PICTURE
WORLD CUP

Flinn was tied with Tom Moore for low gross score

The Brimming Cup is awarded to

Dainty for wielding the wickedest
megaphone. Endurance counted in

this match.

The Tea and Coffee Cups, both,

Nat Rothstein wins the second leg were won by Earl Gulick as his

Walter Eberhard won two cups.

One for being the most diminutive
warrior and the other for replacing
the most davits.

And the special trophy, the gauze,
bottomless, sanitary drinking cup
was won by Fred Beecroft, who sat

out the best game on the side lines.

Somebody's remark last year
made such a hit that it was used six

times last Thursday. When these
gents were asked what was their

score they said they went out with
Columbus in 1492 and came back
with the Spirit of 1776.

There was a prize for everyone it

seemed. Except the non-players.

There was a number of the latter

on hand, and they said there were
promised a contest of some sort for

prizes.

Last year Felix Feist, in making
th'e award for the low net score, to

Pat Powers, said that it was the
first thing Pat had won outside of
court. This year Felix had to say
that Pat was not present because
he was in court.

We wish Will Hays could have
stayed for the dinner. There is a
matter which he should settle, as
chief arbiter of the industry. It is

the matter concerning singing. We
have always thought moving pic-

tures embraced silence.. After lis-

tening to the close harmony quartets
cutting loose at the dinner we are
convinced it ought to be. Hays
should rule that singing by picture
men is barred. It is a menace to
the industry.

Art Smith is one of the greatest,
if not the greatest, impersonators
that ever took a vow. His imper-
sonations of great men was so real-
istic as to be flabbergasting.
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News from the Producers
35 C-S'SEWELL

Fox Super-Spectacle "Nero " Receives

Unusual Praise from New York Papers
Following the premiere of the

William Fox super-special produc-

tion, "Nero," at the Lyric Theatre,

New York City, May 22, the daily

newspapers bestowed much praise

on this production. For example,

Don Allen in the Evening World
said : "At last a super - picture

worthy of its name. Even a Griffith

would have been proud had he

sponsored 'Nero.' If you have never

seen a motion picture, go and see

'Nero;' and if you are the most
blase movie fan in the world and
think you have seen everything they

can offer you—be sure to see

'Nero.' " Harriette Underbill, in the

Tribune, says :
" 'Nero' is as great a

picture as William Fox thinks it is.

It holds you spellbound."

According to reports from the

Fox organization this production

receives praise from all of the New
York dailies and it is stated that this

is the first picture to be commended
by all the papers.

This picture was supervised by an
American producer, William Fox,
and directed by an American direc-

tor, J. Gordon Edwards, at the Fox
studios in Rome, Italy. Several

times on the opening night, the audi-

ence composed largely of newspaper
men, magazine writers, educators,

clergymen, actors, novelists and men
prominent in the business world, are

said to have frequently applauded
the spectacular scenes.

Among those who viewed this pro-

duction was Will H. Hays, who
tersely said : "Tremendous—that is

the only adjective I can give."

Praised On All Sides

Following* are excerpts from the

criticisms of the daily newspapers

:

Evening Telegram : "It was a spec-

tacle such as has not been previously
seen on the silvered mirror. It

marks an abrupt but welcome turn

from the problem plots to those

which combine history with romance.
Throughout its unfolding one sees

the stupendous conceit of the last

of the Caesars which resulted in

the destruction of Rome that he
might gain therefrom an inspiration

to compose a new lyric. Then fol-

lows the turning of the lions loose

on the helpless Christians, the re-

volt of the Roman armies and mob
scenes wherein thousands of persons

were within fhe scope of the camera.
There are startling incidental scenes,

but still stirring in their nature,

such as a huge slave slaying a lion

with his bare hands and rescuing his

mistress, a Viwian princess, Violet

Mersereau, the heroine."

Don Allen, in the Evening World,
also says of "Nero :" "Staggering
in its magnificence, gripping in its

Story, wonderful in the handling of
its mobocracy, 'Nero' comes very

near standing alone—the acme of
the spectacular in motion pictures

—

it is indeed a super-film."

Evening Mail says : "It contains
some of the finest photography ex-
tant, of superb definition and sharp-
ness of detail. Some of the scenes
of the burning of Rome are mag-
nificent."

Another Super-Phatoflay
The Globe : "Another super-

photoplay is with us. 'Nero,' a Fox
picture filmed in Italy, is not a mere
spectacle—it is a powerful drama
with a theme historically accurate
in the main and the enormous be-
wildering scenes are incidental to a
rare plot. The film differs from
others in its general type in that it is

not bored too much by the spec-
tacular. What there is of it in

'Nero' is remarkably well done."
The Sun : "It is probable that the

sets used cost more than any other
film. Massive pillars, palaces and a

huge amphitheatre are among them.
Then, too, they were photographed
by an artist. Scene after scene

passes, of almost breath taking

beauty. Probably the high water
mark in both beauty and thrills was
reached in the mob scenes in and
about the ampitheatre where the

Christians were tossed to the lions.

These scenes surpass Mr. Griffith at

his best. Mr. Fox states he be-

lieves that 'Nero' is the climax of

motion picture progress. We fully

agree with him on that score. In

our opinion 'Nero' is a credit to

America's moving picture industry."

Evening Post : "William Fox
realized the possibilities of combin-
ing the best cinematographic traits

of both countries and the result is

'Nero.' No historic photodrama has
ever been so smoothly told as this

one. It is a joy to see how one
event leads on logically to the next.

No loose threads, no unwarranted
distractions take away from the

By AL CHRISTIE
Did you ever stop to think about

the proper mastication and diges-

tion of the varied offerings of the

picture shows which you attend?
Perhaps you have on occasion
suffered from picture indigestion.

It's a terrible thing. I assure you.

to return home from a picture show
and realize that something you'd
partaken of hadn't agreed with you.

No doubt the chef had the in-

gredients mixed or in the wrong
order.

I have recently been asked why
we have not departed, except in

rare instances, from our program
of making but a comparatively small

number of pictures every year, and
those all of the two-reel variety, or
really less than two reels, for we
have a limit of about 1,800 feet in

which our plots must be told.

The reason is the same as that

which actuates the management of
big hotels in having one under-chef
specialize in roasts, one in salads,

one in desserts and others in various
and sundry articles of food and
delicacies for the jaded palate.

The viewpoint of picture patrons
is often enlightening to the poor
downtrodden picture producer. I

recently saw a letter written to the
editor of a magazine by an overfed
and disgruntled picture spectator.

The writer asked why pictures were
so long and complained that shows

seemed often to drag, later realizing

that the picture witnessed had been
nine reels. The writer—a woman

—

stated that in the time one now sees

"a picture," one used to see a good
feature play, a comedy, news reels,

perhaps a Topics of the Day, hear
some good music and still have time
to get home and get the children to

bed at a reasonable hour.
"Give us variety," the letter-

writer asks. "Anything good may
be spoiled by having too much."

I think this correspondent voiced
a genuine objection—which must be
in the minds of thousands of people
who visit picture shows regularly.

In many cases—not all by any
means—the stories that producers
used to tell in five reels now con-
sume seven or eight, entertaining the

patron, it is true, but leaving him
too fagged out and too full of the

entree course, properly to enjoy the

salads and the dessert.

Personally I shall continue to

offer the salad and dessert of the
picture bill of fare and I'm so busy
thinking up new ways to make salad
in two reels that I don't care to get
into competition with the other
culinary specialists. Of course I

maintain—with a certain amount of
egotism — that the diner can't

properly enjoy the other man's roast
beef without my salad, but then
that's only a matter of personal
opinion.

main motif of the story. The stag-
ing is a work of art."

Has Lavish Scenes

Evening Journal : "The outstand-
ing feature of the photoplay is its

lavish thrills. Thrills pile up as
'Nero' draws to a finish. It can't

help but give a movie fan a ner-
vously enjoyable evening."
Morning Telegraph : "Williain

Fox has attained the superlative in

spectacles. No finer interpretation

of the licentious unscrupulous tyrant
can be imagined. No effort or ex-
pense was spared in the selection of
suitable exteriors.

Herald : "The scenes seem to be
convulsed. When Rome catches fire

one is surprised that the film doesn't
flame into spontaneous combustion.
Here J. Gordon Edwards, who has
shown his skill before in handling
massive settings and frantic multi-
tudes, achieves new heights."

Digesting Picture Shows
Is Sometimes a Tough Job

These Days of Long Films

New Comics Begun
The Mack Sennett short comedy

units, whose product is released

through First National, began film-

ing two new laugh-makers this

week, Ben Turpin and Phyllis

Haver in "The Frozen Trail" and
Billy Bevan and Mildred June in

"Oh! Daddy."

In "East Is West"
Edward Burns, well - known

juvenile lead, has been signed to

play opposite Constance Talmad|[e
in the picturization of "Elast _

is

West," a First National attraction

being produced on the coast.

First National

Making New Film
Katherine MacDonald, who re-

cently was acclaimed by the New
\ork Daily News and the Chicago
Tribune as the most beautiful

woman in Hollywood, has be^un
work on her next production,

"White Shoulders," which will be
released in the fall as a First

National attraction. The story of
"White Shoulders" is by George
Kibbe Turner.

J. Young Lectures
James Young, who directed "The

Masquerader" and who is now en-

gaged in the same capacity on
"Omar, the Tentmaker," both of

which will be released as First

National attractions with Guy Bates

Post as the star, recently delivered

a series of lectures at the Univer-
sity of California on "Hamlet."
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Goldwyn Officials Promise Twenty
Super-Pictures for Coming Season

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
will make twenty big productions
during the season of 1922, This is

an official announcement from the

home office of the company. It is

also stated that there will be no
so-called program pictures. Every
one of the twenty photoplays bear-

ing the name of Goldwyn will be a

genuine super-feature. A few strong
productions will not be expected to

carry weaker ones, for any picture

that is not good enough to stand

entirely on its own merits as a
powerful box-office attraction will

be excluded.

The first of the new season's out-

put will be shown to exhibitors

within a few weeks. Advance prints

of a number of the great pictures

made for the coming season are

already in the Goldwyn exchanges
and more will follow. The subjects

on hand, the great stories now in

preparation, and the wealth of

material owned by Goldwyn for

future use, assure the carrying

through of the policy of big pictures

exclusively.

The two factors on which
Goldwyn is relying, are stories of

genuine power and directors with

the ability to transfer them to the

screen at their fullest value.

Announcement soon will be made
of the first of Marshall Neilan's

productions for Goldwyn. Con-
tracts have just been closed for the

motion picture rights to one of the

most popular plays that has come
to Broadway within the past decade.

Mr. Neilan selected this particular

play as ideal screen material.

Maurice Tourneur is superbly

qualified to unfold the spiritual and
dramatic values of Hall Caine's

greatest novel and play, "The
Christian," on which he is now
working in England. In the

Chicago Daily News $10,000 prize

winner, "Broken Chains." Allen

Holubar has a wonderful drama.
Another story of great heart

appeal is Anzia Yezierska's portrayal

of life in the Ghetto, directed by E.

Mason Hopper. Rupert Hughes
will be represented by two big pro-

ductions in the first ten pictures

ready for distribution, "Remem-
brance" and "The Bitterness of

Sweets." R. A. Walsh is producing

for his initial Goldwyn release a

story of strong dramatic quality,

"Captain Blackbird," by Carey

Wilson.
"The Sin Flood," an adaptation

of Henning Berger's "Syndaflodcn
;"

"A Blind Bargain," from the story

by Barry Pain, and "Brothers

Under Their Skins," by Peter B.

Kyne, are among the other pictures

assured for early release.

Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. ; the
manager of the Stockholm Theatre,
Minneapolis; S. S. Crouse, of the
Ideal Theatre, Bloomer, Wis. ; the
manager of the lone Theatre, in

Minneapolis; P. V. Hoerr, manager

of the Grand Theatre, Mankato,
Minn. ; the manager of the Liberty,

Minneapolis ; the proprietors of the
Penn Theatre, Minneapolis, and O.
A. Lee, of the Oak Park Theatre,
Minneapolis.

"The Forbidden City" as one of his

earliest screen works, enters into

the matter through the coincidence

that he also directed "Smilin'
Through," the newest issue of
Norma Talmadge's current picture

series. These items are considered
of importance to showmen who play

the Selznick issues as they have a
direct bearing on the publicity

angles of the several features.

Selznick Revivals Show Film
Stars Before They Gained Fame
Close to the end of the series of

revivals Lewis J. Selznick is dis-

tributing through Select, comes
"The Forbidden City" in which
Norma Talmadge is the star. This
revival follows the Constance Tal-
madge picture, "Experimental Mar-
riage" in which Harrison Ford is

leading man. Apart from their gen-
uine interest as photoplays, Selz-
nick says, these revivals are recall-

ing the "start" of film-players now
in the heighth of their farrie.

Thomas Meighan, for instance, is

Norma Talmadge's leading man in

"The Forbidden City." This is the

first release of the Selznick revivals
in which Eugene O'Brien has not
been Norma's leading man.

Sidney A. Franklin, who directed

Change Title
The title of the Renco Film Com-

pany's forthcoming production, "A
Spinner in the Sun," for release by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
has been changed to "The Veiled
Woman." The release date is July
2. The author is the late Myrtle
Reed.

'

'Oliver Twist'' Makes a Fine
Impression at Initial Showing

"Oliver Twist," starring Jackie Among
Coogan, was thrown on the screen Lesser,

for the first time recently. A se-
lected audience witnessed the initial

showing of this Dickens masterpiece.

Plans to Make Mermaid Comics
One of Biggest Organizations

Before leaving New York for

Los Angeles recently. Jack White,
head of the organization producing
Mermaid Comedies for Educational,
revealed through the home office of

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

some of his preliminary plans for

work on the twelve Mermaid
Comedies which his company is to

make in the coming year. When
these plans are completed and Mr.
White's organization is ready to

begin production work, it will be one
of the biggest organizations of its

kind ever built up in the industry,

it is stated.

New faces will be seen in some of
the Mermaids. But they will be
faces well-known to motion picture

comedy lovers.

There will be three or four units

in the Jack White Company, but
every one of the pictures of the

series will be under the detailed

supervision of Mr. White himself.

those present were Sol

Adolph Ramish, Jack
Coogan, Senior and Frank Lloyd,
director of the production ; Arthur
Bernstein, production manager for

the Coogan Company, and Mike
Rosenberg, of WeMern Pictures

Exploitation Company, Hollywood.
That "Oliver Twist" will have a

tremendous box-office value is the

prediction of all who witnessed this

initial showing. Without titles the

feature runs eight reels.

According to Mr. Lesser and Mr.
Ramish, the Dickens story should

Production work will be carried on
at the United studios, where most
of the 1921-1922 pictures were made.

A large additional space has been

taken over at these studios for the go down in history as one of screen-

Mermaid Comedies and Hamilton land's greatest offerings. Walter

Comedies. E. H. Allen will be gen- Anthony has been engaged to create

eral manager of the Jack White the titles. "Oliver Twist" will bemanager
organization. released in the fall.

Leading Exhibitor Advertisers

Fully Approve of *'The Idea
"The Idea," the book of adver-

tising aids for exhibitors prepared

by Howard E. Jameyson and pub-

lished by the Keystone Press of

Kansas City, has met with the ap-

proval of leading exhibitor adver-

tisers of various parts of the

country. It is just now being

offered to the trade at large by the

Exhibitors Laud
H. Lloyd Comedies
Hal Roach, producer of the

Harold Lloyd Comedies, is said to

be gaining a constantly increasing

prestige among exhibitors on ac-

count of the high-class of his pro-

ductions. Praiseful letters from ex-

hibitors are constantly coming to

the Roach headquarters, it is stated.

Among the many prominent ex-

hibitors who have recently written

in are the manager of the Liberty

''Silver Wings" Makes a Hit
New York newspaper critics were generous in their

published appreciation of "Silver Wings," the first of

the many super-special productions scheduled by
Fox Film Corporation for 1922-23 to be shown on
Broadway. "Silver Wings," which features the

famous Mary Carr and represents a master achieve-

ment in motion picture output, opened at the Apollo

Theatre on May 17.

The world premiere was attended by an exclusive

audience composed mainly of newspaper critics,

magazine editors, well-known clergymen, educators

and a large group of prominent actors and authors,

whose hearty applause at the close of the showing
resulted in bringing Mrs. Carr before the assemblage
for a short address.

The reviews published in the New York daily press

were uniformly enthusiastic.

Keystone Press. It will be found to

be a prolific source not only of ad-

vertising ideas, but to contain

snappy, chatty and convincing copy
that is readily adaptable for use in

advertising most any kind of picture

or program.
The material contained in "The

Idea" sparkles with humor and is

"human." It does away with the

use of such worn-out superlatives as

"greatest," "best," "marvelous," etc.

"The Idea," as Stanley Chambers,
Wichita, Kan., exhibitor, and one
of the best advertisers in the busi-

ness says, ought to be grabbed up
by every exhibitor, big or small.

Vignola Film to

Be Finished Soon
Robert G. Vignola's ten-reel pro-

duction of "When Knighthood Was
in Flower," for Cosmopolitan, will,

according to present plans be com-
pleted in early June. While the

taking of scenes will be completed
by then, the cutting and titling will

take several weeks longer, after

which Mr. Vignola plans to go on a
long vacation and not do another

production until fall.

In "When Knighthood Was in

Flower," Mr. Vignola believes he
has achieved the master work of his

career as a director of screen pro-
ductions.
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Showmen Congratulate Paramount
on Its Production Announcement

Paramount's big announcement in ment thought impossble before."

the trade press of its complete pro- Nathan Robbins, president, Rob-
gram of forty-one features for the bins Amusement Co., Utica, N. Y.

:

first six months of next season with "This is one of the greatest moves
release schedule and complete in- that any film company has ever

formation concerning every one of made. It is honest, frank and
the productions, has been received straight from the shoulder, giving

with enthusiastic approval by lead- in detail the cast, story and every-

ing exhibitors throughout the coun- thiiig pertaining to the picture,

try, according to an announcement which allows every exhibitor an

made this week by the company. equal chance of knowing what he is

From all sections, from big ex- buying. This knowledge also helps

hibitors and small ones alike, letters to put the exhibitor in a receptive

have been received congratulating mood when the salesman comes to

the company upon its line-up and the srll these pictures."

1922-1923 supply, thus enabling
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
to present to its customers an epi-

tomized review of all their releases

for a specified period is a decided
step in advance of past practices. It

will tend to obviate the haphazard p;;;;nied-ir Appealed 'to''me"'an o"d^

gets these forty-one pictures, or
even a fair portion of them, ought
to make money. I hope your com-
pany makes as much, for you cer-

tainly deserve it."

Ben L. Morris, Spragg Amuse-
ment Co., Bellaire, O. : "I was very
much interested in your announce-
ments of the new output of your
company, which appeared in the
trade journals for the past week. I

was struck with the most attractive
manner in which each picture was

comprehensive way it has been

placed before them. One of the

first heard from was Fred N. Tynes,
of the Columbia and Lyric Thea-
tres, Portsmouth, Ohio, who wrote
as follows : "It is without any doubt
the most interesting and compre-
hensive piece of publicity in this line

that I have ever seen, and should

prove a source of great aid and gen-

uine benefit to all exhibitors. . . .

The titles of the forty-one pictures

covered are most appealing and such
titles as these are wonderful assets

to any production and go a long

way in attracting the public."

Harold B. Franklin, Shea Amuse-
ment Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,

wrote : "The method used by Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation in

Walter Hays, vice-president,

Mitchel H. Mark Realty Corpora-
tion, New York City: "The comple-
tion in advance of one-half of vour

and unscientific method of future
bookings under which handicap the

exhibitor has heretofore conducted
his business."

.\aron J. Jones, president, Jones
Linick & Schaefer, Chicago, 111.

:

"I want to be among the first ex-
hibitors to congratulate you and
your company on your line-up. \\.

present, business is bad in all the-

atres and everyone is looking for

better times in the fall. Whoever

R-C Studios in Los Angeles

time exhibitor who believes that most
of 'that kind of stuff is pure bunk.
I have been thinking what a won-
derful one-sheet for your stuff any
one of those page ads would make.
They tell what the picture is, who
is in it, who made it and who di-

rected it, and by the way that is the
order of importance of the four ele-

ments of advertising that appeals to

the public. Look over your ads
for 'The Bonded Woman,' 'Top of
New York,' 'Her Gilded Cage,'
'Blood and Sand,' 'Nice People,'
etc., they tell your public just what
it wants to know about the picture.

Are Humming with Activity

policy recently inaugurated by P. A
Powers, new managing director of

R^C Pictures. Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven have started on
the third of their two-reel domestic
comedy series, which has been

announcing their forty-one pictures temporarily titled "Their First Va-
for next season is the most com- cation." Mai St. Clair is directing,

plete manner of announcing a pro- Robert Thornby has started work
gram that has come to my notice on his first R-C picture, "Wreck-
in my many years of experience in age." This all-star feature will

Production at the R-C Studios company, which is making, under
in Los .\ngeles continues at a fast the direction of William A. Seiter,

pace under the new co-operative a new comedy drama titled. "Up and
' ' " ' -At 'Em." This will succeed "The

Understudy" on the R-C releasing
program. "The Understudy" will

be issued in the latter part of June.

leave that for threes and sixes."

Picture Finished

motion pictures. It cannot help but

inspire confidence in an organiza-

tion that has the wonderful facili-

ties that make it able to actually plan

and complete forty-one productions

of such high exceptional merit. To
be able at one sitting to contract for

forty-one pictures is an accomplish-

have a cast which will include Noah
and Wallace Beery, Arline Pretty,

Virginia Fair. Jack Hull and Jack
Carlyslc. The Robert Thornby
unit will produce a series of six

specials for R-C release.

The third producing unit at work
at the R-C lot is the Doris Mav

FOR SALE
The Empire Circuit

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Offers or bids are invited for the purchase
of certain promissory notes, shares of

stock and other securities which together
are believed to constitute a controlling in-

terest in the so-called "Empire Circuit,"

A common and popular name referring to

the following motion picture theatres and
the various corporations owning or con-
trolling them.
Sealed proposals addressed to Cosmopoli-
tan Trust Company, care of Henry O.
Cushman. Liquidating Agent, and en-
dorsed "Proposals for Empire Circuit."
will be received by John F. Cronin, Clerk
of the Supreme Judicial Court. Court
House. Boston, Mass., at any time prior
to 10 A. M. of the 21st day of June, 1922,

and at that place and time, and not before,
will be opened and read.
The right is reserved to reject any or all

proposals or to accept the proposal or
proposals deemed best for the Cosmo-
[)oIitan Trust Company in liquidation.

The sale is by law subject to the approval
of the Supreme Judicial Court of Mass-
achusetts.
A pamphlet entitled "Notice and Terms of

Sale and Form of Proposal" will be fur-
nished on request.

HENRY O. CUSHMAN,
Liquidating Agetit,

COSMOPOLITAN TRUST CO.

16
MOVING

PICTURE

THEATRES
NEWPORT, R.I.

Bijou
Opera House
Colonial
Strand

LOWELL, MASS.
Rialto

WALTHAM, MASS.
Central S*|nare

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.
Strand
Premier

AMESBURY, MASS.
Strand
Town Hall

PORTLAND, ME.
Strand

FALL RIVER, MASS.
Nickelodeon
Rialto
Bijou
Academy of Music
Empire

In Liquidation

138 CONGRESS STREET BOSTON, MASS.

Goes in Business

On Own Account
According to an announcement

made recently, Herbert L. Steiner,

former production manager for

Lewis J. Selznick, has gone into

production on his own account and
plans to produce a series of five-

Advices from the coast state that reel comedies and comedy dramas
Allen Holubar has completed the featuring Arthur Housman. The
editing and cutting of "Hurricane's series will be released by the Clark-
Gal," a First National attraction Cornelius Corporation. The first of
with Dorothy Phillips in the stellar the series will be "The Snitching
role. Hour," directed by Alan Crosland.

"Reported Missing'* Is Back to

Times Square, Where it Started
On April 23 Lewis J. Selznick in-

troduced his special feature, Owen
Moore in "Reported Missing," to the

public at the Criterion Theatre and
about a month later Marcus Loew
brought the comedy-drama back to

Times Square for four days at his

State Theatre, the Loew engage-
ment ending Sunday, May 28.

Shown publicly for the first time

at the Criterion, "Reported Miss-
ing" has been exhibited in prac-

tically every big city in the country

since April 23, and in large centers

where it has not been screened, play-

ing dates have been assigned. The

feature will now go the rounds of
the Loew theatres in Greater New
York, following its engagement at

the State.

Governor Allen of Kansas has
written Selznick as follows : "While
visiting Kansas City, was extended
the courtesy of being a guest at a
private screening of 'Reported Miss-
ing.' Allow me to congratulate
your company for giving the public

such wonderful entertainment, as I

thoroughly enjoyed every minute of
this picture. Give us some more
clean, enjoyable pictures of this

type."

Pathe Adds a Playlet to Its

June 11 Schedule of Releases
Announceincnt comes from Pathc

Exchange, Inc., that the short sub-

jects features and the one serial

episode scheduled for release the

week of June 11 will be fortified by

the Pathe Playlet, "Carolyn of the

Corners," starring Bessie Love.

"The Edge of the Roof" is the

title of the tenth episode of the new
Pathe serial, "Go-Get-'Em Hutch,"

produced by George B. Seitz,

starring Charles Hutchison. "Strictly

Modern" is the forthcoming Hal
Roach comedy, featuring "Snub"

Pollard. "The Maid and the Mil-

lionaire" is the current animated
cartoon of the series of "Aesop's
Film Fables," produced by Fables
Pictures, Inc., and created for the

screen by Cartoonist Paul Terry.
"Billy Blazes, Esq.," is the title

of the latest re-issued one-reel

comedy, starring Harold Lloyd.

Pathe Review No. 159 presents a

scries of interesting and entertain-

ing subjects. Pathe News, Nos. 48
and 49, presents the up-to-the-

minute current events of the world.
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First National in Foreign Fields;

Officials Plan Exchange in Mexico
Quietly but steadily, First

National attractions have been pene-

trating the foreign field during the

last six months, under the impetus

of an intensive and centrally directed

sales campaign, until, with a few
exceptions, every country in Europe
and the Orient counts them among
their regular screen entertainment.

In Great Britain, where Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Ltd.,

was launched early in the year with

the object of booking First National
attractions direct to the British ex-

hibitor, these attractions have taken

a place in their industry which they

are strengthening and enlarging.

Weekly trade shows are the order

of the day for First Nationals in

London now. Since March 17, the

following pictures have been trade-

shown to the British exhibitors and
are now being booked

:

"The Song of Life" (Mayer-
Stahl), "Lessons in Love" (Con-
stance Talmadge), "Serenade" (R.

A. Walsh), "Love's Redemption"
(Norma Talmadge), "The Oath"
(R. A. Walsh), "Wedding Bells"

(Constance Talmadge), "Bob
Hampton of Placer" (Neilan),

"The Infidel" (Katherine Mac-
Donald), "Bits of Life" (Neilan),
"Woman's Place" (Constance Tal-
madge).

June trade shows will be "The
Masquerader" (Tully-Post), June 2;
"The Beautiful Liar" (Katherine
MacDonald), June 9; "Tol'able

David" (Richard Barthelmess), and
"Penrod" (Neilan), June 16;

"Kindred of the Dust" (R. A.
Walsh), June 23, and "Mamma's
Affair" (Constance Talmadge) and
"My Lady Friends" (Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven), June 30.

Many of these attractions, it will

be seen by an examination of the

foregoing list, are being shown to

the British film world almost as soon
as they are released in the United
States, thus overcoming the com-
plaint often made by English thea-

tre men that they do not get

American attractions until months
and sometimes more than a year or

two after their appearance in

American theatres. While the

"block booking" system, which has
been the bane of the English renter,

makes it impossible to achieve this

completely or all at once, substantial

steps have been taken by Associated

First National Pictures, Ltd., to

offset this booking "moratorium" in-

sofar as they are able to do so, and
they feel that it will be possible to

overcome it more and more under
their present mode of operation.

In Germany, First National at-

tractions are making substantial

headway and reports from the

Central European market are that

prospects are extremely bright' and
that the outlook for an excellent

season next year is distinctly en-

couraging. "The Kid," Charlie

Chaplin's six-reel smash, has been
sold to Germany for what is claimed
to be an exceptional figure, and the

booking of other First National at-

Johnnie Walker Signs Contract

with R-C to Star in Pictures
Johnny Walker, known to thou-

sands since his work in "Over the

Hill," is the latest star to be added
to the rapidly-growing R-C produc-
tion forces. According to a con-

tract signed May 29, Mr. Walker
will produce a series of six features

at the R-C studios in Los Angeles.
The new R-C star is leaving New
York for the West Coast within

the next few days and production

will be started within a short time.

Mr. Walker's director will be an-

nounced in a short time. The stories

for the new series will be selected

jointly by the R-C scenario staff and
Mr. Walker himself. It is the in-

tention of R-C to provide Mr.
Walker with the best stories obtain-

able, it is stated. Before his success

in "Over the Hill," Mr. Walker
was a director of note.

Celebrates Its First Birthday

tractions is proceeding on an equally

satisfactory basis.

One of the most recent deals

closed was for the territories of
Belgium, Holland and Switzerland,
as well as with the Luporini
Brothers of Milan and Torino for

Italy. First National attractions

have also been substantially placed
for South America, South Africa,

Japan, Australia, China, India, the

Straits Settlements and other
Oriental regions.

Another important project that is

being carefully considered is the

opening of an Associated First

National Exchange in Mexico,
which will be linked with the

United States Exchange system as

an integral part of it. An ex-
perienced Hispano - American film

man is investigating conditions
south of the Rio Grande at the

present writing and will present a
comprehensive report on the advisa-
bility of opening an exchange in the
Mexican capital at the present time.

Such an action would be unique in

American film history, for it would
be the first time an American dis-

tributing company has operated an
exchange outside the United States
—with the single exception of
Canada—as a unit of its American
exchange system.

"Aesop's Film Fables," Pathe's

weekly animated cartoon translation

of the ancient renowned tales, now
celebrates its first birthday. With
the release of "The Maid and the
Millionaire" on June 11, the popular
series produced by Fables Pictures,

Inc., and created by Cartoonist Paul
Terry, completes fifty-two weeks of
screen success.

Beginning with the release of
"The Goose That Laid the Golden
Egg," on June 19, 1921, the popu-
larity of "Aesop's Film Fables" has

never been in doubt, it is stated, and
enjoys the regular attendance ap-

peal of the serial for the exhibitor.

That exhibitors are taking advan-
tage of this fact is evidenced by
letters from prominent rhowmen
themselves. Among many who have
written letters of commendation are
R. Navary, of the Liberty Theatre,
Verona, Pa. ; the manager of the

Union Station Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., and L. R. Creason, manager
of the Palace Theatre in Eufaula,
Oklahoma.

Betty Compson and W. Reid Star
in Films for July 4 Release

Arrives on Coast

to Aid de Mille
Clara Beranger, special scenarist

for William de Mille, has just ar-

rived at the Coast studio of Para-
mount from New York for a brief

but busy period of work in collab-

oration with the producer.
Mrs. Beranger will aid Mr. de

Mille in the editing of "Nice Peo-
ple," their most recent screen play
which has just been completed.
"Clarence," the Booth Tarkington
play which Mr. de Mille will pro-
duce next, is already scenarized and
requires only the producer's final ap-
proval. Production work on this is

scheduled to start within two weeks.

"Over the Border," a Penrhyn
Stanlaws production, featuring Betty
Compson and Tom Moore, and
Wallace Reid in another Byron
Morgan automobile story, "Across
the Continent," are the productions
announced by Paramount for release

June 4.

Betty Compson has, it is said, one
of the strongest emotional roles of
her career in "Over the Border," a
story of rum-running in the
Canadian northwest. "Over the

Border" is an adaptation by Albert
Shelby LeVino of the short story,

"She of the Triple Chevron," by Sir

Gilbert Parker.
Speed, pep, thrills and plenty of

action, it is stated, constitute the

new Wallace Reid picture, "Across
the Continent." Byron Morgan
wrote both the original story and the
scenario especially for Mr. Reid.

Kenma Ready for Shooting of
Its New Madge Kennedy Series

Actual filming has been com-

menced on the first of the new
series of six Madge Kennedy

special productions in which this

stage and screen favorite is being
starred by the new Kenma Cor-
poration.

While the cast has not as yet been
completed, the players selected so
far indicate that the all-star cast

promised for the first of the new
Madge Kennedy pictures will be an
actuality. The leading male part

will be portrayed by Monte Blpc.

Vincent Coleman, former leading
man for Norma Talmadge, plays
the leading juvenile role. A prom-
inent character part falls to Dore
Davidson, and Emily Fitzroy plays
another important character in the
story.

Kenma is continuing to cast the
picture at the Tilford studios, New
York City, and the picture will be
on in earnest by next Monday.
Some of the filming this week has
been experimental, night tests being
made of scenes on an unusual lake

situated on the Oyster Bay estate.

Paramount Wins
All Honors in

Brazil Contest
Paramount won in every classifi-

cation of a contest conducted by
Paratodos, a Brazilian picture mag-
azine, reports E. E. Shauer, Famous
Players' foreign department direc-
tor. The vote to determine the most
popular producer was 1,799 to 475
for the runner-up.
Gloria Swanson is the most popu-

lar woman star, and Thomas
Meighan most popular among the
males, with Wallace Reid secniul
and W. S. Hart fourth. Cecil B.
DeMille's "Male and Female" won
as the best picture of the year by a
vote of more than two to one.
Twelve of the twenty-two leading
pictures were Paramounts,

More Christies

for Educational
Directors William Beaudinc and

Scott Sidney at the Christie studio

are working on the first two pic-

tures under Christie's new contract
with Educational Film Exchanges,
calling for twenty Christie Come-
dies during the next year.

Beaudine has started a comedy
which will feature Bobby Vernon
ill a college and prize fight story
called "Pardon My Glove." Scott
Sidney, having completed casting for

"The Son of a Sheik," is starting

work on this travesty, with Neal
Burns and Viora Daniel playing the

leading roles.

Educators Asked
to Co-operate

Exhibitors all over the country,

Kineto says, have been giving suc-

cessful matinees with "The Four
Seasons" by enlisting the co-opera-

tion of educators in their communi-
ties.

"The Four Seasons" is one of the

llrban Poi)ular Classics, produced
by Raymond L. Ditmars for the

Kineto Company of America and is

being released by the W. W. Ho4-
kinson Corporation.
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Keeping in Personal Touch
% FRITZ TIDDEN

ALL the thrills in the Motion
Picture Baseball League are
not confined to the game

itself. This was forceably brought
home at the weekly meeting of the
league Monday night when Metro
exploded a bomb in the shape of a
protested game. Up to that time
Goldwyn had been basking in the
limelight, secure in the thoughts of
sharing the top berth in the league
with Paramount and First National,
when along came Metro, like an un-
welcome alarm-clock on Sunday
morning and woke them up by pro-
testing their game played Saturday,
claiming certain players used by
Goldwyn were ineligible according
to the constitution of the league,
which requires all players participat-
ing to be registered. The protest
was voted upon by the representa-
tives of the different clubs and the
game declared forfeited to Metro,
9 to 0.

The game itself was a weird
aflFair according to reports, cold
weather being responsible for the
ineflfectiveness of the pitchers of
both teams. The battery for Metro,
Jones and Loew; for Goldwyn,
Porack and Lang.

Vitagraph put up a stubborn game
against First National but was de-
feated 9 to 5. Welton, Vitagraph's
first moundsman, was driven from
the box in the fourth by a fusillade
of solid hits started by Captain Mc-
Grath, of the Franchisers, ably
supported by Loges and Wallace.
Snyder, who replaced him, was
treated almost as badly as the hard
hitting Nationals had no respect for
fast ball or curve. Best, the First
National ace, held Vitagraph to
seven scattered hits and struck out
14 men. There was a chance for
the Board of Censors in this game
as Naylor in an effort to get hack
to third caught his spikes in Rock-
well's pants nearly resulting in a
"September Morn" scene not down
in the scenario.

Paramount came very near
shutting out Universal without a
run, but the latter managed to put
one over in their half of the sixth.
Universal got five hits from Farrell,
but he kept them well scattered.
The final score was Paramount 14,
Universal 1.

Kraft, the star pitcher for Hod-
kinson, pitched a no-hit game against
Pathe but walked three men which
resulted in one run. Kraft, not sat-
isfied with a no-hit game, lead his
team in batting and they piled up 14
runs against Pathe's 1.

Batteries: For Hodkinson, Kraft
and Kelly; Pathe, Fshmann and
Higgins.

Standing of the Clubs
Won Lost Pet.

First National .... 3 1 .750
Paramount 3 1 .750
Goldwyn 2 2 .500
Vitagraph 2 2 .500
Hodkinson 2 2 .500
Metro 2 2 .500
Universal 1 3 ^50
Pat'>e I 3

Confirming a report published in

this chatty department some months
ago, the engagement of Marilynn
Miller to Jack Pickford has been
officially announced. They will be
married within a short time. This
is the second marriage for both Miss
Miller and Pickford ; the former is

the widow of Frank Carter, a popu-
lar young actor, and Pickford was
the husband of the late Olive
Thomas.

* * *

The Hotel Plaza will be the scene
of the dinner tendered to Senator
James J. Walker by the T. O. C. C.
on June 19.

* * *

Emmett J. Flynn is in town.
* * *

Montague Glass will title

"Hungry Hearts" for Goldwyn.
4^ * *

Myron Selznick is on his way
East from the coast. He is coming
to confer with his father concern-
ing production plans for next season.

* * *

The Hodkinson home office staff

will give a moonlight sail June 9 on
the steamer Comet. The party will

number about one hundred.
* * *

Eugene O'Brien admits that love
may be blind but declares that in

the valuation of a diamond engage-
ment ring love is not stone blind.

* * *

Adolph Zukor was host Saturday,
May 27, to heads of departments in
the Famous-Lasky home office at a
golf tournament at his country
home. Mountain View Farm, Rock-
land county. New York.

In the morning qualifying round
of eighteen holes Oscar Morgan
turned in the lowest card. Second
place went to Zukor, and A. M.
Botsford was third. In the after-
nof)n round of eighteen holes Jerome

Beatty won first prize and second
and third prizes went to F. V.
Chamberlin and O. R. Geyer. John
C. Flinn, with a score of 170. had
low gross on the 36 holes, with
Oscar Morgan as runner up, with a

score of 173. Vincent Trotta was
awarded the duffer's prize.

First prizes were silver cups,
second prizes were silver cigarette
cases and the third prizes were silver

match cases.

The following qualified for the
final to be played at a later date

:

S. R. Kent, John C. Flinn, Oscar
Morgan, Eugene J. Zukor, F. V.
Chamberlin, A. M. Bostford, E. E.
Shauer and Adolph Zukor.

* * *

Homer Scott, cameraman for
Mabel Normand in the making of
the Mack Sennett feature produc-
tion, "Suzanna," is recovering from
a bruised head, skinned nose and
wrenched shoulder suffered in a fall

when his horse stepped into a gopher
hole while on location with the
company.

*

Al Christie has sent his brother
and his studio associates his first

bulletin from London, immediately
on reaching the other side last week.
He says London is a fine town, and
in his judgment a place with a
future.

Among other observations he says
it reminds him of his birthplace,
London, Ontario. He thinks the
Londoners copied a lot of things
from the Canadian town.

Christie was also surprised to hear
such a great number of people
speaking English.
"There are almost as many Eng-

lish actors," he adds, "at the Savoy
Hotel here as there are at the Hotel
I follywood."
His first night in London he saw

a preview of Harold Lloyd's "Sailor

M ARY O N AYE
Mis} . iyc is the attractive star of Cactus Features, which are released

by Western Pictures Exploitation Company

Made Man," which is knocking the

English for a row of brown bowlers.

* • *

Charlie Hastings, well-known to

the trade, has joinetl the staff of
Merritt Crawford, managing direc-

tor of Screen Bulletin Service.

* * *

Abe Stern, vice president of Cen-
tury Film Corporation, is traveling
through Germany studying film con-
ditions there. From Frankfort,
where he is staying at present, hf
will go to Carlsbad to take the
baths.

* * *

Hugh Hoffman has been given a

company of his own at Universal
City. Another ambition realized.

Ninety-nine out of every hundred
in the production end of the busi-
ness want to be directors. One out
of every thousand realize this ambi-
tion. Hoffman has only been trying
for twelve years so there is still

hope for others.

Starting as a trade newspaper
man, with Moving Picture World.
Hoffman rapidly became well ac-
quainted with everyone who "be-
longed," producers, actors, directors.

He studied, as assistant editor of
the World, their work at first hand.
To get closer still he often played
extra parts

_
for directors he knew

well like King Baggot and Harry
Myers, who were the directing for

Universal at Coytesville. Going
then through various publicity jobs
he went info the scenario writing
end of the game, and was very suc-
cessful at writing original scripts

and continuities.

With such an all round training
he was regarded as an ideal man for

the job of film inspector, one of
Laemmle's pet plans for improving
productions at Universal City. Of
course, Hoffman, who is one of the
most sociable of men, knew that he
would have to ignore all friend.ships

and forego everything that would
tend to bias his judgment. The best
evidence that he had succeeded is

that he was given a company by
Laemmle on Thalberg's recommeri-
dation.

When Hoffman turned in a .script

to the scenario department for a

two-reel Western picture, he in-

cluded several suggestions, which
were radical, to say the least. Thal-
berg thought it an excellent oppor-
tunity to try out his directoral

talents. So Hugh Hoffman was
given Art Acord and the script and
a cameraman and told to shoot. If

it comes out all right, there's a big

future ahead of him. If it docsti't.

well, he was a good critic and film

inspector.
* * *

Jerry Beatty has gone to the coast
to remain permanently. He will act

as special representative of the sales

department at the Paramount studio.

* * *

"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow"
looked only so far ahead as to see
today yesterday.
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NOTED TRAVELER RE-
TURNS TO COAST
Jerry Bealty has gone to Cali-

fornia to remain permanently,
thereby ceasing to be a noted
traveler for the time being

For the first time a French maga-
zine has sent a representative to

Hollywood for the special purpose
of writing news stories and features

on the film industry as it obtains in

the greatest picture-making center

in the world.
Credit for this "pioneering" be-

longs to the Cinemagazine of Paris,

and, the man they chose for the im-
portant assignment is M. Robert
Florey, one of the best-known
writers of France. Soon after ar-

riving in Southern California, he
met Douglas Fairbanks, with whom
he had become well acquainted

abroad, and, as the entire time of
the journalist was not required for

his magazine work, he accepted an
offer to do some special writing for

the foreign department of the Pick-

ford-Fairbanks publicity staff. Later
Florey will write elaborate bio-

graphies of both Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks for a French
publishing concern, which plans on
issuing these works in de luxe

bound-book form.
* *

John L. Day, South American
representative of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, will sail

for Rio de Janeiro on the American
Legion on June 10, on his annual
trip to Brazil. He will spend sev-

eral months at the Paramount offices

in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,
arranging for increased distribution

for Paramount Pictures during the

coming year, under plans worked
out with E. E. Shauer, director of
the foreign department.

*

Graf Productions, Inc., has moved
into its new offices in the California
Commercial Union Building, San
Francisco.

* *

IVe will not mention the film but

the follozmng subtitle was flashed
on a screen recently

:

"He proceeded to dissolutionizc

her."

Evidently he must have given her
an awful melting look tn dissolve
her.

* *

When Fred Palmer, scenarist, left

Keystone a few years ago to estab-
lish a scenario school, little did ho
dream that less than half a decade

later his one-man organization

would have sold more than $60,000

worth of scenarios for its students;

have turned down close to 50,000

applicants, and employ over 200

—

and recently he announced at the

annual dinner that within 60 days
the corporation would move into its

own new building, a three-story

structure, out in Hollywood. Fred
has made the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation a huge success.

* * *

Clark Irvine sends us the follow-

ing travelogue from the coast

:

Johnnie Walker left this week for

New York with his new picture.

The Lambs hatrack will hold the

festive straw for Johnnie while in

the big city.

John G. Wray and his Ince Com-
pany, with CuUen Landis and Madge
Bellamy, are back from a circus

location trip in Northern California.

C. A. Willat left for New York
while his brother, Irvin V., prepares

to shoot in Culver after finishing

with Paramount.
Walter Heirs is back from an-

other pussonal 'pearance trip in the

Mid-West. Walt says he gained on
the Pullmans I Wonder if his salary

goes up with his avoir?
Patricia Palmer has moved bag

and camera to Long Beach where
she is to make rural five-reelers on
her own. She was with Christie

two years.

H. C. Witwer, pencil pusher of
"Leather Pushers" fame is back
from a dusty ride to New York.
He is glad to return, he says.

Sessue Hayakawa has gone to

New York.
Wes Barry and his freckles have

returned to the Angel City and
Pedro Smith saw to it that the

youngster brought back a letter

carrying Harding's signature.
* *

Sol Lesser and Adolph Ramish,
his business associate, left New
York for the coast last week. Just
before leaving Sol settled several

hundred minor details that had been
neglected and by using a taxicab

reached Grand Central Station just

five minutes before the Century left

for Chicago. When it came time to

present railroad tickets to the gate

man at the station Sol could not

deliver. His ticket had been lost or
misplaced. His brother, Irving, did
not have time to buy another ticket

in time for the train and after guar-
anteeing payment if his ticket was
not found Sol Lesser was permitted
to board the train. Two hours after

his departure Irving Lesser received

a wire in the Lesser New York
offices. It read : "Found my ticket

in Adolph Ramish's grip—I'm a

nut—Sol Lesser." Needless to say

Irving heaved a sigh of relief and
almost agreed with his brother.

« i» 4>

Lieutenant Joseph O'Reilly (Sup-
ply Corps), U. S. N., who has been

in charge of the Navy Motion Pic-

ture Exchange since their inception,

has been order to sea duty in the

usual shifting of officers from shore

stations to ships. The exchange
handling motion pictures for the

Navy ships and stations were organ-

ized by Lieutenant O'Reilly who
inaugurated a system that has

worked to perfection. All ships and
stations are well provided with

features and programs along the

same system as the regular picture

business.

When the fleet goes to sea one of

the supply ships acts as an exchange.

carrying sufficient programs to take

care of all ships and afford a
variety of bills. Picture shows are

given every night on all ships and
are a great agency for morale. By
a leasing arrangement films are sup-

plied by all producing concerns for

the sole use of the Navy on an ar-

rangement mutually satisfactory.

The cost of films is paid out of the

canteen funds. Lieutenant O'Reilly
has made a host of friends in the

industry. He will be succeeded at

the headquarters in the Navy Yard,
Brooklyn, by Lieutenant W. T.
Cronin, Supply Corps, U. S. N.

* * *

Will T. Gentz, who is handling
publicity in the R-C studios in Los
Angeles, recently applied to the

Stork Agency for an addition to his

staff. "And now," writes Will, "if

I can only write as he writhes
—

"

* * *

Ramon Samaniegos has altered

his latter name to Novarro, which
goes more trippingly on the tongue,
as we might say.

* *

"Fools First" is found among
film titles.

Why the preference?

Two Leading Men
in This Picture

The requirements of Edward
Montagne's story, "Under Oath,"

will bring Elaine Hammerstein to

the screen, July 10, with Niles

Welch and Mahlon Hamilton sup-

porting her in roles of equal im-

portance. This procedure departs

from the usual routine where one

man plays the leads and most of the

remaining roles bring minor play-

ers into the support.

Niles Welch will play the role

that would ordinarily be the lead.

Mahlon Hamilton was engaged by

Myron Selznick especially to play

the role that is of equal importance

to the "lead."

Selznick Revival
Norma Talmadge in "The For-

bidden City" is announced as the

next revival release by the Selz-

nick company. Prints are scheduled
for Select branches by May 20.

Capitol Books
'

'Golden Dreams
'

'

"Golden Dreams," a Zane Grey
Picture produced by Benjamin B.

Hampton and distributed by Gold-

wyn, is booked for New York's

Capitol Theatre next week. "Gold-

en Dreams" is a romantic tale of

adventure in a mythical Spanish

state in America.
The picture is from a story by

Zane Grey which has been expanded
and built up for screen purposes.

It was directed under Mr. Hamp-
ton's supervision by Jean Hersholt,

Gus Peterson and C. O. Rush. The
leading roles are played by Claire

Adams and Carl Gantvoort.

*'Rich Mens Wives'* First Film
for Lichtman Company Release

The first production scheduled for

release by the newly formed Al

Lichtman Corporation is "Rich

Men's Wives," according to an an-

nouncement by B. P. Schulberg, who
is in charge of the production ac-

tivities on the coast.

"We have every reason to be
proud of our maiden effort," says

Mr. Schulberg. "First of all we
have an engrossing original story

especially written for us by Agnes
Christine Johnson and Frank Dazey.
These well known collaboraters have
supplied us with exceptional ma-
terial to work with.

"The direction is in the hands of
L. J. Gasnier.

"And we are particularly for-

tunate in having been able to as-

semble a real all-star cast of ar-

tists, each peculiarly fitted to portray

the roles assigned to him or her."

Associated Exhibitors Stars

Miss Vidor in Current Film
"The Real Adventure," Florence

Vidor's second starring feature, is

the current offering of Associated
Exhibitors, May 28 having been the

official release date.

"The Real Adventure" is declared

by the Associated officials to be an
attraction far superior to anything
in which Miss Vidor has ever before
appeared. It is a King Vidor pro-

duction in five reels, adapted from
the popular novel by Henry Kitchell

Webster.
Marriage is the real adventure,

according to this author. The story
concerns a bride who was not con-
tent to be a mere toy for her hus-
band, but whose conception of the

matrimonial state pictured a partner-
ship of brains as well as of hearts.

Wide Difference in Treatment
and Subjects of Pathe Films

Illustrative of the wide divergence

in subject and treatment of feature

pictures it distributes Pathe says are

its two most recent acquisitions.

These productions are the European
success, "Mathias Sandorf," re-

named "The Isle of Zorda," for

American distribution, and "Nanook
of the North."

General Manager Elmer Pearson

says that no criticism could be
leveled at Pathe productions accus-
ing them of the sameness that, he
says, mars so many films of other
companies. As a specialist in short

subjects Pathe distributes but few
features, Mr. Pearson says, but
these few are always along far
divergent, though none the less in-

teresting lines, he states.
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Chicago and the MiddleWest

The Illinois Motion Picture The-
atre Owners have plunged into the
work of getting the big fellows to

come into the organization, and be-
lieve they will have all of them
lined up before the convention here
next year. They are much encour-
aged by a letter from Ascher Broth-
ers written to Samuel Abrahams,
congratulating him on his election

to the office of vice-president and
pledging their hearty co-operation
in every possible way.

* * *

Great business is being done by
the official photographic records of
the Illinois Troops under fire being
shown at the Wood Theatre. The
reels are shown cold, except for a
running fire of comment by a cor-
poral photographer, who points out
scenes and persons of interest who
might be otherwise overlooked, and
for the shouts and laughter oif the
ex-service men in the audience who
recognize old friends, including the
cooties. The proceeds will go to the
Rainbow Division. The film will be
taken down state.

* *

Thirty-six theatres in Chicago
showed "The Four Horsemen" last

week.
* * *

Barbee's Theatre helped celebrate
Boy Week by showing the film

"Young America," and admitting
Boy Scouts who wore their full uni-
form free of charge. The Herald
and Examiner helped Mr. Barbee
by printing a coupon which the boy
filled out with his name, troop num-
ber and their headquarters.

* * *

The orphans in the various insti-

tutions of Chicago were treated to a
showing of the Jackie Coogan pic-

ture, "Trouble," last week, prior to

its release at the Chicago Theatre.
The inmates of two institutions

were permitted to meet at the Bud-
long Public school in Ravcnswood
for a private show in the big audi-

torium.
* * *

By the terms of a participating

lease signed last week, Ascher
Brothers have leased their Roose-
velt Theatre, on State street, near
Washington, to the Balaban & Katz
Corporation for a period of five

years beginning June 12. .'Xscher

Brothers retain conii)lcte ownership
of the ground au'l building, and, as

shown by the recorded lease, receive

an annual rental of $260,000, or

$5,000 a week—a figure which prob-
ably establishes a new high mark
for theatre rentals in the film indus-

try.

Ascher Brothers also participate

to the extent of ^0 per cent in the

profits resulting from the operation
of the house, and are exempt from
liability for losses if there should
be any. By acquiring the operation

of the Roosevelt under this lease,

Balaban & Katz. with their north,

south and west side houses and their

Cliicago Theatre, have increased

MARGUERITE KEMP

their strategic buying power for

first run pictures in Chicago's loop.

Balaban & Katz will continue to

operate the Roosevelt Theatre as a
high class picture palace with a nov-
elty orchestra, and their presenta-
tion of first run pictures there will

be up to the standard established

by .Ascher Brothers.
The Roosevelt was built by As-

cher Brothers in 1921, and is re-

puted to be one of the finest picture

theatres in the country. It seats

1,600. It represents an investment

of over $2,000,000 and occupies one
of the most valuable sites in Chi-

cago's loop.
* * *

The "movie type" contest being

conducted by the Herald and Ex-
aminer is meeting with great suc-

cess. The camera men and still

photographers were forced to ask
police protection when they tried to

take pictures last Sunday in Lin-

coln park, so great was the crowd
of women and girls who wanted
their pictures taken.

International-Interstate Cast
in Mary Pickford's New Film

Insofar as birthplace is concerned,
there are five different countries
represented in the cast portraying
the various characters in Mary Pick-
ford's notable screen revival of

"Tess of the Storm Country," for

release this fall through United Ar-
tists' Corporation. Curiously enough,
there are also five different states

of one of those five countries—the
United .States—represented.

Miss Pickord was borij in Toronto,
Canada, but has lived in the United
States ever since she was 5 years
of age. David Torrence was born
in Glasgow, Scotland, while Jean
Hersholt first saw the light of day

in 'Copenhagen, Denmark. Mme.
Bodamere claims Paris as her birth-

place.

The remaining five members of
the cast were born in the Uiyted
States. Lloyd Hughes, the leading

man, who has the part played in

the original production by the late

Harold Lockwood, was born in Bis-

bee, Arizona. His wife, knovim
professionally as Gloria Hope, made
her advent into the world at Pitts-

burgh. Forrest Robinson was born
in Denver, while Danny Hoy is a
New Yorker by birth, and, Robert
Russell is a native of Washington,
D. C.

'*The Masquerader'* Completed;
''Omar, the Tentmaker" Started
Production work on "Omar, the

Tentmaker," was begun last week
at the United studios, with Guy
Bates Post as the star and Richard
Walton Tully as the producer. The
picture will be released as a First

National attraction.

This will be the second production
made for First National by Messrs.
Post and Tully. The first, "The
Masquerader," based on the famous
stage success, has been completed
and will be released in the early fall.

James Young, who directed "The
Masquerader," has been re-engaged

A Big Trio
Douglas Fairbanks in a version

of "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood," Mary Pick ford in revival

of "Tess of the Storm Country" and
Jack Pickford in a picturization of

"Garrison's Finish" will constitute

the output of the first year of the

existence of the newly acquired
Pickford - Fairbanks Studios of

Hollywood.
This center of activities of these

film luminaries is now just about
the busiest studio in all Southern
California, more people being em-
ployed in the making of "Douglas
I'airbanks in Robin Hood" alone
than generally are needed on a half

dozen productions in other studios.

by Producer Tully to direct the pic-

turization of the immortal Rubaiyat
of Omar Kliayyam. He has been
working for months with technical

experts on plans for the picture,

with the aim of making it perfect

in every particular.

Taking No Chances
A. V. Brentlinger, the Indiana

picture theatre magnate, is booking
.Associated Exhibitors' features in

pairs these days, to make sure he
will get them as soon as possible.

''Grandma's Boy, " Harold Lloyd
Film, Is Praised by Newspapers

The picture critics of the Los
.Angeles newspapers were unanimous
in declaring the Harold Lloyd-

.Associated . Exhibitors' comedy,
"Grandma's Boy." a world-beater,

.Associated Exhibitors says, fol-

lowing the opening of its world's

premiere in the Symphony Theatre
in that city, May 14, for an indefi-

nite run.

In one form or another every

commentator expresses, it is said,

the conviction that this picture,

which, though a comedy, tells a

well-rounded story, and which, as

Sfime of them point out, causes

onlookers to think as well as laugh,

Lloyd has raised comedy itself to a

dignity it never enjoyed in the past.

"My Country" at

Capitol Theatre
"My country," one of the Wild-

derness Tales by Robert C. Bruce
released by Educational, has been

selected for the special program at

the Capitol Theatre, New York,

the week of June 4. marking the

second anniversary of the Rothafel

regime at the Capitol.

Hyman Entertains

G. A. R. Veterans
Members of a Brooklyn G. A. R.

post were the guests of Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman at the

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre on
Decoration Day. Playing host to

these old veterans is one of Hyman's
yearly policies. He greeted them
personally as they entered the

theatre.

They vigorously applauded
Hyman's overture film climax, com-
posed of patriotic melodies. As the

orchestra began playing "Glory,
Glory Hallelujah," the curtains

parted and a film showing Civil War
veterans in parade was shown. At
the conclusion two men. representing

both armies, shook hands.

Myers to Play in

New Walsh Comedy
Goldwyn announces the engage-

ment of Harry Myers, famous as

the Yankee in the film version of

Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court," for an im-
portant comedy role in Carey Wil-
son's romance of the Scmth Sea Is-

lands, "Captain Blackbird."

This is the scenario which has
been assigned to R. A. Walsh as his

first production in association with
Goldwyn. Two other members of
the cast have been selected, George
Siegmann and William V. Mong.

Sheldon 's First

to Be Produced
The first original story for the

screen by Edward Sheldon, famous
author of ".Salvation Nell," "The
Song of Songs." "Romance," "The
Nigger" and other stage successes,

is shortly to be put in production by
Paramount. "On the High Seas" is

the title and it has been assigned

to Irvin Willat to produce.

Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt
will be featured in the new picture

and Mitchell Lewis will have an im-

portant role.
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Beat Holy Week and Strong Opposition Dozen Alarm Clocks

With a Thousand Dollar Sale Increase Vainly Ringing

GUY A. KENIMER, of the Arcade The-
atre, Jacksonville, is about as dead as the

darkey drummer in a jazz band. The
tougher it gets, the better he seems to like it.

Some time ago Holy Week brought a lot

of opposition to Jacksonville, Three thousand
persons Virere nightly rehearsing for a histori-

cal pageant. The "Three Musketeers" was
playing another house and Johnny Jones was
killing them with his carnival show. From a
superficial glance it looked as though they
might have to pass the hat to get enough money
to pay ofif the ushers.

Instead, they ran business about a thousand
dollars over the average by getting out and
hustling. It cost all of $75.
The big noise was a placard stunt for "The

Lotus Eater." From a lumber yard, 750 build-

er's laths were obtained. These were cut in

two, and on each half was tacked a locally

printed card for Barrymore and "The Green
Temptation," which finished off the week. It

read : "Good morning. Biggest week ever. Ar-
cade Theatre," and named the two attrac-

tions. The lower ends of these were sharp-
ened.

They were tied in bundles of fifty each, and
Saturday night a truck went over a prescribed
route, dumping a bundle at specified points.

These were picked up by a gang of twelve
boys, working under supervision, who drove
one into the lawn of each front yard, facing
the house.

A First National Release

THE LOTUS LOBBY

It was a glorified form of the door knob.

People who did not get one looked at some-
one else's, and the whole white population of

the town got the message.
For a lobby display on Barrymore in "The

Lotus Eater," they got some rocks and sand
from the beach and built np a desert island

of their own, the rocks confining the sand. The
cutout was made from a poster, and the

palms and Spanish bayonet made a capital

backing, which did not take up much space.

A painted sign at the rear gave the star and
title.

Driftwood and other floatsam was put on
the sand to suggest the debris found on every
beach. As it all came from the shore, it

looked right. One of the objects was a large

glass bottle. A paper was put inside this, in

the hope that a few might read the snappy
message about the release.

Mr. Kennimer reports that a great propor-

tion of those who stopped, took the trouble

to stoop over and read the message in the bot-

tle. What was intended as a finishing touch
turned out to be a capital sales point.

An All-Green Lobby

For the "Green Temptation," all of the lobby

signs were in two shades of green and all of
the lights were dipped.

The picture was riding on the work done for

Barrymore and was not as heavily exploited,

since it played the last half, but it went over
big.

If you enjoy a heated argument, just drop
down to Jax and try to convince Kennimer
that exploitation does not pay.

Her Husband's Trademark
and Paramount's as Well
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter,

S. C, figured that the dollar sign was "Her
Husband's Trademark," so he splashed the

barred S all over the lobby. He had sheets

of compo board each four by five feet, which
he used for centred one sheets with dollar

marks in the corners, and he had a display of

new one dollar bills in a glazed frame. Half-
sheet cards in white with very black dollar

signs were used to decorate the upper part

of the lobby and more were on the banner.

And since he was going in for trademarks
he had two respresentations of the Paramount
trade mark hung above the doors. Lem Stew-
art says they were "replicas" which makes us
very surprised at Lem. We didn't expect it

from him.

Frank J. Miller, of the Rialto Theatre,

Augusta, Ga., did his best to arouse a waxen
lady in his lobby display for "Woman Wake
Up," but he did not get her out of bed until

the run was over.

He put up the bed in the lobby, put therein

a dummy from a department store and hung
a dozen alarm clocks, timed to go off at inter-

vals, around the downy couch.

It got a laugh, but people carried the title

away with them, and the woman titles are

selling these days, so they came back around
show time.

Tie Up the Jewels

If you copy the display, hook in to a jeweler,

give him a display card in the lobby in return
for three or four dozen clocks. If you can,

get him to make a sale of the clocks, display-

ing them in his own window and suggesting
on a card, "If you want to know how these

work, go see them in the lobby of the Blank
Theatre. Our clocks are used exclusively to

advertise "Woman Wake Up," the burning
issue of the hour."

Ralph Ruffner was the first to use the clock

lobby, back in the days of "Better Times." It

has been a knockout ever since, but not since

that title has the allusion been as apt as this

device of Mr. Miller's.

If you use the picture, use the stunt.

Lest You Forget
The donkey stunt still works. Ray Stem-

mit, of the American Theatre, Mexia, Tex.,
used it lately to good advantage, the jack car-
rying a sign which read, "I am a jackass be-
cause I have not seen 'Over the Hill.'

"

A better wording is, "I have not seen 'Over
the Hill,' but that's because I'm a jackass."

An Assodated ExMMtors' Release.

CERTAINLY THIS WOMAN SHOULD WAKE UP IN A HURRY
This clever idea for "Woman Wake Up" was planned by Frank J. Miller, of the Rialto
Theatre, Augusta, Ga. A dozen alarm clocks surround her bed, but the din falls upon

unresponsive waxen ears, which is perhaps the reason they keep after her
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A Paramount Rcleasf

THIS HOMESPUN VAMP WAS A FIEND FOR TOWELS
The wash-on-the-line idea ivas used by Ollie Broumlee, of the Palace Theatre, Muskogee,
Okla., but he used only towels for the laundry, feeling that undies might be regarded

as a bit too pronounced when used in connection ivith a vamp title

Edited the Laundry
of a Homespun Vamp

Ollie Rrnwnlee of the Palace Theatre,

Muskogee. Okla., felt that perhaps the use of

intimate laundry for "A Homespun Vamp"
might be misconstrued by particular patrons,

so he used what the laundries call "flat work"
for his string of washing, and supplemented
this with a washtub on a stall ; rather a limited

display, but sufficient to raise the receipts.

There was a state convention of the Rotary
Clubs and the house added a greeting to them.

You can just see the wheel and the title above
the clock in the centre of the lobby. The
Dther decorations would not stay still long

enough to be photographed.

school and gave them passes for each teacher
in that school. These were not handed to the

teacher direct, but were put into the desk of
some pupil to be found later and carried up
to the head of the room.
This advertised the production to the entire

class. The scouts made certain that each pass
was "found" at a proper time. Passes for
themselves paid them for their trouble.

Twenty newsboys in the downtown district

were coached to add "See Wesley Barry in

'Penrod' at the Lucas, now," to their usual call.

They got passes, too, and Hill had a man out
to see that they earned them.

Storm Clouds Offered

Real Silver Lining
Because everything started to happen all at

once, J. H. Welborn, of the Aiken (S. C.)i

Theatre, felt that he was going to be up

against it.

He had his house refurnTshed and was all

ready to open with Dinty, as the first of a
string of First National attractions. He was
going to open Friday with a holdover for

Saturday, which promised to be the big day.

Then Senator Cox was announced to speak
in the public square, Ty Cobb was booked in

with his ball team, and the society folks were
interested in a polo match.

It looked as though Welborn would have to

hire a Saturday afternoon audience if he had
one.

But instead of laying down, he hired a

clever newsboy, whose quick tongue had made
him more than locally famous, to impersonate
Dinty and circulate among the crowds in the

hope of pulling some Saturday night business
at any rate.

Then it rained, and the polo field was all

wet and the ball park was a young lake and
no one wanted to stand in the damp and
listen to the silver tongued orator, so the

pseudo Dinty urged them to go over to the

.•\iken and get out of the wet, and most of
them did, and enjoyed the show. Welborn
phoned the Mayor and invited the speaker
over to address his audience, throwing open
the doors after the show, and he had the

house so full they were two-deep in some
places.

Exploitation reduces the picture cost, for it

increases attendance. If you can do 100%, 50%
or even 25% more business by exploiting your

show it is readily seen that the cost of the pic-

ture is reduced.—0. T. Taylor.

Worked a Cutout into

a Capital Attractor
Cutouts are the reverse of novelties, but the

Trianon Theatre, Birmingham. Ala., did some-
thing different with a cutout of Jackie Coogan
in "My Boy" by dressing it up. The cutout

from the 24-sheet was made the basis of a

display that won more than usual attention.

Instead of cutting to shape, the oval was
framed with wallboard and with smaller cut-

outs for the tops of the pedestals, a very
sightly attractor was produced.

The suggestion is a capital one and we
think that it can be made even better, now
that the initial idea is offered. This could

I)e done by setting the large head into a

shadow box, with plenty of concealed lights

around the edges, and with a darker tone em-
ployed for the edge of the frame, to increase

the effect of the lights. The painting should
be set back at least twelve inches "and the

space built in.

This display made considerable money for

the Trianon, for it was placed to halt the on-
looker just as he was abreast of the box
office.

Scouts and Newsies
Sidestepping the almost inevitable parade for

"Penrod," Albert Hill, of the Lucas Theatre.

Savannah, Ga., used scouts and newsboys for

new angles.

He got hold of one boy scout from each

First National Release

MAKING A NEW USE OF CUTOUTS FOR A LOBBY SHOW
The Trianon Theatre, Birmingham, look the huge character portrait of Jackie Coogan
from the "My Boy" 24-sheet and worked it up into a Ane display by putting it into a

frame instead of showing it in outline. It made for good business
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Hair Net Souvenirs

to Theatre Patrons
Out in Jefferson, Iowa, the Majestic Thea-

tre wanted a lot of people to see "Fool's Para-
dise." A local store wanted to introduce a
new brand of hair nets. It was the largest

department store in the place and the manu-
facturers of the nets had contributed a num-
ber of free samples to help the store get the

idea over.

Builds a City to

Advertise Feature
Toy trains have worked so well on railroad

dramas that Frank Miller, of the Modjeska
Theatre, Augusta, Ga., figured that more of
the same would be better still.

From a toy store he borrowed a miniature
city with well laid out streets with a business

and residence section and all the trimmings,
with people and automobiles to size.

Use Billboards Extensively

A miniature train circled the city, passing
through a tunnel, crossing a trestle and
stopping every little while at the water tank.

The train was electrically operated and re-

quired the services of a young man to start

and stop it, but the additional attention these
stoppages caused were figured to be well worth
the slight extra cost.

All over the town miniature billboards told

of the coming of "The Iron Trail" and you
could not inspect the city without reading
these boards. It was an unusually elaborate
display, but it brought just that much more
business.

Elbert Hubbard said: "Not to advertise is to

be nominated to membership in the down-and-
out club." Apply it to exploitation, and we'll

say Elbert said a double mouthful.—0. T.
Taylor.

.1 Parnnwiint Picture

THE HAIR NET WINDOW

William Youngclaus, of the Majestic, sug-
gested that it might be well to give the nets

to women who were going to see "Fool's
Paradise" because that was a hair raiser and
would test the ability of the nets to hold the
hair in order.

That struck the store managers as being a
practical suggestion, so the idea of the test

was set forth on a large card, a display was
arranged and the nets were offered, while they
lasted, for this benevolent purpose.
The result was a busted house record and a

re-order on the nets.

Dayton House Invents

Fine New Lobby Frame
Hand it to someone at the Auditorium The-

atre, Dayton, for this new idea in lobby frames.
At first glance it would seem to be nothing

more than the familiar cutout backed by a vel-

vet curtain, but if you will look closer you
will find some blotches around the feet of
Mae Murray in her "Peacock Alley" dance.
There are four of these and each is a light

trap.

Apparently there are reflectors below and
the colored lamps work on flashers to get a
constantly changing color combination. The
effect can be imagined.
The lighting will enhance the value of a

straight frame display very materially, and the

.1 Metro Keicase

THIS LOBBY PAINTING OFFERS A NEW LIGHTING IDEA
The cutout is posed against a velvet backing tmth drapes to match. At the feet of the
cutout you can faintly see four light traps, which work on flashers to present a con-

stantly changing combination of lights

changing of the lighting will give the effect of
motion that is in itself a strong attractor. It

is simple to make and can be used every few
weeks with a change in the cutout. It can
even be employed to illuminate a straight pos-
ter.

If you use dipped bulbs, make some scratches
in the medium. A very little white light com-
ing up through will double the brillancy of the

lighting without weakening the color—if you
do not scratch too much. This will work only
where the bulbs cannot be seen, for they will

not look well if the scratches are visible.. With
sunken lights the effect will be much better than
with straight color.

Increase the
PuUing Power
of your ad copy-

By
H. E. JAMEYSOM

A Book of Advertising

Aids Prepared by an
Exhibitor for Exhibitors

IT WILL SELL
EXTRA SEATS

without extra cost.

CONTENTS
OF
'THE IDEA"

Policy Advertising

Headlines, catchlines

and phrases

"Jazzed" copy

Comedy Drama copy

Romantic copy

Society copy

"Heavy" copy

"IWother" copy

Unusued copy

Melodramatic, thrill

emd western copy

Program copy

Star copy

Miscellaneous copy

All cutty printed oil

one side of page and

can be clipped out and

inserted in your ads

without alteration.

WHAT THEY
SAY ABOUT
"THE IDEA"
"THE IDEA" is a
knockout! It is eas-
ily the best compen-
dium of theatre ad-
rertisiiijf material we
have ever seen.

W. A. Weaver.
Exhibitor's Herald.

The first two pieces
of copy that I iiseil

are alone worth the
price.

—Mark Wilson,
Chanute, Kas.

I think it is a WON-
DER I- U I, " lEIEA "

and certainly think it

ouglit to be grabbed
•ip by every exhibitor,
big or small. It has
a lot of wonderfully
stiappy stufl in it

that is easily adapt-
able to copy.
—Stanley Chambers,

Wichita, Kans.

Cheap at almost any
price to the man who
requires assistance in

the preparation of his

copy.
—Epes Winthrop
Sargent,

Moving Picture
World.

Order Your "IDEA" Now
$5.00 the Copy

THE KEYSTONE PRESS
19th and Wyandotte Kansas City, Mo.
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CUTOUT LETTERS WERE THE CHIEF ADVERTISEMENT
The Lafayette Theatre, New Orleans, cut out the title and strung it on invisible wires
across the arcade front. It also pasted a poster in a shadow box to give it additional

emphasis, and had a yellow-jacket parade

Title in Cutout Is

One Good Attractor
Sometimes a simple stunt works better than

one much more elaborate. The Lafayette The-
atre, New Orleans, used cutout letters for
"Back to Yellow Jacket," and strung these on
invisible wires across the front of the deep
arcade which leads to the theatre building.

It was simple, but because it was unusual,
a lot of people stopped to figure out how the
letters were held in place and everyone gave
the sign more attention that would be be-
stowed upon a banner.

Just inside of the street line was a deep
shadow box, blacked on the sides, which
housed a poster, and even in the daytime the
lighting got more attention for an Arrow
paper than a framed display could have com-
manded.
For a street stunt the management used the

parade advised in the plan book, a bunch of
small boys wearing yellow packets. In this

instance negro boys were used, and the black
and yellow combination was as effective as a
taxicab. This is so good an idea that if you
cannot get darkies it will pay to invest in

some burnt cork.

Valentino Portraits

Delighted Playgoers
Fi.scher's Majestic Theatre, Madison, Wis.,

distributed a thousand portraits of Rudolph
Valentine to get them in the opening night

of "Moran of the Lady Letty," and R. C. Gary.

Paramounteer thereabouts, contributed a se-

ries of five cartoons to the local paper bear-

ing upon the event.

These were run under the general heading
of "Things that will go down in history"

which seems to be a general heading for a

cartoon series, Gary seems to have been let-

ting his trusty pencil lie idle of late, for this

is the first cartoon series he has reported in a

long time. Perhaps he has been at it all the

time, though, and held back until a cartoon

series would have more of a news effect. It

helped put over Moran, and the pictures will

be hung up in a thousand homes to act as

permanent advertisements.

Cost a Quarter
Twenty-five cents is not much to pay to gain

a ten per cent. increa!;e in business, but that

is what E. J. Barnett. of the Victory Thea-
tre, Waco, Texas, squandered.

He had "A Fighting Fool," and the Chief
of Police had captured a diamond back rat-

tlesnake, reputed to be the largest ever found
in that section. He persuaded the chief to

let him show the snake in the lobby, and
above it was a credit card for the chief and
the statement that the reptile was "From the

Land of the Fighting Fool."

The quarter did not go to the chief for the

rent of the snake, but was the cost of the

den.

Mr. Barnett spent all of twelve dollars on
"Quo Vadis," but for that he built a three-

sheet into a spectacular lion's den that at-

tracted very favorable comment and helped
the receipts along.

something more out of the scheme.
The Tampa Times has a flock of 75 carriers

and Frost hooked the paper to the idea of
giving each boy a pass if the kid brought in

two subscriptions to the paper. To get some-
thing for himself he made the stipulation that

the kids in approaching their prospects explain
that they were trying to earn a ticket to see
Wesley Barry in Penrod at the Victory Thea-
tre.

This really aided the boys, just as the youth
who is taking subscriptions for a paper to help
pay his way through college always gets more
names on the dotted line than the straight
circulation solicitor. It is a sympathy dodge
that always seems to work.
And in the goodness of his heart Frost

"helped" the boys by providing them each with
an oilcloth poncho, lettered front and back for
the Victory and Penrod.
The paper got more than its ISO subscrip-

tions, and helped the boys by giving a lot of
publicity to the stunt, and the house got more
advertising than could be purchased with ten
times the money.

Why Girls Leave Home
Helped by a Contest

When A. L. Snell, of the Imperial Theatre,
Gadsden, Ala., announced a contest for a ten-
dollar prize on the best answer to the question
as to why girls leave home, he told only about
the $10. As a surprise, each contestant was
sent a single pass to the performance, and each
brought in one or more paid admissions. As
there were 214 replies, this helped the business.

Radiator cards and spare-tire placards were
used in quantity, and four banners were put
where they would do the most good. Most of
the merchants tagged the title in their window
displays, and in the course of his sermon the
Sunday before the opening one clergyman
touched upon the question and stated that he
would attend the performance were it not the
Lenten season.

There was a cheap tent show in town, but
Mr. Snell beat it and kept his attendance up.

Jack Frost Invents

a New Hook-up Idea
Robert C. (Jack) Frost, of the Southern

Enterprises houses in Tampa, has found a

new way to tic the newsboys to a picture.

Instead of tlie hackneyed newsboys parade
and free matinee, he figured that it was pos-

sible to keep to the general idea and yet get

.1 First National Ri'lea.ic

MAKING PRESS AGENTS OUT OF NEWSPAPER CARRIERS
"Jack" Frost, of the Tampa Southern Enterprises houses, found a new hook-up with
the kids to put over "Penrod," and put out seventy-five special agents to tell the toum

"Penrod" was coming
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A Metro Release

AN AMBITIOUS CANOPY LOBBY FROM THE BLACKSTONE
How the Pittsburgh first-run house persuaded its patrons that the Mae Murray picture

was out of the ordinary. Note particularly the peacock painting on the box-office front.

This is something distinctively new

Pittsburgh Theatre

Has Effective Idea
Although canopy lobby designs are almost

invariably effective, they are seldom used,

partly because they require fabric and in part

because they look more difficult than they
really are.

This display from the Blackstone Theatre,

Pittsbnrgh, offers many striking points, not the

least of which is the simplicity of the design.

A false partition is built in sections, to facili-

tate putting up and taking down. From the top

of this falsework the fabric is carried to the

centre of the dome, in graceful folds. The
panels are apparently painted in with cutouts

from the posters and strips are painted for the

doors to harmonize them with the design. Even
the box office has been brought into harmony
by painting a peacock with the tail features

spreading below the ticket shelf. This does
not show very clearly in the cut, but it gives

the last touch to the capital design.

The entire display may be stored and brought
out again, with some changes, for a second use

when the first has been forgotten in the rapid

succession of features.

This feature has been worked into a num-
ber of unusual displays, but we like none bet-

ter than this Pittsburgh contribution.

Found a Comeback
on Telephone Idea

It's a poor rule that will not work both ways.

Down in Durham, N. C, where the bull comes
from, Manager Kistler, of the Savoy Theatre,

worked the telephone stunt on "Don't Tell

Everything."
As usual, the victims got the idea and be-

gan calling up their friends, but pretty soon

the idea seemed to take form that Kistler

should be told about it. For a week after

the picture played he did not dare go near a

telephone, for he was almost certain to be

told not to tell anything.

Starting a week in advance with slide and

newspaper teasers using the same copy,

Kistler followed this with small blue bells

to place on telephone mouthpieces. The open-

ing was so small that the mouthpiece had to

be unscrewed to get it on, so it was certain

to stick. An inspection was made several

times a day and torn bells were replaced.

If you use a bell or tag idea for the phones,

put the title at the bottom of the space, that

it may not be obscured by the mouthpiece.
Kistler used the title, date, stars and house
in that order, be.ginning at the bottom.

As he played the attraction Ea.ster Monday,
Kistler gave an egg matinee to which all chil-

dren were admitted for one fresh egg. They
had to come so early that most of them
were out of the way when the grownups ap-

peared, so it did not clog business and even
with eggs away down there was a profit.

The front is shown in the cut. The structure

was four-sided and provided with a ceiling,

and within it was fitted up like a typical

counter lunch with stools and cutlery and
crockery, while a stock of canned goods was
piled on a shelf at the rear. There was even
a cup of real coffee and two doughnuts.
The completeness of the display was its

chief appeal and it combined the advantages
of the lobby display with the appeal of the

peep show.
Such a display is to be recommended only

when there are ample fire exists at the sides,

but where there is room this idea will be a

real money maker. It can also be built in a

store window if the floor of the window is

nearly level with the street. It is different,

so it is effective.

Two Pages for $10
It cost the Liberty Theatre, Zanesville, O.,

just ten dollars in prizes to swing a double
truck on "Hail the Woman," and the stunt

put over the fact that there are ten stars in the

Ince production.

The twelve merchants each carried a picture

of some star, only si.x players being used. The
rules stated that these were portraits of six

of the ten stars in "Hail the Woman," and that

prizes would be given for the most correct

identifications.

As the pictures were in character, you had
to read up on the press stuff to get a line on the
names, and then you had to puzzle over some
of the pictures, with the result that you were
pretty thoroughly sold on the idea of a big

play before you had your answer prepared.

The double deck was printed sideways on the

sheet and dolled up with a red border to make
it look more flossy.

Took Half the Lobby
for Special Display

Frank J. Miller took half of the lobby of
the Rialto Theatre, Augusta, Ga., for a dis-

play on "Through a Glass Window," but it

gained so much attention that it was well

worth the trouble and the cost.

"Jenny's Restaurant" figures in this May
McAvoy release and he set out to realize

the place in his lobby.

A Paramount Release

IT CROWDS THE LOBBY, BUT IT ALSO CROWDS THE HOUSE
You looked through the glass window to see the interior of Jenny's Restaurant, which
figures in "Through a Glass Window." It was all fitted up inside like a typical lunch~

room, and the time and trouble it cost was amply repaid
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Had Dangerous Curves

for Toonerville Car
Recently we showed the Toonerville Trol-

ley rigged for May's Opera House, Piqua,

Ohio. This is a close-up of the trailer on
which "Aunt Eppie" rode.

This was bannered for "Dangerous Curve
Ahead" and every little while the Skipper
would stop the car and roam back to the

trailer to have a row with Aunt Eppie as illus-

trating one of the curves.

Martin Bauer, the house advertising agent,

was the Skipper and Wamter Sweet was
Aunt Eppie.
These little family jars made for greater

action and helped put over the combination
bill. It even made the grade in Dayton, where
the Ncivs ran a three-column cut and a story

under a Piqua date line.

It is going pretty good when your exploi-

tation can be laid off to a larger city, and the

News has a large Piqua circulation; which is

the real idea.

This Race Track Fence
Has a New Open Front

Board fences for racing dramas have passed

beyond the novelty stage, but the Washington
Theatre. Dallas, Texas, found something new
for the old idea in the cutout insertion for

"Thunderclap."
Instead of the somewhat dreary expense of

fence, the centre was cut to let in a horseshoe
within which was seen a cutout from the big

sheets. The fence was ten feet high, with
gates properly labeled, and the top carried the

familiar "Coney Island Jockey Club Park."
Pennants decorated the top of the fence and
were cutouts to ensure their proper showing.

Nothing looks more dreary than a limp flag.

The cutout not only lightens the display, but

it gives the ballyhoo effect of a large sale, for

the box office can be seen through the opening.

If desired, the fence can be mounted on an end-
less belt and made to slip past the racers, and
these can be mounted on an eccentric driven

by the same motor, if additional action is de-

sired. The display was a still in Dallas, but

it would not cost much more to animate it.

By getting liids on the painting, the cost of

A Goldicyn Release

THE OTHER HALF OF A DUAL EXPLOITATION STUNT
Wc have already shown the Toonerville Trolley rigged by Harry W. Kress, of May's
Opera House, Piqua, O. This is the trailer which advertised "Dangerous Curve Ahead,"

and every little while the skipper would illustrate one of the curves

the display was held down to $25.

The ushers were dressed in jockey silks and a

jockey rider was sent through the streets on a

blanketed horse.

Hooked to Hope
Thousands of portraits of Hope Hampton

were given the readers of one of the Newark
papers when that player did some personal ap-

pearance work at the Branford.
.•\ double truck hook-up was arranged with

stores at which Miss Hampton was scheduled

to make purchases, and the display included

a coupon good for one of the pictures.

This store work seems to be growing in

popularity of late, and is a phase of exploita-

tion valuable to those who can secure the per-

sonal services of a star. It was a young mint

to the Branford.

Much in Demand
Apparently "A Certain Rich Man" was be-

ing paged all over Houston when William
Allen White's play was being shown at the

Capitol Theatre.
D. H. Stark decided to play for store hook-

ups and they all advertised for a certain rich

man to bring his party in for a soda before
seeing the play at the Capitol, to buy his

cigars at a certain store, to find a lady who
does not appreciate what he buys from the

advertising jeweler, and even one who fails

to appreciate the work of a beauty parlor.

The result was an intensive drive that put
the title into everyone's mind, with an in-

crease in the box office takings.

CONTEY ISLA.
ITO GRAND STANDI

:

Tagged Automobiles
Each afternoon during the run of "Her

Husband's Trademark" at the Regent Thea-
tre, Flint, Mich., B. D. Bailey took the num-
bers of six cars passing his theatre. Each
morning he advertised these number, adding
that if the owners would fill in a blank with
the name and address a pair of seats would
be sent.

After the first day, every auto owner in

town went past the theatre and looked in the

paper the next morning. Only six each day
received passes, but even the Ford owners
knew all about "Her Husband's Trademark,"
and came anyway.

This was worked as a circulation stunt by
the newspaper, which contributed the space

in return for the circulation booming. It was
first used, apparently by the New York Amer-
ican in a circulation fight with the News. The
American used photographs of cars standing

at the curb, showing the license plate.

A Fox Release

HERE IS A RACE TRACK WITH THE RACE SHOWING THROUGH
The Washington Theatre, Dallas, has improved on the straight fence idea by inserting

a cutout giving a flash of the race and also breaking the monotony of a straight board

front. The entries are posted on the front and there is also a fake bulletin of racing

news on the right

Doorknobs for Telephones
A new use has been found for the doorknob.

The Key Theatre, Houston, Texas, had a lib-

eral supply printed up—ten thousand—and

used them both for doorknobs and to hang
from the mouthpieces of public telephones.

Everyone who was anyone knew that "The
Queen of Sheba" was to be seen at the Key,
for the town was thoroughly knobbed.
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will not sell a single ticket. There must be
argument and conviction in that space, if the
dimes or dollars are to be wrung from the
pocketbooks, and the mere announcement of the
player and title is not, as a rule, sufficient. It

might sell to a majority of the readers, but if

a better planned advertisement can sell a
hundred extra tickets to those who are dif-

ficult to sell to, those hundred sales are far

more important to the house than a thousand
sales more easily made. That is, the chief

function of any advertisement ; to sell to the
hard to sell. The idea of all displays is that
the mere announcement will get some but not
all, and that the use of advertising will pull

in the remainder. These last are the persons
who are not actively interested in the photo-
drama, but whose interest might be engaged
through a proper approach. They will not re-

spond to the usual advertising, but they can
be made interested through a new approach or
through the playing up of some special feature.

You never heard a midway barker announce
"Bosco the snake eater." Instead of that, he
shouts "He eats 'em alive—ALIVE!" and sells

to ten people where two might come in to see

a snake eater. He visualizes his attraction in

words, he challenges interest, and he pulls them
in. The same sensational idea may not always
work with pictures and it will stale if it is

used week after week, but the general idea can
be used regularly through a variation in the ap-
peal, and people can be brought in who would
not even come to see Mary Pickford, but who
can be interested in some novel feature in the

play. In this instance the character cut does
much of the selling. The italic below the
caption completes the sale. You are interested

in the vicious looking character. When you
read that it is Lon Chaney as a king of the
underworld, you figure out that that sort of
man must have made the underworld mighty
interesting, and you go to see the production
even if you do not know who Chaney is. If
they do know Chaney through his past per-
formances, so much the better, but the point is

that the stranger can be sold if the proper
argument is used, but he is seldom sold on star

and title alone.
—P. T. A.—

Mae Murray Stills Are
Capital for Layouts PICTURE

plenty of open space, there is a well defined

border that is not too heavy to kill down tlie

type within, and the type itself is so planned
that the large lines are given all the display

and so these do not have to be as large by
half as would be necessar\ ^ < the iniiinr

J MAE MURRAY DISPLAY

lines in full face or in larger characters. No
manager ever "saved" money by cutting down
his necessary advertising appropriation, but on
the other hand, not one ever gained anything by
paying for more space than he really required in

which to put his, attraction over, and by using
too large a space habitually, he makes the cost
of an occasional big splash almost prohibitive.
The Columbia gauges its requirements very
accurately, but it is helped by the fact that
none of the Washington houses use extrava-
gant space.

// These Pages Help You Why Not Send
for a Copy of

Press Agents can always count on good stills

for layouts from the Mae Murray productions,
for she always has a good series of dancing
poses to gladden the heart of the layout man.
Fascination is no exception to the rule, for the
bull dance (which sounds better when you call

it El Toro), provides a striking costume and
the chance to assume some add poses without
going out of character. This is one of the

early displays—a sample from Loew's Colum-
bia Theatre, Washington, a hundred and ten

lines across three, a three-eights to all prac-
tical purposes. This gives a nicely bal-

anced display and permits a panel to be used
effectively. There is plenty of talk, of which
six lines are in six point Italic and five in

eight point Roman. Most advertising managers
would shudder at the idea of using six point

type in a display advertisement, and eight

would seem bad as well, but by holding down
the big display lines to 24 and 36 points, the

six point seems as large in comparison as would
ten points lines in a display with a five or six

line star and title as against the three. This
total of 330 lines shows up better in the space
than .<;ome of the 600 and 70O line displays
used by western houses. It is attractive and
readable. Size does not matter so long as a
proper display is achieved, and there could be
no better display than this announcement gets
because the essential points of good display
have been observed. In the first place there is

THEATRE
ADVERTISING

Which gives you the foundation infonmtion
about type, inks, paper, laying out, press work
and all of the little points you need to know.

It costs only $2 the copy, postpaid, and any
one of a hundred and more ideas will be worth
the initial cost of the book.

Order today from the nearest addreas Mot-
ing Picture World, 516 Fifth arentie. New
York aty; Garrick Buflding, Chicago, 111., or

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Gal.

Mostly Plan Book
Helps at the Luna

Here is another example of what the plan
book can do to put you over, if you will pin
your faith to the plan books—and use your own
judgment. This is what sold Constance Tal-
madge in "Polly of the Follies" to the patrons
of the Luna Theatre, Lafayette, Ind. If the
Luna had an artist capable of such drawings,
someone would snatch him for the cities at a

larger salary than the Luna could afford.

Instead of being content with second or third
grade work, Mr. Johnson avails himself of the
entire First National publicity staff and turns
out a better result than some of the larger
theatres with more space and a live artist have
done. It is a Monday, and not a Sunday ad,

but it is a Sundav size to put over the open-
ing, and if you know Constance Talmadge's
work and see those two cuts and stay home, it

Constance
Talmadge

Follies"

Today, Tuesday and Wednesday

^5t

MORE PLAN BOOK HELPS
is entirely your own fault. Most persons will
not stay home, for they will argue that it is

bound to be a good show, and the snappy cuts
and the press book lines aid in creating that
conviction. Of course Mr. Johnson had to lay
out his own space and he has done that with a
nice sense of placement, but he had something
worth while to work with and could get on the
job with a proper feeling of enthusiasm. The
layout is as good as the material used, for it

puts the cuts where they will get the most
attention and yet places title and house where
they cannot be overlooked. It is a nice bit of
work from both angles.—jP. t. a.—

Balls Them Out
W. G. Schaefer, of the Schaefer Theatre,

West Point, Ga., has formed his employees into
a basketball five, and as Schaefer's First Na-
tional Stars the team has been cleaning up.
The games are played in the early evening,

and between periods the referee announces the
attraction at the theatre that evening in case
any reckless devils fee! inclined to make a night
of it. It has proven a good advertisement.

—P. T. A.—

Another Open Display
That Will Sell Seats

Although the faces in this second week de-
sign from the Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis, on
"Turn to the Right," are rather weak, the gen-
eral eflFect is good and the type layout is an
excellent model. Most artists would have put
the circle right in the middle of the space, and
a lot of advertising agents would have tried
to stick type in on either side to wedge it in,

and between them they would have ruined an
investment in publicity. But here the circle is

set over to the left, with only the Metro trade
mark to break the barrenness, and the white
space serves as an attractor just as surely as
does the cut. If you will study that cut you
will find that while the drawing lacks strength
of line where it comes to faces, the artist has
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learned the first great lesson of advertising

drawing. He does not get his work too black.

He knows that white is just as good in a draw-
ing as it is in an advertisement, and he gets

highlights on the girl's hair and on the boy's

shirt, with the arms to lighten the lower part

of the cut, and then he lines the background
instead of making it a messy black. The result

is inviting. It gets and holds the attention.

The reader comes to the type with some in-

terest, and the limited amount of text sells him
on the idea of seeing the show. This is not a

TURN TO THE RIGHT
ALICE TERRY—JACK MULHALL—HARRY MYERS

Ejln Swcial-' BOVS"

AV.vf U'.rt-

"Foolish W'ivi'i

\'cxt UV. i—
'Foolish Wives

GOOD LAYOUT MODEL

wonderful advertisement, but it's a mighty good
one, for all that, for both artist and copy
writer have united to get a good effect. That
title, for example, is just as prominent as would
be a line twice as high and twice as black

dumped into a mass of other bold faces. With
competition held away, the light line is just as

conspicuous and decidedly more inviting. When
a layout man gets the idea that display is a

matter of comparison and not a matter of ink

area, he is well on his way toward success,

for no matter how clever the copy or how
spirited the drawing, if the space is too crowded,
the advertisement is poor because it will not

sell.

—p. T. A.—

Plan Book Attractor

Crowds This Space
We think the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, made

an error in judgment in selecting this three-

column cut from the plan book for its three-

column display. It is a very striking cut, but

it is too large for the space, and though cata-

logued as a three-column, it should not be used
in a space just that. In a four or five-column
display this would be a winner, but it is too

wide for the space used, and a smaller cut

would have served as well. The combination
of line and coarse screen gives it good print-

ing qualities in newspaper work, and it is well

planned, but it is poorly placed. With a Tal-
madge picture the title does not matter much,
but it would have been a good investment to

have thrown away the title cut and have had
this set in straight type. Ornamentation has a

prominent place in the preparation of good
advertising, but the title is not the place in

which to use ornament. Let the star and title

show as clearly as possible, and use the orna-
ment well away from this important section of
the display. With the name and title repeated
in type, this ornament might have helped, but
this picture was sold in spite of the title cut

and not because of its use. That attractor

would make the foundation of a fine half page
with a pair of these ornaments, one in either

corner and the same thing repeated in type
below, but there is not room here to use all this

A BAD CASE OF CROWDING

and get the story over to the best effect. It may
not occur to you at first, but that shadow to the

right of the face is a striking effect. It brings

the profile into powerful relief without resort-

ing to the use of a solid black, and it gets sev-

eral times the effect of no black at all. Get a

masjnifying glass and enlarge the cut and you
will sec better how well it works.

—P. T. A —

Sivitz Has Enlarged
Pittsburgh Spaces

With the opening of the new houses on the

Rowland and Clark line in Pittsburgh, Samuel
Sivitz has more work to get out, and he takes

larger spaces. He is using a nice italic for his

type inserts, but he is still trusting too much
to his artist, and his artist betrays his confi-

dence. There is a lack of force to this space, a

175 across four. Somehow it does not get over

the idea of important shows, even though "Way
Down East" heads the list. There is practically

no strong line in the entire display, either in

picture or drawn letter. It is all politely light

and small, with no great appeal in the various

portraits, because they, too, are weak and with-

out character. It is all as weak as a man with

a receding chin. There are no expression

lines to the faces—just features, and just type

for star and title announcements, with a benday

backing that is as polite as the rest and about

as weak. For a time Mr. Sivitz had his artist

sitting up and taking notice, but the draftsman
seems to have had a relapse, or perhaps he is a

new man breaking in. Look back of some
famous paintings and you will find that it is not

the color which holds your attention, but the

strength of the lines; the force of the drawing.

This is what makes good work in advertising

cuts as well as oil masterpieces. Were we in

Mr. Sivitz's place, we think we should have
killed a couple of artists long ago and be try-

ing experiments in all type. Not long ago he

sent in some very promising stuff in type and
added that he rather liked it himself, but he
seems to hold to the artist through force of
habit, or perhaps because he is sorry for him.

One of the other houses is doing much better

£HOACtMeNT <y STATE
of all tunes

V. 'IN MTTJBOHGW M

ftkroid V^ark
Griffith^

KtTHERINE

ItfUM/tomd cvnA CLOAKJ

A CHINLESS SPACE

with all type. We would be very much inter-

ested in seeing Mr. Sivitz experiment alon,g the

same lines. We think he would give us much
better work, because he knows what good work
is and gets it when he is not hampered by his

art department.
—p. T. A.—

Harrison 's Idea
It is always easy to think of a good idea

when someone else has done it first. De Sales

Harrison, of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta,

varied the usual exploitation stunts on "Three
Live Ghosts" by giving a special invitation per-

formance to the members of the American
Legion.

This emphasized the up-to-date angle of the

story, and, of course, it sent out a solid body
of pluggcrs, for the Legion men, of all others,

might be expected to find the most enjoyment
in the story—and, of course, they told their

friends.

No matter what else you do with this pic-

ture, try this stunt. Not only that, but watch
for other titles which can be shown some special

class at a private viewing with a view to getting

them back when they can bring their friends.

—P. T. A.—

A Clerical Endorsement
A special showing of "Peter Ibbetson" at the

Arcade Theatre, Ft. Myers, Fla., the morning
of the opening, brought a result not anticipated

by Manager J. P. Harris.

The usual list of prominent persons were
invited, including Rev. Dr. G. W. Benn, who
in replying to the note, wrote : "I have wanted
to see the play ever since I was in New York
two years ago and I saw an audience leaving

the theatre in which John Barrymore was
appearing in the play. Some were crying and
some laughing and I have always felt a
curiosity to see the play which left its audi-
ence so strongly moved."
The effect of such a letter in a small town

where the minister was known to everyone can
well be imagined. That's one of the fascina-
tions of stunting. You never know what you
are going to get.
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In the Independent Field
ROGER FERRl

The Passing Week in Review
FILM men are complaining. They characterize the past season as the

most disastrous in the history of the business. And they are abso-

lutely right. The warm season is now here. Business will unquestionably

be worse. But that, too, is expected. If business jumps during the warm
season there will be many of us who will succumb to heart failure. But

the fact remains that the 1921-22 season, as a whole, was a failure,

financially. Yet, in all this gloom we find a ray of sunshine penetrating

so promisingly that the 1922-23 season promises just the opposite to what

the past year presented us.

THE picture business was hit hard, but not one-half as hard as the

legitimate end. Burlesque, only a year ago so strongly organized,

has been battered beyond recognition. Vaudeville likewise was hard hit.

Musical comedy incurred losses that ran into millions. The dramatic stage

all but attended its own funeral. And we in the film business have been

kicking. Over what? Certainly, the season wasn't by many miUions of

dollars what we would wish it to have been, but just bear in mind that

pictures are replacing the legitimate attractions in every city. And this in

the hot weather season.

WE had a chat with Edgar Seldon, the veteran showman, composer

and producer, the other day. Mr. Seldon starts production on his

Madge Evans feature in two weeks. Men like Seldon are needed in this

business. He has been working on the script for his initial picture for

nine weeks and we are convinced that when he has completed the task he

will have produced a feature that every exhibitor will want to show.

Mr. Seldon is good enough a showman to appreciate that the exhibitor

must be given something more than mere film to make money. And he is

building his production with that thought in mind.

HE hasn't been wasting his time talking about what he will do. He
has gone ahead and worked. He is now ready to start production.

He has selected "On the Banks of the Wabash" as the title for his initial

offering. He has engaged the services of an expert director and camera-

man. He is confident that in Madge Evans he has a star who In time will

be as great as any luminary in the business today. For Seldon's sake we
hope so. But if he has not, it will not be because he has been deficient

in his eflForts, for he has circularized the entire world—let alone the United

States—with interesting data concerning his star.

WE had hoped that Mr. Seldon would release "On the Banks of the

Wabash" on the independent market, but we regret to report that

he already has closed a deal with a big program company whereby it will

handle the production. This transaction constitutes a genume tribute to

the showmanship of Mr. Seldon. Here is a picture on which production

has not yet even been started and yet one of the most powerful national

distributing companies in the business contracts for it.

THAT State rights distributors are hopefully and confidently looking

forward to a profitable 1922-23 season is disclosed by the fact that

virtually every important firm is busily engaged at this time completmg

plans for the new theatsical year, which begins in September. The War-

ners will have at least eight big productions available, while Arrow has

closed contracts giving them the distribution rights to at least five big spe-

cials, not including the regular features for which they contracted early

this year. Equity will not only distribute, but will maintain several pro-

ducing units, while a reliable report has it that Commonwealth Pictures

Corporation, of which Sam Zierler is the head, also will enter the in-

dependent production field. Affiliated Distributors of which C. C. Burr

is the head, will have four big Edwin Carewe specials and two Johnny

Hines features. Aywon Film Corporation this week announces a new

Maciste production made in Italy, as well as the fact that it will release the

Charles Bartlett features, the first of which already has been completed.

This is "White Hell." So be patient and alert.

WHAT'S happened to the Independent Producers and Distributors

Association? We have sought in vain to ascertain the status of

that once promising association. And in its failure there is much to re-

gret. Properly conducted this association could have been of invaluable

assistance to independents in general, but for some unexplained reason it

has been permitted to die a natural death. We sincerely hope that some

day independent producers and distributors will wake up to the true value

of real organization.

"XXZlTHOUT organization there never will be stability in this branch
' ' of the film business. The I. P. D. A. a year ago promised much,

but it has apparently passed away without accomplishing a single thing

that it was hoped it would do. An effective organization like the I. P.

D. A. promised to be could have been of tremendous value in times like

the present, but apparently the producers and distributors care naught
about the welfare of the trade in general.

WE look forward to a big season. But independents will find them-
selves on the outside looking in if they do not change their tactics.

Organization is necessary. A co-operative organization must come.
Without it no success can be permanent or complete. But that organiza-
tion must be effective—sincere. It must function properly. The heart

of every member must be with and in it. Much can be accomplished
through organization. Nothing of material benefit to the trade in gen-
eral ever will be accomplished through individual effort.

np HE season of 1922-23 can be made a big independent year. Exhib-
itors will seek big exploitable pictures and independents are best

equipped to furnish them. But without organization no headway will be
made. The movement must be general, organized and systematic. There
must be no pulling in opposite directions. Yet, that is what is threatened

unless some effective means is taken immediately of bringing the re-

sponsible producers and distributors together.

'

I
''HIS department hopes that the I. P. D. A. will be resurrected. We
have every confidence in the men who originally undertook to suc-

cessfully put it over. We appreciate, too, the fact that events of the past

year probably made it impossible for them to give the attention that the

organization required. We do say, and with emphasis, that a most glor-

ious opportunity to found a necessary organization that in time would
benefit the trade in general, has been lost. But it is not too late. Sooner
or later organization in our ranks must come in some form or other.

Why not now?

DOBBY NORTH and Larry Weber have entered the independent dis-

tribution field on an elaborate basis and next season will be in the

market with a number of productions. Mr. North is a pioneer showman
whose heart beats with that of the showman. He appreciates the fact

that only by contributing to the success of his patrons can his success be
complete. We take this means of extending our sincerely best wishes
to two of the ..most popular and livest showmen in this country.

Toe BRANDT has a big job on his hands. He has undertaken
*^ the task of putting over Federated Film Exchanges of Amer-
ica. This organization is in dire need of an able captain. It em-
braces some of the best exchangemen in the country, but because
of a lack of product Federated has all but collapsed. These ex-
changemen have dumped thousands into the organization. Some of
them dumped so much money into the enterprise that today they find

themselves only marking time.

TUST what the position of Federated will be in the film business
*-' depends largely on what Mr. Brandt does in the next few months.
He and the Cohn Brothers have in C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation one
of the best organizations in the film business. It took hard work
to establish and build the business that C. B. C. today enjoys. But
it has been a fight worth while. And we are confident that if Mr.
Brandt puts the same effort into Federated that he gave to C. B. C.
he will have no trouble attaining success. But it's going to take a
lot of hard work.

A ND hard work on the part of Mr. Brandt isn't the only thing that is

necessary to "put over" Federated. Without the moral and financial

support of every exchangeman nothing that Mr. Brandt will do can raise

Federated to the height that its backers hope it will reach. Co-operation
is needed and must be given. Without it Federated can never hope to
succeed. There is a big field for it. But it must line up real worthwhile
product, productions with box-office value. Mr. Brandt's the right man
in the right job, but he is only one of the many who are financially con-
cerned. We know Joe Brandt will do his share—and hope that the others
will follow his example and back him to the limit.
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International Seeks to Hold Up Release

of ''I Am the Law" Claiming Infringement
C. C. Burr Files Petition to Prevent Burkan
from Issuing Warning Letters, Which

Producer Terms Libelous—L F. S.

Between You and Me

Files Injunction Notice
Exchangemen and exhibitors throughout the country are

focussing their attention on the legal wrangle that has developed
this week between C. C. Burr, 7\f¥iliated Distributors, Edwin
Carewe and Edwin Carewe Pictures Corporation, on one side,

and International Film Service, Nathan Burkan and James
Oliver Curwood on the other. The wrangle resulted from a
charge made by International in telegrams sent to various ex-
changes releasing Edwin Carewe's "I Am the Law," in which
Mr. Burkan stated that that production was an infringement on
the International production, "The Valley of Silent Men," based
on a James Oliver Curwood story. The latter picture was
directed by Frank Borzage at a cost said to be $168,000.

The first legal shot was fired on

Monday of this week by Mr. Burr,

who filed a petition in the New York
Supreme Court seeking to restrain

Mr. Burkan and International from
further sending out wires to ex-
changemen and exhibitors warning
them against release or exhibition

of "I Am the Law." This case was
heard on Wednesday, May 31, and
taken under advisement. Up to
press time no decision had been
handed down.
Today (Friday, June 2) Nathan

Burkan, on behalf of International,
filed a motion in the United States
District Court seeking an injunc-
tion to prevent the release and ex-
hibition of "I Am the Law" pending
settlement of the status of the two
productions. A hearing on this mo-
tion will be held Friday, June 9.

Despite the attitude taken by Inter-
national, "I Am the Law" was given
Its Xew England premier at Gordon's
Olympia Theatre in Boston, Mass.. on
Monday. May 2U, and continued showing
there through the week. The Carewe
production is scheduled to be shown at
the Strand Theatre in .New York next
week.
Both sides this week threatened suits

for damages. Mr. Burr was bitter in
his denunciation of tactics utilized "by
counsel tor International," and said
that he would go the limit. Mr. Burr,
through counsel, Frederick L. Newgrass
of Neuman & Newgrass contends fh.it
"I Am the Law" is not an infringement
on "The Valley of Silent Men," that It
Is based on a work of James Oliver
Curwood entitled "The Poetic Justice
of Uko San." published in Outing Maga-
zine in iniO. Mr. Burr also claims they
had a written agreement with Mr. Cur-
wood. This agreement, he claims, was
further emphasized by a letter received
by the author, in which his associates,
he said, were authorized to elaborate or
add to the original script.
Mr. Burr also contends that the

situation, which International claims is
an infringement, is not new and that
"there is no plagarism" in that that
situation was used by dramaists hun-
dreds of years ago In various forms.
Burkan's action on Friday was based

on an affidavit signed by Harry P. Car-
ver, general manager of International,
who claims that "The Valley of Silerit
Men" is a James Oliver Curwood story
published by the Magazine Company
and later by the Cosmopolltain Com-
pany in September, 1920. In March,
1920, It is alleged the picture rights to

this story were transferred to Mrs.
Ethel M. Curwood, who later sold them
to the Magazine Company, which Is
said to have turned down an offer of
sS.j.flOO. Later International acquired
the story for screen reproduction. It 1*
further charged that the principal situ-
ation wherein "Sergt. Kent of the
.Northwest Mounted who. when he thinks
he is dying, tells a story that brands
him as a murderer and lets the guilty
man go free. Then he recovers and
death by hanging staring him in the
face," was infringed upon by the de-
fendants in that that "situation con-
stitutes the big scene In the produc-
tion complained of."
"The Valley of Silent Men," Mr.

Burkan further claims, has not yet been
released, but he contended that Inter-
national had advertised the aforemen-
tioned situation to the trade. He
charges defendants with "appropriating
the story of 'The Valley of Silent Men"
and dominant theme, scene, situation
and characters thereof and entered Into
the transaction as follows:
"On March 21, l!t22, one William

Nigh acquired from James Oliver Cur-
wood for a sum of if1,000 the screen
rights to 'The Poetic Justice of Uko
San.' This was a short, obscure story
that has indifferent success and it was
published in 1910 in Outing Magazine.
It will be observed that this does not
deal directly nor remotely with officers
of the Royal Mounted.

"Thereafter and on the 25th of May,
1922. Affiliated Distributors advertised
in motion picture trade papers a picture
entitled 'I Am the Law' and claimed it
to be an adaptation of the latest James
Oliver Curwood story."
The action of International came as

a complete surprise to the trade in
general and will be watched with great
interest. "I Am the Law," in the
opinion of the writer, is the best North-
west production ever made.

W. H. Leahy
With Houdini

William H. Leahy has been ap-
pointed sales manager for Houdini
Picture Corp., which is producing
special feature productions for the
state right market. Mr. Leahy took
up his new duties this week and is

concentrating his eflforts on the first

Houdini picture, "The Man From
Beyond," which created a sensation
at its recent engagement at the
Times Square Theatre, New York,
where it was presented at two dollar
prices.

A L KAHN, who maintains exchanges in Omaha and Kansas City, has
withdrawn from Federated Exchanges, according to reliable informa-

tion. The Federated crowd is reorganizing its forces and some very im-
portant changes are expected. Considerable money has been dropped by
the various local exchanges who have tried to put it over the co-operative
releasing proposition, but the going has been a hard one.

Phil Goldstone, producer of the Richard Talmadge pictures, is coming
out strong on independent productions. Goldstone knows what the market
wants, but he should pay more attention to the distribution and exploitation

end of his enterprises. Why a star like Dick Talmadge isn't given wider
exploitation is a mystery.

Unless some independent producers watch their step during the next
few months there are going to be no few flops next season. No less than
42 melodramas that were popular years ago will be revived for the screen.

Why there should be such a mad scramble for such re'vivals is something
that is hard to understand.

The task of raising $200,000 at this time seems like an impossibility,

but Lou Berman, of Philadelphia, had no trouble raising that amount
among 22 exchanges in less than two days when it seemed certain that the

Warners' 1922-23 product would be acquired for First National. That
deal was the biggest accomplishment of the year and incidentally a wonder-
ful achievement on the part of the independents.

The practice of some exchanges of booking pictures for which they have
acquired no rights and then using these contracts as a means of forcing

the distributor to come through is something that should be looked into

at once. The menace is that this practice is spreading and unless checked
immediately serious consequences will result.

A certain distributor whose picture we found fault with, but pointed

out that fault constructively, sent us a letter in which he suggested that

trade papers refrain from publishing reviews on pictures that are un-
favorable. This writer cannot see the situation in that light. It is the

purpose of this department to pass honestly on all pictures. Our reviews

are destined to be constructive. We realize the value of every film, but
we will insist on honesty.

Geo. A. Levy Comes to Metropolis

and Closes Several Big Deals
George A. Levy, president of the

Liberty Theatres Corporation op-

erating a large independent film ex-

change in both Denver and Kansas

City, visited New York last week.
Mr. Levy was formerly Industrial

Commissioner of the city and county
of Denver and is prominent in

political circles in that city. He had
just finished a lecture tour before
cnmin.g to New York.
During his stay in New York Mr.

Levy closed several important deals

with Irving Lesser, general man-

ager of Western Pictures Exploita-
tion Company. He also announced
that the world's premier of that
company's latest picture, "The Man
From Hell's River." a James Oliver
Curwood Story took place at the
William Fox'Isis Theatre. Denver,
May 21 to 27th inclusive.

Wires from Denver two days
after the opening of "The Man
From Hell's River" stated that the
Curwood picture played to standing
room only and that everything
looked good for a record-breaking
week.

Cartoon Titles for Hallrooms
Believing that the titles of a

comedy are of almost equal impor-
tance to the action itself in getting

laughs, and that good titles can
make or break a comedy. Harry
Cohn, producer of the two-reel
Hallroom Boys' Comedies, an-
nounced this week that the closest

attention will be gn'ven not only to

the content of the titles on the new

1922-23 series, but to their "dressing
up" as well.

With this end in view, the titles

on the new series are all to be
specially illustrated with cartoons,
each cartoon carefully thought out
to get the maximum comedy value
out of the action preceding and fol-
lowing the title, and out of the
comedy meaning of the title itself.
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In the Independent^Field

Yom^ Best Friend'', '7 Am the Law" and
''Determination" Open in New England

and all reporting saltsfactory business
in spite of the heat.

With the circus war on in full bloom
in the East the movie houses are suf-
fering. The big top shows are playing
the bigger towns, following each other
so rapidly that by the time they get
out of town there is little money left
for the theatregoers to spend on pic-
tures. This, together with the pres-
ence of carnivals, seems to be hitting
the theatres to no little extent.

Louis Bache of First National, Wash-

Despite the advent of the warm weather premiers of State-
rights pictures during the past week were numerous. "I Am
the Law," the Edwin Carewe crack production, handled by C. C.
Burr's AfifiHated Distributors; "Your Best Friend," starring

Vera Gordon, State-righted by Warner Brothers, and Lee-Brad-
ford's "Determination," all received their New England pre-

miers this week, and, despite the intense heat and the holiday,

all reported good business.

It is certain that as a consequence
of the showing of "Determination"

at B. F. Keith's Victory Theatre in

Providence, R. I., this week that the

rights to that picture in New Eng-
land will be sold. Arthur Lee was
in Providence this week to close a

pending deal with Harry Segal, of

Pioneer Exchange, Boston. Sam
Lee, cleverly ex^)loited the picture

which topped a program that in-

cluded the East Coast Productions,

Inc., feature, "Ashes." Matt Rielly,

manager of the Victory, where
Arrow's "Ten Nights in a Barroom"
made history, played a big part in

putting that picture over in conjunc-

tion with the personal appearance of

Miss Gene Burnell, the star, who
made a splendid impression on the

theatregoers and came in for much
publicity.

The daylight saving schedule,

however, is working havoc with ex-

hibitors in general, cheating them
out of the 8 o'clock show, conced-

edly the best draw. But despite this

business held up particularly well in

spots, although generally throughout
the country the returns were not up
to expectations.

Warner's "Yoijr Best Friend"
was shown both ' at the Tremont
Temple in Boston, and at the Opera
House in Providence, R. I. The en-

gagement was widely advertised in

both places and, according to infor-

mation given out Tuesday, the open-
ing day at Tremont Temple drew
$1,200 in spite of the intense heat

that prevailed during the day. The
Opera House in Providence is out

of the way, but the teaser advertis-

ing offset this shortcoming and in-

dications were that the picture would
net Screenart Exchange, Boston, a
fair profit.

"I Am the Law" opened at Gor-
don's Olympia in Boston this week
and with an attractive and cool

lobby did a good business the first

three days with the draw holding up
fairly well at press time. Heavy
newspaper advertising helped con-

siderably.

ington, D. C, and Harry Crandall, the
capital city exhibitor, are aggresssive
showmen and overlook no bets, so no
surprise was occasioned when word
was wired to this office from there to
the effect that "I Am the Law," which
opened there Monday, was going great
guns and bade fair to set a new record.

tion managed to pull in big business,

F. A. Smith of the Comfort Theatre
in Omaha, Neb., found "The Golden
Trail" a knockout and made money
with it.

Clara Kimball Young in "The
Worldly Madonna" also went over
satisfactorily at the Rlalto Theatre in
Washington, D. C. although the ex-
ploitation was mild in comparison to
that given "I Am the Law."

"Your Best Friend" has been win-
ning additional laurels for Dore
Davidson, who plays the role of loyal
bookkeeper, opposite Vera Gordon, in
that Warner feature. His work has
been so highly praised that exhibitors
everywhere are featuring him on all

billing.

"The tTnknown," with Dick Tal-
madge, did a flop for G. W. Yeaton,
who operates the loka Theatre, Exeter,
N. H. Yeaton found the star a won-
der, but the story was bad, he opined.

One of the wonders of the State
rights market is "Frivolous Wives"
with Rodolph Valentino. This pic-
tuer is cleaning up despite the fact
that it is a re-issue. However, the
star is the big draw, and exhibitors
using this revival are cashing in
profitably.

Texas Guinan made a personal ap-
pearance at the Grand in Atlanta, Ga.,
recently in conjunction with the show-
ing of "Spitfire," and the combina-

"Give us more like this one" is the
way L. C. McElson of the Eagle and
Rainbow theatres. Kansas City, com-
ments on "The Adventures of Tarzan."
the Weiss serial, starring Elmo Lin-
coln. This serial is a good bet, judging
from exhibitor reports.

that there was no truth to such a re-
port.

Oscar Lund Starts Work on
''Love's Old Sweet Song;" News

of Eastern S, R, Producers
With every stage in the large

Paragon Studio at Fort Lee, N. J.,

occupied by sets for his first spe-

cial picture, Oscar Lund is produc-
ing "Love's Old Sweet Song" from
the story by Augustus Bertilla.

Jacques Byrne wrote the scenario.

By keeping the technical staff busy
building several interiors at once and
moving his company from stage to

stage without having to wait for

the completion of new sets, Mr.
Lund has planned to complete studio

work on the picture within a few
weeks.

Dell Henderson, director of the James
Oliver Curwood pictures that Pine Tree
Pictures, Inc.. is making for Arrow dis-
tribution, starts work on the latest fea-
ture, "Jacqueline."

There is some talk that the Warners,
following completion of their tour spe-
cials on which Harry Rapf is now work-
ing at the Warner studio on the Coast,
will transfer their production activities
to the East. This report, however, baa
not been verified.

The camera work is in charge of Will-
iam Miller, while Charles Manning is

acting as assistant director. Those in

the cast are Helene Weir, Don Galla-
gher, Margaret Brown, Warren Cook,
Helen Lowell, Ernest Hilliard, Lew Wol-
heim, Miss Ray Allen, Walter Gaines
and John Tansey.

A. D. V. Storey will supervise the pro-
duction of a special carnival reel that
will be taken during the Movie Festival
at Starlight Park in New York City late
this month.

Production on "Go Get 'Em Gallagher"
starring Johnny Hines starts next week
at C. C: Burr's new Long Island, N. Y..
studio. This will be Hines' second inde-
pendent feature.

Work on the initial Eddie Polo inde-
pendent serial, "Cap'n Kidd, Jr.," is

proceeding rapidly at the New York
studio. It is expected that the entire
serial of 15 episodes will have been
completed by the latter part of July.
Work on the second serial will be start-
ed early in September according to the
present plans.

That the current season has been
the worst In years has been proven
time and again, but a box office report
received this week takes the prize, for
the theatre man stated that "due to
fact that only two persons were in

the audience we did not give a single
show." Another Covington, Ky.. house
did a gross of .$4..'iO in one day.

John Russell-Lowell, producer and
star of "Ten Nights in a Barroom,"
will return to Gloversville, N. Y., late
nexr month to start production on the
second special, based on a story written
by L. Russell Case, who wrote the screen
version of "Ten Nights." Arrow will
release.

Charles Bartlett, according to reports,
will soon start work on another North-
western melodrama for distribution
through Aywon Film Corporation. His
first feature. "White Hell," has been
acquired tor distribution by Aywon.

Federated Opens
Gotham Offices

Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc., have moved their
New York office to 220-228 West
48th street. Joe Brandt, executive
director of the Federated, is quite
elated over his new offices because
of the fact that it was in the same
offices that he now occupies that
Jesse Lasky started his first motion
picture enterprise, and Brandt feels
that the spirit of success that hover-
ed over the Lasky Enterprises while
they were in these offices is still

dominant.

Baltimore theatres made a strong
play on Arrow's "Ten Nights In a Bar-
room" this past week, that melodra-
matic sensation playing four of the
biggest houses In that town, the Pal-
ace, Belnord, Schanze and Community,

Fred Caldwell
Finishes Feature

Fred Caldwell, author and di-

Edgar Sheldon expects to start actual
production on his latest picture, "On
t'lG Banks of the Wabash," some lime
this month. There was a report cur- rortnr nf "Mitrlif T Jfo ;„ tj^ti
rent that a picture with such a name Z r'f^^ ^\^^ Holly-

had been issued, but Investigation by wood, nas just completed shooting
this department led to the discovery and is now engaged in editing.

ALICE LAKE
Who flays leading role in "More to

Be Pitied Than Scorned," C. B. C.
Film Corporation's first big mclo-

dra ma,"

New C. B. a
Feature Is

Nearly Ready
Actual production work on "More

to Be Pitied Than Scorned," first

of the series of melodramatic fea-

tures which C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation is to distribute, has been
very nearly completed, according to
word from the West Coast produc-
tion centre, all the interiors have
been shot and if the production
schedule is carried through the com-
ing week will see all the actual
photography completed and the pic-
ture well on the way toward final

editing.

The cast of "More to Be Pitied
Than Scorned" includes Alice Lake,
Rosemary Theby, J. Frank Glendon,
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Distributors Pressing Exchanges

for Payment of Old Notes;

Many Holding Up Releases
Exchanges throughout the country are being hard pressed bv

national distributors, who, finding themselves in immediate need
of cash, are demanding payment of notes that they hold. One
distributor this week, holding notes calling for an aggregate
amount of $232,000, communicated with the exchanges, demand-
ing payment. This action has brought about a serious situation

that has given an insight to the financial status of the exchanges.

Some of the most prominent ex-

changemen in the country are

threatened by these distributors who
insist that the money be paid im-

mediately. More than 80 per cent,

of the exchanges will be unable to

meet these notes, due to the bad
business and inability to get proper

bookings at this time of the year.

of his organization. "The County Fair."
is still scoring big in Xew England an'l
proved the best Independent drawing
card there this season.

MADGE
Clever girl star 7vh

in Edgar Seldon
the Banks of

EVANS
7 'a'ill be featured
Production, "On
the IVabash"

George Fecke o£ Motion Picture Dis-
tributing Corporation of Boston this

week announced that he will not release
"Yankee Doodle. Jr.," until early in

the tall. Mr. Fecke has enjoyed the
most prosperous season in the history

Newsy Gossip of the Trade

SAM WARNER arrived in New York
this week from the Coast. He will

be in New York for several weeks.

George Focke of Motion Picture Dis-
tributing Corporation of Boston was in

town this week, closing several im-
portant deals.

Edwin Carewe. president of Edwin
Carewe Productions, Inc., producer of

"I Am the Law," which Affiliated Dis-
tributors, Inc., is releasing, is in the
metropolis working on the scenario for

his next production.

distributors of "Determination," spent
most of the week in Providence, R. I.,

where that feature showed at B. F.

Keith's Victorj- Theatre. Mr. Lee is

dickering with Harry Segal of Pioneer.
Boston, Mass., for the New England
rights to that feature.

Savlnl Films, Inc., of Atlanta. Ga.,

recently won first prize in a national
sales drive conducted by Sacred Films.
Inc., producers of the Bible series. New
York ran a close second.

This was a busy week for independent
exchangemen. Harry Charnas of Cleve-
land and Sam Grand of Boston came on
to New York.

Ralph Spence has at last completed
all work on the titles tor "Yankee
Doodle, Jr."

There was some talk in reliable cir-

cles this week to the effect that a num-
ber of former Federated exchangemen
will get together for the purpose of
forming another national co-operative
and independent State rights syndicate.

De Luxe Film Company of Seattle
this week announced that it had
changed the title of its latest Roy Stew-
art picture. "Rldin" Wild," to "The Sage
Brush Trail."

Charles Schwerin, representing Arrow
Film Corporation, is touring the Mid-
dlewest. Among New York State
righters who have made Pittsburgh
their temporary headquarters recently
are Mr. Schwerin, C. B. Price and
David Horsley.

Arthur Lee of Bradford-Lee, Inc.,

E. E. Van Pelt, general sales man-
ager of Sacred Films. Inc.. Is in New
York closing several pending deals. He
also brought with him prints of the
sixth, seventh and eights episodes of
the Bible stories, which his firm is mak-
ing in Burbank, Cal.

Federated Sign Joe Rock
Comedies; Seek More Product

The first contract that was signed

by the Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc., for the fall re-

leases was a series of twelve Joe
Rock special comedies to be released

one a month starting the latter part

of August.
Joe Rock was in New York last

week and outlined his plans for pro-

duction and they include the ac-

quisition of two of the best comedy
directors now producing on the

coast, also a staff of comedy story

writers who have a number of big
comedy successes to their credit.

The Federated have already com-
pleted arrangements with Joe Rock,
whereby he will place the standard
of his present series of single reel

comedies on a higher plan than any
other comedy now being offered to

exhibitors.

Joe Rock, in commenting upon his

production activities for the Fed-
erated said he will have one of the
best comedy units in the West.

Trade optimism was reflected last
week in the launching of the Qualitv
Film Company by David Bernbaum and
Burt King in Dallas. Tex. The firm
announces that it has a list of 2n fea-
tures, 22 two-reeler comedies, 25 two-
reel dramas and westerns ready for
distribution. The firm s offices are lo-
cated at 1816% Main street.

True Film Company of Texas is hold-
ing up the release of the Chic Sale fea-
ture, "His Nibs," and the Equity
special, "The Black Panther's Cub,"
unti the early fall, in view of the fact
that many of the theatres in the South-
west territory are closing.

M. Cohen has entered into a partner-
ship arrangement with Eddie Silton
and it is expected that the Silton Film
Distributors will soon enter the inde-
pendent film exchange ranks in Chioago.
The exchange has taken over the dis-
tribution of "Boomerang Justice." the
first of the George Larkin series re-
cently released by Russell Produc-
tions, Inc.

The American Releasing Corporation,
much to the surprise of exchangemen
and exhibitors in that territorv. o..
Saturday. May 27. closed its St. Louis
office. The distribution for the St
Louis territory will be handled from the
Chicago and Kansas City exchanges

Felix Goldfarb has acquired control
of Climax Film Corporation of New
York, having recently been elected its

president and general manager.

W. B. Underwood of Soecialty Films.
Tnr

. of Dallas, has purchased the
Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas ri<rhts
for the In-episode Selig serial, "The
Jungle Goddess."

Tom Parker of Parker Film Com-
pany has purchased two new produc-
tions for distribution in the Dallas
Tex., territory. He took over "The Un-
conquered Woman" with Rubye De
Remer and "The Soul of Man."

H. T. Moore of Moore Amusement
Company of Tacoma, has secured the
rights for thirteen States. British
Columbia and Alaska for "Some Wild
Oats." which recently had a showing
at the Class A Theatre in that city.

De Luxe Feature Film Company of
Seattle this week sent out an Interesting
circular to exhibitors in the Northwest
directing attention to the timeliness of
their productions, which include the
Irving Cummings two-reel Northwest
Mounted Police stories. Lester Cuneo
Westerns. two-reel Cactus outdoor
drnmas. "The Sage Brush Trail" and
"The Man from Hell's River."

R. D. Lewis Film Company of Dal-
las. Tex., has signed Big Boy Williams
to make a series of personal annear-
anees In coniunctlon with the showing
of "The Trail of Hate."

ROBERT O'CONOR
Producer of Billy Franey comedies

of two reels

Film Notables

Attend Syracuse

Initial Show
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— (Special )—

Many film notables journeyed to

this city Wednesday to attend a

private showing of "The Isle of
Doubt," the first feature production
of Syracuse Motion Pictures Com-
pany of that city, at the Onondago
Hotel.

The star of the "Isle of Doubt,"
Wyndham Standing, and the sup-
porting company were present in-

cluding George Fawcett, Dorothy
Mackaill, Warner Richmond, Marie
Burke, .'\rthur Dewey and others.

Director Hamilton Smith and chief
cinematographer Arthur Cadwell
were masters of ceremonies. Im-
mediately after the picture presen-
tation which was augmented. by a

symphony orchestra, a reception and
ball was given, and the elite of
Syracuse were in attendance.

Ricord Gradwell. president of
Profluccrs' Security Corporation,
which will handle the distribution
arrangments of the Syracuse Motion
Pictures Company features, was
present with his staff, and expressed
himself as being delighted with
"The Isle of Doubt."

Signal honor was accorded the
star. Wyndham Standing, when on
Saturday business men of Syracuse
tendered him a banquet and ex-
tended him the freedom of the city.

Standing has been engaged to star
in the next production.

Weiss Dickering With National Distributor
Following the announcement that

Weiss Brothers' .'\rtclass Pictures
Corporation had acquired "Destiny,"
that organization received several
offers for distribution of this pic-
ture. These offers came from the
leading national distributors and it

is believed that a deal will be con-

sumated within the next week,
whereby the picture will go to a
national distributor.

Prior to its acquisition bv Weiss
Brothers, "Destiny" had been vig-
orously bid for by many prominent
theatrical and film people, including
Morris Gest and AI. H. Woods.
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COMING!
Equity's Big New Super Special
for the Independent Market

The Picture the Whole Nation Will Soon Be Talking About

Written and Produced by Daniel Carson Goodman
Directed by R. William Neill

Presenting such celebrated stars as Barbara Castleton, Wilton Lackaye,

Montague Love, Julia Swayne Gordon, Huntley Gordon, Paul McAllister,

Constance Bennett, Mrs. DeWolfe Hopper, Rod LaRocq, Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein.

"WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE WOMEN" is going to prove the biggest

money making sensation in the entire Independent field

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION, 723 7TH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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FADING IN AND OU
With Joe Lee T

Do you remember when Phil Glickman, who now has a string of thea-

tres in Michigan, and Manny Mandelbaum, now an Ohio First Na-
tional franchiseholder, formed, organized and were the heads of World
Film Corporation? Phil figured that a capital of $50,000 was plenty.

Soon they were $66,000 in debt. Phil went to Pop Lubin of Lubin Films,

Inc., to financially interest that gentleman in the venture.

"I'm sorry if you have any money tied up in this enterprise," replied

Lubin. (Both Phil and Manny had every dime they possessed tied up in

the thing.) "The people don't want long pictures and your plan and
company are a failure.

At that time the World was releasing four and five-reel pictures. Cleve-

land and Detroit papers please copy.

Electric light in front of Broadway restaurant reads: "Coining
Soon—the Hollywood Bathing Vamps." Hollywood, you sure are
"famous."

Some Early Releases

"Portia," "Rag Picker of Paris" and "The Heart of a Police Officer.'

— {World).

Heres the latest : a popular waltz entitled "Hollywood." Lyrics by
Tom Jones, music by Charles Fritsche. Who wants to buy the picture

rights ?

Speaking of High Salaries

Xot so long ago, if you remember, or were running Rama films" in

the folloiving productions : "Fanges of Hate" "Cards," "Through Dante's

Flames" and "The Worker" appeared Stuart Holmes who got $40 a

week), Mary Alden {thni leading woman at $40 per), and Edith Holier

(also $40 per). Priscilla Dean and Christine Mayo were "extras" and
collecting five dollars per day. Will Dains, deceased, was director general

at the princely salary of $83.50 a u'cck. C. Lang Cobb, nozv imth Art-

color, ivas general manager, press agent and what not. In fact he played

more parts than Chic Sale—and landed $42.50 for his end every ivCek.

Small news item in New York newspaper : "Mary Pickford Saves
Young Girl's Life." Wonder why this yarn wasn't planted on the front

page?

What's all the shooting for? Don't get panic stricken if you
have to close your house during the hot spell. Do you remember
when nearly every theatre in the country closed during the summer,
for repairs, and repainting the house—and opened strong in the fall?

The Orpheum Circuit, with two exceptions, has closed all its theatres.

This is an annual occurrence. The shutdown lasts three months every
year. Asked an Orpheum official why this was done and he said : "Why
even the public will become sick of a good thing. We close most of our
theatres in the summer to give our patrons a rest. But in the Fall when
we open again our patrons are hungry for our style of entertainment and
business starts with a bang."
Think it over, Mr. Exhibitor.

Do you remember when Arthur H. Swayer, now of Sawyer & Lubin,
was releasing via the State rights route? They had Swayer Features.
Did you ever run the Swayer Features—"The Bells," etc?' All money
makers.

Gone But Not Forgotten

Remember those flash pictures^ "Traffic in Souls." "The Inside of the
While Slave Traffic," "Smashing the Vice Trust," "Shackled Souls,"
"The Drug Terror," "Dope," etc.

And remember when the Moz'ing Picture World refused emphatically
to carry a line of advertising or publicity on these subjects despite the
fact that it was offered all kinds of money by its producers for the pur-
pose of inducing it to accept the copy.
The M. P. World was aivay ahead of the field even in those days.

A State rights exchange manager wirelesses: "Business is bad. What
can I do?"
"Read Kipling's 'If.'

"

O'Conor Productions to Produce
and Distribute State Right Film;
Rapf Engages Stars for Feature

LOS ANGELES— (Special)—
The O'Conor Productions, Inc., has
entered the State rights market with
a new distribution plan. The firm,

headed by Robert O'Conor, for five

years with Hal Roach, will produce
and release direct from Hollywood
a series of 26 two-reel comedies
starring Billy Franey. Four of
these productions already have been
completed. They are "No Brains,"
"Highly Polished," "Peace and
Pieces" and "Hot and Cold." The
principal feminine support will con-
sist of Gale Henry, Vera Reynolds
and Ena Gregory.

F. E. Samuels is sales manager
and took over his new duties this

week.

Wesley Barry will star and which Is
being made here now. Ru3sell Simp-
son also is in the cast.

Pacific Film Company will start
filming its first super-feature about the
last week of this month, according to
President John J. Hayes. No details
concerning the nature of the picture or
its cast have been made known.

A. Guy Fnimm, secretary and treas-
urer of Pacific Film Company, has
temporarily transferred bis actiytties
from the Pacific studios. In Culvei
City, to the Thomas H. Ince lot, where
he is acting as production manager
for Ward Lasalle.

John J. Hayes also announced this
week that Harry R. Smith, head of
Smith's Film Sales. Ltd., of London,
England, is his foreign representative.
Smith arrived in this country this
week.

Robert O'Conor, of O'Conor Produc-
tions, Inc., issued the following state-
ment: "James Calnay, of the Inde-
pendent Producers' Distributing Syndi-
cate, contracted to release our Billy
Franey comedies, but through a mutual
understanding this agreement has been
declared off. Bill Franey s pictures will
be released to the independent market
by O'Conor Productions, Inc., of Holly-
wood. Cal., direct. This is in line with
our new policy of selling direct, a pol-
icy conceived by Gus Schumacher, my
general manager."

A. C. Bromberg, of Atlanta, accord-
ing to word given out here, will handle
all the Pacific Film Company product
in this territory. His first release will
be "The Fatal 30."

The Billy Armstrong comedies, to be
produced by the Reaguer Productions,
Inc., will not be released tbrougli
Pacific.

William Fairbanks Is busy at work
on a series of westerns that will be
distributed via the State rights market
this season by Blasfour.

Niles Welch and Ruth Renick are
working in the new Harry Rapf pro-
duction, "From Rags to Riches."
which Warner Brothers will state
right. This is the picture in which

Louis Aucrbach. vice-president of
Export and Import Film Company, Is
in Los Angeles, consulting William N.
Selig in regards to the latter's pictures
which the former firm will State right.

Nathan Hirsch Will Distribute
New Maciste-Itala Production;
Announces Release for 1 922-23

Nathan Hirsch, president of Ay
won Film Corporation, this week is-

sued an announcement embodying
liis releases for 1922-23. Mr.
Hirsch is particularly enthusiastic
about a new super feature, starring
Maciste, the Italian strayman star,

that his firm will State right next
season. This is the same star who
appeared in "Cabiria," the famous
Italian super which proved such a
big financial success in this country.
'Maciste will appear in a modern
drama, which Mr. Hirsch acquired
rights to while he vras in Europe
last winter.

In addition to the Maciste spe-
cial Mr. Hirsch also announced that
he will have for distribution a
series of "Diamond Dot" five-reel-

ers, together with three series of
short releases. He has also con-
tracted for the distribution of
"White Hell," the Charles Bartlett
production, dealing with a North-
west Mounted Police story. Th's
is the pro'luction that was marl'- in

Glover'^ville, N. Y., and stars Ri.h-
ard Traver";.

.\ywoii also will distribute all the
Charles Bartlett prn,'h!ct'n"s. the
second of which is ro>v said to he
in the course of produ-ticn. The
announcement also s*Ttcd th->t >'r.

Hirsch is dickering for di^t'-ilvt'lrn

rights to three other prod'.ictions,

Mr. Hirsch is particularly en-
thusiastic concerning the future and
stated that the current year, despite
tlie depression, has brought for him
his biggest season.

Von Tilzer Is

with Backer
Franklyn E. Hacker of East Coast

Productions has appointed Jack Von
Tilzer, General Sales Manager.
While comparatively new to the in-

dependent field, Mr. Von Tilzer is

a veteran in the film industry, and
has had wide sales experience.

Watcti
for

MORE TO BE
PITIED

/
THAN„(
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New International Producing Second National Will Release
Combination Is Being Formed;

Import and Export News
Two Pictures Every Month

Cable advices from Europe this

week brought conclusive informa-
tion relative to the formation of an
international company there for the

production of pictures for the world
market. This combination will

make pictures in England, France
and Italy and already is making
overtures to American stars and di-

rectors.

Another important development

in the international situation came
in the form of an undenied report

that Goldwyn had purposely sent

Maurice Tourneur to England for

the purposing of interesting certain

European producers in a co-opera-

tive production plan. Further re-

ports indicate that the coming sum-
mer will see a wholesale invasion

of European countries by American
companies who plan making pic-

tures there.

The German Government has Issued

an order limiting the importation o£

foreign films in Germany. In the
future an exporter will be permitted to

bring in a percentage of film based on
the sale of German pictures to the coun-
try from which he does the importing.
This means that if a picture is sold in

the United States for 1,000,000 marks
American films worth 1,000,000 marks
will be allowed in Germany through
that exporter.

Cable reports received this week by
Rlcord Gradwell, president of Pro-
ducers Security Corporation, told of the

safe arrival in London last week of

Elsie Cohen of HoUandia Film Com-
pany of Haarlem, Holland. The com-
pany that arrived there includes Carlyle
Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley and Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Apfel.

Luperini Brothers have acquired dis-

tribution rights to the Jack Hoxie
series, distributed by Arrow Film Cor-
poration, for Argentine, Uruguay and
Paraguay.

Critics in general agree that "The
Bohemian Girl," produced by Astra Na-
tional Productions, Ltd., constitutes one
of the greatest productions made in

England. The American distribution

rights on this feature have not yet been
announced.

Carl Laemmle of Universal will sail

for London from New York on June 25

to make an Inspection tour of the ex-

changes Univer.<ial control in Europe.
Mr. Laemmle does not expect to re-

turn to the States until the latter part

of September.

As a result of a regulation recently

Issued by the Mexican Post Office De-
partment the importation of American
films in that country is being seriously

affected. Under the ruling, it is under-
stood. Paramount and Metro will be
barred with the threat that Universal
and First National will be accorded a

similar reception. Why this action

has been taken the Mexican Govern-
ment has nor explained, although there

Is talk to til" e.'^e-t that European film

IntT^ft-?. desirous of monopolizing the

M'^Tl'^ai trade. Inspired the move, which
Will Hays Is now investigating.

The Reichstag recently passed a bill

nccordine the snme copyright protection
(n AjTiTlcfn nuthors as is accorded Ger-
mans In this country.

Foreign P^les Manager Mountain of

/ r'ow r'~T>'>ft<i foreign business Im-
rarl-'ly. He takes an optimistic

-•f.ifle concerning the Immediate
future.

and Ike Blumenthal and Al Kaufman
of Hamilton Theatrical Corporation has
fallen through, according to reports re-
ceived this week from Berlin.

Matheson Lang, star of "Carnival,"
which United Artists distributed in this
country, has been signed by Swedish
Biograph. He will start in pictures
that Victor Seastrom will direct.

The British Paramont distributing
organization will not distribute Famous
Players' "The Little Minister" in Great
Britain, for the rights to that produc-
tion for that territory have been sold to
Gaumont.

Export-Import
Buys Neal Hart
for Foreign Field

The Export & Import Film Com-
pany, Inc., announced this week the
acquisition of all the available Neal
Hart productions for the entire for-

eign market. The contract cover-
ing six pictures was closed with
the Pinnacle Productions, Inc., of
Chicago late this week.

Included in the deal are five fea-

tures, namely, "Black Sheep," "King
Fisher's Roost." "God's Gold,"
"Danger Valley" and "Hell's Oasis"
and one two-reeler entitled "Go Get
Em Gallagher

!"

Independent
Incorporations

Albany, N. Y.—All Nations Features,

New York. Capital $2.50,000. Incor-

porators. D. O. Decker, R. Miller and O.

Lippincott.

Dover, Del.—Stereoscopic Produc-
tions, Inc., New York. Capital $1,000.-

000.

Albany, N. Y.—Alton Corporation,

New York. Capital $5,000. Incorpora-
tors, J. J. Mulligan.

Dover, Del.
New Orleans.

-Graphic Film Exchange,
Capital $.5,000.

Albany, N. Y.—Brabin Productions,
Inc. Capital $50,000. Incorporators,

Charles J. Brabin and A. L. Raboch.

Raleigh, N. C.—Continental Pictures,

Inc Charlotte, N. C. Capital $100.00f).

Incorporators, D. E. Oglesby, W. V, De
Farley. J. W. Locelace and W. H.
Youngblood.

Second National Pictures Cor-

poration, which began operations at

the beginning of the year with the

release of "David and Jonathan,"

picturization of E. Temple Thurs-
ton's novel of the name, is planning
to release two pictures a month, be-
ginning with August or September,
instead of the one each month
scheduled for the first year.
The current release by Second

National are: "The Night Riders,"
Northwestern, from the novel of the
name by Ridgewell Cullum, filmed
in the Canadian Rockies ; "Her
Story," by Titheradge, featuring
Madge Titheradge, speaking star of
"The Butterfly On the Wheel;"
"Broken Shadows," an Irish ro-
mance adapted from the novel,
"Nance," by Charles Garvice, and
"David and Jonathan," with Madge
Titheradge.

IvanAbramson Will Start Work
on New Feature About June 1

Graphic Film Corporation an-
nounced this week a new produc-
tion to be released on the State right

market this year. Ivan Abramson
aided by Assistant Director M. A.
Sachs will soon begin production
on his latest six-reeler on June 1.

The actual story deah'ng with the

present "flapper" girl will be a fea-

ture attempting to portray with as

much truth and vividness as possi-

ble the typical New York "flapper,"

the sophistications, the originality,

the habitude, the ideas and ideals of
her type.

Independent's

Court News

Pacific Will

Open 'Changes

NEW YORK—The United States Mov-
ing Pictures Corporation of Delaware
has filed an answer in the Supreme
Court here in a suit of the Russell
Clark Sales Syndicate, charging the de-
fendant with failure to pay it $1,250.
It is charged that the defendant made
the contract on which the suit is based
with the plaintiff because of representa-
tions that the defendant could get "The
Atheist" and "The Threshold" dis-
tributed by representing that it could
get First National or F. B. Warren dis-
tribution. It is further charged that
no effort to carry out the agreement
was made.

Durmg the first week in July the

Pacific Film Co., Inc., producers and
distributors, will open at least six

exchanges in key cities west of the

Mississippi, according to word re-

ceived from Mr. John J. Hayes,
president of Pacific.

E. H. Silcocks, general sales

manager of Pacific, who has re-

cently returned from a sales tour,

will supervise the opening of

Pacific's Exchanges. It is probable,

states Mr. Hayes, that one of these

offices will be in St. Louis, a former
home of Mr. Hayes, and where he

worked as a newspaper reporter be-

fore entering the picture industry.

NEW YORK—The Ritchey Litho-
graphing Corporation of New York
filed a default judgment in the local
City Court against Oscar L. Lamberger
for $1,686 on his guaranty that a bill
for lithographs and printing for "Why
Tell" for Lambsnyde Productions would
be paid.

LOS ANGELES—Judge McLucas con-
tinued the hearing in the suit of A. L.
Hart Productions against the Social
Pictures Corporation charging $148,000
damages for alleged failure to carry out
a contract for comedies.

LOS ANGELES—Harry F. Davis, a
local attorney, has been awarded a
judgment of $4,000 against the Pacific
Studios Corporation for alleged breach
of contract. It was charged that Davis
acted in a legal capacity for Pacific
Studios Corporation in a case involving
unpaid payments.

Albany, N. Y.—Blackburn Photoplay
Corporation, New York. Capital .$2.50.-

000. Incorporators, R. F. Blackburn,
R. T. McGee and F. J. Petronic.

Dover. Del.—Vimy Film Corporation.

New York. C. A. Stoltz, Harry Megown
and V. S. Knutson.

''Torchy's Nut Sunday''Said to

Be His Best Comedy Film
In "Torchy's Nut Sunday," fea-

turing Johnny Hines, C. C. Burr
promises one of the best two-reel

comedies released this year. Mr.
Burr is making good his promise to

furnish Hincs with the very best

The big deal involving the U. F. A.

^^Retribution, "LucretiaBorgia, Is

to Be Given New York Premier
Lou Rogers, of Rialto Films, Inc., or the .story of Lncrctia Borgia,

will present at the Park heatre. New "Retribution" was made in Italy un-

York City on Monday, June 5, for dcr the personal direction of Tn-

the first time in America the .six- noccnti, the Italian director.
_

The

reel feature picture, "Retribution," scenario is by Fauste Salvaten.

that can be had in story, plot and
direction, as has been evidenced in

every succeeding Torchy made un-
der Burr's direction.

The picturization of "To'chy's
Nut Sunday" has called forth Jiin^s'

best efforts and the cfT'^rfs of the
rapnble staff supportinrr hi-n which
means that this comf-dy will b" re-

plete with comedy eleiven*': h\"]-i

nuality. The theme of "Torchy's
Nut Sunday" is an r'-'bo-a'e one
packed with comic situations.

One of the feature secni-s ire-
sented will be that of n rv-Ionp,

which took the mechanical s'af?

'seven days to perfect •
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News of the West Coast
By W. E. KEEFE

Wallace Reid did not enter the

500 mile International Sweepstakes
Auto race at Indianapolis on Dec-
oration Day. The film star had
paid his entry fee for the race and
leased a Dusenberg car after he had
arranged with Famous Players-

Lasky company for a vacation.

When Famous Players learned of
Reid's entry they ordered him to

withdraw, but he refused.

The following statement has been
issued by Reid. "I was notified by
the studio officials that I could not

enter the race and that unless I

consented to withdraw, a suit would
be filed to enjoin me from going
through with it. I refused to do
this and took the matter up with my
attorney, Gilbert J. Heyfron, who
advised that I could not hope to

-win in a legal battle if the firm

employing me really went to the

limit of tiling suit. I then learned

that Mr. Jesse L. Lasky had tele-

graphed the Indinanapolis Speedway
that he had notified his attorneys to

take legal action to prevent my
entry.

"I realize fully the position of the

Speedway officials, who were anx-
ious to play square with the public

and who could not guarantee my
appearance after Mr. Lasky's pro-

test. Under the circumstances there

was nothing for me to do but with-

draw. When I sign another con-

tract I shall see that a clause is in-

serted giving me the privilege of

entering an automobile race if I

so desire.

"I am issuing this statement ow-
ing to the fact that I made my entry

in the race in good faith and I do
not want the public and the exhibit-

ors especially to think I made appli-

cation to race merely for the pub-
licity to be derived, while holding
rthe mental reservation that when the

'final showdown came I would with-

draw. I wanted to show people

that I can drive a car in a real race

as well as in motion pictures."

* » »

Lambert Hillyer has completed
the production of "Brotherhood of

Hate" for Thomas H. Ince with

Lloyd Hughes, Marguerite de la

Motte and Frank Keenan in an all-

star cast, and is now directing

Frank Mayo in a big out-doors
special.

"Watcn
ufor

MORE TO BE
PITIED

) THAN„(
^SCORNEDl

At the Hal Roach studios the

fourth of the series of the kiddie

animal comedies, "His Rascals,"

has been started. Bob McGowan is

directing the picture, the story of

which was written by Tom Mc-
Namara. A monkey and a cat have
been added to the regular featured

animals.
* * *

Harry ("Snub") Pollard has start-

ed work at the Hal Roach Culver
City Studios on a new two reel

comedy, with Herman C. Raymaker
handling the megaphone.

* *

Rowland W. Lee will soon com-
plete his production of "The Self

Made Man," starring William Rus-
sell, with Renee Adoree and Helen
Raymond playing principal parts,

and leave for the mountains for a

three weeks' vacation.
* * *

Miss Carmelita Geraghty, daugh-
ter of Tom J. Geraghty, supervis-

ing director of Famous Players-

Lasky, has returned from New
York from a four weeks' vacation.

With Miss Geraghty came Miss
Elizabeth Cobb, daughter of the

famous humorist, who in turn will

spend her vacation in California.
* * *

At the United Studios, Richard
Walton TuUy and Director James
Young are selecting the cast for the

Guy Bates Post starring production

of "Omar, the Tentmaker." The
leading role will be played by Vir-

ginia Brown Faire.

Dr. Horace R. M. Maddock, who
was a resident of India for a num-
ber of years, has been engaged as
Oriental expert and consultant for

the serial in which Ruth Roland is

starred, "The Riddle of the Range,"
being produced for Pathe by United
Studios.

* * *

A farewell dinner to Clayton
Hamilton will be tendered at the

Writers' Club the evening of June
3, with all the local literary lights

in attendance. Hamilton's contract

with Goldwyn expires in June, after

which he will take a much needed
vacation in Honolulu.

* * *

George Melford, who recently

completed "The Woman Who Walk-
ed ."Mone," starring Dorothy Dal-
ton, has started "Burning Sands"
at the Paramount studios.

* * *

Undaunted by the recent ruling of

Will H. Hays barring him from
the screen, Roscoe Arbuckle has
turned his talents to writing with
the result that he has sold his first

effort to Buster Keaton, who will

soon start its production. The title

of the comedy is "The Vision."
* * »

Kenneth C. Beaton, otherwise

known as K. C. B., and Adella

Rogers St. John, western editor of

the Photoplay Rlagazine, were the

principal speakers at the recent

meeting of the "Wampas." Tom
Engier, of Famous Flayers-Lasky,
was toastmaster.

Now Being Cut
I red Xibli) has practically com-

pleted his big special production
for Paramount, "Blood and Sand."
Last week saw the final shooting of
scenes and the picture is now in

the cutting room being prepared for

the titles. The star is Rodolph
Valentino.

Clara Louise Burnham, will be re-

leased on August 13.

On .August 27. Hodkinson will

release the third Castle production,

"Don't Weaken," by Charles K.
Harris, the noted song writer. Alan
Crosland directed.

Hodkinson Summer Releases

Numbering Six, Due in June
Beginning with "No Trespass-

ing," starring Irene Castle, on June
11, the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

tion will release six productions up

to and including August 27. In ad-

dition to this schedule Hodkinson
will continue to release the weekly

issues of Official Urban Movie
Chats put out by the M. P. T. O. A.

"No Trespassing." the release for

Jime 27, is the second in the series

of Castle productions to be released

by Hodkinson. It was adapted

from the Joseph C. Lincoln story,

"The Rise of Roscoe Paine" and di-

rected by Edwin L. HoHywood.
On July 2, there will be released

"The Veiled Woman" and "Hope."

The former is a new Renco pro-

duction based on the Myrtle Reed

story, "A Sinner in the Sun." Mar-
guerite Snow has the lead. "Hope"
is the fourth of the Triart series.

Mary Astor has the lead.

"Married People," the latest Hugo
Rallin production featuring Mabel
Ballin, will be released on July 23.

This is the $1,000 Chicago prize

story submitted by Nell Marie Dace.

"Heart's Haven," a Benj. B.

Hampton Production, featuring

Robert McKim, Claire Adams, Carl

Gantvoort and Claire McDowell, by

Added to Cast
George Fawcett is the latest addi-

tion to the roster of famous players
appearing in Cecil B. De Mille's pro-

duction of "Manslaughter." The
noted character actor has been cast

in the role of the judge, according
to an announcement made by the

producer.

Tentative Title
"The Headless Horseman" is the

tentative title of the forthcoming
Hodkinson release starring Will
Rogers, instead of "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow," as previously an-
nounced. The change in title was
decided upon by the sales control

hoard of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation as being less cumber-
some than the original title and one
which has a greater advertising and
exploitation value.

Completed
Chester Bennett has completed

"The Snow Shoe Trail," his first

production for R-C release. This
is the first of the series which Mr.
Bennett will make for R-C under
his recent contract with that com-
pany. Jane Novak is the star. Roy
Stewart plays opposite her.

"Shooting" Begun
on Talmadge Film

Actual shooting on the next Con-
stance Talmadge feature, "Elast Is

West," which will be a First Na-
tional release, got under way this

week with Sidney Franklin direct-

ing and Millard Webb assisting.

Joseph M. Schenck, the producer,
is, it is said, sparing no expense
in order that the films may be su-

perior to anything yet done by Miss
Talmadge.

Brings Back Two
Mondial Pictures

"American exhibitors and movie
audiences will derive artistic as
well as financial benefit from the
production of American-produced
pictures, photographed in the pic-

turesque southern portion of Eu-
rope," said Mr. Raymond R.
Zimmerman, identified with mo-
tion picture enterprises in Texas
and the Southwest, who has just
returned to America after a year's
tour of every country on the
Continent.
Mr. Zimmerman, who com-

manded a machine gun company
in the A. E. F., has brought with
him two Mondial productions,
starred under his advice and co-
operation, "On the Blue Danube,"
a six-reel feature of the gay old
Viennese life, and "Sylvia of the
Tyrol," a quaint romance of
mountain life in the Alpine vil-

lages. He is stopping at the Marl-
borough Hotel, preparatory to
opening offices.

"Fascination" Is

Widely Exploited
"Fascination." the recent Metro

release in which Robert Z. Leonard
presents Mac Murray, has proven
as rich a field for exploitation as
the preceding Tiffany production,

"Peacock .^lley," Metro states.

Crowded houses wherever the pic-

ture has been shown, it is stated,

have attested the effectiveness of
exhibitors' exploitation efforts.
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Stmight from the Shoulder Reports
Defartmeni for the Informaiton of Sxhibiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.

In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Write us that you'd like a free

supply of report cards.

Associated Exhibitors
SINS OF MARTHA QUEED. Very fine

picture. Good scenery; good cast; a pic-
ture for the better class houses. Not what
they want in my house, although they went
out telling what a good show we had. If

you play this kind of picture you can't go
wrong on this one. Patronage; middle
class. Attendance ; first day fair, second
day off. William Thacher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.

Equity
WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY TO-

NIGHT? A fairly good story that has been
done in many pictures. Acting and photo-
graphy only fair. The title draws well and
the picture is not a disappointment. Ad-
vertising; billboards and newspapers. Pat-
ronage; good class. Atendance; fair. H. C.
Stevens, Yale Theatre, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.

First National
BRANDED WOMAN. Fairly good pic-

ture, but Norma Talmadge has no drawing
power here. Advertising; extra newspaper.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair only.
S. H. McNeill, Rideau Theatre, Smith's
Falls, Ontario, Canada.

COURAGE. This is sold as a regular pro-
gram picture, but it can be classed with 99
out of a hundred specials. I consider it one
of the finest pictures shown here in a year.

Pleased practically every one. Boost it, as

it's big. Advertising; paper, posters, photos,
slides. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. A. La Valla, Community The-
atre, Bethel, Connecticut.

DANGEROUS BUSINESS. Just a good
comedy that keeps you laughing. Star new
to my theatre, but well liked. Advertising;
two threes, three ones, slide, photos. Pat-
ronage; average. Attendance; good. R. L.

Harding, Plaza Theatre, Little Rock, Ar-
kansas.

LOTUS EATER. Well produced and
acted. John Barrymore great. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; general. Attendance;
fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre;
Alexandria, Minnesota.

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES. The funniest

farce in many a day for me. Appreciated
by better class, and best of all it's different.

You can't boost too hard for a big house
comedy. Advertising; big. Patronage;
better class. Attendance; good. W. R.

Fairman, Queen Theatre, Bryan, Texas.

THE SEA LION. A splendid picture of

the sea. Good story. Some patrons do not
like the nature of play. Advertising; usual.

Patronage; better class. Attendance; fair.

K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville,

Ohio.

THE SKY PILOT. Pictures like this ap-

peal to all classes, and give tone to your
programs. We did big business on it for

we guaranteed it to please, and it did. Ad-
vertising; papers, posters, slides. Patron-
age; small town. Attendance; good. Chas.
W. Lewis, L O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge,
New York

THE SKY PILOT. Fine, clean Wester.i
with good drawing power. Did a good busi-
ness on this : pleased 95 per cent. Adver-
tising; banners, window cards, ones and
threes. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance

;
good. E. E. Corr, Princess Theatre,

Thompson, Iowa.

STRANGER THAN FICTION. About
the best Katherine MacDonald picture to

date. Plenty of action and a different story.
Patronage; family. Attendance; fair. R. J.

Relf, Princess Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

TEN DOLLAR RAISE.. Good, clean cut
picture : holds the attention from start to

finish. Think it will go over good in any
town. Advertising; newspaper, sir.es, threes,

ones, slide. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. L. E. Silverman, Columbia The-
atre, Skamokawa, Washington.

TOL'ABLE DAVID. Here is one of the
season's biggest hits. Not a dull moment.
Richard Bartholemess is the featured player.
Advertising; usual allotment of posters, etc.

Patronage ; mixed. Attendance
; good. Jack

Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,
New York.

TOL'ABLE DAVID. Excellent entertain-
ment, and in our opinion and that of our
patrons the best this star (Bartholemess)
ever made. Highly desirable picture for
any audience. Hit it hard; we should have
extended our run. Advertising; every avail-

able method. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance ; good. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre,
Redding, California.

Fox
CONNECTICUT YANKEE. A good pic-

ture, but no business, account of admission
price. We played it for fifty cents and
could have done very well if we could have
played it for thirty-five. Advertising; reg-
ular theatre advertising, window cards and
newspaper. Patronage; regular. Attend-
ance

;
poor, S. R. Peake, Pastime Theatre,

Maquoketa, Iowa.

THE JEST. Splendid program picture;
as good as many a special. Johnnie Walker
is becoming very popular. Advertising;
regular. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance ; fair. H. R. Walker, Royal Theatre,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

LADY FROM LONGACRE. Very satis-

factory program offering. William Russell,

in this picture certainly is pleasing. Ad-
vertising; ones, three, slides and programs.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; poor. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,.
New York.

LAMPLIGHTER. Good picture and well
liked by patrons who saw it, but print in

bad condition. Played by Shirley Mason.
Advertising; set 11x14s, slide. Patronage;
small town. Attendance

;
good. E. Eleazar,

Casino Theatre, Kaplan, Louisiana.

MERELY MARY ANN. No action in this
Shirley Mason five reel picture, and few
liked it. Advertising; photos, sheets, bills.

Patronage ; town. Attendance; fair. Harrv
C. Waffle, Lyric Theatre, Mcintosh, South
Dakota.

OVER THE HILL. Played 74 houses day
and date for four days after playing 40
houses day and date for a week. We were
in the second run group and the picture
did not hold up to the standard it should
have. Picture itself beyond criticism, as it

will please the masses. Chas. H. Ryan, Gar-
field Theatre, Madison Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

ROAD DEMON. This is a sure fire. Went
big. Print in fair shape. If you are play-
ing Fox service, be sure and get this one.
Lots of good comedy, no rough stuff in

this one. Give us more of this kind of
picture. Wm. Thatcher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.

ROAD DEMON. Best Mix I have ever
used. The coni'^dy and swift action in the
first reel is more than worth the price of
admission. Tom shows that he can handle
a racing car as well as ride a wild horse.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
E. E. Corr, Princess Theatre, Thompson,
Iowa.

STAGE ROMANCE. With Farnum ; not
up to his standard. Not a story for Far-
num, not enough rough stuff for him. "The
Old Nest" playing another theatre for ten
cents, business fair. Patronage; mixed.
G. K. Nenes, Liberty Theatre, Miami,
Arizona.

THUNDERCLAP. A fine race picture and
Miss Carr does mother part well. Advertis-
ing; lobby, newspaper, billboard, handbills,
window cards. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance; fair. Mrs. W. E. Arthur, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

Goldwyn
COME ON OVER. This Rupert Hughes

picture with Colleen Moore was unanimously
voted one of the finest exhibits ever shown
at this theatre. I did nicely with it, and
fellow exhibitors can reap a rich harvest
with proper exploitation. It will make good
every promise. Advertising; usual. Pat-
ronage; health seekers and tourists. Attend-
ance; good. Dave Seymour, Pontiac The-
atre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

DOUBLING FOR ROMEO. Take my ad-
vice, boys, and look this one over before
you present it to a small town audience,
for it was a "lemon" for me; they could
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not understand what it was all about as
there is no story. Personally, I liked it;

but the boys and girls who pay, said it was
awful. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; very poor. Steve Far-
rar, Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

HONEST HUTCH. Six reels, pleased all.

Will Rogers is always good. This is the best
we have shown. Advertising; newspapers,
lobby display. Patronage; good class.
Attendance

;
poor. Smith & Correll, Port-

land Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.

THE NIGHT ROSE. Drama of under-
world life that the people seemed to like.

Had about four cold blooded killings. Rose
type much overdrawn, particularly as an
underworld society leader. Lon Chaney
and Cullen Landis good. So is Leatrice Joy.
It pleases movie fans. Patronage; general.
Attendance; fair. Ben L. Morris, Temple
Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

THE OLD NEST. After seeing this pic-
ture many, most all, patrons pronounced it

best of its kind. Advertising; double usual
amount. Patronage; general. Attendance;
fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre,
Alexandria, Minnesota.

TALE OF TWO WORLDS. Wonderful
for me. Goldwyn should be given credit
for this picture. Went over big. I packed
my house and ran until 11:45 p. m. Adver-
tising; three ones, two sixes, photos, slide.

R. L. Harding, Plaza Theatre, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
WHAT DO MEN WANT? A very good

picture that drew good houses. Made
money, as I did not have to pay it all to
the distributors who believe in live-and-let-
live prices and give good pictures. Adver-
tising; big lobby front, special. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. J. Solomon,
Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Virginia.

WHITE HANDS. Corking good West-
ern. One that will please all. Advertising;
one and three sheet posters. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. H. S. Mil-
ler, Liberty Theatre, Montezuma, Georgia.

Hodkinson
LAVENDER AND OLD LACE. I didn't

see it myself, but from what I heard it was
extra good and drew the largest house in ten
months, and pleased every one. Patronage;
all classes. Atendance; good. A. E. Rogers,
Temple Theatre, Dexter, New York.

LAVENDER AND OLD LACE. A very
good picture, but did not draw as well as
expected, yet did a fairly good business.
Advertising; usual. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, West Virginia.

PARTNERS OF THE TIDE. Good pic-
ture, though weak in places. Advertising;
extra newspaper, banners and 24 sheet.
Patronage; mixed. Atendance; good. S. H.
McNeill, Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls, On-
tario, Canada.

Metro
ALIAS LADYFINGERS. Interesting

crook story in which Edythe Chapman out-
shines Lytell. Pleased. Advertising; reg-
ular. Patronage; average class. Attend-
ance; fair. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo The-
atre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

CINDERELLA'S TWIN. Only fair pic-

ture. Advertising; newspaper. Patronage;

regular. .A.ttendance
;
poor. S.. H. McNeill,

Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls, Ontario,
Canada.

FASCINATION. A real knockout for me.
Good in every respect. Stars were wonder-
ful; support equal. Advertising; posters,
papers, postal cards. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; good. J. Carborell,
Monroe Theatre, Key West, Florida.

FIGHTING MAD. A good Western com-
edy-drama. Just right here. Too many
weak society plays kill patronage. Adver-
tising; thorough. Patronage; general. At-
tendance; good. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

PEACOCK ALLEY. Excellent box office

attraction. A real chance for exhibitors who
buy this one right. Advertising; billboards,

mailing list. Patronage; better class. At-
tendance, fair. L. O. Davis, Virginia The-
atre, Hazard, Kentucky.

PEACOCK ALLEY. A very good picture :

you can't go wrong on this one. Miss Mur-
ray does some real acting. S. R. Peake,
Pastime Theatre, Maquoketa, Iowa.

RIGHT THAT FAILED. Bert Lytell in

a good picture which played to very good
business and pleased largely. William Noble,
Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Paramount
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Good acting,

but a weak story, and nine reels is too long
for this type of picture; does not hold in-

terest. Advertising; big, threes, ones,

heralds, mailing list, newspapers. Patron-
age; rural community. Atendance; good.
L. P. Frisbee, Community Theatre, Meredith,
New York.

BOBBED HAIR. I watched this carefully

at the initial performance, and as the film

progressed I wondered and wondered what
the opinion of my patrons would be on this

five reels of (for me) drivel; and believe

me ! when I met them coming out they didn't

leave me long in doubt. Various expres-
sions, such as "Stung!" "Fine piece of

cheese !" and one very fair minded and
daily patron handed me the information it

was his idea of a "perfectly good after-

noon wasted, looking at such an affair."

You can't escape this—it's coming to you.
But strengthen the program or let them in

free and pay them for coming if you don't

bolster up the exhibit. I booked in a

crackerjack Sennett comedy and other short

reel subjects and still they felt like asking
for their money back, so you can see what
a bad taste this may leave. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; health seekers and tour-
ists. Attendance ; matinee very good, eve-
ning "punk." Dave Seymour, Pontiac The-
atre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

BOOMERANG BILL. Good feature;
pleased every one. Advertising; regular.

Patronage ; mixed. .'Attendance
;
good. F.

S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere, New
Jersey.

CONQUEST OF CANAAN. A good pro-
gram picture; seemed to drag in places but
seemed to go very well as a whole. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair. H. W. Wharton, Pastime
Theatre, Warren. Arkansas.

EXCUSE MY DUST. Good feature only.

Rental too high for this stuff. Advertis-
ing; regular. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; fair. W. F. Pease, Centennial
Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY. One of

the best we have had. \'alentino and Dal-

ton good: but for some reason failed to
draw. Advertising; newspaper. Patronage;
small town. Atendance; poor. N. R. Cars-
kaden. Music Hall, Keyser, West Virginia.

THE SPEED GIRL. I wish I could get
about a dozen such good little comedies
each month. Daniels is headed right if she
keeps this up. Advertising; lithos, news-
paper, lobby, etc. Patronage; mixed. .At-

tendance; good. J. J. Wood, Redding The-
atre, Redding, California.

WHITE OAK. Give Hart more pictures
like this and he will "come back." It is

what the public expect from Hart. Adver-
tising; usual. Patronage; better class. .'At-

tendance; fair. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre,
Greenville, Ohio.

Pathe
HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL. Fine

picture. If some of the other companies
put this out it would be classed as a big
special. I say you can always bank on
Pathe pictures. Advertising

; average. Pat-
ronage; mixed. Attendance; good. Emily
P. Kenney, Pastime Theatre, Northeast,
Maine.

R-C
THE BARRICADE. Very good, but

nothing to rave about. Will hold interest:
clean. ."Advertising; regular. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair. W. L.
Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

POSSESSION. For me, an imported piece
of cheese. Advertising; posters and papers.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.

J. Carborell, Monroe Theatre, Key West,
Florida.

SALVAGE. Pauline Frederick and Mil-
ton Sills a good star combination. Theme
good, title poor drawing feature, photog-
raphy good. Advertising; one, three, pho-
tos, heralds. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; poor (no fault of picture but title

lacked drawing power). Russell & Son,
Lyric Theatre, Gushing, Iowa.

TWO KINDS OF WOMEN. An above
average Western which greatly pleased but
in my opinion Pauline Frederick is begin-
ning to look too old for young girl parts.

Advertising; newspaper, lobby, circulars,

pole and window cards. Patronage; aver-
age. Attendance; fair. Thos. K. Lancaster,
.'Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

Selznick
CONCEIT. -"A very ordinary picture, prin-

cipally a "Canadian Rockies scenic." Pleased
about 20 per cent of the patrons and that's a
liberal estimate. In my opinion, L. J. should
put more in the picture. .'Advertising;

usual. Patronage; health seekers and tour-
ists. Attendance; fair. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

DE LUXE ANNIE. Norma Talniadge and
Eugene O'Brien sure did fine in this pic-

ture; everybody liked it. Broke house
records for eighteen months. Advertising;
handbills, lobby, photos and newspaper.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; extra

good. Thomas Clark, Electric Theatre,
Maryville. Missouri.

A WIDE OPEN TOWN. A picture that

will please all : we need more li'-re it. Ad-
vertising; regular. Patronage; small town.
.'Attendance; fair. H. S. Miller, Liberty The-
atre, Montezuma, Georgia.
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SHE LOVES AND LIES. Pleased about

75 per cent. Some very good comedy, but
women noticed old style clothes and knew
picture was old. Advertising; paper, pos-
ters, photos, slides. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; good. A. La Valla, Community
Theatre; Bethel, Connecticut.

United Artists
THE IRON TRAIL. Good story but a

little draggy in spots. Capable cast.
Photography very good. Audience generally
pleased. Advertising; regular with no
extras. Patronage; average. Attendance;
fair. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,
Gloucester, New Jersey.

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. Pleased
those who saw it, but the rental price
demands too high admission prices. Patron-
age; better class. Attendance; poor. K.
H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

THE LOVE FLOWER. A D. W. Griffith
production. Pleased a big business. Pat-
ronage; general. William Noble, Criterion
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

WAY DOWN EAST. One of the best and
pleased 100%, but the price asked is so high
that I can't make any money in a small town.
Advertising; slides, window cards, one
sheets, and two newspapers. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair. J. C.
Mapes, K. of P. Theatre, Chester, New York.

Universal
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED. Fairly

good picture, pleased fair crowd. Advertis-
ing; regular, lobby, etc. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; fair. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DcQueen, Arkansas.

THE BLAZING TRAIL. The ending was
either dropped off or the picture unfinished,

otherwise a beautiful thing. Patronage;
smalltown. Attendance ; fair. J. R. Rush,
Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.

THE FOX. Harry Carey. Did a good
business at 20c with the Unique Theatre
charging ten cents for "Rosary." They
charge 33c in Globe, a town five miles away,
for the same picture. Patronage; all

classes. Attendance; excellent. G. K.
Nenes, Liberty Theatre, Miami, Arizona.

HEADIN' WEST. Pleased as wefl as
"The Fox." Just enough comedy. Better
than any star series Carey ever made. Book
it. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. G. H. Jenkenson, Victor Theatre,
Minocqua, Illinois.

HEARTS OF HUMANITY. This is a fine

one. I personally liked it better than "Birth of

a Nation." I lost money on it, but unless
you have lived in Snyder, you don't know
what a little cloud can do to you as the
people here think this is the cyclone center
of the world. Patronage; best. Attendance;
poor. R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder,
Oklahoma.

HIGH HEELS. Picture good, but nothing
extra. Advertising; one sheets, four sheets.

Patronage; smalltown. Attendance; good.
D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS. This takes
with the men fine, but the ladies walk on me
unless they are with their husbands and
lovers. Advertising; photos and ones.
Patronage; general. Attendance; good.
R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, Northfork,
West Virginia.

Vitagraph
FLOWER OF THE NORTH. A real pic-

ture of the Northwest. You don't have to

speed the projector to get action on this

one. Good direction, but he might have
taken the signal fire out of the back yard.
Advertising; six sheets and singles. Pat-
ronage; industrials. Attendance; good.
Howard James, Union Theatre, Voluntown,
Connecticut.

SILENT VOW. An excellent picture, will

please any audience. Advertising; slide,

posters and newspapers. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance ; good. W. H. Hufford, Lincoln
Theatre, Petersburg, Indiana.

THE SILVER CAR. Just a fair picture.

People liked it fairly well. Advertising;
newspaper, lobby and slide. Patronage

;

mixed. Attendance ; fair. Thomas Clark,
Electric Theatre, Marysville, Missouri.

SINGLE TRACK. Patrons reported it a

good one. Not a dull moment in it. A good
snappy feature. Advertising; photos and
ones. Patronage

;
general. Attendance

;

good. R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, North-
fork, West Virginia.

Comedies
BELL HOP. (Vitagrraph). Larry Semon.

Book these and you wont go wrong. All

good, produce laughs. Advertising; regular.

Patronage; smalltown. Attendance; fair.

W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell,
Wisconsin.

ONE HORSE TOWN. (Universal). Most
of Harry Sweet's comedies are good, but
this one is punk. Nothing to it, no laughs,

no nothing. Patronage; middle class. Wm.
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

RE-ISSUED CHAPLINS (Warner Bros.).

Although these Charlie Chaplin comedies
are old, they'll positively satisfy anyone who
hasn't seen them before. Advertising; slides

and programs. Patronage ; smalltown. At-
tendance

;
they always draw 'em in. Jack

Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,
New York.

STRAP-HANGER (Century-Universal).
These comedies are among the best and
this one which sells right to the exhibitor
is funnier than Lloyd, Keaton or Semon. At-

How Advertised .

.

Type of Patronage

Theatre City

Date

tendance
; good. Ben S. Morris, Olympic

Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

Serials
HURRICANE HUTCH (Pathe). Am on

the 10th chapter and it seems to be holding
up pretty well. There is the usual line of
Blah, but it's better than the average. Ad-
vertising banner, photos, etc. Patronage;
smalltown. Attendance

;
good. Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre, Neillsville, Wis-
consin.

State Rights
CYCLONE BLISS (Arrow). Here is a

good star and a real western picture with
lots of action and plenty of fights and thrills.

Didn't draw, but no fault of the picture.

Pleased 85%. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,
Dexter, New York.

DANTE'S INFERNO. It doesn't make
any difference how many years old this

picture is. It is a real money getter. Showed
this to my best Monday in a few months.
There are some fine scenes in this and
some horrible ones. It is no picture for
children. Advertising; dressed front of lob-

by to resemble Hell, and had Devil outside.

Attendance, great. M. Oppenheimer, Empire
Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.

LOGGERS OF HELL ROARIN' MOUN-
TAIN (Amer. Film). Just ordinary program
picture which did not please over 50%. Ad-
vertising; ones, sixes, photos. Patronage;
middle class. Attendance ; fair. Wm.
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM (Ar-
row). 100%. Better picture than I expected.
Will please all. Struck three days of rain so
can't judge drawing power. Patronage;
family. Attendance; fair. R. J. Relf, Star
Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME (Warner).
Excellent. Pleases well. Wonderful title.

Any exhibitor should clean up providing he
buys it right. Advertising; mail list. Pa-
tronage; mixed. Attendance; good. L. O.
Davis, Virginia Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

. . . Attendance
Good, Fair, Poor

State

Signed

A Straight from the Shoulder Report

Exhibitors are booking by these reports. Tell them about pictures that malie money

for you and warn them against the really bad stuff. Be fair to the picture and to your

fellow exhibitors. LET'S HEAR FROM YOU.

Title of Picture Producer

Your Own Report
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracti from newi available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Film Daily (F.D.).

The Man From Home
(Featured Cast—Paramount—6,893 feet)

^I. P. W.—Well-known play picturized amid
magniticent scenery. There is a distinct box-

office value in the title.

T. R.—As a scenic attraction the feature

leaves nothing to be desired, but in point of

real human interest it drops 'way below zero

mark.
N.—As a screen contribution, it is not so

interesting as a means of entertainment as it

is in feasting the eye.

F. D.—Pictorial appeal the chief asset of

Fitzmaurice" picture made abroad.

Beyond the Rocks
{Gloria Swaiuson and Rodolph Valentino—

Paramount—6,740 Feet)

M. P. W.—A love story with an assured

box-office appeal.

T. R.—The plot up to the concluding reel

contains nothing particularly new . . . Fair

entertainment.

F. D.—First joint appearance of Swanson

and Valentino looks like a box-office bet.

N.—Get this straight! This picture is going

to knock every box office in the country for

a goal.

E_ H.—A picture with many unusually

strong box-office angles.

Watch Your Step
(Cullen Landis—Goldwyn—4,713 Feet)

M. P. W.—Clean, simple picture, entertain-

ing throughout, and well taken, although not

by any means of the super production class.

E. H.—A corking story of youth, love and

romance.
N.—Here is a good old fashioned picture

—

one of these types of yesteryear that helped to

make "movies" popular.

T. R.—The picture belongs in the mildly

amusing class. It zips along in breezy fashion,

thanks to skilful direction and the clever acting

of Cullen Landis and his fellow players.

F. D.—Clean, wholesome picture that offers

very pleasant entertainment.

Step On It
(Hoot Gibson—Universal—4,225 Feet)

M. P. W.—Superior to many Westerns.

N.—Plenty of gun-play, dashing horseman-

ship, some snappy humor and the balancing

love interest.

F. D.—A pleasing Western picture that works
up fine action as it moves along.

T. R.—A Western play with plenty of good

comedy and lively action to hold the interest.

E. H.—A refershing Western drama, cram-

med full of action, gun play and wild riding

with a pleasing love story running through it.

Kissed
(Marie Prevost— Universal—4,231 Feet)

M. P. W.—Marie Prevost's personality helps

to put over light comedy.
F. D.—Very light material that will please

if the others have.

N.—Marie Prevost's piquant personality, her

ability to interpret a flapperish type of heroine,

her gift of wearing smart clothes, a faint dash

of romance, some clever titles and a tasty pro-
duction—these are the sole assets of "Kissed."

E. H.—Slight story of no great interest,

aside from the piquant Miss Prevost herself,

but it winds up with an exciting finish.

T. R.—For light frivolous entertainment
Marie Prevost's new picture, "Kissed," offers

pleasant amusement.

His Wife's Husband
(Betty Blythe—American Releasing Corp.—

5,500 Feet)
M. P. W.—Should prove successful in the

average house.

F. D.—Will hold their attention until the

end.

T. R.—^Should prove its worth anywhere
as a first-rate attraction.

N.—Carries a box-office title, is well played
and definite in its appeal. And it should bring
returns.

E. H.—Fairly interesting story.

The Man Who Married
His Own Wife

(Frank Mayo—Universal—4,313 feet)

M. P. W.—Gets the spectator's interest in the

beginning with a gripping scene and the story

is good enough to hold it throughout.
N.—The storv is unusual, but so highly im-

probable that it will be accepted as fiction and
nothing else. Its originality, however, will

appeal to many screengoers.

F. D.—Would have been a knock-out if it

stuck to the starting pace.

T. R.— For the most part, it succeeds in

Imlding the interest.

The Deuce of Spades
(Charles Ray—First National—4,505 feet)

M. P. W.—-The typical Charles Ray punch
is late in coming, but when it does come in

"The Deuce of Spades." it's good enough to

leave you with the impression that you've seen

a good picture.

T. R.—For wholesome entertainment his

latest is quite acceptable.

N.—^Charles Ray partly redeems tiimself in

this production. It is a better picture by far

than either "The Barnstormer," or "Gas, Oil

and Water."
F. D.—Ray falls way below his standard in

latest release,

E. H.—^Fairly pleasing.

Queen O' the Turf
(Featured Cast—Robertson-Cole—5 reels)

M. P. W.—Should interest the average audi-

ence and gives it the sort of entertainment fare

that has generally proved successful.

N.—This production might be exploited in-

to good box-office attraction.

E. H.—While obvious as to clot, it never-

theless intrigues your interest from the start

and holds it throughout.
F. D.—Racing melodrama that offers first-

rate thrill in climax.

T. R.—A fine race horse story, not unlike the

usual plot that holds sway in this tvpe of

melodrama, but possessing a gripping climax.

North of the Rio Grande
(Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels—Paramount—

4,770 Feet)
M. P. W.—Although there is nothing start-

lingly new to the story or the manner in

which it is related, there is enough melo-
dramatic excitement and typical Western stuff

to satisfy the many who have a penchant for
Westerns.

N.—The cast and settings should get this

production over at the box office. It's a good
summer attraction.

T. R.—Starting off very slow and rather
incoherently, "North of the Rio Grande" soon
develops into a Western that is far above the
average.

F. D.—\"ery good direction keeps it from
being ordinary.

E. H.—A robust Western, teeming with
action.

Don 't Write Letters
(Garcth Hughes—Metro—4.800 Feet)

M. P. W.—Entertaining comedy-drama.
N.—Appealing enough to score with pic-

turegoers the world over.

F. D.—First rate story and all-around enjoy-
able picture.

T. R.—A bright and sparkling comedy-drama
in which humor and heart interest are pleas-
antly mingled, "Don't Write Letters" gives
every indication of winning widespread and
well-deserved popularity.

E. H.—The humor well brought out and
enjoyably acted.

Love 's Masquerade
(Conu'oy Tearle—Selznick—4.300 Feet)

M. P. W.—The countless admirers of Con-
way Tearle no doubt will be most enjoyably
entertained.

E. H.—Holds the interest stimulated in the
early footage.

F. D.—Has possibilities of pleasing the ma-
jority.

N.—The picture has been admirably mount-
ed and it contains cnou.gh dramatic possibilties

to intrigue the mind of the average spectator.

T. R.—There is a good deal of heart interest

in this picture, considerable suspense and fast

action.

The Cradle Buster
(Glenn Hunter—American Releasing Corp.—

5,200 Feet)
M. P. W.—Situations that are sure to amuse.

Here is the comedy-counterpart of the mother-
love picture.

E. H.

—

.\ new star in a pleasing, bright,

little comedy that should find a ready welcome
in houses catering to discriminating picture-

goers.

N.^—It is quite a refreshing bit of screen
work and one which should go good during
the cnming warm months when folks like

entertainment that does not overtax the brain
in fieurin.g out what it's all about.

T R.—Can easily be classed one of the best

ii'venile comedies that has been put on the

screen recently.
^

F. D.

—

\ first rate entertainment that just

misses being a knockout.
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"Yellow Men and Gold"
Couverneur Morris Adventure Story Is

Made Into Thrilling Picture by
Goldwyn.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.
Do you want a good adventure story for a

contrast to the society dramas you may have
run lately? Or the opposite in type to the

Pollyanna-Cinderella theme? Or an exciting

tale without a horse in it ? Or a red blooded,
exciting adventure picture with a capital "A"
just for its own sake? If so, you cannot go
wrong in booking "Yellow Men and Gold."

It is a picturization of Gouverneur Morris'

story of the same name, made with special

fidelity and a careful attention to the melo-
dramatic construction contained in the original.

Irvin V. Willat directed the picture in such a

way that the adventure story is related with

speed and smoothness and given an atmospheric
background. The excitement and thrills are

intensified by the manner in which they are

introduced, and the necessary romantic love

interest is neatly interwoven.

A remarkably strong cast is headed by
Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix, who are

featured. Miss Chadwick not only fulfils all

acting claims made upon her in a gratifying

manner, but her piquant charm and appealing

beauty aids the picture greatly. Dix is vig-

orous and efficient as the fighting hero. A well

nigh perfect performance is contributed by
Goro Kino, as the Chinese sea captain. And
there is no better place than this to state that

it is a welcome relief and somewhat of a
novelty in placing a group of Chinamen on
the story's good side in its triumph over the

evil and not as villains.

The dodge of obviating the improbabilities

in a story of this sort by having the whole
thing turn out to be the accepted manuscript of

an author who had been unsuccessful up to

this time is well introduced.

The Cast
Parrish Richard Dix
Bessie Helene Chadwick
Carroll Henry Barrows
Carmen Rosemary Theby
Lynch Richard Tucker
Craven Fred Kohler
Todd Henry Hebert
Cunningham William Moran
Chang Goro Kino
Jili George King
John William Carroll
Abraham R. T. Frazier
Adapted from Gouverneur Morris' Story

of the Same Name.
Scenario Not Credited.

Directed by Irvin V. Willat.
Length, 5,224 Feet.

The Story
Parrish, a young author, leaves his study

during a rainstorm to answer a call for
help and learns of a wallet under a spotted
rock. His search rewards him with the dis-
covery of a treasure map which he shows
to Carroll, a retired sea captain, and the
latter's cronies. A quest for treasure is

planned and prior to the sailing of Carroll's
ship, the Calliope, Parrish is drugged, the
map is taken from his wallet and he is

thrown from the dock to die. In the harbor
waiting for a chance cargo is the Shantung.
A girl leap.s from her deck and drags Parrish
to safety. When he revives next day he
meets his savior, Bessie, fascinating Ameri-
can mistress of the Shantung's Chinese crew,
and learns of Carroll's treachery. Through
the advice of Carmen, one of Carroll's gang,
Parrish has secreted a copy of the treasure
map and now the Shantung starts in the
mad race for gold. Parrish arrives first but
his victory is interrupted by Carroll's armed
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"Toonerville Blues"
Educational has another dcliciously humor-

ous Fontaine Fox-Toonerville Comedy in

'Toonerville Blues," which Ira M. Lowry di-

rected for the Betzwood Film Company and
Ralph Spence edited and titled. Again the

characterization of small town folk are excel-

lent and the funny situations and mirthful sub-

titles frequent. The story is about a crooked
lawyer and how he is thwarted in his designs

on the heroine by the hero, who discovers oil

in the outfield of the diamond where he is

playing baseball. The courtroom scene, where
Dan Mason, as justice of the peace, lays down
the law, is rich in comedy. The subject is in

two reels.—S.S.

"Screen Snapshots No. 1
"

With this issue, this single reel weekly re-

lease, produced by Jack Cohn and Louis Lewyn
takes its place among the subjects distributed

by Pathe Exchange. The standard established

by previous issues is well maintained and many
of the screen's most famous players are shown
in this number. The opening section shows
players at the Lasky Studio enjoying themselves

during the noon hour and introduces Wallace
Reid," Theodore Roberts, Cecil DeMille, Lila

Lee. Betty Compson, Thomas ATeighan and

others. Other subjects include the canine star

Pal and little Fay McKenzic: Guy Bates Post
and Adcic Ritchie: Charles Chanlin and Doug-
las Fairbanks; Norma and Constance Tal-

madiic. Herbert Rawlinson and the little negro
comedian. Sunshine Sammy.—C. S. S.

crew. Bessie is imprisoned on CarrOU's
ship and Parrish fights his way to the beach,
swims to the hostile Calliope and sets the
ship afire. Bessie, still a prisoner in the
hold of the boat and suffocating from the
smoke, breaks the port-hole window and
shouts to the departing Parrish. Bessie is

rescued and the pair return to the Shantung
where after further thrilling adventures
they find that they have discovered the
greatest treasure of all—love.

"For His Sake"
Hilda Nord and John Dillon Featured in

Zcrner Picture with Rather Child-

ish Plot.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

"For His Sake" is not sufficiently involved to

hold out much attraction for the adult. With
children it will be more of a success, as the

theme is of the simplest, the atmosphere is

highly moral and the action is of the obvious

type. Another reason for its promised popu-
larity with juveniles is the youthfulness of the

principals, Hilda Nord and Charles Jackson.

The story proceeds, without subtlety, to

describe the healthful influence which a sunny-
haired girl of the tenements has upon those

around her. A combination of the plots of
Cinderella and Little Lord Fauntleroy show
her final acquisition of luxury and her reforma-
tion of an uncle, determined to destroy his

brother.

Hilda Nord is a natural, pleasing performer,
who looks as if she would like to be happy if

the role would permit. Her youthful pal,

Jimmie, is played enthusiastically by Charles
Jackson. The rest of the cast are somewhat
hampered by unreal parts, but are as successful

as can be expected.

The Cast
Ethel Dean Hilda Nord
Jimmie Charles Jackson
Sidney Bentham John Dillon
Mrs. Dean Mrs. Coller
Aunt Elizabeth Jane Jennls

Story, Scenario and Directing by
John S. Lawrence.
Length, 4,850 Feet.

The Story
Ethel Dean is left an orphan when her

mother dies of consumption, because of in-
sufficient care. Her mother's brother, Sidney
Bentham, is a wealthy financier, but has
isolated himself from all his relatives. Ethel
and her pal, Jimmy, the newsie, set out to
find Bentham. They happen to arrive at his
home, and Bentham, who has heard of his
sister's death, repents sufficiently to take
Ethel into his home. Jimmie, too, finds
-shelter there and the two plot to reform
Bentham. who is bent on destroying his
brother in the stock market. The two
children plan a clever campaign and succeed
in restoring the friendship between the two
brothers.

Progrramj and Exploitation Catchlines:
A Little Orphan Girl of the Tenements, and
Her Pal, the Newsie—How They Boarded
a $"reight Car and Rode Forth in Search
of the Rainbow—How They Fell Into
Good Kind Hands and Made a Human
Being Out of a Heart-Hardened Money-
King.

Exploitation Aneles: Make your drive
along the angle of the slums slant.

Movie Chats No. 17
When F. H. Gillette, Speaker of the House

of Representatives recently made a speech and
expressed his high regard for the moving
picture and for what it can do for the nation
and the world at large, "Movie Chats" was on
hand to "shoot" the proceedings. Speaker
Gilette making his speech is shown in Chat-
No. 17.

There are also finely photographed films of
the extensive salt beds in southern California.
The work of preparing the salt for market is

interestingly shown.
Pictures of the way to prepare a tasty dinner

economically will be interesting to housewives.
-T. S. daP.
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"His Back Against

the Wall"
Raymond Hatfon Achieves a Cliaracter-

i::ation That IVill Sta)id As Unique
in Gold'ii'yn Picture.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

In "His Back Against the Wall," Goldvvyn
has produced a conspicuous picture. More like

life than fiction, it features an unideal char-

acter in lieu of the customary hero and brings

the spectator face to face with a type that he

meets every day, but with whom, in all proba-

bility, he has little sympathy. This character

is the man who is afraid.

Instead of starting out with a display of his

weak traits and then proceeding, as have count-

less pictures, to show how circumstances and
associations bring out untold strength of char-

acter, so that the transition from cowardice
to manliness is somehow achieved, the story is

worked out on a different basis. Jeremy Dice

is born a coward, continues a coward and ends

up by being a coward. He is one of the un-

numbered throng of those who are something
less than men. Only an accidental remark
finally inspires sufficient self-forgetfulness in

him so that for a small moment he becomes a

hero, but this does not mean that he has con-

quered fear.

The picture is one which draws the line so

finely between comedy and tragedy that it

would be unfair to generalize in describing its

appeal. Too much depends upon the tempera-
ment of the one who sees it. It is this sensitive

quality that should make it capable of bringing

a varied response.

Raymond Hatton is a despairful figure. He
does not once fail to register. He shifts about,

a furtive frame in loose clothes, his chin is

frail, his eyes, unhappy. He hasn't the courage

to tell the truth and he hasn't the courage to

lie. He is a victim of events, wthout a com-
batting will of his own.
A cast that is well qualified, supports him.

The directing by Rowland V. Lee is a fine

accomplishment.
The Cast

Jeremy Dice Raymond Hatton
Mary Welling Virginia Valli
Sheriff Lawrence Will Walling-
Bronc Lewis Gordon Russell
Henry Welling W. H. Bainbridge
Mrs. Welling Virginia Madison
Arizona Pete Fred Kohler
Lew Shaler Jack Curtis
Dr. Farley Dudley Hendricks
Dorothy Petwell Shannon Day
Jimmy Boyle Raymond Cannon
Poutch Louis Morrison

Story by John Frederick.
Scenario by Julien Josephson.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.

Length, 4,690 Feet.

The Story-
Jeremy Dice, the coward, went West.

Kicked off a freight in an Arizona desert,
he stumbled upon the rendezvous of two
bank bandits who murdered each other in a
quarrel over the division of the spoils.
Jeremy is scared speechless and is unable to
deny that he heroically, and single-handed
killed the bandits when the sheriff's posse
finds him with a revolver in his trembling
hands. He is made a hero and falls in love
with the daughter of the wealthy ranchman
whose son one of the bandits had shot.
Under the stimulus of unselfish love.

Jeremy develops the courage he had never
had.

Program and Bxploltatlon Catchllnes:
They Took Away His Silver Prize, Then
Snatched His Girl—He Was Too Par-
alyzed to Protest—He Went to Arizona.
Was Found With Two Dead Ruffians and
Immediately Pronounced a Hero — He
Hadn't the Nerve to Tell the Truth

—

Then the Girl Came Along.
Exploitation .^ni^les: Play up the story

as a novelty, using the theme of a coward's

"To A Finish"
William Fox Production Has Plenty of

Dramatic Action.
Reviewed by J. M. Shellman.

While Buck Jones' latest starring vehicle

"To a Finish" is an excellent western story

of the red-blooded he-man type, the direction

by Bernard Burning is a trifle faulty in spots

and the subtitles are written in a cramped and
unnatural style. To the discriminating film

fan this might, to a certain extent, hinder the
enjoyment, while others may not even notice

the deficienc}',

Mr. Burning has endeavored to paint (so to

speak) this drama with broad, bold strokes, in

the manner of some artists in oils; but the

lack of detail work weakens the structure and
makes the continuity too spasmodic and jerky.

Some of the face-to-face encounters of the

principal characters in the story border on the
humorous when they are supposed to be
dramatic, but others get over very nicely. The
runaway accident and the rescue is decidedly
well done.

Norman Selby is developing into a first-rate

comedian and his portrayal of Wolf Gary in

this production lifts him into a class by him-
self. The satirical note in his acting just suits

the type he represents in this play without bor-
dering on the burlesque. He furnishes a re-

freshing high light throughout the attraction.

There is plenty of dramatic action that will

please seekers of film thrills. There are real-

istic fights ; the photoplay is good, and some of
the lighting arrangements are cleverly manip-
ulated. The action that takes place after the

encounter in the hotel is supposed to happen
after ten o'clock at night. For awhile it is

night and then the scenes are taken like broad
daylight.

Sets and locations are used in this picture
that are practically the same as those used in

the production of Zane Grey's "The Last
Trail," starring Maurice Flynn. The bar-
room of the hotel is similar, if not exactly the
same, and the exterior shots of this building
practically coincide, as do some of those of
the ranch house.

This picture is well balanced with pathos,
humor and stirring action.

The Caat
Jim Blake Buck Jones
Doris Lane Helen Ferguson
Billy Terry G. Raymond Nye
Wolf Gary Norman Selby
Joe Blake Herschel Mayall
Story and Scenario by Jack Strumwasser.

Direction by Bernard Duming.
Length, 4.000 feet.

The Story
"To a Finish" is a storj' of the western

plains, in which a young ranchman, in de-
fense of his father and himself, undertakes
to run down a villain who seeks, by surrep-
titiously placing rebranded cattle among
their herds, to stamp upon these men the
infamy of cattle rustling. The young man
succeeds, of course: but before lie succeeds
he undergoes some thrilling experiences and
hair-breadth escapes from death. And in
the prosecution of his task he is assisted
more than once by a very charming girl
who at the close finds a permanent haven in
the arms of the intrepid ranchman.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchllnes:
He Was Falsely Accused of Cattle Steal-

ing; the Girl He Loved Turned Against
Him But He Had Fighting Blood in Him.
Did He Fight? You Betcha! "To a
Finish."

By Using Brawn and Brain, Jim Blake
Fought His Way Through His Adver-
sary's Gang of Ruffians. Outwitted Him
and Rescued the Girl He Loved, in "To a
Finish."

Exploitntion AnKlex: Sell this on the star
and the Western angle.

one brief moment. Tou can make it sell on
this alone if you work It strong enough.

"The Black Bag"
Universal Stars Herbert Raivlinson in

Entertaining Detective Story.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

The patron with a zest for the picture of
adventure, for highly imaginative activities

amid conventional surroundings will appreciate
"The Black Bag." Universal has used here a
Louis Joseph Vance story of mistaken sus-
picion. The result is a picture adhering to the
familiar standards of detective thrillers, pre-

pared with considerable understanding of what
makes this type of story successful on the
screen, and acted by a cast adorned by Herbert
Rawlinson and Virginia Valli.

Romance has been the first purpose in the

interpretation of the story which is all done in

a light vein. This is perhaps one of the best

recommendations, as a plot such as this is too
improbable to be taken seriously. Touches of
melodrama are subdued. The thrills are found
rather in moments of speedy action, as in the
motor boat race. Rawlinson appears as he is

best liked, in a romantic role which demands
nothing so strenuous as to mar his sartorial

perfection. Virginia Valli is a pleasing note
and the direction throughout is very good.

The Caat
Billy Kirkwood Herbert Rawlinson
Dorothy Calender Virginia Valli
Mulready Bert Roach
Mrs. Hallam Clara Beyers
Freddie Hallam Charles L. King
Samuel Brentwick Herbert Fortier
Burgoyne Lou Short
Martin Jack O'Brien

Adapted from the Novel by
L<ouis Joseph Vance.

Scenario by George Hively.
Direction by Stuart Paton.

Length. 4.343 Feet.

The Story
The story concerns a young business man

who falls In love with a girl he is afterward
told has stolen a costly string of gems. He
surprises the leader of the criminal band
ransacking the girl's home. Kirkwood over-
powers the burglar and takes the gems to
his own hotel room, whence they are stolen
again by a woman accomplice of the man
Kirkwood had recently left. Kirkwood, still

mystified as to what it's all about, recovers
the necklace and brings the thieves back,
only to be arrested himself as one of their
number. How he frees himself is shown in
the climax.
Prognram and Exploitation Catchllnes i

They Told Him She Had Stolen a Neck-
lace—But He Had Fallen in Love With
Her First—He Set Out to Protect Her
and Ran Into the Real Criminals, and
Got Heavily Involved Himself!

"Science at Home"
In this number. Prof. F. P. Smith, of Lon-

don, gives a "demonstration" of sound waves
and how they are communicated to the air by
bodies in rapid vibration. One of the most
interesting of the experiments illustrates how
certain flames are affected by sound waves.
How a jet of water can be affected by sound
is also picture as well as a number of other
interesting experiments, all having to do with
the same subject (Kineto).—T. S. BaP.

"The Village Sheik"
The best feature about this Fox comedy,

starring Al St. John, is the title which should
have good drawing powers. The picture ap-

parently has little relation to the title unless

there is an unsuspected analogy between an
undergraduate barber and a sheik. Al St. John
in this role does strange and amusing things

with his customers, or rather patients. Now
and then there are moments of hilarity but for

the most part the humor is quiet and scattered.

—M. K.
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"One Clear Call"
Good Ail-Around Entertainment—Re-

leased By First National

Reviewed by Margruerite Kemp.

The old catchline of a picture getting a grip

on one's emotions is a fitting one for this

feature. There is a laugh, a tear, or a mystery
in every foot of reel.

Henry Walthall is at his tearful best in this

feature. His characterization of the "black

sheep" is the outstanding feature of the pic-

ture, yet so skillfully is his wickedness handled

that he has the sympathy of the audience from
the first moment when he must pass unrecog-
nized by his blind mother to the last supreme
sacrifice. Claire Windsor, as the winsome
heroine, portrays her role with the proper

element of mystery, which is aided by the

colored maid's mysterious manner.
The plot is a real story, with a real moral—

a

story of human frailties and love—whose in-

terest never lags. The injury of the little boy
and the melodramatic regeneration of his uncle,

the surgeon, represents an unusually strong

climax, for the operation which saves his life

is staged in a way that keeps the audience

guessing as to the outcome until the happy
tears of the mother break the news. Fortun-
ately the strain of this scene is broken at two
intervals by a happy little colored boy's melon
feast. The title represents the struggle of a

man to heed the demands of friendship despite

the fact he loves the unregenerate's wife, until

conscience gives the one clear call. The title

is not exactly clear to many patrons, which
might be termed the only outstanding fault of

the picture, but it gives them something to

think about afterwards.
The cast is well chosen, the parents of the

black sheep giving the proper mixture of stern

dignity and tender mother love, and Irene Rich
reveals an unsuspected dramatic talent as the

young mother. The scenes are chiefly interiors,

remarkable for the good taste in furnishing

and decorating.
The Cast

Henry Garnett H. B. WaUhall
Faith Claire Windsor
Dr. Hamilton Milton Sills

Mrs. Thornton Irene Rich
Mr. Garnett Joseph Dowling

Adapted from the Novel by Frances
Nimmo Greene.

Scenario by Bess Meredith.
Directed bv .John M. Stahl.

Length, 7,460 Feet.

The Story

Dr. Hamilton continues to befriend Henry
Garnett. the town outcast, despite the ap-
peals of his sister, Maggie Thornton. He is

urged to continue the friendship by one
person, Faith, a girl who was brought into
the hospital unconscious and who has re-
fused to reveal her identity. Dr. Hamilton
declares his love for Faith on the evening
he is successful in turning a riotous mob of
Indignant citizens away from Garnett's
gambling den, and tells her of his search for
Garnett's wife, who is needed as her husband
is near death. Faith reveals herself as
Garnett's wife, but is persuaded by the false
friend not to return to him. Then overcome
by his remorse at the betrayal of a friend,
Dr. Hamilton takes to drink until he is re-
generated by the injury to his little nephew.
He takes Faith to her husband but Garnett
speaks only of her happiness and sends her
away while he takes a glass of poison. The
blind mother of Garnett is visited by Faith,
and she tells her of her great strong boy,
with the curly hair, for he had been "dead"
to his mother through his years of wicked-
ness in the same city.

E^xplnitation An^lps: Offer this as a story
that fits Walthall to the last fraction of an
inch and sell on his name. Work hard, for
each person you f^ell will come back, and
you can Increase the list of your regulars.

"The Ordeal"
Agnes Ayres, the Star in Entertaining

Feature Made by Paramount.
Reviewed by Marguerite Kemp.

"The Ordeal" is an entertaining feature that

will go well with the patrons who like a num-
ber of punches interwoven with considerable

sobbing. It begins with a storm, indicated by

much blowing of curtains and rain beating

against the windows, and leaps through a path

of lust, murder and burglary to a thrilling

finish when a garage becomes a funeral pyre.

The story is a happy relief from the many
sacrifice tales, in that it points the moral that

sacrifice isn't always the best path to take.

Its sequence of logically drawn climaxes rec-

ommend it, while not the least of its good
points is the good work of Agnes Ayres as the

sacrificing sister. Under skillful direction she

is losing her aptitude for mere posing, and
while less picturesque, perhaps, she gives a

more realistic performance. In one scene her

hair is actually disarranged.

The scenes are without exception indoors,

and the settings are unobtrusive—the story

carries the center of the stage from start to

finish. The characterizations are well taken

—

but when will a colored maid on a screen

learn to make-up without looking cold-creamy ?

The glistening countenance of Anne Schaeffer

mars her splendid portrayal of the important
role of the colored maid.

The Cast
George Bruce Vlarence Burton
Sybil Bruce Agnes Ayres
Dr. Acton Conrad Nagel
Buddy Edw. Sutherland
Minnie Anne Schaefer
Jean Eugene Corey
Madame St. Levis Adele Farrington
Elise Claire Du Brey

Story by W. Somerset Maugham.
Scenario by Beaulah Marie Dix.

Direction by Paul Powell.
Length, 4,592 feet.

The Story
Sybil Bruce is the wife of George Bruce,

a drunkard, whom she endures for the sake
of a home for her younger brother and
crippled sister. Suspecting her love for Dr.
Acton he puts the doctor out of the house
during a storm, forcing the young brother
to follow. A few days later George suffers
an attack of heart trouble, and Sybil with-
holds the drug which would cause his re-
covery and the sufferer dies. But the ven-
geance of the drunkard has remained for
by the terms of his will she can have his
money if she remains single, if she marries
she gets nothing. Then Sybil begins a life

of sacrifice so her brother and sister may
receive the benefit of the money. A famous
surgeon cures the crippled sister, who be-
comes a cabaret frequenter with unsuitable
friends, and the brother becomes a gambler,
constantly demanding money from his sister.
At last the sister is involved in an unpleas-
ant scrape at a roadhouse, from which she is

rescued by her old nurse who loses her life
as a result of the fire she started. On her
deathbed, the nurse confesses that the dead
husband was killed by the drug administered
by herself, and not from the lack of the
drug withheld by Sybil. The sense of guilt
is removed, and Sybil realizes her sacrifice
has made her sister a drunkard and her
brother a thief so the money is given up in
favor of Doctor Acton.

Exploitiitloii An(rloN: Playup Miss Ayres and
Nagel and then hammer on the story angle.
You can get a good newspaper discussion on
the sacrifice slant if you get after it early
enough.

"The Dog and the Wolves"
That "Providence Protects the Innocent" is

the moral of the newest of the Paul Terry car-
toons distributed by Pathc. In this number
there is the usual amount of humor and clever
animation. Mr. Terry uses the kidnapping of a

"The Men of Zanzibar"
Richard Harding Davis Story of East

Africa Made by Fox With William

Russell As the Star.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

This is one of the best William Russell

features that have been recently offered. He
has been provided with favorable material in a

Richard Harding Davis story of East Africa

and a supporting cast of superior ability. It is

a detective story of the type that is highly

fictional, but containing enough mysterious

action and comedy to overshadow in importance
any effect of improbability.

The scenes in the hotel concerning the theft

of the papers have been skillfully managed, and
might be cited as an example of the successful

purpose of the plot in mystifying the spectator.

Suspicion points to each of the three men who
are active in this skirmish, and in turn, each

one suspects the other. A charming girl ap-
pears to be the enthusiastic accomplice of one,

and the romantic admirer of another. The
result of this unexplained intrigue is dramatic
at times, and at times ludicrous.

There is an appeal from the purely pictorial

standpoint as well. The men, resplendant in

Palm Beach suits, prowling about in sinister

underground retreats and pretty Ruth Renick
on the scene in clothes that are always beauti-

ful, if not exactly typical of East Africa, are
part of the panorama. The sets, like the story,

are attractive, despite a sort of paper mache
unreality.

The Oast
Hugh Hemingway William Russell
Polly Adair Ruth Renick
George Sheyer Claude Peyton
Wilbur Harris Harvey Clarke
Arthur Fearing Arthur Morrison
Sir George Firth Michael Dark
Lady Firth Lila Leslie

Adapted from the Story by Richard
Harding Davis.

Scenario by Edward J. Le Saint.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.

Length, 4,999 Feet.

The Story
Zanzibar is a seaport on the East Coast

of Africa. Hugh Hemingway arrives un-
announced and attracts suspicion when he
immediately shaves off his beard. Polly
Adair, secretary to the Consul, proves of
great interest to Hemingway, but because of
her close friendship with Fearing, he sus-
pects her. Fearing in turn suspects another
man, George Sheyer, who is also a recent
arrival. Sheyer enters Hemingway's room
one night to get some papers but before he
gets them, he hears Hemingway and escapes.
Hemingway then comes upon Fearing and
Polly, who have been waylaid by Arabs, and
he protects them. Later he discovers Polly
in Fearing's arms, while exploring an under-
ground retreat. The solution of the matter
is that Fearing had stolen some money, but
had repented and Sheyer, a detective, has
been dishonest enough to steal some of the
money while Hemingway, is on the scene to
track the crooked detective and to find
Fearing. Fearing proves to be Polly's
brother, and Hemingway is free to marry
her.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes:
Three Men Pursuing Each Other and Try-

ing to Get Something On Each Other—

a

Girl With a Mysterious Mission—Every-
thing Unexplained Until the Finale

—

This Richard Harding Davis Ad.Tptritlon
Will Keep You Entertained If Tou Love
Intrigue.

Kxploitntinn Antflcx: Rlch^ri H.nrdincr
Davis and William Russell should shnre Iho
advertisincT honors, for both can sell some
tickets. For the general non-rcTding public
offer it as a superior sort of detective story
with a s uccession of surprise"^.

little dog by a l)and of pirate wolves niul the
rescue of the puppy by a friendly stork to point
his moral.—C. S. S.
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Newest Reviews and ,Comments
"The Glory of Clementina"
Pauline Frederick Stars in R-C Picture

Made From Locke Novel.
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

There is an intangible something in a WiUiam

J. Locke novel, which for want of a better

name might possibly be called charm, that is

practically impossible to interpret visibly.

Locke's plots are frequently of the frailest, and
the reader's strong interest in any of his books

is built up with this indefinable quality. To
spread this on the screen without the spoken

word presents a difficulty that is surmountable

in only but inspired instances.

Locke's novel, "The Glory of Clementina,"

is a perfect case in point. As reading matter

it is wholly delightful. In translating it in

terms of film it naturally followed that some

of the quality that made the book unusually

charming was lost in transit, through no fault

of the producers. They have done the best

possible with the usable moving picture material

in hand. The result is a picture that some
persons will consider too long, in that it out-

grows its plot.

The story furnishes Pauline Frederick, the

star, with a role that requires acting of a high

quality. As might be expected, Miss Frederick

meets the demands upon her v^'ith her familiar

ability. In her interpretation of the brilliant

but dowdy young woman who in the pursuit

of artistic success had stifled every natural in-

stinct in her until she becomes what might be

called rejuvenated Miss Frederick gives a vivid

performance. She is assisted by a capable cast

of well known players. Louise Dresser, fa-

mous musical comedy star, makes her screen

debut in this picture, unless a great mistake is

made.
The novel has been widely read ; it became

justly popular at the time of its publication

some years ago. The name, coupled with that

of the star, should furnish good box office pos-

sibilities.

The Cast
Clementina Wing Pauline Frederick
Quixtus Edward Martindel
Huckaby George Cowl
Billiter Lincoln Plummer
Tommy Burgrave Edward Hearn
Etta Concannon Jean Calhoun
Vandemeer Wilson Hummel
Lena Fontaine Louise Dre.s.ser

Little Sheila Helen Stone
Sheila'.>5 Maid Lydia Teamans Titus
Lady Louise Mailing Truly Shattuck
Adapted from William J. Locke's Novel.

Scenario by E. Richard Schayer.
Directed by Kmile Chautard.

Length, 5,700 Feet.

The Story

At thirty-five Clementina Wing might have
been any age. In the .struggle to gain fame
in painting she had foregone all thought of
self and had devoted her life entirely to art.

Tommy Burgrave. a fellow artist who fre-

quents her studio, brings his uncle Quixtus,
a wealthy man. who poses tor his portrait
before Clementina. Following a succession
of disillusions that take the forms of truths
from out his past happy life. Quixtus was
turned into a man who hated life and all

in it. Fate drags him into the company of
undesirables and he narrowly escapes being
the prey of a notorious woman when Clemen-
tina, detecting the plot, intervenes. At a
dinner party given by Quixtus, Clementina
is one of the guests. She had undergone a
complete transformation. Instead of being
the drab and dowdy genius she appears as a
brilliant young woman in a ravishing cos-
tume. She bowls Quixtus over by his revela-
tion of her charms. Will Hammersley. an
old friend of Quixtus. dies and entrusts his
little daughter to Clementina and Quixtus.
At first Quixtus declines to accept the child
because he had suspected Hammersley of
friendliness with his dead wife, but when his
mistake becomes known he and Clementin-i
take the little girl. The child awakens in

"Strange Idols"
Picturesque Settings and Popular Theme

m Fox Feature Starring Dustin

Farnum.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

You can't expect a hot-house blossom to

flourish in the woods—and that's the story of

"Strange Idols." It gives a chance for pic-

turesque contrasts of environment, sunset in

the north lumber woods competing with the

brilliant charm of Broadway. The story is

superficial but presents a phase of married life

that has proved entertaining in times past, and
as reproduced here, it should have consider-

able appeal.

Some of the cabaret shots have a more than

ordinary attractiveness. The picture opens
with a deep-set scene with the light focused

upon a dancing act, and the distances and
shadings give an impression of unusual beauty.

Doris Pawn's dancing is another reason for

admiring this scene.

Dustin Farnum appears to find his role too

restrained in its demands. At the dramatic
moments he is apt to over-act and go into

unlovely rages. The seriousness of the situa-

tion, however, demands considerable strength

and the fans who adore red-blooded instincts

will idolize him.
The Cast

Angus MacDonald Dustin Farnum
Ruth Mayo Doris Pawn
Ted Raymond Philo McCullough
Malcolm Sinclair Richard Tucker

Story and Scenario by Jules Furthman.
Direction by Bernard Durning.

Length. 4,300 feet.

The Story
Mr. Farnum appears as a stalwart son of

the wild—a wealthy lumberman who be-
comes fascinated with a beautiful cabaret
dancer in New York's white light district
and secretly weds her. Life at the lumber
camp soon palls upon the Broadway favor-
ite, despite a fine home and plenty of ser-
vants at command. The lure of the old life

at length proves too strong for her. The
husband accompanies her back to New York
—but business will not i)ermit him to remain,
and she cannot summon courage enough to
return with him to the primitive surround-
ings of the lumber camp.

It is at this point, following the advent of
a baby, that the drama begins.

rro!n*am and Exploitntiun Ciitchllne:
Which Call Would Be Stronger With the

Girl Who Had Been Brought Up on
Broadway—the Note of the Wild Birds
or the Lure of the Saxaphone, the Lum-
ber Yard or the Cabaret? The Picture
Has an Interesting Answer.

Kxploitntion AngleH: After Farnum play
up the title, using collections of the strange
idols of the Billikin type. Start an advance
Iol)by display and offer a pair of seats for
the loan of new "idols," only one of a kind
to be taken. Then play up the cabaret stuff.
That always goes.

"The Landlord"
The tendency toward obvious comedy is so

marked in this Sunshine number that it has
been robbed almost entirely of any effect of
real humor. The dan:?ers of doing your own
rent-collecting when your tenants are bigger
men than you is illustrated in robust style. The
rise of a hod-carrier to landlord is the funda-
mental theme, with a tragic climax occuring
when the hero is forced to return to hod-carry-
ing after all. Considerable physical energy is

shown throughout and wherever unadulterated
slapstick is popular, it should get results. Pro-
duced by Fox.—M. K.

Clementina all the sleeping instincts of wife-
hood and motherhood, with the result that
she marries Quixtus and they accept Ham-
mersley's child as their own.

"John Smith"
Selznick Comedy Drama With Eugene

O'Brien Is Original and Pleasing.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

It holds because of its novelty at first, and
later because of its dramatic tension, and
altogether it is an interesting production. As a
humorous solution of servant difficulties, this

picture offers a neat tribute to the art of
flattery. The construction shows a skilled hand
and the story has an ingratiating trend that in-

dicates that it will be generally pleasing.

The material is less flimsy than some of
Eugene O'Brien's recent subjects. Something
besides the star's personality is relied upon to

sustain the interest, and the work of the others
in the cast, as well as the nature of the story
itself brings the production up to a higher
standard. The work of Ester Banks as the
irritable mistress of the mansion is a splendid
comedy touch, and the types which have been
chosen for the Servants, not forgetting Vivia
Ogden, are assured of success.

Eugene O'Brien has a chance to employ his

suave arts to the best advantage as the tactful
arbiter in a wrangling household. Before the
end, however, he becomes something more than
a tactful arbiter and proves capable of some
.soulful heroics that will make him more popular
than ever—if that is possible.

The Caat
John Smith Eugene O'Brien
Cook 'Vivia Ogden
Butler Wm. J. Ferguson
Chauffeur Tammany Young
Mrs. Lang Ester Banks
Maid Frankle Mann
Irene Mason Mary Aster
Haynes George Fawcett
Martin Lang J. Barney Sherry
Crook John Butler
District Attorney 'Walter Greene
Doctor Warren Cook
Lawyer H. Sedley
Gangster Daniel Hayes

Story by 'Victor Heerman.
Scenario by Lewis Allen Brrwne.

Directed bv 'Victor Heerman.
Length, 6,000 Feet.

The Story
John Smith, discharged from prison after

serving an unjust sentence takes the name
of Lawrence Hilliard and gets a position as
head of the servants in the Lang household.
He soon restores order because of his en-
gaging personality. He falls in love with
Mary Mason, the secretary, but hesitates to
tell her because of his past. He is made
treasurer of a social organization, but when
the funds are suddenly missing he is

accused of theft, and later on, as the affair
gets complicated, of murder. He is tried,
but an unexpected interruption delays the
sentence, and some new evidence, assuring
his innocence is revealed after a tragic sus-
pense. Mary has a chance to prove her
great loyalty.

I>rogrnm and Exploitation Catchllnes:
He Was Made Head of the Servants in a
House Without a Smile—Then the Lady's
Secretary Smiled at Him—It Was a
Shock—It Changed His ^Vhole Life—It
Brought Him Everything Worth While.

"Kidder &> Co.

"

Bryant Washburn is the star of this three-
reel Pathe playlet, originally issued in five reels.

The story deals with the son of a codfish mag-
nate. The boy is inclined to take things easy
and father tells him not to return until he
has made a thousand dollars. He meets with
a thrilling series of adventures and finally
demonstrated that he has inherited his father's
ability for making money, at the same time
winning the girl of his choice. The story fol-

lows along conventional lines and the technique
is hardly up to modern standards, however, the
production is entertaining.—C. S. S.
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Newest Reviews and .Comments
"They Like 'Em Rough"

Viola Dana As the Young Cave Woman
in Metro Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

The title of this carries a certain lure and
the picture is not a disappointment. It will

appeal to both men and women. Even after
seeing it, the question as to which sex likes

them rough is not definitely answered, as stone-

age tactics are pursued by both sides in the

tempestous love affair which ends in true
romantic style with a masculine victory in

sight.

Viola Dana has a part sufficiently far re-

moved from the conventional nice young
heroine to be startling. She has here, material
that keeps up with her. The picture is hot-

tempered for the most part and moves swiftly
along from one explosive scene to another, with
a good intermixture of comedy. The star's

talent for serious- faced comedy is used to good
advantage in many situations, none more amus-
ing that her appearance in the finery bought in

the only store in the lumber camp. Pictures
like this, on the theme of wife-handling, are
not infrequent, but this one avoids the
monotonous trend. One new incident worth
noting : She cooks her first meal for her hus-
band and no mention is made that the biscuits

are tough

!

Although there are a few tense moments, the
main motive is comedy. The cast is in ex-
cellent mood, due chiefly to the fine directing of
Harry Beaumont, and the sets are attractive.

The Cast
Katherine Viola Dana
Richard Wells, Jr William E. Lawrence
Richard Wells, Sr Hardee Kirkland
Mrs. Wells Myrtle Richell
Waddie Colin Kenny
Grogan Steve Murphy
Kelly Walter Rodgers
La Grande Burton Law
Pete W. Bradley Ward
Dr. Curtis Knute Brickson
Mrs. Curtis Elsa Lorimer

Story and Scenario by Rex Taylor.
Direction by Harry Beaumont.

Length, 4,700 Feet.

The Story
Katherine Trowbridge is the despair of

her aunt, Mrs. Curtis. When she finally de-
cides to accept Weathersbee, she is infinitely
relieved to have her off her hands, but does
not dare show she is pleased as Katherine's
perversity would immediately break it off.

Katherine finds out on her wedding day that
it is the result of her aunt's maneuvers, so
she runs away. She asks the first man she
meets to marry her. The second accepts,
and she finds afterward that he is Dick
Wells, a rejected suitor, who has grown a
beard and looks wild. She is furious but Is
forced to go with him and live ir the lumber
camp. Here he disciplines her, making her
cook and keep house for the first time in her
life. She hates him, but when he is wounded
in a brawl her sympathies are aroused and
she fall.s in love with him. Then the beard
comes off and she discovers he is handsome.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Sh- Always Did the Opposite of What She
Was Told—She Married a Rough Lum-
berman Just to Upset Her Aunt's Plans—But She Found for the First Time That
She Had Met Her Equal—He Bullied
Her Into Loving Him.

E^xploitation Angrleis: Sell Viola Dana as
a cave-girl flapper. If they won't fall for
that they will be hard to get with anything.

United States Navy
in the Making

An exhaustive and interesting insight into
the way Uncle Sam builds and equips his bat-
tleships is shown in this Kineto Review. The
spectator is shown every detail, from the small
model after which the big battleship is copied.

"The Five Dollar Baby"
Metro Presents a Story With Exceptional

Human Appeal, Logically Told and
Well Acted.

Reviewed by T. S. da Ponte.

Few pictures lately can be said to carry a
greater human appeal than this one. Tinged
with pathos, it is also lighted at appropriate
times with touches of mirth that will bring a
sparkle to the eye that has but a moment
before been laden to the brim with ears. The
story is well sustained throughout—there is

no vagueness which has to be bridged by the

spectator's imagination, and the smoothness of
its pictured telling is one of the chief charms
of the production.

Because of the direct way in which the theme
is adliercd to, as well as the portrayal of gen-
uinely human characteristics, this film can be
counted on to come in for a great deal of
praise from any sort of audience. It will prove
a money-maker for exhibitors no matter from
what station in life their patrons are drawn.

Miss Dana does some of the best work of
her career. As a hoydenish girl of twelve she
is captivating even in her assumed "rough-
ness," and later on as a refined young college
girl she is none the less to be admired. The
acting of Ralph Lewis as Ben Shapinsky, the
pawn-broker, could not be improved upon, and
goes a long way toward giving the production
its charm. He makes his screen character
wholly lovable.

Otto Hoffman as The Solitary Kid is an-
other whose portrayal is hardly less than great,
and even though he plays the part of a tramp,
skulking and scheming, he has managed to im-
part a certain wistfulness to the character that
gains for him a spark of sympathy when he is

finally "pinched" by the cops. The remainder
of the cast plays up adequately to these three
characters, which requires commendable work
indeed.

The Oast
R"th Viola Dana
Ben Shapinsky Ralph Lewis
The Solitary Kid Otto Hoffman
Larry Donovan John Harren
Mr. Donovan Tom McGuire
Bernie Riskin Arthur Rankin
Esther Block Marjorie Maurice
Isadore b. Pasque

Adapted from Story by Irvin S. Cobb.
Scenario by Rex Taylor.

Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Photographed by John Arnold.

Length, 6 Reels,
The Story

"The Solitary Kid" finds an abandoned
baby. With the child is a note saying that
whoever finds her can, on the child's
eighteenth birthday, go to a certain trust
company and learn the details of a reward
to be conferred.
"The Solitary Kid" pawns the baby and

goes away, but retains his hold on her by
always paying the interest on the loan. The
pawnbroker rears the girl as his own
daughter, but on her eighteenth birthday
"The Solitary Kid" returns and demands that
she be turned over to him, or in lieu thereof
demands $10,000 cash. The pawnbroker
raises the money with difliculty, but at the
opportune moment the police arrive and
"The Solitary Kid" finds that he must face a
charge of blackmail if he persists in his
demand. Therefore he relinquishes his
claim. It develops that the reward which is
to be claimed from the trust company is only
a "reward in heaven" which the baby's
mother hopes will be conferred on the finder
of her infant.

up to the laimching and the putting on of the
big guns. These are contrasted with the guns
of Commodore Perry's famous old frigate
which was the pride of the Navy in 1812.

Sailors being trained aboard a training ship
are also shown, as well as the graduating class
at Annapolis going through a drill.—T. S daP

"The Timber Queen"
There Is Plenty of Punch and Thrills

in This Ruth Roland Serial Dis-

tributed by Pathe.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.

Ruth Roland fans will revel in her newest
serial, "The Timber Queen," which as with her

previous productions, is being distributed by
Pathe. In story value and thrills it is superior

to her previous serial, "White Eagle," in addi-

tion, it also has the advantage of unusually fine

scenic surroundings which have been superbly
photographed ; the action is laid in the timber
country which provides opportunities for

majestic forests and wooded hills.

In common with the majority of continued
photoplays the action will not always bear too
close scrutiny from the standpoint of logic or
consistency, but there is enough excitement pro-
vided in this serial, judging from the first three
episodes to satisfy the most hardened serial

fans, and there are thrills galore. For example,
the first thrill is the rescue of the heroine just

as she is about to be hit by a falling tree, then
follows an excellent scene where she is rescued
from the top of a runaway freight car which
is constantly gaining momentum as it speeds
down the mountain side. There is also an
exciting situation where Ruth, speeding to her
lovers aid stumbles and is rendered unconscious
just as her lover faces a firing squad.
The story deals with a young woman who is

heir to vast timber lands which the timber trust
seeks to secure. She is opposed by a cousin
who seeks to prevent her from marrying before
she is twenty-one as under the terms of her
father's will he will then inherit the property.
In her fight against these odds she is assisted
by a lumber foreman who falls in love with
her.

Ruth Roland is congenially cast as "The
Timber Queen" and is ably assisted in the
stunts and thrills by Bruce Gordon. The re-
mainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory.

The Cast
Ruth Reading Ruth Roland
Don Mackey Bruce Gordon
James Cluxton Val Paul
Bull Joyce Leo Willis
Vance Frank Lacteen

Directed by Fred Jackman.
Story by Val Cleveland.

Scenario by Bertram Millhauser.

"Such Is Life in

Monte Carlo"
The famous pleasure haunt has been visual-

ized in this Hy Mayer Travelaugh with an ap-
preciation of the points that have always at-
tracted public curiosity, and in addition, some
of the features that have been less press-
agented. Some of the natural touches are
quite as interesting as the artificial. The au-
thor-cartoonist's faculty for introducing his
characters and scenes with a laugh is as in-
genious and full of surprises as ever, although
a possible criticism is that the humor is a little
forced at times. Among the attractive sights, the
promenades and artistic gardens make one of
the most definite impressions. A one-reeler dis-
tributed by R. C. Pictures.—M. K.

"Starland Revue"
Private and public facts about some of the

well-known stage stars and scenes from cur-
rent stage successes are included in this reel,
the product of R-C. William Kent, Florence
Moore, Charlotte Greenwood, Cleo Mayfield,
Nan Halperin, Tom Powers and Clare Eames
are represented in this sketch of personalities.
It is an unusually inclusive number, consider-
ing the short length, and because of the sub-
ject-matter should stimulate interest generally—M. K.
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PRO J E CTION
% F.H.RICHARDSON

Impractical
The Belize Amusement Company, operators

C. Us Theatre. Belize, British Honduras,

through Manager Guy \V. Nord. asks

:

Our distance of projection is at present HO
feet. We are using an arc, taking 110 volt

D. C. (generator set), but wish to install a

Mazda lamp instead. We propose to locate

our projection room about SO feet from
screen, but find that if we do so, and place

It In the center of the house, would to some
extent interfere with a portion of our
patrons' view of the screen.
We, therefore, propose to bring the pro-

jector within eighty or ninety feet of the
screen, but to locate it at the side of the
house instead of in the center.
Would be glad to learn if this plan would

be practical, as we know there would be an
effect with regard to focusing the picture.

Attached find rough sketch showing pro-
posed location, exact distances, etc.

Cannot suspend projection room from ceil-

ing because it is too low, and to raise it

would cost too much. We would appreciate
your comments.

A Side Projection Angle

From sketch I leam that from center to side

of house is twenty-nve feet, therefore you
would have a side projection angle equal to the

diagonal of a rectangle eighty by twenty-five

feet, or about eighteen degrees.

I certainly would advise against it You are

projecting a picture twelve by sixteen feet.

You would have a picture 16.9 feet wide, by
twelve feet high at one side and 12.675 feet

high at the other, because the light beam
would have to travel 4.5 feet further to reach

one side of the screen than the other, hence

would spread out that much more.
You would have what is called a "side key-

stone." This may be eliminated, insofar as

concerns the paralleling the top and bottom of

the picture, by filling in the aperture opening

with hard solder (see page 156 of handbook),

or by procuring a special aperture plate from
the projector manufacturer and filing same,

but this would NOT prevent the distortion of

Xotice to All

PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. If quick action is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department re-

mit one dollar.

THE LEXS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?

Tou demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to

date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in

knowledge and in your methods.

The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Address Moving Picture World,
either 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, or 28 East Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, 111.

the picture itself ; also you would eliminate a

portion of the picture.

There is absolutely no way in which you
could project a picture with the projection room
in that location without distortion of the picture

and either side keystone effect, or the elimina-

tion of some of the picture if the top and bot-

tom of the picture be made parallel.

The elimination would probably not be
enough to be seriously objectionable, but still

the picture would be distorted. Most likely

j'our audience would be unable to discern this

if the top and bottom lines be paralleled, but
the eeneral effect would nevertheless NOT be

so pleasing. You cannot distort a picture with-
nvthout injuring the general effect, at least to

some extent.

Not All

But this is not all, because there would be an
impossible condition set up in another direction.

Mazda projection as at present constituted de-
mands a relatively wide diameter projection

lens, and with such a lens you would find it

impossible to get your picture in sharp focus
on both sides of the screen.

Put concretely, with a picture of that size

and a Mazda lamp you would be forced to

use a very "fast" (large diameter) projection

lens in order to get all the illumination avail-

able, whereas the condition would absolutely

demand a stopping down of projection lens

diameter in order to secure the necessary debtb
of focus.

I have explained at length, but the real

answer is : The thing is impossible. It cannot
be done and a good picture put on the screen.

And now let us see. .\ distortion due to

pitch in projection is not nearly so bad, be-

cause the picture is not so deep as it is long.

If it can be done, I would advise you to cut a
hole in the roof and build a projection room
partly above the roof line, with a slope added,
if necessary, to accommodate the light beam.

Not a Good Condition

Mind you, it is NOT a good condition, but
would at least be possible, and probably is the
only wa\- out. In sketch A I have located the

lens above the roof level. Probably this will

not be necessary, though most likely it will be
necessary to at least build some slope to ac-
commodate the outlook from the observation
port
On the whole, while it probably is unneces-

sary, perhaps I had better add a rough sketch
of how to reinforce the roof, if cutting tiic

hole will weaken it too much. This is shown
in sketch B, in which A A A is a frame of
heavj- timbers—say 6x8 inches, B now inch
iron rods, one on each side of the top timber,
to strengthen it and prevent sagging. C C are
substantial timbers laid down on roof (in the
sketch your are presumed to be standing on the

roof looking toward the screen). D D are
timbers placed on under side of roof and E E
iron bolts of suitable size, the purpose of
which is self evident. There might be but one
of these trusses needed.

Certainly two ought to be sufficient. I think
the meaning is sufficiently clear without further
explanation. In this I of course asume yotir

roof to be a flat one, as seems likely if it is so
low.

Why Is It?

COSSTRUCTIOS SKETCH
Showing suggested method of reinforcing the roof to permit of cutting hole in same

A projectionist correspondent from the Mid-
dle West wants to know :

Why Is it the projectionist must re-deslgn
the rotating shutter to make it fit hia local
conditions of projection? Why cannot pro-
jector manufacturers supply a rotating shut-
ter which may be used under all conditions
of projection? Were the clerk in a cloth-
ing store to tell me that In order to make the
suit fit I must alter It myself, I would pur-
chase two suits somewhere else.
The same thing is true of the rotating

shutter. _ It Is absurd to expect the pro-
jectionist to cut out a dozen or more card-
board blades In order to. get one to give
maximum results in illumination with mini-
mum of flicker. After visiting many of the
so-called pcture palaces and seeing all the
different shape shutter blades hanging on the
wall I have come to the conclusion that they
really are nothing more than experimental
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rooms, the projectionist finishing up the de-
sign of the projector when the manufac-
turer has finished. This is a bad condition
and the sooner projector manufacturers stop
putting- in nicltle plated screws and placing
gold bands around magazine doors, and in-
stead devote more time and energy to the
fundamentals of their projector, the better
it will be for all concerned.

This letter may be a bit rough on the
manufacturer, but after having "dug up"
thirty-three perfectly good dollars for two
patent shutters, only to find that a properly
designed shutter has more light and better
results, I'm what they call "sore."

A Grouch

Wow ! You certainly have accumulated a

grouch, brother. But let us look into the whole
matter, for it raises several rather deep ques-

tions.

First and foremost let me say that the shut-

ters you bought have proven their worth. The
trouble lies in the fact that, like the three-com-
bination lens, those who try to make them fit

a condition they are not capable of fitting

find results unsatisfactory, and blame the shut-

ter itself, instead of their own lack of intimate

knowledge of the fundementals involved.

And right here lies the kernel of the nut.

I have for years tried to drill into projection-

ists the idea that they cannot act intelligently

and efficiently on the various problems pro-

jection is constantly presenting, except they

understand the fundamentals involved.

In the shutter matter you must, first of

all, understand exactly what the various prob-

lems really are. You must know, for instance,

that things you can do with a weak illuminant

you cannot do with a powerful one, and you
must understand the reasons why that is so.

You must understand exactly what travel ghost

is and WHY it is. You must understand

persistance of vision thoroughly, both in its

theory and its practical application, as well as

what constitutes the differences in local condi-

tions.

The many blades you have seen is evidence

that the projectionists in those theatres ARE
projectionists—that they experiment and work
to understand the problems, and to improve,

and IT IS EXACTLY THAT WHICH
MAKES THEM REALLY VALUABLE
MEN. If projector manufacturers could so

build their projectors that no problems were

left for the projectionist to solve, then we could

and would have cheap men and kids projecting

pictures.

But projector manufacturers cannot make a

rotating shutter which will fit every condition.

PROJECTIONISTS
Build Your Own Radio Outfit

Build One for the Theatre and Sell

It to Your Boss

IT'S EASY
We will tell you how to go
about it—if you'll write us.

ROBIN ENGINEERING CO.
203 West 49th Street New York

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

G. E. MAZDA
EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
Full Particulars FumUhMl

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO,
724 So. Wabash Ave. 228 Unlaa Ats.
Chicago, 111. M«iin>IU«, Tmn.

when conditions vary so widely. It simply

cannot be done. Manufacturers can, however,

make an adjustable shutter blade, and will do

it too, when projectionists themselves learn to

use such a device intelligently, and so as to

raise sheol with everything—and then blame

the projector for what is the fault of their

own lack of knowledge.

Of course I know how you feel after getting

your manager to purchase something which

you find cannot be used as well as something

else you made at no cost at all. I suppose the

manager gave you hail Columbia, nor could

one blame him. Well, its a part of the game.

The shutters you bought are excellent if the

conditions be right for them. They should

not be sold except where the conditions fit

them that's the real trouble, but manufacturers

have goods to SELL, and—there you are.

/. P. A. Lecture
The International Projection Association of

New York City, of which our old friend. All

Polin, is president, staged a lecture on the

new Sunlight high intensity arc in its club

rooms recently. The writer received an in-

vitation, but overlooked it. He was peace-

fully slumbering amid the hay at thirty min-

utes after midnight, when r-r-r-r went the

phone bell and he was informed that unless

he put in an appearance way down in the

Bronx some sooner than quick, he would be

listed among the unforgiven.

So there was a hasty scramble into clothes,

a yanking of Nancy Hanks, the Go Devil, out

of her garage. The meeting and lecture were
enlightening. Not so much because of the

lecture itself as because it was illustrative

of the great good to be accomplished by just

such meetings.

The men listened attentively to a talk by

C. G. Nesbitt, Eastern sales manager, and

a lecture on the high intensity arc and the

Sunlight lamp, by P. R. Bassett, technical

engineer, who has had much to do with the

development of the Sunlight Arc.

At the end of Mr. Bassett's lecture the men
were invited to ask questions, which they

did. For one thing, the point was brought out

that the high intensity arc is NOT at all

detrimental to the health of the projectionist,

provided the projection room be decently

ventilated, and the lamphouse piped to the

open air, as should be the case.

But the big thing was that the men were
given an understanding of the underlying prin-

ciples of the high intensity arc, and of its

operating mechanism as exemplified by the

Sunlight lamp. They now know, or certainly

should know why a high intensity arc IS a

high intensity arc. They have some intimate

knowledge of the carbons. Their nervous-

ness concerning it was set at rest, and men
who were there will, when called upon to

take charge of a high intensity arc, do so

with some degree of confidence.

The International Projection Association

and the American Projection Society are both
doing a work of great merit in the holding

of such meetings and lectures.

After the lecture we all adjourned (four
thirty a. m.) to a food emporium where the

inner man was satisfied, while the discussion

of the high intensity went on apace. The
writer bade All Polin, Mr. Bassett, Mr. Nes-
bitt and the men adieus at 4.35 a. m. and
turned on the light in his boudoir at 5.

CUT YOUR COSTS IN TWO
INSTALL

CORCORAN'S DEVELOPING TANKS
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.

751 JERSEY AVENUE JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Every continent knows the depemlablUty and Bupertorltj

of this Universal 4 kw. plant—the recoenized stand-

ard for motion picture work, either permanent or

traveling. Also for circuses, carnivals, etc.

4 K. W.
Electric

Plant Get Catalogue 30

Universal Motor Co.
0«hkosh, Wisconsin

Only GOOD Equipment Is

Advertised in the Moving Picture World

MOTION PICTURE SPECIALS
zoo Feet New Universal with Automatic Dissolving Shutter.d'OQQ AA
complete ball bearing model. Bass price ^OUU,\}V

Universal Panorsun and Tilting Top Tripod. Bass pric«.... $89.00
The Latest De Brie with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,C'7AA AA
three lenses, carrying case, outsifle Iris. Complete at V • Vl/.UU

Pathe Studio Model, complete with Automatic Dissolving
Shutter, six magazines, aluminum front, Thalhammer '"^''^^QQ QQ

Eastman Negative Film at 4^c per Foot

Everything for Making or Taking of Pictures

Our new catalogue will be out in a few weeks.
Get your name in for a copy. Write or wire.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn Street Dept. 107 Chicago. HI.

B. F. PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emergency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators. Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

B. F. PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR, 729 SEVENTH AVE., AT 49th ST., NEW YORK
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Better Equipment
Conducted /)^7E.T.KEYSER

$7,127,000 Will Be Expended Upon
Thirty-three New Picture Houses

IN the following list of seventy-three new
picture theatres planned or building, in-

formation regarding the estimated cost of
but thirty-three was available, but the total

of the expenditures specified in this latter

group is $7,127,000.

In analyzing how these expenditures will

be made, we find that one house will cost

$2,500,000 and one will cost an even $1,000,-

000.

There are two houses at $300,000 each and
two more at $250,000 each.

At a cost of $225,000 one house will be
built, while three others will cost $200,000

each.

One house will cost $170,000, two will cost

$150,000 each and one will cost $145,000.

Dropping down to the $100,000 mark, there

are five houses to be iDuilt at this figure.

Three houses will be built at individual ex-

penditures of $75,000, $70,000 and $60,000,

respectively.

At $50,000 each, three houses will be built.

One house will cost $40,000, two more $35,-

000 each and two $30,000 each. One house
will cost $22,000, while at $20,000—the low-

est estimated price quoted this week—two
houses will be built.

Picture Theatres Projected
TUCSON, ARIZ.—Thomas K. Marshall

will open moving picture theatre at University
avenue and Park street.

MENA, ARK.—Price McCall will open air-

dome theatre.

BAKERSFIELD, CALIF.— West Coast
Theatre Corporation has opened Hippodrome
Theatre.
INGLEWOOD, CALIF.—Malley & Spauld-

ing are erecting moving picture theatre at

Commercial and Queen streets, to cost $30,000.

LODI, CALIF.—Turner & Dahnken will

erect theatre on North street between Elm and
Pine, to cost $100,000. Address Frank Besley,

manager T. & D. Jr., Theatre.

OAKLAND, CALIF. — Proposed to erect

new theatre, to cost $1,000,000. Address Wil-
liam A. Rusco.
OROVILLE, CALIF.—C. E. Howard, of

Gardella Theatre, will erect large airdome.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.—Junior Orpheum The-

atre will be erected and conducted along same
lines as new Junior Orpheum recently opened
in San Francisco.

SONOMA, CALIF. — E. G. Perkins will

erect theatre and dance hall.

DERBY, CONN.—1. J. Hoffman, proprietor,

Capitol Theatre, Ansonia, has plans by E. C.

Horn Sons, 1475 Broadway, New York, for

two-story brick and terra-cotta front theatre,

store and office building, 65 by 200 feet, to be
erected on Elizabeth street. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 1,600.

MIDDLETOWN, DEL.—J. E. Lewis, Mil-

ford, and Watson & Burns, Smyrna, have con-

tract to erect one-story brick moving picture

theatre, to cost $40,000.

MIDDLETOWN, DEL. — Hoffman-Henon
Company, Finance Building, Philadelphia, are

preparing plans for new $50,000 theatre to re-

place one recently destroyed by fire.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—Thomas J. Waller,
owner Waller Theatre, recently destroyed by
fire, will rebuild.

CHEVY CHASE, D. C — Chevy Chase
Amusement Company will erect two-story brick,
concrete and terra-cotta moving picture theatre,

dance and assembly hall, at 5612 Connecticut
avenue, to cost $100,000. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 1,150.

WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.—Nichols-
Williams Company, Inc., will erect theatre
on Clematis avenue, near Poinsettia street, to

cost $35,000.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Mutual Construction Com-
pany, 253 Warren avenue, has contract to con-
vert office building at 10 and 12 North Qark
street into an up-to-date theatre for James
Roder, 62 West Randolph street, to cost $35,000.
CHICAGO, ILL.—J. M. Browarsky & Com-

pany, 111 West Washington street, has plans
by Fridstein & Company for stone, brick and
reinforced concrete theatre, store and apart-
ment building on 63d street between Blackstone
and Harper avenue, to cost $2,500,000.
DORCHESTER, ILL.—Eli Gore will re-

build burned theatre.

ELGIN, ILL.—Ralph Crooker, of Star
Theatre, has plans by Ralph E. Abell, 44 Spur-
ling Building, for three-story theatre and store
building, 66 by 185 feet, to be erected on Grove
avenue, to cost $225,000.
GIBSON CITY, ILL.—Wooley Brothers

will erect new theatre.

ROCKFORD, ILL.—Alhambra Theatre Cor-
poration has plans by C. E. Wolfley, 613 Stew-
art Building, for three-story stone Alhambra
(moving picture) Theatre, 85 by 150 feet,

with seating capacity of 1,000, to be erected at

North Main street and Auburn streets.

ROCKFORD, ILL.— Sheets Construction
Company, 105 North Clark street, has contract
to erect three-story Alhambra Theatre, store
and apartment building at North Main and
Auburn streets, for Alhambra Theatre Cor-
poration, 6 North Michigan avenue, Chicago,
to cost $200,000. Theatre will have seating
capacity of 1,000.

EVANSVILLE, IND.—Mrs. Anna Ross has
plans by Anderson & Stengle, 110 Fourth street,

for theatre, to cost $60,000.

MISHAWKA, IND.—R. Levine, 217 Cham-
ber of Commerce Building, Chicago, is prepar-
ing plans for two-story brick and concrete
theatre, store and office building, 70 by 116
feet, to cost $150,000.
ROCHESTER, IND — Alhambra Theatre

Corporation, 6 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago, has plans by C. E. Wolfley, 690
Stewart Building, Rockford, for two-story
brick and terra-cotta Manitou Theatre, 80 by
165 feet, to be erected at Sixth and Main streets,

to cost $170,000.

SOUTH BEND, IND. — Ralph Sollitt &
Sons Construction Company, 5 North La Salle

street, Chicago, have contract to erect 3^-
story theatre, store and dance hall, 90 by 166
feet, at northeast corner Michigan and Colfax
avenue, for Palace Theatre Company, care Ja-
cob Handleman, 304 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, to cost $300,000. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 3,000.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, lA.—Council Bluffs

Theatre Company will erect theatre at 321 West
Broadway, to cost $135,000. Lessee, A. H. Blank
Company, of Des Moines.
MONROE, LA.—Saenger Amusement Com-

pany has plans by Charles David for rebuilding
Lyceum Theatre on De Siard street, to cost
about $20,000.

HIAWATHA, KANS.—An airdome theatre
will be opened at Electric Park. Address Col.
Scott, mayor,
KANSAS CITY, KANS.—F. C. and E. J

Grubel, 546 Minnesota avenue, have plans by
Carl Boiler & Brother, 508 Ridge Building,
Kansas City, Mo., for theatre to be erected at
628 Minnesota avenue, to cost $250,000.
DETROIT, MICH.—Joseph P. Jogerst, 55

Rowland Building, is preparing plans for thea-
tre, with seating capacity of 1,200, to cost
$250 000

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Christians Brothers
have opened new Mohawk Theatre.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Max Eichenberg, 19

West Fifth street, will erect theatre at Forty-
fifth street and State Line.

ALLIANCE, NEB.—J. E. Hughes, formerly
manager of Imperial Theatre, will open new
moving picture house.
BORDENTOWN, N. J.—Moving picture

theatre under construction here, to cost $125,-
000, will be completed and opened early in
September.

CAPE MAY, N. J.—Hunts Theatre, Inc.,

1220 Vine street, Philadelphia, has plans by
Andrew J. Sauer, Denckle Building, Philadel-
phia, for one-story frame theatre and pier, 125
by 100 feet, to be erected opposite Lafayette
Hotel.

WILDWOOD, N. J.—Edward G. McGarry
has contract to erect an addition, 32 by 80
feet, to three-story theatre, store and apart-
t.ient building on Garfield avenue for W. C.
Hunt.
ROY, NEW MEXICO—S. E. Paxton and

M. Floersheim are interested in proposal
theatre and community hall.

BRONX, N. Y.—Samuel Barkin, 220 Broad-
way, has plans by Oscar Goldschlaf, 16 Court
street, for one-story brick moving picture thea-
tre and store building to be erected at north-
west corner Tremont avenue and Southern
boulevard.

HUDSON FALLS, N. Y.—Hudson Falls
Theatre Corporation will erect theatre, SO by
ISO feet, to cost $50,000.

JACKSON HEIGHTS, N. Y.—Ward &
Glynne, of Flushing, L. I., have filed plans for
moving picture theatre, with seating capacity
of 1,800.

MARGARETVILLE, N. Y.—James Cum-
tilings, 39 South Broad street, Norwich, has
contract to erect one-story moving picture
theatre and store building, 140 by 50 feet,
for Clarke A. Sanford.
OLD FORGE. N. Y.-G. Harry Brown

plans to erect moving picture house.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—New Rivoli Theatre

will open shortly.

TROY, N. Y.—C. P. Boland, 30 Fourth
street, has contract to erect two-story Rose
(moving picture) Theatre, 60 by 120 feet, on
Fourth street, between Ferry and Congress
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streets, for J. C. Rosenthal, 20 Locust avenue,

to cost $30,000.

CLEVELAND, O.—Morlease Company, 514

Swetland Building, will erect four-story brick

and terra-cotta trim moving picture theatre

and office building, 110 by 96 by 200 feet at

southwest corner St. Clair and East 105th

streets, to cost $200,000.

CUYAHOGA FALLS, O.—H. Rosenthal,

proprietor, Strand Theatre, 121 Cedar avenue,

Ravenna, has plans by J. W. Greene, 246 Grant
street, Ravenna, for large theatre, store and
office building to be erected at Main and
Cuyahoga streets to cost $145,000.

DAYTON, O.—Norris & Delscamp will

erect garage and dance hall, to include stage

and moving picture projection booth, to cost

$200,000.

LANCASTER, O.—L. S. Wagner has con-

tract to erect municipal theatre and hall

building.

MARION, O.—John Williams and Born

Brothers have contract to erect theatre, with

seating capacity of 450, on Davids street near

Bellefontaine avenue, for W. T. Jones.

MIDDLETOWN, O.—Gordon Theatre on

Third street has been closed for renovation.

Interior will be redecorated, balcony remodeled

and seating capacity rearranged. House will

reopen in September.
PORTLAND, O.—John Hochneter has

plans by Ernest Kroner for new theatre

to be erected at East 13th and Spokane
streets, to cost $20,000.

RAVENNA, O.—William Dunbar Com-
pany, Cleveland, has contract to erect the-

atre and business block for Ravenna
Amusement & Theatre Company, to cost

$75,000. R. F. Stabler will be manager of

theatre.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA.--Ensley Barbour re-

ported to erect moving picture house.

CORVALLIS, ORE.—Whiteside Brothers
have plans by H. Ryan, Peoples Ban Build-

ing, Seattle, Wash., for theatre to cost $100,-

OOO.

PORTLAND, ORE.—C. P. Barrett has

plans by Houghtaling & Dougan for theatre to

be erected at East Twenty-eighth and Antheny
streets, to cost $22,000.

ALTOONA, PA.—Walter Frieling, 1312

Fourteenth avenue, is preparing plans for an

open-air moving picture theatre to be erected

on Independence Island in the Susquehanna
River. Address A. George, 1601 Eleventh ave-

nue.

EASTON, PA.—New up-to-date theatre

and office building will be erected on site

of Abel Opera House. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 1,700.

NEW CASTLE, PA.—John Olmstead, of

Cleveland, O., has option on site for erection

of an up-to-date moving picture theatre.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Franklin Theatre
has plans by Eugene A. Stopper, 1507 Arch
street, for alterations and addition to theatre

on Third street above Fitzwater.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Steel City Amuse-
ment Com.pany, 801 Wylie avenue, has plans

by Simons, Brittain & English, Magee Build-

ing, for three-story brick, stone and terra-

cotta trim Douglas Theatre and office build-

ing, 60 by 170 feet, to be erected at Center
and Montrose avenues, to cost $150,000.

LOUDON, TENN.—Lyric Theatre has been
remodeled and reopened.

KNOXVILLE, TENN. — Moore Feature
Film Company, 619 West Glenwood avenue,
will erect three-story moving picture theatre.

DALLAS, TEXAS. — Popular Amusement
Company has leased Rude Building at 1521-23

Elm street and will expend $100,000 to convert
it into an up-to-date theatre.

LUBBOCK, TEXAS—J. G. Gelin has con-

tract to erect community auditorium at Ninth
and I streets, with seating capacity of 2,500.

Address Chamber of Commerce.

SPEARMAN, TEXAS.—Arcade Theater
recently destroyed by fire will be rebuilt.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Proposition
to erect community theatre is being considered.

Address the mayor.
NORFOLK, VA.—Bank Street Theatre

has plans by Philip B. Moser, Dickson Build-
ing, for two-story brick and reinforced con-
crete moving picture theatre and store
building, 61 by 80 feet ,to cost $50,000.

MT. VERNON, WASH.—Mr. Ruth, man-
ager, Stanwood Theatre, Stanwood, has pur-
chased site at Front and Main streets for
erection of theatre.

APPLETON, WIS.—Neil Duffy will erect

reinforced concrete and tile addition, 60 by 135
feet, to theatre, to cost $70,000.
MADISON, WIS.—Fischer Theatres will

erect new theatre, with seating capacity of
1,800, to cost $300,000.

RACINE, WIS.—Fred Platte has plans by
Racine Construction Company for theatre and
store building, to cost $100,000.

RHINELANDER, WIS.—Rouman Amuse-
ment Company has opened State Theatre.
Pictures will be shown.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All OflFicial
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SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICTAL ORGAN OF
THE CtNEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND, LTD.

The cooling breeze does the trick

What if it is sticky, sizzling hot outdoors.

Give your audience steady, refreshing

Typhoon Breezes—cool 'em off—make
'em comfortable.

And then—no matter'how hot it gets

—

you're ready for the biggest kind of big

summer business.

It costs you nothing—because the extra

business pays for Typhoons the first

summer.
Over 1,000 Typhoon-cooled theatres

prove it—and at least one of them
is near you.

Reduced prices

—

very liberal terms.

Write for Booklet W-21

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
345 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.
Buffalo New Orleans Chicago
Philadelphia Dallas Los Angeles
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Music That Pays
AS WELL AS PICTURES

Successful Exhibitors put real theatie music
on their programs—music that really appeal*.

You can "book" that kind of music easUy—
install a Barton Orchestral Organ. Any or-

OB>*t CSX Pl^y a Barton and the results

checked in at the box office are surprising.

Low prices are In effeit now with
terms that Invite everybody In on
the Barton proposition. Write today.

The Bartola Masical Instrument Co.
iU Mailers Bldg. Chicago

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office: HURON BLDG.. DETROIT. MICH.
Branch Offices: New York, Chicago, Windsor, Ont.

"Nothing Else Will Do"
NEW STANDARD TYPE

Automatic Ticket Issning
AND

Registering Machine
UNIVERSALLY ENDORSED

Send for particulars

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

1780 Broadway New York

More Economical to Light Locations

Than to Build Sets, Neilan Claims
TX rlTH the tendency on the part of pro-

\\ ducers to get away from the use of
' ' artificial interior sets built on the

studio stage and the growing practice of

A NEILAN GENERATOR
Outside of country boarding house supply-

ing "juice" for interiors

"shooting"' interiors in actual surroundings, the
matter of lighting sets has become of added
importance.

In the early days the complete production
including interiors and exteriors was made
right on the studio stage with painted drops,

flats, paper flowers, prop trees, etc., serving
their purpose. The natural sun-light provided
the necessary "juice" to film the scenes and
open-air stages abounded in Hollywood.
The artificial gardens, forests, etc., soon

became unsatisfactory to a discriminating audi-
ence when a few producers instituted the prac-
tice of going on location for natural scenes of
rare beauty. The artificial exterior is today
jiractically eliminated.

Just as artificial exteriors became obsolete,
M) are tlu- artiticial interior scenes disappearing
from the larger productions. Producers no
longer build bank interiors, hotel lobbies, dance
halls, etc., when it is possible to use actual
locations for backgrounds.

.Irtificial Interiors Eliminated

In "Fouls First" and "Her Man," Marshall
Ncilan's two latest productions, this director
has practically eliminated the artificial interior.

Banks, jails, schools, hotel lobbies, railroad
stations and office interiors were staged in real

settings.

The matter of lighting genuine interiors,

however, is something that requires greater
facilities and study than lighting studio sets

where all conveniences are at hand. Special

adjustable lamp stands and other apparatus are
required and the Neilan electrical force is at
present working on such paraphernalia follow-
ing Neilan's announcement of his new policy
to eliminate entirely, if possible, the artificial

set from his pictures.

In producing "Her Man" recently, this

director staged the major part of the story in

and around a country boarding house outside
of Pasadena. Through the use of his portable
generators. Sun-light Arc and Winfield-Kerner
lamps exclusively, he obtained results that he
claims far exceed anything he has ever pro-
duced amidst artificial interior sets built on
his stages.

The time and expense required in the build-

ing of interior sets usually exceeds that of
running a portable generator and lights to a
"location," according to Mr. Neilan, who be-

lieves that with the speedy facilities of handling
portable generators, sun lights and broads now
extant the practice of building large interior

sets when the original article is available
nearby, is no longer necessary.

A TANDEM OF GLOOM-CHASERS
Neilan's generators lighting a railroad depot interior for "Fools First"
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tour own special Hcket.
any colore, accurately num-
bered; every roll guaranteeA
Coupon Tickets for Prlz«
Drawings: $5.00. $6.00.
Prompt shlpmenta. Cash
with the order. Get the

mples. Send diagram for Re-
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial

or dated. Alt tickets must con-
form to Government regulation and

beax established price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00
Ten Thousand 5.00
Fifteen Thousand 6.50

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand.... 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

DAY LIGHT LOADING
MOTION

PICTURE

CAMERA
NO MAGAZINE USED

Uses Standard Size Motion Film

Holds, 50 Ft. Film. Very Compact.

Catalogue mailed free on request.

FORDS, 1029 16th Street, Denver, Colo.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

2Z166 Moving Picture by States per M.. tS.OO

1219 Film Exchanges, for List ISO
196 M£inufacturers and Studios SSO
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.00

3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. & Can.. XSM
810 Vaudeville Theatres 7J«

A. F. WILLIAMS
16« W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Lin-
oleum; four thousand of best grade cork
carpet. Government surplus stock at less

than wholesale prices. OPERA CHAIRS from
war camps, booths, machines and entire equip-

ment furnished at half original cost. Write
your requirements.

J. P. REDINGTON, Scranton, Pa.

AMERICAN

jFotopIaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalogiw

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
1600 Broadway New York CHy

Moving Picture Machines
Complet* Equipments—Supplies of All Kindt

Exhibitors' BEST Friend

CUT RATE PRICES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.

Z28 Union Avenue 724 So. Wabash Ava.
Memphla, Tenn. Chicago, lU.

A New Half Million Dollar, Twenty-five
Hundred Seat House for Kansas City

WORK on the construction of what is

claimed will be the finest and largest
theatre in the State of Kansas, began

April 24. It will cost $520,000, and replace

th present Electric Theatre at 542-548 Min-
nesota avenue, Kansas City. The new house
will retain the old name and be operated by
the same company, Grubel Brothers of Kansas
City, who also operate theatres in Spring-
field. St. Joseph and Joplin, Mo.
The new building will have a seating ca-

pacity of twenty-five hundred. It will have
every modern device and improvement in thea-

tre construction and will measure 90 by 125

feet, with a balcony carrying clear across.

The outside frontage on Minnesota avenue
will be seventy-five feet wide and fifty-four

feet high. It will be of terra cotta, tapestry
brick and art glass, with a series of doors
capable of emptying the house in three min-
utes.

A main foyer, twenty feet deep, extending
the width of the main building, will be one
of the entrance features. It will be finished

in Circassian walnut and verde antique marble.
Spanish Renaissance Architecture

The general architecture of the building
will be Spanish renaissance. The general
plan of interior color decorations will be in

blue and gold. All construction will be of
fireproof concrete.

Features of the new theatre will be a
nursery in the basement, and a playroom for

children. A system of rest rooms is planned
for the basement. On the mezzanine floor will

be a rest room for women, telephone booths
and lounging chairs. A similar room will be
set apart for men.
The third floor will be devoted to the

executive offices of tlie Grubel Bros. Co.,

where the business of their entire circuit

will be transacted.

Accommodations for musicians and per-

formers will be elaborate, including a club
room for the orchestra, dressing rooms for
the performers and a system of shower baths.

Boiler Brothers, architects, have worked in

a ventilation system which will deliver 200.-

000 cubic feet of fresh air a minute. A
smaller system will be used during the colder
months.
An independent generating plant will guard

against failure of the municipal power.
A. F. Baker will continue as manager. He

has managed the Kansas City house since its

beginning.

Changes in Management
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.—Mission Amusement

Corporation has leased Colonial Theatre and
will make improvements, to cost $35,000.

BRISTOL, CONN.—Mrs. Ida Horwitz and
Mrs. Nettie Rotstein, of New Britain, have
purchased Princess Theatre.

IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO.—O. C. Schmidt
has purchased Colonial Theatre.

CASEYVILLE, ILL.—New Lyric Theatre
has been purchased by Harry F. and George
F. Stout.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Harvard Theatre Com-
pany has leased moving picture theatre at 6312
Harvard avenue for ten years.

CHICAGO, ILL.—H. A. Spanuth has taken
over management of Ziegfeld Theatre on Michi-
gan boulevard.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Abraham Bernstein has
sold Langley Theatre at Langley avenue and
63d street to Nate J. Sugar.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Dearborn Theatre Com-
pany has leased theatre under construction at
Elston, Keystone, Cullom and Crawford
streets. New house will have seating capacity
of 1,600.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.—Sidney Smith has
resigned as manager of new Indiana Theatre.

BRAYTON, lA.—William Fries has pur-
chased Princess Theatre from Jensen Brothers.
New owners will make improvements and in-

stall new moving picture equipment.

HAYNESVILLE, LA.—Dixie Theatre has
been purchased by Norman A. Cohen.

HOLYOKE, MASS.—Strand Theatre, for-
merly operated by James H. Baker, has been
leased by Goldstein Brothers.

KALAMAZOO. MICH.—Koch & Buchte
have sold New Theatre on West Main street
to P. C. Schram, owner of Lyric and Orpheum
Theatres.

OSAKKIS, MINN.—Mrs. Len Fearing, of
Brownsville, has purchased Empress Theatre.

SAUK CENTER, MINN.—Caughren Thea-
tre is now being operated by A. J. Jerue.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—G. C. Buchanan has
sold Roanoke Theatre to J. J. Maddux.
SAVANNAH, MO.—E. L. Wise has sold

Globe Theatre to W. C. Mills, of Chicago.

BOULDER, MONT.—Mrs. H. E. Thomp-
son, operating Temple Theatre, has disposed of
business to H. K. Hundley and Edward Ivey.

LYONS, NEB.—Chaplin and Leriger have
acquired and opened Plaza Theatre.

OMAHA, NEB. — Hostettler Amusement
Company has sold Isis Theatre, a moving pic-
ture house, to H. A. Bluechel and J. P. Lan.
nan.

PAWNEE CITY, NEB.—Olin Shannon and
Earl Nesbit have sold Linwood Theatre to
Edward Taylor.

NORWICH, N. Y.-James Rose is new
manager of Colonial Theatre.

ST. MARYS, O.—Andrew J. Makley has
purchased Auditorium Theatre at Spring and
Spruce streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-Fifty-sixth Street
Theatre Company has sold moving picture thea-
tre and store building, 140 by 81.6, at north-
east corner 56th and Pine streets, to M Wein-
stein for $110,000.

SUMMER, WASH.-McGill and Sutton
have purchased Summer Theatre.

KEMMERER, WYO.—George Whitten has
sold his mterest m Kemmerer Theatre to Frank
and William E. Davis.

$24 Buys
this

sixteen inch
sweep ventilat-
ing fan. You can
afford this im-
provement. We
manufacture all

kinds of fans.
Consult us
about your ven-
tilation.

Fidelity
Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years Specializing in This Product
Assures You of the

BEST
Moderate Prices Quick Serviot

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
356-358 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

SATISFACTION ^LS'th"" GUARANTEED
Trailers on All Features Developing—Printino

Special Title Work

Standard Motion Picture Company
l005-(006 Mailers BIdg. Tel. Central 2347 Chicago, 111.

C£iineramen furnished on short notice.
Immediate Service—No job too small,

GUARANTEED ^i^^Jti:," SATISFACTION
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A Picture Theatre for Children
Is About to Open at Watertown

AMOTION picture theatre, exclusively

for children, is to be in operation soon
in Watertown, N. Y. It will, it is

claimed, be the only theatre of its kind in the

United States owned and operated by a com-
mercial theatrical company. The house will

be closed for a few days while a modern ven-
tilating system is installed. The house, which
was formerly the Strand, is now owned by

Less Than Cost ^ 1 Q
To Manufacture fob

1-f HP 110 Volt 60 Cycle
Large user of
motors can-
celled order
and is letting

them go at sac-

rifice prices.
They are strict-

ly first class

—

new—and guar-
anteed for 1

year by us.

You'll never get an opportunity like

this again, so better order now.

M ELECTRIC COMPANV k.^^^

264« W. Congress St. Chicago, lU.

RadiO-^ Mat

TAUC froa your sorean

WITB your quickly

TTPBVRITTEN HESSAGCS

eO RADIO UAT SLIDES tS.

Aeoept no Substltut*.

ForSalebyall Leading Dealers

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

OneUl OrEtn of the luUan CinemitoEnph UalMi

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Ftrtlgn 8ub*erlptlon: $7.00 « tS fnuK* P«r Amun

Editorial and BiuineM Offlcast

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

the Nova Operating Company, operating motion
picture theatres in Watertown and other

cities in New York State.

Only children will be admitted, with the ex-

ception of parents and guardians accompany-
ing their charges. Features adapted to ju-

venile minds and tastes will make up the pro-

gram. These will consist of children's stories,

comedies, scenic and educational reels and nov-

elty pictures having an educational basis. All

programs are to be submitted for approval a
full week in advance of their showing and are

to be selected in co-operation with a number
of agencies having the welfare of children at

heart, these including the orphanages and par-

ent-teacher associations.

The Children's Hour

Performances are to be given at such hours
as will allow the children to return to their

homes early in the evening. The afternoon

shows will begin shortly after the closing hours
of schools. On Saturday mornings each week
there will be a free show for the poor children

of the city. Tickets to this will be distributed

by the orphanages, the Parent-Teacher Associa-

tion and the Salvation Army.

Music suitable to children will be featured at

each performance. The admission price will be
placed at ten cents. Only the exact capacity

of the house will be allowed admission, thus

guarding against any possible danger from
overcrowding. Moreover, all children attend-

ing must be cleanly dressed.

George H. Cobb, chairman of the New York
State Motion Picture Commission, resides in

Watertown. In his annual report submitted to

the New York State Legislature, Mr. Cobb
expressed himself in favor of a children's the-

atre and declared at the time that it was the

logical step toward the future presentation of

screen subjects to children. Mr. Cobb will

probably be present on the opening day of the

theatre. The house will be managed by Charles
A. Sesonske, managing director of the Avon
Theatre in Watertown.

Power's at Radio Show
Two Power's No. 6-B type-E projectors of

the very latest type were installed in the 71st

Regiment Armory for the Radio Show, which
was held from May 22 to 27. Pictures were
shown on the main floor of the building

throughout the day and evening, with the aid

of a daylight screen, and this novelty attracted

considerable attention. This screen, measuring
25 by 25 feet, was hung from the roof of the

Armory, and could be seen from every part

of the floor. A big sign in the front of the

projection booth notified visitors to the Radio
Show that Power's projectors were being used.

The showing of the pictures interested the

public to a remarkable degree. It shows the

hold that motion pictures have upon the public

when they will stand and watch a motion pic-

ture of radio when all they have to do is to

REPRESENTATION
We have a modern, well established office in the heart of the Film
District in the Philadelphia territory. We have been dealing with and
have the good will of every exhibitor in this territory and are desirous

of connecting with a firm who wishes to reach this field. No matter
what your proposition is (just so it's on the level) we can reach the

people you want and SELL them your idea. References exchanged.
Commission or percentage basis only. Address M. T., care Rialto

Printing Company, 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with order

C»P7 must reach us by Tueaday noon to lBM7«
|

llcatlon In that weetc'f Uaue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST AT LIBERTY — Expert, experienced

picture player and musician of international reputa-
tion desires permanent engagement in flrst-class
theatre where ability and reliability are appreciated.
Union man. Have exceptionally fine library and
play it. Good organ, pleasant working conditions
and real salary essential. Wire or write Organist,
Box IIM, Portsmouth, Virginia.

wander around the floor and see and hear the

radio itself in actual operation. It would
appear that motion pictures have some subtle

attraction for people apart from the actual

scenes shown.

Installing Equipment
VALLEJO, CALIF.—Methodist congrega-

tion will erect church at Sonoma and Virginia
streets, to cost $50,000. Moving picture equip-

ment will be installed. Address Dr. A. B.

Gilbert.

JOHNSTOWN, COLO.—Business men con-
template purchasing moving picture machine
to install in new high school. Address clerk,

school board.

LAPORTE, IND.—A. L. Trester, superin-

tendent of schools, recommends erection of
high school, providing for auditorium, with
seating capacity of 2,000, to cost $35,000. Plans
include moving picture booth.

CEDAR RAPIDS, lA.—Moving picture
equipment will be installed in new school
building. Address J. A. Motejl, secretary
Board of Education.

KANSAS CITY, KAN.—First Methodist
Episcopal Church will erect community hall,

to cost $75,000. Moving picture machine will

be installed.

TOPEKA, KANS.—Charles D. Cuthbert,
735 Kansas avenue, is preparing plans for large
auditorium, including stage and moving picture
booth, to cost $175,000.

WARRENSBURG, MO.—Central Missouri
State Teachers' College has plans by Samuel
M. Hitt, 573 Sheidley Building, Kansas City,

Mo., for assembly hall, to include pipe organ,
opera chairs, moving picture equipment, etc.,

to cost $150,000.

KINGSTON, N. C—First Baptist Church
will erect new edifice. Moving picture ma-
chine will be installed. Address Rev. Lee Mc-
Bride White.

BELLEVILLE, O—Y. M. C. A. will pur-
chase moving picture machine. Address sec-
retary.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joamal of

the BritiBh Film Indastry

Of Special Interait to All Who Buy or Soil Fllat

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. I.

Specimen Copy Free en R*qu«*t
Foreign Subwrlptlofu: On* pound tm thtninci (f«ld)
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For truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

You can't play real music on an instrument

with two strings—neither can you reproduce

the full quality of your negative with only

highlights and shadows. You need the full

range of Eastman Positive Film halftones

that carry quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base is identifiable through-

out its entire length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

hlack letters in the transparent

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y.
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Vie name of

is synonymous
'^itfi ine best
in VaudeOille
Similarly, in the
equipment of Keith
Houses nothing is

omitteci that will

contribute to the
comfort and con-
venience of Keith
patrons.

And, as a matter
of course, all of the Keith Houses are liberally equipped with

DIXIE CUP
^enny yendin^^acfiines

Silently, throughout performance and intermission alike, these

machines provide patrons with white, round, unwaxed Dixie
Cups, delightful to drink from—and SAFTl.

The service maintains itself without cost, and }rields a well

worth-while revenue to the House.

Write for sample Dixies and details o( Dixie Cup PennyVendor Service.

Jndividval Drinking Qmpany. Jnc-

OriginalAakers ^Zj??PaperCup

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.

With Brandiet >t Pkilsdelyhia, Ckicaf•, CI«TelaBd, Baltimore, Los Aafelcs.

Free Film Storage
American Film Company will store your films without
cost to you. Write for full particulars.

BETTER PRINTS—LOW COST
An organization of experts carefully bring out the very
best resvilts from your negatives. Our running capacity
of one million feet weekly is a tremendous endorsement
of American "quality" prints.

Quantity production and long experience enable us to

do better work at no greater cost. May we prove this

to you? On your very next order!

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary film reduced
to American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fireproof
film passed by all fire

underwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
MiUion Fe«t Per Week.

American Film Co^
Inc., Laboratories

C231 Broadway, Chicago, III.

and
London, England

Samuel S. Hutchinton, Pres.

J'

There is just one big

reason why Colum-
bia Projector Car-

bons are used every-

where:

—they make
better pictures

Incidentally they score

high in economy

Write for Information

Nationzil Carbon Company, inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, CaL

QUARTER
SIZE
ZK toch
2%. kuh

$30

to < inchM

$25

f to 11 inchM

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriplivt Booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben Street Brooklyn, N. U. S. A-

IVe manufacture "Snaplite Jr." lenses for
portable projection machines.

American 10 Points:
1—QUAUTY. PrlnU known for

brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by yean of «k-
perience, assures highest qual-
ity prints obtainable.

2—REPUTATION. Gained in U
years of experience,

3—RESPONSIBIUTY. A concern
of strong financial standfanf.

4—LX>CATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.

5—EQUIPMENT. All of the moet
modem obtainable.

$-CLEANUNESS. Within two
blocks of I..ake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.

7—SAFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago suid Board of
Fire Undervrriters.

8—PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.

9—PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitiva.

Ift-GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality
work.

RAVEN
HAFTONE
SCREEN

MAKES YOUR WORST SEAT
A GOOD SEAT

Stands Rough Handling
and Can Be Easily Washed

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
ONE-SIXTY-FIVE BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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LET THE SIMPLEX
AUTOMATIC SIGNAL REEL
RELIEVE YOU OF YOUR WORRIES

The time at which all men in the front line trenches labored under the greatest nervous
strain was in the early hour before dawn while awaiting the ordbr to go "Over the Top."

This same tension is felt by the projectionist who anxiously awaits the period when it is

time to make a clean "pick-up" from one machine to the other.

THE SIMPLEX AUTOMATIC SIGNAL REEL

DOES AWAY

WITH

PUNCH-MARKS

CUE SHEETS

ANXIETY

NERVOUSNESS

AND

GUESS WORK

BUILT IJV THE
SIMTLEX WAV

IT

RINGS

THE

BELL

Particularly recommendbd to those who require a perfect "pick-up" from one machine to another

SIGNALLING MECHANISM COMPRISES SIMPLY A HAMMER ARM AND GONG
All contained in one single unit within the reel itself

NO OUTSIDE ATTACHMENTS
ROLLERS
MAGNETS
COMPLICATED MECHANISM

Just determine how near the end of the reel you wish the bell to signal and

—

THE BELL RINGS EVERY TIME!!
Nothing to get out of order—nothing to wear out. Declared by projection editors to be

THE MOST POSITIVE DEVICE YET INVENTED
FOR REEL SIGNALLING

ASK yOU-R J^EAHEST SIMTLEX TtlST'Rl'BVTO'R FOTi VEMOJ^STTKATIOJ^

TSPreqsionMachine (p.1nc.

317-29 East 34th:St-NewYorii
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Your Patrons Will Thrill

To This Big Mystery Tale!

Mysteries of the U. S. Secret

Service.

Banditti battling with Revenue

Officers.

Smugglers trapped by agent

and girl.

Aeroplanes whirling overhead

in strange mix-up.

Autos speeding to the rescue

at night.

Motorcycles roaring down the

Borderline.

A pretty girl in distress.

Thrills in the Mexican Oil

Fields.

Love—Romance—Mystery
And Wildest Adventure

Arthur S. Kane presents

CHARLES
in

GAS—O IL—WAIER
FOR THE COMING YEAR

f will rtlfase

By Richard Andres; Photographed by George

Rizard; Directed by Charles Ray and Pro-

duced by the Charles Ray Productions, Inc.

RAY PICTURES ON OPEN MARKET

"The Deuce of Spades" "The Barnstormer"

"Gas-Oil-Water" "Smudge"
"Alias Julius Caesar" sensational'annoijncement

Distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

WATCH WAIT



"Worth Double Admission Price

Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANC E
TALMADGE

In Her Latest Fun Maker

"The Primitive

Lover"

Adapted by Frances Marion from "The Divorcee"

by Edgar Selwyn ; directed by Sidney A. Franklin,

director of "Smilin' Through."

—Baltimore American

Both newspaper and trade reviewers

call this one a money maker and one of

Miss Talmadge's best!

WORTH DOUBLE PRICE
"Miss Taknadge is bewitching as the lovely heroine.

She is sweet and appealing, with an unfailing sense of

humor. Unusually entertaining and the spanking scene

alone is worth double the price of admission."

—

Balti-

more American.

GREAT FOR HUBBY
"Downtrodden husbands will do well to see this film."

•

—

Baltimore News.

HER BEST PICTURE
"It helps you forget there is sorrow in the world.

Most amusing. Miss Talmadge's sparkling personality

makes the role distinctive. The star has never done
anything better in her screen career."

—

New York
Evening Telegram.

HIGHLY ENTERTAINING
"Highly entertaining and humorous. Thrilling and

virile."

—

A^ew York Evening Journal.

BEST OF THEM ALL
"Constance Talmadge again demonstrates her ability

to carry off light comedy better than any one else whc^
can be named. Admirably photographed and deftly

put together."

—

New York Sun.

GOOD AMUSEMENT
"It is always a pleasure to watch this splendid screen

comedienne and she has few worthy rivals. All her
films have the same bright, pleasingly cheerful atmos-
phere and she always laughs tragedy out of court.

'The Primitive Lover' is an excellent example of this.

Merry comedy and good amusement."

—

New York
Evening Mail.

QUITE DELIGHTFUL
"It is quite delightful and makes the audience glad."^—New York Herald.

BIG MONEY MAKER
"Exhibitors cannot afford to overlook this feature

which gives every indication of proving a big money
maker. It is irresistibly funny."

—

E.vhibitors' Trade
Review.

THEY'LL ALL LIKE IT

"Well known Talmadge style that should connect

with fans all over. Great stuff."

—

Variety.

DELICIOUS ENTER-
TAINMENT

"The vivacious Constance in

her own inimitable way dashes

through several reels of en-

livened fun. A delicious trav-

esty."

—

M 0 vin g Picture
World.

rOR THI CX>MING YTAP

6Ck70

WATCH "^O-O^ WAIT
SENSAnONAL ANNOTNCEMENT

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION



ARTHUR JAMES
Editor-in-Chief
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Watch, But Don't Wait

THERE are several phases of our business that properly engage and require our attention,

especially at this time when the heat of the season hits patronage in the eye and gives us time for

the consideration of problems that confront us.

There is the moral element of pictures which is of importance to all, but which is the first concern
of the producer. He must lean over backwards a bit in order to make pictures that will offend

nobody, and his terrific job is to do this and still make them interesting. Pictures that are in bad taste

also are included because the term "moral" is interpreted variously.

He must not lose legitimate sex appeal but must avoid the exaggeration of sex appeal to the point

where it predominates. Of course, sex appeal is nature's method of perpetuating the human race, but
the bold, the vulgar, the offensive portrayal of it on the screen must be avoided. These conditions

confront the producer first, then the distributor and then the exhibitor.

The matter of censorship is next and is a part of this problem, and the question of taxation and
Sunday laws are ever with us.

At this time the question of greatest importance to everyone is the matter of plain, unvarnished
business. We face a new season and are rapidly approaching it, traveling over the arid fields of
Nothing Doing Land. This trip will be short enough and the time to get ready for the rush is now.

Exhibitors will do well to prepare forthwith for the program of business activity that will bring
back to them the losses of the season just closing or farther reward the box offices in the houses where
business did not fall flat.

The promise and the real prospect present a fine array of great offerings which are of box office

quality. It will be well that these productions be carefully scanned. We recommend a policy of
watchfulness without the waiting. Where sure fire offerings are in sight and available we believe it to

be the part of wisdom to snap them up and prepare for their exploitation.

Our pages will contain announcements of these productions and in addition, wherever feasible,

a show valuation, made solely with reference to the exhibitor. We shall not praise where blame is

due, nor shall we withhold praise if the production warrants.

Formal announcements will appear in the advertising pages and these will be worth your careful
consideration. They furnish you with information you will need. Read them, read the comments
upon the pictures they tell about and get your slant on your season early.

Bear one thing in mind, the days of depression end with the new season for shov^men who
appreciate the necessity for presenting real entertainment in their theatres. The day is past when
just anything will do. The rewards will go in rich measure to the exhibitor who selects wisely and
then puts his show energy back of his pictures.

Watch—but don't wait!
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M. P. T. 0. of North Carolina, Plans to

Work with Better Films Organization
THE Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers of North Carolina at their annual

convention in Asheville, June 20 to

22, intend to make an earnest effort to get

together with the various better fihns or-

ganizations with a view of co-operating

instead of combating these people. To
this end a Better Films Committee will

be appointed composed of influential and
well-known exhibitors of the State, who
will work in close co-operation with the

Department of Public Welfare, the Par-

ent-Teachers' Association, and the North
Carolina Sorosis and Better Films Com-
mittees.

Mrs. Johnson, Commissioner of Pub-
lic Welfare, of Raleigh, N. C, and Mrs.

J. F. Spruill, president of the N. C.

Parent-Teacher Association, have been in-

vited to attend the convention in Ashe-

ville and will no doubt accept the invita-

tion and sit in with the exhibitors. H.
B. Varner, of Lexington, secretary of the

North Carolina organizaiton, is strong

for the idea.

"We want to create a better films com-
mittee in North Carolina," declares Mr.
\'arner, "instead of having the antagon-

ism of the women's clubs and the social

workers of the state, we should have

their co-operation, because we are just

as much interested in better films as they

are and I think we ought to get close

to them and show them we are willing

to co-operate, and I feel confident they

will show a like disposition."

In this connection the North Carolina

Sorosis is sending a questionnaire to all

candidates for legislature berths through-

out the whole state, asking them to answer

ten questions pledging themselves, and
one of the questions seeks to pledge them
to work for state censorship of motion

pictures. They claim to have received

very flattering pledges from candidates

throughout the state, and this indicates

that the consorship fight will be up again

next session.

New Distributors

for Universal
With the formation in London of the

European Motion Picture Company, Ltd.,

it is announced that that organization in

future will distribute the entire forthcom-

ing product of Universal. The London
office of the new company will be opened

within a fortnight at 167-169 Wardour
street, in the premises at present occupied

by Paul Kimberley.

The board of directors at their first

meeting appointed as managing director,

Edwin J. Smith, one of the best known
film men in America. Mr. Smith is al-

ready busy gathering around him a staff

of competent executives. One of the

first to join is E. M. Bates, formerly sec-

retary of Film Booking Offices, Ltd., who

assumes a position as secretary of the new
firm.

While the new arrangement for the dis-

tribution of Universal's product becomes
o])erative at once, it is announced that it

does not conflict with the present bookings

of Universal's being operated through
Film Booking Offices, Ltd., whose con-

tract with Universal, it is understood, has

expired insofar as ' further releases are

concerned.

Enacts Law Against
a Harmful Practice

Legislation making illegal the giving

of gratuities by business men or estab-

lishments to employees of other con-

cerns as an inducement to them to divert

business to the donors of the gratuities

has been enacted l)y the House of Repre-
sentatives, Washington, D. C, and is now
before the Senate.

The moving picture industry, in-com-
mon with most others, in the past has

suffered from time to time from the prac-

tice of commercial briberv.

First National Appoints Committee
to Seek and Pass on Story Material

A'SSOCIATED FI R S T N A -

TIONAL announces an innova-

tion—the appointment of a "story

committee" to obtain the best vehicles for

its stars and producers.

The committee consists ot J. D. Will-

iams, Richard A. Rowland, C. L. Years-

ley, E. J. Hudson and Bob Dexter with

Earl Hudson as secretary.

The producing units releasing through

First National will be the beneficiaries

of the new plan, for the story committee

will co-operate with their staffs and as-

sist them in searching for books, plays

and other material.

The committee will not solicit original

material, but will devote its energies to

judging the merits of published books,

magazine stories and stage plays to de-

termine tiieir cinematic possibilities.

Each member of the committee has

been assigned to read the output of speci-

fied magazines and book publishers.

Whenever a tale with screen possibilities

is discovered, it will be considered in com-
mittee, where every element will be dis-

cussed at length.

Every story will l)e subjected to a test

which includes audience appeal, logic,

dramatic qualities, comedy relief, box of-

fice drawing power, characterization and

pictorial potentialities.

When a story is found that proves suf-

ficiently meritorious, it will be sent to a

First National producer or star, with the

recommendation that it be purchased and
produced.

The formation of the committee, it is

stated, does not imply any deviation from
the policy of Associated First National

which remains solely a distributing or-

ganization, but the new plan has been de-

signed to provide an auxiliary service

which will permit every unit to devote its

entire time to producing pictures. With
the official O. K. of the story committee,

hacked by the approval of the executive

committee practically every case will re-

sult in the production of the story se-

lected.

The committee does not care to con-

sider unsolicited manuscripts from un-

known writers. Ijecause of the physical

impossibility of reading all the stories that

would reach it from this source.

Crandall Takes Up Duties
Harry M. Crandall, prominent exhib-

itor of Washington, on June 5 took up his

duties as a member of the First National

Rotating Committee, to serve two weeks

in that capacity.

Under a plan adopted several months

ago, each of the 26 original First Na-
tional franchise holders spends a fortnight

at the New York headquarters of the cor-

poration, acting in an advisory capacity

with the officers and executive committee.

The trade paper whose pages are constantly read because

they are constantly interesting and whose word is believed

because its honesty and judgment on matters of show values

have been demonstrated year after year is the trade paper

for vou.
INIaybe that's why you buy Moving Picture World or

borrow it from somebody else.

There is an adage in the trade about Moving Picture World.

It's this:

"They read it just the same."
It's one we're proud of because we have tried to earn it,

and when you've worked hard in a .square service it's pleasant

to hear the audience murmur its appreciation.

Trade papers are not all alike.
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Georgia, Reinforced by Lynch Exhibitors,

Forms New Independent Organization
ATLANTA, GA.—The first official

step toward the formation of a con-

federation of independent exhib-

itors of the country was taken by the

Georgia Amusement Protective Associa-

tion at its first general meeting here on

Monday, June 5.

This action confirms the exclusive an-

nouncement published in Moving Picture

World several weeks. ago concerning the

formation of such a confederation to

function co-operatively with and along the

lines of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce of New York City. The
move also virtually endorses Willard Pat-

terson's attitude taken at the annual con-

vention of the M. P. T. O. A. in Wash-
ington last month.

The Georgia convention attracted na-

tional attention because of the part dele-

gates, from that State took at the Wash-
ington meetings at one of which Mr. Pat-

terson on being informed by Chairman

Julius Brylawski that the convention "was

through with Georgia," replied, "That's

right Mr. Chairman you are through with

Georgia."

The action of the Georgians did not

come unexpectedly. The resolution mak-

ing the Georgia organization independent

was supplemented by the acceptance of

by-laws forbidding affiliation with any or-

ganization in the industry.

The following officers were elected

:

President, Joe Burton, Alama Theatre,

Toccoa; First Vice-President, Mrs.

Charles Cinciola, Alamo Theatre, Gaines-

ville; Second Vice-President, R. J. Eden-

field, Augusta; Treasurer, Y. F. Free-

man, Southern Enterprises, Atlanta.

Willard Patterson was made chairman

of the executive committee. The com-

mittee will embrace five other members.

Harmony ruled throughout the conven-

tion, which went down into history as one

of the best held in this State. For the

first time, no evidence of factionalism in

Georgia exhibitor circles was given.

Powerful competitors laid aside all differ-

ences and grievances and worked diligent-

ly for the development of the Georgia

State unit. After the convention closed

the delegates agreed that it was the most

constructive meeting ever held in this

State.

The S. A. Lynch organization, which

had never before shown any interest in

organization, came out 100 per cent, in

support of an independent organization of

Georgia exhibitors. Although Patterson

is one of their bitterest competitors, the

Lynch workers came out in favor of cer-

tain moves that the organization has in

mind for the near future.

The Georgia exhibitors also went on

record endorsing the constructive meas-

ures initiated by Will Hays and pledged

support on issues looking toward advance-

ment of the industry.

By ANNA EUGENE AIKEN
Special Correspondent of Moving Picture

World

The executive committee convened im-
mediately after adjournment of the con-

vention and devoted the major part of

their session to the question of assessment
to be based on seating capacity of thea-

tres and population of cities and towns

CREDITORS of Allen Theatres,

Limited, have agreed upon the or-

ganization of a special committee to

consider developments. At a meeting in

the office of G. T. Clarkson, assignee and
trustee, representatives of important in-

terests involved showed little disposition

to press matters, and there was an in-

dication of feeling that if the Aliens are

given a little time they will weather the

storm. At the same time, however, the

creditors' committee was given power to

negotiate with the Famous Players

Canadian Corporation, for the possible

sale of Allen houses to that corporation

which is said to have made several ofifers

for Allen theatre investments since Sep-
tember, the latest after Jule and J. J.

Allen made personal assignments at

Toronto, being, it is believed, to buy the

theatre stock at two-fifths of its value.

The creditors' committee is made up of

representatives of the following : Robert
Simpson Company, Limited, Toronto,

which supplied considerable furnishings.

Ocean Accident and Guarantee Company,
Minnesota Loan and Trust Company,
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Associated

First National Exhibitors, Inc., Perkins

Electric Company, Limited, Montreal,

which supplied projection machines and
much other equipment. Department of

Finance, Dominion of Canada, along with

J. W. Bain, K. C, representing various

creditors and R. Bulkeley.

The reason why the Canadian Depart-

ment of Finance is involved is that the

DON'T BE AFRAID
OF THE DARK

You can change the dull sum-
mer months from a liability to

an asset if you buck up and go
to it with vim.
Turn to page 661 and read

what Harry Gainsborough and
sixteen other live wire exhibitors

arc doing to insiu'e good busi-

ness this fall—then try the pre-

scription on your own house.

and villages wherein they are located.

The committee also adopted a gradu-
ated scale making membership relatively

cheaper for smaller exhibitors.

With the opening of the annual session

of the Georgia Legislature but 20 days
away, considerable emphasis was laid

upon the program for reaching repre-
sentatives and Senators and gaining their

sympathetic support and understanding of
the industry's problems.

Aliens are said to owe taxes to the
Canadian Government. Some months
ago the Aliens secured sub-franchises
from Associated First National Exhib-
itors for practically all of their theatres
in Eastern Canada, and a fairly large sum
is owing on this agreement, it is asserted.

Berman Joins R-C:
Schnitzer Promoted

R-C Pictures announces the appoint-
ment of Harry M. Berman, for several
years manager of exchanges of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, as general
manager of distribution of the R-C or-
ganization. J. I. Schnitzer has been pro-
moted to the vice-presidency of R-C and
will continue to be active in an executive
capacity.

The appointment of Mr. Berman to the
position of general manager of distribu-
tion of R-C is in line with the general
policy of P. A. Powers, who several
months ago acquired a controlling interest
in R-C of surrounding himself with the
most able executives obtainable.

Mr. Powers is aiming at establishing
an efficient selling and distributing or-
ganization which will assure the new R-C
product of the widest circulation of any
organization in the industry.
Mr. Berman will assume his duties with

R-C on July 1.

Mr. Schnitzers' promotion comes as a
result of his excellent work in reorganiz-
ing the R-C organization in the past two
months. He will continue to aid in the
shaping of the policy of the organization
and will remain in executive control under
P. A. Powers, managing director of R-C.

Corporation Formed
The Lincoln Theatre Corporation of

Dunkirk, N. Y., has been capitalized at
$50,000 with the following officers:
President, Henry P. Lally; Vice-Presi-
dent, Mark F. Lally; Secretary, John J.
Walsh. The company has taken over all
the theatres in the city.

A lien CreditorsAre Not Inclined

to Press Matters at Present Time
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Many Prominent in Public Life Accept

Invitations to T. O. C. C. Dinner to Walker

THE testimonial dinner which the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce is to tender to Senator

James J. Walker at the Hotel Plaza on

June 19, has every indication of being

one of the most representative not only

of the motion picture industry but of

the civic, commercial and professional

world as well. The dinner committee
of which William Brandt is the chair-

man, has been deluged with requests

from out-of-town exhibitors and others

for reservations since the announcement
of the afTair was made.

The dinner date coincidently falls on
the birthday of the Senator and thus the

event will have a double significance.

Those that are to be present include the

most prominent names in the state and
municipal governments, the judiciary, as

well as those of the picture industry and
the theatrical fields.

On the afternoon of June 19, the execu-

tive committee of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of New York State

are to hold their meeting in New York
City and they are to attend the dinner

in a body.

The affair has assumed such cos-

mopolitan proportions that the dinner

committee of the T. O. C. C. has found
it advisable to name an honorary com-
mittee that is to co-operate with them in

the arrangements for the event. The
honorary committee will comprise the fol-

lowing :

Will H. Hays, president Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors, Inc.

;

E. F. Albee, head of the B. F. Keith
Booking Exchange and the Keith Circuit

of theatres; John Ringling of the famed
circus-owning family, Lee Shubert, Judge
McQuade, as representative of the major
league baseball clubs ; Horace De Lisser,

president of the Broadway Association

;

Robert Gier Cook, president of the Fifth

Avenue Association ; Max Levine, presi-

dent of the Grand Street Boys' Associa-

tion; Sam H. Harris, president of the

Producing Managers' Association ; Sam-
uel Rothafel, managing director the Capi-

tol Theatre; John McE. Bowman, of the

Bowman Chain of Hotels, and Charles

Gehring of the Hotel Men's Association,

and Marcus Loew of the Loew Circuit.

The guests who have accepted invita-

tions to be present include Governor Ed-
ward I. Edwards of New Jersey; John
F. Hylan. mayor of New York Cit>'

;

Charles M. Schwab and J. H. Ward;
Henry D. Sayer, head of the New York
State Industrial Commission; John J.

Lyons, Secretary of State of New York

;

Edward J. Flinn. sheriff of Bronx coun-

ty; Commissioner Philip F. Donohue of

the Board of Water Supply ; Fire Com-
missioner Thomas J. Drennan ; Commis-
sioner of Licenses John F. Gilchritt;

William E. Walsh, chairman of the Na-
tional Board of Standards and Appeals

;

Borough President Mathew J. Cahill of

Richmond and the following judges of

the Court of Special Sessions, Arthur J.

Salmon, James J. Mclnerney, John J.

Freschi, Moses Herrman and Clarence

Edwards.
The producing branch is to be repre-

sented by practically every organization

now active.

Louis F. Blumenthal of the T. O. C. C.

is treasurer of the Walker Dinner Com-
mittee and requests for reservations

should be forwarded to him at the Thea-
tre Owners Chamber of Commerce, 1540
Broadway, with check at $10 per cover

to the number of the seats wanted.

April Admission Taxes
Show a Big Decrease

A falling off of three-quarters of a

million dollars in admission taxes during
the month of April is shown by figures

just made public by the Bureau of Inter-

nal Revenue, Washington, D. C. Total

collections from this source during the

month were $5,439,014, as compared
with $6,284,528 in March. Collections

in April of last year were $7,415,568.

Not all of this decrease is attributable

to poorer business in the moving picture

theatres of the country, however. Much
of it is due to the poor theatrical season

all over the United States, and some is

due to the lower prices which the legiti-

mate theatres in many cities found it

necessary to announce last winter. The
moving picture business, it is believed,

is holding up well in most section;.

The bureau shows also the taxes col-

lected on the seating capacity' of theatres,

circuses, etc. April collections were $18.-

010, as compared with $18,130 in March.

Lowers Admission to

Attract More Business
Paramount and Goldwyn first run

photo features in a luxurious theatre for

ten cents admission and no war tax is to

be O. S. Hathaway 's next contribution to

new ideas for attracting summer business

in the city of Binghamton, N. Y.
This policy will go into vogue at the

Binghamton theatre at once. Mr. Hath-
away and his manager, H. M. Addison,
are banking on attracting capacity houses
to put the policy over. As a special in-

ducement for women, Mr. Addison has
set "A Dollar a Dozen" for women in the

afternoon.

Government Ruling of
Interest to Travelers

The House Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.
C, has authorized a favorable report
upon the bill introduced in the Senate in

April, 1921, by Senator Watson, of

Indiana, providing for interchangeable

mileage tickets, good on any road.

The measure requires each rail carrier

to issue, at such offices as it may pre-
scribe, interchangeable mileage or scrip

coupon tickets "at a just and reasonable

rate" good for passenger carriage upon
the passenger trains of all roads.

The measure is of great importance
to traveling men of the moving picture

industry. The various traveling men's
associations of the country will make an
effort to have the House adopt the legis-

lation before the end of the present ses-

sion.

Will Help Stop Thefts
The handling of freight robbery cases

in the courts will be greatly expedited un-
der the terms of a bill that was passed
by the House of Representatives, Wash-
ington, D. C. on June 1, providing that

the waybill of a shipment is to be con-

sidered prima facie evidence of the places

from and to which shipment was made.
Under the present law, it is incumbent

upon the government to prove the char-

acter of a shipment, step by step, from
its origin to its destination, a lengthy and
expensive proceeding.

Soriero Resigns
Thomas D. Soriero. general manager

of the Strand Theatre. Lowell, Mass.,

has tendered his resignation to take ef-

fect on June 17, and will spend the Sum-
mer at his camp in the Maine woods be-

fore proceeding with plans which have
been maturing for another important ac-

tivity.

The Trade Paper that's believed is the Trade Paper of
value.

The Trade Paper that's worth believing is the Trade Paper
of character.

The Trade Paper that is believed and is worthy of belief

is the one really important trade paper serving the industry

and all of its elements all of the time.

Moving Picture World has the unique distinction of being
that trade paper.
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Exhibitor History Will Be Made Next Week
M. P. T. O. A. Committee Will Meet Will Hays—Georgia Action No Surprise-

Massachusetts Theatre Owners Ready to Fight Censorehip—What Is

Going On In Exhibitor Organization and Confederation Circles

JUST how far the M. P. T. O. A. will

go in its expressed intentions to co-

operate with Will Hays, director gen-

eral of the Producers and Distributors

Association, will be ascertained next week
when the two factions will come together

in a series of important conferences.

Both sides are looking forward con-

fidently and enthusiastically to the confer-

ences and are loud in their expression

that some arrangement bringing the ex-

hibitors and producers and distributors

closer together will be made.
The conferences will start Monday,

June 12. The committee representative

of the M. P. T. O. A. is headed by Presi-

dent Sydney S. Cohen. While the M. P.

rr. O. A. officials are enthusiastic in

their hope that something efifective

will be accomplished, letterheads of

that organization intimated at the sus-

picion that still seems to prevail among
Cohen and his adherents toward Hays.

The letterhead embodies a box within

which there is published the statement

that the "M. P. T. O. A. is in no way
affiliated with any producer-distributor

organization" and further stating that

"Will Hays is the paid employee of pro-

ducers and distributors." The presence

of this box on the M. P. T. O. A. letter-

heads has caused much comment relative

to the mood in which the exhibitor com-
mittee goes into the Hays conference.

By ROGER FERRI

NEVERTHELESS, it is almost certain that

some means whereby the M. P. T. O. A.
will agree to function in co-operation with Will

Hays in effecting certain needed reforms will

be established. The New York exhibitors al-

ready have held a series of important confer-

ences with Mr. Hays and considerable head-

way made.
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce

of New York City held a conference with Mr.
Hays at the latter's office on Tuesday. June
6, when two committees, to act jointly, to handle

the negotiations between the two organizations,

were appointed. Louis Blumenthal, Leo Brech-
er and Bernard Edelhertz were appointed to

represent the exhibitors, while the M. P. P.

D. A. will be represented by Karl W. Kirch-

wey. John M. Quinn and Sidney R. Kent.

The conferences between these two com-
mittees will be held daily until some definite

agreement has been reached on the numerous
questions with which they will contend. Prin-

cipal among the questions up for settlement is

that pertaining to the uniform contract. The
T. O. C. C. already has submitted its version

of such a contract and it is expected that before
another week passes that the New Yorkers
will have obtained modified contract embracing
all of their demands.

TV^UCH interest was shown in the important
*• Georgia Amusement Protective Associa-

tion's meeting in .Atlanta this week. That the

Georgia contingent voted to join the confedera-
tion of independent exhibitors did not come as

a surprise to those who attended the Washing-
ton convention. On that occasion Willard Pat-

terson of Atlanta refused to commit the

Georgia delegation to the M. P. T. O. A.

Importance is attached to the interest taken

by S. A. Lynch in the new organization. The
Lynch faction until this week had never shown
any desire of affiliating with exhibitor organiza-

tions. Even more significance is attached to the

Georgia proceedings in view of the fact that

the Lynch organization has joined the G. A.

P. A. 100 per cent. It must be borne in mind,

too, that Lynch and Patterson have been bitter

business rivals. It is expected that every ex-

hibitor and theatre owner and rnanager in

Georgia will join the new organization.

WHEN news reached New York this week
that Georgia had passed by-laws prohibit-

ing affiliation with any organization in the in-

dustry, the national officials of the M. P. T. O.

A. in New York immediately set into operation

their machine to establish a unit in that State.

This fact was embodied in a letter sent to

Anne E. Aiken, publisher of the "Weekly Film

Review" of Atlanta. In that communication

Cohen stated

:

"At the request of a number of independent

theatre owners in your State, we propose at an

early date to completely reorganize and perfect

the Georgia State Division of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners so that the interest of all

theatre owners in the State will be fully con-

served."

which will be extended throughout New Eng-

land. Sydney S. Cohen, Dr. Francis HoUey,

of Washington, and M. J. O'Toole, of Scran-

ton, Pa., spoke at a banquet held in the evening.

DESPITE the fact that representatives of

the M.P.T.O.A. have covered every corner

in New York State, the situation there remains

the same and in many respects is identical to

that existing in Georgia. The original M. P. T.

O. of N. Y. has seceded from the national or-

ganization and today represents an independent

unit with Charles L. O'Reilly at its head. A
special convention is expected to be held with-

in a few weeks in some northern New York
city for the purpose of perfecting this unit.

This far the Cohen supporters have been

beaten on all sides in the Empire State and in

New York City. It will be recalled that two
weeks ago a vain effort to reorganize New York
under the auspices of the M. P. T. O. A. was
made and resulted in the overthrow of the

Cohen advocate in the Buffalo association of

exhibitors.

'\X7HILE news from Atlanta brought word
' ' of the intentions of exhibitors there to

remain independent; from New Haven, Conn.,

came a despatch telling of the re-election of

William A. True, of Hartford, to the presi-

dency of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut. The election took place at the

annual convention held at the Hotel Garde in

that city. Others elected were as follows

:

First Vice-President, J. W. Walsh, Hart-
ford; Second Vice-President, Jacob Alpert,

Putnam
;
Recording Secretary, Joseph Saper-

stein, Bridgeport ; Executive Secretary, Mrs.
Agnes Cavanaugh. Hartford, and Treasurer,

James T. Rourke, Bridgeport; Executive Com-
mittee, M. A. Heanus, Bt-idgeport : L. J. An-
sonia ; M. Pouzzner, New London ; L. B.

Murphy, Thomaston ; Louis Segal. New Haven ;

Charles Repass, Hartford ; H. Engel, Middle-
town ; J. R. Shields, Derby; C. M. Maxfield.

New Hartford, and L. Burbank, Thompson-
ville.

Among the business transacted was the in-

auguration of an Exhibitors' Service Station.

NO effort is being spared by the convention

committee of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of New Jersey to make the annual

meetings of that organization at Lake Hopat-

cong, N. J., on June 21-24, the greatest held

under its auspices. President Woodhull dur-

ing the past two weeks has been besieged with

innumerable requests from exhibitors in New
Jersey, and other States as well who are desir-

ous of attending the convention at the popular

resort. It is expected that the M. P. T. O. A.

committee sitting with Will Hays will have

completed its conferences in time to officially

make a report at the New Jersey convention.

The social program is being carefully com-
pleted by a committee headed by Henry P. Nel-

son of the Capitol Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.

This program will include sight-seeing trips,

bathing, parades, dancing and a banquet.

Prominent national officials will be on hand.

MASSACHUSETTS exhibitors have come
to the conclusion that the censorship fight

they have on their hands will have to be en-

tirely fought by them. The Bay State exhib-

itors, according to information received by the

writer in Boston, had been promised the entire

support of the M. P. T. O. A., but to date

whatever has been done in the campaign against

censorship, which will be voted upon by the

people of Massachusetts next November, has

been done by the theatre owners of that State

alone.

The Massachusetts censorship proposition is

one that is of national concern, for the Novem-
ber election constitutes a critical test. Censor-

ship advocates have been working overtime for

the past few months disseminating propaganda

in its favor, while Bay State exhibitors have
vainly awaited for that much-promised sup-

port which up to the present time has not been

given. It has been because of this disappoint-

ment in fulfillment of the promises made last

Fall, that Massachusetts exhibitors have finally

arrived at the conclusion that they will have

to fight their battle alone and consequently they

have launched a determined campaign against

censorship.

THE annual convention of the North Caro-
lina M. P. T. O. will be held next week

in Charlotte. Several representatives of the

national organization are expected to be on hand
at this convention which promises to be the

most important held in that State in view of
the action taken by the Georgia exhibitors

this week. The report on the national con-

vention will be submitted by Henry B, Varner,
secretary of the State association, and also a
member of the national executive committee.

THE testimonial banquet to Senator James

J. Walker on June 19 promises to be the

most pretentions affair of its kind held in this

country. Not only will every exhibitor in New
York City be on hand, but distinguished public

officials and representative business and pro-
fessional men also will come to New York on
that date to pay tribute to the New York at-

torney. Considerable interest is attached to
this section for it is expected that on this oc-
casion the first definite information concerning
the Senator's political status at the next elec-

tions will be given out by leaders of the Tam-
many organization, who will be on hand en
rrasse.
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Loew Reliquishes Interest in Houses

in Northwest for West Coast Properties

AN exchange rather than a deal, in-

volving the future activities of

twelve Loew Theatres on theon

Pacific Coast, was consummated recently,

following a series of conferences between

Marcus Loew and Ackerman and Harris.

In the exchange, Mr. Loew relinquishes

all interest in the theatres he formerly

sponsored in Seattle, Portland, Sacra-

mento, Stockton, San Jose, Fresno, Oak-
land, Long Beach and Salt Lake City in

return for the Ackerman and Harris in-

terest in the new properties in Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

These new properties include Loew's

State Theatre and twelve-story office

building, opened November 12 in Los
Angeles, and Loew's Warfield Theatre

and twelve-story office building in San

Francisco, opened May 13, involving mil-

lions of dollars in their erection. Their

future policy, which will undoubtedly be

changed between now and September, has

not been definitely decided upon.

Loew vaudeville which is now being

played in the coast houses will stop during

the summer and autumn. Ackerman and

Harris, who returned to the coast Mon-
day, stated that they had not fully de-
cided upon the future policy of their

houses, but intimated that vaudeville

would be the feature attraction.

Marcus Loew, who leaves for the coast

within the next few weeks to inspect his

picture holdings at Los Angeles, will visit

his theatre properties with a view of de-

termining their future policies. He will

be accompanied by E. A. Schiller, repre-

sentative of Loew's Incorporated.

Theatre Business Picking Up Along with
General Trade Betterment in Kentucky

REPORTS from Louisville, Ky.,

state general business is better with

the moving picture exhibitors, while

the exchangemen are also handling bet-

ter volume. General industrial and com-
mercial operations are more active.

Building operations are over $7,000,000

Musicians and Theatre Owners May Lay
Differences Before Arbitration Board

A COMMITTEE of the United Thea-

tre Managers headed by Joseph

Mogler, who is also president of

the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors'

League and owner of the Bremen and

Mogler theatres in North St. Louis, has

submitted a plan for arbitration of the

controversy with the ^Musicians' Mutual
Benefit Association over wages and a

new working agreement. Musicians have

not played in the St. Louis motion pic-

ture houses since May 1.

The committee has requested that the

musicians return to work on June 12

Rodolph Valentno Freed
of the Charge ofBigamy

The charge of bigamy brought
in the California courts against

Rodolph Valentino because of

his marriage in Mexico to Win-
ifred Hudnut on the ground tliat

he had not waited tlie full year
after his divorce from Jean
Acker as required by the law to

allow the interlocutory decree to

become final, was dismissed on
June 5 by Justice Hanby in Los
Angeles.

In his decision dismissing the

charge. Justice Hanby stated

that the state had failed to prove
that Valentino had lived with his

bride in California after their

wedding in Mexico, and that it

would be impossible to obtain a

conviction if the film star were
held for trial.

The court further held the

opinion that the section of the

penal code under which the

action was brought is unconsti-

tutional and should be amended.

pending arbitration of their differences.

Under the plan the motion picture houses

would employe only such musicians as

they deem necessary but would agree to

increase the orchestras if the arbitration

committee so ordered. The theatre man-
agers also proposed that the arbitrators'

decision as to wages also be accepted.

The principal point of controversy has

been the union demand that the small

neighborhood houses must employ a cer-

tain number of musicians according to

the size of the house and the admission

fee charged.

for the first months of the year, a record
never before equaled in twelve months.
Labor is better employed at higher wages.
Tobacco and agricultural districts are

more optimistic, and theatres in such
towns busier. All coal mine strikes in

Kentucky have been settled, and mines
are producing the largest tonnage on
record. Moving picture houses in coal

towns are doing a thriving business.

The oil districts are also more active,

and with an increase of 25 cents a barrel,

or about 12^/2 per cent, to the producer,
just announced, activity will probably
be greater, and business better at Bowl-
ing Green and many other points.

Without daylight saving this year the

theatres are getting a better volume of
business than last year, airdomes are be-
ginning to open, and have an advantage
over the short evenings of last season.

Exhibitors Considering

Holding Joint Meeting
Through the office of Secretary Henry

B. Varner, an invitation has been ex-

tended to the exhibitors of South Caro-

lina to hold a joint meeting with the

North Carolina organization during their

annual convention in Asheville, N. C,
June 20, 21 and 22. It is expected that

a large delegation from the Palmetto

State will meet informally with the North
Carohna exhibitors.

Will Hays Says Investors

Should Finance "Movies"
I'n an address before the Bond Club

of New York at a luncheon held June
6, Will H. Hays stated that nothing has
greater possibilities than the motion pic-

ture industry and that it must take the

place its responsibilities deserve, man-
aged economically and financed by own-
ers of securities all over the country.

Mr. Hays reiterated his previous state-

ment that unless people are properly en-

tertained this country may go red, and
stated that motion pictures are the sole

amusement of 20,000,000 persons. He
repeated his prediction that the greatest

era of prosperity the world has seen is

at hand and advised his hearers to lay

more bricks and throw fewer.

Increase in Equipment Should Result

in Heavier Patronage at Picture Houses

I
N view of the discouraging conditions

in the theatrical business indicated by

the report of the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue showing a continued re-

duction in admission taxes, there is some
comfort for the moving picture industry

in the announcement by the United States

Enployment Service that employment
throughout the countr\' is rapidly increas-

ing.

Much of the decline in moving picture

theatre attendance during the past year

or more has been due to unemployment.
The report just issued by the Employ-
ment .Service indicates that the unem-
ployment wave has broken and that there

should he steadily increasing prosperity,

noticeably in industrial communities.
Fourteen basic industries were surveyed
by the Employment Service.
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Hays Directs That Pictures Be of

Highest Moral and Artistic Standard
STRONG evidence that political cen-

sorship of the motion picture in-

dustry is entirely unnecessary, and
that the industry is quite capable of, itself,

eliminating any undesirable productions,

is given in the way that producers have
shown a willingness to co-operate with

the dictum of Will H. Hays recently is-

sued, to the effect that no pictures that

can in any way be classed as offensive,

shall be produced.

Mr. Hays' ultimatum together with a

similar statement from each individual

member of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America has been
posted in the studios. Between seventy

and eighty per cent, of all the pictures

produced in this country are under con-

trol of this organization.

That nothing but "clean" pictures shall

be produced is the gist of the ultimatum.

This statement has been sent to the di-

rectors at the studios of the most promi-
nent corporations, backed up by similar

orders from the organizations' heads. It

is understood that these orders are the

)ast word to directors who have been

somewhat slow in complying with di-

rections from the executives of their com-
panies, and have produced films of some-
what questionable character. Instant dis-

missal, it is understood, now awaits any
director who fails to comply with the

orders given.

Officials of moving picture corpora-

tions stated that the newest orders are a

move on the part of the industry to form
a strict censorship within its own domains.

The public will, it is understood, be asked

to co-operate, and complaints against pic-

tures which theatre-goers consider ob-

jectionable will be received at Mr. Hays'
office. Quick disciplining of those re-

sponsible for any objectionable production

will follow.

The decision to take drastic measures

to eliminate anything undesirable from the

industry was first adopted May 17 when
Mr. Hays held a meeting with some of

the most prominent producers. They
concurred in the plan, and others who
were not present, later did likewise.

Those who were at the meeting were
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation ; William Fox,
president of the Fox Film Corporation

;

Frank J. Godsol of the Goldwyn Dis-

tributing Corporation ; Earl W. Ham-
mons of the Educational Film Exchanges.
Inc. ; Carl Laemmle of the Universal

Film Exchanges, Inc. ; Marcus Loew of

the Metro Pictures Corporation ; John
M. Quinn of Vitagraph, Inc., and Lewis

J. Selznick of the Select Pictures Cor-

poration.

The ultimatum has been posted in all

the studios in New York City and Cali-

fornia, in prominent places where it can

easily be seen by all employees.

In his message to heads of organiza-

tions Mr. Hays pointed out that "pictures

now being made will come out soon and
they will be the proof either of our ability

to correct our evils ourselves, or of our
inability to run our own business."

The following are the organizations

which form the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., with

the names of their presidents : Educa-
tional Film Exchanges, Inc., Earl W.
Hammons, president; Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, Adolph Zukor, presi-

dent ; Fox Film Corporation, William
Fox, president

;
Goldwyn Distributing

Company, Frank J. Godsol, president;

Metro Picture Corporation, Marcus
Loew, president ; Select Pictures Corpora-
tion, Lewis J. Selznick, president ; Uni-
versal Film Exchanges, Inc., Carl Laem-
mle, president; Vitagraph, Inc., John M.
Quinn, president, and Joseph M. Schenck
Productions, Joseph M. Schenck, presi-

dent. .

Tlie letter which Mr. Hays sent to pro-

ducers follows

:

I know that none of us are unmindful of
the objects of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., as definitely

stated in the Articles of Association, as fol-

lows :

"The object for which the corporation is to

be created is to foster the common interest of
those engaged in the motion picture industry in

the United States, by establishing and maintain-
ing the highest possible moral and artistic

standards in motion picture production, by de-

veloping the education as well as the entertain-

ment value and the general usefulness of the

motion picture, by diffusing accurate and re-

liable information with reference to the in-

dustry, by reforming abuses relative to the

industry, by securing freedom from unjust or
unlawful exactions, and by -other lawful and
proper means.''

We are all familiar, too, with the efforts be-

ing made by all to carry out these objects and,
personally, I thoroughly appreciate the co-opera-
tion which is being given by everybody.

It is impossible, of course, to overestimate
the importance of the immediate application of
these purposes in connection with the produc-
tion which is now in process for next season.

It is to this that I want most earnestly to call

your attention.

We can make the greatest immediate pro-
gress in "establishing and maintaining the high-
est possible moral and artistic standard of mo-
tion picture production," if those charged with
the responsibilities in connection with the pro-

duction now in progress make certain that they
do strive for this very thing. We are giving
and wc must give preferred attention to these

purposes right now in the pictures which are
now l)eing made. Every day there is oppor-
tunity in the. studios to take that action which
will more and more eliminate the objectionable
features and nearer and nearer reach the "high-
est possible moral and artistic standard." These
pictures which are being made now and which
will be made this summer, are being made after

we have agreed to use our best efforts to attain

the purposes of the association, and our re-

sponsibility for these pictures cannot be avoided.

These pictures now being made will come out
soon and they will be the proof either of our
honesty of purpose or of our failure; they will

be the proof either of our ability to correct our
evils ourselves, or of our inability to run our
own business. There is nothing in which we
can possibly be engaged which is of as much
importance to the success of our efforts as to

make certain that these very pictures, the first

pictures made after the organization of the as-

sociation, shall clearly show successful effort

toward "establishing a)nd maintaining the high-

est possible moral and artnstic standard."

I cannot too strongly urge you to make cer-

tain that everything possible shall be done to

that end.

With every kindest personal regards, and
best wishes always, I am,

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Will H. Hays.

Co-operating with Mr. Hays the chiefs

of the organizations forwarded letters to

the heads of their studio forces. The one
following from Carl Laemmle to Irving

Thalberg, production manager at Uni-
versal City, is the only one that has been
given out for publication :

My dear Mr. Thalberg;

I am enclosing herewith a letter just received

from Mr. Will Hays, president of the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors of America,
Inc., of which the Universal Company is a
charter member.

You will please post this letter, as well as

Mr. Hays' letter, in some conspicuous place in

Universal City, where every employee can read
it and you will please notify every employee
that I desire to carry out the entire spirit of
Mr. Hays' remarks.

Since, as Mr. Hays says, the whole industry
will be judged BY THE PICTURES NOW
BEING MADE AND HEREAFTER TO BE
MADE, the Universal does not propose to make
any picture, or any scene in any picture, which
can in any way bring condemnation upon the
Universal or upon the picture business.

Our record has been good in the past, but we-
now intend to make it one hundred per cent,

good, and I herewith serve friendly notice upon
each and every Universal employee from the
highest to the lowest that I shall not be satis-

fied with anything less than one hundred per
cent, of co-operation along this line.

Read Mr Hays' letter carefully and remem-
ber that every word of it means business ; and
the Universal intends to stand back of it to the
limit.

Sincerely,

(Signed) Carl Laemmle.

Leonkardt Made
District Manager

Harry Leonhardt has been appointed
district manager for Goldwyn Distribut-

ing Corporation, supervising the territory

covered by the Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco and Seattle exchanges.

Goldwyn's other district managers for
the Western States are Ben Fish, who
supervises the Denver and Salt Lake City
section, with headquarters in Denver, and
W. E. Troug, who makes his headquarters
in Kansas City, covering the Kansas City,

Omaha and St. Louis branches.
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Mayer Sees Prosperity Ahead; Praises

Hays and Zukor; Calls Them Unselfish
LOUIS B. MAYER, head of Louis

Mayer productions, arrived in New
York recently full of "boosts" for

the future of the industry, for Will H.
Hays, and for some of the industry's

leading companies and personalities, and
with a round of hot-shot for some of the

others.

Mr. Mayer said that the selection of

Mr. Hays to head the producers was the

best thing that ever happened for the in-

dustry's benefit, and he, for his part,

promised him implicit allegiance.

In this connection. Famous Players and
Adolph Zukor came in for a share of

lauding, Mr. Mayer citing Famous Play-

ers' bannin_g of the Arbuckle films as in-

dicative of its desire, to push the industry

forward.

"I haven't any particular love for

Adolph Zukor," Mr. Mayer said, "but in

this instance, he certainly backed Hays up
manfully despite the fact that it cost his

company about $2,000,000. He has shown
himself farsighted as well as able to be

generous for the good of the whole trade,

and the way he complied with Hays'

command, added greatly to the latter's

strength.

"Since Mr. Hays has taken charge, I,

too, am perfectly willing to abide by any

decision he may make. Formerly, I re-

frained from affiliating with the N. A.
M. P. I., but now that the Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors, Inc., has

been formed, headed by such a man as

Hays, I am willing and anxious to con-

tribute my share toward sustaining it as a

power in the field.

"So far, I have to be thankful that no

picture of mine has ever come under the

ban of any censorship, and I have always

striven to keep them 'clean,' but if Will

Hays slapped me on the wrist, metaphor-

ically speaking, and said : 'You can't

show that picture,' I'd be perfectly will-

ing to abide by his decision, because I

would know that he would be sincere in

his stand and considered it for the good
of the entire industry.

"Mr. Hays' attitude is destined to do
more toward stamping out censorship, and
knocking the props from under the agita-

tors than anything else possibly could.

He's not going to leave them a leg to stand

on. His management and personality

have already won a large number of those

favoring censorship in Massachusetts over

to our side, and the agitators there who
are now clamoring for censorship to be

put into eflfect are bound to come out of

the little end of the horn. Even the

censorship which holds sway in Boston,

which by the way, is probably the most
sensibly conducted of any throughout the

country, will, I believe, be discontinued

in the overwhelming defeat which awaits

By T. S. daPONTE

those lined up on the side of censorship

in Massachusetts."

One reason for Mr. Mayer's visit to

New York was to make an ofifer for the

rights to four noted plays, two of them
being this season's Broadway successes

and two others which are now on the

road. His theory is that the story is the

principal thing in pictures just as it is in

stage drama, and that stars are of sec-

ondary importance. Capable actors, he

points out, are of course entirely neces-

sary, but the story must not be written to

bring forward any particular personage,

but on the contrary, the actors, should be

selected to fit the parts they are to play.

In illustration of this he called attention

to the cast of "One Qear Call." "Each
actor was selected with infinite care," he

said, "and they were paid high salaries

even when they had only small bits to do.

For instance the actor who takes the part

of a colored maid, even though its a com-
paratively small part, was paid $100 a

day. But her work has been commented
on by reviewers as exceptionally fine, and
this, I think, proves the wisdom of my
policy of selecting players to fit their es-

pecial roles.

" 'One Clear Call,' took six months to

make and cost $200,000, but it is sure to

make a big return on the investment. As
evidence of how it is favored by exhib-

itors I will mention one instance, that of

the Balaban and Katz Theatre in Chicago,

whose management lost no time in book-

ing it for an extensive run after getting

one look at it. The Balaban and Katz
Chicago theatre is to my way of thinking,

far and away the finest in America."

"In Old Kentucky," Mr. Mayer said

has already grossed more than $1,000,-

000, after having cost $240,000 to pro-

duce. That is indicative, he stated, of the

favor with which exhibitors and the pub-

lic take to the productions which he pro-

duces and in which the actors are sub-

servient to the story and to the direction.

Good direction, Mr. Mayer insists, is

only secondary to a good story, and with

this idea firmly fixed he is going after

some of the most prominent directors in

the industry. Fred Niblo, at present

finishing Paramount's "Blood and Sand"
will join the Mayer organization as soon

as he finishes that production. Reginald

Barker, noted for his production of Gold-
wyn's "The Old Nest," as well as other

noted films, has also recently come into

the Mayer fold. John M. Stahl is work-
ing on "The Dangerous Age" for the

Mayer organization.

The contention of Mr. Mayer is that

the big stars of filmdom are falling by the

wayside, succumbing to the public's desire

to have, first and foremost, strong stories.

He cited several instances of great stars

playing recently in splendid stories, but

said that the stories carried the stars along

on the crest of popular acclaim, and not

the stars the stories.

"The public is coming more and more
to appreciate well directed and plausible

stories," he stated, "and is becoming im-
patient with the sort of film play that is

distorted to bring into prominence any
particular player. There are some pro-

ducers who disagree with me as to that,

and who believe that heavy advertising

of actors directly to the public without re-

gard to the stories that they play in will

put them across, but their productions are

constantly falling behind in the race for

popularity."

Mr. Mayer eulogized the trade papers
as the link between producer and ex-
hibitor and said that his plan always is to

let the exhibitor know of his pictures

through the medium of the trade press

and it is then the exhibitors' part to ex-

ploit it to the public. "You can always
get a hearing from the exhibitors when
your pictures are known to be almost al-

ways good," Mr. Mayer explained, "and
that's a big advantage in selling them.
On the other hand when a company is

noted for putting out many poor pictures

and only an occasional good one its repu-
tation suffers with the mass of showmen.
They often won't even take the trouble to

look at such a company's production even
if it happens to be good. There are sev-

eral such companies producing pictures,"

he stated, and he mentioned the names of
those he considered in that category.

" 'Famous Players,' " he said, "is one
company, at least, which is an exception
to that rule, for its pictures are usually

good, and exhibitors are always willing

to give them attention on that account. I

claim also, even though I do so with all

due modesty, that they give the same at-

tention to my productions, because they
have also gained the distinction of being
uniformly good."

Mr. Mayer will leave for Los Angeles
Friday. June 9. During his stay in the

East he took a short trip to Boston, where
a dinner was tendered him by prominent
men of the industry.

Bumet-Kuhn Expands
Burnet-Kuhn Advertising Company,

well-known in the moving picture field,

has so progressed in prosperity that new
offices were required to take care of the

business. Meeting this necessity it has

opened new and finer quarters in the

Lake Shore Bank building, Michigan
Boulevard at Ohio street, Chicago.
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This publication is dedi-

cated to the service of the

moving picture industry

in all of its elements. Its

foundation is character,

its watchword is enter-

prise, its aim is betterment.

WE observe front page attention is

being accorded by important

newspapers throughout the coun-

try to the word of Will H. Hays to the

studios everywhere. This bulletin on

behalf of the Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America included

the following:

"There is nothing of as much impor-

tance to the success of our efforts as to

make certain that these first pictures

made after the organization of our as-

sociation shall clearly show successful

eflfort toward maintaining the highest

possible moral and artistic standard.

"These pictures now being made will

come out soon and they will be the proof

either of our honesty of purpose or of

our failure; they will be the proof either

of our ability to correct our evils our-
selves or of our inability to run our own
business."

The expression is plain, frank, direct

and sincere. More than that the news-
papers so regard it and the public is

bound to respond to it. It is not propa-
ganda, it merely is the straight truth, a

thing which we have had a hard time in

getting over to the public. Mr. Hays has
many values to our industry and not the

least of these is his ability to make the

newspapers listen. They listen only be-

cause the public is interested when a great
public man has something to say and says

it in honesty and with conviction.

Mr. Valentino in An Official Way

RODOLPH VALENTINO is not a bigamist. The
judge before whom the case came in Cali-

fornia has so ruled. He was legally divorced

from Jean Acker before he married the daughter of

the house of Hudnut. The only point was the inter-

locutor\^ decree. Interlocutory is a long word which
means in divorce matters that you are sentenced to

matrimony for a stretch after 3^ou are free. It is a

legal vagary which should have been discarded long

since.

Each has his right to his own opinion about

divorce in its moral aspects. Tliat point is not under
discussion here. But when a divorce is secured it

should be a matter which settles itself at once. Any
other system is an invitation to infractions of the

code of social behavior because man made laws have

been known to be less strong than the eternal laws of

nature.

We are glad that Mr. Valentino's path has been

straightened in a legal and an orderly manner. It is

a good thing for him and for his bride, but a far

greater thing for the business in which he has arisen

to such prominence. Mr. Valentino happens to be a

popular star. What occurs in his private life, so soon

as it becomes a matter of public information, is of the

utmost importance to the entire moving picture

industry. Any scandal which threatens him also

threatens the whole field and the people within it. It

is, therefore, a subject for general congratulation

that the affair has been sweetened and blessed by the

sane hand of the law.

May this decision serve as a full stop to the news-

paper hue and cry which already is finding more of

interest in its routine of murders, train wrecks, boot-

legging conspiracies and the high cost of the Bonus.

ARTHUR JAMES.
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News from the Producers
3j) C*S*SEWELL

Educational Announces Increasing
Demand for Sherlock Holmes Series
A large number of forceful ex-

ploitation helps have been announc-
ed by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., for the series of two-reel pic-

tures on The Adventures of Sher-
lock Holmes, of which the first,

"The Devil's Foot," has just been re-

leased.

A press sheet considerably larg-

er than those usually prepared on
Educational's two-reel subjects, has
been prepared on "The Devil's

Foot," which not only will provide
publicity helps for this particular
picture, but will offer suggestions
for advertising and exploiting all

pictures of the series.

The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes do not constitute a serial.

Each picture put onto the screen
completes one of Conan Doyle's
original Sherlock Holmes stories.

It does not depend on other pictures
of the scries for interest. But with
the same stars in the cast of each
picture, and with all of them based
on Conan Etoyle's stories about
Sherlock Holmes, most ideas for
exploitation can be worked out suc-

cessfully on any picture of the
series.

Each press sheet will contain a
.synopsis in story form, written
from the film.

A stock one-sheet poster present-
ing an artistic interpretation of the

character of Sherlock Holmes, is

available for announcing any pic-

ture of the series, in addition to

the regular one-sheet and three-
sheet on each release.

Many novelties have been pre-
pared which will be especially at-

tractive to children. These include
a complete Sherlock Holmes dis-

guises, printed in colors, to be cut
out from a large sheet. These in-

clude side whiskers, with moutache,
beard, eyeglasses and a typical

Sherlock Holmes cap. Youngsters
will enjoy cutting out these sheets
and wearing the disguises about the
street.

On this big sheet is a space for

the theatre to announce the date of
the next showing of The Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes, and on the
visor of the cap is another space
for the name of the theatre.

A detective badge will be another
attraction for children. This badge,
in star form, with a pin attached,
will bear the words "Sherlock
Holmes, Detective."

Snipes one-sixth the size of a
one-sheet, bearing different mes-
sages such as "Who Is the World's
Greatest Detective? — Sherlock
Holmes;" "Sherlock Holmes Is

Coming in Motion Pictpres," etc.,

can be sniped about the neighbor-
hood of the theatre.

These exploitation helps and other

suggestions are being detailed in

Exluactional's advertising pages.

Interest in this series of short

subject has already reached a high
point, although the first subject has
just been released. So great has
been the demand for them that it

was necessary to rush prints and
accessories on the first picture, "The
Devil's Foot," to provide for a
number of pre-release showings in

the biggest cities of the country.

Percy Marmont
to Play Lead

William Fox announces the se-

lection of Percy Marmont, the well-

known English actor who has been
prominently identified with the Ben
Greet Players at Drury Lane and
as leading man on the screen for

Geraldine Farrar, Alice Joyce and
Elsie Ferguson, for the portrayal
of Mark Sabre, the hero character
of "If Winter Comes" which Fox
Film Corporation will film in the

near future.

Preceded by a week by Mr. Fox
and accompanied b" Harry Millarde
who directed "Over the Hill," Mar-
mont left for London on the S. S.

Berengaria last Tuesday. Confer-
I ences will be held with A. S. M.

.y. _ J _^ Hutchinson, the author of the great

Hal Roach Calls Forces Together; ZLS'^^.:^^^
Emphasizes Cleanliness in Films turization of the exterior scenes of

the story in England. Interiors will
"If you cannot make comedies that even borders on the question- be taken in the New York studios

clean, don't make them at all." able. The confidence of the general of Fox Film Corporation. The pic-
That was Hal Roach's most em- public is worth more to me than the ture will be released as one of the
phatic utterance upon the occasion following of the handful of those list of super-specials of the season
of the conference held at the Roach who crave the risque." 1922-23.
Studios, Culver City, on May 24, —————
to which he had summoned the

members of his production and tech-

nical staff.

These included directors and
scenario writers. Present also were
Harold Lloyd, "Snub" Pollard and
"Jimmy" Parrott. Producer Roach As a climax to the exploitation hibitors during this week, and other
was making a special point which campaign fostered by Weiss steps will also be taken to vigorously
he has consistently maintained that Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corpor- aid exhibitors in making the product
the American public would rather ation in behalf of the "Sport go big.

Review," preparations are now
being made for a "Sport Review"
sales week. During this week, the

To Co-operate on Sales Drive
for Benefit of **Sport Reviews*'

go without their fun on the screen

than to have it served in a question-

able manner.
Primarily, the conference was date of which will be announced

called to discuss the comedy situa- later, Artclass Pictures Corporation
tion and to make Fall plans. and Goldwyn, through which or-

"I would rather," said Mr. Roach ganization "Sport Reviews" are re-

'Son of the Wolf"
Latest R-C Film

"The Son of the Wolf," a Nor-
man Dawn production, with Edith

at this conference, "that a thousand leased, will co-operate in a concen- Roberts and Wheeler Oakman in
persons be disappointed by a com
edy that is poor because of a lack
of laughs than to have any one per

trated sales drive. the leading roles, is the current re-
An effort will be made to tie this lease of R-C Pictures Corporation,

sales drive up with the various being available at all R-C exchanges
son offended by a questionable bit of newspapers which publish the on June 11. "The Son of the Wolf"
business. I want the world to Grantland Rice sport column inas- is a screen adaptation of the Jack
know that when a Roach comedy much as Rice is the editor of the London novel of the same name,
is advertised, women and children film subjects. A special one sheet accounted as one of his most popu-
will be protected against anything will be prepared for the use of ex- lar stories.

Jack Coogan, Sr.,

Now Producing

Independently
Jack Coogan, Senior, father of

Jackie Coogan, the famous picture

star, has turned producer on his

own. At United studios, Holly-

wood, where Jackie makes his

feature films, the elder Coogan has
organized two production units and
work on the initial films is now well
under way.
According to Coogan, a series of

twelve two-reel pictures are to be
made by each unit. The first is the
Fred Hibbard Productions, in which
Mr. Coogan and Frank Lloyd, who
directed Jackie Coogan in "Oliver
Twist," are jointly interested.

The Hibbard series of twelve pic-

tures will be made along the lines

of novelty comedies, omitting how-
ever, all slap-stick procedure in pro-
duction. Hibbard was a former
director of Century comedies and
"discovered" Baby Peggy, who
played in many of his pictures.

Prior to that time he was associated
with Mack Sennett. He has directed
stars such as Sam Bernard, Eddie
Foy, Ben Turpin, Polly Moran, and
a host of others equally important.

Field and Stream
Series Released

by Hodkinson
The W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

tion announces this week that it will
release a series of 12 one-reel sport-
ing pictures under the general title

of "Days Afield With Rod and
Gun." The series will be made
under the personal supervision of
Eltinge L. Warner, editor of the
magazine Field and Stream and will
be ready for release beginning in
the early fall.

All twelve pictures in the series
will deal with out of doors sporting
subjects and the stories will be
written around actual experiences
with rod and gun.
One of the several exploitation

angles that have been worked out
for the series is a tie-up with Field
& Stream, whereby Field & Stream
will publish a 2,d00-word story in

conjunction with each release in the
series.

Joins Fox Staff
Joseph Poland, the author, who has

written some of the best scenarios
screened for coast production com-
panies, is now associated with Wil-
liam Fox. Poland, who formerly
was an eastern writer, recently com-
pleted the scripts for "The Gun
l^'anner" with Tom Mix, and "The
Splendid Outcast" with John Gil-
bert. These pictures will be ready
for release shortly.
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R'C Production to Have First

Run at George M. Cohan Theatre
Such is the confidence o£ R-C

Pictures Corporation in the box-
office power of the Emory Johnson
production, "In the Name of the

Law," that arrangements have been
made to give this picture a first-run

in the George M. Cohan Theatre, a

prominent house devoted almost ex-
clusively to the spoken drama, and
having one of the best locations of
any theatre on Broadway, being sit-

uated only a few feet from Forty-
second street.

The run of this picture, which
R-C officials state is the biggest the

firm has handled since "Kismet" will

start early in July and following

the Broadway presentation "In the

Name of the Law" will be released

to exhibitors as a fall special. This
picture was originally titled "The
Midnight Call" and was purchased
by P. A. Powers immediately after

he acquired a controlling interest

in R-C Pictures several months ago.
"In the Name of the Law" is

heralded as an all-star production,

the cast including Johnnie Walker.
Ralph Lewis, Ella Hall and Claire

McDowell, as well as Master Bennie
Alexander, Josephine and Jean
Adair and Johnny Thompson.
The story of this production re-

volves around the simple home life

of the middle class and is said to

have been developed with tremendous

Starts on New Film
William Farnum has started work

at the Fox New York studio on
a new dramatic picture written by
Mary Murillo under the title of

"The Miracle Child," although this

is only a working title. In this

picture Farnum will be seen in a

vigorous outdoor part and gets away
from dress suit and store clothes

for the time being. Herbert Brenon
is directing.

GRANTLAND
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pathos and heart interest, the sin-

cere human qualities of this story
convinced R-C Pictures that the pic-

ture will prove to be one of the
biggest successes of the forthcoming
season. The reaction of the public

towards seeing on the screen the
type of people whom they recognize
has been especially noticeable in the

past year, states R-C Pictures. And
in this respect, "In the Name of the
Law" fits the bill. "In the Name of
the Law" is from a story by Emilie
Johnson. It is said to be one of the

few pictures which has shown the

American policeman in his true light.

It is not propaganda, but instead of
treating the policeman as a brow
beater or as a grotesque clown, it

shows his human qualities. The
plot centers largely about the efforts

of this policeman, twenty-five years
on the force, to save enough to own
his own home. When the big

moment comes when at last he may
call his little cottage his own, he is

forced to choose between his life

long ambition and saving an elder

son from disgrace. The climax is

a court room scene, when one boy, a
recent graduate from law school,

defends his brother against the
charge of murder. The love in-

terest is supplied by Johnnie Walker
and Ella Hall, and this picture is

said to afford this young star with
as many opportunities as "Over the
Hiir."

The R-C exploitations and adver-
tising department has been concen-
trating for some time on preparing
suitable material for this picture.

R-C is now in possession of more
than one hundred letters of com-
mendation from police chiefs

throughout the country, all of whom
have said they will give their sup-
port to this picture. Under tentative

plans tie-ups of various sorts will

be arranged with the police forces.

The picture has already been shown
to the Police Honor Legion of New
York at a special meeting and was
greeted enthusiastically as an ac-
curate story of police life.

By the time the picture is released,

R-C will have prepared the most
comprehensive and elaborate ex-
ploitation material it has ever issued.

Film in Demand
Since its week's run at the Cen-

tral Theatre, on Broadway, New
York City, the demand for book-
ings for the Associated Exhibitors'
feature, "Lady Godiva," has been
greater than ever, according to the
Associated officials.

Metro Buys Story
"A Temporary Marriage," a

story for the screen by Cardell Hale,
was bought this week by Metro Pic-
tures Corporation for later use as
a photoplay, starring Billie Dove.

Associated Exhibitors Film
Highly Praised by Exhibitors

"The Real Adventure," the second
picture starring Florence Vidor and
the second feature by this popular
young actress to be released by
Associated Exhibitors, has got off

to a flying start, according to re-

ports from the Associated offices.

A characteristic exhibitor opinion
is that of Charles W. Piquet, gen-
eral manager of the Pinchurst
Theatre Company, owner of the
Carolina Theatre, Pinehurst, N. C.,

who said in a letter : "Here is a

picture that you can boost as a pic-
ture of the 'better class,' and a pic-
ture that is going to please any-
where."
A few of the important bookings

just made for engagements in first-

run theatres call for early showings
in Ed. Zorn's Temple, Toledo; Sam
Harding's Liberty, Kansas City;
Ralph Talbot's Majestic, Tulsa;
J. Dunlavey's Strand, Akron, and
Walter Murphy's Capitol, New
London, Conn.

Full Cast for Mary Pickford's

"Tess of the Storm Country''
A list of the principal players in

"Tess of the Storm Country," the

picture in which Mary Pickford
made her first great screen success,

and which she is remaking now for

United Artists reease this fall, has
just been announced.

Miss Pickford, of course, plays

the role of Tessibel Skinner. For-
rest Robinson is in the role of

Newspaper Critic Extols Film
Comedies; Praises ''Cold Feet"

The value of the short comedy to

any high class motion picture pro-

gram is recognized and discussed

by one of the largest newspapers
of the Pacific Coast states. The
motion picture critic of the Port-
land Oregonian, in a discussion of
film comedies in general and the

Eduactional-Christie Comedy, "Cold
Feet," in particular, declares that

good showmanship is bound to

recognize the absolute necessity of
including a good comedy on the pro-

gram.
"Good comedies are essential to

any worth-while photoplay pro-

gram," says this newspaper critic.

"They are of more service in

recreating and refreshing the spec-

tator than the gloom of tragedy,

no matter how well done, or the

thrills of melodrama.
"Comedy relief is essential to any

program. Many features cleverly

incorporate that element
;
many do

not. And frequently when the fea-

ture is somewhat heavy the wise

manager books in conjunction a
snappy comedy.
"Good showmanship recognizes

ihe essentiality of comedy on a pro-

gram; and Manager Raleigh of the

Columbia Theatre always manifests
that quality—able showmanship.
"That is why he booked 'Cold

Feet,' which is unquestionably the

most hilarious comedy the prolific

Christie has ever turned out. And
it is singularly original, for—now
hold your breath—it is an inof-

fensive, good-natured 'take-off' on
the heroic and highly lauded north-
west mounted police.

"Here is a happy mixture of

James Oliver Curwood, the Royal
Mounted Curwoodesque villains, a

handsome hero— in a speedy comedy
—a beautiful heroine and legitimate

comedy treatment blended into a
surpassing story."

Laurette Taylor

to Star in Film
Laurette Taylor will make her

screen debut in a Metro production

of "Peg O' My Heart," her greatest

stage success, and one of the most
popular plays ever to be presented

on the English-speaking stage. J.

Hartley Manners is author of the

play. The picture will go into pro-

duction in Los Angeles about July 5.

Daddy Skinner, Lloyd Hughes
plays the part of Frederick Graves,
Gloria Hope that of Teola Graves,
David Torrence appears as Elias
Graves, Robert Russell as Dan Jor-
dan, Jean Hersholt as Ben Letts,
Danny Hoy as Ezra Longman and
Mme. de Bodamere as Mrs. Long-
man.
Work on the revival of "Tess of

the Storm Country" is progressing
rapidly. Curiously enough this is

the first picture that Miss Pickford
ever made where she used but one
location. A fishing village was con-
structed on the shores of Chats-
worth Lake, near Los Angeles, and
this is said to constitute the great-
est example of motion picture mim-
icry ever seen.

The price of a mansion was spent
to produce a few shacks, which are
reputed to be the best examples of
artificial dilapidation ever made.
Under the direction of Frank Orm-
ston, art director, portions of broken
down houses, fixtures, etc., were
collected from all parts of Southern
California.

Every effort was made to preserve
even the cobwebs in these old build-
ings. Miss Pickford spent five

weeks at this location traveling the
thirty miles daily by motor car and
frequently communicating with her
studio by radiophone so as to be in

constant touch with business and
production activities.

See Page 616

for

A. B. C. Audit
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Metro Film to Be
at the Criterion

Metro Pictures Corporation's im-
ported release, "The Stroke of Mid-
night," will be shown at the

Criterion Theatre, Forty-fourth
street and Broadway, New York,
beginning Sunday, June 4. This
picture is a Swedish Biograph pro-

duction.

South Looks for Prosperity in

Autumn Reports Storey of Pathe

Finishes First

Carey Special oaiias

Wonderful agricultural conditions
throughout the South have the peo-
ple of that section "all pepped up"
over prospects of a speedy and
full return to prosperity, reports

John E. Storey, general representa-
tive of Pathe, who returned last

week from a tour of Southern
branch exchanges as far West as

Announcement is made this week
by R-'C Pictures of the completion

of' its first Harry Carey special

production, "Combat," directed by
Val Paul. It will be one of the

big specials which R-C will release

in the early fall.

Optimistic Reports

"Never in my experience," said
Mr. Storey, "have conditions chang-
ing for the better produced a feeling
more generally optimistic. Travel-
ing from one community to another,
the effect was the same—a breeze
of confidence as stimulating as

waves of ozone suddenly stirring

strata of stagnant air. I found
everybody enthusiastic over the cer-

tainty that the coming Fall would
witness a complete and lasting re-

turn to prosperity.

"This feeling was independent of
prophecy from financial and in-

dustrial headquarters, as voiced, for
example, by Will H. Hays and
Paul Brunet. It has grown out of
the results of local observation of
local conditions in every community
throughout the Southern States.

The emphatically hopeful outlook
has the most solid of foundations
—agriculture, crops. The recent
ample rainfalls have rendered assur-
ance doubly sure of bountiful

New Plum Center

Comedy Is Started
The Paul Gerson Pictures Cor-

poration of San Francisco which is

producing twelve two-reel films

known as Plum Center Comedies
for release through R-C Pictures

Corporation, have started on the

fourth comedy of the series under
the working title of "Pop Tuttle,

Fire Chief." Director Robert Eddy
is putting his star, Dan Mason,
through the action of a story that

revolves around the fire department
of the little town of Plum Center.

Attractive Offering Scheduled
on Pathe Program for June 18

Comedy offerings starring Harold
Lloyd, "Snub" Pollard and Eddie
Boland, stand out among the re-

leases scheduled by Pathe for week
of June 18. "Good Morning Judge,"
is the first of the special series of
Rolin Comedies. Eddie Boland is

seen as a judge, with Ethel Broad-
hurst, the defender of a damage suit

for running down an old lady with
her automobile. "Be Mv Wife" is

harvests. Moreover—as is much
written about in the Southern press

—the widespread change of farming
policy, from two or three staple

products to as wide a range of crops

as are cultivated in the best sec-

tions of the North—materially in-

creases anticipated returns from the

soil. There remains nothing now
to prevent realization of these ex-

pectations, the late rains being suf-

ficient to see crops through to an
abundant harvest.

"Boom" Is On

"This includes the rice field region

and the cotton and tobacco sections.

All the way west into Texas the

country is blooming. In the vicinity

of New Orleans, only, is there

some slight pessimism owing to

ravages of the late river floods.

.\11 the other industries of the South
are stirring into vigorous new life

as a natural consequence of the

happy agricultural outlook. The
picture business throughout that en-

tire region has picked up wonder-
fully—as though it were already en-

joying a large part of the pros-

perity due in September. The ma-
jority of exhibitors freely express

their conviction that prosperity's

advance guard has arrived."

Unusual Preparationsfor

Premiere of ''Nanook of the

North*^* at the Capitol
Leaders of New York Society and

people prominently associated with
exploration and life in the open
will form part of the audience at

the Capitol Theatre premiere of

Pathe's great picture epic of the

tions. Their members have been
notified of the date of the Capitol's
first showing of the picture. Be-
sides the American Geographical
Society, the Canadian Club, the Ex-
plorers' Club and the Camp Fire

"Infatuation" to

Be Film 's Title
"Infatuation" has been definitely

decided upon as the title of the

Norma Talmadge production based
on the Honore Balzac novel, "The
Duchess of Langeais," and filmed

under the temporary title of "The
Eternal Flame," First National an-
nounces. The greatest advertising
campaign First National has ever
conducted has been ordered for this

picture.

Arctic, "Nanook of the North," on Club membership have been got into

June IL Samuel Rothafel and line for the occasion.

Pathe have united in preparing to

make the occasion worthy of the

introduction of Explorer Robert J.

Flaherty's unique and dramatically

human screen classic. Along most
of the great metropolitan thor-

oughfares billboards give forecasts

of what Captain Roald Amudsen
characterized as "bring the North
down to the South."
Owing to Mr. Flaherty's dis-

tinguished position in the Geo-
graphical Society as an authority

on the natives of the frozen regions,

the reputation of his picture.

During New York's opening week
of "Nanook of the North," the
Capitol Theatre's foyer and lob-
bies, besides displaying splendid ex-
amples of character photographs
all taken in surroundings of snow
and ice, will be converted into a
museum of implements and utensils,

for hunting and for domestic life,

used by the picture's hero, the
mighty Eskimo hunter Nanook and
his family. His skin-covered "Kay-
ak" or boat, his dog-drawn sledge,

his snowshoes, harpoons, fishing

tackle, dog harness, seal-skin water-
"Nanook of the North" already is proof boots, and costumes for him-
made with this and allied organiza- self and the women and children,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ besides knives made of walrus ivory,™^™*''™™^^™^^^^™^™*™*^^ stone lamps and pots for use in the
"Igloo," and a great variety of
smaller native curios, including
wonderfully graphic native Eskimo
drawings of events in their every-
day life.

See Page 616
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Moreno to Lead
Goldwyn announces that it has

engaged Antonio Moreno, to act the
leading role in its first production to
be made by R. A. Walsh, "Captain
Blackbird."

the title of the current re-issued one-
reel comedy starring Harold Llovd.
Also named is "Hale and Hearty,"
latest Hal Roach comedy featuring
"Snub" Pollard. The comedian ap-
pears in an unusual role, that of an
old man of eccentric habits, and
then the action shifts back to the
days when he was young, when
hoopskirts were in vogue. "The
Silver Girl" stars Frank Keenan in
the latest Pathe Playlet. The offer-
ing is a re-edited feature, adapted
from the stage play by Edward H.
Peple, telling the story of the love
of a miner for a girl several years
younger than himself. The cast in-
cludes Irene Rich, George Hernan-
dez, Catherine Adams, Herschel
Mayall, Donald McDonald and
Cliff Alexander.
"The Farmer and His Cat" is the

forthcoming animated cartoon of
the series of "Aesop's Film Fables."
"The Air-Line Route" is the elev-
enth episode of the new Pathe serial, 'r./jrj 7 7
"Go-Get-'Em Hutch," starring JW.gLacL1DOOKea
Charles Hutchison. New elements ^ SPORT
of mystery enter the serial in the ^)P'^/TP'W\'

f

current chapter. "Screen Snapshots" ''^^ •

No. 2 gives peeps of Florence Vidor, V_
King Vidor, Victor Herbert, Dor-
othy Phillips, Wallace Beery, Harry
Carey, Harold Lloyd, Ben Turpin,
and Charlie Murray.

Pathe Review No. 160 presents a
series of interesting and entertain-
ing features headed by the novelty,
"To the Ladies." Other subjects in-

tlttJ'\LtA'°''%^''^ i^' Turn a Poor Summersamoan Islands ; The Feather • . -vt r t i -n
Factory." "Horsemen Who Dare," llltO d WOria BeatCr^
a Pathe-Slow-Motion novelty, and "R/^,^V pTr^-riT Tcc;n<3
"The City of Heights," a Pathe- -DOCK r-VerU iSSUe
color presentation of Grenoble, r)f
France. J

%SPORJ
REVIEW

^^^^
Ed'iUd btj CR.ANTLAND UlCt

act as leading man for Alice "Brldy r ^.C''-'^" ^^f'
bljJACKtATON

in "Missing Millions," the Purs.- Pr miss Brothers Artclass PicturesQrp
mount picture which Joseph Hena- A<U^^^a % «• « ^

Sio'mX:'^ GOLDWYN

David Powell Here
David Powell, Paramount lead-

ing man, has arrived in New York
from the Coast, where he recently
finished work opposite Dorothy Dal-
ton in the Irvin Willat production.
"The Siren Call." Mr. Powell will
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First National Producing Units Are

is jammed

Working at Top Speed, Reports Show
No summer-time let up of activi-

ties is as yet visible among the pro-
ducing units releasing through Asso-
ciated First National, according to

reports received this week from the

West Coast and the Eastern studios.

Richard Barthelmess, whose third

release through First National,

"Sonny," has cemented his hold on
the hearts of the millions of "fans,"

is now making "The Bond Boy" at

the Biograph studios in New York.
It is a dramatic story by George

Washington Ogden, dealing with the

life of a boy who is illegally bonded
out by his mother to an unscrupu-
lous villain with a pretty young wife.

The picture is being directed by
Henry King, and the cast includes

Mary Alden and Mary Thurman.
Constance Talmadge has started

production on "East is West," an
adaptation of the Broadway success,

with the initial scenes shot at the

United studios.

It is probable that Director Sidney
Franklin will take the principals of

the cast to China for the exteriors.

Stephen Goosson is art director, and
he is declared to have designed a

number of Chinese sets of remark-
able beauty. Edward Burns is play-

ing the male lead.

John M. Stahl, who recently com-
pleted "One Clear Call," an all-star

picture which has met with an en-

thusiastic reception, is now making
a spectacular drama entitled, "The
Dangerous Age," based on an
original theme by Frances Irene

Reels, J. G. Hawks, the new chief

of the Louis B. Mayer scenario de-

partment, and Bess Meredyth col-

laborated on the scenario. Lewis
Stone heads the cast.

Having finished "The Woman
Conquers," Katherine MacDonald is

now engaged in filming "White

Shoulders," based on a Saturday
Evening Post story by George
Kibbe Turner. Tom Forman, who
is directing, also plays a part, and
the rest of the cast includes Bryant
Washburn, Little Richard Headrick,
Nigel Barrie, Lillian Lawrence,
Charles French, James Barrows,
Lincoln Stedman and Fred
Malatesta.
Allen Holubar is now completing

the editing and cuttings of "Hurri-
cane's Gal." a spectacular drama of
the sea with Dorothy Phillips as the
star. Most of the scenes were taken
at sea, many of them being filmed
from hydro-planes, with Director
Holubar issuing orders by radio.

Preparations are now in progress
for the next Norma Talmadge pro-
duction, with "Infatuation" com-
pleted. It will be an adaptation of
the stage play by Robert Hichens,
"The Voice from the Minaret," a
tale of Oriental love and adventure.
Frank Lloyd will direct.

Buster Keaton has just finished

"The Frozen North," a burlesque
on wild and woolly melodramas,
and is making "The Electric House,"
the scenario of which promises one
of the most side-splitting comedies
ever made by Buster.

Charles Chaplin's next comedy is

destined to be one of his best, judg-
ing from the time involved in mak-
ing it. He is now shooting scenes
at Universal City, where he rented

a large number of massive sets. 'No
hint as to the nature of the comedy
has been issued from the Chaplin
headquarters.

At the Mack Sennett studios,

Mabel Normand's latest starring

vehicle, "Suzanna," a Spanish tale,

is being edited by Director F.

Richard Jones, and the two-reel

comedy companies are hard at

work.
Richard Walton Tully, the creator

of "The Masquerader," with Guy
Bates Post as the star, which will

be released in the fall by First

National, is now shooting the first

scenes for the second Post pictures,

"Omar, the Tentmaker," in which
Post played for many months
throughout the country. James
Young is directing.

While Marshall Neilan is taking

advantage of a well-earned vacation,

his studio forces are cutting "Her
Man," a story of a small town
journalism and one of the most un-
usual yarns ever filmed. The story,

by George Pattulo, originally ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening
Post, and the cast includes Matt
Moore, Leatrice Joy, Raymond
Griffith, Helen Lynch, George Bar-
num, Fritzi Brunette, F. D. Phillips,

Dick Wayne, Josephine Crowell,

Tom Wilson and George Dromgold.
Hope Hampton's latest production,

"The Light in the Dark," is now
being edited in the East. It was

M, A. Shauer Says Accessories Do
Much to Draw Theatre Patrons

Melville A. Shauer, manager of

Paramount's advertising accessories

department, who, perhaps more than

any other person, has been respon-

sible for the present standard of

service in the production and distri-

bution of Paramount accessories, is

firm in the belief that the quality

of accessories should, and in nine

cases out of ten does, reflect the

quality of the pictures which they

exploit.

"No one in the industry can afford

to overlook the importance of good
advertising accessories," says Mr.
Shauer. "Often exhibitors forget

that the advertising accessories fur-

nish the only basis on which the

public is able to judge in advance
the merits of pictures.

"The public is wise and if acces-

sories are of poor quality, if they

have been used and are soiled and
worn, the picture is going to be

judged accordingly.

"The box-office thrives only in

proportion to the theatre's direct ad-

vertising contact with its patrons.

"I feel that it is for the good of

the whole industry that Paramount
is putting its energies behind the

making of good accessories."

uoLth action
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as its most potent ticket-selling

asset. It was directed by Dennison
Clift. It is in five reels.

Predicts Great Public Interest

in Film of Oscar Wilde Play
Selznick says there is sure to be

great public interest in the screen

presentation of Oscar Wilde's "A
Woman of No Importance," which
has been obtained by Select Pictures

Corporation for release under date

of June 20. The work was shown
for the first time to the newspaper
reviewers June 2 and there is likely

to be some pre-release exhibitions of

tills famous work week starting

June 12.

Oscar Wilde's work has always

been a matter of interest to the

American reader of recognized lit-

erature.

"A Woman of No Importance"

comes to showmen with the thor-

oughly advertised name of its author

adapted from William Dudley
Felly's novel, "White Faith," and
was directed by Charles L. Brown.
The supporting cast includes Lon
Chaney, E. K. Lincoln, Dorothy
Watters, Dobie Davidson and Edgar
Norton.

Why Tom's Picture

Can't Be Released.
Without doubt the greatest all-

star cast that has ever been assem-
bled for a motion picture appears in

a production made by Tom J.

Geraghty, one of the supervising

directors of Famous Players-Lasky.
Imagine Charlie Chaplin, Mary

Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Wallie
Reid, Rodolph Valentino, Betty
Compson, Geraldine Farrar, Bebe
Daniels, Jack Holt, Theodore
Roberts, Gloria Swanson and Walter
Long in the same picture

!

Before the assembled guests at

Douglas Fairbanks' birthday party

at "Pickfair," the Beverly Hills

estate, Tom pulled his "surprise

party" for Doug. The Geraghty
production was voted by the guests
to be the greatest comedy ever made.
But the picture has been given its

one and only performance.
Unfortunately, it can never be re-

leased because Mr. Geraghty pro-
duced his picture from cut-outs

!

*'Grandma 's Boy"
Makes Big Hit

The world's premier run of the

Harold Lloyd-Associated Exhibitors
feature, "Grandma's Boy," which
opened at the Symphony Theatre,
Los Angeles, May 13, certainly

"struck home" with Los Angeles
theatre patrons, for during the first

two weeks of the run there was a
line constantly in front of the Sym-
phony, Associated Exhibitors says.

Widely Traveled
David Powell, who has been

selected to play the male lead with

Alice Brady in "Missing Millions."

a Paramount picture adapted from
Jack Boyle's "Boston Blackie"

stories, has in the last two years

traveled from the United States to

London, from England to France,

back again to • England, then to

Spain, back to London and from
London to New York and thence to

Hollywood. Now he is back in

New York again.

Another Story Is

Bought by Metro
Metro Pictures Corporation makes

announcement this week of a sec-

ond story for conversion into a
photoplay, the fiction being in this

case "April Madness," by Crosby
George. Only a few days before
came the news of Metro's buying
".A. Noise in Newboro," an Argosy-
All Story serial by Edgar Franklin.

See Page 616
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Production Going Rapidly Along
at Lasky Studios in Hollywood

With hundreds of people work-
ing and about nine productions un-
der way, the Lasky Studio at Holly-
wood just now is one of the busiest

places in the film world.
Cecil Be DeMille, with his Roman

spectacle as a vision in "Man-
slaughter," occupies a big part of
stage four, the largest glass cov-
ered stage in the world. About
three hundred extra people and
others, mostly girls in the attire

of damsels of the days of Rome in

its approach to decadence, make a
marvelous picture of color and
beauty, it is stated.

A big ballroom scene is now be-
ing staged by George Melford for
"Burning Sands"—rich, brilliant and
wonderfully set, according to re-

ports. Wanda Hawley and Milton
Sills are featured, while in the cast

arc Jacqueline Lx)gan, Robert Cain,
Winter Hall, Louise Dresser and
others:

On another stage Penrhyn Stan-
laws is making some scenes for
''Pink Gods," with Bebe Daniels
and James Kirkwood featured and
such splendid players as Anna Q.
Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Adolphe
Menjou and others in the support-
ing cast.

The Irvin Willat production, "On
the High Seas," entails some strik-

uig scenes which will be taken large-

ly on the water. Dorothy Dalton

and Jack Holt are featured and
Mitchel Lewis appears in a strong

character role.

Wallace Reid and company are

making "The Ghost Breaker," un-

der the direction of Alfred Green,

with Lila Lee in support. Walter
Hiers has in this film his first ex-

perience in black face as a funny
negro servant.

Pirates, seventeenth century swash-
bucklers and ladies in waiting,

Indians, colonists, and what not,

take part in George Fitzmaurice's

production for Paramount of "To
Have and to Hold," which Ouida
Bergere adapted. Betty Compson
and Bert Lytell are featured.

James Cruze and his troupe of

actors are making "The Old Home-
stead"—a modern picture version of

one of America's greatest stage

classics. Sam Wood is getting in

shape for his next production star-

ring Gloria Swanson, titled "The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew." Pending
the return of Miss Swanson from
her European trip. Mr. Wood is now
busy with establishing shots and
scenes in which the star does not
appear.

Production of Agnes Ayres' pic-

ture, "Borderland," under the di-

rection of Paul Powell, is drawing
to a close. The final scenes, in

which Miss Ayres is attired in a

ghost costume, require most exact-

ing work on the part of the camera-
m.an, with much complicated double

exposure. Milton Sills is Miss
Ayres' leading man in this picture

which is from an original story and
scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.

The costume departments and the

set builders are among the busiest

of the studio organizations, but every

other department is working at top

speed as well.

Good Advice in

New Movie Chat
In the newest Official Urban

Movie Chats a housewife has a

dream. A chef appears and pre-

pares an excellent boiled dinner at

small cost. It is one of the "House-

hold Hints" that appear in the

Movie Chats.

Other features include a picturized

interview with F. H. Gillette,

speaker of the House of Representa-

tives ; the harvesting of salt and its

preparation ; some Nature Studies

and a Public Welfare Department,

which illustrates activities which
make the summer pleasant for the

youngsters on the crowded East

Side of New York.

J. C. Ragland and W. B. Frank
on Extensive Tour of Country

Starting in

and each with

before him, J.

tary, and W. B

different directions,

a different itinerary

C. Ragland, secre-

Frank, general sales

manager, of Associated Exhibitors,

have left New York City for exten-

sive tours of the country. The re-

spective trips are being made in con-

nection with the distribution plans

for "Grandma's Boy," Harold

Lloyd's first five-part picture, which
is now having its world's premiere

at the Symphony Theatre, Los
Angeles.

Enthusiastic reports from exhibi-

tors who have seen this most am-
bitious of Lloyd offerings, either at

the Symphony or in pre-views, have

resulted in an avalanche of demands
upon Associated Exhibitors' offices

for bookings of the production.

*'Monte Cristo'' on Indefinite

Run at the Mission Theatre
studio, which has been closed for

eleven months, and made her debut

as a Paramount star.

"Monte Cristo," the big spectacu-
lar and dramatic special production
listed by William Fox for general
distribution during the season 1922-

23, completed, with success far be-
yond anticipation, it is said, the first

week of an indefinite pre-release run
at Mack Sennett's Mission Thea-
tre, Los Angeles. The Mission
Theatre engagement follows closely

that at the Tremont Temple in Bos-
ton, where, it is said, "Monte Cristo"
broke all records for attendance and

receipts during its nine weeks' run.

Indicative of the impression this

Fox super-special is making is a
wire from Harry David, managing
director of the Mission, to the New
York offices of Fox Filnfi Corpora-
tion. It said

:

"The public have accepted 'Monte
Cristo' as one of the biggest pro-
ductions of the year."

The five Los Angeles daily news-
papers were, it is said, unanimous
in their, praise of "Monte Cristo."

ShovDmen Voice Approval of
Lichtmans Territorial Partner

Method of Distribution

"John Smith*' Begins June 12
in the State-Lake, Chicago

The Victor Heerman production

of "John Smith," in which Eugene
O'Brien makes his final appearance
as a Selznick star, has been shown
in many of the big theatres through-

out the country on pre-release.

Houses on the Loew Circuit that

ha^'e first run on the Selznick pro-

duct played the picture some time

in advance of its regular distribu-

tion date, June 10, and the State-

Lake gives the feature its first Chi-

cago' week starting June 12.

"John Smith" has been passed
upon by the reviewers for trade-

papers, and showmen have been ad-

vised of its fitness as a vehicle for

this popular star's appeal to his

friends. Victor Heerman directed

from his own story. Lewis Allen

Browne wrote the scenario. Mary
Astor is O'Brien's leading woman.

Hughes Back at

Goldwyn Studios
Rupert Hughes has returned to

the Goldwyn studios at Culver City

from Santa Barbara, where he has

been ostensibly vacationing but in

reality preparing a new scenario for

screening.

Things are humming merrily at

576 Fifth Avenue, New York, where
the Al Lichtman Corporation has

established its headquarters. The
offices are being remodeled and, to

the tune of carpenters' saws and
hammers, the office force is strug-

gling with the heavy correspondence
evoked by recent advertisements and
trade announcements.

, Although it is less than two weeks
since the first publicity was given
to this new organization, Mr. Licht-

man states that they have received
many letters, particularly from ex-
hibitors, voicing approval of the ter-

ritorial partner method of distribu-

tion.

There appears to be a general
sentiment among exhibitors, accord-
ing to their letters, to the effect

that it is distinctly interested in the

success of their product, as is the

case with territorial partners.

"We are being congratulated on
every side on the excellence of our
cast in 'Rich Men's Wives,' our first

Preferred Pictures production," says
Mr. Lichtman. "Mr. Schulberg has
been particularly fortunate in his

selections and I know we are going
to have a fine box office attraction

to offer exhibitors in this picture."

The development of the new or-
ganization is going forward rapidly
and practically all territorial part-
ners have already been designated or
will be in the near future. In addi-
tion to the output of referred Pic-
tures, the product of outside pro-
ducers will also be handled and sev-
eral such productions are being con-
sidered at this time.

Interesting announcements are
promised by Mr. Lichtman along
these lines, and it is probable that
there will be several productions
added to the advance schedule which
has already been announced.

Contracts Made
for Distribution

E. J. Doolittle, who includes in his

work for the Select Pictures Cor-
poration the supervision of foreign

sales, has just closed a number of

important contracts with the David
P. Howells organization which spe-

cializes in the distribution of Amer-
ican made motion picture products

in foreign lands.

This new deal with Mr. Howells
takes the pictures distributed by Se-

lect into practically every corner of

the civilized world.

Miss Brady Comes
Back to Pictures

With the beginning of production

work on "Missing Millions," one of

Jack Boyle's "Boston Blackic"

stories, Alice Brady returned to the

screen after a year's absence, re-

opened the Paramount Long Island
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Chicago and the MiddleWest

That business is undoubtedly im-
proving is the welcome news set
forth by both the circuits of Ascher
Brothers and' Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer. The entire circuit of
Ascher Bros., which covers Illinois,
as well as theatres in Wisconsin
and Ohio, has had a very nice in-
crease in business during the past
few weeks. The Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer houses have experienced
a like increase within the pa'st two
weeks, according to officials of the
organization, who frankly admit that
prior to that time business was "aw-
ful." William Sweeney, secretary of
the Illinois Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners, says he has less flatter-
ing reports from the smaller exhib-
itors, and declares he is inclined
to believe the bigger circuits are
simply whistling in the dark.

* *

The Illinois Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners will .meet at a luncheon
at the Hotel Sherman Tuesday to
have a little chat on local conditions
and a get-together meeting to dis-
cuss the possibilities for the organi-
zation.

i?^ MARGUERITE KEMP
7^

Work on the new McVickers
Theatre building is progressing
nicely. The building is up to the
ground level now and the new walls
will be up in the next thirty days.
No labor troubles have been ex-
perienced—which is unusual in Chi-
cago construction work.

* * *

Ralph T. Kettering, general repre-
sentative for Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, will leave for San Fran-
cisco next week for a fortnight's
visit. The reason for his visit

which has been made public is to

take a look at the new Marcus
Loew theatre The Warfield.

Chicago Theatre donned their new
summer uniforms last week. The
suits are of white linen with black
braid trimmings. White shoes and
round white caps complete the out-
fit.

* « *

Aaron J. Jones, of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, is in New York this

week. Judging by the reports he
is sending on to Chicago he is spend-
ing his time golfing on the Zukor
links and picking up Paramount
pictures for their Chicago premier
showing at the Randolph.

*'Ladder Jinx " Is

Now Completed
The second Jess Robbins special

production has been completed and
received at the Vitagraph general

offices in Brooklyn. It is a six-reel

comedy adapted from the Edgar
Franklin story, "The Ladder Jinx."
It is said those who have seen it

predict that it will measure up to
the Jess Robbins production, "Too
Much Business."

Miss Evelyn Hunt will leave the
Balaban & Katz offices, where she
has been a valuable employee for the
past eighteen months, within a few
days to be married, A handsome
silver dinner set was presented to

her by her co-workers in the or-
ganization.

* * «

Ushers and attendants at the new

Fox Corporation Announces Four
Big FeaturesforJune Release

Paramount Plans Its Biggest

Campaign of Advertising for
Paramount Week in September

With the fifth annual Paramount
Week, September 3-9, just three
months away, the Paramount adver-
tising department already has its

campaign completely mapped out,

even to the preparation of the news-
paper copy to be used.

Though Paramount has often
eclipsed its own previous fine

achievements with each succeeding
Paramount Week, this year's cam-
paign, according to an announcement
from the company, will surpass all

others in size and scope. Last year,

approximately nine hundred news-
papers were used as the media for
the company's direct contribution to

the exploitation budgets of the ex-
hibitors participating in Paramount
Week. This year, the number has
been increased 33 1/3 per cent., the

plans calling for the purchase of ad-
vertising space in more than 1,200

newspapers in some 90O cities and
towns.

This newspaper campaign will be
supplemented by a big smash of
magazine advertising, which will

start early next month and keep
magazine readers, especially the
motion picture fans, constantly re-

minded of the big program of pro-
ductions which Paramount is to re-

lease next season.

Three First Nationals Praised

by National Board of Review
Three First National attractions

are singled out for praise in the

March-April-May issue of "Excep-
tional Photoplays," the official organ
of the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures. The pictures

are "Sonny," starring Richard
Barthelmess; "One Clear Call." a

John M. Stahl production, and
"Fools First," produced by Marshall
Neilan.

See Page 616
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Regarding "One Clear Call," the

reviewer wrote: "'One Clear Call'

is a very interesting attempt to tell

a story in which people deal with
problems of good and evil in a
mature and intelligent way."
The comment on "Sonny," read

:

The play was made around a plau-

sible situation of real pathos
founded upon one of the innumera-
ble tragedies of the war. With such
a foundation to start with the pic-

ture could hardly fail."

About "Fools First," the reviewer
wrote : "Here is a picture in which
tiie desire to entertain in a popular
way has not deprived it of a sim-
ilarity to life, one containing a suc-
cessful mingling of the melodrair.atic

and truly moving."

Fox Film Corporation announces
four feature productions, an Al St.

John Comedy and two Sunshine

Comedies for June distribution.

Announcement of release dates of

nine super-specials thus far com-
pleted for the 1922-23 season will

be made soon. Of these nine, two

—

"Nero" and "Silver Wings"—have
already made their pre-release bow
on Broadway, New York, to record

creating attendances. The other

seven are "Monte Cristo" which
played nine consecutive pre-release

weeks at the Tremont Temple, Bos-
ton, and is enjoying the second week
of an indefinite engagement at Mack
Sennett's Mission Theatre, Los
Angeles ; "The Town That Forgot

God," "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them," "A Fool There Was."
"Lights of New York,' "My Friend

the Devil' and "The Fast Mail.

Heading the list of June releases

is the Tom Mix vehicle, "For Big
Stakes." This picture, directed by
Lynn Reynolds, shows the popular

star in his familiar role of western

rancher and the exhibitor is prom-
ised another high type Mix produc-

tion with new stunts and novel situa-

tions.

A Notable Cast

A notable cast supports William
Russell in "A Self-Made Man,"
his release for the coming month.

Among the members are Renee
Adoree in the feminine lead,

Mathilde Brundage, James Gordon,
John Carson, Richard Tucker, Harry
Gibbon and Togo Yamamoto. The
director is Rowland V. Lee, and the

scenario, by Monte M. Katterjohn,

is based on a story by George
Horace Lorimer, editor of the Sat-

urday Evening Post.

The picture deals with the in-

trigues of Wall Street and offers

many interesting moments where
both human and financial fists clash.

It is typically a William Russell

production.

"Rough Shod" is the Charles Jones
product for June, and was directed

by Reeves Eason. It is a Western

story by Charles A. Selzer, in which
luck and pluck divide the honors.

Maurice Flynn, the former famous
Yale halfback, and Helen Ferg^uson

are in the support.

Shirley Mason in June essays
the heroine in "Lights of the

Desert," directed by Harry Beau-
mont. The story is by Gladys E.

Johnson and the scenario by Paul
Schofield.

Said to Be Best

Al St. John will be seen in "The
Village Sheik," a laugh provoker
which is said to be the best this noted
comedian has made for Fox.

"The Landlord" and "Safe in the

Safe" are the two Sunshine Com-
edies scheduled for June. Fox News
continues its bi-weekly issues.
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In the Independent Field
BJ ROGER FERRI

The Passing Week in Review
GOVERNMENTAL investigations of the activities of certain question-

able "stock" film companies have resulted in almost their complete

elimination. There are several of these dubious firms still keeping open
shop, but we will venture to say that before many more weeks these, too,

will be qualified for membership to the "Has-been Association." The Fed-
eral authorities have been working quietly, but industriously and their

efforts are bearing fruit. But this splendid showing could not have bfeen

made without the co-operation extended by those who have always had
the interests of the industry at heart.

WHAT is the independent exchanges' loss is Educational Film Cor-
poration's gain, for in the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, a series

of IS two-reel mystery pictures, the latter firm has come into possession

of something more than interesting short subjects. The Sherlock Holmes
pictures, of which this writer has reviewed five, are in our humble opinion,

the greatest entertainment vehicles ever offered in two-reel form. In

fact, there are comparatively few productions of feature or super-feature

length that furnish the entertainment that these present. They are thrill-

ing from start to finish. The five we reviewed are in a class by them-
selves and we can think of no better pictures, were we in the exhibitors'

boots at this period, to book during the summer season than the Sherlock

Holmes series.

THE loss of the Sherlock Holmes series represents a loss of many
thousands of dollars to independent exchanges, for bookings were com-

ing in fast and furious. However, a hitch arose and Educational has

them for distribution in this country. We are sorry for the independent

exchanges, but neither they nor Educational are to blame. Educational

has scored a scoop and acomplished an achievement that will mean money
in the pocket of every exhibitor in this country. No exhibitor who wants
to furnish his patrons with worth-while entertainment—entertainment
that will make each and every one of them boosters of your theatre—can

afford to overlook this series. Here is truly a series that is worth its

money in gold.

THE chap who complains because the summer is not productive of the

profits he would like to pocket can not very well be placed in the class

of keen business men. There is not a single business in this country that

does not have its dull season. Summer is show business' dull season.

The fur dealer finds summer anything but a profitable period. Ditto for

the tailor, who is kept working over time until July 4th and then forced

to sleep for two months for want of work. These are only two vocations.

We could point out scores of other trades and fix their dull seasons, but
the idea is not one of concern for other industries. We point out this

fact merely to emphasize the inconsistency in statements that "this is a
tough summer."

demand. Independents have everything to look forward to next season.
It promises to be a truly great season. Everywhere, Federal statistics
show, business is increasing. But it is for the producer to furnish money-
making pictures. This he can do only by being given the proper co-oper-
ation. Mr. Gradwell has shown the proper spirit and we are confident
that he will never have cause to repent, for he has two wonderful stars,
a great title that invites and suggests innumerable exploitation stunts of
the box office calibre and, from what we hear from reliable friends who
have been so fortunate as to be given a glimpse of the picture, a satis-
factory production.

THE independent man who may be contemplating sending out road
shows will do well to dismiss any such plans, for, if facts are to be

taken into serious consideration, the season of 1922-23 will be a sad one
for "trouping pictures." The exhibitors everywhere are clamoring for
big pictures, pictures warranting exploitation. The public knows more
about our business than most of us believe it knows. They have watched
the two-dollar picture come into a legitimate house, play two or more
vveeks there, and then, after one or two months, return to the regular
picture house and played at local picture prices. Abe Lincoln, in the
venacular of the street, said a mouthful when he uttered these words:
"You can fool all of the people some of the time, and you can fool
some of the people all of the time, but you can't fool all of the people
all of the time."

pERHAPS no district in the country is so backward in picture exploi-
1 tation than New England. It is a fact that very little exploitation is
being done among New England showmen. Particularly true is this of
exhibitors making use of independent productions. Where the fault lies
we are not prepared to say, but the fact remains that exchangemen there
owe it to themselves to sell the exhibitor the real value of exploitation.
Clever showmen who have properly exploitated pictures in New England
have reaped harvest. Which proves that exhibitors can do likewise, if
they will only follow in the footsteps of these gentlemen. It isn't that
New Englanders are different. It isn't that they are not alert, for they
are. The exchangeman can do much. He can insist on proper exploita-
tion. And if he aims at getting the maximum for his pictures he must
insist on this being done.

THAT the summer will bring about a reorganization of the exchange
business is certain. Financially, many of the exchanges are so badly

fixed that only through some miracle can they hope to survive through
the less active months. But whatever will happen will be for the best.
Many a good lesson in thrift, careful buying and distribution will be
taught. When this crisis is over the exchangeman will be healthier and
wiser. And so will the independent market as a whole.

IF the complaint were about last Fall and Winter we would without a

second's hesitation answer, "aye." Summer always has and will be
the dull season of show business. Nothing that indoor showmen ever will

do will change the status of summer. Summer is distinctively an outdoor
season. There are those of us who even on the hottest of nights find

ourselves going into theatres, but the tendency is not to go or stay in-

doors. If you have decided to keep your theatre open, get behind it.

But don't kick. You understand local conditions better than your neigh-

bor fifty miles away. You are your own judge. But stop kicking and
knocking. It doesn't help you. And most certainly it does not do the

industry in general any good.

SACRED Films, Inc., producers of the series of two-reel Bible pic-

tures, we understand, are right now busy with a deal involving local

exhibitor units. The arrangement calls for collective booking of these

pictures. Just how far these negotiations have reached this writer can-

not say, but the arrangement certainly will benefi^t both exhibitors and
the exchanges handling these pictures, which are attractively entertaining

and properly exploited can be made magnetic even to the most fasti-

dious anti-theatre advocates.

CONGRATULATIONS are in order for Ricord Gradwell, head of

Producers Security Corporation, on his decision to offer the Dorothy
Gish production, "The Country Flapper," with Glenn Hunter, on the

independent market. Independent exchangemen will be confronted with

a most encouraging season, but only productions guaranteeing a profit at the

box office will be in demand. The bigger the pictures the greater the

INDEPENDENT distributors will find it to their advantage and inci-
dently according their buyers a better service if they give more atten-

tion to accessories. The exchangeman needs them and the orders should
be sufficiently large so that in the event one of the exchangs runs out of
paper, photographs, etc., these wants can be easily filled. We know of one
New England exchangeman who has had phenomenal success with one
particular picture. Early this week he wired the New York distributor
for more paper. The latter rushed a batch of old stock paper that he had
ordered for some other picture he had shelved. He had torn off the por-
tion of the poster on which was printed the title and suggested to the ex-
changeman that he substitute the name of his picture. Nothing more
absurd could have been suggested.

'TPHIS exchangeman would not stand for such bunk and he immediately
A communicated with the distributor via the long distance telephone.
The distributor then disclosed to him the fact that he had ordered a very
small supply of paper and further, informed the exchangeman that if he
wanted more paper he had to put in an entirely new order with the litho-
grapher. This would have entailed a waste of hundreds of dollars. How-
ever, the exchangeman did the next best thing : he had his own one and
three sheets printed. But they were not pictorials and that was what he
sought.

IT should be the duty of every distributor to furnish the exchangeman
with every facility to properly put over a picture. Common sense de-

mands that this be done. Yet there are many who are delinquent. These
should lose no time in giving this matter immediate attention.
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In the Independent Jield
Court Fight Over '7 Am the Law'' Prevents

Showing of that Feature in Two Cities

Joe Plunkett in New York and
PittsburghManagerChangeBills;

James Oliver Curwood Files Suit
James Oliver Curwood, the author, this week instituted suit for

damages against the producers and distributors of "I Am the

Law," claiming infringement on his story, "The Valley of Silent

Men." The hearing on the application of International Film
Service seeking to enjoin the producers and distributors of "I

Am the Law" from showing that picture on the ground that it is

an infringement on their production, "The Valley of Silent

Men," was slated for this Friday (June 9) in the United States

District Court in New York.
"I Am the Law" was scheduled for its Broadway premier at the Strand

Theatre in New York this week, but on Saturday, June 3, representatives

of counsel for International Film Service served papers on Managing
Director Joe Plunkett and other officials of the Moe Mark interests.

Rather than run the risk of being involved in the legal tangle, the man-
agement decided to postpone the showing pending settlement of the case.

The same procedure was taken in Pittsburgh where "I Am the Law" was
to have been shown this week at two houses.

C. C. Burr of .\fFiliated Distributors, Inc., distributors of "I Am the

Law," this week issued a lengthy statement in which he attacked counsel

for International. In his statement ^Ir. Burr preferred a numlx;r of

charges against the opposition. Nathan Burkan, counsel for International,

stated early in the week that he would issue no statements, adding that

whatever he has had to say he has "said in the papers that have been
filed in the case."

Showmen Enthusiastic Over
''Big Stakes'* Exploitation Angles

The mine of exploitation values

in "Big Stakes," the Metropolitan
production which Franklyn E.

Backer had screened for several

buyers last week has not failed to

catch the attention of many show-
men, who believe that this picture

has many angles which may be
worked to get big results at the

box-office.

"Big Stakes" is the first of a

series of six Westerns in which J. B.

Warner is starred. Elinor Fair,

former leading woman for Earle
Williams and other well-known
stars, appears opposite Mr. Warner.
Other well-known members of the

large cast are Les Bates, Wilamae
Carson, Robert Grey and H. S.

Karr. The picture is an adaptation
of Earl Wayland Bowman's Ameri-
can Magazine story, "High Stakes."

One of the scenes shows the hero
and the heavy gambling for life and
love with the aid of a pair of the

mysterious Mexican "juniping-
beans," and this idea will be worked
out by many exhibitors in exploiting
the picture.

Since the first screening of the
picture in New York the week be-
fore last, Franklyn E. Backer, of
East Coast Productions, and Jack
Von Tilzer, his general sales man-
ager, have been kept continuously
busy interviewing and closing with
buyers.

Oscar A, Lund Latest Director

to Join State Rights Field
It was announced this week that

another well known picture direc-
tor has cast his lot with the inde-

pendents and will begin immediately
to produce subjects of a very special
nature under his own management.
This newest addition to the con-
stantly growing list of old experi-
enced directors who are producing
on their own account for the inde-

pendent field is O. A. C. Lund, one
of the very first directors to become
prominent in his profession and hav-

ing to his credit over ninety high
class productions, many of which
seem destined to become picture
classics.

After completing his last contract
with William Fox, Oscar Lund
spent some time abroad, returning to
America several months ago with
the intention of forming his own
producing company and making a
definite type of special productions.
His company is now fully organized
and financed, and will start work on

its first contribution to the inde- course of construction. The cast is

pendent market at once. Mr. Lund now being selected and the finish-

will produce at the Paragon studies ing touches put to the story, which

in Fort Lee, New Jersey, where the will be told in between five and six

sets for the first subject are now in reels.

Hirsch Gets Cablegram That

Maciste Picture Is Completed
New York—A cablegram received this week by Nathan Hirsch, presi-

dent of Aywon Pictures Corporation, brought the information that pro-

duction on the latest Maciste feature which that firm will state right next

fall has been completed. The American negative is now on its way to

this country. In addition to the Italian feature, Aywon will also offer

a series of big productions, chief among which is "White Hell," the

Charles Bartlett picture.

Bankruptcy Involves Reelcraft

New York—.An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was filed here on

Wednesday, June 7, against Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, a producing

and distributing company with ofTices at 220 West 42nd street, on the

complaint of three creditors. Nothing in the petition filed disclosed the

identity of those connected with the corporation in an official or other

capacity, but the complaint alleges the liabilities are $150,000 and the

assets $50,000. Judge John C. Knox appointed Max Ccdarbaum receiver

for the concern, with a bond of $2,500.

New Sawing Lady Expose Film Out
St. Louis (Special).—National Film Publicity Studios, Inc.. under

the direction of Romaine Fielding, has just completed the production o:

a one-reel expose of Prof. Lombardi's vaudeville illusion, "Sawing a

Woman in Two." The premier took place at the Missouri Theatre, a

Famous Players house, in this city last week. It was continued through

a second week. Don Fancculli helped make the film. The illusion was
performed by the professor and then the expose film exhibited.

Warners Make New Connection
Boston (Special).—.According to reliable information obtained here,

Warner Brothers, of New York, have affected an arrangement with a

number of well-known New England showmen who will shortly estab-

lish an exchange here for the distribution of pictures produced by that

firm.

Milton Sills Starts Production
San Francisco (Special)—Milton Sills will leave the Lasky Studios

in Los Angeles upon the completion of his current starring vehicle to

join Graf Productions in San Francisco. According to a statement issued

by Graf the first feature will be based on the Caroline .Abbott Stanley

novel, "A Modern Madonna." CIco Ridgely has signed with Louis Graf
also.

"The Snitching Hour" Soon to BeReleased
New York—.Announcement was made this week by Herbert L.

Steiner, who is producing a series of comedies starring .Arthur Housman.
that the first production, "The Snitching Hour," that Clark-Cornelius

will State right, w'ill soon be ready. The cast includes Gladys Leslie.

Nita Naldi. Frank Currier, George Lessey and Mario Carillo.

Sam Zierler Lines Up with Arrow
New York—.Announcement was made this week by .Arrow Film

Corporation that Sam Zierler. of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation,

of this city, had acquired control of distribution of a number of Arrow
features and specials. Among them are included "A Motion to Adjourn,"
"Back to Yellow Jacket," "Chain Lightning." "Headin' North" and a
series of Eddie Lyons comedies.
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In the Independent^Field

Dorothy Gish Feature, ''The Country Flapper'
Acquired by Producers' Security Corporation.

and hot weather in Providence, R. I.,

"Determination" managed to establish
a new hot weather record at the Vic-
tory Theatre there. The personal ap-
pearance of Gene Burnell was played
up and helped on the draw.

Realizing the need next season for big productions with ex-

ploitation possibilities and maximum box office value, Ricord

Gradwell of Producers Security Corporation this week closed

a number of big deals of direct importance to independent ex-

changemen and exhibitors. Mr. Gradwell has lined up a series

of productions that should prove business getters. He, inci-

dently, treated the trade to the first of a series of surprises that

he has in store by announcing a Dorothy Gish production, star-

ring that internationally famed artiste in "The Country Flapper."

This production has just been completed and includes in its cast

Glenn Hunter and other popular players.

"The Country Flapper" is said to

be one of the best pictures produced
by Miss Gish. It was produced in

New York and concerns with the

romance of a country couple. Those
who have seen it are emphatic in

their commendation that it is the

greatest picture of its kind. From
what information this writer has re-

ceived "The Country Flapper"

should make history and money for

independents for it has a whale of a

title—a title that lends itself to all

sort of exploitation—a star who
compares second to none and a lead-

ing man in Glenn Hunter who is

seen in a role that will establish

him as oe of the best in his line.

F. Richard Jones, who produced
"'Mickey," "Molly O" and "Cross
Roads of New York," and con-

cededly one of the greatest pro-

ducers of rural productions in the

business, directed "The Country
Flapper,' while the scenario was
furnished by Harry Carr. Others
in the cast include Mildred Marsh,
Harland Knight, Tommy Douglas,
Raymond Hackett and Albert Hack-
ett. The production is in five feet

and the wise exchangeman will lose

no time in lining up this splendid

bet for the coming season.

C. D, Buss, the live manager of the
Strand, Easton, Pa., played to the big-
gest summer business his house has
ever enjoyed during the run of "Deter-
mination," week of May 29. Irene
Tams, star of the picture, made per-
sonal appearances. Students from La-
fayette College attended in large
groups and presented Miss Tams with
a beautiful horseshoe floral piece. On
Decoration Day Miss Tams was the
guest of Mayor Col. Horn. Tom Bible,
exploitation man for Royal Pictures,
Philadelphia, did splendid work in put-
ting this picture over In Easton.

HIP, HIP—ALLAH!—BUT WHY THE DECEPTION?
This is not an acrobatic tcani, from Giis Sun's time. Nor is it a
fashion rcvuc, 'Nuff suspense. Let us present the great Warner

Trio—Jack, Sam and Abe. Photograph taken on Coast

Independents Seeking Stories

that Will Make Exploitable

Features; Coast Studio News
LOS ANGELES— (Special)

—

Realizing that exhibitors are clam-
oring for big and exploitable pic-

tures for next season, independent

producers here are straining every
effort to obtain stories that will

enable them to fill these wants.

Right now seven independent units

are in action on the coast and it is

expected that that unit will be
Brothers' "Your Best doubled before August,
the draw considerably

Harry Rapf has completed the first

Wesley Barry feature, "From Rags to

Riches," for Warner Brothers. It is

expectid that this picture will be edited
and titled within the next ten days and
then shipped to New York.

"Better picture than I expected,"
was Manager R. J. Relf's comment on
Arrow's "Ten Nights in a Barroom,"
which played to acceptable business at
his Star Theatre in Decorah, Iowa,
during a deluge.

The personal appearance of Vera
Gordon in conjunj!tion with the show-
ing of Warner
Friend," helped
at Saxe's Strand in Milwaukee

Sam Warner has completed produc-
tion on what was to have been a serial,
entitled "The Dangerous Adventure."
However, this picture will be released
in the fall as a big animal feature.
Sam Warner is now in New Yorli with
a print of the picture.

A clever local school prologue, well
played up on the billboards and in
newspaper ads. successfully helped put
over Warner's "School Days" at the
Liberty Theatre in Seattle, Wash.

Mission Film Corporation is busily
engaged filming "Ninety and Nine."
The picture is being made on the Melone
ranch in the Nape Valley, near San
Francisco.

Producers' Security Corporation has
also lined up other product for the
1022-23 season. Second on the list Is

Syracuse Motion Pictures Company's
"The Isle of Doubt," starring Wynd-
ham standing. Hamilton Smith directed
this feature. Sunburst Film Company
will also produce for P. S, C, its first

release being "Sands of Humanity."

Despite the fact that Johnny Hines
was only little known in that territory,
his first feature, "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes," played to a big business at
the Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Arizona.

"Out of the Dust" cleaned up for
Manager W.H. Olsen at the Floto Pla
Theatre, Watertown, South Dakota.

Jack Wells, producer of "Queen of
the Turf," has placed the distribution
of all his productions in the hands of
Producers Security Corporation. Pro-
duction has been started by Oscar Ap-
fel on the first of the series of pic-
tures he will make in HoUyand with
Evelyn Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell.
"Mr. Potter of Texas," a Maclyn
Arbuckle special, based on an Arclii-
bald Clavering Gunter story, will be
released this month. "The Wolf's
Fangs" also is on the June release
schedule.

"Torchy's Nut
Sunday" Ready

"Torchy's Nut Sunday," which is

in its final stages of completion, and
starring Johnny Hines, has been the

means of great elation at the Burr
studio. So well pleased is the studio

stafT with the latest of the Torchy
two reelers, that they are exerting
their utmost energies towards round-
ing out what in their estimation is

Jack Hoxie is to start production on
another western feature within the next
two weeks.

Louis Auerbach of Export & Import
Film Company is still here, discussing
fall plans with Col. William R. Selig.

Louise Lorraine has signed with
Metropolitan Productions, Inc., for a
leading role in "Flaming Hearts."

"I Am the Law," the Edwin Carewe
production, did an acceptable business u . r .i^ Torrhv romedie<! to
at Gordon's Olympia Theatre in Bos-

J,"*^

"^^^ °^ ^"^ i orcny coiiieuies to

ton last week. date.

Many Territories Reported Sold

on North's *'Curse of Drink'*

George Ritcher has joined O'Conor
Productions as chief cinematographer.
He is working on the Billy Franey
comedies of two reels.

Gus Schumacher, general manager of
O'Conor Productions, Inc., has secured
a long lease on the Caswell studios.

The fifth Billy Franey State rights
comedy is now being made. Sales Man-
ager F. E. Samuels is now tn New
York making arrangements tor the dis-
tribution of the series of comedies.

Because of the fact that he had been
served with papers in the Interna-
tional Film Service, Inc.. vs. the pro-
ducers of "I Am the Law," Joe Plun-
kett, managing director of the New
York Strand Theatre, postponed indefi-
nitely the showing of that Northwest
feature at that house. If the court
decides in favor of the sponsors of that
picture Mr. Piunkett will go through ment of these will shortly be made.

The high spots of "The Curse of

Six prominent exchangemen
visited the office of Weber & North
last week to look at the five-star

State-right special, "The Curse of

Drink," with a view to buying terri-

torial rights. More than twice that

number of local distributors were
expected this week. A good number
of territories were sold. Announce-

with his contract to show it on Broad-
way.

"Determination," the Lee-BradforS
special, in spite of the hot weather
seems to be cleaning up. thanks to the
wide exploitation that it Is being given.
Last week, In spite of stiff opposition

Drink" are a poor-rich romance be-

tween a stenographer and million-

aire's son, tickling rural comedy,
family sentiment, and a zig-zag
runaway-train episode that comes at

the finish and smoothes out the

threads of the story.

The five-star cast is the main
talking-point of the picture. Harry
T. Morey, George Fawcett, Edmund
Breese, Marguerite Qayton and
Miriam Batista form the stellar

line-up that few big pictures can
equal.

Foreign Sale
Export & Import Film Company

this week announced the sale of
"The Jungle Goddess," the Selig

serial, for Argentine, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Chili, Peru and Bolivia.

Just what the next B. F. Zeldman-
Bernie Fineman-Edwin Carewe pro-
duction will be has not been deter-
mined. This trio has several scripts
under consideration, but with litiga-
tion over "I Am the Law" nothing
definite has been made.

"Deserted At the Altar," which Phil
Goldstone is producing, is expected to
be completed within two weeks.

Production on "The Wheel of For-
tune." starring Grace Darmond, at the
Fine Arts studio is now in its third
week. Capt. L. T. Peacock Is direct-
ing.

"The Freshle" is the title of the next
"Big Boy" Williams now being pro-
duced at the Frederick Herbst studios.
W. H. Curran is directing and H. J.
Howard photographing.
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In the Independent^Field
Daniel Carson Goodman's Equity Feature,

''Whats Wrong With the Women ' Is Ready
Production on "What's Wrong

With the Women," the Daniel Car-

son Goodman special which Equity

Pictures Corporation will State

right in the fall, was completed at

the Biograph studio in New York
this week. Daniel Carson Good-
man Productions, Inc., of which
D. C. Goodman is president, and
Joseph Schnitzer, secretary-treas-

urer, will make a series of produc-

tions for Equity release. "What's
W'rong with the Women" includes

an all-star cast of popular players,

including Wilton Lackey, Barbara
Castleton, Rod L. Rogue, Huntley
Gordon, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Montague Love, Hedda Hopper,
Constance Bennett. Paul McAllister
and Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein.

Dr. Goodman completed his pic-

ture on schedule time, allowing
ample opportunity to cut and edit

the production, and permitting
Equity sufficient time to start the

big advertising and exploitation

campaign with which it is intended
to back this picture.

"What's Wrong With the
Women" will be Equity's biggest

fall release. For a long time en-
joying the prestige of being among
the leaders in the independent field,

Equity has established a reputation
for consistently issuing a high class

and successful grade of independent
pictures, and in selecting this latest

Goodman production as its big fall

special, it expects to fully live up to

its previous record.

Daniel Carson Goodman has been
recognized as one of the leading in-

dependent producers. Some of his

previous successes were "The Battle
of the Sexes" and "Thoughtless
Women."- He is the author as well
as the producer of "What's Wrong
With the Women," which is built

upon a timely theme certain to

create audience interest, states

Equity.

"After Six Days" will be given a pre-
release showing at Woods' Theatre on
the Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N. J., be-
ginning June 17. This is the produc-
tion Weiss Brothers will release next
Fall and deals with the Old Testament.
Bert Ennis, the Weiss publicity an"d

exploitation director, will be in charge.

Between You and Me
Louis, is now with Eureka Film Ex-
fhange there, supervising the distribu-
tion of a new picture dealing with the
expose of "Sawing a Woman in Two."

H.ARRY CHARNAS, of Cleveland, apparently aims at wresting the

laurels now worn by Flo Ziegfeld. Some time ago Mr. Charnas
advised a friend, Miss Mary Jane Sanderson, of Johnstown, Pa., who had
won a beauty contest at home, to call on Sam Warner at the Warner
studios in Los Angeles, while she was visiting the film coloney. She did.

Sam invited her to pose for a 100-foot test picture, which, he believed,

would aid her in obtaining a position in the movies. The girl had never

posed before. Neither had she ever did any acting. She was told to

smile. She did. Then to frown, she did. In fact, she went through
all the emotions so necessary for a star to realistically portray. Sam
had intended giving the girl the film as a present, but when it was shown
he was so agreeably surprised by the, splendid showing of the young
beauty that he didn't allow the print to leave his office. Nor the girl,

either, for he lost no time in signing her for a period of three years.

This writer viewed the test pictures last week and the girl is indeed

promising. She is extremely beautiful and knows how to act. She is a

picture of the late beloved Olive Thomas.

Lou Herman, of Independent Film
forporation of Philadelphia and Wash-
ington, came to New York this week
for a series of conferences with War-
ner Brothers, whose product he handles
in those territories.

Mary Cohn has joined the sales force
of Silton Films Distributors, Inc., of
Chicago. She is a newcomer in that
territory.

Julius Singer, eastern manager of
Pacific Films Company, returned to
Xew York from Chicago this week.
Pacific will open an exchange in that
city in August.

Ralph B. Bradford has resigned as
sales manager of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation of Chicago. His plans
for the future are unknown at this
time.

They say that Clara Kimball Young's first picture for Sam Zierler,

which Metro will release, constitutes the best feature she has ever made.
Sam brought a print of the picture back with him from the coast a couple

of weeks ago. The picture is a ten-reeler. It had been intended cutting

it down to seven reels, but after viewing, the critics were so pleased that

they recommended releasing the production in its entirety. Harry Garson,
who produced the picture, is in New York, applying the finishing touches

to the picture. Miss Young's second production, it is reported, will be

"Enter Madame."

A group of film men one day last week were looking on as William
Courtleigh made love to Marion Coakley in "The Drums of Jeopardy" at

the Gaiety Theatre, New York, The hero, a person of 52 years, suc-

ceeded in getting the heroine, a girl of 18. to say "yes" to the time-worn
question. And when it was all over Dave Warner, who runs an exchange
in Detroit, leaned over and told a friend : "There's a boy who would
make a fine film salesman; he could sell 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' and con-
vince you that he's sold you 'Way Down East East.'

"

Judging from the titles of pictures announced for release next fall,

the 1922-23 will rejuvenate many a film fan. The market will be swamped
with old titles that will revive fond memories. Here's hoping they'll

revive box office receipts of by-gone years.

A New York newspaper is playing up the Ward mystery as "The
Great Ward Mystery." And we thought that all the title writers were
in the film business.

from our Chicago office has joined the
Reelcraft sales force there.

S. Barrett McCormack's production,
"False Fronts," being released by
American Releasing Corporation. Is
playing the Cameo Theatre in New
York this week.

Brothers' special two-reel novelty "Ex-
pose of Sawing a Lady in Half."

Federated Film Exchange and Su-
preme Pictures Company, of Omaha,
moved into their new quarters in the
Film Bulldi'-- in that city this week.

Eddie Silton, of Silton Film Dis-
tributors. Inc.. of Chicago, will super-
vise a series of personal appearances
by George Beban in that territory.

William Skirboll. who operates a
money-making exchange In Cleveland,
is planning a tour of the Orient. He
expects to leave Cleveland for Cali-
fornia late this month. After a visit
to Los Angeles he will go to San Fran-
cisco from where he will sail for the
Orient.

Audrey Munson, star of Equity's
"Heedless Moths." attempted to commit
suicide by poisoning, according to the
police of Syracuse, N. Y., where she
lives. She is expected to recover.
Desnondency is said to have prompted
her to attempt to take her own life.

E. 0. Van Pelt, representing Sacred
Films. Inc.. of Burbank, Cal.. was in
Philadelphia this week where he co-
operated with Tony Luchese of De Luxe
Pictures, Inc.. in getting a number of
healthy exhibition contracts.

During David Horsley's stay in
Pittsburgh, H. C. Simcral Company
purchased Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia rights to the George
Ovay one-reel comedies.

Supreme Pictures Exchange, of
Omaha. Neb., has inaugurated a novelty
in the way of getting bookings on
"Why Girls Leave Home." "School
Days." "Ashamed of Parents." and
other pictures, by offering to help the
exhibitors nut over the pictures free of
charge. This is a summer offer only.

Eddie Sherwood is no longer manager
of the Independent Film Exchange of
Washington. D. C.

Pioneer Exchange, of Omaha, has ac-
quired the Nebraska distribution rights
to a Rudolph Valentino picture. "Stolen
Moments.**

Sydney Samson, manager of the
Grand & Warner Exchange, of Buffalo,
has been elected president of the Buf-
falo Film Board of Trade, succeeding
Allan S Moritz, Fred M. Zimmerman,
of the Nu-.\rt Pictures Exchange there,

has been elected vice-president of the
same organization. Bob Murphy, of
Pioneer, was elected treasurer. A ban-
nuet In honor of the officers was given
this Friday night.

Lem Stewart, exploitation director for
Southern Enterprises. Inc. is this week
in Dallas. Tex,, during special exploita-
tion on some big pictures.

Arthur C. Bromberg, of Bromberg
Exchanges, of Atlanta and Charlotte.
.N'. C. is planning a further expansion
of his enterprises in the South this
Fall. He is planning a three-week trip
to New York later in the summer when
he will seek product for the coming
season.

Lew Andrews, of the Atlanta Ex-
change of Consolidated Film Corpora-
tion, is in the hospital in that city,
suffering from appendicitis.

William Oldknow, until recently gen-
eral manager of the Consolidated Film
and Supply Company Exchange, At-
lanta. Ga,. and his wife, sail on June
17 for Europe, where they will remain
until late in the summer.

R. D. Graver, of First National of
the southeast territory, this week an-
nounced the purchase of the folloiMng
production : Lester Cuneo Westerns,
the Jack Hoxie and Dick Hatton series,
David Butler and Irving Cummings fea-
tures, J. F. Worsley will head a spe-
cial department that will look after the
distribution of State rights pictures.

J. A. Conant. formerly special repre-
sentative for Arrow Film Corporation,
has resigned that position, according to
word from Seattle, and will go Into
business for himself in New York.

The Masterpiece Film Co., Philadel-
phia, has secured "The Curse of Drink."
and Eddie Polo in "Capt. Kidd" for that
territory, which will be released in the
Fall.

Abott Oliver, of the United Theatre
equipment Corporation. Philadelphia,
has perfected his radio receiving sta-
tion at the expense of turning Mr.
Bloomfleld's hair purple. Mr. AUvcr
wjll dye all the customers hair free.

G. H. ChristofTer. formerly with
Select in Denver, has been appointed
special representative for Arrow Film
Corporation, traveling out of the Seattle
office. Mr. Christoffer is well known
throughout the northwest. He reports
a slight improvement in conditions
throughout the territory.

Miss Mary Roslnko. personal secre-
tary to J. T. Sheffield, secretary-man-
ager of Greater Features. Inc., In
Seattle, who has been with the firm for
four years, has been advanced to the
posltioii of auditor. Miss Susan Ro-
slnko. her sister, also three years with
Greater Features. Inc., will take her
place at the secretary's desk.

George Roy. who has the Northwest
territory for "That Something." is in

Seattle for the commencement exercises
of his son. who graduates from a local
high school next week, "That Some-
thing" Is taken from a book of the
same name, written by W, W. Wood-
bridge, of Tacoma, and dedicated to the
National Rotary Clubs of the World.
It Is an educational film and has been
shown by Mr. Roy at the Portland
Auditorium, and thirty-seven schools
in that citv. and in forty schools In
Seattle. Mr, Roy received a letter of
hearty endorsement and approval of the
six-reel special from Mayor Baker, of
Portland.

Al Silverman has recovered from his AI Kahn, of Omaha and Kansas Citv. Barnev Fegan, formerly manager of
recent illness, and according to word already Is starting to cash in on Weiss Independent Film Company, of St.

Lawlor Finishes

Jackson Detective
Producing Directors Hoey I-aw-

ler has completed the first of a se-

ries of "loe Tnckson. Detective."

stories written by Irving J. Lewis.

The niottircs are one reel long. Ne-
gotiations for distribution are now
underway.
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In the Independent^Field
Whitmafi Bennett to Make FourBetty
Blythe Features for S. R. Distribution
W hitman Bennett, one of the leachng producers in tlie busi-

ness, this week announced that he will distribute a series of

features starring Betty Blythe in the state rights market. The
series will embrace four productions which are to be financed by
the B. B. Productions, Inc. The first feature, "How Women
Love," is now in the course of production with Kenneth Webb
in charge of the direction. The second feature will be "The
Idol of the Rich."

the Oscar Apfel-Evelyn Greeley con-
tingent which recently sailed for Hol-
land to malfe a series of pictures for
American distribution, bad left Lon-
don for Haarlem. Holland, and would
start actual production late In June.
Producers Corporation will State right
the pictures.

the early part of July. The pro-
duction will be released in 12 reels

and in its present form presents the

various episodes of the old testament
from Adam and Eve up to and in-

cluding the Songs of Solomon. The
finished work version is the work of
Katheryn Stuart and Jack Holbrook,
under the supervision of Adolph
Weiss.

Production on the seventh episode

of the "Cap'n Kidd" serial, starring

Eddie Polo, has been completed. It

is expected that production on this

15-reel serial will continue through
the summer. Eddie Polo is booked
to sail for Europe late in the fall.

Sam Warner, one of the Warner
Brothers' producers on the Coast, who
arrived in New York last week, ex-
pects to remain in the East indefinitely.

There 's an unconfirmed rumor in cir-

culation to the effect that Sam will
maiie several pictures for Warner dis-
tribution in tbe East late this summer
and fall.

Theda Bara, it is practically cer-
tain, will be starred in a series of pic-
tures that her husband-director, Charles
Brabin, will direct. Already the two
have a story under consideration. Pro-
duction, however, is not expected to

start until late in the year.

Edgar Selden, who will next week
start shooting on the first Madge Evans
feature. "On the Banks of the Wabash."
will make three pictures annually. He
has several deals with national dis-
tributors pending, but to the writer he
announced this week that he will not
make up his mind on which one to take
until late in July.

Edwin Carewe, producer of "I Am
the Law," is working on the script for
his second picture, which he will pro-
duce on the Coast. Definite action has
been postponed pending the outcome of
the International Film Service contro-
versy over "I Am the Law."

John Lowell-Russell, star and pro-
dncer of Arrow's "Ten Nights In a
Barroom," after making a series of
personal appearances throughout the
country, has returned to his home in
Gloversville, N. Y. He will start pro-
duction on his second feature for the
Arrow program late in the summer. He
will be starred in the picture.

News that Whitman Bennett would
make a series of State rights pictures
with Betty Blythe was received with
much enthusiasm in film circles in
New York. Mr. Bennett is one of the
most popular producers in the East,
and with Kenneth Webb directing some
promising pictures are expected.

The exteriors on the fourth Pine Tree
Pictures Corporation-James Oliver Cur-
wood production, "Jacqueline," have
been taken in Maine, according to Di-
rector Dell Henderson. The interiors
will be taken in Fort Lee, N. J.

Most of tbe stars and directors in
and about New York this week at-
tended the first annual movie carnival
at Starlight Park, in the Bronx, New
York City. The carnival was held
under the auspices of A. D. V. Storey.

role. The picture rights to the story
were purchased from the Shuberts this
week.

Word was received this week that

Work on the second Johnny Hines
feature, "Go Get 'Em Gallagher,"
started this week at the Glendale
studios, which C. C. Burr of .\fBliated
Distributors, Inc., and Master Films,
Inc., recently acquired for a long
period. The picture will be released In
the fall. The other Hines picture will
be "Little Johnny Jones."

Daniel Carson Goodman, who last

week completed "What's Wrong With
the Women?" a feature that Equity
will State right this fall, is preparing
for production on the second picture.
The story was written by Dr. Goodman,
who is carefully guarding the title.

"Lover's Lane" will be produced by
Warner Brothers, according to an an-
nouncement made this week. This pro-
duction will be made in the East with
Caroline Duffy assuming an important

Italian Producing Firm Back af
Plan to Establish Chain ofHouses
to Show Pictures in United States
A group of wealthy Italian busi-

ness men are endeavoring to or-

ganize a circuit of motion picture

theatres for the exhibition of Italian

productions. The backers of this

movement are substantial business

men and in a position to success-

fully effect such an international ar-

rangement, for the circuit would ex-
tend into Canada. Interested in the

project are several producing con-

cerns of Rome and Turin, Italy.

Representatives of these com-
panies are now in this country and
conferring with the backers of the

prospective circuit, which will em-
brace the following cities : New
York, Boston, Hartford, Springfield,

New Haven, Providence, Buffalo,

Rochester, Philadelphia, Scranton,
VVilkes-Barre, Baltimore, Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Day-
ton, Columbus, Indianapolis, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Omaha, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Duluth,
Dcs Moines, Seattle, Tacoma, Port-
land, Detroit, Denver, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Oakland, Salt Lake
City, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Mon-
treal, Toronto and others.

Racing pictures seem to be the fad
in England, for this week another such
production made its appearance in the
form of "Stable Companions." the first

picture released by British Super
Films, Ltd.

Oscar Wilde's "Lord Arthur Savile's
Crime," starring Cecil Mannering,
Olive Sloane, Andre Nox and Cecil
Morton York, was released this week in

England. W. & F. Film Service. Ltd.,
is handling the distribution.

Constance Binney will make two fea-
tures for Ideal Films, Ltd., of London,
according to a report from the British
metropolis.

John J. Hayes, of Pacific Films. Inc.,

is expected to make an arrangement
with Henry R. Smith, of Smith's Film
Sales, Ltd., whereby that firm will re-
lease Pacific pictures in Great Britain
as well as supervision distribution on
the continent.

Films De France, Ltd., has been
formed in London. Denis Ricaud is

the head, with A. E. Willder, of Lon-
don, acting as his assistant. "Tbe
Agony of the Eagle" is the first fea-
ture that firm will handle.

Al Christie is making many friends
abroad. According to a statement he
gave in London recently his company is

planning producing comedies in Eng-
land.

B. A. T. Films, the British-Austrian
Tyrol Productions, have completed "Tlxe
Valley of Ngumba." They are now
making "The White Desert." J. A.
Wainwright is making this wild animal
series in conjunction with Carl Hagen-
beck, of Hamburg. Germany.

The Landlicht A. G.. Ltd., has formed
a releasing organization in Germany
along the lines of First National.

Violet Hopson, Stewart Rome and
Cameron are featured in "Kissing Cup's
Race." The racing scene in this pro-
duction was taken during the running
of the Derby at Epsom.

National Films has increased its cap-
italization from 20,nO0,nO0 to 40,000.000
marks. Carl Bratz was elected a direc-
tor at the last meeting.

Peggy Hyland has been engaged by
the Pioneer Film Agency in London to
make a series of two-reel comedies.

German producers are busy these
days trying to effect a mutually bene-
fitting distributing and producing ar-
rangement with Russian business men.

Walter Blakely will make a series of
pictures abroad dealing with the "Sons
of Democracy." This feature, it Is
said, will deal with the life of Abraham
Lincoln.

Through an arrangement with
Weiss Brothers, Luna Park, New
York's famous summer resort, will

present a Tarzan animal show dur-
ing the entire season.

"When Greek Meets Greek " • ••'

Viola Hopson, is receiving unusually
commendable notices in Great Britain.
It is a Walter West production and
said to be particularly adapted for
American exhibition.

A cablegram from Lou Baum. of
Equity Pictures Corporation, denoted
that he is in Berlin this month. Lou
is said to have negotiated an imnort-
ant deal, the details of which will be
announced on his return to the States.

"After Six Days"
to Have Prerelease

It was announced this week that

Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures
Corporation will present their

biblical spectacle. "After Six Days,"
at an out-of-town theatre during

Vera Gordon will make another fea-
ture for Warner Brothersthis year.
This picturewlll be made in New York
late in the Fall.

Screenart Pictures Exchange, of
Boston, has acquired the New England
rights to the Lee-Bradford production,
"Determination."

H. Simeral, of Pittsburgh, this week
closed with C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration for the Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia rights to the Carni-
val comedy series.

"The Secret Passage" is the title of
the seventh episode of the "Cap'n Kldd"
serial, starring Eddie Polo, and which
Star Serial Sales Corporation Is State
righting.

J. L. Friedman, of Celebrated Play-
ers Film Corporation of Chicago, in re-
porting to C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration this week stated that the Sun-
rise Comedies are going big in that
seriee.

For the first time in tbe history of
the Majestic Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
a short subject was featured in the
lights there last week. This unique
honor fell to "Game Birds," a Hall-
room comedy, which Standard Film
Service Is handling In that territory.

Ernest Hilliard will play the heavy
role in "Love's Old Sweet Song," the
Oscar A. C. Lund feature that is being
produced at the Paragon studios in Fort
Lee, N. J. Hilliard Is well known on
the stage and screen.

General Manager Clifford S. Elfelt. of
Metropolitan Productions, Inc., an-
nounced this week that he will soon
have an all-star company under way in
addition to the present unit which is
making five-reelers starring James B.
Warner. Carl P. Winther is produc-
tion manager for this firm.

"Give Him Air" Is the latest Bobby
Dunn comedy announced this week by
W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow Film
Corporation.

"The Splendid Lie." starring Grace
Davison, has been booked Into the Al-
dene Theatre, Philadelphia, for the
week of June 12, according to word
sent to Arrow Film Corporation this
week by Tony Luchese of De Luxe Film
Corporation, of Philadelphia.

Robert W. Priest has acquired a
sensational animal picture made in the
heart of the Jungle by Harry K. Eus-
""e. the famous African sportsman.
The feature, which has created consid-
erable talk In the trade, will be shown
at one of the Broadway houses shortly.

Dave Warner, of Warner's Exchanee.
Detroit, visited New York last week.
Mr. Warner is enthusiastic over the
Warner product for the comlne year.
Dave adding that business with him was
never better.

B. S. Moss and Loew circuits in the
metropolitan riroult have booked M. .T.

Burnside's "Yankee Doodle Jr." for
showines at their houses In .New York
and vicinity.

See Page 616

for

A. B. C.

Audit
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In the Independent^Field
Arrow Will Concentrate on Short Subjects;

Exchanges, Ignoring Summer, Plan for Fall
Arrow Film Corporation an-

nounced this week that it will launch
a national sales campaign concen-
trating on short subject. Special,
inducements will be offered ex-
changemen to elaborately exploit the
Arrow short subjects, which include
the Eddie Lyons series of two-reel
comedies, 14 two-reel Broadway
comedies, 12 two - reel Speed
comedies, 14 two-reel Mirthquake
comedies, five two-reel Cruelywcd
comedies, 18 two-reel Spotlight
comedies, eight two-reel "XLNT"
comedies, five two-reel Muriel
Ostriche comedies. Hank Mann two-
heelers, 23 one-reel sport subjects
produced by Jack Eaton and edited
by Grantland Rice, and the serials,

"Thunderbolt Jack," "The Blue
Fox" and "Nan of the North."

Williams Is

Honored in

Dallas, Texas
"Big Boy" Williams, star of

"Blaze Away" and "The Trail of
Hate," produced by Frederick
Herbst Productions and released by
Di Lorenzo, Inc., enjoyed a big
time in Dallas last week as the guest
of the Dallas Chamber of Com-
merce and L. T. Pellerin, of the
R. D. Lewis Film Corporation.

"Big Boy" appeared at the Old
Mill Theatre, Dallas, in conjunction
with the showing of his latest pro-
duction. Williams is a native son
and the Chamber of Commerce to
show its appreciation of his film
success, tendered him a luncheon
which was attended by several
hundred guests from out of town.

Eltabran Buys
Selig Serial

Export & Import Film Company,
Inc., world distributors of the Selig
product have just closed a contract
which disposes of the entire

Southern rights of "The Jungle
Goddess," to the Eltabran Film
Company, of which Thomas
Brannon is president.

Mr. Brannon's company has offices

in Atlanta and Charlotte and will

distribute the fifteen episode serial

in Georgia, Florida, Alabama, North
and South Carolina and Tennessee.

YE TERRORS OF SPIRITUALISTIC RADIO!
What's ailing our good friends—Dorothy Gish and Glen Hunter in
"The Country Flapper," that Producers Security Corporation will

State Right. This is a Dorothy Gish Production

Clark-Cornelius Will Release

Films On Franchise Basis
"The world franchise has been

thrown around so loosely," said S.

J. Rollo, general manager of the
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, "that
it has practically lost its meaiu'ng
entirely and is looked upon by many
state right exchanges as a trick way
of disposing of pictures to them by
the distributors.

"While there has been a general
cry of poor business for the past
few months, we have experienced
very little difficulty of disposing of
our product, both "features and short
subjects, numbering approximately
fifty productions.

"So that the exchangeman might
have the chance of exploiting our
productions and in order to place
him on an equal footing with the
program releases, we felt it was up

to us to meet them half-way. If

we took all of their available money
the exploitation would necessarily
suffer. Under our plan of a deposit
and time payment arrangements over
a convenient period with reliable ex-
changes we have not only made
quick sales, but have placed the ex-
changeman in a position where he
had a number of pictures for im-
mediate release and also enough
money left in his treasury to exploit

these pictures so as to get the maxi-
mum results with them.
"Many of the buyers remarked

that it was the first real franchise
proposition that had ever been pre-
sented to them. It gave them the
opportunity of offering the exhibitor

a definite number of pictures and
permitted them to pay for them
while they were earning."

Abramson Starts Production
On His Latest Feature

C. B. C. Makes
Two Sales

"Dangerous Love," the five reel

Western feature which C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation is distribut-
ing was sold by that company this

week for South America. The sale
for the South American countries
was made to Export and Import,
which will, by the terms of the con-
tract with C. B. C. release "Dan-
gerous Love" in Argentine, Para-
guay and Chile.

Ivan Abramson, president of the

Graphic Film Corporation, and his

staff of players and cameramen
went into production this week on
the latest Graphic release to be
known as "Wild Youth." The pic-

ture practically in its entirety will

be taken at the Talmadge studios
in New York City and other interior

and exterior scenes taken in Green-
wich Village.

Abramson has already contracted
for the services of Mary Anderson,
Harry Morey, Julia Swayne Gor-
don, Thurston Hall, Joseph Striker,
Harry Southard and Bobby Con-
nelly for the feature roles in this
"flapper" picture. Abramson will
probably announce this week the ad-
dition of another prominent actress
for one of the leading parts in "Wild
Youth."

Harry Kolker Will Produce
New Madge Kennedy Feature

Henry Kolker is directing Madge of the John Golden stage success,
Kennedy in her new series of six "Dear Me."
special productions, the first two of Several well-known screen players
whicli are to be "Dorothy Vernon were added this week to the all-star
of Haddon Hall" and an adaptation cast of the first Madge Kennedy

production. Monte Blue, Vincent
Coleman, Dore Davidson and Emily
Fitzroy had been cast last week.
Those added are Pedro De Cordoba,
Fuller Mellish, William H. Tooker,
Charles Kent, Winifred Harris,
Charles Eldridge and Charles
Moore.

Just as soon as the present picture

is completed, filming will be com-
menced on "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall." Rufus Steele has
already adapted the story for the

Burr Announces
Firms Releasing
"IAm The Law"

Because of the addition of the
]\[ajor Film Company of Boston
and Bobby North of the Apollo
Exchanges, Inc., of New York, to
the list of State right buyers of the
Edwin Carewe independent special,

"I Am the Law," C. C. Burr, presi-
dent of Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,

has announced the following dis-

tributors who are handling the pic-

ture in the territories already sold:
Joe Skirboll. of Associated First Na-

tional Pictures, Pittsburgli, :n Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia ; J. F.
Cubberly, o( Associated First National
Pictures, Minneapolis, in Minnesota,
North and South Daltota

; Floyd Brown
of H. Leiber Co., Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Indianapolis, in Indiana;
William Skirboll of Skirboll Gold Seal
Productions, Cleveland, in the states of
Ohio and Kentucky

; M. A. Klausner, of
the Mountain States Film Attractions, of

'

Denver, through the whole Northwest,
including Denver and Seattle terri-
tories ; Louis Hyman, of the All Star
Features Co., San Francisco, in the en-
tire state of California and Nevada.
Louis Bache, of Associated First Na-

tional Pictures, Washington, D. C, in
the District of Columbia, Maryland and
Virginia; Robert Lynch, of Metro Pic-
tures, Philadelphia, in Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and Southern New Jersey; Will-
iam Aechtler and E. J. Farrell, of the
Major Film Co., Boston, through the
New England states

; Bobby North of
the Apollo Exchanges. Inc., JGOO Broad-
way, New York, the state of New York
south of and including Westchester
County, and Northern New Jersey, in-
cluding Trenton. In the foreign market
the picture is being distributed to War-
ner Brothers, with Gus Schlessinger,
manager of the foreign department, in
charge.

"Your Best Friend"
Is Scoring Big

The success that followed in the
wake of the Warner Brothers' at-
traction, "Your Best Friend," a
Harry Rapf production starring
Vera Gordon, during its two week
run at the Broadway-Strand, De-
troit, is said to have caused many
first run theatres throughout the
country to book the feature.
One of the significant features at-

tributed to the success of the attrac-
tion is declared to be Miss Gordon's
ncrsonal appearance tour, following
her year and a half of vaudeville
bookings. First run theatres are
said to be considering nothing less
than a two weeks' engagement in
conjunction with the appearance of
Miss Gordon.
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In the Independent^Field
C. B. C. Planning Elaborate Campaign
on ''More to Be Pitied Than Scorned''

All the forces of the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation are being concen-
trated on the planning and prepara-
tion of a big exploitation campaign
to accompany the release of "More
to be Pitied Than Scorned," the

feature based on the Charles E.
Blaney melodrama, and the first of
a series C. B. C. has announced for

distribution.

Work on the exploitation for this

feature is already under way, that
office announced, under the direction

of Joe Brandt, who has been re-

sponsible for putting over many big
features, and who is president of
C. B. C.

'Something new is being planned
in the way of paper, and a special

corps of artists has already been
lined up and is at work submitting
sketches, ideas, color schemes, and
si gsestions for this purpose. It is

the intention of the C. B. C. officials

that there shall be nothing haphazard
in the exploitation of "More to be
Pitied Than Scorned" and that
nothing shall be overlooked to make
the campaign one of the biggest
independent features of the coming
season.

/ ustre Photoplays
Inc. Is Orgattized

A new motion picture firm

—

Lustre Photoplays, Inc., of which
J. W. Foster is president, and
Robert Carson, director general

—

has been formed in New York.

Plans of the new corporation call

for no less than three producing
units, which will stage 20 two-reel
semi-Western pictures, 12 five-

reelers, based on famous novels and
stage successes, and 52 one-reel
comedies, in which Charles Fang,
Chinese comedian, will be the fea-

Hallrooms to

Be Made Four
Weeks Ahead

Four Hal Iroom Boys' Comedies
absolutely complete, titled, car-
tooned, ready in every detail for
exhibitor showing before any of
them on the new series are released
—and four always ready in advance
of release schedule, is the announce-
ment forthcoming this week from
Harry Cohn, producer of these
popular two-reel laugh-makers.

It is the intention of Mr. Cohn
and his production staff to keep this

far ahead of release throughout the
making of the entire series because
only by giving themselves that much
headway can they, he believes, make
the best possible product.

Loaned to Rapf
Myron Selznick has loaned Niles

Welch to Harry Rapf for one of
the principal roles in the screen
version of "Rags to Riches." which
is to be produced on the West Coast
with Wesley Barry.

Sam Warner, From Coast,

Optimistic Concerning Future
Sam Warner, of the Warner

Brothers organization, arrived East
last week from the coast studios
and reported increased production
activities in Los Angeles. It is Mr.
Warner's opinion that the coming
season will be the biggest in the his-

tory of the film industry. Mr.
Warner also declared that the forth-
coming Harry Rapf production,
"Rags to Riches," featuring Wesley
Barry, is rapidly nearing completion
under the direction of Wallace
Worsley.
The cast in support of the

freckled-youngster includes Niles

Welch and Ruth Renich. both of
whom play the romance leads, and
Russell Simpson and Mrs. Minna
Ferry Redman, in the character
roles. Jim Chapin is assisting Mr.
Worsley in the direction.

"The West Coast studios are
humming with activity." said Mr.
Warner, "and without exaggeration
I can say that the coming season
will be the biggest in the history of
the industry, from a production
standpoint. Practically every studio
is working at full speed, and this

increased activity augurs well for
the stability of the business."

Eddie Polo Has Busy Week
Making 'Vapn Kidd" Thrills

Two big special features, one
necessitating the building of one of
the biggest "sets" laid out for a pic-
ture of this kind, and the other a
thrill, were staged this week for
scenes for forthcoming chapters of
"Cap'n Kidd"—the series in which
Eddie Polo is starring as his first

independent serial.

The first of these features was
the laying out in Jersey of an entire

gypsy camp complete in every de-
tail, with tents, "local color," gypsy
caravans, and all the colorful back-
ground that provides the fascination

of a regular gypsy encampment.

The second big feature staged this

week was, according to Polo him-
self, one of the biggest thrills he

has ever made in his entire serial

career.

tured comedian.
The first producing unit which

will stage two-reel subjects, will

begin work next Monday at the

Plattsburgh. N. Y., studio. Judith

Jordan will be starred. Ollie Leach,

who recently photographed "In Old
Kentucky," will be the cameraman.
Louis L. Mayer is vice president.

Lee K. Mayer is secretary. Other
officials of the company are William
Briberman and Lafe Cohen.

Two Territories

on Polo Serial
Territorial sales were closed this

week on two more important terri-

tories for the serial "Cap'n Kidd"
which Eddie Polo is making as his

first independent serial.

The first of these was to Fon-

tenelle Feature Films of Omaha,
which took over rights to the entire

Iowa and Nebraska territory. An-
other important sale was that made
to Fine Arts Picture Corporation of

St. Louis, whereby that company
will release the serial in the Eastern

Missouri and Southern Illinois ter-

ritory.

FADING IN AND OU'T*
With Joe Lee

HOW many remember the Life Photo Film Corporation, one of the

early State right firms ? Jesse Goldburg, Eddie Raskam and Bernard

Lowenthal constituted the company. They produced "The Banker's

Daughter," "Northern Lights," "Capt. Swift." "Springtime." and others.

Goldburg informed me that with the exception of "'Springtime" each of

these pictures was completed within ten days and cost $10,000 apiece to

make. It is claimed that this was the first firm to hold a trade showing.

The showing was held in what is now Loew's American Theatre. The
picture shown was "The Banker's Daughter" and the total cost for the

showing, including music, etc., was $300.

Remember Paul Rainey's animal picturei? They were a sensation

and cleaned up a barrel of money. Bob Priest says history every so

often repeats itself and 'tis understood Bob will shortly offer a thrill-

ing set of animal pictures—not the studio sort but the "wild and
wooly" kind taken in the jungle by daring cameramen,
shall see what we shall see.

Anyway, we

A Private War in Boston
In the city noted for its culture and beans, a young "war" has been

going on. Two stars in a musical comedy shoiv and four "common chorus

girls" in the same troupe have been having a battle royal. Two landed in

a hospital. The papers there gave the incident considerable front page

publicity, bid be thankful for the fact that there are others who have
their troubles besid-es movie stars.

Over in Mrs. Astor's hotel where the Film League of Nations meets

regularly a dispute arose as to when "The Fast Mail" was produced as a

play. This is the picture that Fox will release in the fall and which I

understand is one of the biggest melodramas ever offered on the movie
market. It was finally decided that the play was produced in Chicago
about twenty-five years ago at the Havlin Theatre by Lincoln Carter,

and for years it played in every "water-tank city" and village in the

country boasting of an "opry house." And where there was no theatre

the play was produced in a hall or church. And now it's coming as a

screen feature. It ouglit to clean u]).

She Should Be in Pictures
A musical comedy on Broadimy is advertising a young zvoman tciV/i llie

following name : "Miss Lotta Cheek."

Remember when Andrew J. Cobe formed the Alliance Distributing
Company. It released "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," starring Carlyle
Blackwell. A "young panic" came along and Cobe failed, but you
can't keep a good man down, for Cobe confined his efforts to turning
lemon houses into paying propositions. He is now managing director

of the Central Theatre, New York, and is on the job 20 hours out of
every 24 every day, Sunday included.

"Standing Room Only at Sing Sing"
That's a headline in a New York newspaper. I have a hunch that

shortly several hundred theatres will be displaying the same sign in

front of their box offices.

Remember when the name, Helen Gardiner, meant big box office

receipts? Well, at the Music Box, there is a charming young lady
in the ensemble, Helen Gardiner. Yes, daughter of the famous Helen
and some say she may be a great star, too. Who can tell?
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Montda{rTheatre,Montclair,N.J.,
where brown Gold- Seal Battleship

Linoleum was used. It is also made
in green and terra cotta.

Economical Floor-Covering

for the Medium-Size, High-Class Theatre

What the average theatre owner wants is a good
looking, durable, and reasonably priced floor-

covering.

Expensive, easily ruined carpet may be the choice

of palatial movie houses in the big cities, with
their high prices and thousands of admissions every
day. But the initial and replacement costs of carpet

would make an appalling dent in the bank balances

of most theatre-owners. Nor is fabric carpet the

most practical from an efficiency standpoint.

For the man looking for the qualities most desir-

able in a floor-covering— attractiveness, quietness,

and durability, ease and low cost of maintenance

—

Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is the soundest pos-

sible investment.

Here is a floor-covering admirably suited to thea-

tre service. As cork is one of the principal ingredi-

ents, it is pleasingly resilient and quiet beneath the

tread of ever-changing audiences. The durability

of Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is beyond ques-
tion. It is made in strict accordance with the rigid

specifications of the United States Navy.

Gold-Seal Cork Carpet

Where absolutely quiet floors are desired, we suggest
Gold-Seal Cork Carpet. This durable floor-covering is as

silent and comfortable underfoot as a thick woven rug.

A super-quiet covering for aisles, rest rooms, etc. It is

made in attractive shades of brown, green and terra cotta.

Consult our nearest office for any information you may
wish on floors or floor-covering for your theatre. We shall

be glad to send you information, samples of Gold-Seal

Battleship Linoleum and Cork Carpet, and specifications

for their proper laying.

CoNGOLEUM Company
INCORPORATED

Philadelphia New York Chicago Boston Dallas
San Francisco Minneapolis Kansas City Pittsburgh

Atlanta
Montreal

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Important to the theatre-

owner is the fact that satis-

faction is guaranteed to every

user of Gold-Seal floor-cover-

ings. The Gold-Seal pledge

of satisfaction shown at the

right appears on every roll.

GOLB SEAL
Battleship Linoleum

(the FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRANd)

Made According to U.S.Navy Stan(IarJ
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News of the West Coast
By W. E. KEEFE

Harry Myers, who scored such a
noteworthy success in "The Con-
necticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court," has been selected for the

principal comedy role in "Captain
Blackbird," which will be the initial

production of R. A. Walsh for the

Goldwyn organization, produced at

the Goldwyn studios. George Sieg-
man, long associated with D. W.
Griffith, will also play one of the

leading roles. Walsh recently ar-

rived in Los Angeles from New
York.

ti * *

Jackie Coogan has presented to

the Board of Education in Los
Angeles, a propaganda film showing
the over crowded conditions in the
public schools, and made a plea for
additional funds and additional
school facilities to take care of
thousands of children awaiting a
chance to obtain an education.

* *

Richard \\'alton Tully has started
production on "Omar, the Tent-
maker," at the Unitod studios with
Guy Bates Post in the stellar role.

The production will be directed by
James Young.

* * *

John P. McCarthy will soon start

work on an independent production,
the story of which was suggested by
Frederic Remington's well-known
paintings. James C. M. Whipple
will be assistant director.

* * *

Miss R. Marguerite Mansfield,
casting director for the Roy H.
Klumb productions, has left for
New York where she will establish

I doni read tke

sportittg page
now — Sport
Heuiecos attiie

Cofiitol give
nte tke dope"

tK« beaches this summer

"DISPORT
REVIEWS

Edited fcy CRANTLAND RICE
Produced bt^dACk EATON

forlDeiss: Brothers Jirtclass Pictures Corp.

ASKGOLDWYN

a branch office to handle the dis-

tribution of the Klumb organization,

including the recently completed
feature comedy, "Daddy's Love."

if * %

At the Hal Roach studios, Paul
Parrott has started production on a

comedy based on life in a laundry,

the title of which is "The Tail of a
Shirt." Jim Davis is directing.

* * »

Short!}' after his return from
New York, Larry Seaman started

to work on a comedy, the title of
which is "Golf." It will be his next
Vitagraph release.

* *

Viola Dana and Billie Dove will

soon start work at the Metro studios

with Harry Beaumont directing the

former, and Emile Chautard the

latter.
* * *

Bert Ljtell is scheduled to make
at least one more picture for Para-
mount. This will be a film version

of Willard Mack's play, "Kick In."

in which Lytell will be co-starred
with Betty Compson.

Mike Rosenberg, of Western
Pictures Exploitation. announces
the starting of a five-reel Western
drama with Dick Hatton playing
the stellar role and Clifford P.
Saum, long associated with Edgar
Lewis, directing.

* * *

J. D. Williams, vice president of
Associated First National Pictures,

arrived in Los Angeles from New
York for several weeks' stav.

* * *

The Mission Film Corporation is

producing a screen version of the

famous old song, "The Ninety and
Nine." The production is being

directed by Clarence Geldert and
Nigel De Brulier is portraying the

role of the Shepard.
* * •

"The Fighting Guide" is the final

title selected for William Duncan's
recently completed Western picture,

produced at the Vitagraph plant.

At the Vitagraph studios, Wallace
Ramsay has been cast as leading
man for Alice Calhoun in her pro-
duction, "The Gamin Girl."

''The Woman Who WalkedAlone"
Another Big Paramount Film

George Mel ford has put over
another big box-office winner in

"The Woman Who Walked Alone,"
with Dorothy Dalton, according to

Paramount. The picture is scheduled
for release June 11.

A short story by John Colton,

"T'he Cat That \Valked Alone,"
furnished the basis for this screen

drama by Will M. Ritchcy. It is

said to provide practically every
essential element of good screen en-

tertainment. With society drama is

mingled the rugged outdoor atmos-
phere of the South African veldt,

with heart interest well punctuated
with humor as well as pathos.

The picture is said to be a ver-
itable masterpiece in the mechanical
technique of production. On the

large tract of land, known as the

Lasky Ranch, near Hollywood, a

street of a South African town was
reproduced. Though there are only
a dozen houses, built of corrugated
iron and plaster finish, after the

native fashion, they are so placed
as to give an effect of great length,

and are in such perspective relation

to the adjacent foothills as to repre-

sent perfectly, it is said, the Cape
mountains of South Africa.

Milton Sills is Miss Dalton's lead-

ing man, and heading the supporting
cast is Wanda Hawley. Others who
have prominent roles are E. J.

Ratcliffe, Mayme Kelso, Mabel Van
Buren, John Davidson. Charles
Ogle, Maurice "Lefty" Fl>'nn,

Harris Gordon, Cecil Holland, John
McKinnon, Temple Pigott and
Frederick Vroom.

New Producing Company Formed
to Make Semi- Western Pictures
A new motion picture firm has

just come to light in the person of
the Lustre Photoplays, Inc., of
which J. W. Foster is the president,

and Robert Carson, director general.

The plans of the new corporation
call for no less than three producing
units, which will stage 20 two-reel
semi-Western pictures ; 12 five-

rcclers, based on famous novels and
stage successes, and 52 one-reel
comedies, in which Charlie Fang, a
Chinese comedian and protege of
Director Carson, will be the chief
luminary.
The first producing unit which

will stage the two-reel subjects, will

begin work soon at Plattsburgh,
N. Y., where a studio has just been

completed for the exclusive use of
Lustre Photoplays.

J. W. Foster has been selected as
president of the Lustre Photoplays,
Inc. Other executives are Robert
Carson, first vice president and
director general ; Louis L. Mayer,
second vice president; William
Bribcrman, third vice president

;

Lafe Cohen, treasurer, and Leo K.
Mayer, secretary.

Chaplin Revival
at the Strand

The perennial drawing power of
Charles Chaplin comedies is

evidenced by the success which has

met First National's revival of four
of his best two-reclers, "A Dog's
Life," "Shoulder .\rms," "A Day's
Pleasure" and "Sunnyside." There
is just as keen competition among
the exhibitors for these comedies as

there was when they were first re-

leased, and many showmen have
made a practice of exhibiting them
at stated intervals.

One of the quartette, "A Dog's
Life." is on the program at the New
York Strand this week with "Dom-
estic Relations." a Katherine Mac-
Donald attraction.

Forms Company to

Make Comic Films
A company known as Laugh-O-

Grams Films, Inc., has been or-

ganized to make single reel cartoons
for national distribution. Its head-
quarters are at 1127 East Thirty-
first street, Kansas City, Mo.
The subject will be modemizcl

fairy tales cartooned by Walt E.
Disney. Mr. Disney for the past
two years has been making Newman
Laugh-O-Grams for the Newman
Theatre, Kansas City, and they have
been so well received that it was
concluded they would make a hit

throughout the country if elabor-
ated. This, it is said, has been done,
and six productions are now ready
for the market.

Scott Pictures
Lester Scott, sales representative

of Affiliated Distributors, has been
in the South for the pa.st week in

the interest of the Edwin C^rewe
independent special. "I Am the
Law." Scott has done some very
fine work in the marketing of this

production among State right buy-
ers, and has succeeded in disposing
of the rights to the picture in a ma-
jority of the United States terri-

tories.

Goldwyn Players

on Isle ofMan
A cable from England states that

Maurice Tourneur, with the
Goldwyn players, headed by Richard
Dix and Mae Busch, is now on the
Isle of Man filming the exteriors
for Sir Hall Caine's world-renowned
novel and play, "The Christian."

See Page 616

for

A. B. C.

Audit
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Keeping in Personal Touch

OLD Kid Jupiter Pluvius got
an awful panning Saturday
from the Movie League ball

tossers. Out of four scheduled

games about two and a half innings

were played. With First National

and Paramount tied for the lead,

and Hodkinson and Goldwyn in fine

fettle, the boys were all rearing to

go and then—the dam—p weather

comes along and sets 'em back

another week. Even though despera-

tion and discontent prevailed among
the players, the Moving Picture

League was not without one bright

spot of sunshine, and as usual it fell

to the lot of the honorary president,

Mae Murray, to make the sunshine.

Even though she could not manu-
facture the genuine article at the

various ball parks, she did produce

a wonderful imitation of the real

thing in the hearts of fifty or more
children at the Mae Murray-Sally

Joy Brown luncheon held in Miss
Murray's studio Saturday afternoon.

In anticipation of motoring out to a

ball game later the boys and girls

were all presented with balls and

gloves, and had the weather per-

mitted, would have made a pretty

picture of childish happiness by their

endeavor to show their gratitude to

Miss Murray, their benefactress.

All league games scheduled for

last Saturday will be played off on

August 12.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Won Lost Pet.

First National. 3 1 .750

Paramount 3 I .750

Goldwyn 2 2 .500

Vitagraph .... 2 2 .500

Hodkinson .. . . 2 2 .500

Metro 2 2 .500

Universal 1 3 .250

Pathe 1 3 .250
* * *

The Moving Picture Baseball

League has had a handy schedule

of the season's games printed and

circulated. If you did not get a

copy see the manager of your firm's

team about it, or write to W. H.
Rockwell, at First National.

* * *

Another romance of the screen has

come to light with the announcement
of the engagement of Marshall

Neilan and Blanche Sweet.

Miss Sweet left Los Angeles this

week for New York, where the

wedding will take place during June,

Neilan recently returned from a trip

to Europe. "The exact date of the

wedding has not been set. The
honeymoon will be spent in the East,

and the couple will make their home
ill Hollywood.

* * *

A press dispatch from Paris, Ky.,

to the Louisville Courier Journal,

taking up several inches of front

page space, tells of how a young
bull on his way to the stockyards

decided to investigate what was
going on in some Paris stores, and
finally entered the Alamo Theatre,

attracted by the posters and also the

player piano. The audience rushed

to the rear exits, no one being in-

% FRITZ TIDDEN

jured in the stampede. The opera-
tor of the player piano displayed an
athletic nimbleness in the way she

scrambled to the top of her instru-

ment. Finally the owner of the bull

arrived on the scene, and roped the

inquisitive critter, who merely ap-
peared to want to know what was
going on, and caused no real trouble.

* * *

Luigi Brunacci, of Rome, has ar-

rived in New York and is stopping
at the Hotel Netherlands. He has
purchased the rights for all the

Americas, North, South and Cen-
tral, to the Italian film "From the

Death of H. H. Pope Benedict XV.

visiting this city, putting up at Mrs.
Astor's boarding house.

* * *

The big event has occurred.

Buster Keaton, the famous comedian,
and his wife, who was Natalie Tal-

madge, announced the birth last

week of a baby boy.

The infant was christened Joseph
Francis Keaton, Jr., but he is already
being called Buster, Jr.

* * *

Speaking of Bull Montana, now
seems to be as good time as any to

record the fact that the new comedy
star sailed last Saturday on the

Olympic in the general direction of

I'hoto by Goodwin,

JENNY HASSELQUIST

The Swedish Biograph star, zvho

makes her first American appear-

ance in "In Self-Defense," is a

noted Swedish ballet dancer

to the Coronation of H. H. Pope
Pius XL"

*

"Uncle" Jerry Souders, of Cannel-

ton, Ind., who recently celebrated

his 101th birthday, has never seen a

moving picture show. He has re-

fused several invitations to attend

such a performance, saying he did

not believe he would care for motion

pictures.
* *

Louis B. Mayer came in from
Los Angeles, spent a week here and
Boston and then returned to the

coast. An interview with him ap-

pears in another part of this issue.
* *

Sam Warner is in from the coast.
*

Harry Charnas, of Cleveland, is

Europe with Italy as his objective.

He is to visit his father and mother
in Vorghera.
George Fecke, of Boston, came to

town last week.
* * *

And Sam Berman made one of his

flying, commuting trips from Phila-

delphia this week.
* * *

Another visitor of recent date to

this city was Bill Mahoney, of

Providence.
* * *

A bathing girl thought she ivoxthi

get vaccinated. She said she wanted
it done ivhere it zvouldn't show. The
doctor gave her the choice behind
an ear or takinq it with a spoon.

* +

William Fox was recently enter-

tained at a large gathering of
British exhibitors at the Hotel
Metropole, London. In a speech he
expressed keea sympathy with the

men in their fight against the 2S%
turnover entertainment tax. He also

donated $10,000 to the fund for

fighting the tax.
* * *

Hunt Stromberg came to New
York with the print of the first Bull

Montana comedy, the initial three-

reel production of a series that vnll

be released by Metro.
' * * *

Gloria Swanson, star in Para-
mount pictures, was among the ar-

rivals from Europe June 2 on the

Mauretania. Incidentally, she won
the distinction of being the last pas-

senger to leave the dock, for it took
the customs officials three hours to

check her declaration. Miss Swan-
son, who left five weeks ago with
one trunk returned with six, all of
them full of Parisian gowns.

"American women are the best

dressed women in the world, re-

gardless of the fact that Paris turns

out the most beautiful gowns," she
said. "Apparently they make them
for Americans, for you can find

more beautifully dressed women
here in one afternoon than you'll

find in Paris in a week.
"Every dressmaker's shop in Paris

is filled with American women—and
men, too, for they seem to enjoy the

shopping. And by the way it does
my heart good to see lots of Ameri-
can men again. Europeans can't

touch them."
A large part of the wardrobe Miss

Swanson brought back is for use in

her next picture, "The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew," which is already in

production at the Lasky studio in

Hollywood. Gloria left immediately
for California.

* * *

All the literary lights of the mov-
ing picture colony in Hollywood
united to give C'ayton Hamilton a
farewell dinner June 3. The aflfair

was held in the writers' club. Ham-
ilton completed June 2 a two-year
contract as associate editor of the
scenario department at the Goldwyn
studios. 'He will take a vacation in

Honolulu and after that will devote
his entire time to writing.

* * *

Party politicians ivill never screen
"A Woman of No Importance" as
a bid for voters. They are all im-
portant now.

* * *

Frederick James Smith has re-
signed as managing editor of the
Brewster publications to become the
managing editor of Photoplay
Magazine. He has been five years
with the former publications, which
include Motion Picture Magazine,
Motion Picture Classic and Shadow-
land.

Smith joined the Brewster forces
first as editor of Motion Picture
Classic. When Shadowland was
started he became its editor and has
handled it during its three years of
existance, making it a magazine
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NOTED INTERNA TIONAL
TRAVELER SAILS FOR

EUROPE
Bull Montana has gone to Italy

to see Mr. and Mrs. Montana,
his parents

beautiful as well as a thing of lit-

erary excellence.

Adele Fletcher succeeds Smith as

managing editor of the Brewster
publications, and Brewster will him-
self conduct Shadowland.

* * *

John W. Hicks, Jr., managing
director of the Famous-Lasky Film
Service, Ltd., of Svdney, accom-
panied by Mrs. Hicks and John W.
Hicks, HI, arrived in San Fran-
cisco May 30 for a visit of several

weeks in this country. Shortly after

landing they departed for Sedalia,

Missouri, where they will visit with
Hicks' parents.

Hicks will come to New York on
June 10 to confer with E. E. Shauer,
director of the foreign department
of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, concerning distribution

plans for Paramount Pictures in

Australia during the coming year.

* * *

Victor Shapiro has been appointed
in charge of the publicity and ex-
ploitation departments of Pathe.

* * *

Rex Ingram is coming East in a
month, to make his next picture,

"Toilers of the Sea," in Maine.
* * *

Charlie Giegerich has returned
from a trip through the Middle
West in the interests of the Whit-
man Bennett productions.

* * *

Walking up Broadivay this week
and reading the electric signs an-
nouncing the attractions at the

Cameo, Rialto, Criterion, Strand,
Rivoli and Capitol Theatres in the

order named as you progress up
you will have the sketch of a
scenario that needs but few word
interpolations to be complete. The
pictures are "False Fronts," "The
Woman Who Walked Alone," "The
Stroke of Midnight," "Domestic
Relations," "Over the Border"
"Golden Dreams."

* * *

Samuel Rothafel has gone to Ver-
mont on a vacation to annoy some
fish in local streams. E. F. Warner
has gone with him. They have
taken a moving picture camera along
with them to take some scenics and
to furnish proofs for the stories

they will probably relate concerning
the fish they hope to snare.

* * *

Moines seem to be "The Port of
Missing Men." "Missing Husbands"
having turned up, Owen Moore is

now Reported Missing."
* * *

Jack Meador has arrived back
from his trip to the coast.

* * *

Myron Selznick returned to New
York June 7 from his visit to the

newly organized Selznick division in

the United studios at Hollywood.
* * *

Tom McDermott, special sales

representative for Timely Films, has
returned from an extended trip

through the Eastern part of this

broad, geographically speaking,

country.
* * *

J. D. Williams is on his way East
from the coast.

* * *

Commander Wells Hawkes has
been appointed press representative
for Sam H. Harris, taking the place
left vacant by the late Tom Oliphant.

Commander Hawkes has not severed
his connection with the Navy
Department, devoting two days a
week to his work in Washington.

* * *

It would have been more appro-
priate if "False Fronts" had been
written by Paul Dickey.

* * *

Sidney R. Kent, general manager
of distribution, Famous-Lasky, re-

turned Wednesday, June 7, from a
tour of Paramount Exchanges
which took him as far West as
Kansas City. District sales conven-
tions, in which plans were completed
for the handling of next season's

product, were held in a number of
the cities visited.

* * *

Along Hollywood Boulevard,
gossip is rife to the effect that Miss
Patsy Marks, aged 7, is "officially

off" one Mr. Jackie Coogan, aged 7.

The reason is said to be that Miss

Alma Lloyd, aged 7, daughter of
Frank Lloyd, the director, was seen
in Jackie's company too frequently
to suit the dashing young Miss
Marks.

It appears that Miss Lloyd made
her film debut in Jackie's "Trouble"
production and that the young star

was heard to tell her she could be
his leading lady any old time she so
desired.

"He plays too rough," said Miss
Marks.

"Patsy is a nice girl—she should
not be mad at me because Alma
worked in my picture" was the only
comment coming from Mr. Coogan.

Miss Marks is a decided brunette.

Miss Lloyd is a fair haired maiden
with blue eyes.

* * *

Since Tom J. Geraghty has re-

turned to the Famous Players-
Lasky Hollywood studio from Lon-
don, where he was supervising direc-

tor of the company's British studio,

his associates have been kidding him
for occasionally indulging in the
luxury of wearing suspenders.
"Although I was born and raised

in Rushville, Indiana," says Tom in

explanation, "I gave up wearing
galluses when I went to the big city.

"Over in London, where I stayed
for nearly a year, I earnestly strove
to conform with the English cus-
toms. I shall never forget with
what horror my valet, or rather, —
'my man,' looked upon my
crude American belts. I had four,
and one by one they mysteriously
disappeared.

* * *

It was inevitable that somebody
would have the enterprise to dis-

tribute a serial written around the
radio. It would be overlooking too
good a bet not to do so.

Universal wins over the field by
announcing a forthcoming serial

called "The Radio King." Owing to

the present radio craze exhibitors
should find this continued-in-our-
next feature a fine box-office possi-

bility.

"Through Darkest Hollywood
zcith Gun and Camera" is the

title of a lecture to be delivered

throughout the country by
Robert E. Sherwood, M. P.
critic of "Life." He recently

returned from a trip to the

coast. He is shown here tower-
ing over Gloria Swanson, Para-

mount star

Big Schedule for

Next Five Months
Vitagraph announces an impos-

ing list of releases for the next
five months. The schedule includes

two big special productions and two
productions by each of the Vita-
graph stars, "Divorce Coupons,"
Corinne Griffith's latest and most
elaborate production, and "The Lad-
der Jinx," a special made for Vita-
graph by Jess Robbins, round out
the list of summer releases.

Big Lincoln Classic to Be Made
by Rockett'Naylo r Productions

What its sponsors intend to be a
motion picture classic, dealing with
the life and times of Abraham
Lincoln, will be made by Rockett-
Naylor Productions, which has been
incorporated in Delaware with a
capital of $1,000,000. The officers

of the company are David H.
Naylor, Jr., president; Ray N.
Rockett, vice president and general
manager; Al Rockett, business and
production manager; E. H. Chris-
tenson, treasurer.

Mr. Naylor, a native of Virginia,

has spent most of his time in Minne-
apolis in the banking and oil busi-

ness. Coming to California he be-
came so interested in the picture
enterprises of Rockett Brothers that

he decided to quit his other interests.

He is a student of historical and
sociological subjects and is keenly
alive to the advantages of the screen
in driving home the lessons to be
derived from biography and history.

Messrs. Rockett and Christenson
are well-known to the industry, hav-
ing produced "The Truant Hus-
band." "Handle With Care," "Keep-
ing Up With Lizzie," etc. For over

two years Messrs. Rockett have been
hunting for material and testing

sentiment for such a picture. They
announce the result has been over-
whelming, encouragement being re-

ceived not only from the North, but
the South. Canada, England and
Australia.

For over a year, active research

has been going on under the direc-

tion of Ray Rockett and Doctor
Gilbert Ellis Bailey, of the Univer-
sity of California, and this subject

is nearly ready for production, it

being only necessary to consolidate

the vast amount of material and
make a working script from the ten-

tative scenario prepared by Messrs.
Rockett and Bailey, and to classify

and select for reproduction the vast

amount of relics and documents
offered for use by the custodians of
many private and government Lin-
coln collections.

In the research work, the pro-

ducers have had the whole-hearted
co-operation of the heads of the

Congressional Library, the custodian
of the Lincoln memorial at Spring-
field, and many others; also the

custodian of the house in which Lin-

coin died.

The production will be strictly

historical, only actual relics, docu-
ments and locations being used as

it is the aim of the producers to

make this one of the world's great-

est human documents. It will be
historical and educational record in

pictures of the people, events and
times from a period before the birth

of Lincoln until shortly after his

assassination.

Studio and laboratory work will

be in Los Angeles, but the locations

will be shot of the spot, at Wash-
ington, at Lincoln's birthplace,

Springfield, 111., and other places in-

timately connected with Lincoln's

life. As it is expected to make this

production as complete at a motion
picture can comprehend, a historical

subject it is believed that it will be
of great value for educational and
religious circulation as well as for
the theatre.

Director, the very large cast

necessary for a production of this

magnitude, and complete releasing
arrangements will be announced.
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Selling the Picture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

A Study in the Art of Poster Making
for the Elimination of Minor Details

By J. ALBERT THORN,
Division of Exploitation, Famous Players- Lasky Corporation.

One day I took a pencil and pad and made
an inventory of one of our posters. Yes, I

mean "inventory." I listed every object, and

these are what I found : a log cabin with every

one of the logs indicated, six men, a whiskey
still, glasses, a bucket, a shovel, coal, two beds,

one table, three chairs, a lamp, a door, two
windows

—

I quit after that. It was enough. From that

time on Paramount began the "down-ward
movement" in posters.

Gradually this new formula for a poster was
arrived upon : a few figures—one or two in

the foreground: full figures, if possible show-
ing action; solid back-grounds of brilliant,

primary colors; solid splotches of color instead

of detail in the background to catch the eye;

extreme simplicity, elimination of the quotation

marks; and the inclusion of a selling-line or
slogan on all of the 24-sheet stands, most of

the six sheets and some of the threes.

Brass Tack Talk

No. S in the accompanying lay-out shows a

one-sheet made up by my department for

"Spanish Jade," which although good in its

way, represents all of the evils, I have been
talking about.

The colors in it were conventionally life-like

fiesh pink for the faces, green for the grass,

white for the wall, and so on. The idea in this

poster was naturally to sell "romance." Instead

of the central pair of figures smashing you in

the eyes, they blend unobstrusively with the

detail.

The truth of the matter is this poster was
prepared from a still. The artist practically

duplicated the still.

"Reformed Posters

The others are the "reformed" posters. Take
No. 1 the six-sheet on "The Eyes of the

Mummy." The figures of the dancing girl

shows action, the colors are brilliant Oriental,

and the line at the top sells you something.
No. 2, the three-sheet for "our leading

citizen" shows two figures set off by an art

back-ground rather than a realistic setting.

Nothing else is there to detract from the

"romance."
Nos. 3 and 4 are stands selling the stars.

Every one knows that stands are a flash to

catch folks "on the run." You can't give them
an involved design and expect any idea to get

over. "Our Leading Citizen," we wanted to

tell the public that Thomas Meighan was ap-

pearing in a picture in which his charming
smile and benevolent countenance would have

full sway. Did we do it?

A Resolution

From now on Paramount is going to do

away with the details. We are going to pick

out what points we want to sell and sell them
in about thirty seconds. We are not going to

give the Mr. Public ten minutes of lithograph

when he has only a half-minute to give to that

poster. We love the old circus poster, all

cluttered with promise of good times, but is

out of date, and we are trying to develop some-
thing new.

Cut Down the Lobby
After a series of large lobby displays, B. B.

Garner, of the Casino Theatre, Lakeland, Fla.,

decides that a miniature would be a novelty,

so he made a tiny bungalow for "Rent Free,"
with sawdust grass and white sanded walks.
Small signs begged spectators to keep off the
grass and others told that the charming house
was rent free.

It was too late to make application, however,
as a kewpie family had already moved in.

It shot the receipts up a quarter above the
average because it was different and also be-
cause it suggested a novelty through its own
clcx'erness.

Baited Lines
Two lines oversold the Shadowland, Rush

City, Minn., about 35 per cent. The lines were
"History made entertaining," and "Scenes that

will bring America's greatness home to every-

one." They were worked into a letter sent by
manager H. B. Johnson to the teachers and
school board telling of the coming' of The
Last of the Mohicans.
They told the pupils, the' pupils told their

parents—you can guess the rest.

fve fouqh: my hght illor-?

Cl'ORCEMEi.FOliO '^hp

WoianWI]o Walked Alone,

Skied Lobby Display
Hanging foliage from the ceiling instead of

building it up frofn the floor was the way the
Empress theatre. Dalles. Oreg., dressed the
lobby for One Arabian Night, and they had
plenty of floor space for the crowds the com-
bination of the title and Pola Negri drew.
Rope was the foundation of a number of

festoons of unequal length attached to the inner
side of the lobby beam, and back of that
ferns and pines, set along the ledge of the rear
wall completed the dress. It was very attrac-
tive and yet, at showing times, pushing two
frames out of the way gave an unobstructed
lobby.

Betters a Perambulator
James Freeman, of the Casino Theatre,

Kissimmee, Fla., has a new idea for A boards
on a truck. For "Little Lord Fauntleroy" he
made them rather low and then mounted cut-
outs of Miss Pickford in the centre so that
they rose well above the tops of the boards.
The effect is very good and makes the A board
something better than usual.

The truck was used to remind the children
that this was the day to see the picture. The
Superintendent of Schools was so thoroughly
sold on the picture by Mr. Freeman that he
saw to it that the utmost publicity was given
in the classroom.

THONASMEIGHAN

Our Leading Citizen iThe Spanish Jade''

Paramount Releases

FIVE EXAMPLES OF MODERN ART POSTERS WITHOUT A SINGLE FAMILIAR -CLINCH."
Paramount posters are successful because they either tell a story or illustrate a star, show striking figures instead of a mass of detail and
are painted in brilliant, but not garish colors. Only one of these five posters offer more than a suggested background and this exception

is intended to sell through the appeal of the picturesque locales shown
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An O. T. Taylor Design

Has Been Used a Year
Sending in a display from the Rialto Thea-

tre, Columbus, Ga., the management writes

:

"About this time last year a panel board
with supporting columns was built from the

plans of O. T. Taylor, in the Moving Picture

World. This was used several times in its

original form and then converted into a large

shadow box with foot and border lights.

"As a shadow box it was used to help put

over 'The Lane That Has No Turning,' 'Three

Live Ghosts,' and 'Way Down East," and now
it has been changed again for an attractive

display for 'Her Husband's Trademark.' Each
time it has been used it has been repainted and
the form changed, so that it does not become
commonplace."

G. M. Phillips has the right idea. He knows
that the first cost of any good lobby structure

can be laid off to half a dozen pictures at

least, and he has the Taylor design written

off on about ten, so that the pro rata is very

small.

For the new use he had an arch built to

top the display and carry the title. Dollar

signs flahk a cutout and stills are set off by
small frosted lamps on the panels, while

stronger lighting is used back of the panels

to light the main display.

It is very effective and surprisingly cheap.

We hope to have more of these "Taylor plans

presently.

Served Near Beer Free
to "Ten Night" Patrons

Had Slade supplied beer free to his patrons,

it is probable that the "Ten Nights In A Bar-
room" would have been stretched indefinitely.

S. S. Wallace, of the Capitol Theatre. Okla-

homa City, served near beer free to his "Ten
Night" patrons, and drove the W. C. T. U.
frantic.

When he booked the "Blazed Trails" pro-

duction he arranged with the manufacturer
of a near-beer to supply samples free to his

patrons, and the bottlers brought along a com-
plete bar. From the local enforcement of-

ficial he borrowed a still, which he set up on
the other side of the lobby.

A Paramount Release.

A TAYLOR DESIGN WHICH HAS BEEN IN USE A YEAR
It is the property of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., and is used frequently, but

always zvith a change in the general design and after repainting. Now it is a shadow box

He counted upon that being enough to put

the picture over, but chance played straight

into his hands. The W. C. T. U. called up
one of the local papers and complained that

Wallace was serving free beer in his lobby.

They insisted that as near beer it was too

(lamed close to the real article and that they

were going to call a meeting.

The paper called Wallace up and he sent

the members an invitation to be his guests.

The meeting was duly held and a complaint
made to the enforcement officer, but as he
knew all about it. that got them nowhere ex-

cept on the front pages of the papers, which
played the story up with large heads. It had
the whole town laughing, with a consequent
effect upon the busines-^. It was the sort of
advertising you cannot buy. and all the more
valuable on that account.

Fauntleroys Free
Most kids dislike curls and curse the ma-

ternal edicts which compel them to wear
twisted hair, but the other day Bill Hartwell,
down in the Southern Enterprises Texas ter-

ritory, made them glad for the time being.

He issued a ukase or something to the ef-

fect that all curly headed kiddies were to be
admitted free to a special matinee of "Little

Lord Fauntleroy"—other kids ten cents.

It was a novelty and the papers all took it

up.

It cost Bill just $7.70 to put the picture
over, mostly for posters and window cards.

The major part of the exploitation was free.

Used the Director
Charles Raymond, Paramounteer at Port-

land, Maine, used the personal telegram from
Wallace Reid to put over "The World's Cham-
pion" at the Bangor Opera House for Jim
Greeley.

The wire read that Reid and Phil Rosen,
his director, who was a former Bangor resi-

dent, looked eagerly for the result of the en-

gagement at the Opera House as they con-
sidered it their best picture.

It didn't really mean anything, but people
felt in honor bound to support the local man,
and they packed the Opera House when the

wire was used as a display ad.

WHO WOULD SPEND TEN NIGHTS WITH NEAR BEER?
This bar, in the lobby of the Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, served near beer free to

all who had the nerve, and the local W. C. T. U. unwittingly acted as press agents for

Manager S. S. Wallace by complaining to the newspapers

Tied Up the Book
Although not much use has been made of

the book origin of "Love's Redemption," a
recent Norma Talmadge offering, the fact has
been announced that it is derived from Soutar's
On Principle.

Frank Miller, of Southern Enterprises in

Augusta, Ga., persuaded his local bookman to

wire an order for copies in order to get them
there on time to work a book hook-up on the

title.

It is not customary to work book hook-ups
where the title has been changed, but Miller

didn't let that worry him. He wanted it, and
got it.
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A Paramount Release.

THIS STUNT WAS A KNOCKOUT IN A DOUBLE SENSE
Thomas C. Grindley, of the Liberty Theatre, Astoria, Ore., took the 24-shcet and cut out

the arm, painting in the gap and mounting the arm on a pivot. A motor gave three

short jabs and tzvo swings to the jaw every ten seconds and each blow sold a ticket

Sunday School Delegates

Sold for "Way Down East"
There was a Sunday School convention

with about 65 delegates sitting in Gadsden
when "Way Down East" played the Imperial

Theatre. Manager A. L. Snell obtained per-

mission to address them and after telling them
all about the Griffith production, he invited

them to be his guests.

Conventions never pass up chances like that,

so they came in a body and the story was
written into the account of the convention; a

guarantee to those interested in Sunday School
matters.

Then Mr. Snell invited the inmates of the

county farm, and interested a local paper in

obtaining the autos in which to transport them,

knowing that each story on the auto appeal
would be the best sort of advertising for the

picture.

And finally he set two boys, dressed as Rubes,
around town in a broken down buggy. He
had to pay for that one.

Swelled the Free List
With the idea of getting word of mouth ad-

vertising for an attraction he felt would hold
up for the run if people knew about it, Jan
A. Hass, of Clune's Broadway Theatre, Los
Angeles, gave out several thousand passes split

between the first four days.

As they were singles, most of them brought
in two persons and one paid admission and
the two persons went out to tell numerous
other that "The Isle of Zorda" was a whale of a

picture.

Operator Exploiteer

Animates His Cutout
When he is not projecting pictures at the

IJl)erty Theatre, Astoria, Oreg., Thomas C.

Grindley is the advertising agent, and a good
one. The last stunt he worked was on "The
World's Champion" and his animated cutout

punched tickets into the bo.x office.

He took the 24-sheet on this sijbject and be-

fore mounting it, he carefully cut out Wally
Reid's good left arm. This was mounted on
compo board and cutout. Then the rest of the

sheet was mounted and cut, as shown in the

photograph, with the blank left by the cut-

out carefully painted in to match.

The arm was pivoted to the shoulder and
attached to a motor so that every ten seconds
Wally would feint to the jaw three times and
then land a couple right on the point of the

chin. Mr. Grindley does not tell just how he
rigged this, but says he will be glad to sup-

ply details for a return envelope.

Presumably a slow moving eccentric wheel
was used, requiring ten seconds to make a
single revolution. Extensions on the rim
forced the arm up. the higher points giving

the knockouts while lower ones produced the

feints. If this is not the scheme it is at least

a practicable one.

If you don't get the idea, go over to the

newspaper office and ask to see the wheels on a
linotype machine.

Good As Ever
George Schade dug into the past when he

played a revival of "A Dog's Life" at the

Schade Theatre, Sandusky. He ofTered a pass

to every kid who parked a pup in front of

the house while he went in to see the show.

This is four or five years old, but it is for-

ever young. You can work it on Jackie's dog
in "Peck's Bad Boy," too.

Built Up the Idea

On a Homespun Vamp
J. p. Harrison, of the Hippodrome Thea-

tre, Waco, put over "A Homespun Vamp"
with a cofifee pot.

He knew that most theatres had used the

laundry line to letter the title, so he started

with that, but he built up the idea. He had the

vamp herself ironing the clothes, and there
was a washtub over to the left. Probably it

was a coincidence that the "Now Showing"
sign on the ironing board came just about
where the vamp's rather short skirts ended.
But the big noise was a cook stove over on

the right. It had a phoney stove pipe, but an
electric hot plate was set in for a coffee pot to
rest upon and this wa*^ permitted to steam away
and fill the lobby with the aroma of good
cofifee. He kept the juice full on to make
plenty of steam and you could have found
your way into the lobby in a London fog by
following the scent.

As a ticket seller it beat a cartload of 24-
sheets, and it cost infinitely less.

A First National Release.

A STUNNING LOBBY FRONT ON "HAIL THE WOMAN"
Hozv Manager Mooney of the Trianon Theatre, Birmingham, exploited the Ince
production ivith a special display designed by Howel Graham, a local exploitation

specialist. Note how the cutouts are worked into the decorative scheme.
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Fine Lobby Display

Bought and Paid For
Because a lot of people seemed to think that

"Bought and Paid For" was an old release,

Guy Kenimer, of the Arcade Theatre. Jack-

sonville, went to some pains to put the title

over, and invented the reciprocal lobby display.

He hooked ten stores to the idea of window
displays and each store was permitted to place

in the lobby a package conspicuously wrapped
to display the firm name. These bundles were
placed below the sign and ribbons ran from
each to the poster to tell that it was bought

and paid for.

In addition, a show case was borrowed from
a clothing store and filled with goods also

bought and paid for. In the photograph the

show case is moved over to get it into the

field of the camera. In use it was out of the

way and yet conspicuously displayed. A lib-

eral display of stills was also displayed in the

case.

Twenty insert cards were placed around
town in addition to the ten windows, some of

these being sent into the suburbs, and a bank
was induced to use the title for the catchline of

an advertisement on banking during the run
of the picture.

The entire cost of the exploitation was un-
der five dollars, and it brought large returns.

New Coogan Contest

for Jackie and Dog
Most communities are fed up on newsboy

parades and impersonation contests for Jackie
Coogan and Wesley Barry. They have worn
off the novelty and are threadbare unless some
new angle is injected.

Roy Smart, of Southern Enterprises in An-
niston. Ala., figured that since the dog figured

so strongly in "Peck's Bad Boy" that the im-
personators should bring their dogs. Thirty
boys came to the scratch with thirty dogs
representing 963 different breeds, and one look-

ed so much like the poster mutt that there

was no question as to who got first prize.

A Paramount Release.

EVERYTHJXG L\ THE LOBBY WAS "BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"
The Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, made a tie-up for windows with a number of

merchants. Each store uas permitted to place one package in the store carrying the

imprint of the establishment, and ribbons ran from these to the play title

The boys were not new, but thirty dogs
managed to inject considerable life into the

parade, and enliven the proceedings with a

few scraps without benefit of referee.

Now if Jackie will use a rooster in his next

picture and Wes will oblige with a goat, the

future will be provided for.

Sure It Is
A. L. Snell set out to poplarize the phrase

"It's a Bird," when he found that "Peacock
Valley" was coming to the Imperial Theatre,

Gadsden.
He painted mirrors in drug stores, soda bars,

restaurants and elsewhere with the phrase and
let them guess the rest for a couple of days,

when his trusty artist went around and added
the title of the play.

Meanwhile the ushers were instructed to tell

all who asked them that "Peacock Alley" was
a bird. Those who found out went out and
told all their friends, to show how much they

knew, and painting the signs was really un-

necessary because the word of mouth advertis-

ing had been so well done.

.A peep-show in a hat box worked just as

well as ever, with a small cutout of the star

and "See me at the Imperial in 'Peacock Alley'

Monday and Tuesday." Note that the house

name is placed before the name of the play as

being the more important half of the informa-

tion. It sink.s in better that way.

Offered Free Lunch
Free root beer and free lunch were the

added attractions of the lobby display at the

Tremont Theatre, Galveston. Charles E. Sas-

sen hooked a beverage company to the root

beer and a restaurant company to the sand-

wiches so his liberality not only cost him
nothing, but both concerns advertised "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" in their own advertis-

ing displays.

E. E. Collins, of the Rialto Theatre, Denni-

son, Texas, gave out several thousand pretzels

labeled, "Just a Reminder. Don't Miss 'Ten

Nights in a Barroom' at the Rialto Theatre."

The pretzels were miniatures of the "Reading

Cream PufTs," but they were potent in their

pull, though they sold the play to the wrong
class of patrons.

A First National Release.

MAKING IT MORE DIFFICULT FOR COOGAN IMPERSONATORS
Roy Smart, of the Noble Theatre, Anniston, Ala., wanted to put a little new pep into a

Coogan impersonation contest for "Peck's Bad Boy," so he required each contender to

bring his dog along. The dog at the right won the first prize

Hooked Up
The Isis Theatre. Kokomo. Ind., is the lat-

est to report good results with a merchant
hook-up on Norma Talmadge in "Smilin'

Through," using the slogan, "Let's Go Smilin'

Through 1922." They worked out a double

truck and an appreciation that will last beyond
the playing date.

Lobhy erploitation is 100% advertisement—
because there is nothing to distract attention frcm
it. O. T. Taylor.
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A United Artists' Release

HERE IS A NEW CASTLE FRONT FOR •'THREE MUSKETEERS"
It icas designed by Richard Dormaii, of the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville, for the

return of the Fairbanks' production. It had been sold on the first run, sonte time ago,

and needed only to be announced on its return. This did the job

Used Trotter Shoes

for a Racing Drama
When the Isis Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.,

put on "Thunderclap," a number of racing
plates were borrowed and used as the basis

for an interesting sidewalk ballyhoo. A board
five feet by five, was bordered with card. In
the centre were affixed 49 shoes, and the top

read : "Shoes worn by famous race horses.

Among them you will find the shoes worn by
"Thunderclap" in the greatest race track drama
ever screened."
Ribbons ran from certain of the shoes to

the side cards which were lettered with thi^

names and records of the most famous trot-

ters of the turf. Of course, "Thunderclap"
is the story of a running horse, but out in the

Middle West, they are more interested in trot-

ters, and this display got many who could not
be sold on a running race.

Playing up the trotting race probably sold
hundreds who could not be gotten in on the
ordinary appeal of the play, and the Isis got
the right angle.

If you want to borrow the plates and start

early enough, the secretary of the County Fair
association will tell you where you can find

some obliging horseman. Don't use ordinary
horseshoes.

Castle With Porch Is

a Jacksonville Idea
Add this to the eleven hundred other ideas

for a castle for "The Three Musketeers,"
but not especially that it provides the founda-
tion for a larger series of transformations
than the other 10,999 designs. Credit it to
Richmond Dorman, manager of the Imperial
Theatre. Jacksonville.
The Fairbanks special had played the Ar-

cade closer to first run, and had been very
thoroughly sold then. All Mr. Dorman
needed to do was to tell his section of the
world that the picture was in again. He did
it with this open front effect.

It is light and airy and striking. With vines

and plants it can be changed into the porch
of a millionaire Summer home, trellis can be
set into the openings for a Summer appeal or

cutouts can be worked as though leaning over
the balustrade. It is as flexible as a con-

tortionist and can be worked into as many
kinks.

In addition to the banner a cutout from the

24-sheet was used, and this was lighted with a

spot from a window across the sereet. Note
that the structure is built down to the curb
line.

thetPublic—^
Chaplin Was Ready

for the Rainy Days
Arguing that "Pay Day" was the time to

set aside for a rainy day. Paul Noble, of the

People's Theatre, Portland, Oregon, gave his

Chaplin cu'.out an umbrella when he played his

most recent release. It was a small stunt, but
it cleaned up all out of proportion to the cost

and trouble.

A First Xational Release

READY FOR RAIN
As the poster shows the comedian in a slick-

er, the addition of the umbrella was in harmony
with the rest of the picture, but the novelty
of the idea made a powerful appeal and drove
home the suggestion of a comedy.

Anything along this line will work better
than more ambitious but less clever stunts.

Even so small a thing as shoving the toes of
a pair of old boots through the sheet will get
a giggle and the dimes.

A Fox Release.

SHOEING THEM IN TO SEE "THUNDERCLAP" IN IOWA
The Fox racing drama was put over with a racing sulky hung from the lobby ceiling

and nith a display of racing plates supposedly worn by famous track stars of the past,

ribbons running from the plates to the names and records
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Oversize Cutouts Are
Growing in Popularity

Eight to ten foot cutouts and even larger

ones seem to be the new cry in exploitation.

The Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky., is the

latest to get into line and the first to use a

First National player in this form.

For "My Boy" Arch liambergcr used a cut-

out of Jackie Coogan larger than any poster

could supply, and he put it against the banner
to complete the hook-up with the title. You
could not see the one without sensing the

other, which made a perfect combination.

This is a just-one stunt, so save it until

you have something really worth while. Don't
waste in on a minor attraction. You cannot

repeat the stunt to the same effect and it is a

shame to knock the gilding of? the idea by
doing it for a picture you do not feel will play

to capacity. It might get them in on a weak
sister, but a record house on a big one will

give you a greater return in the long run, and
so long as you get the money, you should be
willing to wait.

ilii;;,,,.

JiMY BOY-

This Cost Only $1.20
T. E. Kane, manager of the Grand Thea-

tre, Tampa, and General Manager C. D. Cooley,

of the Southern Enterprises houses there, got
"The Old Nest" over at a cost of $1.20.

The show was third run. and it would not

pay to spend a lot for exploitation, so Mr.
Kane borrowed a hen with a brood and built

a coop in the lobby of the house with a real

old nest for the hen to sleep in.

All day the sight of the chicks drew crowds
and at night when the mother hen had tucked
them all under her wings, the allusion was even
more pat. The attraction played to 20 per

cent, more than the usual second run or minor
first runs. Even on a first run this stunt will

pull like a mule.

.4 First National Release.

MV, BUT JACKIE IS GETTING TO BE A BIG BOY NOW!
Just si::e zvas the appeal of this cutout, but size won. People came to the theatre just

everyone else was talking about, and as long as they were there
-well, the box office was busy

to see the display thai

and had the price-

Very Rocky
For "The Cradle," Richmond Dorman, of

the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville, had built

a large cradle of compoboard, which was hung
about 30 feet above the marquise. It was so
hung that it could develop a rocking motion

with the slightest encouragement from the
breeze.

It was painted white, with the title in black,
and could be seen several blocks on either side
of the theatre. At night spotlights were play-
ed upon it from the roof of the marquise and
the effect was even more striking than in the
daytime.
The stunt cost $14.50 and helped to put over

Ijicturc on which most managers would have
laid off. Mr. Dorman feels that any picture
they book in to him can be helped by ex-
ploitation, and that a manager should not call

It a day until he has coaxed in all the money
a title can be made to produce.

comes to thinking up stunts. They took over
the house a few weeks ago to enter competi-
tion with four other houses in a ten thousand
town, and they felt the need of hustling, so
when "The Silent Call" came along, they
evolved the dog race.

Dcg Race Is Newest
for "The Silent Call"

The .\llard Brothers, of the Royal Theatre.
El Dorado, Kansas, are not so slow when it

A Paramount Release.

AN O. T. TAYLOR DESIGN ON "MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY"
The Exploitation Expert has designed a novel ship effect for the lobby of the Weir
Theatre, Aberdeen, Wash. This is simply done with ropes and two bulkheads, the

latter serving as boards for the stills. It is a corker

A First National Id Irasc

THE WINNING DOG
Just how they worked it is not made clear

in the story of the stunt, but presumably they
put the dogs over a short course near the
theatre, letting them be slipped at a signal and
called by tlieir owners at the finish line. The
prize was a dozen photographs of the win-
ning dog. This is one of the pictures. The
ballyhoo comes from the preliminary parade
of the entrant dogs, each blanketed as in the
cut. Considerable comedy can be raised with
very small dogs. The blankets read : "Racing
to See 'The Silent Call,' at the Royal."

No matter whether your theatre is on the main
drag or on the side street, Jet people ktu»o you art
there. A bright lobby can't be passed up. It"* too
conspicuous.—O. T. Taylor.
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Cutouts and Back Drop
Vivid Display Frames

Charles Fuchs, of the Florence Theatre, New
York City, has found that he gets more than

double the display value from a lithograph

by cutting out the foreground and painting a

backing for it. He gets more than enough
additional sale to pay for the painting.

A Paramount Release.

THIS GREEN TEMPTATION WAS A MILLION-CARAT STONE
It ivas a nitrogen bulb set into the cutout from the 24-sheet and worked in circuit with
the flasher operating the lighted sign on the marquise so that it seemed to scintillate.

The rest of the 24-sheet was used for the other side

Made a Gigantic Jewel
"The Green Temptation"

Just as it stands in the cut, this use of cut-

outs for the lobby of the Imperial Theatre.

Asheville, N. J., would be good, but John B.

Carroll bettered the idea by taking a nitrogren

lamp, dipping it green and setting it into the

open palm as the pendant to the necklace.

This was hooked in circuit with the marquise
sign, so that the jewel seemed to throw out

rays of light. You can see the feed wire
running down from the awning at the right

hand side of the cut. This gave the cutout

many times the value of straight paper.

A smaller cutout of the Apache dance was
shovm in back of the building line, being tied

to the box office railing, and all lights were
dipped green with the exception of the rim of

the marquise sign and the lights naming Miss
Compson and Kosloff. These were in white,

but the title was green.

For a lobby smash the preceeding week, a

peep-show was arranged with green jewels and
a card announcing the play. This was used a

week in advance of the opening and helped to

augment the unusually large receipts on this

attraction.

Don't get enthusiastic and use too large a
lamp for the jewel in this or any other cut-

out. Use a bulb that will be in proportion

to the design or it will lose its effect. The
so-called "mill" type is better than the pear

shaped globes.

complete line of paper, with the exception of
a 24-shect, and life preservers framed pictures
of the star.

It was one of those things you could not
overlook, and after you had seen the comedy,
you were glad you saw it. Apart from the
battleship the decorations are simple, and if

you cannot get a six foot model, you can bor-
row from the toy store smaller sizes, for most
stores carry clever miniatures.

$$$$ Again
Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre,

Muskogee, used the dollar sign for "Her
Husband's Trademark," but he gilded them
and hung them about the necks of the Gloria
Swansons on on the posters.

It was just a little thing, but it helped put
the box office thermometer up ten degree-s.

A Paramount Release

MR. 1-i'CMS' FRAMES

The cut shows one made up on Moran of
the "Lady Letty," with a marine backing. It
is very effective, but if you want to get all

there is in it, make real sails for the boat,
add a tiny silk flag and then set in a small fan
to keep them fluttering.

Almost any release will give you some op-
portunity to add motion, either through a fan
or a wheel, and moting will give the last touch
to attention grabbing.

Used Model Battleship
for Harold Lloyd Play

Ralph Windsor used a model of the battle-

ship Oregon for the big noise in his lobby dis-

play for Harold Lloyd in "A Sailor Made
Man." He calls it a "model." The Asso-
ciated Exhibitors' press agent calls it a "re-
plica," which it is not. If he has no dictionary,
he can come over and use ours.
Anyhow a model several feet long was a

big attention getter, but long before you came
close enough to see that there was a model, the
lobby was almost audibly visible. Selling lines

were lettered all over the front, there was a

An Associated Exhibitors' Release.

HOW "A SAILOR MADE MAN" WAS PUT Ol ER IN PORTLAND
Ralfh Windsor, of the Star Theatre, masked in his front and then painted it up for the
Harold Lloyd comedy, with life preservers from the "U. S. S. Scream," also the

Comedy, Laugh and Fun. That must be a part of the navy we will not junk

i
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Found Old Fire Engine
An Effective Ballyhoo

Playing back "Go and Get It," Harry W.
Kress tried the old-fashioned fire engine for a

ballyhoo and it went and got it and got it in

wads. The fire departenmt has been motor-

ized, but some of the old apparatus is held in

reserve in case of breakdowns to the more
modern equipment, so it was a simple matter to

borrow a steamer and send it through the

street with steam up not only to give realism

but to supply the whistle with the needed mate-

rial for a sound attractor.

The steamer was sent through the streets and

now and then it would pull up alongside the

curb to give the pedestrians the opportunity to

look it over. It was enough of a curiosity to

get attention on the streets, and crowds gath-

ered at every stop.

Let His Customers
Work the Ballyhoo

You can lose a nice lot of money by play-

ing up the non-existent pugilism in "The
World's Champion." You can make money by

changing your appeal to the athletic slant. So

far as reports have been received, the use of

a pugilistic lobby has been a dampener on the

receipts.

Guy Kenimer, of the Arcade Theatre, Jack-

sonville, got the idea back of the Lindlar lobby

on this picture, and borrowed a lot of gym
stuff from the Y. M. C. A., rigging a punch-

ing bag and installing horses and a pair of

parallel bars, which required no especial rig-

ging. Cards invited lobby vistors to use the

apparatus, and a surprisingly large number took

a few whangs at the bag or showed off on the

horses or the bars, and Kenimer got a live

lobby without the cost of a worker. It inter-

ested women as well as the men, and sold more
of them.

Inside he made a miniature scrap his pro-

logue. Two small boys with overstuffed gloves,

each as large as their heads, had a pillowfight

instead of a boxing match, while an ex-fighter,

now on the theatre staff, acted as referee and
injected some comedy into the stunt.

The result was that the women thought it

CAPITALIZING THE HORSE-DRAWN FIRE APPARATUS
May's Theatre, Piqua. Ohio, played back "Go and Get It," and went and got it with the

old-fashioned steamer and two firemen in red shirts. Harry IV. Kre.is borrowed some
of the old al'paratus they hold in reserve against breakdowns

cute and the men called it clever and they all

went out and told their friends not to miss

the fun on the stage showing, and the picture

cleaned up instead of doing a back somersault.

Another April Fool
.Mways a good laugli is the best salesman.

J. H. McLaughlin, of the Bonita Theatre,

Tampa, put a barrel in his lobby and roped it

off with a sign reading "Dangerous. Do not

get too close." The idea of the rope was to

make it clearly evident that the person was
looking in. and to kill his alibi.

At the bottom of the barrel was the "April 1"

sheet torn from a daily calendar pad. He did

not even add "April Fool." feeling that people

would use their own judgment.
He stung hundreds and some victims even

came back with their friends to enjoy their

discomfiture.

There was no advertising in the barrel.

Memory as An Aid to

Exploitation Stunts
If you don't owe money, it is a capital thing

to have a good memory. M. C. Toothache r, of
the New Lewis Theatre, Independence, Mo., has
a memory and he happened to call to mind the

fact that the zoo had purchased an old stage
coach some time before.

Just what a stage coach was doing in the
zoo is beside the question. It was there, and
Mr. Toothacher borrowed it to use in exploit-

ing "Tol'able David," with a banner for the
house.

He also used the door knob for business
houses, putting them up after closing time and
telling the world that the store was closed
Ijccause the clerks had gone to see "Tol'able
David."
This stunt works best in the summer time,

when the stores either close early on Saturday
or take a half holiday more toward the middle
of the week. That is the time to get out the
"closed" hangers to the largest cleanup. Mr.
Toothacher merely anticipates the season.

Pleased the Women
De Sales Harrison, of the Howard Theatre,

Atlanta, Ga., built his advertising for "The
Law and the Woman" on the fact that Justice
is represented as a blindfolded woman bearing
aloft the scales.

He made Justice the centre of his advance
display in the foyer with the lines : "The law
may be blind, but how about woman's intuition?
See 'The Law and the Woman,' all next week.
Here."
The figure was flanked by owls with green

electric bulbs for eyes, working on a flasher
socket.

A Fara/iiount Picture.

THE PROPER WAY TO PUT OVER "THE WORLD'S CHAMPION"
Guy Kenimer, of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, played up the athletic angle in his

lobby, borrowing the stuff from the Y. M. C. A.; and you could walk right in and

punch the bag or work the bars. The bars, of course, were non-alcoholic

Shamrocks Got Over
Frank H. Burns, of the Orlando, (Fla.),

Enterprises, worked the white trellis and green
shamrocks for Colleen Moore in "Come on
Over." Green and white is a great combination,
and the effect was striking. The lattice was
used to frame some cutouts from the Goidwyn
paper, and was not a full lattice lobby, though
we think this would be even more effective
where there is one on hand.
As the picture was played St. Patrick's Day,

the advertising was doubly effective.
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This Stock Attractor

Is Held from the Edge
Very often the use of a stock cut in the size

marked is hurtful because the outlines of the

cut come close to the edge of the measurement.
In such a case the result is poor. This three-

column cut on Betty Compson in "The Green
Temptation" seems to be taken from the cam-
paign book, but it is centered and only the
balloons and strings dangle close to the edge.
This gives a white relief which makes it pos-
sible to use the cut in the width marked with-
out spoiling the display. It is an exception to

the rule for generally the artist works right up
to the edge of his space, though most Para-
mount stock cuts are undersized and a three-
column cut for e-xemple, is seldom three col-

umns full width. Space is left for the border

THE LAST PRODUCTION DIRECTED
if^WILLIAM.D.TAYLOR

Harold Lloyd
"Next Aisie

Over"

Temptation"
Apache imdeiworld and society boudoir
linked in this thrilling romance of a daz-
zling little dancer n ho became the darling
of Paii-s!

A BETTER MEASUREMENT
and generally for a white margin as
well. This is a better plan than making the
cuts full width or even full width minus the
pica spaces between the columns. The text
used here is being widely copied, and it puts the

picture over in so few words that it could not
well be improved upon. We do not like the

persistent connection of this picture with the

late William D. Taylor. That matter should be
permitted to drop and not be used for a selling

angle. The picture is good enough to sell

upon its own merits without an appeal to the
morbidity of the average crowd.

—p. T. A.—

Cuts Do Not Matter
Where Copy Is Good

There are some pretty poor cuts in the frame
of this 130 by three from the Rivoli Theatre,
Baltimore, on First National's "The Rosary,"
but the cuts do not matter much in this space.

At best they are only a frame and they would
not sell much could you see them, for they are

indifferent portraits at best. What sold this

picture was the title and the copy. It is the

familiar "words fail us" idea, but it is well

handled and it carries strong conviction. Most

of the selling on this picture will be done on
the title. The song was popular to the point
of being a nuisance and the stage play has an
appeal still, so this all works for the picture
title. The rest is merely a matter of persuad-
ing the prospect that the play is a good one.

WHERE CUTS DO NOT COUNT
The players assure the cast and this is put over
here with the captions rather than with the cuts.
The selling talk does the rest, though we
wonder what is meant by "the thrill of real

thrills." But the reader does not stop to
criticize. It looks like a lot of earnest talk,

so he is persuaded, and the chances are that he
will not regret his investment, Baltimore
usually gives better work on cuts than that
shown here, so the chances are that the cut
work on this was poor, and the screen used is a
trifle too fine for the paper. It is more a
matter of general effect than of detailed excel-
lence, but it gets the idea over.

You have seen this advertisement for

Picture

Theatre

Advertising
week after week. Just becauie it was at the
bottom of the column, you perhaps have not
read it. You'll read it here. That's what
"preferred position" means.

Lots of other things are explained in this

meaty book by the conductor of this depart-
ment. Almost every page has a money-getting
stunt and any one of these will be worth
several times what the volume costi, and
you get the other stunts free. It costs only
two dollars the copy and may be ordered
from the publishers of Moving Picture World.
Get a copy today. Makes bad business good
and good business better.

Campaign Book Cut Is

Wedged in With Type
This is a nice display for the Century The-

atre, Baltimore, based on the use of a plan
book cut. It would have been twice as good

had the layout not wedged the rirfit hand side
of the cut in with type. Using lettering half
the size for the names of the features players
would have given a touch of lightness that this
display lacks. " Bought and Paid For" is some-
what heavy in tone, and can stand a solid mass
of type better than a comedy but even a

TOO MUCH SOLIDITY

drama should not look oppressive, and
this display is so tightly wedged in that
it looks uncomfortable. There is no
white on the right to balance the spots on the
left, and it does not get more display merely
because it uses a blacker letter. This seems to
be an addition made by the theatre. If the type
was on the mat from the exchange, the cut
should have been notched to permit the use of a
lighter face. Even using a smaller "and" be-
tween the two names would have helped. The
"and" is going to sell no tickets and therefore
does not need to be so prominently displayed.
This is a single plan book cut, but we think the
staff artist planned badly. The single figure of
the woman is strong and forceful, but it is ma-
terially weakened by the panel showing Holt.
The single figure would have been far superior
from an attractor point of view. It is capital
art work, full of character, where you do not
get the idea that Holt is breaking in the door
until you have looked at it for a moment, and
most persons will not waste that moment. They
do not regard advertising attractors as puzzle
pictures and do not waste time looking for hid-
den meanings.

—P. T. A.—

Forms Good Display
from Plan Book Cut

Notching a plan book cut gave the Palace
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, a neat display in four
sevens. Notching the cut on the left let in the
shamrock and on the right it permitted the
small features to be listed in what otherwise
would have been a waste of space and water.
The cut was planned for a larger space, but by
sitting a little closer it all got in very nicely.
The black hull of the steamer gives the attrac-
tion point and a light display around permits
this to show its fullest effect. It would have
been a simple matter to have killed off the en-
tire space with just a couple of lines of heavy
display type—but the Hamilton knows better.
The selling talk is merely "Better come real
early. Many will be turned away. Another
'Old Nest'." That does not sound like much,
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but it carries conviction where a lot of adja:-
tives would have meant little or nothing. We
do not approve so heartily of the note which
reserves to the management the right to elimi-

nate from the night shows all but the overture
and the musical setting to the feature. This is

better than racing the film to get the crowd
out quickly, but we imagine that it must create

NOTE:"!,": •>( prrfsRuatci. lU (Mo

HOW THE HAMILTON WORKED IT

a feeling of uncertainty in the minds of the

patrons to know that they are liable to have the

entire short program pulled out to permit a
third show to be ground on the evening. It

seems to us that a more lasting clientele could
be built by adhering to the announced program
and always giving money's worth. Many houses
have built up their greater reputation on the

general program, and often this will pull the

crowd on a weak feature. By and large the

probabilities are that on the year the receipts

are no greater, {/ as large as would be the case

where the program as announced was adhered
to. It is largely a local matter, but that is the

way it looks to the outsider. It pays to be
more than fair to the patron.

—P. T. A.—

Jackie and Wesley to

Do the Bunny Hug
The Boulevard Theatre, Baltimore, went in

for children Easter week and split the session

between Jackie Coogan in "My Boy" and Wes-
ley Barry in "Penrod." These are supposed to

appeal especially to children, though for no
good reason, for the grown-ups certainly enjoy
them as much, but the child appeal tradition has
been established, and certainly it is easier for

the children to obtain permission to see these

"safe" pictures, so the Boulevard specializes

A JUVENILE COMBINATION
on these for vacation week, and the Easter
rabbits and lilies give point to the gen-
eral idea of Easter. It is evident that the
management realizes that the pictures require

little selling, for the bare announcement is

made. This is ample, particularly as the pic-

tures have probably been previously down at

the first run houses. Three nineties is a gen-
erous space for a neighborhood house, but the
Boulevard probably figures on getting some of

the business the first run theatres could not
handle. The display offers no striking novelty,

but it is surprisingly good work in its simplicity

of treatment and in its use of white space. You
cannot overlook the display lines, yet they are
not thrown up through the use of heavy type
faces, for all four are only eighteen point, yet

they would not have gotten over as well had
ihey been in 36 point, for then they would have
crowded the space. They would have been
larger but not as prominetit because then they

would have had no background. It would be
interesting to figure just how much money is

wasted every Sunday through the use of lines

heavier than are required and which necessitate

the use of larger spaces than would serve to

put the pictures oyer with a proper display.

The waste would probably come close to six

figures to the left of the decimal.

—P. T. A.—

Very Pretty Drawing
Puts Over Attraction

We think Julius K. Johnson is a bit of a

hypocrite. He sends in a drawn display from
the Rialto Theatre, Omaha, and remarks that

he would appreciate an unbiased criticism. He
knows darned well it is a drawing above the

average and the only criticism is that it would
have been better with some type instead of all

that lettering. The drawing is. beyond ques-

tion, good stuff ; better than usual because the

faces have life and expression, and the shadows

STARTS TODAY
ll-l-3-5-Q-30-e-0;30
Last Fe atuLrc. at 10 p.ta 1^

DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
\\A is a v.

y4gncs
vfyres
Lliicodorc l<bslot'f

Mahlonliainilton

THE LANE
THAT HAD

,„

NOTURKINCJ^I^

A CLEVER DRAWING

are beautifully handled. If that's the sort of

unbiased criticism he wants, Johnson is wel-

come to it, for he deserves praise, and we don't

blame him for asking for it, but he should

have said "Ain't it a beaut?" instead of pre-

tending he wanted it criticized. He has been in

the business long enough to know how good it

is himself, and it is no disgrace to seek a title

deserved praise. The signature is Bennett, and
we think that Mr. Bennett should come out

hand-in-hand with Mr. Johnston to take the

bow, for he is an artist and not merely a
draftsman. He works with sureness to get

likenesses and he can hold his own even with
Bubar, and we cannot say more than that, for

we hold Bubar at the top of his class. It is

seldom that newspaper sketches look as though
they represented people. This trio of portraits

are likenesses, and they give a tremendous pull

to the space in which they are used, and John-
son backs this up with a pair of good selling

lines. We regret that we cannot give it the full

three-column reproduction it deserves. It beats

the best half-tone work that ever got into an
amusement page, and in the artist proof it is

almost good enough to be framed.

—P. T. A.—

False Hopes
Hope springs eternal in the human breast

and Bob Wall knows it. He runs the Wall
Theatre, Fremont, Neb., and he advertised that

on a specified date people could get "some-
thing with a kick in it" at his theatre.

Then he told them it was "Fool's Paradise"
and three or four days later he was able to

come back to town again, but it put the Para-
mount picture over to a great deal better than
usual business.

—P. T. A.—

Catchy Outline Sketch

Gives Punch to Space
There is something very attractive about this

outline sketch in the space for Loew's Theatre,

Cleveland, on Betty Compson in "The Green
Temptation." Its face is rather expressionless,

but the lines are pure and strong, and some-
how convey the suggestion of a story you very

much want to see. It gives you the idea the

story is good because you like the sketch. Part

A BRAND NEW WHIRL OF JOLUTY

STATE "FOLLIES"
Sl-NCOPATED MLSIC WD DANCE C^P^.^1VAL

GALE and BOB SHERWOOD

«IKIIII« BUIDSin

LYDtA iOSPY. Soprano
CARt T. SHOCC, Tanir

JIGGING nil jsn 101 Till. roB V toddlers
I r.oT sir H.tiiiTs o\

BOLD. BRAfE FIRE.\I.1\ TIIL STRt TTI\- B.IBIl^

NEXT WEEK
Ctnitmce Mimige in "Manmi'i Alliir" ni la\n a ••Ccp«"

A CLEVER SKETCH
of the effect is due to the background, but more
is to be credited to the sparing use of forceful
lines. More detail would have spoiled it. This
is done by Carvon, who perpetrated the awful
Galatea, of which we recently spoke, and ap-
parently he is trying to show that he can do
better work. This suffices to prove it. A man
who can draw as well as this cannot be called
poor. It is capitally done. The State is taking
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unusual space for its general program, possibly
with the idea of fighting the vaudeville houses,
and the film attractions are not given the space
to put them over to the fullest advantage, but
they get a half of the allowance, and the text
helps not a little, though the reference to Wil-
liam D. Taylor is not wholly to be commended.
Better is the six point panel just below, which
gives : "Apache underworld and society boudoir
linked in the thrills of this romance of a
dazzling little dancing darling." That will

sound promising to the average reader when
taken in connection with the cut, and the cut,

in its turn, does a lot to put over the lines.

—P. T. A.—

Cross Space Cut Is

Away from Signature
This three elevens from the Luna Theatre,

Lafayette, Ind., is very nicely laid out except
that the cross space title seems to suggest the
bottom of the advertisement, and the signature
rides as an extra. With the signature raised
to the top, to balance the black lines at the
bottom, the space would be better enclosed
and there would be a more intimate connection
between the house and the title. Using the
same cut in a four-column space would have

^pleading—pleading—

ItaM

SONG
P LIFE

NOW PLAYING

TODAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY alst. john

TIME OF SH0W3
IIDO. 3:00. 4:C(r. £:D0

Price> 10, 15, 2S<:

A DOUBLE BARRIER

given a white margin to run down to the plate

and hook it to the rest of the space, but in a
close fit the connection is not so apparent. No
great harm is done, but the rapid reader may
fail to connect the title with the place at which
it is to be shown unless his interest is engaged.
Probably there are few rapid readers in La-
fayette, and the suggestion is offered only along
the lines of general comment. This would
be more important in the larger places where
a more intimate connection between title and
house might mean a difference in the business.
The general text is very well done, but seems
to have been lifted from the campaign book,
along with the cut. If it is original stuff it in

highly creditable to the house. It's at least an
indication of nice taste in the selection of ad-
vertising material.

Won a Page Hook-up
for Two Reel Title

Getting 'six bankers out of six approaches was
the record of the advertising solicitor for the
Indianapolis Nnos, who went out to fill a page
on Chaplin and "The Woman's Side." Five of
the banks hooked to the comedy because the
title, "Pay Day," appealed most to them, but
one shrewdly saw the appeal to women in the
title of the Katherine MacDonald play. Ralph

Uodau

Your.
Ermj

PAY%m¥ seeli , _

.in his,

GET A P. T. A. AND USE ITl

A CHAPLIN HOOK-UP
Lieber, manager of the Circle Theatre, sug-
gested to the News that the banks might be
interested in "Pay Day. They were. If Lieber
could pick the ponies the way he can pick ad-
vertising winners he would have the bookmak-
ers in the pawnshops. The Nezi's could spare
only a page in the Saturday edition, so the
advertising man saw only enough banks to fill

the space left from the Circle advertisement,
and stopped with the sixth name on his list be-
cause his space was full. Most of the banks
were willing to take even larger spates, for
they know that to hook to picture advertising
gives them assurance that their own displays
will be read by a greater number of prospects
tlian on the run of the paper: which is the
a'-Liument for all hook-up pages. Curiosity
leads the reader to go over them all to see how
well they have hooked up. The Circle paid for
its space, but it got the benefit of a full page
('isplay at a cost of less than half. Not the
least value of the advertising was the fact that
it was printed on pay day. which gave a punch
to the bankers' appeals to come on over and put
some of it away for the rainy days. One bank
even stole more picture advertising stuff and
announced a prize contest for the best essays
on what the contestants knew about saving.
There were 104 cash prizes, costing $300.

—P. T. A.—

Campaign Cuts and
Original Layouts

Charles R. Roediger, of the Moore Amuse-
ment Company, Tacoma, which works with the
Jensen & Von Herberg Circuit, sends in an un-
usually pretty full page for "Fool's Paradise,"
in which he saves a part of the cost by leaving
off one column. It gives him just as good a
si)lash, affords a better proportioned space and
gets pure reading over onto the page. The
upper portion is original drawing, working in
with a plan book cut at the bottom. In between
he shows an admirable restraint in not trying

to tell a bookful in a limited space. He sells

it, sells the time and prices and the musical
program, but he lets the pictures do most of
the work, feeling that pictures will work best
for him. The halftones do not come out as well
as they might, but the line work is capitally
done, better in some aspects than the work of
the staff artists as shown below. It reveals

"Fool's Paradise" X

A CAPITAL NEAR FULL

imagination and creates an atmosphere for the
statement that this is "a new type of screen
spectacle" as set forth in the brief selling talk.
Every little while Mr. Roediger comes in with
something out of the ordinary. It would be
interesting to know what he does in between
tirnes. He must still be interesting if not as
brilliantly original.

—P. T. A.—

Characteristic Display
Made Them Come on Over

Lowe's State Theatre, Salt Lake City, had a
characteristic lobby display for Goldwyn's
"Come on Over."

Atop the box office was a three-foot statue
of Liberty. On either side an arch was flung
to the side walls. On one was lettered "Come
on" with "Over" on the other, and a cutout of
Moyna on the lobby floor. Small Irish flags
were strung about the lobby, and shamrocks
powdered the display.

The appeal to those who might be interested
m the story of the little colleen who did "Come
on Over" can be understood. The display
brought in those most likely to be interested in
the play, and the exploitation which does this
is naturally the best form of exploitation.

—P. T. A.—

Weeper Had Dropsy
W. T. Brock, of the Strand Theatre, Knox-

vdle, used the street weeping girl to help put
over "Why Girls Leave Home," and to add to
the effect the girl dropped various articles of
dress from the satchel she carried. When some
kind-hearted pedestrain would hand it back,
she would thank him with a mournful smile
and reward him with a card advertising the
Strand. At other times she would sit on a
camp stool she carried until she had gathered
a mob and then hand out the cards.

The lobby display was a question mark with
the upper part worked out in read lights with
green for the dot. It stood out like a light-
house.
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
Defarttneni for ihe Informaiion of &xhihiiors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in.

First National
HAIL THE WOMAN. Extra fine picture

that brought out the women. Advertising;
half page two newspapers, and posters.
Patronage; general. Attendance; good. S.

H. Blair, Majestic Theatre, Belleville,

Kansas.

IN OLD KENTUCKY. Extra good pic-

ture. Pleased every one. Patrons say it is

the best picture ever shown here. Good
horse race ; fine acting. If you want a good
picture, book it. Advertising; one, three,

six, slide, advertising in paper. Patronage;,
mixed. Attendance; good. Chas. E. John-
son, Plaza Theatre, Punta Gorda, Florida.

THE KID. A very good picture for

Chaplin; this liked better than his others.
Advertising; two threes, one six, photos,
slide, heralds. Attendance; good. R. L.

Harding, Plaza Theatre, Little Rock, Ar-
kansas.

LESSONS IN LOVE. Better for me
than the usual Constance Talmadge picture,

though this isn't boosting much. Advertis-
ing; regular. Patronage; mixed. Attend-
ance; fairly good. S. H. McNeill, Rideau
Theatre, Smith's Falls, Ontario, Canada.

MOLLY O'. Very good picture but it

failed to get the business for me. It seemed
to please them but was far from a knockout
as advertised. Advertising; ones, threes
sixes, heralds, window cards, newspaper.
Patronage; high class. .Attendance; poor.
H. D. Wharton, Pastime Theatre, Warren,
Arkansas.

MY BOY. Six reels that pleased better

than 100 per cent. Give us a picture like

this for Friday and Saturday night and we
can make money. Book this and go after

it hard. You will have no complaints. Ad-
vertising; heralds, newspaper, lobby and
street frames. Patronage ;

general. Attend-
ance

;
good. Smith & Correll, Portland The-

atre, Casselton, North Dakota.

MY BOY. Here is a wonderful little

picture. I would not miss it if I were you.
Everybody satisfied. Advertising; three
ones, one three, one six, slide and program.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,
New York.

PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT. Cannot say
much for this although it should not be
condemned. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
better class. Attendance; poor. K. H.
Sink, Wayne Theatre Greenville, Ohio.

SCRAP IRON. One of Ray's best. The
five-round fight is especially good. Pleased
100 per cent. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age; small town. Attendance; good. E.

E. Corr, Princess Theatre, Thompson, Iowa.

STRANGER THAN FICTION. While
this has more than fair entertainment value,

I don't understand why the producers rely

on the star's beauty to put her pictures

across. Give her something with incident

and action on her part. Advertising; post-
ers, papers and slides. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; fair. Chas. W. Lewis,
I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.

A WOMAN'S PLACE. Patrons reported
"a fine picture for Constance Talmadge."
She draws for me regardless. Advertising;
ones and photos. Patronage; general. At-
tendance

;
good. R. Mason Hall, Grand

Theatre, Northfork, West Virginia.

Fox
BAR NOTHING. A good one. A few

saw the second show. Buck Jones is a good
drawing card for me. .'Advertising; ones and
photos. Patronage; general. Attendance;
extra good. R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre,
Northfork, West Virginia.

FOOTFALLS. Dififerent from most fea-

tures and a very good story with fair

photography. The dramatic acting of Ty-
rone Power was excellent. Advertising;
billboards and newspapers. Patronage; good
class. Attendance; fair. H. C. Stevens,
Yale Theatre, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.

THE LAST TRAIL. Very good picture.

Ran Larry Semon in "The Bakery" with it;

it sure made a fine program; everybody
well pleased. Advertising; regular theatre
and newspaper. .Attendance; first night
poor (rain), second night very good. S.

A. Peake, Pastime Theatre, Maquoketa,
Iowa.

THE LAST TRAIL. Very good picture.

Overselling causes exhibitor to have to

charge too much. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; better than expected. Mrs. J.

B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, Cali-

fornia.

LOVETIME. A good program picture.

Shirley Mason seldom fails to please here.

Her pictures are always clean and entertain-
ing without any suggestiveness to annoy the
most pious folks. Advertising; three sheets.

Patronage; rural. Attendance; good. D. B.
Rankin, Cooperative Theatre, Idana, Kan-
sas.

ROUGH DIAMOND. One of the best
and fastest pictures we ever ran; Tom Mix
sure is good. Give us more like it. Ad-
vertising; handbills, lobby, sheets and news-
papers. Patronage

;
high class. Attendance;

good. Thomas Clark, Electric Theatre,
Maryville, Missouri.

SHACKLES OF GOLD. William Farnum
displays his ability in this one. A picture
any audience should appreciate. Advertis-
ing; ones, newspaper, heralds, slide, photos.
Patronage; small town. .Attendance; good.
R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Gushing, Iowa.

SINGING RIVER. Russell did very well.

Picture just ordinary; nothing big, a pro-
gram picture. .Advertising: handbills, lobby,
photos and newspaper. Patronage; mixed
Attendance; fair. Thomas Clark, Electric
Theatre, Maryville, Missouri.

THUNDERCLAP. Thrills follow thrills;

the kind of picture the people want. Went
well on rainy night. .Advertising; slide, six

sheets, one sheets, heralds. Patronage;
general. .Attendance; good. A. B. Kreiser,
Majestic Theatre, Myerstown, Pennsylvania.

Goldwyn
GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART. Nice

light comedy, well acted; catchy titles. Ad-
vertising; si.x, threes, regular paper adver-
tising. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair.

J. F. Cramer, Majestic Theatre, Willits,
California.

HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL.
Really a very good picture with a story that
appeals. Title is good but stars are hard
to exploit. It is a new type of Western
drama and there was much favorable com-
ment. Business poor, but not fault of pic-
ture. Ben. L. Morris, Olympic Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.

OLD NEST. This picture needs no ex-
hibitor's advertising; book it and you will

make money. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; good. J. Solo-
mon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West
V'irginia.

THEODORA. Foul Ball! This picture is

no good for this kind of a town. Played this

at benefit with the D. O. K. K. Lodge and
they have 500 members, and then no busi-
ness. Attendance; poor. S. A. Peake, Pas-
time Theatre, Maquoketa, Iowa.

WATCH YOUR STEP. Snappy little

comedy drama with no pulling power v.'hat-

soever for me. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age; small town. .Attendance; poor. W.
Ray Erne, Rialto Theatre, Charlotte,
Michigan.

WATCH YOUR STEP. Extra fine com-
edy that keeps 'em laughing till the end.
.Advertising; heralds. Patronage; general.
.Attendance; fair. S. H. Blair; Majestic
Theatre, Belleville, Kansas.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
OLD OAKEN BUCKET. Pleased my

patrons; had more favorable comment on
this than on "Old Swimmin' Hole." Clean
picture all the way through. .Advertising;
one, three, six, slide, newspaper. Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; good. Chas. F.

Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta Gorda,
Florida.

Hodkinson
FACE OF THE WORLD. Good picture

but did not pull. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; poor. J.

H. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg,
West Virginia.

PARTNERS OF THE TIDE. It is a good
picture and can be shown anywhere.
Pleased every one; no kicks whatever and
that's what an exhibitor likes. Patronage;
all classes. Attendance; fair. .A. E. Rogers,
Temple Theatre, Dexter, New York.

SIGN OF THE JACK O' LANTERN. A
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fair little program picture with quite a few
laughs. Story light, but the characters are
quaintly drawn and it will get by with a not
too exacting audience. Pay attention to
your fillers on this because to give a really

good show they will have to be good. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronage; health seekers
and tourists. Attendance; good. Dave Sey-
mour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.

Metro
CINDERELLA'S TWIN. Viola Dana in

one of her older, delightful comedies;
pleased all. Advertising; lobby and slide

only. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance
;
poor.

Alfred N. Sack, New Dreamland Theatre,
San Antonio, Texas.

FOUR HORSEMEN. One of the best.

All patrons acknowledged it was worth
money. Ran at fifty cents. Roads were
blocked with four feet of snow and will

show return date before I get out of it.

(Return date June 15th). Advertising; 10,-

000 pamphlets mailed, extra billboard and
newspaper. Patronage

;
general. Attend-

ance; not sufficient. H. J. Longaker, How-
ard Theatre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

FOUR HORSEMEN. The most power-
ful pulling magnet we ever showed. Ad-
vertising; posters, heralds, papers and bally-
hoo. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good. J. Carborell, Monroe Theatre, Key
West, Florida.

PEACOCK ALLEY. One of the best
pictures we have ever shown. Mae Murray
is simply great in it. Audiences delighted.
Advertising; pole and window cards, circu-
lars, newspapers. Patronage; average. At-
tendance; good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo
Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

TURN TO THE RIGHT. A good picture
;

good story, well selected cast, which in-

cludes Alice Terry, Jack Mulhall, Harry
Myers and George Cooper. You can faith-
fully recommend it to your patrons. Patron-
age ; neighborhood. Attendance; average.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison
street, Chicago, Illinois.

Paramount
FOOTLIGHTS. A well acted little pic-

ture : nothing big but pleasing. Pleased
100 per cent. Advertising; lobby, news-
paper, billboard, programs. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; poor. G. E. Shilkett,
St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

THE GREAT MOMENT. Excellent pro-
duction. Sold Gloria Swanson, and the pic-
ture was what they expected to see. Pat-
ronage; small town. Attendance; house
record. Jack W. Ogilvie, Dixie Theatre,
Wyona, Oklahoma.

GREEN TEMPTATION. Last picture di-

rected by William Taylor and from its lav-
ishness it looks like a Cecil DeMille pro-
duction. Don't be afraid of it pleasing,
because it had many favorable comments.
Title is not the best for box office value.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison
street, Chicago, Illinois.

HEART SPECIALIST. Very good. Will
please. Many favorable comments. Thos.
Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut.

HOMER COMES HOME. One of the
best Ray pictures we have run here and we
have run most of his latest. Full of humor
and seemed to please most of my patrons.
Ran a Paramount Magazine with this. In
SDite of all we can't make money these days,
and would gladly offer reward for the anti-

dote. I've tried everything. Speak up
somebody. Advertising; one two, two ones,
slide, photos and local paper. Patronage;
country and village. Attendance; poor.
Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre,
Cochrane, Wisconsin.

IDOLS OF CLAY. I personally consider
this Mae Murray's best, although "Peacock
Alley" seems to be getting all the dough.
If you haven't used "Idols of Clay," use it.

It's a real picture of the kind Mae is noted
for. M. Oppenheimer, Empire Theatre, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

THE LOVE SPECIAL. If you expect
Reid to make love to a bunch of flappers on
a train you will be disappointed. Very good,
and your Reid fans will like it. Patronage;
best, siTiall town. Attendance; good. Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre, Neillsville,

Wisconsin.

MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY. A
very good picture, but did not draw at all.

Pleased all who saw it. Advertising; lobby,
newspaper, billboard, hand-bills. Patron-
age ; mixed. Attendance

;
poor. G. E.

Shilkett, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla-
homa.

NANCY FROM NOWHERE. Nothing
unusual about this picture, but seemed to
please fairly well. Attendance; fair.

Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kansas.

WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS.
Very good, but patrons do not especially like

Scotch stories. Advertising; newspaper.
Patronage; smalltown. Attendance; fair.

N. R. Carskadan, Music Hall Theatre,
Keyser, West Virginia.

WHITE AND UNMARRIED. Good
Meighan feature. Star is popular here and
drew fairly well. Advertising; newspaper.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

N. R. Carskadan, Music Hall Theatre,
Keyser, West Virginia.

WHITE OAK. Good feature. Everyone
seems to like Hart. Pleased all. Adver-
tising; regular. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance

; good. Fred S. Widenor, Opera
House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

THE >yHISTLE. William S. Hart. Ex-
cellent picture which pleased a good deal.
Patronage

;
general. William Noble, Isis

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

WOLVES OF THE RAIL. Second run,
but did wonderful business. Hart's best
ones will go again. Advertising; photos and
ones. Patronage; general. Attendance;
extra good. R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre,
Northfork, West Virginia.

WORLD'S CHAMPION. Another pro-
gram picture, sold on a special contract.
Five reels of fair entertainment. Advertis-
ing; ones, sixes, window cards, heralds.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

Eric Garret, Richard Theatre, Ahoskie,
North Carolina.

WORLD'S CHAMPION. As good as
Reid's best and that's saying a lot. Great
exploitation angles and a production to back
them up. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; good. W. C.
Benson, Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket,
Rhode Island.

R-C
BOY CRAZY. Pretty good picture for a

light comedy. Advertising; posters and
papers. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance

; poor. J. Carljorell, Monroe Theatre,
Key West, Florida.

COLD STEEL. Good picture of the melo.
type. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. J. F. Cramer,
Majestic Theatre, Willits, California.

COLD STEEL. A good theme, pleasant-
ly directed. Good cast. Many were skeptical
of title. Advertising; ones, photos, pro-
grams, slide. Patronage ; small town. At-
tendance; fair. R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,
Gushing, Iowa.

Selznick
CHANNING OF THE N. W. Truly a

splendid picture as far as action and perfect
cast goes, immensely interesting, fine and
dandy. But just as you get interested and sit

to enjoy the picture, suddenly it quits square
off, not half finished. This director should
have added some kind of a finish. There is

no excuse for such carelessness; he should
be made to finish the picture. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

PROPHET'S PARADISE. Pleased 100
per cent. Book it. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.

J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke,
Alabama.

REPORTED MISSING. Good comedy,
but business did not build up as I ex-
pected. All the chance in the world for
exploitation. Advertising; advance teaser
cards, splash lobby, billboards, newspapers.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

W. Ray Erne, Rialto Theatre, Charlotte,
Michigan.

United Artists
A DOLL'S HOUSE. Nothing to go nutty

over. Nazimova has had much better di-

recting than in this flimsy thing. She may
fail to twinkle unless better stuff to work
with is given her. Nazimova, you are going
to have to do something if you expect to
stick. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guth-
rie, Oklahoma.

I ACCUSE. A great picture in every re-

spect but it is a war story all the way
through and hence a back number for us.

Advertising; newspaper, circulars, lobby.
Patronage; average. Attendance; fair.

Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Glou-
cester, New Jersey.

WAY DOWN EAST. Exceptionally fine.

We got out the biggest crowd in months,
but exchange got practically all of it. Ad-
vertising; more extensively than any other
picture. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; good. A. LaValla, Communitjr
Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.

Universal
BEAR CAT. This is one of Hoot Gib-

son's best. Better than last one. Bu.siness
off. Advertising; ones, sixes, photos, slide.

Patronage; middle class. Attendance; fair.

Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kan.

BREATH OF THE GODS. They call it

a Jewel. For me, should have been called
a "lemon." In my whole show history this
one cans the climax as a lemon for me.
Advertising; lobby, one sheets, slide. At-
tendance; none, and am glad of it. R. S.
Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

FIRE EATER. Like all Hoot Gibsons,
good with plenty of real action. Hoot's get-
ting better all the time. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke,
Alabama.

THE FOX. Ordinary Western picture,
not by any means the first Western super-
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special ever made, .\dvertising

; billboards.
Patronage; all classes. Attendance; fair.
L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre, Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

MAN TRACKERS. A very good North-
west iloiinted Police story; well liked. Ad-
vertising; ones, threes, photos, slide,
newspapers. Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance; good. Edward W. Werner,
Windsor Theatre, Canton, Ohio.

NO WOMAN KNOWS. Lots of sob stuff,
but a good one at that. Bought it at right
price and just broke even. Patronage;
family. Attendance; fair. R. J. Relf, Star
Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

RAGE OF PARIS. Special attraction!
Fen- me, five reels of slush, not a good thing
about it. A 1 as a business killer for me.
Advertising; two threes, four ones, photos.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.
K. C. Collins, Amusu Theatre, Stratton, Col-
orado.

REPUTATION. Good character acting.
Play not what you would expect from ad-
vertising. Advertising; special. Patron-
age; small town. Attendance; fair. W. F.
Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wiscon-
sin.

THE SCRAPPER. Very good picture to
make a hit with any kind of people, espe-
cially the Irish; a very good Irish story,
good action, especially in last reel. For me
Universal puts out a good program and they
are hard to beat. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance; fair, not the fault of the picture.
G. K. Nenes, Liberty Theatre, Miami, Ari-
zona.

THUNDER ISLAND. A little too grue-
some and over done. Poor story to begin
with. They did not like it. Advertising;
regular. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre,
DeQueen, Arkansas.

VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL. This is a very
good picture to use during the time v/hen
they are wild about the "sheik" stories. This
is a timely special and will stand a one day
repeat in most houses. Every bit of paper
on this is a money getter; use it all. M.

(Jppenheimer, Empire Theatre, New Orleans,
Louisiana.

WILD HONEY. This one didn't go as
good as "Reputation" for me. The only
thrill in "Wild Honey" is the flood scene.
-Advertising; banner, photos and ones.
Patronage; general. Attendance; extra
good. R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, North-
fork, West Virginia.

Vitagraph
BOB'S CANDIDATE. Picture only fair,

hut good enough to satisfy. Played by
Corinne Griffith. Pleased 90 per cent. Ad-
vertising; ones, threes, slide, set 11x14 pho-
tos. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. E. Eleazar, Casino Theatre, Kaplan,
Louisiana.

DIAMONDS ADRIFT. Not much of a
picture and just an ordinary story told in a
slow manner. Nothing in it that would cause
talk or bring people into theatre. Ben
L. Morris, Olympic, Bellaire, Ohio.

FLOWER OF THE NORTH. Exception-
ally good production with a good ending
climax. Ninety per cent, of patrons like it

fine; no kicks, h good outdoor picture and
a good bet. Advertising; lobby, photos,
ones and threes. Patronage; mixed. At-
tendance

;
good. John Cleva, Jr., Enterprise

Theatre, Glenalum, West Virginia.

GYYPSY PASSION. A picture you can
play as a big special feature. We got be-
hind it and put it over. .Advertising; news-
paper, heralds, lobby and slide. Patronage;
high class. Attendance

;
good. Thomas

Clark, Electric Theatre, Maryville, Missouri.

ISLAND WIVES. A well balanced bill,

with Corinne GriflFith. Audiences and crit-

ics favorable in their comments. Patron-
age; general. William Noble, Criterion The-
atre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

THE LITTLE MINISTER. Six reels.

Pleased 100 per cent. Fine acting, interest-

ing plot. Had many favorable comments.
.Advertising; newspaper, lobby display.

Patronage; general. Attendance; fair.

Smith & Correll, Portland Theatre, Cassel-

ton. North Dakota.

A Straight from the Shoulder Report

Exhibitors are booking by these reports. Tell them about pictures that make money

for you and warn them against the really bad stuff. Be fair to the picture and to yonr

fellow exhibitors. LET'S HEAR FROM YOU.

Title of Picture Producer.

Your Own Report

How Advertised

Type of Patronage Attendance
Good, Fair, Poor

Theatre City

Date Signed

.State

MAN FROM DOWNING STREET. Real
good picture. Put this over by using first
run stuflf. Advertising; regular, no extra
stuff. Patronage ; usual. Attendance; good.
Jack Ogilvic, Dixie Theatre, Wynona, Okla-
homa.

SON OF WALLINGFORD. Those who
saw it liked it. But mighty few there were.
This is always a bad month (May) for us.
H. R. Walker, Classic Theatre, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, Canada.

Comedies
THE BAKERY (Vitagraph). Book these

Semons and clean up. .All good that have
been run. Advertising

;
regular. Patronage;

small town. -Attendance; fair. W. F. Pease,
Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

FREE AIR (Educational). Very clever
little comedy. Pleased 80 per cent. Had a
special lobby. Mrs. W. E. Arthur, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

HIS NIGHT OUT (Warner Bro..). This
is a Charlie Chaplin two-reel revival. It's

pretty good, but does not measure up to
some other Essanay revivals. Jack Kaplan,
Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New
York.

SAILOR MADE MAN (Pathe). Lloyd
never made a better comedy. It is four
reels and there is no padding. Something
doing every minute. It will please close to
100 per cent, of your patrons. Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison street,
Chicago, Illinois.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES (Fox). Don't
hesitate to book these comedies. The ma-
jority of them are good. They always
please. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South
Fallsburgh, New York.

Serials
WITH STANLEY IN AFRICA (Univer-

sal). Good serial; it takes very good with
the kids. Exhibitors, take this one. Miss
Molly Popkin, Maple Leaf Theatre, Tor-
onto, Ontario, Canada.

Short Subjects
BATTLE OF JUTLAND (EducaUonal).

-Advertising matter good. People who want
to see something along the educational line
were well pleased. Others were peeved. We
heard very few good comments. H. R.
Walker, Royal Theatre, Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia, Canada.

TOLD AT TWILIGHT (Pathe). Pathe
playlet, three reels, starring Baby Os-
borne. Ran Lloyd comedy and news with
this and it fell flat. Playlet for me a poor
picture and they ask too much for entire
program. Harry C. Waffle, Lyric Theatre,
Mcintosh, South Dakota.

State Rights
A CHILD FOR SALE (Graphic). Good

as some of the bigger specials; pleased
everybody who saw it, though a very sad
picture. .Advertising; slide, photos, one
sheet. Patronage ; small town. .Attendance;
fair. E. Eleazar, Casino Theatre, Kaplan,
Louisiana.

THE LEECH (Pioneer). If you believe

in a propaganda story for entertainment,
here it is : subject timely and fair. Adver-
tising; average. Patronage; younger ele-

ment. -Attendance; fair. L. R. Barhydt,
Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Massachusetts.

MISS DECEPTION (Sterling). Played
to a very good house. .Advertising: bill-

board. Patronage; country. Attendance;
fair. O. K. McXemar, New Electric Theatre,

Burnsville, West Virginia.
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Newest Reviews and.Comments
"Over the Border"

Betty Compson and Tom Moore Star in

Paramount's Virile Winter Picture

of the Mounted Police.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.

A short story by Sir Gilbert Parker entitled,

"She of the Triple Chevron," furnishes the

basis for the Paramount picture, "Over the

Border," with the dual star combination, Betty

Compson and Tom Moore. It is a virile, melo-

dramatic story of the Royal N. W. Mounted
Police in which a member of this force is

presented in an out-of-the-ordinary role

wherein after leaving the organization he seeks,

for the love of a girl, to outwit his former
associates and save the girl's brother who is

accused of murder, and there are several strong

dramatic moments.
This picture has an interesting story pre-

sented with due regard to its dramatic values

and provides good entertainment particularly

for the warm summer days as the entire action

takes place in the deep snows of the North-
west, just across the Canadian border. The
snow scenes are not only beautiful, but excep-

tionally well done, those of the blinding blizzard

being unusually fine.

Director Penryhn Stanlaws deserves credit

for the manner in which he has handled this

story bringing out the points and in holding the

suspense in the crucial moments. The produc-

tion is portrayed by a thoroughly competent

cast who are all seen in congenial roles, and
as is to be expected, the work of the two stars

is thoroughly satisfactory.

If your audiences like virile stories of the

Mounted Police, with plenty of fine snowstuflf,

they will welcome this one.
'l"he Cast

Jen Galbraith Betty Compson
Sergeant Flaherty Tom Moore
Peter Galbraith J. Farrell MacDonald
Val Galbraith Casson Ferguson
Snow Devil Sidney B'Albrook
Corporal Byng L. C. Shumway
Pretty Pierre Jean deBriac
Inspector Jules B. J. Brady
Adapted from Sir Gilbert Parker's Short

Story, "She of the Triple Chevron."
Scenario by A. S. LeVino.

Directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
Length. 6,S37 Feet.

The Story
Sergeant Flaherty, of the "Mounted," in

love with Jen, the daughter of a liquor
smuggler, is forced to arrest the entire gang
including the girl, who is betrayed by her
horse's broken shoe. Released on bail, Val,
the girl's brother in an altercation kills a
police spy. Seeking to cross the U. S. border
he is caught in a blizzard. Flaherty, as the
wires are down, is sent to in;.ercept him,
stopping at the girl's home he is drugged by
her father. Jen, to save her sweetheart's
honor and not knowing she is placing her
brother's life In Jeopardy, delivers the dis-
patch.
Sergeant Flaherty arrests Val for the

murder and immediately afterward, as his
discharge has become effective, dons Val's
coat and cap and reaches the border. In the
meantime, Val has also been spirited to the
border. Val's friend, Pierre, is shot by the
police, and dying, takes the blame for shoot-
ing the police spy. Val is cleared and every-
thing ends happily.
Progrnm and Exploitation Cntohline.s:
A Virile Story by Sir Gilbert Parker—Two
Prominent Stars, Betty Compson and
Tom Moore—the Celebrated Mounted
Police Shown in an Oiit-of-the-Ordinary
Role—Abundance of Very Fine Snow
Scenes—Combine to Make This a Picture
You Will Enjoy.

Rxploltatlon Angrles: Here is a combina-
tion you can play up—two big stars, Betty
Compson and Tom Moore in a virile story
of the Mounted Police by the well-known
author. Sir Gilbert Parker. Then, too, there
Is the snow angle, for summer appeal, the
scenes being unusually well done.

"A Woman of

No Importance"
Selznick Imports Interesting Picturiza-

tion of Famous Oscar Wilde Play.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

"A Woman of No Importance" is a screen

adaptation of Oscar Wilde's well-known play

of the same name, made in England, acted by
an English company and imported to this

country by the Selznick Company, which is to

be commended for giving the American
screens an uncommonly interesting picture.

The play has, of course, been widely read in

book form, and it has been used as the vehicle

of several noted stage stars a number of years

ago.

No matter how much drama happened to be

incorporated into the plots of Wilde's plays,

their primary use was as a framework upon
which to hang the author's brilliant, epigram-
matical dialogue. But in "A Woman of No
Importance" the dramatic material is quite

emphasized, and in picture form the distinctly

pointed story is related skillfully, having been

handled with good dramatic craftsmanship.

A number of Wilde's famous epigrams appear

as titles, most of which build up the construc-

tion of the story, but some appear to have been
dragged in just because they are Wilde
epigrams. The latter is so infrequent, how-
ever, that their effect is almost negligible.

Among the numerous features that stamp
"A Woman of No Importance" with uncommon
interest there are two things that stand out

as special contributions. One is the fact that

the original, logical ending has been retained

in the screen version, when there was plenty of

opportunity to follow a quite usual custom of

tacking on a more "moral" climax, an ending
pandering to those whose visions elude the

truths or cynicisms of life. It is refreshing
and novel to have the picture end on its original

cynical note, thereby furnishing a film that

remains logical to the last foot of celluloid,

and undestroyed by glueing on something that

doesn't fit but is supposed to satisfy this

mysterious demand for a so-called moral happy
ending. This picture proves that the moral
"happy ending" is the one that does not destroy
the author's thesis.

The other unusual feature is the superb per-
formance contributed by Fay Compton in the

role of Rachel. Miss Compton is a strikingly

beautiful young woman whose acting talent is

of such a marked degree of excellence that
she may be classed as among the finest

actresses on the screen today. She shares cast

featuring honors with Milton Rosmer, who
plays George Harford in such a way that he
realizes all of the many possibilities the part
contains. The others in the company are also

good.
The Cast

George Harford Milton Rosmer
Sir Thomas Harford M. Gray Murray
I«ady Cecelia Hetta Bartlett
Elsie Farquhar Gwen Carton
Rachel Fay Compton
Her Father Henry Vibart
Gerald Arbuthnot Ward McAllister
Lady Hunstanton Daisy Campbell
Hester Worsley Lillian Walker
Adapted from Oscar Wilde's Play of the

Same Name.
Scenario Not Credited.

Directed by Denison Clift.

Length, 5 Reels.
The Story

Rachel, a young girl on the threshold of
life, listened to the love-making of George
Harford, the cynical man of the world, to
whom women are but the playthings of a
moment. He promised to marry her, but
the pleasures of the world distract him and
his promise never materializes,
Rachel brings up her child in the spirit

of her own father, toiling for him with an

"Out of the Silent North"
Frank Mayo Starred in Universal Picture

Laid Amid the Snozvs of Upper
French Canada.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.

Working apparently on the idea that pictures

containing plenty of snow scenes will prove
attractive to theatre patrons on sultry summer
days quite a number of this type have recently

been announced for release. Universal has one
in "Out of the Silent North," starring Frank
Mayo.
The story is laid in the French Canadian

northland and deals with a man's great and un-
selfish love which leads him to help his pre-
sumably more favored rival. It is a pleasing

story which for the most part moves along at
an even pace except during the chase in dog
sleds to file title to the gold claim and con-
stitutes an average program offering.

Frank Mayo as the hero and Barbara Bed-
ford as the French Canadian girl are both ex-
cellently suited to their roles and the supporting
cast is thoroughly satisfactory throughout.
The photography throughout is high class and
there are some beautiful shots of the wooded
country, both during the season of snows and
in the springtime.

The Cast
Pierre Baptiste Frank Mayo
Marcotto Vallois Barbara Bedford
Andrea Vallois Lionel Belmore
Ashleigh Nefferton Frank Leigh
Reginald Stannard Harris Gordon
Story by Harry S. Drago and Joseph Noel.

Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by William Worthington.
Photographed by Arch Reeves.

Length, 4,211 Feet.

The Story
At an obscure French Canadian trading

post lives Pierre who is in love with Mar-
cette. In mid-winter comes Stannard, an
Englishman, who infatuates Marcette.
Stannard looking for a mine loses all his
papers which his supposed friend Nefferton
finds. Marcette sends Pierre to rescue
Stannard who is caught in a blizzard and
the two men join forces and finally discover
gold. Nefferton seeks to jump the claim but
Pierre finds he has filed the location notice
wrong. In a chase to the recorders office,
Pierre wins and is ready to renounce the
girl to Stannard who has been badly injured,
but discovers that it is he and not Stannard
that the girl really loves.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
See This Delightful Story of the French
Canadian Country Dealing With a Man's
Unselfish Love.

You Will Like This Picture Set Among the
Snows of the Great Northwest, With
Frank Mayo and Barbara Bedford Admir-
ably Cast in Congenial Roles.

Exploitation .Vngles: With the coming of
the warm weather, the snow angle of this
picture is a good one to play up. You might
also work on the star angle particularly as
Mayo is popular with your patrons; also give
some space to Barbara Bedford who is ex-
cellently cast in this production.

inexhaustible love that wins her son's
supreme regard.
He becomes a barrister and the light of

Rachel's eyes—and one day in the outside
world meets his father, without knowing
who he is.

Cynical as is the latter, he Is attracted by
this eager impetuous youth, who reminds
him subtly of someone he had known in the
dim past, and he offers to make him his
secretary. Rachel, not knowing of his acces-
sion to the title, wishes to meet this man
who is so good to her son and finds he is the
man who betrayed her.
The son forsakes the career Harford might

have made for him and remains by his
mother's side, and so wins the love of a
girl whom he had long admired.
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Newest Reviews and .Comments
"Rough Shod"

Charles Jones and An Attractive Cast

m Western Produced by Fox.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

Charles Jones is featured here in a Western
that is successful in following accepted lines

without showing any unusual digressions. Its

most distinguished feattfte is the cast. With a

little more incentive in the way of fresh

material the performers could have made a pro-

duction that would be superior to the average.

As it is the personality contribution is a strong

prop to the picture as can be imagined from
the names of Maurice Flynn, Ruth Renick and
Helen Ferguson in addition to that of the star.

The interest gathers around the welfare of

a ranch owned by a woman and the thrills are

furnished by the escape of a cattle-thief, his

imprisonment of the girl, and his final defeat

at the hands of our hero. The last is accom-
plished in old but good style. It starts in a

fight on the cliff and piles up the suspense as

the combatants near the edge, brings a bigger

thrill as they fall and completes the contest

under waters where the villain meets oblivion.

Charles Jones is an honest hero with perhaps

an easier role than usual. He is assisted by
two such charming actresses that there is little

or no favoritism as to which one he chooses.

Maurice Flynn gives a typically smooth per-

formance.
The Ca«t

"Steel" Brannon Charles Jones
Betty Lawson Helen Ferguson
Josephine Hamilton Ruth Renick
•Satan" Latimer Maurice Flynn
Les Artwell Jack Rollins
"Denver" Charles Le Moyne

Story by Charles A. Selzer.
Scenario by Jack Strumwasser.

Directed by Reeves Eason.
Length. 4,486 Feet.

The Story
Steel Brannon is foreman of Betty Law-

son's ranch, and is engag-ed to the pretty
owner. Her friend from the city, Josephine
Hamilton, is instrumental in aiding the
escape of Les Artwell, accused of cattle-
thieving. She foolishly trusts his gang and
when she finds a man wounded, decides to
take him to Artwell's chief, Satan Latimer.
Latimer is infatuated with her and decides
to keep her a prisoner. Meanwhile Betty
has learned where she is and has set out to
rescue her. Steel is the first to find her, and
being too clever for Latimer's tactics, forces
him to come out in the open and fight.
Latimer falls into the river and drowns.
Betty, who has been afraid that Steel was
falling in love with Josephine, is reassured
that .she is mistaken.
ProKTam and Exploitation Catchlines:
The Girl From New York Upset Our
Rough Hero's Plans—She Defended a
Cattle-Thief Until She Found Out Some
Surprising Characteristics—She Walked
Into His Clutches—the Rescue is the
Best Scene of All.

"Bucking Broadway"
The dilemma of wooing a show-girl against

father's wishes is gayly burlesqued in this Neal
Burns comedy, released by Educational. The
subject-matter gives opportunity for attractive
stage displays and girl-numbers. It is a salable
offering of fluff and nonsense. The most novel
touch is the footlight ceremony where the
"I do's" are uttered to the tune of jazz, with
the justice of the peace disguized as a chorus
dancer.—M. K.

"Retribution"
Italian Made Picture, Released in This

Country by Rialto Productions Has
Beautiful Scenery.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

"Retribution" blows hot and cold. That is to

say some of it is very good indeed and some
parts are not so interesting. The parts of it

that are on the credit side are most of the long
exterior shots, which embrace photography of

astoundingly beautiful scenery, in which there

frequently takes place some exciting scenes

utilizing crowds of well directed people. Also
the scenes of the election of one of the Borgias
to the Papal throne is interesting for its his-

torical value. And most of the intimately

photographed incidents in which Signor Papa,
as the jester, appears holds the attention be-

cause of the most excellent performance con-
tributed by the actor.

"Retribution" has a sub-title which calls the

production "The Story of Lucretia Borgia."

A better explanation would have read : "The
Downfall of Caesar Borgia," the latter gentle-

man being Lucretia's perfidious brother, who
occupies the center of the stage at all times.

Lucretia is presented at the beginning of her

career, while she is still ingenuous and had not

become hard as yet. The story relates, some-
times smoothly and sometimes involved, the

many attempts Caesar Borgia made upon the

life of Alfonso of .\ragon. Lucretia's spouse,

and Casear's final fall from power in Rome.
It is quite without a reviewer's province to

arbitrarily declare the atmosphere is correct in

this picture of life 500 years ago, but assum-
ing that it is, the production has value as a

historical spectacle. There do not appear to

be any serious anachronisms.
The Cast

Caesar Borgia Enrico Piacentlni
Pope Alexander VI Eugenio Gilardoni
Lucretia Borgia. .Countess Irene Saffo Momo
Rosa Signorina Sangusto
Duke Alfonzo of Aragon Signor Troise
Jester Signor Papa

Adapted from Story by Hamilton Fyfe.
Scenario by Fausto Salvatori.
Directed by Camillo Innocenti.

Length, 5,800 Feet.

The Story
The tale opens with the election of Rodrlga

Borgia to the office of Pope Alexander VI.
Then it switches to a succession of attempts
by Caesar Borgia to kill or have killed Alfonzo
of Aragon, husband of Lucretia. The assassina-
tion.s are attempted while Lucretia. who con-
stantly watches over her weak spouse, is
away at various affairs of state and social
life. While she is attending a banquet
Alfonzo is finally stabbed by one of Caesar's
lieutenants. It is discovered that Lucretia's
husband has been murdered under the direc-
tion of Caesar, which inflames the people to
revolt, and the despot is overthrown and
himself killed by the mob.

"Mile-a-Minute Mary"
Or a Screen Ode to the Flivver Triumphant.

This Educational comedy unconsciously holds
out the suggestion to expectant vacationists
that they do not fail to pack in a flivver when
getting ready for the summer trip. It is not

"Punch the Clock"
Here is one of the best series of single reel

comedies distributed by Pathe, starring Snub
Pollard. It is full of humorous situations of
a knockout type, which will get many laughs
from almost any audience. Snub, while wait-
ing for the opening of the factory where he
works, is mistaken by a jealous husband for
the admirer of his wife. All kinds of comedy
complications ensue and the more Snub tries

to get away, the more trouble he gets into.

—

C. S. S.

propaganda, however, but pleasant entertain-
ment with an appeal that is timely. Dorothy
Devore is its chauffeur and with some valuable
assistance drives home the punch. Considering
the length, which is the regular two reels, the
story is unusually compact and has a plot along
with its nonsense.—M. K.

"Tracks"
IVcstcrn Featuring Noble Johnson in

Heavy Role Distributed by Asso-
ciated Exhibitors.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

A Western enriched with a little deeper
human interest than usual is offered by Asso-
ciated Exhibitors in this feature. The open-
ing, a pathetic scene, with an accompanying
verse about death on the prairie, launches the

spectator into a sentimental frame of mind,
that colors to some extent all that follows.

This is perhaps the most interesting angle to a
picture replete with the stimts, and suspense
that are the invariable contribution of the

Western.
"Tracks" is a story of detecting horse-

thieves, the only clue being some mysterious
cow tracks. \\'hen the suspicion falls upon an
old veteran of the prairies, who has already

inspired sympathy, the interest deepens, and the

melodramatic rescue interrupting his hanging
is one of the biggest thrills. George Berrell's

interpretation of this part and Bill Patton in

the most attractive if not the stellar part make
the most lasting impressions among the indi-

vidual performances contributed. Noble John-
son, the star, has been appropriately cast for

the heavy role.
The Cast

Norman Draper Bill Patton
Philip Karlson George Berrell
Leon Serrano Noble Johnson
Marcos Valdevere Francis Dumas

Story by Mark Noble.
Scenario by L. V. Jefferson.
Direction by Joseph Franz.

Length, 5,466 Feet.
The Story

Philip Karlson, an old man, is found In
his home in the prairie at the deathbed of
his wife, by Bill Patton, one of the cattle
men of the neighborhood. Bill helps him to
bury her and sends him on his way to find
his daughter. Meanwhile some mysterious
horsethieves are the worry of Marcos
Valdevere and his pretty daughter, EUcia.
The only evidence is a line of cow tracks.
A reward of one thousand dollars is offered
for the capture of the thief, and the real
thief, Leon Serrano, takes advantage of the
old man, Karlson, and accuses him, because
he is found with one of the stolen horses,
which he really bought. Karlson's plot is

upset by Bill who saves the old man and
succeeds in the arrest of Serrano.
I>rof::ram and Exploitation CatclillneB:
She Saw Her Father's Trusted Friend
Cheating in a Game of Chess^—It Was
Her First Clue to the Horse Thief Who
Had Been Startling the Neighborhood

—

What Follows is One Thrill After
Another.

"Good Morning Judge"
Eddie Poland is the star of the amusing

single reel Pathe comedy, in which he is assisted

by Ethel Broadhurst and the Rolin comedians.
The action revolves around a suit for damages
due to a pretty girl's auto hitting a woman who
is not so attractive. The different versions
related by various witnesses are pictured, re-

sulting in the pretty girl being acquitted. There
are several laughs in this number.—C. S. S.

"The Farmer and His Cat"
How a cartoonist has the advantage in the

presentation of impossible stunts and is able

to give free vein to his imagination is strik-

ingly shown in this comedy ; the sleight-of-hand

tricks of the cat would make Hermann green
with envy. This is one of the cleverest of
Paul Terry's cartoon comedies as well as one
of the most amusing. The awful time that

the farmer has in trying to get rid of an un-
desirable cat provides the theme and the action
points the moral that "the surest way to get
rid of a cat is to move."—C. S. S.
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* The Woman Who

Walked Alone"
Dorothy Dalton Featured in Paramount

Picture That Holds Interest During
Every Foot.

Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

John Colton's well-known story, "The Cat

That Walked Alone," has been picturized by

George Mel ford, and with the substitution of

"Woman" for "Cat" in the title Paramount
releases it. The firm can be justly proud of

this feature. There is much about it to recom-

mend it as an exceptionally good picture, be-

sides its having box-office possibilities.

"The Woman Who Walked Alone" is a vital

film play constructed, directed and acted with

keen intelligence. Everything has been done
with genuine technique. Which means that the

picture is thoroughly worth while. And it is

no rash prediction to say that this feature will

meet with positive success before any type of

audience.

The story, which is unfolded in excellent

continuity, although the plot at first is some-
what involved, is packed with drama. This
keeps the tension high and as the picture

progresses the spectator completely loses him-
self in the melodramatic problems that con-

front the chief characters.

An unusually strong cast of well-known
players has been assembled and the personality

which these performers radiate does much to

raise "The \Voman Who Walked Alone" to a

plane that is higher than the average. The
acting of these same people leaves nothing to

be desired and they contribute a glamour of
reality to the story that is gratifying. Miss
Dalton, the featured member of the company,
who appears with her bobbed hair enveloped in

a blond wig and is strikingly good looking, has
seldom if ever done better work.

The Cast

The Hon. Iris Champneys .... Dorothy Dalton
Clement Gaunt Milton Sills

Earl of Lemi.ster E. .T. Radcliffe
Muriel Champneys Wanda Hawley
Marquis Champneys Frederick Vroom
Marchioness Champneys Mayme Kelso
Otis Teardley John Davidson
Sir Basil Deere Harris Gordon
Schriemann Charles Ogle
Hannah Schriemann Mabel Van Buren
Jock MacKinney Maurice B. Flynn
Mombo Cecil Holland
Earl's Butler John MacKinnon
Muller, Iris' Maid Temple Pigott

Adapted from John Colton's Story,
"The Cast That Walked Alone."
Scenario by Will M. Ritchey.
Directed by George Melford.

Length, 5,947 Feet.

The Story

The story centers around four figures. Iris
Champneys, her sister, Muriel; Gaunt, a
chauffeur, and the Earl of Lemister. Gaunt
was employed by the earl, and. not knowing
that Iris is engaged to the rich old noble,
was discharged for placing the car at the
girl's disposal. Before going to South Africa
he stands at the gates of Westminster to see
the wedding procession, and the bride
throws him a rose. Seven years later the
two meet again in Africa—Gaunt trying to
escape the police, and Iris operating a tavern
on the African caravan road, a resort for the
mounted police. Gaunt became entangled in
a fatal domestic quarrel when the dusky
wife of his employer, a cattle raiser, fell
in love with him. Iris had fled England
when she was found in the room of an ad-
venturer who used her sister's letters for
blackmail purposes.
A black servant recognizes Gaunt as an

escaped slayer and tells the secret to Iris,
who urges that the police be called. She
first plays cards with her victim to keep
him at the tavern—then seeks means for his
escape after she sees the withered flower
from her bridal bouquet. She sends him

''Domestic Relations
Katherine MacDonald in Conventional

Drama Distributed by First

National.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

As a portrait of Katherine MacDonald,
"Domestic Relations" has higher artistic merit

than many of her recent offerings because her

performance strikes a deeper note of sincerity.

The picture considered as a whole, is one of

those smooth-running productions that has a

certain pictorial glamour surrounding a con-

ventional plot.

It does not, at all points, survive a keen

analysis. Where superficially attractive enter-

tainment is preferred, this will make no differ-

ence. But to those who like convincing action,

the story betrays a striking weakness in con-

nection with an important crisis. This is due

principally to a lack of resourcefulness on the

part of the author in the development of an

idea, which, in itself, is not implausible.

This criticism hinges on the immediate de-

cline in the career of a neglectful husband who
has divorced his wife on circumstantial evi-

dence. The fact that his personal life, has

ruined his success as a judge may be plausible,

but it has not been made so. This part does not

register as a natural process of events.

The star's beauty is, as usual, a compelling

attraction. The cast has been chosen with dis-

crimination and a vivid touch is accomplished

by Barbara La Mar in a drab role. The photog-

raphy is splendid.

The Cast

Barbara Benton Katherine MacDonald
Judge James Benton. .William P. Carleton, Jr.

Joe Martin Frank Leigh
Mrs. Martin Barbara La Mar
Sandy Gordon Mullen
Pierre George Fisher
Doctor Chester Brooks Lloyd Whitlock

Story and Scenario by Violet Clarke.
Direction by Chet Witney.

Length, 5,192 '^eet.

The Story

Judge Benton neglects his wife who is

deeply in love with him, and carelessly sub-
jects her to the attentions of an artist,

whom he does not suspect of any personal
interest in his wife. About this time a
laborer is tried for beating his wife because
he believes she is untrue to him, and the
Judge sentences him to a year's imprison-
ment. When he finds that the artist is at-
tempting to make love to his wife, he re-

fuses to near her explanation and secures a
divorce. The man whom he has condemned
returns from his imprisonment with the in-

tention of getting even with the Judge. Mrs.
Benton hears of it and warns her husband,
pointing out that he is treating her in the
same way that the laborer treated his wife.
The Judge forgives her, and does not
prosecute the laborer for attempting revenge.
Proprrnm and Kxploitation Catehlines;
The Story of a Rich Wife and a Poor Wife,
Both Accused of Disloyalty by Their
Husbands—the Poor Man Beats His
Wife, the Rich Man Divorces His—the
Lives of the Two Women Are Far
Removed—But They Touch Sympathies
in Their Troubles and Both Find Justice.

away on horseback and leads the police on a
different trail. But Gaunt finds money in
his pocket and returns to fling it through the
window. Captured by the police, the girl
and the police officer toss a coin to see who
shall have the prisoner, the officer making
one stipulation—that the girl shall marry
the man if she wins him and have a bare
chance to escape. She wins and the police
chaplain performs the ceremony. Gaunt re-
fuses to leave without his wife and the pair
flee, an accident finally throwing Gaunt again
into the grip of the law. But Iris, hoping to
save her husband, rides ahead and forces a
confession from the dusky woman who had
been responsible for the fatal shooting.

"Channing of the

Northwest"
Eugene O'Brien in the Glamour of a

Mounted Police Role in Selznick

Release.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

In appraising the box-office worth of a

feature of this type, the popularity of Eugene
O'Brien is the safest criterion. Impersonally

considered, the story of the Northwest mounted
police is, by now almost devoid of novelty.

"Channing of the Northwest," however, comes
close to being an exception to this generaliza-

tion. It has been carefully built so as to keep

the personality of the star prominent at all

times, and as this characterization is somewhat
of a departure for him, the picture is not with-

out newness.

Eugene O'Brien gives an unusually success-

ful performance. He is a romantic swash-
buckler with an assured equestrian ease and a

confidence in the perfection of his uniform, that

is contagious. He is picturesque to the last

degree. His admirers will be sure to enjoy

this role.

The picture works up to a climax that is

done with remarkable smoothness and an under-

current of suspense, the more effective because

of its subtlety. This is the scene of the boot-

legger's hiding in the girl's cabin. Norma
Shearer's acting in this rather strenuous situa-

tion is exceptionally clever. Her personal

charm is a factor that will be recognized, 'too.

The Cast

Channing Eugene O'Brien
Jim Franey Gladden James
Jes Driscoll Norma Shearer
Tom Driscoll James Seeley
Sport McCool P. C. Hartigan
Cicily Varden Nita Naldl
McCool's Man Harry Lee
Buddy J. W. Johnston
Channing's Uncle C. Coulter

Story by John Willard.
Scenario by Edward J. Montague.

Directed by Ralph Ince.
Length, 4,725 Feet.

The Story

Channing, the pride of the feminine por-
tion of Piccadilly, becomes infatuated with
one of the dancers in the Gaiety Revue. His
uncle threatens disinheritance and the girl
gives him up. Channing goes to Canada and
is detailed to arrest the smugglers. He falls
in love with Jes Driscoll, who is befriending
Jim Franey, an admirer who is in with the
smuggling gang. She attempts to mislead
Channing in his search for Franey, but
Channing discovers his horse and detects
Franey's presence. Before he can arrest him,
however, Franey dies from the effects of a
wound and Channing, more in love with
Jes than ever, because of her loyalty, asks
her to marry him.

Progrram and Exploitation Catchline.s:

Canada Was a New Camping Ground for
the Handsome Young Don Juan of
Piccadilly—Detective Smugglers Was a
New Thrill—and Jes Driscoll Could Make
Anyone Forget His Troubles!

"Hair Trigger Casey"
This was formerly reviewed by Moving

Picture World, under the title of "Immediate
Lee," as it was called previous to the reissue.

As explained in a review appearing in the
issue of November 25, 1916, it depicts the story
of a man's revenge upon the man who scarred
him for life. The locale is Western and Frank
Borzage, who is both director and star, is the
compelling personality of the feature. He is

assisted by Ann Little and Jack Richardson.
—M. K.
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American Releasing

Cardigan (R-Sa. March 5) (C-170. March
11) (Kendall Prod.).

Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson).
Belle of Alaska (Bennett Prod.).
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith).
Bluebeard, Jr. (Jas. Livingston).
.Ian of the Big Snows (Curwood).
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle-Waller), (R-498,

June 3), (C-576, June 10).
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax. 6 Reels

(R-968, April 29), (C-414, May 27).
Sisters (International). (R-763. April X5)

(C-8C. May 6).
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Prod).
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Prod.)

Seve n Reels. (R-91, May 6), (C-334,
May 20).

Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox Prod.) Six
Reels.

The Three Buckaroos (Balshofer Prod.).
The Pillagers (Chaudet Prod.)
Destiny's Isle (Earle Prod.).
False Fronts (Herold Prod.).
The Mohican's Daughter (S. E. V. Taylor).
His Wife's Husband (Betty Blythe). (R-341,

May 20), (C-576, June 10).
The Great Alone (Monroe Salisbury).
Me and My Gal (Welsh-Pearson).
Queen of the Moulin Kouge (Pyramid).
Moongold (Will Bradley) (2 Keels).

ARROW
Featorca

Ten Nights In a Barroom. R-S12. Jan. 21.
The Splendid Lie (Grace Davison). R-86S.

Feb. 2$.
Back to Yellow Jacket (R-200, March 11).
The Innocent Cheat (R-202, March 11).
Chain Lightning (R-202. March 11).
A Motion to Adjourn (R-202. March 11).
Cupid's Brand (Jack Hoxie) (R-969. April

29).
Watching Eyes (R-343, May 20).
The Broken Silence (Curwood), (R-501, June

3).
The Price of Youth (Neva Gerber).
Impulse (Neva Gerber).
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie).
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie).
Desert's Crucible (Jack Hoxie).
A Desert Bridegroom (Jack Hoxie).
The Marshall of Moneymint (Jack Hoxie).

Comedies
Husband and Strife.
.Just a Minute.
Keep Moving.
Help. Help.
Vacation Time.
What Next?
Whose Husband Are You?
Fresh Paint.
Hands Up.

ASSO. EXHIBITORS
FEATURES

Woman Wake Up (Florence 'Vldor). (R-401.
Mar. 25), (C-195, May 13.)

Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Balrd). ( R-
405, Mar. 25), (C-334, May 20).

Lady Godiva (R-87, May 6), (C-497, June 3).
Marry the Poor Girl (C-334, May 20).

HAROI/D LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man. R-690. Dec. C-70B.

Dec. 10.

PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
Reckless Chances (R-429, Jan. 28; C-170,

March 11).
Tropical Love.
Father Tom. (R-403. March 26).
Hills of Missing Men (R-664, April 8), (C-414,May 27).
Silas M'arner (R-418, May 27).

EDUCAnONAL RLMS CORP.

Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdaya).
Chrliitle Comedies

(Two Reels)
Cold Feet (R-762. April 15).
Any Old Port (R-876. April 22).
A Hickory Hick (R-344, May 20).

Toreliy Conwdlea
Torchy Takes a Chance (R-llB. Jan. 7).
Battling Torchy (R-429. Jan. 28).
Torchy and Orange Blossoms. (R-4tS. Mar.

26).
Torchy's Ghost (R-760. April 15).

Mermaid Comedies
Step This Way (R-552. Feb. 4).
The Rainmaker.

MlBcellaneoas
How to Get Thin. (R-403. Mar. 25).

Campbell Comedlea
Monkey Shines (R-662. Feb. 11).
A Rag Doll Romance. (R-550. April 1.)
A Penny Reward (R-197. May 13).

Toonerrllle Comedlea
The Skipper's Policy (R-970. April 29).
Toonerville Blues (R-577, June 10).

WUderneaa Talea
Missing Men.
Night of Many Shadows (R-761. April 15).
Jly Country (R-969. April 29).

World WanderlnKa
People of Old Bruges. (R-402. Mar. 25).

EAMous Players -laskt
March

Travelln' On (William S. Hart), 8,267 Feet.
(R-405. Mar. 36.) (0-644. April 1.)

Forever (FItzmaurlce), 7,236 Feet.
The Mistress of the World (Special—Chapter

1) , 6,647 Feet. (R-298. Mar. 18.) (C-
399. Mar. 26).

The World's Champion (Wallace Reld), 6,080
Feet. R-201, March 11. (C-292. Mar
18.)

Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson).
R-81, March 4; C-170, March 11.

Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley—Realart)
(R-550. April 15). 4,395 Feet. (C-86.
May 6.)

Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMlUe). R-982, Dec
24; C-1120, Dec. 31.

The Mistress of the World (Special—CThapter
2) , 6,276 Feet.

The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3), 6,061
Feet.

The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter

—

Realart). (R-554. April 1.) (C-766.
April 15.) (4,768 Feet.)

The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), »,82S
Feet.

Bought and Paid For (Agnes Ayrea). R-400.
Mar. 25. (C-544. April 1.)

Beauty's Worth (Marlon Davis—Cosmopolitan
Prod.). (R-662. April 8.) (6,751 Feet.)

April
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson).

(R-548, Apr. 1), (C-656. Apr. 8), 6,166
Feet.

Through a Glass Window (May McAvov-
Realart). 4.490 Feet. (R-971. April 29.)

Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan), 6,144 Feet
(R-761, Apr. 16).

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton), 4,698 Feet (R-
404, Mar. 25). (C-656, Apr. 8).

The Sleep Walker (Constance Blnney-Real-
art). 4.530 Feet. (R-876. April 22).
(C-195. May 13).

Bought and Paid for (DeMllIe Prod.), 6,601
Feet (R-400. Mar. 25), (C-644, Apr. 1).

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri), 4.712 Feet.
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothv Dalton),

4 942 Feet. R-877. April 22). (C-195.
May 13).

The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawlev-Realart).
5.243 Feet. (R-972. April 29). (C-195.
May 13).

The Spanish Jade (J. S. Robertson Prod.).
(R-416. May 27).

Is Matrimony a Failure fCruze All Star)
5,612 Feet (R-972, April 29), (C-334, May
20).

The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.) (C-
9fi4. May 29). R-879. April 22.

For the Defense (Ethel Clayton) (R-92. May
fi).

Through a Glass Window (May McAvoy)
(R-171. April 29). (C-334, May 20).

May
Beyond the Rocks (Gloria Swanson), 6.740

Ft. (R-342. May 20). (C-57fi, June 10).
The Wife Trap (UFA production), 5,207 Ft.

(R-200, May 13).
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan), 6,536 Ft.

(R-344. May 20).
North of the Rio Grande (Jack Holt-Bebe

Daniels). 4.770 Ft. (R-416, May 27), (C-
576, June 10).

The Man from Home (Fitzmaurice Prod.),
6.895 Ft. (R-198, May 13), (C-576, Juno
10).

The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres) (R-B79, June 10).
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan), 6,229

Ft. (R-89, May 6).

Jnne
Across the Continent (Wallace Reid) (5,502

Ft.) (R-92, May 6; C-497, June 3).
Over the Border (Compson and Moore), 6,837

Ft.
The Woman Who Walked Alone (Dorothy

D.Tlton). 5.947 Ft.
Our Leading Citizen (Thomas Melghan).
The Eyes of the Mummy iPola Negri) (3,805

Ft.).

BURTON HOLMES
(One Reel Each)

Stamboul (R-427. Jan. 28,
Along the Rio Grande.
At the Damascus Gate.
Lake Magglorl.
First Families of America.

FIRST NATIONAL
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadga).

(R-864. Feb. 25.) (C-292 .Mar. 18.)
Her Mad Bargraln (Anita Stewart).
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald). (R-

7G1. April 15). (C-195. May 13).
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge). R-811.

Jan. 21.

The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald).
(R-664. Feb. 11.) (C-399. Mar. 26).

The Song of Life (Stahl Production). (R-866.
Feb. 26.) (C-76. Mar. 4.)

Kindred of the Dust (Walsh Production).
(R-6C1. Feb. 11). (C-86. May 6).

The Rosary (Sellg-Rork). (R-82. Mar. 4.)
(C-656. April 8.)

The Barnstormer (Charles Ray). (R-B61.
April 1), (C-334, May 20).

Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos). C-741.
Feb. 18.

Penrod (Wesley Barry). 8,087 Ft. (R-8«l.
Feb. 25; C-170. Mslt. 11). (C-399. Mar.
26).

The Cave Girl (R-84. Mar. 4.)
Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1076;

C-169.
The Silent Call. R-649. Nov. 16. C-6IL

Dec. 8.

She Sea Lion (Bosworth). R-tl7. Jan. IL
(C-666. Feb. 11.)

Shattered Idols (R-199. March 11) (C-876.
April 22).

Cops (Two Reels—Buster Keaton). R-l(8,
March 11.

Smllin' Through (Norma Talmadge). (R-291.
Mar. 18). (C-399. Mar. 26).

A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart). (R-
401. Mar. 26). (C-B44. April 1.)

The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess).
(R-400. March 25) (C-876. April 2J).

Not Guilty. (R-662. April 1.)
Pair Lady. (Rex Beach Prod.) R-6S4.

April 1.)
Gas, Oil, Water (Charles Ray) (C-964. April

29) (R-S78. April 22).
The Infldel (Katherine MacDonald) (R-971.

April 29). (C-195, May 13).
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)

R-877. April 22). (C-195. May 13).
The Deuce of Spades (CTharles Ray) (R-341,

May 20), (C-576, June 10).
The Girl in the Taxi (De Haven) (R-344,

May 20), (C-414, May 27).
The Primitive Lover (R-418, May 27).
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)) (R-499, June

3).
Crossroads of New York (Sennett), (R-600,

June 3).
One Clear Call (R-579, June 10).

COMEDIES
The Duck Hunter (Sennett—Two Reels).
On Patrol (Sennett—Two Reels).
Pay Day (Chaplin—Two Reels). (R-7t*.

April 15) (C-86. May 6).
Step Forward (Turpin).
His Wife's Relations (Two Reels) (Buster

Keaton) (R-89. May 6).

FOX FILM CORR
SPECIAL

Monte^ Cristo (Bight Reels.) (R-648. April

Arabian Love (R-761. Apr. 15). (C-196.Mav 13).
Nero (R-498. June 3).
Silver Wings (Mary Carr) (R-499, Jjne 3).

WILLIAM FARTTUH
A StRcre Romance. 6.416 Ft. (R-86S. ITeb.

JB) (C-76. Mar. 4.)
Shackles of Gold (R-343, May 20), (C-497-

June 3).

Note—Refer to top of pas^e for explanation of reference marks
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
PBARL WHITH

Broadway Peacock. 4,880 Ft. (R-»«». Feb.
».)

Without Fear (R-970. April 29).
TOH MIX

ChaslnK the Moon. (R-764. Feb. 18.) 5,0»»

Ft. (C-868. Feb. 26.)
Up an Going (R-662. April 8.) (C-75B.

April 15.) ^
The Fighting Streak (R-89, May 6), (C-497,

June 3).
DUSTIN FARNUM

Iron to Gold. (R-298. Mar. 18.) (C-644.
April 1.)

Strange Idols (R-580, June 10).
BUCK JONES

Pardon My Nerve (R-80. Mar. 4.) (C-292.
Mar. 18.)

Western Speed (C-119, May 13).
To a Finish (R-578, June 10).

WILLIAM RVS8E1LL.
The Strength of the Pines (R-5B1, Feb. 4;

C-170, March 11).
Money to Burn (R-877. April 22). (C-19b.

May 13).
The Men of Zanzibar (R-579, June 10).

SHIRLEY MASON
Uttle Miss Smiles (R-428. Jan. 28) (C-666.

Feb. 11).
The Ragged Heiress. (R-402. Mar. 26.)

C-B44. April 1.)

Very Truly Yours (R-199. May 13).
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND

Winning with Wits (Barbara Bedford).
R-S18. Jan. 21.

Bmlles Are Trumps (Maurice Flynn).
(R-662. Feb. 11) (C-748. Feb. 18.)

Extra! Extra! (Walker Murphy). (R-88.
Mar. 4.)

Elope If Tou Mu8t.( Eileen Percy.) (R-6B0.
April 1.) (C-776. April 16.)

The Yellow Stain (R-415, May 27), (C-497,
June 3).

CLYDE COOK
(Two Reels Each)

The Chauffeur. R-llB. Jan. 7.

Hot Dog.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES
(Two Reels Each)

The Studio Rube (R-199, March 11).
Special Delivery (R-91. May 6).
The Village Sheik (R-57S, June 10).

MUTT AND JKWB" CARTOONS
(One Reel Each)

The Crystal Gazer.
Stuck In the Mud.
Too Much Sap.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

The Barnstormers. (R-5B0. April 1.)
His Wife's Son (R-88. May 6).
Excuse Me, Sherife (R-340, May 20).
The Landlord (R-5S0, June 10).

LUPINO LANE
The Broker (Two Reels).

G O L DW Y N
Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6.641 Ft

(R-B89. Dec 3. C-849. Dea 17.)

The Man from Lost River (Katherlne N
Burt). 6,693 Ft. R-429. Jan. 28. (C-6BI.
Feb. 11.)

A Poor Relation (Will Rouers). 4.669 Ft.
(R-762. April 15) (C-875. April 22).

From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4.496 Ft
The Night Rose (Leroy Scott). 6,680 Ft.
The Sin Flood (Special). R-S17. Jan. 21.

Grand Larceny. R-652. Feb. 4. (C-292.
Mar. 18).

The Glorious Fool (6,392 Feet). R-191.
March 11. (C-666. April 8.)

Man with Two Mothers (R-549, April 1), (C-
334, May 20).

His Back Against the Wall (4,680 Ft.), (R-
578, June 10).

Watch Your Step (R-972, April 29), (C-676,
June 10).

The Wallflower. 5,228 Feet. (R-196. May 13).
The Night Rose. R-6«0. Feb. 11.
Come On Over (Rupert Hughes Prod.).

(R-401. Mar. 25 ) C-644. April 1.)
All's Fair In Love. (R-764. April 16.)
Head Over Heels (R-89. May 6).
When Romance Rides (R-878, April 22) (C-

344, May 20).
Mr. Barnes of New York (Tom Moore) (R-

342, May 20).
Yellow Men and Gold (R-577. June 10).

SPORT REVIEW
Self Defense.
Centaurs of the Field.
Winter Pep.

WWHODKINS^QN
WINNIPEG PHWDUCTIONS

Cameron of the Royal Mounted. R-t21. Jan
21. C-64S. Feb. 4.

HUGO BALLIN
Other Women's Clothes. (R-406. Mar. 26).

RENCO FILM CORPORATION
At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (R-426.

Jan. 28) (C-6B6. Feb. 11).
TRIAHT PRODUCTIONS

The Young Painter (R-198, March 11).
Hope (Mary Astor).

HOL-TRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Iren Castle), (R-554, Feb. 4),

(C-666, Feb. 11).
No Trespassing (Irene Castle) (R-971. April

29), (C-414, May 27).

M. M. STEARNS PRODUCTIONS
Free Air (All Star) (R-663. April 8) (C-86.

May 6).
B. B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Heart's Haven (Adams-McKlm).
The Grey Dawn ( Adams-McKim) (R-88. May

6), (C-497, June 3).
KINETO COMPANY

The Four Seasons (Four Reels).
Great American Authors' Series (One R^eel

Each).
Official Urban Movie Chats (One Reel Each).

METRO
(Six Reels Each)

The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana). C-70B.
Dec. 10.

The Golden Gift (Alice Lake). R-711. Deo.
10. C-1120. Dec 81.

Glass Houses (Viola Dana). R-864. Feb. 16.

(C-292. Mar. 18).
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell). R-864.

Dec. 17. C-976. Dec. 24.
Kisses (Alice Lake). (R-402. Mar. 26)
Seeing's Believing (R-554, April 1), (C-334,

May 20).
Hate (Alice Lake), (R-197, May 13), (C-497,

June 3).
Missing Husbands (R-416. May 27).
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana), (R-5S1,

June 10).
Sherlock Brown (Bert Lytell), (R-501, June

3).
The Five-Dollar Babv (Viola Dana), (R-581,

June 10).

S-L PRODUCTIONS
I Can Explain. (C-544. April 1.)
Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes).

(R-19S, June 13), (C-576, June 10).

REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS
Turn to the Right (R-322, Jan. 21; C-748.

Feb 18).
The Prisoner of Zenda (C-87, May 6), (C-

497, June 3).
TIFF"* NY PRODUCTIONS

Fascination (May Murray) (R-9G8, April 29),
(C-334, May 20).

PATHE Exchange inc.-

Pathe Review (One-Reel Educational) and Topiot
df the Day (One-Ealf Reel) Itaued Weekly.
Pathe News (Topical) Issued Every JTednesdav
and Ftaturday. Charles Hutchison is star of
"Oo Oet 'Bm Butch" Serial.

The Isle of Zorda (C-86. May 6).

Releases for Week of May 7
No. 5 of Go Get 'Em Hutch (Shot Into Space).
Days of Old (One-Reel Pollard Comedy;.

(R-199. May 13).
The Eternal Triangle (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable). (R-200. May 13).
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd Reissue—One Reel).
Vengeance Is Mine (Three-Reel Reissue

—

Irene Castle). (R-200. May 13).
Releases for Week of May 14

Light Showers (Pollard Comedy—One Reel).
The Model Dairy (2-3 Reel Cartoon Comedy).
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd Reissue).
Ruler of the Road (Three-Reel Playlet).

Releases for Week of May 21
Do Me a Favor (l-reel Pollard Comedy).
Love at First Sight (2.3-reel Cartoon Fable).
Why Pick on Me (l-reel Lloyd Reissue)
Cry of the Weak (2-reel Playlet Reissue).

Releases for Week of May 28
The Movies (1 Reel Pollard Comedy).
Ask Father (1 Reel Lloyd Reissue).
A Daughter of the West (3-Reel Playlet Re-

issue).
The Hunter and His Dog (2/3-Reel Cartoon

Fable).
Cry of the Weak (3-reel Playlet Reissue).

Releases for Week of June 4
Punch the Clock (Pollard — One - Reel

Comedy).
The Dog and the Wolves (2/3 Reel Cartoon

Fable), (R-579, June 10).
Nothing But Trouble (One - Reel Lloyd

Reissue).

Kidder & Ko (Three-Reel Pathe Playlet
Reissue).

Screen Snapshots No. 1 (R-577, June 10).
Releases for Week of June 11

X.inook of the Xortli (6-Reel Special).
Strictly Modern (I-Reel Pollard Comedy).
The Maid and the Millionaire (2/3-Reel Car-

toon Fable).
Carolyn of the Corners (3-Reel Playlet Re-

issue—Bessie Love).

R-C-PICTURES
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa).

R-319, Jan. 21.
The Call of Home (R-428, Jan. 28; C-868,

Feb. 25).
Why Men Forget (R-66S. Feb. 4; C-748, Feb.

18).
Two Kinds of Women (R-660, Feb. 11; C-748,

Feb. 18).
Billy Jim (Fred Stone). R-663, Feb. 11;

C-858, Feb. 26.
Beyond the Rainbow (All-Star). R-84,

March 4; C-170, March 11.
Boy Crazy (Doris May). R-199, March 11.

(C-292. Mar. 18).
The Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).

(R-299. Mar. 18). (C-644. April 1.)
The Bigamist. (R-661. April 8.) (C-TTI.

April IB.)
Queen o' the Turf (R-969, April 29), C-576,

June 10).
Hy Meyer Travelaughs (One-Reel Each) (R-

968. April 29).
The Sheik of Araby (H. B. Warner). (R-196.

May 13).
The First Woman (C-344, May 20).
Gay and Devilish (Doris May), (R-417, May

27).
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick)

(R-580, June 10).

Ki.Ai.M': h.4mmi<:r»>tein star series
Why Announce Your Marriage? (R-4S0, Jan.

28' C-748 Feb 18)
Reckless Youth (R-760, April 16), (C-195.

-May 13).
Reported Missing (C-964. April 29) (R-876.

April 22).
Evidence.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Clay Dollars (R-65B, Feb. 4; C-6B6. Feb. 11).
The Prophet's Paradise (R-297. March 18)

(C-86. May 6).
Channing of the Northwest.
John Smith (R-580, June 10).

CONWAY TBARLE STAR SERIES
Shadows of the Sea (R-206, Jan. 14; C-6E6,

Feb. 11).
A Wide Open Town. (R-297. Mar. 18).

(C-399. Mar. 26).
The Referee (R-415, May 27).

SHORT SUBJECTS
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.

United Artists
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks)

R-211; C-197.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R.96; C-168
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Plckford).

9,984 Feet. R-67S; C-649.
The^RulIng^ Passion (R-BB4, Feb. 4; C-T48,

The Doll's House (Nazlmova) 6.600 Feet
R-863, Feb. 2B: C-76. March 4.

Fair^Lady (Rex Beach Prod.) (C-875. April

UNIVERSAL
JEWTEI.S

The Leather Pushers (Series of Two-Reelers).
R-426. Jan. 28: C-B4«, Feb. 4.

Foolish Wives (Erich Von Strohelm). R-S16,
Jan. 21; C-B46, Feb. 4.

Man to Man (Harry Carey). R-664, Feb. 11;
C-748, Feb. 18.

Wild Honey (Priscllla Dean). R-200.
March 11. (C-292. Mar. 18)

The Trap (Lon Chaney), (R-196, May 13)
(C-497, June 3).

SPECIAL ATTRACrriONS
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo). R-8t8. Feb

26. (4.477 Feet). C-170. March 11.
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton). R-8r March

4; C-76, March 4; C-178, March il.
Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost).

4.761 Feet. (R-SOO. Mar. 18). (C-I9I.
Mar. 26).

Note—Refer to page 656 for explanation of reference marks.
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CURRENT FILM RELEASE DATES
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson). (R-664. April

8) (C-874. April 22).
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawltnson).

(R-760. Apr. 15). (C-195. May 13).
A Wonderful Wifp CATiss nuPont) (R-879.

April 22), (C-334, May 20).
The Man Who Alarried His Own Wife (Frank

Mayo), (R-91, May G). (C-576, June 10).
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton). (R-199.

May 13), (C-497, June 3).
Step on It (Hoot Gibson) (R-340, May 20),

(C-576, June 10.
Kissed (Marie Prevost), (R-417, May 27),

(C-576, June 10).
Blacli Boy (Herbert Rawlinson) (R-578,

June 10).

SERIALS
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and

Louise Lorraine). R-662. Feb. 11.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers). (R-552. April 1.) (C-166. April
».)

WESTBRX DRAMAS
(Two Reels Each)

The Raid (Neal Hart).
Never Let Go (Reginald Demy).
It Is the Law (Tom Santschi).
Seeing Red (Tom Santschi).

CENTURY COMEDIES
(Two Reels Each)

Off His Beat.
The Little Rascal (Baby Peggy).
Three Weeks Off (Lee Moran).
Speed 'Em Up (Harry Sweet).

STAR COMEDIES
(One Reel Each)

A Royal Flush.
His Prehistoric Blunder.
East to Cop (Neely Edwards).
Should Watchmen Sleep (Neely Edwards)?

State Right Releases

VlTAG RAPH
SPECIAL PRODrCmONi

The Flower of the North (R-427, Jan. 18;
C-66«, Feb. 11).

The Little Minister (R-1129, Deo. II; C-S62.
Jan. 14).

The Prodigal Judge (R-661, Feb. 11; C-7S.
March 4).

The Sheik's Wife. (R-S»«. Mar. 18).
(C-399. Mar. IB).

Too Much Business (C-660, April 8), (C-334,
May 20).

Gypsy Passion (French Prod.). (R-16}. April
8) (C-86 . May 6).

My Wild Irish Rose.
CORRINB GRIFFITH

Single Track.
Island Wives (R-551. April 1) (C-87B. April

22).
A Virgin's Sacrifice.

EARLE WILLIAMS
Lucky Carson (R-S18, Jan. 21; C-748, Feb. 18)
The Man frona Downing Street (R-Kl. April

1) (C-964. April 29).
Restless Souls.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills (R-85. Mar. 4.) (R-

644. April 1.)
A Guilty Conscience.

ALICE! CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS
The Rainbow (R-555. Feb. 4). (C-195.

May 13).
The Matrimonial Web (R-2220; n-l8»).
The Angel of Crooked Street (R-500, June 3).

WILLIAM DUNCAN
No Defense (R-425, Jan 28; C-646. Feb. *>

The Silent Vow (R-760. April 15) (C-964.
April 29).

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sawmill. (R-297. Mar. 18.)
Phe Show Shop (R-868, Feb. 11).

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Messenger (R-113, Jan. 7).
.\ Charmed Life (R-552, Feb. 4).

WiD Gunning, Inc.

White Hands (Hobart Bosworth). 5.664 Ft.
R-668. Feb. 11. C-748. Feb. 18.

EntertalnmcHt Seiie*
The Blonde Vampire.
Foolish Monte Carlo.
The Bootleggers (R-764, April 15).
The Love Nest.
Don t Blame Tour Children (R-343, May 20).
Mrs. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mountain Mystery.
Rime 'Em Cowboy.

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I Am the Law (R-41B, May 27).

ALEXANDER FILM CORP.
Sherlock Holnnes (Two-Reelere). R-JOS.

Jan. 14.

ARTCLASS PICTURES
After Six Days. (R-B53. April 1.)

AYWON FILM CORP.
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams). (R-

550. April 1.) (C-656. April 8.)
Rounding Up of the Law (Big Boy Williams).
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage) (R-344, May

20).
They're Off (R-417, May 27).

CHARLES E. BARTLETT
White Hell (R-418, May 27).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half. 1,475 Feet.

CLARK CORNELIUS
The Hate Trail (R-198. May 13).

EQUITY PICTURES
Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight? R-S60.

Feb. 4. C-858. Feb. 26.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Toune).

R-1077. C-108. Jan. 7.
The Worldly Madonna (Clara K. Young).

(R-768, April IB.)

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
Ashes. (R-6B1. April 1.)
Any Night.
The Greater Duty.

EXPORT AND IMPORT
The Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and Tru-

man Van Dyke). Fifteen Episodes—Sellg
Serial. R-427. Jan. 28.

C B. C
Star Ranch Westerns (Two reels, bi-monthly).
Life's Greatest Questloi.
Sunset Comedies (Series of 26 featuring;

Billy West. Two Reels Each.)
Sunrise Comedies.
Cap'n Kidd (Serial). (R-BBS. April 1.)

DI LORENZO, INC
Blaze Away (Big Boy William). (R-40*.

March 25) (C-964. April 29).
The Trail of Hate (Big Boy Williams) (R-

501, June 3).

GEOGRAPHIC FILM CO.
The Garden of Gethsemane (One Reel).

(R-196. May 13).

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Taking Chances (Dick Talmadge). R-TtC.

Feb. 18.
Watch Him Step (R-200. May 13).
When East Comes West (Franklyn Farnum).
The Cub Reporter (Richard Talmadge).

a H. HAMILTON
QlTe Me My Son (R-83, March 4; C-1T»,

March 11).
In Selt-Defense (R-92. May 6).
When Knights Were Bold.

HOUDINI
The Man from Beyond (Houdlnl). (R-7B9,

April 15), (C-334, May 20).

LEE-BRADFORD
Determination (R-319. Jan. 21) (C-6B8. April

8).
Flesh and Spirit. (R-762, April IB.)
Squirrel Comedies.

BERT LUBIN
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Roy) (R-97fl.

April 29).

O'CONOR PRODUCTIONS
No Brains (Billy Franey) (2 Reels).
Highly Polished (Billy Franey) (2 Reels).

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Girl from Rocky Point. R-81. Mar. 4.
The Abie-Minded Lady (R-199, March 11).
The Forest King. (R-406. Mar. 25).

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
The Man Who Paid. (R-404, Mar. 25; C-766,

April 16.)
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn ArbueUe).

R-756. Feb. 18.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle). (R-197.

May 13).

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
False Brands. (R-297. Mar. 18).
Arrest Norma McGregor.
Wolf Pack. (R-763, April 15.)
Judgment.

RUSSELL CLARK
The Man Worth While (Romalne Fielding).

6,164 Ft.
The Love Slave (Lucy Dorralne), (,4t( Ft.
The Offenders (Margery Wilson).
Insinuation (Margery Wilson).

SECOND NATIONAL
David and Jonathan. R-6S1. Feb. 11.

Her Story. R-86. Mar. 4.

The Night Riders (R-878. April 22).

W. M. SMITH
So This Is Arizona (R-S78. April 22).

WESTERN PICTURES'
EXPLOITATION

Blue Blazes (Lester Cuneo). R-320. Jan. II.
Hell Hounds of the West (Dick Hatton). R-

649. April 1.)

The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo). (B*((4.
April 8.)

The Man from Hell's River (R-970. April tl).
Ridin' Wild (Roy Stewart) (R-90. May 6).
Four Hearts (Dick Hatton). (R-197. May IS).

SACRED FILMS, INC
Abraham and Sarah (R-198. March 11).

WARNER BROS.
A Dangerous Adventure (Serial). R-tOt.

Mar. 18.)
Tour Best Friend (Vera Gordon.) (R-llt.

April 1.)
F. O. B. Africa. (R-6SS. April 1.)

ZERNER FILM CORP.
For His Sake (R-577, June 10).

MISCELLANEOUS
J. STUART BLACKTON

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Man-
ners). 7,730 Feet (R-91, May 6), (C-334,
May 20).

M. J. BURNSIDE
Yankee Doodle, Jr. (R-299. March 18) (C-

875. April 22).

FEDERATED EXCHANGES
Screen Snapshots.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES
The Whirlwind.
Help Yourself.

BALLROOM COMEDIES
(Two Reels)

From Soup to Nuts.
Beware of Blondes.

CHESTER COMEDIES
Birthday Guests and Jungle Pests.
Snooky's Home Run.

F. J. GODSOL
Sherlock Holmes (John Barrymore) (R-340.

May 20), (C-497, June 3).

HARRY LEVEY
Around the World with Burton Holmes (R.

90. May 6).

WARREN A. NEWCOMBE
The Enchanted City (One Reel). R-76J. r»b.

18.

PRIMEX PICTURES CORP.
Smiles (26 Single Reel Comedies).
The Door That Has No Key (Six Reels).
Eternity (Six Reels).

PRIZMA
Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).

R-B62, Feb. 4.
•

The Leech (Claire Whitney—Six Reels). (R-
April 8.)

Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew). (R-881.
April t.)

The Crimson Cross (R-90. May 6).

Note—Refer to page 656 for explanation of reference marks.
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From Wichita, Kansas
Fred Hunter, Newton, Kansas, sends in

clippings from the Wichita Sunday "Eagle,"

April 20 issue, describing the projection room
of the new Miller Theatre. I gave a mental

gasp while reading it, because for the first time

I saw before me an daily paper description of

a projection room in which was called a pro-

jection room, the projectors (two Bairds)

called projectors and the man in charge was
called the projectionist. Verily the world do

move, albeit slowly.

More than this, the sub headlines read thus

:

"Visit to Projection Room With Mr. Barnes,

Wichita. Movie Fans Given Inside
Information by Projectionist Who
Helped Plan and Arrange Most
Important Room in Theatre.
Baird Projectors Are

Installed.

Well, I'll be ! ! ! ! ! ! Not only every-

thing correctly named, but the room described

as the most important room in the theatre.

The article says the projection room is 10x24

feet, with a nine foot ceiling, and sets forth a

lengthy, detailed description of projection

equipment which is the best I have ever seen

printed in a daily paper.

Seth Barnes is chief projectionist; also he

has charge of the new Kansas Theatre projec-

tion room, the Princess, Palace and the Regent.

He has had fifteen years' experience, which
may or may mean that he is a thoroughly

capable projectionist, though from the up-to-

date article, which must have been prepared

by him, I think he is, since only a progressive

man (which means a man who uses his brains)

could or would give so excellent a description

of his equipment, with up-to-the-minute
nomenclature. By "may or may not mean" I

only merely call attention to the fact that

length of service is not necessarily, in itself,

proof of superior ability.

Concerning Brother Barnes, Hunter says

:

I am personally acquainted with Chief
Projectionist Barnes and believe him to be
one of the best in this part of the country.
He does not project all film at one speed, but
varies projection speed according to the
action, wherever possible.

Hunter continues

:

I am projecting at the Star, in Newton.
Get a lot of knowledge from the handbook,
lens charts and projection department, and
expect to make the new handbook my closest
companion as soon as it arrives.
Have my application in an I. A. local, but

as they have but twenty members and only
one apprecentice is allowed to every ten
members I cannot join. May I ask you, not
as in any way a criticism, but to know what
your view is, if you do not think one appren-
tice to every ten members is not a bit too
atlfC.

With regards to the article in May 13 issue,
my own view is that the one who does not
favor substituting "Projectionist" for
"Operator" has something the matter with
his head.

As to Apprentices

As to the apprentice matter, my view is just
this: Naturally the union does not wish to
create a surplus of projectionists, with which
view I concur, provided the local contains high
grade projectionists only. The danger in

restriction comes from the tendency to maintain
incompetent men in projection rooms—men who
are members of the union, but are non-
progressive and just will not learn, or are too
shiftless or lazy to apply the knowledge they
may posses.

No union has the moral right to RESTRICT
APPRENTICESHIPS IF IN SO DOING

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. If quick action is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department re-
mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?

Tou demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods.

The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World,

either 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, or 28 East Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, HI.

IT FORCES EXHIBITORS TO EMPLOY
MEN OF INFERIOR ABILITY. THE
UNION WHICH RESTRICTS APPREN-
TICESHIPS SHOULDERS A MORAL
OBLIGATION TO EXPELL EVERY MAN
WHO IS NOT AT LEAST REASONABLY
PROGRESSIVE AND WHO FAILS TO
DO HIS WORK WELL AND EFFI-
CIENTLY.

Apprenticeship restriction presents several
angles, one of which is that I cannot but resent
an action which prohibits my son from choos-

LOHMAN'S PROJECTION ROOM
Showing how the Power's projectors are

vented to the outer air

ing any profession or trade he wishes in his
battle with life, and every other man feels the
same. On the other hand, under our rather
crazy way of conducting the affairs of man-
kind, restriction of apprenticeship seems im-
peratively necessary and—there you are.

From Troy, New York
J. H. Lohmann, projectionist, King Theatre,

Troy, New York, says :

I am sending photograph of my pro-
jection room in the King Theatre, Troy. It
is small, as you will see, but everything is
in good order within its walls. The pro-
jectors are Power's 6-A, seven and a half
years old, and still delivering as rock steady
a picture as any you will see anywhere.
We had the lamphouses piped to the open

air through an alley window, and oh! boy,
the change in the air is great. There Is
sufficient suction to draw out all the heat
and dust.

I always look for pictures of some other
fellows' projection room in the department,
therefore believe those of mine will be in-
teresting to others.
Kindly let me know when the new hand-

book will be ready, as I want a copy. In my
opinion every projectionist should own one.

Projection room pictures are always inter-
esting to our readers, and it is not always the
large, fine rooms which are most interesting
either.

As to piping the lamphouses to the open air,
why that is just plain common sense. It is

nothing short of outrageous to allow all the
heat and gases from carbon arces to escape into
the projection room. It makes the work very
uncomfortable in summer and is none too
healthful at any time.

I notice two stools, one beside each pro-
jector, which inclines me to believe that you
stay put where you belong beside the projector
when the picture is running. I also note that
your cendenser cone is extended, which is as
it should be.

As to the handbook, we expect to begin
getting books from the bindery early in June.

Cannot Focus
C. H, Martin, projectiom'st, Selba Theatre,

Central City, Kentucky, is having trouble
which he describes as follows

:

tion to aperture 15 inches etaonishrdlu etaoAm unable to get about three feet on left
side in focus without throwing the center
out. Have a Simplex projector, type S lamp-
house. Use 70 amperes D C. Collector lens
eVzi converging lens 7%, spaced 1/16 of an
inch apart. Center of condenser combination
to aperture, 15 inches; from aperture to
screen, 87 feet, with a 35 degree pitch in
projection. Picture 15 feet, 6 inches. Screen
is canvas coated with flat white paint.
Booth is in center of house.

In the first place, Friend Martin, learn to
call things by their right name, and "booth" isNOT the right name. Webster says a booth
is a structure of boughs—a temporary shack.
Projection room is the correct term. I have
corrected your nomenclature, in all but that,
in re-writing your letter. It is "collector" and
"converging" lens—not "back" and "fronit"
lens.

Your optical system seems to be about right.
I am inclined to think that something must be
wrong with your aperature plate. Tracks
badly worn, I would imagine. Anyhow it
seems certain that the film is not laying flat
over the .aperture. Examine and find out what
IS causing the film to lie out of true at the
aperture.
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USED THE WORLD OVER
Every continent of the globe knows the dependability and

superiority of the Universal 4 kw. Electric Plant.

Its 4 cylinder engine, built from 22 years' experience, pro-

vides a povfer torque so even that lights direct from the

generator are absolutely flickerleas.

The recognized standard outfit for motion picture work,
either permanent or traveling. Also for circuses, carnivals and
traveling shows.

"

Write for elaborate Bulletin No. .in.

4 K.W.
ELECTRIC PLANT

Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Not conn«ct«d with any other firm oslne th« asm* UnlvvnaL

Why Is It True?
K. Stimpson, projectionist, Rock Island,

Illinois, writes

:

Dear Sir and Brother: I believe it is gen-
erally assumed that it requires twice the A C
amperaKo to equal a given D C result in

screen illumination, other things being equal.

If this be irue, then how does it happen that

the optical line-up, as per lens charts, is the
same for sixty amperes A C and 40 amperes
D C, and thf line-up for thirty D C is the
same as for forty A C? It seems to me that
if thirty amperes D C is equal to sixty A C,

then the optical line-up should be the same.
And now will you tell me what percentage

of added screen brilliancy one gets by sub-
stituting National White A C for the regular
National D C carbon; also what is the per-
centage of gain or loss through using 60

amperes D C with a Silver tip negative or a
Hold Ark combination and using sixty
amperes A C with White A C carbons.

According to Hallberg, page 170, with an
A C arc the lower carbon point is just as
hot as the upper carbon point, consequently
the light giving quality of the lower carbon
crater is of just as great value as the crater
on the upper carbon. I cannot agree with
that, because since heat ascends the upper
crater must be the hotter, hence have
greater light giving power.

I claim that better screen results can be
obtained by using sixty amperes A C than
by using thirty amperes D C. In closing
let me thank you for the knowledge you
have unknowingly been supplying me for a
long while.

Let Griffith Explain

As to the optical line-up, I shall let Brother
Griffith explain that, principally because I

don't know. But you are in error in saying
that it has been thought that it requires twice
the A C amperage to equal D C screen results.

What I have said is that it requires "ABOUT"
that, though I had not intended to convey the

PROJECTIONISTS
Build Your Own Radio Outfit

Build One for the Theatre and Sell

It to Your Bos*

irS EASY
We will tell you how to go
about it—if you'll write u*.

ROBIN ENGINEERING CO.
203 West 49th Street New York

Moving Picture Machines
C«npl«t« Equlpnantt—SuppIlM •( All Kln<s

Exhlblt«ra' BEST FHead

CUT RATE PRICES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.

a UniM Arcnua 724 So. Wabash An.
MampUa, T«sb. Chicago, lU.

ing. Size of spot most emphatically is one of
tliem. Working distance of projection lens is

another.

If the National Carbon Company cares to

supply the answer to the question you have
asked with regard to comparison as between
A C carbons and regular, I shall be glad to
])ul)lish it.

As to whether the- upper or lower carbon tip

of an A C arc is the hotter, that is a point

hardly worth consideration. What Mr. Hall-
berg said is approximately true, regardless of
rising heat, because the upper crater is at the
volatization point of carbon, and as so far as I

know that is the absolute limit of temperature
man has ever yet been able to create

;
anyhow

what difference there might theoretically be
would be entirely negligible when dealing with
such high temperatures.

idea that "about" meant anything more than a
reasonably close approximation.
You see, it is one of those things which de-

pends so very much upon so many different

elements that it is impossible to give exact data,

unless all the conditions are known.
For instance, suppose I make a test with a

D C crater at a 50 degree angle with the optical

axis, and you make one with the crater at a
55 degree angle. Will the results agree? They
will NOT. Suppose you have a condition
calling for a 3.25 inch distance from crater to

face of collector lens and I have a condition
calling for a different distance. Will results
agree? They will NOT. And so on through
a pretty long list of things having direct bear-

From Florida
J. C. Robinson, manager. Gaiety Theatre,

Starke, Florida, writes, inclosing wiring
diagram of a new theatre he is erecting, and
asks advice concerning same. At the beginning
of his letter he says :

First and most important, I want a copy
of your handbook, by return mall. If I can
get it. I expect to start work on the new
theatre June first at latest. I need the book
from which to obtain suggestions.

I have an old copy of the Second Edition,
with about every other page torn out, which
is nevertheless still almost worth its weight
in gold. Also I want a lens chart.
Attached And check. Have tried every

supply house in the Southern states for even
an old edition of the handbook, but there la

nothing doing.

The Third Edition is entirely exhausted and
I have been offered as high as ten dollars for
a copy of the Second Edition by men who wish
to have the entire issues of the book. No,
there is nothing doing, but soon will be on the
new book.

**MARTIN" ROTARY
m/lA. I lil CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hvyne Ave., Chicago 1010 Brokaw Bldg., New York

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

FOREIGN COUNTRIES SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertisements: Tariff on Application

Editorial Offices: TURIN (Italy)—Galleria NazJonale

Have You a Lens Chart?
YOU NEED ONE!

B. F. PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Pictw'e Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emergency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators. Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

B. F. PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR, 729 SEVENTH AVE., AT 49th ST., NEW YORK
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Better Equipment
Qonducied E.T. KEYS ER il—

Si''' r

Renovate the House this Summer and
Get Ready to Draw Big Fall Business

ON Main street, Flushing, New
York, is the Flushing theatre,

owned by Harry Gainsborough
and managed by Jacob Eifert. The
Flushing is a straight picture house
tliat has won out by good manage-
ment and enterprising showmanship.
On June 15 the house will go dark.

Not because of poor business, but
because it purposes to make business
better. For, when it re-opens on
September 1 its seating capacity of
six hundred will have been increased
to fourteen hundred and the entire

house will have been enlarged, re-

novated and re-decorated to look like

new. An orchestra will re-inforce the

big organ concert numbers but no
vaudeville will be offered.

The action of Mr. Gainsborough is

to be commended as a mighty Avise

move and may be cited as an example
which countless other exhibitors

could follow to their distinct financial

advantage.
Those who have kept in touch with

picture theatre progress, through the

columns of the Moving Picture

World, have noted the great expendi-
tures for new houses which we have
reported during the past year.

In order that the proprietors of the

older theatres may continue to main-
tain their admission prices and at-

tendance, it is necessary that they
make their houses as comfortable and
attractive as possible and make
it a point that all equipment be
brought up to the highest degree of

efficiency by installing the latest and
best mechanical aids to be obtained.

Summer Is the Time

And summer, during which attend-

ance at the average house is slightest,

is the logical time for renovating
work to be accomplished vdth a
minimum loss of business.

This is the time to install new and
better seating; to enlarge the capacity

of the house, to go over and repair

the heating and ventilating equip-
ment, or, if necessary, to install en-

tirely new heating and ventilating ap-
paratus.

It is the time to make the projection
room more efficient, by the installa-

tion of new projection machines or
having the old projectors thoroughly
overhauled, and it is a mighty oppor-
tune moment for installing the extra
projectors that have long been needed
and, when installing them, increasing
the size of the projection room to

make it as roomy and comfortable as
possible.

Almost every exhibitor realizes
that an independent generating plant,
which will take care of exitS' and
house lighting or even projection in

case of emergency, constitutes an in-

surance policy against possible evils,

running from a postponement of the
program to a panic.
The summer months are the time

to make these installations and make
them properly. A moderate expendi-
ture and the services of a skilled dec-
orator will often transform a mod-
erately attractive house into an
irresistible drawing c^rd and right
now is the best possible time to

rip out the old-fashioned and half-

way satisfactory lighting systems and
install new and artistic fixtures con-
nected with a control system.

Fashions Change

Fashions change in lobbies and
lobby displays just as much as they
do in motor cars, furniture and the
length of skirts and a study of the
lobby arrangement and equipment of
the newer houses is worth the time
and expenditure involved in making a
trip to the cities where these houses
may be inspected.

It is not necessary for the propri-
etor of a moderate sized house to

spend anything like the amount in-

vested in the lobby of a million dollar
picture theatre, but a study of the
general effect will give him ideas
upon which he may work.
Lobby display frames, ticket booths

and other paraphernalia have been so
carefully designed during the past
few seasons that it is possible to

select from these a line that will so
harmonize with the arrangement and
decorations of the house that they
will give every appearance of having
been made to order.
Music constitutes an important

added attraction and tlie manufact-
urers of automatic pianos and organs
have, of late, made such great exten-
sions to bo til ends of their lines that,
while the largest and most important
of the older picture theatres now find
it possible to change their present
musical equipment for something
much more ambitious, tlie little fel-

low will also find that he may obtain,
at a very moderate cost, players and
organs that will produce effects that
were entirely out of his reach a few
years ago.
Now is the time to install the new

screen. The day has passed when we
believed that any one particular type
of screen was the best under every
possible condition.

.We have had it thoroughly im-
pressed upon us that a screen is

something that must be adapted to
the conditions prevailing in each
individual house and that the screen
which would prove an unqualified
success under some conditions would
be quite the reverse under others.

It is a matter for skilled advice and
now is the time to have some expert
write out the prescription and then
install the type of screen, as per
specifications.

Many houses can use Mazda for
their projection equipment to distinct
advantage, others need the new high
intensity lamps to get really good
screen results, while still other the-
atres simply require the addition of
automatic arc controls to bring their
present projection lamps up to date.

Your supply dealer and architect
will prove to be invaluable aids in
your task of re-designing and re-
equipping and the profit made by one
and the fee charged by the other con-
stitute wise investments instead of a
rash expenditure which some of us
still believe to be the case.

So don't fail to consult them before
you start something and having
started it, put it through to a
finish and when the renovated
house opens, the exhibitor who is

hollering "hard times" will not be
you.

{Continued on next page)
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special nckot,
any colore, accurately num-
bered; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Ticket3 for Prlae
Drawings: $5.00. $6.00.
Prompt shlpmentfl. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Be-
aerred Seat Coupon Tickets, aerial

or dated. All tickets must coo-
form to Government roEulatlon and

established price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00

Ten Thousand S.Ot

Fifteen Tliousand BS9
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joarnal of

the British Film Industry

Of Special Interest to All Who Buy er Sell Flint

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L

Specimen Copy PVe« on Bequest
Foreign Subscrlptlsns : One pound tea shllUofS (f«ld)

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Deslsnert of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER, Auoeiate

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office: HURON BLOC DETROIT. MICH.
Branch Offices: New York, Chicago, Windsor, Oat.

G. E. MAZDA
EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
Full Particulars Fumishad

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave. 228 Union Ava.
Chicago, III. Memphis, T«on.

That tliis advice is good is proved
by the fact that it has been followed
by the following enterprising cxliib-

itors even before w^e ottered it. Read
through the list. See what these peo-
ple are doing and then sit down and
figure out just how much it would
pay you to do the same thing or even
go them one better.

SH ELTON, CONN.—Irving Peck has plans
by Brown & Von Bcren, 185 Church street,

New Haven, for alterations to theatre.

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Knickerbocker
Theatre Company, 70 MetropoHtan Theatre
Building, 934 F street, N, W., has plans by
Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue, New
York, for remodeling Knickerbocker Theatre
at Eighteenth and Columbus road, N. W.,
to cost $100,000.

CAIRO, ILL.—Kimmel Theatre has been
remodeled and reopened.
CARTERVILLE, ILL.—Lyric Theatre will

be enlarged.

ESCANABA, MICH.—Lyric Theatre will

be enlarged. Address Louis Cretens, manager.
VICKSBURG, MISS.—Saenger Amusement

Company, of New Orleans, will make extensive
improvements to Walnut Street Theatre.
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Grand Opera House has

been remodeled and reopened.

.A.TLANTIC CITY, N. J.—Progress Amuse-
ment Company has purchased Garden Pier
Theatre and will make extensive improvements.
Address William A. Richardson, vice president.

WILDWOOD, N. J.—William Bond has
contract to make alterations and build an addi-
tion to theatre for Wildwood Realty Company,
Inc., 3400 Pacific avenue.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Morris M. Glasen,
1 133 Broadway, has plans by George and
Edward Blum, 505 Fifth avenue, for altera-
tions to four-story brick theatre and office

building at Twenty-third street and Eighth
avenue, to cost $500,000.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—W. W. Kings-
ton & Company has contract to make altera-

tions to five-story theatre, store and office

building on Market street, for Bardayon
Theatre Corporation, 296 Main street, to cost

$40,000.

CANTON, O. — Extensive improvements
have been made to Alhambra Theatre, costing
$20,000.

DUNBAR, W. VA.—N. C. Duncan has
leased Princess Theatre and will make im-
provements.

FAIRMONT, W. VA.—Hippodrome Thea-
tre will make improvements, to cost $10,000.

PRINCETON, W. VA.—Royal Theatre i*

being remodeled and seating capacity increased
to 1,200.

The Atlanta Studio Corporation Has
Plans for a $100,000 Studio Building

IT has been announced by the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation that the erection of a
$100,000 studio will shortly be commenced

by the Southern Motion Picture Finance Com-
pany and the Atlanta Studio Corporation.

In this building pictures will be produced by
and for these corporations for distribution
through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
The site chosen is on the outskirts of Atlanta

and known as Ashford Park.
The property is on the main line of the

Southern Railroad and is already supplied with
water, gas and electricity, due to the extension
of these facilities to Camp Gordon, one of the
war training camps, which is situated a few
miles distant.

The plans provide for a building 150 by 250
feet with stage room for the accommodation
of four companies at one time. Hentz, Reed
& Adler, of Atlanta, are the architects.

It consists of fifteen acres on Peachtree

Road, about eight miles from the center of

Atlanta. In addition to this tract the corpora-

tion has a ten-year option on a 200-acre estate

immediately adjoining.

Both the Southern Motion Picture Finance

Corporation and the Atlanta Studio Corpora-
tion are financed by Southern capital. The
Southern Motion Picture Finance Corporation

is capitalized for $1,000,000 and the Atlanta

Studio Corporation for $500,000.

The Southern Motion Picture Finance Cor-
poration and the Atlanta Studio Corporation

are allied corporations. Ralph B. Small, of

Macon, Ga., is president of both corporations.

U. M. Dailey is vice president and general

manager and Henry B. Troutman, of Trout-

man & Freeman, Atlanta, general counsel.

G. E. Farley is secretary and treasurer. The
directors are Messrs. Small, Dailey, Troutman,

J. G. Inman, G. J. Gallaway, F. C. Munroe,

vice president of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

BUILDINGS OF ATLANTA STUDIO CORPORATION

As they will appear when completed. Reproduced from architect's wash draining
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"^^^^HERE you are moving a large volume of air

in a crowded theatre, control of ventilation is

definitely, thoroughly, most economically accomplished

with The Johnson Pneumatic System of Temperature

Regulation. When you specify The Johnson System

it will not be a local contractor who will make the in-

stallation: it will be The Johnson Service Company

with their own Johnson trained mechanics. That, to-

gether with Johnson quality of materials, engineering

design, construction and Johnson improvements,

assures you your full money's worth, the heighth of

positively correct regulation, a permanently, constantly

operating system without repair or replacement

expense: and a money saving item in your house as

long as the building lasts.

Originators of Temperature Control 37 Years A^o,

And The Leaders In The Field Ever Since.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE
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Less Than Cost

To Manufacture f.o.b. Chicago

1-6 HP 110 Volt 60 Cycle
Large user of
motors can-
celled order
and is letting

them go at sac-

rifice prices.
They are strict-

ly first class

—

new—and guar-
anteed for 1

year by us.

You*II never get an opportunity lilt*

this again, so better order now.

M ELECTRIC

iS4t W. Congress St.

LECTRIC COMPANV ^^^P
Chicago, 111.

LA CENEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Offldal Organ of the Italian Cinematosrapb Ucl«o

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Ftrelon Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs Per Annum

Editorial and Business Officesi

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

and Cheapest
Trailers on All Features Developing—Prlntlni

Special Title Wertt

Standard Motion Picture Company
1005-1006 Mailers BIdg. Tel. Central 2347 Chicago. III.

Cameramen furnished on short notice.
Immediate Service—No job too small.

Write Today foi

Special Prices

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years Specializing In This Prvduet
Assures You of the

BEST
Mtd«rate Prices Quick Servlo«

PREMIER TITLE COMPAJfY
3S«-358 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRiTE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

AMERICAN

jf otoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalofu*
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 Broadway New York Chy

poration, and Raymond Pawley, vice president
and treasurer of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration. The executive committee consists of
Messrs. Small, Dailey and Pawley.

More Incorporations

in May Than in April
With a total of twenty-eight firms incorpor-

ating during the month of May, as compared
to fifteen in April, the motion picture business
in Xew York state, at least so far as companies
forming and embarking in the business are
concerned, showed increased confidence in

business conditions the past month.
During the week ending June 3 the following

motion picture companies were incorporated at
the state capitol, the directors and the capital-
ization also being given:

New York Incorporations

Central New York Amusement company,
Herkimer, $100,000, Charles H. Moyer, Charles
r. Gloo, Robert Earl, Herkimer; Summer
Gardens, Inc., $1,500, Kinderhook; F. C.
Fowler, E. H. Nietsche, G. B. Wilkins, Kinder-
hook

; Plays and Pictures, Inc., $50,000,
Everett Moses, Charles B. Jones, H. W. Wack,
New York city; Richton Corporation, $100,-

000. L. D. Wharton, Leo R. Wharton, Joseph
A. McKenna, New York; SufYern .\musement
company, Sufifern, $500, R. J. Davidson, jr., J.

F. Imwolde, Suffern, A. J. Miller, Ramapo;
Lincoln Theatre corporation, Dunkirk, $500, J.

J. Walsh, Henry B. Boone, Marian Rocklin,
Buffalo; The .\rman Producing company,
$500, Arman Kaliz, Mildred Singer, Evelyn
Greenfield, New York.

Ten Eyck to Build
George B. Ten Eyck, who in Trenton, N. J.,

in March, opened "Ten Eyck's Orpheum," a
first-run house, believes that city will support
another.

The Trenton Evening Times recently an-
nounced that Ten Eyck, in collaboration with
John V. Boyd, will erect a building including

a theatre devoted to high-class vaudeville and
pictures, at a minimum cost of $750,000. An
elevator system will be necessary, plans for
the building indicating a roof auditorium. The
site, while known to be one on State street,

Trenton's Broadway, has not been definitely

stated.

The Missing Link
Chicago, 111., May 26, 1922.

We are looking for the address of the
manufacturer of a fusible link. On the link
that we have is stamped "J. W. Yates, New
York."
Can you give us the address of this party?

Yours very truly,
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY,

Per P. Plummer.
Address J. W. Yates,

168 Eighth Avenue, New York City.

Will Add to Holdings
B. C. Steele, late of the Lucier Theatre,

Lakewood, Ohio, has acquired a financial in-

terest in the Penn Square and Terminal
Theatres of Cleveland.

It is the expressed intention of the owners
of the Penn Square and Terminal Theatres to

add two or three additional houses to their

present holdings.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trmde In
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively Is
this Journal.

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.25

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

THE CINEiMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND, LTD.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

221M Moving Picture by States per M.. KM
1219 Film Exchanges, for List TJS*

196 Manufacturers and Studios
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.M
3«74 Legitimate Theatres U. 5 A Can.. ZSM
810 Vaudeville Theatres 7J«

A. F. WILLIAMS
16* W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

"Nothing Else Will Do"
NEW STANDARD TYPE

Automatic Ticket Issnin^
AND

Re^stering Machine
UNIVERSALLY ENDORSED

Send for particulars

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

1780 Broadway Na« Yark

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c

Terms, strictly cash with order

Covy must reach ua hj TuMdt; Doon to lonr* yab-
Ucatlon In that week'i iuue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
TWO IN ONE—Projectionist and sign-writer

de.sires position where high-clas8 work is desired.

Have 15 years' experience, and am at present
employed. Will go anywhere. If you want a flrst-

class man let me hear from you. Power's Machines
preferred. J. W. Matthews. Box 2.'J5, Susquehanna.
Pa.

ORGANIST at Liberty—Well-known musician and
recitalist desires immediate engagement in first-

class theatre. Union man. EJxperienced and expert
at cueing pictures. Ability, reliability and punc-
tuality guaranteed. Unlimited library; large In-

strument preferred. State make and size of organ,
working hours and top salary. Wire or write
Organist. Box 194, Portsmouth, Virginia.

MOTION PICTURE Operator would like evening
work outside of Greater New York. B. Sharp. 417%
17th Street. Brookljm, New York.

ORGANIST desiring a change. High-grade pic-
ture player and organist ; none better. Hope Jones
or Unit Organ and first-class theatre. Address
C. P. R., 1209 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

A Five-Dollar "For Sale" Ad
Will convert your old equip-

in e n t into cash. Try it!

TYPHOON COOLING QYSTEM
I TYPHOON FAN CO. 345W.39 ST. NEW YORK
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STUDIO AVAILABLE JULY 1st
The JACKSON MOTION PICTURE STUDIO, at Westchester, Forest and Jackson Avenues, Bronx, will be

available for use, whole or in part on and after July 1st.

This studio is one of the largest in the United States, constructed for five (5) stages consisting of about

20,000 square feet. '

It is equipped with the latest modern lighting installations (remote control), thirty dressing rooms, twelve
star rooms all perfectly equipped, very large and complete carpenter shop on main floor, additional storage
warehouses, etc.

We also have options on various plays and will entertain any legitimate proposition for producing and
partially financing with responsible parties.

JACKSON MOTION PICTURE STUDIO CORPORATION
W. H. WEISSAGER, Pres.

Down Town Office: 121 West 39th St. New York City, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE SPECIALS
200 Feet New Universal with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,(C9QQ (\f\
complete ball bearing model. Bass price «pO«7«/.Ul/

Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. Bass price $89.00
The Latest De Brie with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,^'TAA AA
three lenses, carrying case, outside Iris. Complete at V '

Pathe Studio Model, complete vith Automatic Dissolving
Shutter, six magazines, aluminum front, Thalhammer ''^'^^QQ QQ

Eastman Nesative Film iV^c per Foot

Everything for Making or Taking of Pictures

Our new catalogue will be out in a few weeks.
Get your name in for a copy. WriU or wire.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn Street Dept. 107 Chicago, IIL

THE VALLEN AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN MACHINE

Noiseless

Positive

Fool Proof

Economical

Guaranteed
Patented

E. J.Vallen Electrical Company
85 SOUTH CANAL STREET AKRON, OHIO

LUDWIG G.B.ERB,

CATALOGOUR NEW
WILL

SAVE YOU
MONEY

SEND FOR A FREE
COPY TODAY

If you are building a new
theatre or renovating an

old one, you are doing
yourself an injustice if

you place an order for

lobby display fixtures

without first finding out

what we can do for you.

STANLEY FRAME COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
Office and Salesroom:

Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh Avenue
FACTORY: 440-442 WEST 42nd STREET

Let us estimate on your seats. We are Eastern Sales Representativet
of the Steel Furniture Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.

lERBOCRAPHI
tRADE MARK REG U S . PAT OFF.;

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716

203 TO 211 W. 1461" Sr., New York City
LABORATORIES ANO.STUDIO
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Every Theater

%eeds

Tran^SeR

It gives the projectionist per-
fect arcs; clear, white, steady
light that is easily directed and
controlled and clean, sharp-lined
pictures.

It furnishes two arcs in series,

same amperage and light value
in each, making possible perfect
dissolve and projection of the
pictures.

TRANSVERTER is vertical in de-

sign and operates on ball bear-

ings. It takes up less space in

the booth, it is quiet and econom-
ical in operation, gives better

projection and more service and
satisfaction than any other
equipment.

TRANSVERTER is full of worth-
while features and the greater
one's experience the more it is

appreciated.

The Hertner Electric Co.

1904 W. 112th St.

Cleveland, Ohio

SOME NEW IDEAS
meet with resistance right off the bat, but the welcome
that is being given the new

"FTIm Fast"
TRADE MARK

PROJECTING REEL
proves—the human-ness of the ones who thought it out
and then produced it at a reasonable cost.

Just consider the cotil^l^ction

—

.•\ steel shaft mill^Bjb accurate shape and the ends lo a
square wedge fit. shaft goes through the heads and
then drives througrTtwo steel collars with square open-
ings. Three steel rivets bind it together forever.

And as if that were
not enough — the
barrel further
clinches the spring
steel heads with 12

lugs.

Did you notice that
—s pring steel
heads ?

Study the parts-
then ask us to tell

you the four guar-
anteed advantages.

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.
p. O. Box 420

ATTLEBORO MASS., U. S. A.

For Better Projection
—Better Definition—Flatter

Field— Greater Contrasts- -

Brilliant Illumination.

BAUSCH & LOMB
CINEPHOR

The New Projection Lens

Write for interesting literature

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

New York Washington Chicago San Francisco

Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopet,
Projection Apparatus (Balapticons)

,
Ophthalmic Lenses and In-

struments, Photo-Microriraphic Apparatus, Range Finders and (htn

Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Pritm
Binoculars, Magnifiers and Other High-Grade Optical ProducU.
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For truthful reproductive quality use

^EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

You can't play real music on an instrument

with two strings—neither can you reprodvice

the full quality of your negative with only

highlights and shadows. You need the full

range of Eastman Positive Film halftones

that carry quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base is identifiable through-

out its entire length by the words

''Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y.
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POWER'S PROJECTORS
Are Sold Through

Authorized Distributors
Mction Picture Equipment Corp.

727 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Mction Picture Equ'pment Corp.
1301 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Charleston Electrical Supply Co.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Theatre Equipment Co., Inc.

1927 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASH.

Theatre Equipment Supply Co.
134 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Supply & Repair Co.
392 BURNSIDE STREET

PORTLAND, ORE.

Theatre Supply Co., Inc.

FILM BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OHIO

BRANCH
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING

CINCINNATI, O.

H. A. & E. S. Taylor
76 DORRANCE STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Exhibitors' Supply Co.
67 CHURCH STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

Western Theatre Supply Co.
15th end DAVENPORT STS.

OMAHA, NEBR.

Protection

Protection

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
9 NASSAU STREET
ATLANTA, GA.

328 CALIFORNIA STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

181S MAIN STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS

Stancard Theatre Equipment Co.
5C7-8 PRODUCE EXCHANGE BLDG.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

j^^15iCH0LAS POWER COMPANY^*^
'£lV Ninf.ty Cold St. Ntw Yokh.N.Y.

Independent Movie Supply Co.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

BRANCHES:
42 ORANGE STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.
464 PEARL STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
131 MEADOW ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co.
800 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

S. & S. Film & Supply Co.
1026 FORBES STREET
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Fulcc-Schaffer Sales Co.
24 EAST EIGHTH STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

BRANCH:
3301 OLIVE ST., ST. LCUIS, MO.

Cole Theatre Supply Co.
109-111 WEST 187H STREET

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Ray Smith Company
174 SECOND STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Denver Theatre Supply Co.
1436 WELTON STREET

DENVER, COLO.

Service Theatre Supply Co.
2115 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MICH.

Washingtcn Theatre Supply Co.
908 G STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CANADA
Perkins Electric, Ltd.

347 BLEURY ST.
MONTREAL, P. Q., CANADA

11 TEMPERANCE STREET
TORONTO, ONT.

217 McDERMOT AVENUE
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

For The Distributor

Means
For The Exhibitor



Largest PAID Circulation in the Field—10,709

MOVING PICT

reat Paramo

JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

Wallace Reid
r7/?e Dictator

SUPPORTED BY

LILA LEE
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS'

great story of adventure

and romance. Wallie's best role

in years. A certain winner.

By Richard Harding Davis
Directed by James Cruze

Scenario by Walter Woods

Released ./»i;hj( ;

a
0>aramounl

Q>icture

AUGUST
RELEASES

WALLACE REID in

"The Dictator"

MARION DAVIES in

"The Young Diana"

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"If You Believe It, It's So"

HETTY COMPSON in

"The Bonded Woman

MAY McAVOY in

"The Top of New York"

"The Loves of Pharaoh

LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION

CYCORPWATVSN

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Po«t
Office «t New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Published weekly. $3 a year.
516 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
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Mrs. A. B. Maescher, President

De Luxe Building Company
Sponsor for

"NIGHT LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD"

Mrs. A. B. Maescher

presents

A Fred Caldwell Production

Attention, first run theatres,

exchange men, and foreign buyers

Now ready for release

St

Night Life in Holiywood
THE PICTURE OF THE HOUR

19

A rare combination of rural comedy and
drama combined with all inspiring situa-

tions, teeming with suspense.

A powerful, human interest story that

will make you laugh and cry.

Tense acting, real to life.

A picture you will go to see twice, one
you can take your mother, your sister,

your sweetheart to.

One that will live in your mind and
heart.y

Applications now being considered

for territorial rights

Address

:

Mrs. A. B. Maescher
Hollywood Studios

Hollywood, Calif.

Fred Caldwell

Author and Director
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FORMERLY
Saturday, June 10, 1922

Good Films Only
Is Frank Rembusch's Plea—Says
There Shouldn't Be Any Bad

Pictures

Frank J. Rcmbusch of Shelbyville,

Inil. has forwarded to this office the

following interesting communication:
"VVheii you complain to the distri-

butor, ht says
—

'Well, you can't ex-

peci them to always make a good pic-

ture.' Of all the damnable, inexcus-

able, conten.ptible, silly alibis in this

industry, that sentence is the worst,

and I have heard it used until it

makes my stomach turn.

• "We can'i give the public a-good
performance 'once in a while' Our
entertainment must be 100% every

day, or near it, if we expect to 'keep

I

our doors open. Every picture that

goes on our screen must be a good
picture, and every alibi to the con-

xi;ary shoulo be kicked out of this

industry.

"For every star picture, good or

bad, we must pay a big star price.

After WC pay the big price, we are

obliged to go after the public with an
exploitation campaign that forces

thern to come into our theaters, and
often to see a poor picture that dis-

gusts tlicm with all pictures. If a

star picture is bad, naturally, they

believe the balance y^uvorse, -
,

.^t^i he tliff!!,' IIIUI fHis industry nee^
afid the biggest thing that we. need
right now is that ever iictr

pictut

ormance, because if

the pictuic is bad it need never be
shown or it can be made over. It's

not like a great stage artist who must
periorm every day rain or shine.

"'f our stars have run out of mate-
rial or ideas, let them get out and give
somebody else a chance' that has a

nev,' i lea or thought, and is willing to

make cveiy picture a good picti^

"Forever—let's kill this a.

can't always be good_^ff^ijijv—Why
iVty Im gnnflr

a good picture or no pictur

p.d be our m
cn picture performance

shou'd be more ,nearly perfect than
any ocher, and there, is no excuse or
alibi, for otherwise.

Comin
Where

Let us
FILM '

(gratis

what

Judge
an'

.]

the

da^

scr

Icj

iiiiiiiyiiimiMnnnriniMir-—" |^

VORX CITY.



WAIT FOR GOLDW

MARSHALL NEILAN

will make all his pictures
for Goldvvyn, with powerful
stories and on a scale sur»

passing his best previous
effort.

ALLEN HOLUBAR

is now filming the $10,000
prize winning story/'Broken
Chains," his first work for

Goldwyn.

R. A. WALSH

has begun production on
"Captain Blackbird," his

Brst big picture at the

Culver City Studios.

YN'S ANNOUNCEMENT! IT WILL BE READY SOON!

OBig
Pictures

-

No program pictures-

hut all Smashing Specials^

DOLLARS AND CENTS
ATTRACTIONS

Each of these twenty pictures is being pro-

duced as carefully as if it were intended to be

the one big picture of the industry* No
expense is spared in making it.

GOLDWYN
will not include in this twenty any picture

that is not a powerful, toivering special. These

will be BIG PICTURES — remember that!

IX) Big Pictures-not a
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When a MiiMonaire

Walks Into Your Room

You are interested, aren*t you?

.Tiiiliokaire oicturc comJIISr;

to vOTur theatre.

K -litre;

lionaire .picture.—-One tliat' 'makes

inon^lT; j^S'^well as costs ..:mo]ni,py.

0nif.B. few millionai'i;:e pibtui^^i^^ave

iteeiti m^de. Pictures like "The

rpnms

0

It is D. W. (jriffith in his best stride!

Anfykai memsMfiist ^^^ce"as\any^

picturiever

99



B. P. SCHULBERG
presents

"RICH MEN'S WIVES
^ynes ChristineJohnson andTyrank^azexj

Tfirected by ^ GASNIER

L.J. GASNIER

^^"jke Exhibitors
constant plea iS'-

LrlVe US
GOOD PICTURES"

Heres our answer

:

Our aim will

be to give you -

NOT merely good
pictures but ^—^

GREAT PICTURES

PREFERRED
PICTURE

Distributed by

AL LICHTAAAN
CORPORATION
576.FIFTH AVENUE -N.Y.

AL UCHTJ^}^ 'president B.P. SCHULBEIKC'Vice presideni J.G. BACHAAANN-'treasunr
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Oscarwiio^T
54 WOMAN OF „

NOIMPORTANCB
1 A Beautifully Staged, Splendidly Acted Picturization

of a Noted Author*s Greatest Play
\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN



THEY ALL AWAIT
R-Cs GREATEST SUPER-SPECIAL FOR THE 1922 SEASON

AN EMORY JOHNSON PRODUCTION
Marcus Loew,Harry Creindall, Samuel Rothapel.Joe Plunkett.Uoe Mark,
Sidney Lust, Tom Moore, Jolui Kunsl£y,Phll Qlelchmau, Louis Blumenthal,
C.E.Wliiteliurst.Mlke SIie&,Nate Bobbins, Louis Soiiine,Hu€0 Reisenfeld,
prank Hall, Turner and DabKen,Jake Wells, Balaban andKat2,jos Steam,
S»A. Lynch,Asoher Bro8,Lubllner and Trintz, S.Z.Poll, United Booking
Offlces.Max Spiegel, P.F, proctor, B.S.Mose.S. Barret MoCormlck, j,Met2,
peiber and Shea, Jules Ma8tbaum,Eowland and Clark, J. P.Harrisi/u, Gold,
Col.Fred Levy,Eddie Zorn,S. Fabian, John Rlohley, jr.Skouras Bros, B.Harris
Sol- Lesser, Sid Grauman, Jensen von iierberg,Slg Samuels, Ben Apple ^.b. Stacy
Tony Sudekum,Marvin Wise,Rosenberg BroB,clemmer and James, L.Drlnkwlne,
Swanson and MoZee,F.B. Walton, K.LBurke, A.H.Blank.F.H.MetzgermG.W.Cuff

,

L.Rosenthal, Coleman, Harry, Earing, Earing and Blumenthal,Husbaum Bros,
Phillips and Fisher, J.T.Collins, j.welss.H. Burns, L.B. Anderson, A. J. Corn,
J.M.Allerton, J. V.Chest, J. Barret, Gardner Bros, E. Lazarus, S.Sucknow,
Jellenk and Alberts, John Walker, Chas. Marshall, J.L.Romalne, L.B. Tefft,
R.Pitzglbbons,W,F. Kennedy, P. Lever Wlnniw, wm.Smalley, Horthup and
Gordon, J.J. Jervis and Co, Sam Gordon, Geo. Lappo, S. Sheer, Telford and
Maynard, D2M. Rector,B.Gainsboro,w.Van .Alstyne, j.M.Moran, j.Eaplan,
M.E.Sllbersteln.G.C. Lansing, L.Buettner, p.R.Mlller, A.H.Grlfflthm
J.Wlllard,H.Gainsboro,Saxton and Richard, R.H.Grant, Chas A.Mcoarthy,
C.E.Dope.C.C.Glldersleeve, J.M.Beck,I).R.Letson,Ben Young, E.H.Grant,
Letson and Linton, Seamon, J.H.Blkora, Clark and Sanford,C.N.Odell,
J. Banker , A . Grant palmer , Geo .Cohen, j . Ungerfeldt ,0. S. Eathaway , H.Rlchter

,

J. A.Maelane,G. P. Kenyon,WtB. Shirley, S. Silverman, H.Wlrtenberg, Ray Shaul,
Arthur Richardson, Elliot and Flewellin,W.I).Bcoleston,Wtn.Smalley,s. Wilson
W.F. Christy,Arm6trong Broolcs, N. Powers, F. Elliott, O.C.Lesslsg, W.P.Kennedy,
C. W. Phelps, P. B. Miller. George Lappo. Vm. Braodt, W. A. Kbowlton, R.E.liblicer,

J. Kaplan, V. D.Boolestoa, B. P. Keith, C.H. Uoyor, B. H. Qrant, Chas .A.McCarthy,
A. A. Blllott, -J. Thomson, Ben Totuig, J. J.Alteraaa, fftai. Pox, C.E. Dope, J.A.Colin,
J.C.Jager, 0.C. 91 Ider sleeve, A.J.Molean, J.U.Book, D.R.Ieteon, O.N.Q'Dell, A.Eobn,
Oomwell k UoAlllster, Oeo. Roberts, ^. A. Bennett, K. T. Mltobell, L,RoBenthal^
P.P. Proctor, W.C.Russell, S.Alperln, P.U.Taylor, L. P. Hanmore, Geo. Cohen,
J. Banlser, P. W. Little, J. Sutherland, S. Taparoo. P. P. Prootor, C. ?. Dery,
Allen Bros, & Peyser. Collins & Cornwall, Chas. Reilly, P. C. lene. J.A.Ualane,
J. (^Idberg, 0. P. Kenyon, Cronic & rapper, J. Kenny, Ray Shaul, J. (7. Bavia,

i. Leylasd, I. Goldaraltb, Wra. BentoB, J. M. Gillies,, C. A. Huffman, C.E.Seymour,
B. Glen, Jr., T. Jelenk, 0. V. Plsb, J. Bkllcer, G, W. Camp, Jficet Uoon, A.Stone,
B. Uatbews, H. Wirtenberg, Arthiv Riohardson, lire. A. Ulllle^a, J. Divore,
K. Biles, Elliott k PlewelllB, S. Bleyer, nn. Srralley, A, II. Barton, P.A.Miller,
J. Laird, Ben Apple, Ray Cole, Arnstrong & Miller, B. P. Keith, Battaglia Bros.
Harry Hall, B. E. Jordan, Q. S. Engel, G. W. Didclnson, I. B. Tetrault, J.Christy,
F.P.Prootor, James UoLean, S. Gould, J. i^lttman, S. Bothapfel, E. Rieeenfeld,
S. Cohen, L. Savinl, Graub & Knobel, B. K. Binberg, Zellar Bros., Ward & Glynn,
H. Berman.J.B. Pepper , J. Kenny, Hayer & Broclc, Rosen Brob., B. 3. Mobs, S.Sonin,
Rosen Bros., B. 0, Barloff, Chas. Gohwartc, M. Becker, H. Goldnsn, Ed. Spiegel,
E. J. Smith. Jensen von Herberg, Wro. Cutts, Rosenberg Bros., John Danz, C. Geddes,
William Ely, Gus Metzger, John Woodhouse, E. J. Potter, J. C. Parlcer, L. A. Fearing,
Peter David, Walter MoNel^, L. A. SrinicnSne, B. R. Prsitsch, GeoEge Sauriol .S.Danx,
A.H.MoDonalds H. Turner, S. C. Scott, C. W. Bolchart, I. H. Obtors, A. H. Hilton,
0. W. Whittlngton, H^ G. Tntll, Clyde Selti, Sam liendelson. W. Rice. ff. H. Crary,
S. P. Flory, E. W. Parker, B. Treite, 0. Phelps, A. S. Kolstad, Alva Smith,
W. H.' Cathernan, Heloon & HolmJcle, L. Barlow, Woods i Miller, Peterson Bros.,
T. Cartwrlght, E. T. Sohuler, R. Kuhn, Woods & Edwards, Leach & McDonald, Fred Park,
C. Vaughn, Hi^ MoCevdle, V. P. Smltti, Miss Verne Ross, H. Banaen. G.V.Keicpt,
Lavin & icaki. Nolan Halton, Mrs. M. Morse, L. H. Sutton, G. C. Moore, H. R. King,
P. lu&hlnger, F. A. Olson, Leone Mazzant, W. p. Kienitz, D. A. Johnson, C. Maddox,
E. Sohaffer, R.S. TriHor, F. Esterly G. D. Howard, S. Fiibrick, F. Collins,
R. F. Paterson, E. fi. Blair, E. B. Ellemand, E. Derbest, H. Honey, A. G. Miller,
R. W. Steen, Geo. Risk, J. J. Booth, Geo. Hate, A. H. Blank, P. B. Flint .R.OoFord

,

Hoffman Bros, E. Vurtz, A. H. Blank, Roy Codner , Joe. Eyden, J. E. Fry, R.C.Haynca,
M. L. Flneman, Foret Bros. Wtt. Welsbrod. Geo. Hernan, Becker Bros., Chas Segal,
Stanley Co. S. Hyman, Tessler & Nemez, H. Martin, S. Blum. W. Zora, J. Bidgway,
M. tevlnson, S. Blatt, R. Sannarelli, C. N. Eurkhardt, M. Spiers^ Steifel,C.Hay.

IT WILL SWEEP THE COUNTRY FROM END TO END—WATCH AND WAIT
Ask About It NOW At Your Nearest R-C Exchange

R-C Exchanges will hereafter be known as Film Booking Offices of America.
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IT LAUGHS IN
THE FACE OF
ADVERSITY//

nCC.U S MT. OFF. ^fciy

DISTRIBUTED BY SELECT

LEWIS J. SELZNICK'S

REPORTED MISSING'
STARRING

Owen Moore
Directed by Henry Lehrman
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'When lovely woman stoops to folly.

And finds at last that men betray—

"

^HE drama of life is played when the break

comes; when woman is desperate and "the

devil drives."

There are two women. Different homes, dif-

ferent friends, different modes of livmg, and yet

— in the stress of circumstance—they are alike.

"Don't Doubt Your Wife" established Leah

Baird's popularity "When the Devil Drives"

will make it doubly assured.

Few women of the screen can wear clothes

quite as smartly as she. Few can rival her dra-

matic sincerity. And no one of them can write

such stories, with a woman's insight of what

women like and what men crave to see.

"When the Devil Drives"

is a Tonic for Box-offices /if^

m

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

INC
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SHADOWS
are being rescued from the formlessness and confusion which has prevailed through

centuries, and even in the modern use of shadows on a silver screen to produce what

we call "motion pictures" or "movies" until now

—

to both—

PRODUCERS and EXHIBITORS

That is

WHY

"THE NIGHT RIDERS," thrilling Northwestern from the popular novel by Ridgewell

Cullum; "HER STORY," tense human interest photoplay featuring Madge Titheradge,

speaking stage star of "The Butterlly on the Wheel;" "BROKEN SHADOWS," Irish love

story adapted from the book by Charles Garvice, and "DAVID AND JONATHAN,"

picturization of E. Temple Thurston's famous novel of love and adventure afloat and

ashore, are being booked and filling motion picture theatres throughout the country.

Second National Pictures Corporation

140 West 42nd Street, New York City
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Axe Proud to have the privilege of
giving to States Rights Buyers

Biggest and Best
K^alC^ortunity of

Dorothy^Gsh Productionsj:)resenim^

c£.DoiDthy Gish
leCaiiitiyFlapper

=1

/BieCAST

"JkeCountrY Flapper c

DoroUiyGisk

IheSoy Glenn Hunter

IhfiOtfierFldpper Mildred Marsh

3he FatKer Hanand Knight

DKe 6asKful Boy Tommy Douqias

Orifi Brother Raymond Hackett

Other&rofclier Albert Hackett

Iftie STORY

iroiD tlie Red book
Success

'Cynic E££ect'

NalbTO Bartley

''':&e DIRECTOR

FRicterd Jones
^famous directoTot

Mickey
Molly-O

Cross Roads of NeNi/York

& Many otKer Record

Makers

'Vive us noi^.

Producers Security Corporation. 516- s^Aw NewYork
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1.

in

WILLIAM FOX jore^ents

WILLIAM RUSSELL
A SELF- MAOE. MAN
Adapted from

JACK SPURLOCK—PRODIGAL

by

GEORGE HORACE LORIMER

Directed by

ROWLAND y. LEE

IT ASTONISHES

EXHIBITORS

I

THE AMOUNT OF MONEY
MADE BY ONE OF

THESE VIVID LIVE-WIRE

RUSSELL PICTURES

Vr
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MONTE CRISTO
To tke Exkititors ana DistriDutors

of tke United States and Canada

OTICE is hereby given to you that

the undersigned has received in-

formation that several alleged dis-

tributors in the United States are

soliciting contracts for the exhibition

of a motion picture photoplay entitled "Monte
Cristo which is a reissue of a film distributed

many years ago by the General Film Company,
starring Hobart Bosworth. That film is based
on the so-called O'Neill-Fechter version of

"Monte Cristo,' and is an infringement of the

rights of the owners of the O Neill-Fechter •

version because the General Film Company
had not acquired any rights to picturize the

O'Neill-Fechter version. That question was
litigated in the courts of the State of New
York in litigation entitled "Q Neill vs. General
Film Company, ' and the courts of the State of

New York held that the General Film Company
was guilty of an infringement of the said

O'Neill-Fechter version by reason of the ex-

hibition of said picture without the consent of

the owners of the O'Neill-Fech ter Version, and
that decision stands unreversed in the State

of New York. We will further take action in

the Federal or State Courts in any State of the

United States or any Province in the Dominion
of Canada, where an infringement of our
rights occurs.

THIS notice is publishedfor the purpose of tuarn-
ing all exhibitors and all persons ttaho attempt
to exploit or in any manner mafCe use of that

film that Fox Film Corporation, buhich obuns alt of the
motion picture rights to the O'J^eill-Fechter Version,
te/ill prosecute any attempt to infringe those rights
against any persons te>ho exhibit, exploit, license, sell
or in any manner deal tvith the aforesaid "Monte
Cristo" film.

(Signed) FOX FILM CORPORATION
WEST 55th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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MAYORS OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO

Mr William A. Cranls.

Resident ^l^HVing Corporation.
American Ave.,
V91 - Golden Gate Ave

Sai Francisco. C9l.

June 1.1922.

Dear Ilr. Crank:— • r.. a fevJ nients

ganization, The ab
j^j^m

X nave not/-^,: --^r-fuy a. dxd
^^^^

P-*'=^^°"t Sone«" ".f story, tne act-S.

^^^^''t^^icture was over, tnat

when the pi'-'-'*

it through again.
T.,ador Bernstein.

X nave compli-ntedj r isa^^
Corporation.

?oSrl^ixafe"tf
American Kel^^^^^^^^ ^3,., a clean

Teing enabled ^production.

a^d molesome fe. ^. ^^^^
icindest personal re.ar

^shes. believe me sincerely

::ayor.

^rom the

Mayor of
SanFrancisco

Mayors of great cities do
not rush carelessly into

print to aid in the ex-

ploitation of motion pic-

tures. "The Great Alone"
wins this praise hecause
it is a big he-man pic-

ture and it has achieved
the further amazing dis-

tinction of being praised

by several distinguished

clergymen who hold red-

blooded action stories to

be good dramatic fare for

the American public.

isadore Bernstein presents

MONROE SALISBURY
in

GREAT ALONE
*^West Coast Films Corp. Production

Directed by Jacq.ues Jaccard

Remember the combipation : SALISBURY
at his best; JACCARD giving his ablest and
strongest direction; BERNSTEIN contri-

buting the Pacific Studios' best standards

of production.

Opening for its New York premiere on

June 11th at the CAMEO Theatre; open-

ing for it Southern California premiere

at once in the NEW PANTAGES, Los

Angeles.

merican
RELEASING CORPORATION

la Canada: Canarlian Reli^'-ing Corporation, LimiU'd
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By Far
Bigger
and

Better

Than
"Gay
and

Devilish"
And That
Was Good!

4

0^ Chuckles !

THE gayest little madcap on the screen in the great-
est comedy of her career

—

Fight the summer heat with this light, frothy and
wholly delightful SHOW—as fast as chain lightning
and breezy as an electric fan

—

They don't want deep plots arid sombre drama all the

.

time, so give them something different—Tickle them
with this comedy roarfest

—

It's ABSOLUTELY SURE-FIRE!
Get a copy of our special big money exploitation sheet

—It will show you how to slide the coin to your box-
office.

BOOK NOW
Thru your nearest R-C Exchange

R-C Exchanges will hereafter be known as "FILM BOOKING OFFICES of America"
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AN INVITATION!!
TO

Motion Picture Exhibitors, Their

Associations, Organizations

and Executives

Suggestions recently made in the motion picture trade press are

to the effect that the exhibitors and their organizations should "get

together" with our organization, to the end that we all "stop fighting

in court" and that our differences be amicably adjusted.

W^e have been trying for years to do just that. We want only what

is fair, just and lawful that we should have. We want to be fair.

If the exhibitor is actuated by the same motives a friendly .confer-

ence of an hour ought to settle this matter once and for all.

THEREFORE
We now officially supplement the suggestions made in the trade

press, with our invitation, cordially and sincerely extended to those

addressed at the top of this page, to meet us, individually or collectively,

officially or informally, at our offices or theirs, at any time that is

convenient to them, for the purpose of discussing the issues related to

the so-called "Music Tax," and arriving at an amicable adjustment of

all differences that exist.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS,
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
56 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Vanderbilt 4326
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Now Ready For States Rights Release

"THE WOLFS FANGS"
THE PICTURE BEAUTIFUL

PERSONALLY DIRECTED BY OSCAR APFEL

Starring the Romantic Young Star

WILFRED LYTELL
with

NANCY DEAVER and MANILLA MARTAN

A HEART THROBBING NAR-
RATIVE STAGED IN THE
SNOW CLAD BEAUTY OF THE
INSPIRING WILDS OF THE
NORTH MAINE WOODS.

A PERFECT WARM WEATHER
PICTURE, AS COOL AND RE-
FRESHINGAS IT IS THRILLING.

"GET IT NOW"

Released Through

Producers Security Corporation

516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

N. Y.
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Mture /
In all the finest

theatres everywhere
In New York's famous Capitol Theatre—In
hundreds of other leading houses—Hy Mayer's
sensational Travelaughs supply the kick of
novelty to the program—The most exacting
audiences in the world are acclaiming them
with gales of laughter and applause

—

"Roxie" Rothafel says "they're immense" and has
booked them solid—He features them on his program
and on his huge marquise so that all Broadway may
read

—

If you want the ABSOLUTE CLASS among novel-
ties book the Travelaughs NOW—Brilliantly created
by a great artist they will transport your patrons to

the far corners of the world where they will see won-
ders of which they've never dreamed

!

(Special one sheets to help you put them over.)

R-C Exchanges will hereafter be known as Film Booking Offices of America.
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FOR THE COMING VEAR
we will release

V J

\

FIRST
NATIONAL
PICTURES

WATCH ^'Q-^^ WAIT
Jor our

SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT
SOON

Si line up to j^uit the times
Selected by the biyge^rf Exhibiioi'^ in America*
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A Chance To Beat the Outdoor Sports!
You need extra good pictures this kind of weather to wean the public away

from baseball, golf, swimming, amusement parks and other sports. First

National's summer attractions will do it. Look over this list. They're just

as high grade pictures as you can get any time. Try them!

Richard Barthelmess

presented by

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

"Sonny"

His third big production for First

National and a worthy successor to

"Tol'able David." Taken from the play

by George V. Hobart and directed by
Henry King.

Norma Talmadge
presented by

Joseph M. Schenck in

"Smilin' Through"

'Eight reels of Storm and Sunshine.

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman
and Sidney A. Franklin from Allen

Langdon Martin's play. Directed by

Sidney A. Franklin.

Marshall Neilan

presents his latest

First national

"Fools First"

With Clair Windsor, Richard Dix
and Claude Gillingwater. Suggested
by Hugh MacNair Kahler's story in

the Saturday Evening Post.

Anita Stewart

presented by

Louis B. Mayer in

"Rose o' the Sea"

From the book by Countess Bar-
cynska and directed by Fred Niblo,

director of "The Three Musketeers."
A thrilling tale of the wrecks of the

sea—and of society.

Constance Talmadge
presented by

Joseph M. Schenck in

"The Primitive Lover"
One of the fascinating comedienne's

most sprightly pictures. Adapted by
Frances Marion from "The Divorcee"
by Edgar Sehvyn and directed by Sid-
ney A. Franklin.

Katherine MacDonald
presented by

B. P. Schulberg in

"Domestic Relations"

The most beautiful woman of the
screen in an interesting story of
domestic tangles. Story and scenario
by Violet Clarke and directed by Chet
Withey.

Oliver Morosco
presents his

stage success

"The Half Breed"

A story of tradition's barrier and
how he smashed it. The play that has

been road showed all over the country

and is known to everyone. With
Wheeler Oakman.

"One Clear Call"

presented by

Louis B. Mayer in

The John M. Stahl
Production

A gripping tale of masked avengers
in a wild night ride. From the book
by Frances Nimmo Greene and di-

rected by John M. Stahl.

Dorothy Phillips

presented by

Allen Holubar in

"Hurricane's Gal"

A thrilling story of the sea and a
smuggling ship commanded by a girl.

Adapted and personally directed by
Allen Holubar from the story by
Harvey Gates.

Buster Keaton

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck in

"My Wife's Relations"

One of Keaton's funniest comedies
and well worth featuring on your pro-

gram—a sure hot weather winner.

Written and directed by Buster Kea-
ton and Eddie Cline. Open Market.

Mack Sennett

presents his

latest 2-reel fun maker

"Gymnasium Jim"

A comedy that will keep your pa-

trons roaring from start to finish.

With Billy Bevan and Mildred June.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Open
Market.

Charles Ray
presented by

Arthur S. Kane in

"Smudge"
Written by the famous movie writer,

Rob Wagner. Produced by Charles Ray
Productions, Inc., and distributed by
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

Open Market.

First National Attractions Deliver the Goods in Both Winter and Summer!
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The Great Lemon Problem
S our business consists of three kinds of pictures—Big Successes, Satisfacloiy Entertainments

and Business Killers—the problem that confronts the industry concerns chiefly the last named.

It has been maintained by producers that they must unload their failures at a sum that permits

them to about break even or they will be forced out of business. It is easy to say, "very well, let

them go out of business and let competent success-makers take their places."

That is just what happens in the business of purveying entertainment to the spoken stage, but

the stage producers can limit themselves to a very few productions a year. This gives author and
producer the necessary time to make productions that are likely to please the public. Even with

this time allowance there are more stage failures than there are successes. There are also more
unsuccessful books, long and short, than there are "hits" and best sellers.

But, and we always must put in a but when we compare or contrast the pictures with other

forms of expression or amusement, the screen's problems are different in several phases. We must
find a solution to the Great Lemon Problem if we are to continue to keep public patronage.

A poor picture is worse than a mistake, it's an absolute crime against future business. Not
only does it lose money today, it sickens the patron and destroys his desire to come to the theatre

tomorrow and for some time thereafter.

Of course, the ideal condition for any theatre with a daily change, running three hundred and
sixty-five days a year, is to have no less than three hundred and sixty-five sure-fire, knock 'em cold,

double-barreled successes to present, but there are not that many, and there won't be that many
for a long, long time, possibly not until Heaven is attained.

We can deal with the Great Lemon Problem by declining to use absolutely poor pictures, even
if they are given away, A system must be developed whereby the producer must rise or fall by
his record of good pictures. Take Rupert Hughes, for example. He hasn't made a lemon picture

since he began. His product varies in value, but it is a matter of degree. He has no failures. That
suggests, at least, a possibility, but the Hughes family isn't numerous.

The scrapping of poor pictures must only be done after a fair trial, because the public judg-

ment frequently differs from the judgment of the men who accept pictures for distribution. After

a fair trial the lemons should be put away.

Losses? Yes, of course, but losses come to all in all lines who do not make a product that

the public will accept.

It is possible that the desired change cannot be effected overnight. Yet the change is neces-

sary, it's right in front of us and must be made if business is to be saved from a peraianent

slump.

Solving the Great Lemon Problem is going to be painful. It won't be any less painful if it

is delayed. Who'll start?
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Kent Explains Why Tax Returns Showed
False Decline in Amusement Business

THE amusement l)usiness in April

really did not decline, despite the

impression to the contrary created

by the publication of the government tax

returns, according to an analysis of the

government figures by S. R. Kent, in con-

junction with Paramount's statistical de-

partment. Official government tax re-

turns, as published, are as folows : April.

$5,439,014; March, $6,284,528; January,
$5,369,200; April, 1921. $7,415,568.

"At first glance," said Air. Kent, "these

figures might be construed as indicating

a further slump in the amusement busi-

ness since January of this year. Further
analysis, however, shows that the amuse-
ment Inisiness is proceeding on about the

same level of activity.

"The difference in the tax figures is due
to a change in the law under which these

taxes are levied. Beginning January 1

last, the government admission tax was
removed from admissions of 10 cents or

under. The best statistics available show
that 10 per cent, of the total motion pic-

ture business is done by theatres charging
10 cents or less for admission.

Reading, Pa., June 8, V)21.

Editor Moving Picture \\'orld

:

Your editorial in the M. P. World for

June 10 surely hits the nail on the head.

Never have I anywhere seen a more lucid

exposition of the ills that beset the motion
picture exhibitor.

I am a neighborhood e.xhibitor in a citv

of slightly over 100,000. I oi)erate three

houses with a total seating capacity of 1 ,-

300. My problems, no doubt, are the

same as those of numbers of other neigh-

borhood exhibitors. And what are they ?

Daylight saving, carnivals, industrial

"Although this change in the law went
into effect in January it is not apparent in

the tax figures until February. Thus the

published figures show what is an appar-

ently sharp decline from January to

April.

"Another factor entering into the ap-

parent slump in April is that the tax of-

fices in Washington are swamped from
March 15 on, through handling the income
tax, with a consequent neglect of less

seasonal taxes. Every April the govern-

ment tax figures for April show a decline,

due largely to the tremendous pressure

of work put on the government taxing

machinery by the handling of income tax

returns beginning March 15.

"I might add that when the govern-

ment tax figures are made public for this

month of June they show a big juni]).

The reason for this sharp rise will not be

so much in the improvement of the pic-

ture business, although it is improving
steadily, as in the desire of government
officials to get all the money possible onto

the books before the end of the govern-

ment's fiscal year June iO."

depression, hot weather. Yes, they all

hurt, no use denying it. But most of

those conditions recur every summer and
some allowance must be made for them
on that score.

My worst worry is how to make enough
money in eight months of the year in

order to face the summer unafraid.

How can I do it?

Mr. Arthur James in his article, "The
Real Trouble With Business," has with

one slash of his scalpel laid open the can-

cer that's eating up the exhibitor.

Mr. James figures the total of ])icture

l)roduction at 700. Of these 35 are real

successes, 300 are termed average and the

remaining 365 are failures. Can anyone
deny that this estimate of Mr. James'
isn't. fair to the producer?

I use Paramount, Goldwyn, .some First

National and Fox, and a few independent
productions. Running six days a week I

use 313 pictures a year. Of the 35 suc-

cesses I show about 25, leaving 288 pic-

tures which I divide as follows: 138 of

the average and 150 of the failures. The
25 successes—and all of them will by no
means draw capacity—cost me so much
that taking them altogether I only make
a fair profit.

Then come 138 average shows, which,
in times like the present, do not bring me
even a fair profit.

Finally I reach the 150 failures—cover-

ing almost half of my entire year and
what do you expect me to do with them ?

The failures cost me as much as the

average. My expenses are the same.
Where do I come in? When the patron

leaves glum or sneering, or when he plain-

ly tells you the show was rotten, what can
you do about it? You know he is telling

the truth. And what exhibitor doesn't
know how long it takes to get these dis-

satisfied patrons back again in line?

My problem—like that of my fellow
exhibitors— is how to remain in business
being compelled to play almost 50 per
cent, admittedly "punk" shows?

Can't the producer scrap them?
In the same issue, under the heading,

"The Cry For Qualit>%" Mr. James states

that if the film producer scrapped his

failures, he would speedily go out of busi-
ness. To me it looks the other way. If

the exhibitor must continue to show "the
failures" of the producers he will speed-
ily be put out of business.

Now, Mr. James, Mr. Hays, Mr. Pro-
ducer or Mr. Exhibitor, who can solve
this problem? Who can suggest a cure?
Mr. Arthur James put his finger on the

cancer. Who will cut it out—who can?
Hick Exhibitor.

LEE'S MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE

Three Oaks, Michigan, 6/9/22.
Motion Picture World,
Mr. Arthur James.
Dear Friend

:

Just read your article in June 10 issue

on "The Real Trouble With Business."
You are right. I know because thirteen

years' experience tells me. Motion pic-

tures longer than six reels are useless.

(Occasionally few may go). People do
not want to look at a motion j)icture show
longer than one and one-half hours. If

longer than that you see them getting rest-

less and looking around.
This thing of paying all your money

for a highly advertised picture—and after

you use it you are worse off than before
—is going to be stopped with me. I am
going to be guided in the hereafter by my
late experience. What I want and all

rWestern

I want is this: J Comedy
Drama

ISociety

A good star—5 reel picture

A good news— 1 reel picture

A good coinedy

IVIy reason for not subscribing for so

many trade papers as I have been is that

I don't even want to know about these

wonderful pictures that they tell you
about. I have lost so much money ' on
them that I am going to use good, com-
mon sense and give the people what they

want instead of what I get read up to.

Respectfully,

Frank E. Lee.

Another for Black
The Black chain of New England thea-

tres has acquired the New Magnet Thea-
tre at Barre, Vermont. It already con-

trols the two other theatres in the city,

the New Park and the Opera House.
The Magnet, a modern house, contains

about 900 seats and was recently built by
local interests.

A Problem of the Industry

Coming/

RSairfcl
in

TheTimberQueen
Pafhelserial

The story is laid in the West,

Alaska and theArgentine.

Thrills everywhere!
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Pathe Strategy Deposes Ohio Censor;

A Victory Not Without Comic Touches
State Director of Education to Act Pending New Appointment

THIS story might be called "A
Revelation of Incompetency" or

"The Downfall of the Censor." It

is a story of victory, the deposing of

Ohio's woman censor, Mrs. Evalyn F.

Snow, and the reversal of a decision of

hers, and it will go down in motion pic-

ture history as one of the most effective

blows yet struck in the cause of a free and
untrammeled screen. To Pathe goes not-

the lion's share of the credit but the whole

credit ; and Pathe, as an organization,

promptly lays the laurels on the head of

Lewis Innerarity, Jr., whose legal mind
planned the campaign. He, with char-

acteristic modesty, praises Maxwell &
Ramsey, Pathe's lawyers in Ohio, for

their co-operation.

From Mrs. Snow's point of view this

story is a tragedy ; from the view of the

industry it's something of a comedy, al-

though of too great importance to be

simply that. Here's how came the heavy

fall of Snow.
Mrs. Snow's swan song was forecast

when, some weeks ago, she made the now
notorious "crack" that "75 per cent, of the

people never think at all." She seemed
to see herself in the role of a beneficient

Juno ministering to all mankind and
dictating what people—poor, unthinking

mortals—should and shouldn't see on the

screen. She held, she evidently felt, the

morals of the people in the hollow of her

hand. So. in a public speech, she was un-

wise enough to tell the greatest republic

on earth that a few of the chosen—and
intelligent—should dictate to the rest, or,

at least imply it. If Mrs. Snow sub-

scribed to a clipping bureau she must have

been surprised at the storm her words
provoked in press and pulpit throughout

the country. There were those, it seem-

ed, who differed with her and said so in

pointed language.

The Begimting of the End
Pathe—or Mr. Innerarity—seized the

golden opportunity with panther-like

swiftness. It had been contended right

along that Mrs. Snow wasn't competent

to be a censor—if anybody is—and here

she herself had obligingly proved it.

"Get her picture," Mr. Innerarity told

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News,
and Mr. Cohen forthwith did, with the

dispatch that characterizes Pathe News.
Mrs. Snow posed eagerly. She must
have visualized her picture as being shown
to every race and people on the earth, in-

cluding those benighted heathen who eat

cocoanuts and go around in bathing suits.

But here is what Mrs. Snow did not

anticipate

:

One day not long afterwards she beheld

her picture in Pathe News No. 25 with

the explanatory subtitle. "In the Lime-

Bv SUMNER SMITH

light. Cincinnati, Ohio. Can Americans
Think? Mrs. Evalyn F. Snow, Chief of

Ohio Censorship Board, who is quoted as

saying
—

'75 per cent, of the people never

think at all.' She says: 'The people are

not fit to judge for themselves.' WHAT
DO YOU THINK?"

Was It Immoral!'

It would have been interesting to have

photographed Mrs. Snow's face at that

moment. Can you guess what happened ?

Mr. Innerarity could have prophesied it

for you—snip went the censor's shears

and another elimination was entered on

the books.

Then the battle began in earnest. It

was an easily understandable situation.

Mrs. Snow was empowered by the laws

of the state to eliminate the immoral and
harmful from motion pictures—and she

had eliminated her own picture, taken for

publication with her own consent, and re-

marks which she did not deny having

made in public, as a public official.

Mrs. Snow wrote Mr. Innerarity a de-

mand that the elimination go in force

everywhere; she wrote "as a private citi-

zen." Mr. Innerarity's reply pointed out

that she was a public official and that she

had consented to being photographed.

The Dilemma
Ohio officials were considerably frus-

trated, to use a good, old-fashioned word.

They couldn't find a loophole for Mrs.

Snow—she had erred again. And Mrs.

Snow had great friends among the

politicians. Truly embarrassing ! They
"stalled" for a time but not for long

—

the Pathe lawyers saw to that. They ap-

pealed the decision and were prepared to

carry it to the highest court. So the at-

torney general finally told the governor

that Mrs. Snow had to go and reversed

her decision. The picture of Mrs. Snow
wasn't immoral and harmful, after all.

Much has been said and written about

the Ohio censorship situation. The im-

portant firm of Calfee, Fogg & White was
called in to aid the attorney general.

"Coincidences"

Well, here's what Pathe is and has been

"up against." An exhibitor in Tiffin,

Ohio, Mr. Innerarity says, was threaten-

ed with prosecution if he didn't bring a

complaint against Pathe Manager Tessier

over a picture. Then Tessier was asked

to plead guilty, promised that he would be

let off with costs and Pathe as a company
wouldn't be indicted. He refused and a

jury acquitted him. That ended that.

Then the Rev. Raymond G. Clapp, of

somewhere in Ohio, swore out a warrant

for the arrest of Pathe Manager Jacques,
of Cincinnati, on the ground that he had,

on March 27, seen Pathe News No. 25

—

the one from which Mrs. Snow's picture

was eliminated—shown in a theatre with-
out the license number. It has since been
suggested that memory tests include the

question, "Did the last motion picture you
saw have a license number on it?"

What was the Tiffin trouble about?
Oh, yes. In ordering a certain elimina-

tion in a Pathe ])icture the censors' lan-

guage expressly stated a scene where a

comedian waxed funny in a church.

Pathe lived up to the order, but later the

censors said they meant to have elimi-

nated all scenes of the church, not alone

the one that had comedy in it. The jury
agreed that Pathe had lived up to the

letter of the order, and so all the censors
accomplished was the temporary annoy-
ance of Pathe, the arrest and extreme an-
noyance of an exhiI)itor and the bring-

ing to light of further evidence that cen-

sorship is not well administered in Ohio,
if, indeed, it is anvwhere.

Riegel to Serve
By Wii'c to Moving Picture World

Cleveland, June 14.

B. H. Riegel. state director of educa-
tion, announces he personally will di-

rect the Ohio censorship of films and
no successor to Mrs. Snow will be ap-
pointed for some time. Mrs. Snow was
discharged Saturday, Riegel giving her
two days to pack up and get out. She
says she will not appeal. Riegel also

said that some of the big pictures turned
down will be given further consideration.

/Coming/
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David Starkman Now Operating Woods
Theatre, Atlantic City, as First-Run House
DAVID STARKMAN, one of the

best known showmen in the coun-
try, is now operating the Woods

Theatre on the boardwalk in Atlantic

City, N. J., as a first run picture house.

Mr. Starkman, who has successfully put

over a number of high class theatres in

Philadelphia and other cities, has adopted

a unique, but important policy for his

house which has the distinction of being

centrally situated in the very heart of the

boardwalk.

It is the intention of Mr. Starkman to

give every production a high class pre-

sentation. This house was formerly op-

erated as a stand for legitimate attrac-

tions. Before the Stanley-Woods inter-

ests took it over it was operated by the

John Cort syndicate of New York, play-

ing first-class Broadway attractions.

It is the intention of Mr. Starkman,
who represents a powerful syndicate op-

erating both in Philadelphia and Atlantic

City, to show none but the very best pro-

ductions. Those pictures will be elab-

orately exploited and given a pretentious

presentation. Mr. Starkman opens his

house under the new policy on Saturday,

June 17, with Weiss Brothers' Old Testa-

ment picture, "After Six Days."

announced that on July 1, it will open its

new theatre beautiful, the Ventnor at

Ventnor, N. J., a suburb of the famous
ocean resort.

This beautiful house is situated in a

very exclusive residential section and is

said by its builders to be the prettiest of

its kind in this country. It will have a

seating capacity of 600. This week a
Marshall $20,000 organ was installed.

People Now Are
Picture Shopping

Make your outdoor and lobby
displays so attractive that you
sell them your program.
On pages 742, 743, 744, will be

found an illustrated article on
display arrangement that will be
of real service to those buUding
a new or renovating an old
theatre.

First National Is Entertaining Eight

**Live Wire'' Exhibitors in Los Angeles

E

To Open 600-Seat

House in Ventnor

With $20,000 Organ
The Little theatre fad has seemingly

taken the country by storm, for announce-
ments of the erection of these cozy

houses are frequent even at this time of

the year. This week the Ventnor Realty

Company, a subsidiary of the corporation

controling and operating the Woods, Cap-
itol and Bijou Theatres in Atlantic City,

IGHT of the liveliest "live wire"

exhibitors in the United States now
are in Los Angeles, getting recrea-

tion, education and acquainted generally,

as the guests of Associated First National

Pictures, Inc. Unofficially they are

known as the "$1-A-Week-Men." Offi-

cially, they are the winners of the Ex-
ploitation Competition conducted by First

National during its Anniversary Week,
Feb. 18 to Feb. 25, 1922. There were
nine of these winners, but one was un-

able at the last moment to make the tour,

and alternates were chosen for two
others.

Six of the exhibitors started from Chi-

cago on their epoch-making trip Wed-
nesday, June 15. They received a royal

send-ofT in the Windy City. En route

they picked up the seventh. The eighth

left from Seattle. Following is a list of

those who are making the trip: Alfred
Galtesman, Strand Theatre, Shenandoah,
Pa. ; Ben Davis, manager of the Colonia

Theatre, Norwich, N. Y.
;
Ralph Steffy,

Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, Wash. ; A. G.
Stolte, Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines,
la.; Nick McMahon. Marlow Theatre,

Ironton, O. ; O. K. Mason, Regent The-
atre, Wichita, Kas.

; Jos. Burton, Star

Paris Prohibits Celluloid Film
THE exhibtion of moving pictures of celluloid or other easUy in-

flammable material in Paris has been prohibited by an ordinance
recently issued by the Prefect of Police, according to a report just

received at the Department of Commerce from Consul Forbes.
In order to avoid causing heavy losses to the manufacturers of in-

flammable films and to moving picture producers, lessors and exhibitors,

an extension of time ending January 1, 1925, is granted within
which to comply with the prohibition. The ordinance urges that these
provisions be adopted by all the Departments of France, to become
effective in 1925.

Officials in Washington look upon this regulation as aimed directly
at the United States as retaliation for high duties and the disinclination
on the part of this government to enter into commercial treaties. While
the high duties complained of will not necessarily affect France's film
business, it is believed that France would seize any opportunity to get
back at the United States for the loss of her markets for wines, per-
fumes, etc.

It is probable that the State Department wiU be asked to take the
matter up wdth the French Government, as it is understood that
American producers will call the attention of government officials to this

regulation in the near futvu"e.

Theatre, Toccoa, Ga.
;
Ralph Lieber, Cir-

cle Theatre, Indianapolis.

Mr. Davis goes as an alternate for Ed-
ward L. Hyman, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Brooklyn, who was unable to

make the trip because of business pres-

sure ; Mr. McMahon is an alternate for

John Paxton of the Musselman Theatre
interests, Paris, Tex., and Willard C. Pat-

terson, of the Metropolitan Theatre, At-
lanta, Ga., one of the winners also is held

at home by pressing business.

First National will present the men
who were unable to go with handsome
tokens emblematic of the honor they won
through their exceptional exploitation

campaigns during First National Week.
On the trip, Messrs. Burton and Mason
have with them their wives, who also are

close students of progressive methods in

conducting and upbuilding motion pic-

ture theatres.

During the time the "$l-a-week-men"
are in Los Angeles they will meet First

National stars and producers and will go
through the various studios, studying at

close range the making of pictures.

St. Louis Musicians

Refuse Arbitration;

Expect Toledo Strike
To date, the Musicians Mutual Benefit

Association of St. Louis, through its

president, has failed to answer the offer

made by Joseph Mogler, president of the

Theatre Managers' Association, to submit
to arbitration the differences regarding

wages and the working agreement of the

musicians. There have been no orches-

tras in the local picture houses since

April 30, because the union failed to sub-

mit a new wage scale and working agree-

ment satisfactory to the theatre owners.
Toledo picture, vaudeville and dramatic

theatres are facing a possible lock-out on
musicians shortly as the present contract

between the Toledo Managers' Associa-

tion and the Toledo Musicians Union will

soon expire.

While the managers will not take any
official action until August, they admit
that they will be unable to pay the pres-

ent range of wages in the face of present

conditions and will ask the musicians to

accept a cut of 15 to 20 per cent.
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Jersey Exhibitor Convention June 20
to Be Virtual Testimonial to Woodhull

WHAT possesses every promise of

being the greatest exhibitor con-

vention ever held within the con-

fines of the Skeeter State will take place

at Hotel Alamac-on-the-Mountains at

Lake Hopatcong, N. J., on June 20, 21,

22 and 23, when the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of New Jersey get together.

The convention, at which will probably

be made the first official announcement by
President Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P.

T. O. A., of the outcome of the con-

ferences with Will Hays this week, will

virtually be a testimonial to the New
Jersey exhibitor leader, R. F. Woodhull
of Dover, for until that enterprising

showman and executive took over the

command of that organization, the

Skeeter theatre ov^^ners were far from co-

operatively organized. They had an or-

ganization, but it was not the progres-

sive one that its leaders had hoped it

would be.

With the election of Mr. Woodhull the

organization last year took on a new lease in

life and has progressed so meteorically until to-

day, in spite of the fact that it is representative

of one of the smallest states in the Union, it

really is one of the strongest pillars in the

M. P. T. O. A. structure. And this progress

and splendid showing can be attributed directly

to the energetic work and executive ability

of Mr. Woodhull, who no doubt will be re-

elected to the presidency. He has overcome
what at times seemed like impossible obstacles

and furthermore he has successfully negotiated

a number of deals of general benefit to the

New Jersey exhibitor in general. He is also

a member of the M. P. T. O. A. committee
that this week is meeting with Will Hays.

INDICATIONS point to a record-breaking

attendance at the convention. Not only

will members of the New Jersey organization

attend 100 per cent., but incidently reserva-

tions have been made by the committee for

scores of delegates from the Philadelphia and
New York organizations. The scene of the

convention is ideal and nothing has been left

undone by the committee to keep the delegates

and their guests continually on the go while

at the famous New Jersey resort. From a

social standpoint, the convention, like every

other held by the Jcseyites, in the vernacular

of the sporting world, gives every indication

of being a knockout. But while the social

calendar is a most inviting one and sufficiently

tempting to force any exhibitor within easy

reach of the resort to want to make the trip,

there will be considerable business of impor-

tance on the program.
It will be recalled that this is the first _M. P

T. O. A. unit convention since the Washington
meetings and a number of important announce-

ments will be made. President Cohen will

be on hand as will also other officials of the

national organizations. These are expected to

make announcements of vast importance to

exhibitors generally. There will be two busi-

ness sessions—on Wednesday morning at 10.30

o'clock and on Thursday morning at the same
hour. It is expected that Governor Edwards
will be in attendance.

The convention opens Tuesday. Delegates

will register on Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Dinner will be served at 6 in the Alamac
hotel, which will be convention headquarters.

At 8.30 o'clock there will be boat trips, fol-

lowed with radio concerts. The Tuesday pro-

gram opens with the business meeting at 10.30

By ROGER FERRI

o'clock, with a luncheon at 1 and a sport and
aquatic carnival starting at 3 o'clock. The
big banquet will be held at the Alamac at 6.30

o'clock. A business session will be held Thurs-
day at 10.30, with the golf tournament for the

Alamac trophies starting at 1 o'clock. Dinner
will be served at 6 with the movie ball start-

ing at 9 o'clock.

EVERY motion-picture star of any conse-
quence who is in the East will be on hand

at the big ball. A grand march in which all

the stars will participate will be a feature of

the event. Among the stars who will be on
hand are Gloria Swanson, Elaine Hammerstein,
Alice Brady, Gene Burnell, Nazimova, Mary
Anderson, Mary Carr, Johnny (Torchy)
Hines, Mabel Ballin, Dolores Casinnelli, Eddie
Polo, Katherine Myers, Blanche Sweet (Mrs.
Marshall Neilan), and many others. Miss
Sweet became Mrs. Neilan only last week.
Miss Swanson recently returned from Europe.

ARRANGEMENTS for financing the State
organization without the imposition of

any financial burdens on exhibitors will be one
of the chief topics that will be discussed at

the annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of North Carolina at Ashe-
ville, N. C, June 20, 21 and 22. A. J. Moeller,
general manager of the M. P. T. O. A., will

attend.

A SPECIAL meeting of the M. P. T. O.
of Texas has been called for next Mon-

day, when the report on the national conven-
tion will be submitted. It will also discuss

certain plans for financing a state unit. Among
other matters to come up will be a discussion

on certain necessary activities concerning

Texas legislative topics. The members of the

advisory board include H. Mulkey, Thomas
Donnell, A. W. Lilly, O. A. Englebrecht, H.
H. Hoke, B. H. Hunter, W. A. Stuckert, H.
H. Elliott, A. Dittmann, J. M. Reynolds, J. A.
Rainey, W. F. Sonneman, T. M. Hervey and
H. A. Cole. E. T. Peters is no longer a Texas
exhibitor, John Sayeg has sold his theatre,

Joe Davenport was killed and William Camp-
bell has suspended business. These vacancies
will be filled at next week's meeting.

DURING the national convention, Sydney
Nutt and Q. C. Hauber, president and

secretary, respectively, of the M. P. T. O. of
Arkansas, opened negotiations with Hodkinson
to play his releases on a basis whereby there
would be remitted to the state organization a
percentage of the film rental money. Andrew
W. Smith acted for Hodkinson. Under this

tieup the Arkansas organization will receive

5 per cent, of all film rentals on Hodkinson
pictures for the month of July on Ein amount
equal to the Hodkinson collections in that state

and 10 per cent, on any collections in excess
of June collections.

THE Western New York Motion Picture
Theatres, Inc., is the title of a new organ-

ization of exhibitors being formed in Buffalo,

N. Y. The incorporators are Howard F.
Smith, Palace, Buffalo; Dewey Michaels, Plaza,
Buffalo; Sydney C. Allen, Scenic, Medina;
John W. Schatt, Opera House, Gowanda, and
N. Dipson, Family, Batavia. Smith recently

resigned as president of the Buffalo exhibitor
organization when representatives of theatres
in Buffalo and other towns voted to desert
the national organization. The new unit is

the first of a series which Sydney S. Cohen
and his aids are contemplating forming in the
state. Cohen, accompanied by M. A. Steffes

and Michael O'Toole, are expected in Buffalo
to address the new organization soon.

State and City Officials to Be at

Senator Walker Dinner
REPRESENTATIVES of every walk of life in the metropolis will join

the motion picture theatre owners of New York in paying tribute
to Senator James J. Walker at the Hotel Plaza, New York, on

Monday, June 19. The committee headed by William Brandt and Louis
Blumenthal has prepared a program that bids fair to make the occasion
the greatest of its kind ever held. Requests for reservations at the
historic dinner came so fast and furious during the past week that the
committee announced that all tables had been taken. Even after this

announcement was made the demand continued.

Every State, and city official of any importance wUl be on hand,
according to Chairman Brandt. Presiding justices from virtually every
court in the metropolis and many from up-state cities also will be on
hand, as will be former Governors and other State authorities. The city

department will be well represented. Mayor Hylan is expected to be on
hand. Former Governor Al Smith, who will be candidate for a United
States Senatorship from New York, will act as toastmaster. He wiU be
introduced by Gen. Edelhurtz, a popular Empire State exhibitor.

Tommy Gray, one of the most popular humorists in this country,

will be on the speakers' list. Others who will speak are Former Gov-
ernor Smith, Edward F. Albee, Marcus Loew, Lee Shubert, John J. Ring-
ling, Judge Francis X. McQuade, President of the Fifth Avenue Associa-

tion, Robert Grier Cook, President of the Broadway Association, Horace
De Lisser, Will Hays of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc., Samuel Rothafel, John Mc. E. Bowman, the hotel mag-
nate. Governor Edwards of New Jersey, Charles M. Schwab, Adolph
Zukor, Charles L. O'Reilly and many others.
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E, E. Shauer Makes Big Contract for

Paramount Releases in Scandinavia
NEW and increased distrihution

facilities for Paramount Pictures

in Sweden, Norway and Denmark
are provided for in a contract just signed

by E. E. Shauer, director of the foreign

department of the Famous Players-Pasky
Corporation, with Carl York and W.
LeMat, two prominent film importers and
distributors in the Scandinavian territory.

The contract becomes effective August
21, and calls for the releasing of eighty

Paramount Pictures during the coming
year.

Exchanges will be opened in .Stock-

holm, Copenhagen and Christiania at once

and distribution will be begun under a

plan in which Ingvald C. Oes, Scandi-

navian representative of the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation, will have an active

AX announcement of interest to the

motion picture industry and one
which is expected to have an im-

portant bearing on the future distributing

methods of pictures, is made tiiis week
1jy P. A. Powers of R-C Pictures Cor-
poration. The substance of Mr. Powers'

statement is this

:

On and after July 1, 1922. the Robert-

son-Cole Distributing Corporation will be

known as the Film Booking Offices of

America.

The purpose of the Film Booking Of-
fices will be the distributing of R-C and
independent productions through the

medium of a highly developed selling or-

ganization.

By means of the Film Booking Offices,

the independent producer will be assured

of an exploitation and selling medium
without losing his identity. Each brand

part. These new Paramount distributing

centers will be operated as independent
exchanges, through which all exhibitors in

the three countries will have an equal op-

portunity to book Paramount productions.

This is a new development for the Scandi-
navian territory' and it promises greatly

increased distribution for Paramount's
product.

Under arrangements made with Mr.
Shauer, Paramount pictures will be given

greatly increased exploitation in Sweden,
Denmark and Norway. The fullest pos-

sible co-operation will be given the new
Paramount distributors by the publicity,

advertising, accessories and other bureaus
of the foreign department in order that

the opening of the new season in northern
Europe may be made a notable event.

of pictures will be handled separately and
distinctly. The F. B. O. will be sim])ly

a highly specialized exploitation and sales

agent.

The new film clearing house is willing

to assist the independent director, star or

author who offers a worth-while idea or

plan for a picture or a series of pictures.

The R-C Studios in California will con-

tinue production and the product of R-C
Pictures will be released through F. B. O.
Independent producers will find a studio

available for their use and may have
the assistance of a staff of production .spe-

cialists thoroughly conversant with the

needs of the independent producer.

"To me this announcement means the

realization of an idea that I have cherished

for many years, "states Mr. Powers, "It

means that I am at last able to give the

industry an organization to fill what I be-

lieve is its most acute need—an exploita-

tion and selling medium for the in-

dependent jiroducer-efficient, established

and reliable.

"After July 1 we will start our plan of
distrilnition which will guarantee each
producer who releases through F. B. O.
the popularization and perpetuation of his

brand name or the name of the individual

picture. There will be no merging under
one name. It will not be an 'F. B. O.
Production,' but an "Ethel Clayton Pro-
duction,' or a 'Harry Carey Production'
or a 'Carter DeHaven Comedy' that we
will sell. The producer will have his full

and just credit with the trade and with the

public. The F. B. O. will act simply as
his agent—a pipe line bringing the pro-

duct to the ultimate consumer.
"The Film Booking Offices will be will-

ing to finance or to assist in the financing

of either individual productions or a
brand of productions. We believe in the

independent producer, and we believe that

he always will and must exist for the

well being of the industry."

Washington Against
Tampering with Time,

Theatre Vote Shows
Washington screen fans are against

daylight saving. The theatrical industry

is not alone in its opposition, for a vote

taken by Harry M. Crandall at his string

of six local theatres developed that a
large majority of patrons are against it.

A total of 14,498 votes were cast, large

numbers by mail. A count of the bal-

lots showed 10,275 against daylight sav-

ing in any form, 2.905 were in favor of

daylight saving, if the clock was ad-

vanced, and only 1,318 were in favor of

the present "jazz" plan.

At the present time, only the govern-

ment is observing the daylight saving

plan ordered by President Harding.
Government departments and schools

open at 8 o'clock and close an hour
earlier, but the business houses, which
were almost uinanimously oil daylight

saving time when the plan was first tried

out, have returned to their old hours.

R-C Distributing Company Changes Name
to Film Booking Offices of America

First National Sues Thomas H, Ince

Over Alleged Violation of Contract

FIRST NATIONAL has brought

suit against Thomas H. Ince for an

alleged violation of a contract said

to provide that he was to deliver his pro-

duct exclusively to First National for a

term of three years expiring December
31, 1924. the first picture to l)e ready for

distribution not later than December 1,

1921, and the others to follow not more
than ten weeks apart. Under this ar-

rangement Mr. Ince could turn in twelve

pictures in all, if he completed one every

four weeks. It is charged that only one

picture, "Hail the Woman," has been

given First National.

According to the papers filed in court,

Mr. Ince, sometime ago, asked for a

change in the contract and threatened

legal action to cancel it when the change

was denied him. First National asks

the court to declare the contest valid and
seeks to restrain Mr. Ince from taking

steps to invalidate the contract, and also

to restrain him from directing, manu-
facturing, supervising or producing for

companies other than First National.

The only statement forthcoming from
that company was one of regret that it

had been deemed necessary, in order to

protect the interests of its 3,300 fran-

chise holders, to sue Mr. Ince, who "has

long held an honored position in the mo-
tion picture industry."

Colvin Brown, Mr. Ince's representa-

tive in the East, said that no statement

would be made by his employer.
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Outlook Bright as Hays Organization

Meets Representatives of M. P. T. O. A.
Uniform Contact Discussed and Satisfactory Solution Believed Near

WITHIN the next week some
definite decision concerning the

uniform contract will be made
known to exhibitors of this country.

While the conference between the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners and Will

Hays, representing the Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., have been held all week nothing

definite on any issue with which the two
representative committees had deliberat-

ed was accomplished. At press time it

was known that the two factions were
still deliberating and nothing of a

definite nature was announced by either

side, although both maintained an opti-

mistic attitude.

It had been expected that the two or-

ganizations would arrive at some agree-

ment before the week expired, it was
apparent on Alonday that the conference

would last at least ten or more days.

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
headed the exhibitors' delegation, while

Will Hays represented the producers and
distributors. Mr. Cohen will not make
any public statement on the deliberations

until late in this week. The same in-

formation was given out at the office of

Mr. Hays.
However, from an uncjuestionably re-

liable source, a representative of Moving
Picture World learned that the only sub-

ject under consideration up until Wed-
nesday night was that pertaining to uni-

form contracts. Just how far the dele-

gates had gone on this question could not

be ascertained definitely, although it was
learned that the exhibitors presented their

version of what constitutes a uniform
contrast. This, according to the Moving
Picture World informant, was submitted
and discussed in its entirety.

Considerable discussion arose at one
of the sessions over the question of

charges in replacing film burned at the

theatres. Various figures ranging from
15 cents down to 6 cents were submitted,
but the point was made that very few
such claims had ever been paid. How-
ever, a settlement of 4 cents was finally

decided upon.

Whether or not the distributors and
producers will accede to the suggested
modifications of the contract remains to

be seen. The M. P. T. O. A. delegations,

true to their promise to the exhibitors, are

determined that the present contract shall

be altered. They maintain tliat these
contracts are inequitable. It is known,
too, that any suggestion of a percentage
arrangement will be opposed by the ex-
hibitors.

The question of lower film rentals also

was scheduled to come and no doubt will

be brought up before the conference is

adjourned. There is very little doubt,

however, as to whether anything of a

concrete nature will be done, for the

reason that producers and distributors

adhere to the belief that the question is

one of an economic nature and cannot be

solved by either side.

The M. P. T. O. A. delegations, how-
ever, armed with statistics compiled in all

sections of the country, maintain that un-

less some radical reduction in rentals is

provided for there can never be any def-

inite co-operatively working program
reached between the two organizations.

The M. P. T. O. A. delegations are op-
posed to a compromise and determined in

their stand that a substantial cut be made.
The conference was opened on Monday

at the Hotel Biltmore. This and all other
meetings were held behind closed doors.
Both Messrs. Hays and Cohen were in

attendance. It was announced on that

occasion that among the many proposi-
tions that the exhibitors would submit
to representatives of the producers and
distriljutors was one relation to produc-
tion and distriluition economy, suggest-
ing such a step as the solution of the

lower film rentals problem.
Consideration, too, was scheduled to

l)e given the relation of the so-called

chain theatres and the houses individually

owned by exhibitors, embracing the small
town houses. Another demand of the
M. P. T. O. A. involved the elimination
of picture bookings to theatrical insti-

tutions operating in opposition to pro-
fessional exhibitors. This practice, ac-
cording to the M. P. T. O. A., has re-

sulted in the loss of many thousands
of dollars to exhibitors.

It was hoped by both sides that as

Wid Gunning Resigns
Wid Gunning has annoiniced

his resignation as president of

Wid Gunning, Inc., and that of

Robert E. Welsh as vice-presi-

dent. Gunning says he has dis-

posed of his interest in the com-
I)any and will devote all of his

time to production. At the same
time comes the report that R-C
Distributing Corporation will

handle the physical distribution

of the Gunning output, with the

latter company maintaining its

own sales force, this arrange-

ment to be effective at once.

a consequence of the conference some
sort of arrangeriient would be effected

whereby the two organizations |ivould

work co-operatively in rendering public

service. The program also called for the

promulgation of a program whereby the

two factions would work in closer har-

mony with Government, State and munic-
ipal authorities and co-operatively com-
bat legislation detrimental to the interests

of the industry in general.

On Monday Mr. Hays announced that

he was perfectly satisfied with the day's

session and expressed confidence that

much good would result from the meet-

ings. M. J. O'Toole, of Scranton, an
M. P. T. 0. A. leader, was equally en-

thusiastic and confident that some de-

finitely constructive understanding would
result from the conference with repre-

sentatives of the Hays organization.

Meetingr, were held day and night, all

factions commenting optimistically and
agreed that by the last of the current

week some definite statement concerning
the accomplishments of the conference

would 1)6 made.
The following were present at the Mon-

dav meetings

:

For the M. P. T. O. A. : W. A. True,

Hartford; E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I.;

Harry Davis, Pittsburgh ; A. Julian

Brylawski, Washington, D. C. ; H. B.

Varner, Lexington, N. C. ; W. A. Steffes,

Minneapolis ; C. E. Cady, Lansing. Mich.

;

Jacob Lourie, Boston ; W. H. Cadoret,

Chicago ; Howard A. Smith, Buffalo ; W.
D. Burford, Aurora, 111.

; Joseph G.
Rhode, Kenosha, Wis.; M. E. Comer-
ford, Scranton, Pa. ; R. F. Woodhull,
Dover, N. J.; C. E. Whitehurst, Balti-

more; David Cohen, Binghamton, N. Y.

;

Joseph Duffy, Scranton, Pa.; M. J.

O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.; S. S. Cohen and
A. J. Moeller, New York City.

For the M. P. P. D. A.: Will H.
Hays, Sidney R. Kent, W. R. Sheehan,
K. W. Kirchwey.
At Tuesday's session the M. P. P. D.

A., Inc., delegation was augmented by
Marcus Loew, who is also a member of

the M. P. T. O. A.; P. J. Godsol a'nd

Lewis J. Selznick.

Tampa Situation Tense
Sheriff Spencer's Blue Sunday cam-

paign in Tampa, Fla., has been blocked
by the refusal of County Judge Hazard
to issue warrants. In a public statement
the judge says he will not be used as a
catspaw for political schemes. The grand
jury is investigating the whole matter.
Theatres were open the same as usual
last Sunday, with a few exceptions. The
situation is tense.
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Mr. New England Exhibitor, Meet Our
Own P. (Pathe) Hinz; You II Like Him

PAUL HINZ is on his way to the

Movie Magnate class. After ten

years of fine effort devoted to the

interests of the Chalmers Publishing Com-
pany, Paul is packing up his good dis-

position, his enthusiasm, sound business

sense, well remembered loyalty, and five

reels of feature selling talk and is mov-

ing on to Boston to add dollars to the

sales sheets of the Pathe exchange there.

But to all appearances, Paul's road to

movie magnateism is not the royal road

of the Statement. We tried to persuade

him that a Statement secured from iiim

as he swung aboard the Metropolitan

Limited or up the gangplank of the Fall

River boat, outlining his policy for 1922-

23, would be an effective intro(kiction

to the work he is undertaking following

his resignation from Moving Picture

World this week.

"How about a little word picture, Paul,"

we asked him, "about you standing at

the rail as the boat pulls out, waving

your hat and saying, 'This is going to

be a banner year for Pathe. Give my
regards to Broadway.' How about it?"

"Nothing doing," said Paul. "Every

year is a banner year with Pathe, only

they canned that word 'banner' when they

first organized. If there are any ban-

ners around you'll find them in the Bos-

ton Pathe office." "That will make good

copy," we said. "And now how about a

little Statement about being sorry to leave

this organization, enjoyable associations,

best trade paper in the field, going to

best rtioving picture concern in the field?

How about it?"

"I'm off Statements, but I'll tell you

and you can tell the World and the World
can tell the picture business that I've en-

joyed my associations with the Chalmers

family. I've been with them ten years.

They furnish soul to the picture busi-

ness. And that's not sentiment. It's the

truth. And I'm going to work with a

concern that furnishes the best pictures

to the industry."

"Keep that up, Paul, and you'll soon

be making that Statement."

"Never made a Statement in my life

and never hope to make one." Paul has

not made Statements, but he has made
records—for well-directed enthusiasm,

honesty, capability, hard work. Mr.

Chalmers is sorry to lose him. Elmer
Pearson and E. A. Eschmann tell us

Pathe is glad to get him.

Paul came with Moving Picture World
in 1912 under James S. McQuade in

Chicago. When the late G. P. Von Har-

leman went to Los Angeles to open the

Moving Picture World office there. Paul

became the World's western advertising

representative. His sales record there

stands unequaled. In 1920 Paul suc-

ceeded Mr. McQuade as the general man-

ager of the Chicago office. He was

brought to New York in 1922 as special

exploitation man and worked in this ca-

pacity until his resignation this week.

Notice that in this story we have called

him Paul. So will you. The "C" of

Paul C. Hinz is as silent as the "C" in

coffee sipping at a Back Bay dinner

party.

Mr. New England Exhibitor, you will

be glad to do business with Paul Hinz.

This storj' does not begin to list his quali-

ties and it is written in a more or less

unserious strain to cover up a feeling

of—well, you know how it is.

PhotoplayWrights League
Attacked by F. E. Woods
A letter to Will Hays, president of the

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors, Inc., from Frank E. Woods,
president of the Screen Writers' Guild of

the Authors' League of America, refutes

the claim of the "Photoplaywrights

League of America," which recently

wrote Mr. Hays, that it is "the national

association of photoplaywrights." The
charge is made that this organization con-

PAUL C. HINZ

ducts a selling agency for the disposal

of stories and collects from amateur
writers "fees for services which we in

the studios know to be most difficult, if

not practically impossible, to render satis-

factorily."

Fox Corporation Gives Warning Against
Showing Old Version of ''Monte Cristo

Fox FILM CORPORATION,
which is to release soon its modern
version of Dumas' "Monte Cristo,"

has issued warning to all exhibitors in the

United States and Canada against exhibi-

tion of the old "Monte Cristo" film dis-

tributed many years ago by the General

Film Company.
The Fox company claims that the Gen-

eral Film Company's "Monte Cristo,"

now reissued, it believes, on the strength

of the new Fox picture, has been declared

by the courts of New York an infringe-

ment on the O'Neill-Fechter version. Fox
serves notice that its company owns all

the motion picture rights to the O'Neill-

Fechter version of "Monte Cristo" and
will prosecute any persons who exhibit,

exploit, license, sell or in any manner
deal with the reissued "Monte Critso"

film.

of limitless moral influence and educa-

tional possibility, motion picture produc-

tion is a matter of very definite public

concern. We hope that this conference

and similar meetings will aid us in getting

every possible viewpoint for the benefit

of the producers, and bring the leaders of

civic affairs into the closest co-operation,

all to the end that we may develop con-

structive ways and means for the effective

application of what must be in all thinking

people a sympathetic interest in the suc-

cess of the association's purposes of 'es-

tablishing and maintaining the highest

possible moral and artistic standards of

motion picture production and developing

the educational as well as the entertain-

ment value and general usefulness of the

industry.'
"

Heads of National

Organizations to

Confer with Hays
Representatives of many of the national

organizations will meet in conference with

Will H. Hays on June 22, to discuss ways
and means for public co-operation in the

attainment of the objects for which the

.Association of Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America was founded.

Mr. Hays in referring to the conference

made the following statement

:

"As the principal amusement of the

great majority of our people and the sole

amusement of millions, and as an agency

Made Branch Head
O. F. Woody, who was recently ap-

pointed branch manager at Los Angeles,

is glad to be back with the Select or-

ganization. Manager Woody was a mem-
ber of the house of Selznick back in 1919,

as head of the Denver branch, and as a

token of appreciation at being back in

the fold he has started off on a sales drive

which he promises will get results.

11,907 Theatres Are Controlled

and Booked by Subscribers to

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
and we can prove it.
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Federation of Labor Decides Against

Entering Film Industry at This Time
THE American Federation of Labor

has determined not to go into the

moving picture industry at the

present time. Resolutions were adopted

at the Denver convention of the organiza-

tion last year directing the Executive

Council to investigate the feasibility and

advisability of having the A. F. of L.

institute and maintain a studio for the

production and manufacture of moving

pictures, "to portray on the screen the

true principles, objects, and activities of

organized labor," and to investigate the

advisability of establishing a chain of

moving picture theatres for the exhibition

of such pictures.

In accordance with these instructions,

the Executive Council made a thorough

investigation of the entire subject, and

at the forty-second annual convention

in Cincinnati on June 12 reported that

"this is ot a field of activity into which

the A. F. of L. can enter profitably

either from a financial or practical view-

point."

The investigation developed that there

are three methods of producing moving
pictures : one is to build and operate a

studio and laboratory (which was con-

templated in the resolutions) ; another

is to lease or rent everything, and the

third method is to contract with a com-
petent film-producing concern for the pro-

duction of the pictures desired.

"The investigation made has clearly

demonstrated that to build and main-

tain a moving picture studio would be

an unprofitable venture unless it be in

continuous and profitable use," said the

Executive Council in its report, follow-

ing an outline of the cost of such a

proposition. "This could only be accom-

plished if the A. F. of L. were to enter

the motion picture field as a business

venture, unlimited and unrestricted in

the character of the pictures it was to

produce.

"Another very important item entering

into the production of motion pictures is

the talent and settings to be employed in

the making of any given picture. It is

impossible to estimate this item of ex-

pense, as each picture varies in the cost

of production dependent upon the num-
ber and character of actors employed as

well as the dramatic and spectacular fea-

tures involved. It is, therefore, evident

that it is neither practical nor desirable

that the A. F. of L. should undertake to

own and maintain a motion picture studio.

"In looking into the practicability and

advisability of a leasing plan, we find that

the estimated cost of leasing a studio,

laboratory charges involving fifty reels

a week or 50,000 feet, and charge of

superintendency, watchmen and other

labor costs would approximate $160,000

a year. This estimate does not include

the salaries of actors and other expenses
in the taking of a picture.

"We are informed that the Labor Film
Service Company spent $36,000 in the

making of 'The Contrast' film, outside of

the cost of promotion and releasing. This

is a six-reel film. It was produced in a

studio that was rented only for the time

required for its completion, and while the

picture contains more characters than

usually appear in the average production,

it does not contain any stars.

"In these days of stupendous motion
picture productions, none of the large pro-

ducers attempt to make a production un-

der $60,000, and modem feature pictures

range in cost from $35,000 to $500,000
and more. It is estimated that regardless

of whether a picture is produced on the

purchase or leasing plan, the average cost

per .picture, which could compete with the

pictures now in the market, would range

between $60,000 to $75,000. It is, there-

fore, evident that the leasing plan is like-

wise an undesirable venture for the A. F.

of L.

"The third plan is to contract with a

competent motion picture concern for the

production of whatever pictures and films

are desired. It is impossible to secure an

estimate on the probable cost involved

in this method, as the cost depends largely

on the scale and magnitude embraced in

the scenario. It is said that pictures that

are not featured consisting of two to five

reels range in cost from $5,00 to $10,000,

but what mav be termed as feature pic-

tures range 'from $10,000 to $100,000.

Therefore, the cost of contracting for the

production of motion picture films de-

pends largely upon how elaborate are to

be the settings and the class of talent that

is to be employed.

"Our investigation into the proposal of

having affiliated international and local

unions establish a chain of motion picture

theatres, while not as comprehensive as
that of producing pictures, nevertheless

indicated clearly the almost insurmount-
able difficulties that present themselves
in such a large business enterprise, and
we do not hesitate to report adversely

upon this proposal.

"The resolutions upon which this re-

port is based are predicated upon the

declaration that the motion picture in-

dustry is one of the greatest forces in

molding public opinion and in the dessimi-

nation of knowledge, that it is a censor
of activities and principles and that this

influence is being used to arouse public

opinion and prejudice against the trade

union movement.
"Appreciative of the great influence of

the motion picture productions upon the

public mind and keenly alert to the

dangers involved in presenting prejudiced
and unfair picture productions of or-

ganized labor in its constant struggle with
organized capital, the subject of present-

ing fairly and without bias the hopes and
aspirations of the working people of our
country by motion pictures, has been
taken up with the motion picture pro-

ducers.

"We are assured through Will H.
Hays, president of the Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., that it is the intent, desire and pur-
pose of the motion picture producers of
America to co-operate with the trade
union movement to present fairly and ac-

curately the activities and attitude of the

wage earner, without prejudice and in the
light of helping to uplift the great family
of human toil. It is said that the motion
picture producers have come to realize

that if the screen is to serve humankind,
it must not only be true to a correct pre-
sentation of conditions of life as it finds

them, but that motion pictures must like-

wise encourage all movements and tend-
encies that tend to uplift mankind."

Labor Men See ^'Subtle Propaganda** in

Move for Political Form of Censorship
EVIDENCES of a "subtle propa-

ganda" that is being promoted for

the establishing of a political form
of censorship for moving pictures, di-

rectly aimed at labor, has been found by
the American Federation of Labor, ac-

cording to a report submitted by the

Executive Council of June 12 at the an-

nual convention of the organization at

Cincinnati.

"It has been found," declared the re-

port, "that under the guise of protecting

the morals and safeguarding the peace

of a community, motion pictures depict-

ing the brutal and unwarranted conduct

of employers' hirelings and officers of the

law against the working people engaged
in an industrial struggle have been cen-

sored by the state censorship commis-
sions. By that method the public has
been denied the opportunity of becoming
familiar with the vicious tactics used by
employers in their mad attempt to sup-

press and depress the wage earners in

their struggles for a better day and a

brighter life.

"While appreciative of the need and
desirability of exhibiting only clean and
wholesome motion pictures, and while

unsympathetic with any means of com-

( Continued on page 734)
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A. M. P. A. to Give Elaborate Luncheon
in Honor of British Advertising Man

ELABORATE plans are being made
by the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers for a luncheon at the

Hotel Biltniore. Thursday. June 22. in

honor of Sir Charles Higham. >L P..

the first advertising man to serve as a
member of Parliament and the first to be
knighted.

In connection with the luncheon, which
will be attended by city officials, adver-
tising men in all lines of business and
persons prominent in the motion picture

industry, there will be an unusual ex-
hibition of motion picture advertising.

This exhibition, which is expected tt> be
complete in ever\- detail, will contain

specimens of motion picture advertising
from the early days of the industry to

the present time.

Every big producing company is pre-

paring its own special display for the ex-
hibition. Paramount is arranging some
striking original drawings and posters.

\'itagraph is going back to the days of

John Bunny and other popular stars of

the early days; Warner Brothers and
Warner features will contrast their old

with their new ; Pathe predicts that it

will have the most complete exhibit of
all : and First National, Robertson-Cole,

Gokiwyn, Unix^.^rJ, T^ov and other com-
panies also are making enthusiastic pre-

dictions.

Sir Charles Higham. in accepting the

invitation to the luncheon, said he con-

sidered it an honor to meet the repre-

sentative motion picture producers and
advertising men in X'ew York, through
the Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers. He said the luncheon was par-

ticularly appreciated by him because, be-

fore entering the general field of adver-
tising, he was a film man. having been
with the Alliance Film Co.

"There are many people who do not

yet understand the true worth of mo-
tion pictures." he said. "The modern
motion picture man is a pioneer in a re-

markable field. He has marvelous op-
portunities, not only for financial suc-

cess, but for constructive, helpful work
along new lines."

D. W. Griffith will be the principal

speaker at the luncheon, and will intro-

duce the guest of honor.

Sir Charles Higham came to this coun-
try as a representative of Lord Xorth-
cliffe and is Great Britain's credited

delegate to the annual convention of the

Advertising Clubs of the World.

Efforts of Censorship Forces Fail in

Insidious Attack on Industry's Liberty
and nail to bring about State censorship

of moving pictures an amendment was
made to the existing law that contained
a nice little "joker" providing that any
question submitted to the people, or any
circular written, printed, posted or dis-

tributed, must be signed. This, if passed,

would have enabled the proponents of

the State censorship bill, while keeping
in the dark themselves while spreading
their propaganda, to keep tabs on all

other persons who were opposed to their

way of thinking. In other words they

would have been able to fight behind
entrenchments, while the opponents to

the bill would have to make their fight

out in the open.

At the outset there was a good deal

of sentiment in favor of the principle

of the bill, but this was overcome and
the committee decided to report it un-
favorablv.

M()\TXG picture interests of

Massachusetts should be par-

ticularly interested in the fact

that the Cieneral Assembly of the Com-
monwealth was prorogued this week and
that the session has ended without any
harmful legislation affecting their inter-

ests. The action of the House in turning

down the insidious attempt to prevent

theatre owners from using their screens

to fight the censorship bill, which comes
up for a referendum vote at the coming
election in November, should be a cause

for general satisfaction.

This bill, a digest of which has been
published in these columns heretofore,

provided that all political advertising, the

.screens being particularly specified, must
be signed, and there were other features

in the bill that would have made it ex-

ceedingly difficult for theatre men to use

the theatre screens as informative agents

in the campaign to educate the people as

to the evils of state censorship of films.

Through the efforts of an organiza-

tion that has been and is fighting tooth

Syracuse Key City Orgaiiization Will

Co-operate with State Exhibitor Body
ALL Syracuse theatre owners at-

tended a meeting called by State

Secretary S. I. Berman on June
12. A key city organization was form-
ed to co-operate with the state organiza-

tion. All theatre owners in Syracuse are

members of the state league. The fol-

lowing were elected to office ; President,

James Rowe. Turn Hall Theatre ; \'ice-

president. Tack Griswold. Savoy Thea-
tre ; Treasurer. Benjamin Fitzer. Happy
Hour Theatre ; Secretary. A. Robbins,
Eckel Theatre.

Resolutions indorsed the work of the

officers of the state organization and
pledged iuidi%-ided support to them, re-

questing the state organization to sever

its relations with the national organiza-

tion, the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America. .A unanimous resolu-

tion thanked Senator James J. \\'alker

for his efforts in behalf of the exhibitors

of the state.

The directors and officers of the state

association have been called for an execu-

tive meeting in New York on Monday.
June 19. at 1 p. m.. at state headquarters.

Times building. The matter of con-

struction and regulation of theatres will

be taken up. It is expected that Com-
missioner Sayre of the Industrial Board,

or his deputy, will be present to confer

with the directors.

The arbitration agreement with the F.

I. L. M. Clubs of the state is about to

expire, and a new and more equitable

agreement must be drawn. Representa-

tives of the three F. I. L. M. Clubs will

be present for negotiation. Arrange-
ments have been made to meet Will H.
Hays to arrange for an equitable and
standard contract.

Tlie Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of the State of Xew York has been in-

corporated as ordered at the last meet-

ing of the board of directors. Arrange-
ments for a constitution and by-laws will

come up for final passage at this meet-

ing. A complete final report of the or-

ganization's funds will be submitted.

Back to Private Life

for Myers of Montana
Senator Myers of Montana is through.

The man whose efforts to investigate

conditions in the moving picture industry

have caused considerable publicity- un-
favorable to the trade, has announced that

he will not be a candidate for er-election

to the Senate next fall.

His resolution for investigation of the

industry is before a sub-committee, which
has held several hearings at which, how-
ever, nothing appears to have developed
which would merit a favorable report, and
it is believed that the measure will never
reach the Senate. His District of Co-
lumbia Blue Law bill is also in the hands
of a committee which shows no dis-

position to press for its enactment.

11.907 Theatres^e"
Controlled and

Booked by

Subscribers to

Moving Picture \^ orld

and W e Can Prove It
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South Africa Film Business Increases;

Britishers to Distribute Our Pictures
{From Our Oism Correspondent)

THE moving picture business in

South Africa has only, within re-

cent years, made any perceptible

headway. Hitherto, it was content to

carry on in a small way, hardly sufficient

to cause any great interest to producing

firms. Several attempts were made to

break out into a larger scope but were

doomed to failure.

It was only when the African Films,

Ltd., an offspring of the African The-

atres, Ltd., came into the field that the

outlook for big events in the moving pic-

ture world of South Africa began to

assume some shape. This concern has

undoubtedly done a great deal to foster

big interest in the trade for South Africa.

Importing a great number of films, and
adopting a hiring system, also supplying

their own houses, the business has made
wonderful strides. Every city and small

dorp (village) has picture halls, and it is

estimated that over 300 halls are devoted

to moving pictures, and the number is

likely to increase.

The African Films, Inc., have enjoyed

a monopoly of the trade, and several at-

tempts have been made to start opposi-

tion to them, but without success. It is

only recently that a serious opposition is

likely to make a bid for the South African
trade. The Stoll Film Company of Lon-
don intend bringing their films into South
Africa. The Precision Engineering
Company of Cape Town are the agents,

and it is intended to guarantee a perma-
nent supply. They will put in a program
at flat-rate charges. There will be no
extra percentages for special features.

There will be no drastic clauses in the

contracts.

American Films Also

The Precision Engineering Company
will not confine the programs to British

films, but supply America's best, and
other producing countries. This coming
opposition can be looked on as a serious

obstacle to the African Films, Ltd., pro-

vided capital is spent to ensure a success-

ful holding in the country.

It is estimated that about 85 per cent

of the films imported by the African
Films, Ltd., are American productions,

the balance being British. Hitherto, the

British film has not found favor in this

country, due to several faults in produc-
tion and need of proper advertising. It

is now evident that British producers are

beginning to realize this, and there is

every sign of a keen competition for the

South African trade.

At the present moment a great deal of

depression is being felt in the amusement
world of Johannesburg and surrounding
districts, due to the after effects of the

recent revolution in Johannesburg, It

has caused a great tightness of money.

and consequently the amount of cash
available for amusements is small. It

will be some time before it resumes
normal. In the Cape Colony, Orange
Free State and Natal, the depression is

not so bad and there is a fair amount of

money to be spent.

Entertainment Tax

The entertainment tax is not looked on
with favor in the Cape Colony, Orange
Free State and Natal, and it has increased

prices of admission. The Transvaal has,

up to the present, enjoyed freedom from
the tax, refusing to allow it, but the Ad-
ministrator of the Transvaal is deter-

mined to bring it into force, and intends

to shortly introduce it before the Provin-
cial Council. Strong opposition is being

arranged, as it is contended that the tax

would put many small picture halls out

of business.

In collecting statistics regarding the

most popular pictures and screen artists,

the following is a fair average. Pro-
ducers: Fox, Vitagraph, First National,

Goldwyn, Artcraft, Paramount. Screen
Artists : Mary Pickford, William Far-
num, Clara Kimball Young, Anita Stew-
art, Bessie Barriscale, Wallace Reid,

Theda Bara, Elsie Ferguson, Milton
Sills, Louise Glaum, Larry Semon, Tom
Mix, Elmo Lincoln, Lon Chaney, Con-
stance and Norma Talmadge, Katherine
McDonald and Charlie Chaplin. After a
long absence. Max Linder has reappeared
on the screen. "Seven Years' Bad Luck"
is being screened over here, and this ex-

cellent comedy is drawing capacity.

One Producing Company
The African Films Production, Ltd.,

have a well equipped studio at Killarney,

a suburb of Johannesburg, under the gen-
eral managership of W. H. Barlow
Coulthard. The African Mirror, a topi-

cal weekly picture of South African
events, is produced by this Company.
Some well-photographed scenic films

have been taken. Some of their dramatic
films are fair, but the acting shows a want
of necessary screen work before the

camera. There is excellent material in

the country as regards scenery and light,

but the acting could be improved on, witli

experience of up-to-date production.

Prospectus is being issued to the pub-
lic for a concern called the Oriental Ce-
nimas Theatres ; with a capital of £5,000,
to be registered under the Limited Lia-

bility Laws of Natal, in shares of £1
each. The promoters propose to secure
Oriental films from India, depicting the
various phases of Indian history, reli-

gious and moral plays, national life and
customs, scenery, etc. It is intended to

tour through South Africa. If the flota-

tion is successful the first two films to be

screened are "Mahabarat" and "Vishuu
Avatar."

The Administrator of the Provincial

Council of the Cape Colony has suddenly
sprung a bombsiiell on the Cape Colony,

inasmucii as he has decided to introduce

increased taxes, including the doubling of

the present entertainment tax. This of-

ficial is very much in disfavor, and strong

comments are made regarding his action.

Local papers are full of condemnation,

and demands that the Provincial Coun-
cils be closed down. The effect of a

double entertainment tax will have a seri-

ous outlook on amusements.

Movie Carnival Week
Makes a Big Success

Movie Carnival Week, the proceeds to

go to establish a benevolent and sick fund
for the Film Players Club, Inc.,

opened at Starlight Park, Monday, June
5, and closed Saturday night, June 10.

Each day of the carnival saw some of

the noted persons of the industry head-

ing the reception committee. On the

opening day, it was Eddie Polo and Mary
Anderson. On following days, the com-
mittee was headed by Mary Carr and
Johnny Hines, Mabel and Hugo Ballin,

Dolores Cassinelli, Elsie Davenport,

"Bull" Montana and Directors Lem Ken-
nedy and William Brotherhood.

Among the features of the carnival

were several baseball games some played

by character actors of the Film Players

Club, and others by the Film Players

Flappers, the club's girl baseball nine.

There were also boxing bouts and other

amusements a large number of which
were staged for and by children.

Cominqf/

Rolancl
m

TheTimberQueen
Pafhelserial—
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Each Episode is crammed
with thrills and beauty/
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News from the Producers
3i) C*S*SEWELL

Fox Announces Big Program of
Production for 1922-23 Season

A schedule of productions for
1922-23, exclusive of a long list of
super-specials, was contained in an
announcement issued recently from
the New York offices of Fox Film
Corporation. The program is to be
supported by a carefully planned ad-
vertising and exploitation campaign.
Many innovations in the light of
press booklets, posters, stills, and
other forms of paper are being
planned by a staff of experts re-

cently enlarged at the company's
headquarters.
Among the Fox stars for the

coming season, William Farnum will

appear first in "The Miracle Child,"

now in production under the direc-

tion of Herbert Brenon. Tom Mix
will make eight pictures, the first of
the series being "Just Tony."
Among the plays in which John

Gilbert will be seen are "In Calvert's

Valley," by Margaret Prescott
Montague, directed by Jack Dillion;
"The Splendid Outcast," by George
Gibbs. directed by Jerome Storm,

and "Across the Border." The first

of the Charles Jones series of eight

is entitled, "West of Chicago."
Dustin Farnum will be seen in six

pictures, including "The One Way
Trail," by Ridgwell Culium, and a

series of Richard Harding Davis
stories.

There will be eight Shirley Mason
pictures. She will be seen first in

"The Little Teacher." William
Russell will appear in three pictures,

among which are "The Crusader,"

by Alan Sullivan, and "Mixed
Faces," by Roy Norton. Mr. Fox
will present a new comedy star

—

Lupino Lane, the popular British

fun-maker. The first of three

Lupino Lane comedies is "The
Reporter."
There will also be three comedies

presenting Clyde Cook. Al St. John
will appear in eight comedies. The
Lee children, Jane and Katherine,
will appear in a series of two-reel

comedies. There will be Sunshine
comedies, one released every other

week, and twenty-six Mutt and Jeff

Animated Cartoons, and the semi-

weekly Fox News.
William Fox will release two

hundred and twenty-six subjects to

the public in the season of 1922-2,3,

among which there will be fifty-

seven dramatic subjects.

Pickford Company
Now in Hollywood
After devoting five full weeks to

hard work in re-filming "Tess of the

Storm Country" in a complete fish-

ermen's village she had built on
Chastworth Lake, thirty miles from
Los Angeles, Mary Pickford has
taken her company into the Pick-
ford-Fairbanks studios at Holly-
wood, where most of the remaining
scenes of this screen classic will be
made.

Quicker Collections Indicate

Renewed Showmen Prosperity
Of all barometers which record

changing business conditions, none
is to be compared for accuracy with
the one called "collections." E. A.
Eschmann, Pathe general sales

manager, makes this observation in

connection with a positive statement
that recent collections on account of
film rentals are very much better

than they have been for months past.

"Largely increased collections,"

says Mr. Eschmann, "are reported
from practically all of the Pathe
branch exchanges. This means that

every section of the country shares
in the renewed prosperity of which
quicker collections is the best possi-

ble evidence. It also means that the

picture business is marching along
with the trend of business in general.

''In the Name of the Law'* Will
Start Pre-Release Run July 9

Wanda Hawley and Milton Sills

Featured in "Burning Sands"

"In the Name of the Law," the

R-C special, which will be released
early in the fall throughout the

country, will open for a pre-release

run at the George Cohan Thea-
tre, 43d Street and Broadway, New
York City, Sunday, July 9.

Preparations are now under way
to make this opening a notable
event. "In the Name of the I^w"
is the first picture which R-C has
placed in a Broadway "legitimate"

theatre, and the Cohan Theatre will

dim its footlights for the silver-

sheet for the first time in its his-

tory.

With an enlarged corps of ex-
ploitation men R-C Pictures has
prepared no less than forty-one sep-

arate and distinct ideas with which
"In the Name of the Law" will be
exploited. Each of these, states

R-C officials, will be entirely origi-

nal and so varied from the conven-
tiimal exploitation stunts that they
will he of unfailing appeal.

Soft nights on the desert, the gay
life of Cairo, dark skins and white,

love and intrigue, mingle in "Burn-
ing Sands," George Melford's new
Paramount special production fea-

turing Wanda Hawley and Milton
Sills, which is nearing completion

at the Famous Players-Lasky Hol-
lywood studio. Possessing much of

the same atmosphere as "The Sheik,"

which was Mr. Melford's creation

for the screen, it presents, never-

theless, an entirely new set of char-

acters and situation, it is stated.

"Burning Sands," was photodram-
atized by Olga Printzlau from Ar-
thur Weigall's story.

title of the story was "Jack Spur-
lock, Prodigal" and received nation-
wide attention during its publication

a few years ago. The picture was
directed by Rowland \. Lee.

Helen Ferguson will be leading
woman for Russell in his next pic-

ture for Fox, which will be tem-
porarily titled, "The Crusader."
The story is by Alan Sullivan and
Howard Mitchell will direct. It is

being filmed at the West Coast
studios.

Pickford and Fairbanks Films
Being Made for Fall Release

Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks have been working
strenuously recently on their re-

spective current productions for

L'nifed Artists' release this fall.

Many of the stirring night scenes
in the Town of Nottingham, one of
the most impotant locales in Mr.
Fairbanks' "Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood" have been photo-
graphed during the last several

nights and the star, in the title

role, has been kept exceedingly busy
stirring up the populace of that

quiet old Twelfth Century com-
munity against the usurping Prince
John.

Meanwhile Miss Pickford, in the

role of her revival of "Tess of the
Storm Country," the picture which
made her famous a few years ago.

was out on location with her com-

pany every night at Chatsworth
Lake, while her director, John S.

Robertson, completed all the night
se(|ucnces in this picture.

One Colored Reel
in Hampton Film

"The Light in the Dark," Hope
Hampton's production for First

National release in September, will

contain' one reel colored by the new
Eastman process. Her new vehicle,

written by William Dudley Pelley,

is a modern drama with a thousand-
foot cut-in. of Arthurian romance.
This part of the picture, having been
completed in colors by the new
process, was privately shown by
Jules E. Brulatour in the Candler
building projection room last week.

New Actors in

Griffith Film
Announcement is made tliat new

faces will be seen in D. W. Griffith's

forthcoming production, being made
under the working title of "At the

Grange," for release through
United Artists. The completed cast

includes Carol Dempster, Porter

Strong, Henry Hull, C. H. Croker-

King, Morgan Wallace, Margaret
Dale, Frank

.
Wunderlee, Frank

Sheridan and Irma Harrison. The
picture will be in seven reels.

Selznick Buys
Mac Harg Story

Myron Selznick has purchased the
motion picture rights to the story,

"Wine," by William Mac Harg,
which originally appeared in

Hearst's International magazine.
"Wine." despite its name, is a

modern story and will be produced
for the screen as a special produc-
tion and with an all-star cast.

Fox Picture for
Release June 5

George Horace Lorimer, editor of

Saturday Evening Post, is the author

of "A Self Made Man," the Fox
production, starring William Russell,

which will be released June 5. ac-

cording to announcement from Fox
Film Corporation. The original

Madge Bellamy in

J. Pickford Film
Madge Bellamy has been selected

to play opposite Jack Pickford. in

his picture, "Garrison's Finish," now
in production for release this fall by
Allied Corporation. Arthur Rosson
is directing.

Walsh Toes Mark
R. A. Walsh, one of the directors

recently signed by Goldwyn, is

ready to begin filming Carey Wil-
son's first story written for

Goldwyn, "Captain Blackbird
"
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Premiereof'Nanook oftheNorth
at the Capitol Is Marked by

Many Unusual Tie-up Displays
In connection with the premiere

week of "Nanook of the North" at

the Capitol Theatre, beginning on

June 11, Pathe and the theatre man-
agement united in unusual tie-up dis-

plays which thoroughly focussed

public interest on the already cele-

brated screen classic of the arctics.

The occasion was "in the air"

everywhere—throughout New York's

wide-spread amusement district es-

pecially, and in literary and art cir-

cles. In addition to Mr. Rothafel's

attractive lobby and foyer displays

of native Eskimo costumes, weaf)ons,

implements, utensils of all kinds and
a veritable museum of Eskimo
curios, he "tied up" the Capitol en-

gagement of "Nanook" with
"Eskimo Pie" in windows of
seventy-five Liggett windows, which
kept thousands of interested specta-

tors gathered at those main thor-

oughfare points.

The Winchester arms shop win-
dows on Forty-second street held

attractive Eskimo curios brought
down from the North of Explorer
Robert J. Flaherty, F. R. G. S.,

producer of "Nanook." In the win-
dows of Putnam's book shop at

Fifth avenue and Forty-fifth street.

beautiful photogravures of charac-

ters and scenes in the picture held

changing groups fascinated from
morning till night. A set of

eighteen of these realistic are repre-

sentations is issued by Putnam in

portfolio form.
The interior of the exclusive

Coffee House Club nearby—favorite

meeting place of the best-known
literary men, authors, critics and
publishers—liberally display art re-

productions of Mr. Flaherty's im-

mense collection of "stills" from
"Nanook."
On Tuesday Mr. Rothafel and

Mr. Flaherty were guests of honor
at the Dutch Treat Club, whose
membership contains the most cele-

brated names in America art and
literature. They delighted their

hosts with a screening of the high-

lights of "Nanook of the North."

In the meantime the Capitol man-
agement and Pathe had secured for

the "Nanook" premiere the interest

of society leaders and the entire

membership of the American
Geographical Society, the Explorers'

Club, the Canadian Club, and other

organizations of wide influence in

travel and out-door recreations.

and 800 people. The fast Hudson
River steamer, "Onteora" will be

chartered for the day.

After the arrival at Bear Moun-
tain, the remainder of the afternoon

will be given over to games, athletic

contests and comedy races. Gener-

ous prizes will be provided.

Title Changed
Advices from the coast state that

the title of the comedy on which
Buster Keaton is now working has

been changed from "The Vision" to

"Day Dreams." It will be released

by First National.

Paramount Says

Is Staged on
"The most lavish scene since

'Joan the Woman' " was the ver-

dict of the veterans around the

Lasky studio after witnessing the

staging of the Roman bacchanal by
Cecil B. DeMille for his current

production, "Manslaughter," Fam-
ous Players says.

The episode in "Manslaughter"
which is used to point a powerful
moral, shows Rome just before the

fall—pagan Rome with all of its

licentiousness and debauched beauty.

.'\t the height of the revel—while the

guests, dancers and guards slumber
in drunken stupor—the barbarian
hordes storm and gates and pillage,

burn and destroy everything in their

path.

Leatrice Joy, in the rule of the

''Manslaughter**

a Lavish Scale
patrician hostess of this bacchanal,

and Thomas Meighan as the leader

af the barbarians, have the principal

roles in this scene as, with Lois

Wilson, they have in the major por-

tion of the actual story of "iMan-

slaughter."

Credit for the settings goes to

Paul Iribe. Jeanie Macpherson
made the adaptation from Alice

Duer Miller's story.

De Milk to Start
on "Clarence"

William de Mille is scheduled to

begin work next week on "Clarence."
his new production for Paramount,
adapted by Clara Beranger from
Booth Tarkington's play.

Showmen Play Up Harold
Lloyd in Big Electric Signs

LeninCy Isadora Duncan, Yachts,

Bull Fights in Selznick News

An exhibitor's utterance that,

"Harold Lloyd is a short name but

long enough to reach around the

world, spelled in letters of electric

lights," was recalled last week in a

remarkable variation of the remark
—squire miles instead of linear ex-

tent.

In Greater New York alone up-

wards of 300 houses had their

"Lloyd" sign out, announcing either

a recent two-reeler, the four-reel

"Sailor Made Man" or one of a

score of Pathe's enormously suc-

cessful Lloyd comedy re-issues. The
"electric" lure of the star's name
was recognized as the main induce-

ment to picture patrons.

Big theatres like the Rivoli, the

Broadway and the Strand on Broad-
way, and the Strand in Brooklyn,

and smaller theatres of equal im-
portance in their respective neigh-

borhoods in Manhattan and all the

other Boroughs of the City of New
York had their Lloyd signs out.

On the opposite side of the con-

tinent the most lavish display of
"Lloyd electricity" was in Los
Angeles—where every week has been
decribed as "old home week for

Harold." In the meantime the

boards in all Pacific Coast cities

present a veritable barrage of
twenty-four sheet "Grandma's Boy"
anticipation.

One of the interesting features, it

is said, which distinguishes Selznick

News No. 1048-C is the number of

foreign subjects contained in this

reel. The best and most important
happenings of five countries are

shown.
Premier Nicolai Lenine, of Russia,

now reported dead, is shown at his

last public appearance in Moscow.
German farmers are seen inspect-

ing the latest ingenious methods of
tilling the soil.

The win of the miniature yacht
Polka Dot, representing the United

States, over the British challenger
Endeavor, as well as the Russian
and German subjects are also shown,
as is Isadora Duncan, noted dancer,
and the Russian poet she recently
married.
For recreation there are pictures

of motorcycle polo in California and
bull-fighting in Mexico, while in
Austria more than 50,000 of Vienna
rolls out to see ye merry game of
football between picked teams of the
army. The long-talked of wedding
of Miss Catherine Hughes, daughter
of Secretary Hughes, is duly shown
for Selznick readers.

Popular Novel and Play to Be
Filmed by Preferred Pictures

Fox Organization to Give Big
Picnic for Employes July 22

The second big step toward pro-

moting greater personal friendship

imong employes of Fox Film Cor-
poration was taken shortly after the

birth of Fox Folks, the official Fox
house journal, when General Man-
ager Winfiield R. Sheehan appointed

a committee to arrange for a big

picnic and outing Saturday, July 22,

at Bear Mountain, at which all em-
ployes of the home plant (including

those connected with Fox theatrical

enterprises), the New York Fox
Exchange, and managers of Fox

Theatres in Greater New York will

be guests of Fox Film Corporation.
The committee named by Mr.

Sheehan consists of Emanuel Preiss,

general auditor and comptroller,
chairman ; Al Freedman, business
manager of the laboratories ; Max
Golden, business manager of the

studios; David A. Morrissey, of the

publicity department ; William Bach,
technical director of the studios, and
Jack Myers, of the New York Fox
Exchange. Provisions are being
made to accommodate between 700

A popular novel and stage play

of a generation ago is soon to be
picturized by Preferred Pictures,

Inc., for release through the Al
Lichtman Corporation, according to

an announcement by B. P. Schul-
berg.

"We have just completed negotia-

tions which give us the motion pic-

ture rights to 'Thorns and Orange
Blossoms,' the famous novel by
Bertha M. Clay," said Mr. Schul-
berg. "There are but few stories

that have ever attained such wide
circulation in book form. It is esti-

mated that more than three million

copies were printed, which means a
possible reading public of fifteen

million people. And this without
considering the fact that it was first

run serially in a popular magazine.

"Then, too, as a stage play,
'Thorns and Orange Blossoms' ran
for many years and was one of the
most successful melodramas ever
produced."

Lloyd Picture
Highly Praised

"Grandma's Boy," the Harold
Loyd-Associated Ehibitors feature,
is the kind of picture producers must
make if they are to enjoy the favor
of the American public, declared
"Exceptional Photoplays," the offi-

cial publication of the National
Board of Review of Motion Pic-
tures. In the current number
Grandma's Boy" is one of three
rilnis recommended to exhibitors.

11,907 theatres are controlled and booked by subscribers

to MOVING PICTURE WORLD and we can prove it!
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Pathe Lists Fannie Ward Playlet

and Fine Array of Short
Subjects for Release June 25

Fannie Ward, in an extraordinary

Pathe Playlet, "A Japanese Night-

ingale," and a fine list of short sub-

ject features, including one serial

episode are to be scheduled by Pathe
for release the week of June 25.

The playlet has been re-edited from
a former feature success adapted
from the novel by Onoto Watana,
which was also dramatized by Wil-
liam Young and played for an en-
tire year on Broadway.

"Between the Rails" is the twelfth
episode of the new Pathe serial,

"Go-Get-'Em Hutch," produced by
George B. Seitz, starring Charles
Hutchinson.
"Some Baby" is the latest Hal

Roach comedy, featuring "Snub"
Pollard. The comedian is assisted

by Marie Mosquini, who appears as
his bride ; and Noah Young is the

deep-dyed villain of the story. The
comedy opens with the wedding of
Pollard and Marie.
"The Cat and the Pig" is the new

animated cartoon of the series of

"Aesop's Film Fables," produced by
Fables Pictures, Inc., and created in

their screen form by Cartoonist

Paul Terry.
"Wanted—$5,000" is the title of

the current re-issued one - reel

comedy, starring Harold Lloyd and
featuring Bebe Daniels and "Snub"
Pollard in the cast.

"Many Happy Returns" is the

new Kolin comedy scheduled for

current release. Eddie Boland is

featured in the offering, with Sun-
shine Sammy, Ethel Broadhurst and
Mark Jones seen in prominent roles.

Pathe Review No. 161 presents a
series of all-star subjects headed by
a new feature of Alaskan life, "The
Reindeer Round-Up."

Pathe News Nos. 52 and 53 pre-

sents the important events of the

world of current interest photo-
graphed by the staff of Pathe
cameramen. Topics of the Day No.
26 supplies the motion picture screen

with the latest choice bits of wit
and humor culled from the presses
of the world.

St. Louis
;

Rialto, Washington

;

Karlton, Philadelphia, and Mark-
Strand, Buffalo.

The Palace, Dallas; 12th Street.

Kansas City ; Strand, Dcs Moines

;

Metropolitan, Atlanta
;

Strand,

Omaha; Strand, Providence; Karl-
ton, Philadelphia ;

Stillman, Cleve-
land, and Palace, Washington

;

Capitol, St. Paul ; Rivoli, Baltimore

;

Strand, Des Moines
;

State, Minne-
apolis.

Work Begun on
New Production

Constance Binney. the American
screen and stage star, has com-
menced work at the studios of Ideal

I'ilm Company, Ltd., of London,
where she is starring in the screen

version of "A Bill of Divorcement."
It is expected to be ready for the

opening of the Fall season.

Magazine Readers Demand
Valentino as Cover Subject

To Use New Idea in Lighting,

in Filming ''The Easiest Way''

Interesting evidence of the draw-

ing power of Paramount stars

comes from the impartial test just

announced by Motion Picture

Classic, one of the fan magazines
published by Eugene V. Brewster in

Brooklyn, with a circulation of

nearly 250,000.

In the June issue the editor. Miss
Susan Elizabeth Brady, announced
that the subjects for Classic color

covers would be chosen by readers

interested enough to write a request

for their favorite. In the month
since the publication of the June
issue more than five thousand letters

were received with one name dom-
inating the requests — that of
Rodolph Valentino, star in Para-
mount pictures, the subject of 1227
letters.

To completely change from one
scene to another, yet btill maintain-
ing the same identical sets and back-
grounds, by the mere turning of a
series of electric switches, is the re-

markable innovation which Myron
Selznick promises to give to the art

of the silent drama in the near
future.

For the past several weeks Myron
Selznick, in conjunction with a re-

search staff, has been experimenting
upon a new method of stage light-

ing, radically different from any-
thing that has yet been introduced to

motion pictures, and the develope-
ments made in recent experiments
prove, it is said, that the process is

practical in every way for cinema-
tography.

It is Mr. Selznick's intention to

first use these new lighting effects

in the screen version of Eugene
Walters' famous drama, "The
Easiest Way," which will soon be
picturized.

Associated Exhibitors Film to

Get Long Run in San Francisco
Arthur S. Kane, president of As-

sociated Exhibitors has announced
that M. L. Markowitz, owner of the
Strand Theatre, San Francisco, has
obtained the first engagement in that

city of "Grandma's Boy," Harold
Lloyd's first five part comedy fea-
ture, produced by Hal Roach, now
having its premier run in Los An-
geles. The picture will open at this

well known Market street house

July 23, booked for an indefinite

run. The contract, it is said, calls

for the largest rental ever paid for

a picture in San Francisco.
.•\t approximately the same time

as the Strand engagement in San
Francisco, "Grandma's Boy" will

play also the T. & D. Theatre,
across the bay in Oakland, one of
the largest and finest houses on the
we>t coast.

Nineteen Theatres Play First

Runs on Christies in One Week
Listed during the last week of

May were nineteen theatres which
played first runs on recent Christie

Comedies. Educational exchanges,
which distribute these comedies, state

that this number of first runs dur-
ing a single week for one brand of

comedies is a record but that it is

not much over the number of first

run play dates for the average week.
The theatres which have booked

these pictures for first runs are

:

The Garden, Milwaukee; Granda,
San Francisco; New Grand Central,

Responding to this popular de-

mand, a painting of Mr. X'alentino

has been made in the costume he
wears in "Blood and Sand," which
will appear on the cover of Classic

for October.
Thomas Meighan, another Para-

mount star, was second on the re-

quest list for covers, more than one
thousand persons requesting his

photograph in colors. Third place

went to Antonio Moreno, with 925
requests, while Wallace Reid, also

a Paramount star, came forth, with
923 letters from Classic readers.

Consideration of the fact that the

four high candidates were all men
is striking testimony to the drawing
power of masculine players, par-

ticularly since most editors believe

pretty women are preferred on
magazine covers.

Many Angles to Exploitation

of Jackie Coogan Production
Sol Lesser says it is not often

that a feature photoplay offers the

exhibitor as many opportunities to

get behind it and boost as does
ackie Coogan's current release,

"Trouble."
"Trouble" itself is a title that

much can be accomplished with. In
many sections of the country, it is

said, exhibitors have gonu so far as
to get out entire front newspaper
pages with eight column "scare
heads" to the effect Jackie Coogan
was in trouble, etc.

Practically every city and town in

the United States and Canada has
merchants handling Jackie Coogan
articles with whom the theatre

owner can co-operate in window dis-

plays and newspaper exploitation in

addition to his own, it is stated.

According to Mr. Lesser reports

from forty-one large cities in the

United States indicate that Jackie's

latest film is a fitting successor to

"My Boy" and that audiences
everywhere state they are highly

pleased with the production.

Says School Authorities Are
Interested in "Sport Review*'

In addition, it is said, to the

theatrical value of the "Sport
Review" series now being produced
by Jack Eaton for Weiss Brothers'

.'\rtclass Pictures Corporation, it is

stated that these single reel releases

are attracting the attention of
various public school authorities in

different cities throughout the

United States. They are being
booked for public school and college

showings regularly, it is reported.

Among the most popular Sport
Reviews for Young America, accord-

ing to Goldwyn, are the following

:

"Playing the Game," "Record
Breakers," "Building Up," "Winter
Pep" and "Speed." In addition to

the popularity of Sport Reviews in

the public schools, bookings are also

being requested from Goldwyn by
various Y. M. C. A. branches, Gov-
ernment posts and the Navy Yard.
The entire series of twenty-six films

has been booked for the various
dreadnoughts of the Navy by
Joseph O'Reilly, in charge of film

entertainment at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard.

ToBeR-CStar
Helen Jerome EMdy will soon

enter on her career as an R-C star.

Six R-C vehicles have been planned
for her. Her organization is known
as Ray Carroll productions.

11,907 theatres are controlled and booked by subscribers

to MOVING PICTURE WORLD and we can prove it!
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Schenck Buys
Famous Play

Norma Talmadge's next vehicle

for First National release, will be

"The Voice From the Minaret," an

adaptation of a famous stage play,

according to a telegram received this

week from the West Coast. Work
on it will start next Saturday, June
17.

Robert Hichens, one of the most
popular of living authors, wrote

"The Voice From the Minaret,"

which is a highly dramatic and col-

orful tale of the mystic and storied

Orient.

The purchase of the play by

Joseph M. Schenck, producer of the

Talmadge attractions, makes another

step in his announced program of

producing only "masterpieces," here-

after—the best stories that money
can buy, produced by the best talent

available. Frank Lloyd will direct.

Alice Brady Is to Have Star

Role in ''Missing Millions
One of the finest casts that has

ever been assembled in the East,

Paramount says, has been selected

to support Alice Brady in "Missing
Millions," her first screen production

in nearly a year.

David Powell, who recently com-
pleted work in "Her Gilded Cage,"
with Gloria Swanson, and "The
Siren Call" at the Paramount West
Coast studio, was called to New
York to play the leading male role,

that of "Boston Blackie."

The production of "Missing Mil-

lions" marks the reopening of Para-

Rex Ingram Film
Coming to N. Y.

Rex Ingram will come to New
York from Hollywood within a

month, bringing with him the first

completed print of his latest produc-

tion for Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion.

This screen creation by the di-

rector of "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse," "The Conquering
Power" and "Turn to the Right," is

a photoplay written by Mr. Ingram
himself. Its title has not as yet

been chosen.

Prints Received
Select exchanges have all receiv-

ed their prints on "The Forbidden

City," the revival of an early suc-

cess Norma Talmadge achieved

when she was being brought to

stardom by Lewis J. Selznick. The
feature was created from a story by
George Scarborough and was di-

rected by Sidney A. Franklin.

Thomas Meighan leads Miss Tal-

madge's support.

mount's Long Island studio, which
has been closed for nearly a year,

and the debut of Alice Brady as a

Paramount star. Miss Brady's last

screen work was done in Realart

pictures eleven months ago. Since

that time, she has appeared on the

legitimate stage in two plays and
also in a vaudeville sketch.

Joseph Henabery is directing the

picture. Richard Johnston is his as-

sistant and Gilbert Warrenton is

photographing it. Albert Shelby

LeVino made the adaptation from
one of Jack Boyle's famous stories.

Pathe Signs to Distribute the

Johnny Jones Two-Reel Comedies

Connolly Gets

Letters of Thanks
Mike Connolly, casting director of

International Film Service Company,
Inc., is proudly displaying to his

friends two letters of appreciation

for his work in connection with the

May drive for the benefit of the

Association of the Improvement for

the Condition of the Poor. One
letter is from Cornelius N. Bliss,

which enclosed a copy of a special

resolution that has been spread on
the minutes of the association and
which reads in part : "The Board
wishes in particular to express its

thanks to Mr. Mike Connolly for

his generous assistance to the May
carnival." The other letter is from
Mr. Will H. Hays.

Under a contract just signed by
Pathe and J. K. McDonald Produc-
tions, Inc., the Johnny Jones series

of two-reel comedies will have Pathe
distribution, the releases starting

July 30. The first release will be

"Supply and Demand," which
already has been shown at the

Capitol Theatre. Five others of the

first series will be put out at inter-

vals of four weeks.
The boy star, Johnny Jones, is

well-known to picture patrons for

his characterizations in the Edgar

series, written by Booth Tarkington.
In the new series bearing his name
there is promised the same engag-
ing qualities of American boyhood
that won Johnny Jones' reputation

as foremost among the boy actors,

"always natural and lovable," while

the stories will present an original

and thoughtful boy angle in the

logic and romance of business.

The Canadian, English and Aus-
tralian press have shown Johnny
Jones to be a great favorite with

film patrons in those countries.

"Lonely Road" Is

MacDonald's Next
Katherine MacDonald's next

starring vehicle for Associated First

National release is to be "The
Lonely Road," an original story by
Charles A. Logue, who has written

two other recent MacDonald film

stories.

The picture will be directed by
Tom Forman, who is now directing

Miss MacDonald in "White
Shoulders," an adaptation of a Sat-

urday Evening Post story by George
Kibbe Turner.

Tom Mix s Horse Shares Honors
with Star in "For High Stakes''
Summer entertainment of the

light, thrilling type is, it is said, pro-

vided in Fox's latest Tom Mix pro-

duction, "For Big Stakes," which is

scheduled for release June 18.

In addition to the stunts displayed
by the robust star, the picture offers

a selection of episodes featuring the

famous horse, "Tony," Mix's steed.

Lynn Reynolds directed. The
story is of a wandering cowboy who
rescues the father of a motherless
child from the persecution of a dis-

honest town administration and later

drives the powerful crowd of saloon

cronies out of their haunts. Patsy
Ruth Miller, the popular seveateen-

year-old, plays opposite Mix.

''Up in the Air About Mary''
Slated for Release June 25

Associated Exhibitors announces
the release, June 25, of a five-reel

comedy film, "Up in the Air About
Mary," which is declared to be a

whole bundleful of laughs, while
telling a story of romantic inter-

est.

The picture was produced and di-

rected by William Watson, who has

been film editor of the Keystone
Comedies, assistant director at the

INlack Sennett studios, and with Fox
Sunshine Comedies. Mr. Watson is

said to have made the most of the
opportunities offered by "Up in the
.Air About Mary," including a series

of seashore scenes in which a bevy
of bathing girls is conspicuous.

To Change Title
A new title will be selected for

the first Harry Carey production to

be released through R-C Pictures.

The picture was completed this

week at the R-C studios in Los
Angeles and was tentatively titled,

"Combat."

Associated Authors Building
to Be Ready by September 1

John Howard Carr, president of

Associated Authors Productions,
Inc., arrived in New York City re-

cently from Orlando, Fla., where he
inspected the con.-^truction work on
the two-unit studio building being
erected for that organization.

It is expected the building will be

ready for occupancy by September
1. when production will start on the
second of the six pictures which
Associated Authors is to make for
Associated Exhibitors release. The
first of these features will be pro-
duced in the neighborhood of New
York, work starting about July 1.

Exhibitor Praise
An eloquent tribute to "Sonny,"

Richard Barthelmess' third produc-
tion for Associated First National
release, was paid by Charles W.
Picquet, manager of the Carolina
Theatre, Pinehurst, N. C, in the

following letter to Manager F. P.
Bryan, of the First National Ex-
change at Charlotte

:

"My hat is off to Richard Barthel-
mess, his director and the whole
bunch that had anything to do with
producing his new picture, 'Sonny.'

I think Barthelmess will score the

biggest hit of his career in this pic-

ture and I believe all who have seen
his recent pictures will agree that

'Sonny' is the finest of the lot, even
with 'Tol'able David' in mind."

Work Started on
Vidor Production

Gus Inglis. general manager for

Florence and King Vidor, announces
that production work on the fourth
of Miss Vidor's features for Asso-
ciated Exhibitors began Monday,
June 12, at Catalina Island, with Mr.
Vidor directing. Following the fin-

ishing of this picture, which will

complete the first series of four,

Florence Vidor films for Associated
Exhibitors, the star will take a short
rest, during which time Mr. Vidor
will direct Laurette Taylor in "Peg
o' My Heart," for Metro.

R-C Has Added to

Producing Units
With four units producing and

two more preparing, R-C Pictures
this week announced the addition of
still another company to its im-
portant roster. With this company
Miss Gloria Joy, the eleven-year-old
star, started production this week
on a series of twelve two-reel
comedy dramas. Miss Joy will be
directed by Sherwood MacDonald.

Vidor to Direct
King Vidor has been selected by

Metro to direct Laurette Taylor in
"Peg o' My Heart." the famous
play by J. Hartley Manners.

11,907 theatres are controlled and booked by subscribers

to MOVING PICTURE WORLD and we can prove it!
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News of the West Coast
By W. E. KEEFE

At the Hal Roach Studios, Har-
old Lloyd is nearing the completion
of his current comedy, the title of

which is not yet announced. Mil-
dred Davis plays opposite Lloyd.

* * »

Paul Parrott is taking the first

scenes of a new comedy at Mt.
Lowe. The cast includes Jobyna
Ralston, who plays the leading role

and Eddie Baker. J. A. Howe,
who wrote the story is also wield-

ing the directorial megaphone.
* * *

Blanche Sweet left Los Angles
this week enroute for New York
where she will marry Marshall
Neilan. Announcement was made
by the Marshall Neilan organization

that a wire had been received from
their director announcing that the

wedding would take place soon after

Miss Sweet's arrival in New York.
* * *

Announcement is made by the R.

C. Pictures Corporation that Sher-

wood MacDonald has started a new
comedy series of twelve two reelers

featuring Gloria Joy.
There are four units producing

pictures at the R. C. plant with two
additional units getting ready to

start within the next two weeks.

Harry Carey has just completed
a production, the temporary title of

which is "Combat." Robert Thomby

is directing "Wreckage," an original

story by H. H. Van Loan in which
the Beery Brothers, Noah and Wal-
lace play the leading masculine
roles, with Virginia Browne Fair

and .\rline Pretty in the leading

feminine parts.

Helen Jerome Eddy will soon
start on a series of six feature pro-

ductions in which she is featured, at

the R. C. plant.

Ethel Clayton is selecting a story

for her next R. C. production.

* *

R. A. Walsh has selected An-
tonio Moreno to play the leading

masculine role in his "Captain
Blackbird," his first production to

be made at the Goldwyn studio in

conjunction with the Goldwyn pro-

ducing organization. The cast se-

lected thus far includes George
Siegman, William Mong and Harry
Meyers.

* * *

Allen Holubar will stage some of
the most important scenes of his

forthcoming production, "Broken
Chains," the $10,000 prize story, at

Santa Cruz among the giant Red-
wood trees, Claire Windsor, who
plays a leading role has just had
her hair bobbed for the picture.

* • •

Two additional comedy compan-
ies have started at the United Stu-

dios. These are the Rideo Come-
dies and the Fred Hibbard Come-
dies.

* * *

Norma Talmadge will soor» start

working on "The Voice From the
Minaret" written by Robert Hich-
ens with the adaptation made by
Frances Marion. The production
will be made at the United Studios
with Frank Lloyd directing, assisted
I." Harry Wile.

* * *

Lloyd Hamilton and Jack White,
of Hamilton-White Comedies, will

resume production at United Stu-
dios next week. Hamilton is to

make six specials under his own
name and White will supervise
twelve Mermaid Comedies.

* * *

The Robert O'Connor productions
v.ill soon start a series of five reel

features at the Hollywood Caswell
Studios.

* * *

Phillip Rosen will direct Rodolph
\'alentino in his next production,
"The Young Rajah," which June
Mathis adapted for the screen, from
the novel, "Amos Judd," by J. A.
Mitchell. The supporting cast is

now being engaged.
* * *

Lambert Hillyer gave a deep sea
fishing party aboard the good launch.

Educational Pictures for Summer
Include Sherlock Holmes Series

Educational's schedule of short

subjects for June. July and August,

if not stronger than the schedule

for any similar period in the his-

tory of the organization, at least

has never been surpassed, that com-
pany states.

Perhaps the most notable feature

in Educational's effort to provide

exhibitors with the best in short

subjects at a time when they need

extra quality to overcome the handi-

cap that warmer weather puts on the

box office, is the beginning, in June,

of distribution of "The Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes," which, in the

words of one of the publications in

the industry, "will mean money in

the pocket of every exhibitor in this

country."
Two of these pictures. "The Dev-

il's Foot" and "The Flying Detec-

tive," have already been released,

and two more will be released each

month until the series is concluded,

including July and August. "A
Case of Identity" and "A Scandal in

Bohemia" will be the next releases,

being made available to exhibitors

on July 9 and July 23, respectively.

Eille Norwood portrays the role of

Sherlock Holmes in all these pic-

tures, and Hubert Willis is Dr.
Watson. They were directed by
Maurice Elvey. and were made from

the original stories by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle.
An extra effort has been made to

put into the closing pictures of the

Christie Comedy, Mermaid Comedy
and other series of Educational Pic-

tures the finest work of the year.

"Poor Boy !" the final Mermaid
Comedy in which Lloyd Hamilton
will be featured, is a late June re-

lease. The last previous Hamilton
picture of the Mermaid Comedy
series was "The Rainmaker," which
was accepted by many keen critics

as the best Lloyd Hamilton picture

made up till that time.

"Rapid Fire" and "Treasure
Bound," Jack White productions in

the Mermaid Comedy series, closing

the 1921-1922 series, will be released
in July and August.
The Christie Comedy Company,

which set for itself an extra high
standard for story and fun in "Cold
Feet," the travesty on the North-
west Alounted Police, which was
released at the end of May, has
striven even to outdo this record
in the final pictures of the 1921-

1922 series of Christie Comedies.
"Bucking Broadway" and "Mile-

a-Minute Mary," two of the fastest

and funniest comedies Christie has
ever made, will close the Christie

series, released in June and July.

Production work already is well

under wav on the first pictures of

the 1922-1923 series of Christie

Comedies. This series will include

twenty pictures, as against twenty-
four a year for the last two years.

This arrangement was reached by
the Christie Comedy Company and
Educational, so that each Christie

Comedy could be made a bigger and
better production. There will be as

much money spent on the twenty as
there was on the last twenty-four.

.A.mong the single-reel subjects

that are to be shown during the

summer, the June schedule includes

"The One Man Reunion." the sec-

ond number of the Wilderness Tales
by Robert C. Bruce, to be classed
and discussed as an exceptional mo-
tion picture in Exceptional Photo-
plays, the critical publication of the

National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures. It follows "My
Country."

Educational will continue to re-
lease its popular Torchy Comedies,
featuring Johnny Hines as the
"Torchy" of the screen, and its

Campbell Comedies, with the lovable
children and animals, right through
the hot months. The summer
schedule also will include a two-reel
special on the subject of the radio,
the first special that has been re-

leased by Educational since "How
to Grow Thin."

"Moonlight." His guests included

Wallace MacDonald, William Rau,
Stephen Roberts, Dwight Warren
and "Scoop" Conlon. A big catch
of barracuda was made.

* * *

Wliile Hillyer and his party were
making a big catch, another fishing

expedition consisting of John Jas-
per, general manager of the Holly-
wood Studios, Inc., C. W. Bradford,
Pete Smith, Bennie Zeldman, and
Fred Baxter also went on a three-

days' fishing expedition at which
they made the record catch of the
season. They did not even get a
nibble.

* 4> *

Director Victor Herman has com-
pleted the script of an original story
which will be Owen Moore's next
production for Selznick. The title

of the story has not been announced.
The production will be staged at the

United Studios.

* « *

Harry Meyers has been engaged
to play the principle male role in

J. L. Frothingham's production,
"The Vengeance of the Deep" an
original story by \. B. Barringer
which Frothingham will direct.

R. C. Bruce Film
Highly Commended
"And Women Must Weep," the

first release of the Wilderness Tales
by Robert C. Bruce which Educa-
tional is distributing, was the first

one-reel picture ever discussed as an
exceptional picture in the National
Board of Review's publication.

Exceptional Photoplays. It was re-

viewed in the first issue of this pub-
lication for this year.

In the second issue, for March-
April-May, just out, another picture

of this series. "The One Man
Reunion," is reviewed, and highly
commended.

Film Re-edited

to Three Reels
"A Japanese Nightingale." star-

ring Fannie Ward, is announced by
Pathe as a playlet out of the ordi-

nary because of its lavishness and
beauty. The offering has been
scheduled by Pathe for release the
week of June 25. The playlet has
been re-edited to three fast-moving
reels from a former feature success.

Engage Hughes
Goldwyn has another excellent

actor for the filming of Sir Hall
Caine's "The Christian," in the
person of Gareth Hughes. He will

not join Director Maurice Tourneur.
Richard Dix, Mae Busch and Phyllis
Haver in England, but will join the
company at GoldwjTi's Culver City
studios upon its return from Eng-
land. Mr. Tourneur expects that
to be the latter part of June.
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Keeping in Personal Touch

WW
FRITZ TIDDEN

THE leaders of ihe league woii

all along the line Saturday
with one exception, where the

Goldwyn-Vitagraph nines clashed
and the Lions retained their clutch
on third place. Borak distinguished
himself by pitching a two hit game.
The Lion twirler not only displayed
a higher brand of hurling than in

any previous contest, but for the

first time was forced to show all

he had as the Vitagraph bunch held
the winners to two runs, the last

of which came in the ninth on a hit

by Meitzle. The batteries were

:

Borak and Lung; Snyder and
Naylor.

First National held a bat fest at

the expense of Marcus Loew's boys.
Metro scored first on a hit and
error combination, but by the sixth
inning the Franchisers had ainassed
a total of 11 runs and were never
headed. Loges pitched good ball for
the winners.

The Mountaineers hit their stride
beating Pathe and Eschman, the
Roosters' star hurler, by a 14 to 10
score; but only after a close con-
test, in which the Pathe outfit tied

the score in the fourth, only to be
beaten out later. Four pitchers were
used : Mahon, Warren and Cassidy
being the battery for Paramount
and Eschman; Carroll and Wiggin
for Pathe.

Universal took Hodkinson into
camp in a hard fought contest at
Fort Lee by a 7 to 4 score. Kraft
pitched a splendid game for the
losers and came near winning his
own game with the support of Van
at short and his own homer which
was good for three runs in the
foutih inning. The hitting of P.
Christoflf, who garnered a homer
and two singles, coupled with errors
by Hodkinson, turned the tide in

favor of Universal. Batteries : For
Universal, P. Christoflf and Owens;
for Hodkinson, Kraft and Robinson.

Staniling of the League
W. L. Pet.

First National .... 4 1 .800
Paramount 4 1 .800
Goldwyn 3 2 .600
Hodkinson 2 3 .400
Metro 2 3 .400

Universal 2 3 .400
Vitagraph 2 3 .400

Pathe 1 4 .200
* * *

Walter Hill, perhaps better known
as Walt, Rambles or Hi Speed, who
has been doing general housework
on a Remington up in the publicity

department at Selznick's, has re-
signed his position. Walt has been
engaged by the Columbia Amuse-
ment Company to conduct a press
department for the organization,
which has thirty-six theatres in its

chain with thirty-six shows to play
over the wheel.

Fildom's loss is burlesque's gain,

if a trite phrase is pardoned. The
Columbia Amusement Company is

to be congratulated in securing the

services of a man with Walt's
ability.

* * »

Speaking of Walt, he says that

Sehnick films are delivered to

Australian showmen by kangaroo
express.

If yoH believe that you'll believe

anything.
* * *

John Brunton. former head, with
his brother Bob, of the Brunton
studios, left New York last Wed-
nesday for Miami, Fla., where he
will assume charge of the new
million dollar studios erected by
Glenn Curtiss and a group of
capitalists.

* * *

Randolph Bartlett, who has been
specializing upon the editing and
titling of German productions for
the American market, left New
York last week to spend the summer
in New England completing a novel.
Among recent German productions
which Mr. Bartlett has edited are
the following : for Famous Players—"The Loves of Pharaoh," "The
Wife Trap," "The Greatest Truth,"
"Eyes of the Mummy;" for First
National—"All for a Woman;" for
R. L. Giflfen—"The Prince and the
Pauper." He just completed the
series for Famous, and while he
expects to return to New York in
the fall he intends doing only free-
lance editing, and devoting most of
his time to magazine fiction and
special articles.

* * *

The spirit of loyalty to the flag
that prevails among motion picture
people asserted itself strongly on
Flag Day, June 14. In practically
every motion picture house through-
out the country the American flag
was prominently displayed, and in
many picture houses patriotic pro-
logues or exercises took place.
One of the biggest of the distrib-

uting companies, Associated First
National Picture, Inc., held exercises
simultaneously in all of its branch
exchanges and in the New York
ofifice. These took place at noon and
consisted of saluting the flag and
repeating the oath of allegiance to
the flag.

* *
' *

Movie sign of distress: '"Mother
I Need You,' 3 Days Only."

* * *

Bill Oldknow is in town, prepar-
ing for an extended tour of Europe.
He, with Mrs. Oldknow, sails on
the Majestic June 17 and expects to
return in September.

Joe O'Neill, for years a member
of the stafif of the New York World
and one of the most prominent and
best liked Metropolitan newspaper-
men, has joined the Hays organiza-
tion as director of publicity.

* * *

Max Linder's burlesque of "The
Three Musketeers" has been re-

titled, "The Three Must Get Theirs."
* *

Harold B. Franklin has assumed
his position as general manager of
the theatre department of Famous-
Lasky.

* * *

Film statisticians have begun
compiling figures on bathing girl

comedies. They are trying to arrive
at their "face" value.

* *

Sig Schlager sails for Europe on
the Majestic June 17. Sig's orchid
colored straw hat goes with him, to
knock the natives for a row of
pearl gray bowlers. His business
mission is secret.

* * *

Marc Lachman has returned from
an exploitation tour.

* * *

Our advise is to take a child to
see "Nariook of the North" when
it plays in your community. It is

a question which one of you will
enjoy it most.

* * *

R. H. Clark, manager of the New
York First National Exchange, is

back from his trip to California.
* * *

Courtland Smith, of the Hays
organization, addressed a meeting of
the Assistant Directors' Association
at a meeting last week in Keen's
Chop House. Smith has left town
for Milwaukee to address the con-
vention of the Advertising Clubs of
the World this week.

* * *

When "Clay Dollars" reached
Russia the natives cut the film into
bits and used it for currency.

* * *

Ernest O. Van Pelt, manager of
sales for Sacred Films, Inc., is in
New York in the interests of the
series of one-reel Bible pictures that
firm is producing.

* *

Edwin Carew, producer of C. C.
Burr's "I Am the Law," is another
film luminary who finds plenty of
coolness to keep him in New York
during the summer.

* * *

Business must be good in Phila-
delphia, for the independent ex-
changemen there are commuting be-
tween that city and Atlantic City
daily. Dave Segal, of Royal Pic-
tures, Inc., has leased a luxurious
home in the fashionable Prescott

Apartments, while Lou Burman, of
Independent Film Corporation, also

has moved his household belongings
to a spacious cottage at the famous
summer resort, where he entertains
the film boys regularly.

* * *

Herman Garfield has settled down
in New York for the summer and,
according to our State rights editor,

is looking around for some worthy
successor to his "Parish Priest" to

exploit during the colder months.
* * *

Ben Levine has resigned as gen-
eral sales manager of First National
E.xchange, of New York.

* * *

The Friars' Club held their
annual election at the Monastery
last week. The following officers

were elected to preside during the
coming year : Abbot, George M.
Cohan; dean, William Collier; sec-
retary, J. Frank Stevens

;
treasurer,

Ralph Trier. The board of gover-
nors will be composed of Paul
Henkel, Leo L. Redding, Harry B.
Nelmes, W. B, Weinberger and Gus
Hill.

* * *

Miriam Batista, young m. p. star,

left last week for an extended tour
of Southern states, where she will
make personal appearances in Loew
Theatres.

* * *

Kathe rine Hilliker is now per-
manently associated with the
Goldwyn forces cutting, editing and
titling productions.

* * *

A girl, Ann Seeman Marin, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Marin
June 8. "Ned" Marin is general
manager of Distinctive Productions.

* * *

Charles Kenmore Ulrich, editor
of the Paramount press books, was
recently the guest of honor at a
weekly luncheon of the Kiwanis
Club, of Anoka. Minn., where he
was spending his vacation at the
home of his daughter. The chair-
man of the day was Fred Larkin,
manager of the Anoka Theatre and
secretary of the Minnesota M. P. T.
O. A., and in introducing Ulrich he
alluded to him as "one of those
publicity editors whose work is a
boom to small-town motion picture
exhibitors, and whose influence for
good upon the picture industry can-
not be over-estimated."

Ulrich, in his address, presented a
large array of interesting facts re-
garding the motion picture industry,
spoke convincingly against legalized
censorship and emphasized the
potency of the screen as a factor in
the social life of the nation.

* * *

The Rialto Theatre has under-
gone a great change. The familiar

11,907 theatres are controlled and booked by subscribers

to MOVING PICTURE WORLD and we can prove it!
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NOTED TKArni.ER OX
LO\G JArXT

Our 07im Epcs Wintkrop Sargent
is tnating a circular /,ii<r of ihr

cciuntry and Canada tatk a

delegation of Masons

Greek columns and traced cupola
have disappeared and in their stead

there is a small theatre proscenium
with a magnificent painting of
Giotto's "Figaro's Wedding" at the

tw-o sides. The new stage and in-

vestiture is the work of Joseph
Urban. Many months have been ex-

pended by Hugo Riesenfeld and
Urban in planning the new stage

and decorations for the Rialto so as
to make possible the presentation of
interludes behind a curtain.

-Mso at the Rialto there has been
installed a new Wurlitzer organ.

C Sharp Minor, one of the best

known theatre organists in the

country, was engaged by Riesenfeld

to play this week and display the

wide scope of the new Wurlitzer
instrument. Minor's selection,

written by himself, and described by
slides, has proved to be a tremendous
success at all performances.

• « *

"Lady Godizxi's" adz'cnlure has
been screened, possU}l\ as a u'am-
img to girls tcAo would bob their

hair.
» • *

Gene Bumell. star of the Lee-
Bradford special. "Determination."
this week signed for a starring role

iu a feature that Chelsea Pictures

CoiT>oration will distribute. Miss
Bumell has been making personal
appearances in conjunction with first

ran showings of "Determination"
and in the past six weeks has been
the recipient of considerable pub-
licity .^t a recent showing at

Woods Theatre in .\tlantic Qty.
Miss Bumell was given a royal re-

ception by distinguished city officials.

She will continue making personal
appearances during the summer
months, her next engagement being
in Scranton, Pa., during the week
of June 26.

• *

Louis Weiss and Bert Ennis. of
Weiss Brothers' .-^rtclass Pictures
Corporation. left Tuesday for
Atlantic City. X. J . where they will

super^-ise the premier showing of
"After Six Days" at Woods
Theatre, over which Dave Starkman
presides.

• * *

Among the New York visitors
this week were Harn,* Rapf and
Jack Warner, from Warner's coast

s;-...iios; J.uk L\;ir., jirivi-.;. 1.

1

C B. C Film Saks Corixiraiion

;

- ' 1.-. - • ver of Weiss
- of Tarian,"

. . 1 Minncapiilis.

• » »

j S. >I.-icHenry. secretary of the

nan-
- rc-

- itcct

, J4 aiiu expects to leave \m-
nely i\ r Now York, his fomKr

0 ho will take a much
h i^f rest and recreation

.rents and plajnng

> that he will take

; , > - ne of the big pro-

.:ccrs \k iKadquarters in the Fast.

Nfac is one of the pioneers in the

Chicago tield, becoming associated

with the Herald in July. 1915. on
Its third issue. Since that time he
has been constantly connected with

the Oiicago trade advertising for

this journal excepting one vcar

from May. 101$. to ^April. 1919,

when he served his country in the

.Mth .\r;iller>-, ISth Division. In

addition to ha\nng charge of tJie

lixal advertising. MacHcnry lias

made himself one of the most popu-
lar men on "Film Row" by his

weekly column, "Chicago Personali-

ties."
• • *

Most of the action in "The Sin
Flood." J " '

'
. Mtcy'"! rr-

:r.k.-s 'i.

.Si^u'M'.f .'. .
. .. . 'Ini.

• • *

Albert K Smith sailed June 13 on
the Aquitania for an extended tour

of England and France He is ac-

companied by Mrs. Smith (lean
Paige
Smith will spend some time at

the London headquarters of \'ita-

graph. and it is his intention to

n.ake a tour of the branches
il'.ri •.-.^liout England. Incident to

this t. ur he will make a close study

of Knchsh atmosphere and locales

for a number of forthcoming Fng-
lish productions.

• • »

Watterson R. Rolhacker is bac'ic

at his desk in Chicago, having re-

covered from an operation in St.

Luki's Hospital. He expects to

spend a week in New York prior to

sail:r.iz for Europe July 8. in con-
nee;: n with a London Rothacker
labi ratory.

• • *

J. D. Williams has returned from
his trip to the coast.

• • •

J. D. Hampton is back from
Europe.

« * •

Ben Friedman, of Minneapolis, is

in t'lwn.
« * *

Elsie Ferguson has been engaged
by Marc Klaw to be starred in

Be-nard Fagan's play. "The Wheel."
wliich has just concluded its season
ir. the Apollo Theatre. London,
where Phyllis Xeilson-Terry played
the leading role. The title of the
play will be changed for .America,
to avoid confusion with a play
called "The Wheel." which was pre-
sented here last year.

There have been several rumors
as to who was to play this part, and
Mt. Klaw states that no one was
ever in contemplation for the part
except Miss Ferguson. The play
will have its .\merican production
in the autumn.

Miss Ferguson sailed last week on
the Mauretania for London, where

a six.x-i.»l IX I u rnnnee ^^t " I'lu

Wheel" is being arrangeti for her.
• • •

Will Page will not go to Europe
with Morris Gcst after all. He h.is

dtcidixl to rcnwin here and go to

work for William Fox, who
"Kirrowcd" the press ascnt from
Gcst for a perieid of time to do
some special work on some Fox
specials.

• • •

MaM X < lilcd lor Europe
on the A :nc l,v After
xisiting 1 .. - . .don. Kotne and
Berlin. MalKl will return to the tem-
perance side of the bre-iad .\tlantic.

• • *

C G. Kingsley, wcII-kIK>\\^l

througliout the industry as "Neil"
Kingsley, has rejc>ined the sales

force of Paramount after an ab-
sence of five years and is now cov-
ering Zones 1 and 2 out of the

Kansas City office. Kingsley was
formerly manager of tiie Pittsburgh
ot^k~e at the time James Steele h.id

the Paramount francliise there.

During tlie past five years he has
been branch manager for Fox.
Select and Rcalart. in varieius cities.

Prior to his connection with pictures

he was manager and agent for .i

number of Broadway successes in

the legitimate field.

• * •

Emplovees in the New York
office of First National have or-

ganized the First National Club and
have laid out an attractive program
of social aflfairs.

The first event held under its

auspices was a dinner dance, .it

which Hope Hampton was the guest
of honor. Se%-eral outings arc
planned for the summer. The
officers elected are

:

President. Steve McGrath; vice

president, Joseph Kelly ; secretar\

.

James King: recording secretary.

Sol I. Shemow ; treasurer. Ed
Grainger.

The purjxise of ihc organii.ition

is to pronwtc gexxl fcUow.sliip

among the employees of l-'irst

.National, .\ntong the advantages
accruing to the mcnilx-rs. in additiein

to the social activities, will be thi%se

of co-operative buying. Special

terms will be arrangiil with leading
stores and manufacturers in every
line of business.

• • *

Sidney R. Kent has relumed from
a short trip through the Middle
West.

• • •

Naiime>\-a has joined her husband.
Charles Bryant, in New York.
They are at the Claridge. No ar-
rangement has been made as yet for
the distribution of "Salome."

• • •

Hunt Stromberg has returned to

the coast.
• • «

Julius Steger. supervising director
for William Fox, sails on the La
SaTOie for Europe to meet Fox in

London. He will advise on the pur-
chase of story material abre>ad. and
will go to Rome to look over "The
Shepherd King," which J. Gt-irdon

Eldwards has recently completed
there.

• • •

Lots of folks uill think that

Eugene O'Brien named his netc pic-

ture, "John Smith," in their honor.
• • •

Charles E>-ton, general manager
of the I^sk>- studio, is expected
back in Hollywood about the
twentieth of the month fre>m a
lengthy \-acation spent in China.
Kathh-n Williams, who in private
life is Mrs. Eyton, and who ac-

companied her husband on the trip,

will start work immediately on her
return in W illiam de Miile's pro-
duction, "Clarence." Victor H.
Clarke has been occupying the post
of general manager at the studio
during Mr. Eyton's absence.

Hodkinson Corporation Contracts

for Release of Chester Comedies
Contracts were signi^d during tiic

past week between the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation and the Ches-
ter Pictures Corporation for the

distribution by the Hodkinson Cor-
poration of a .series of six Ches-
ter Comedies. The productions are
in two reels.

The first of the series which is

already completed and approved by
the Hodkinson Corporation is "The
jungle Romeo." featuring "Snooky,"
the inimitable Chimpanzee.

.\cciirdina to the terms of the con-

tract, the pictures will be released at

intervals of two months, the date
of the first release being tentatively

set for late m September.
The Chester Comedies is the first

series of short comedies ever
ani>ounced for release by the Hod-
kinson Corporation, and with a few
exceptions constitute the only short

features this company has marketed.
The exceptions are the Triart .series

of two-reel masterpieces, the Great
.American .\uthors Series and Movie
Chats.

Irvin Willat Reproduces Storm
at Sea 07i Lasky Studio Stage

Irvin Willat in the staging of a

series of melodramatic scenes for

his new production. "On the High
Seas" has successfully accomplished,

according to Paramount, a feat

which many directors have at-

tempted with at best only indiflferent

results. He has. it is said, suc-

ceeded in reproducing on dry land

a storm at sea. investing the episode

with a realism which promises to

confound even the cinema experts.

A sequence of scenes had been

enacted on a schooner off the coast

of San Perdo, but certain technical

requirements of the episode in ques-

tion made it necessarj' to reproduce
the after deck of the schooner on
the Lasky studio stage and there

make the scenes with all the effects

of a rocking boat, dashing spray,

lightning, wind and the raging of

the elements. Jack Holt. Mitchell

Lewis and Dorothy Dalton are
featured players.

"On the High Seas" is an adapta-
tion by E. Magnus Ingleton of the

first original screen story by
Edward Sheldon, the noted dramat-
ist.
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EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Uses Radio Telephony to Make Business

Instead of Letting It Take His Patrons
RADIO telephones are almost a threat to

the picture theatres and most managers
are still wondering what to do about it.

Apparently the general decision seems to be to

sit tight and see what happens.
In all probability you can buy second hand

radio sets very cheaply in about a year, but
that is not going to help in the meantime.
The best way seems to be to use it and to

make it work for you instead of against you.
Down in the Southern Enterprises territory

W. J. Melvin, who manages the St. Peters-

burg theatres, was the first to figure that the

way to meet it was to use it.

The naval station at that point was putting

in a broadcasting station with the idea of get-

ting the amateurs interested
;
knowing how

useful the wireless operators were found to be
during the war.
Mr. Melvin put in a good set and got hold

of an operator who could show results, and
he advertised that he would give the complete
program of the opening of the local station.

The Mayor Opened
The Mayor made the opening address and

there were other prominent speakers as well

as soloists. Mr. Melvin gave the entire pro-
gram, and his patrons were decidedly pleased.

Since then he has had the operator on
the alert. His set can even get Pittsburgh on
favorable days, and whenever the operator
gets anything good, he switches it into the

house and lets the audience in on it.

As a result even the fans are deserting their

own sets to come down to the theatre to

see how that is getting along, and Mr. Melvin
gets their business through giving them what
they want.
The Circle Theatre, Cleveland, is already ad-

vertising radio concerts, it will be remembered
that the first radio concert on the Pacific

Coast was given by Roth and Partington at

the California Theatre, San Francisco, and Pat
Argust was broadcasting and receiving at the
Princess Theatre. Colorado Springs, something
like a year ago, offering a complete service
for a time.

It would seem to be the more intelligent

Preferred a Cutout
to a Painted Banner

Generally Joe Bradt, of the People's Thea-
tre, Portland, Oregon, uses a special design
for his space in the lobby, or rather for the
space not used for lobby purposes. He has
made some very elaborate designs for this posi-

tion.

When he came to "The Rosary," the First
National 24-sheet, with its characters above
the title, he- felt that this would save cost and
still bring better results. He had it cut out
around the heads, and set this in front of a
cloud backing. In front he put a border of
foliage to mask a set of reflectors throwing
their rays upward upon the sheet, and he had
something just as good as a special design and
at a much smaller cost.

Because he felt that the title of the picture
might be regarded with suspicion by Catho-
lics, he gave a pre-showing to the clergy and
prominent laity, and used the resultant en-
dorsement to draw an especially large Cathofic
business, for, of course, the picture is devoid
of offense to the church.

[)lan to make the radio work for you instead

of working against the radio. If you wait
long enough there will come a political cam-
paign in the fall and when the politicians get

broadcasting their speeches and mussing things

up, there is going to be a slump in radio ac-

tivity. Meanwhile you can get more advertis-

ing from the radio than you give to it, as a
general thing.

Hand-Picked List Was
Used for Exploitation

Getting a picture over in a metropolis helps

it in all that territory, and the American Re-
leasing Corp. sent L. H. Grandjean, its pub-
licity manager, up to Albany to help put over
Cardigan at the Clinton Square Theatre.

It was felt that the patriotic atmosphere of
the novel would make a strong appeal to the

patriotic societies and others who are inter-

ested in Americanism, and a list of the heads
of all societies was prepared from the city di-

rectory and other sources.

It made a lengthy compilation and the

number of names precluded the original stunt

of a personal approach to all. A selection

was made of those whom it was deemed most
desirable to approach through a personal call,

and original typewritten and signed letters were
sent to all the others, asking them to be guests
of the management at a special showing.
The result of the campaign was a rarely

representative audience, all of whom were en-

thu.siastic in their praise. The best of the

comment was used in newspaper work and in-

cluded the State Regent of the D. A. R. ; tHe

president of the Mother's Club ; the head of
the .•\merican Legion in that district ; the Boy
Scout executives and representatives of other
societies.

Beating the Contract
on Top Price Tickets

The Capitol Theatre, Calgary, wanted to

get more than the regular admissions for "The
Four Horsemen," and it wanted to make the

patrons like it.

It announced that the top prices for this en-

gagement would be the $1.50 the contract re-

quired them to charge. They added that there
would be but two seats at this price, which
would be purchased by the management. The
regular scale was fifty and seventy-five cents

with loges at one dollar, and a lot of persons
praised the Capitol for its cleverness who
might otherwise have spent the time roaring
about the increased prices. With a $1.50 top,

the 75 cent seats did not sound as bad as
they might otherwise have done. Instead of
hurting the house, it was a permanent help.

For a long time the old Grand Opera House
in New York used to charge $1.50 for the
first row of seats to comply with a contract
which enabled them to get the higher priced
attractions for their dollar top house in the
happy days when $1.50 was the price at the best
Broadway shows and only Joe Tefferson dared
charge more.

Made One Sheet Give
3 Cutouts and a Banner

B. B. Garner, of the Casino Theatre, Lake-
land, Fla., came close to a record when he
cut one 24-shect on "The Silent Call" into three
cutouts and a banner.
The cutout of the man was plcaed on one

side of the lobby with that of the girl on the
other, with "Strongheart" in the centre. All
were backed by pines. The title he pasted on
cloth and used for a banner.
There was nothing small or cheap looking

about it. It looked as good as though three
threes and a 24- sheet had been used. It just
happened that this First National poster cut
up economically.

A''First National Release.

BASING THE LOBBY DISPLAY ON A 24-SHEET CUTOUT
Usually Joe Bradt, of the People's Theatre, Portland, Ore., uses a special painting in

the space at the right of the cut, but the poster for "The Rosary" looked better to him
than anything he could think of, so he used that, with a backing
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Let Rifled Safe Get

Back Portion of Loss
Sweet are the uses of adversity, liurglars

got into the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, jimmied

the combination and went away with some $2,-

700. The Monday papers carried news stories

of the happening.

So many persons came to the theatre, asking

to see the safe that Frank Bell and Gns Grist,

two of De Sales Harrison's assistants, were in-

terrupted in their work. They suggested to

the manager that he put the safe in the lobby

and let everyone look at it.

Faramamtt Release,

HERE IS SOMETHING NEW: A LOBBY LOAN COLLECTION
Oscar IVhitc, of the Rex Theatre. Sumter, S. C. wanted an unusual lobby for "Fool's
Paradise." He borrotced exotic plants from home growers and made a lobby display

that brought practically everyone in the toutt to see the collection

Some years ago a similar stunt was worked
and the manager had a tough time persuading

the insurance company that there really had
been a robbery. He almost failed to get it.

A Paramount Release

A SAFE PLAY
Mr. Harrison put it into the lobby with a

couple of spotlights to play on it and with a

pasteboard arrow pointing to the broken com-
bination lock. He lettered signs advertising

"The Green Temptation," which was to be his

next attraction, and the connection was so apt

that a lot of people declared that Mr. Harrison
had wrecked the safe himself to get an adver-
tisement. This was too good to be true, but it

helped make talk that helped make money.
And the newspapers all carried a second

story.

Plant Loan Collection

Sold "Fool's Paradise"
Looking around for something new, Oscar

White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C,
decided that since part of the story is laid in

Siam, a collection of tropical plants would be

(|uite classy.

There was no botanical garden to raid, but

he knew a number of women who were proud
of their unusual plant treasures, and he per-

suaded most of them to contribute to a loan

collection in his lobby.

The result was a showing very much out of

the ordinary. The papers made mention of the

display, and people came to see the plants and

stayed to see the picture.

Mr. White did not make the mistake of

crowding the plants with his pictorial display.

Only two-tloor frames were used. All of the
rest was against the wall ; three paintings be-
ing skied above the doors and box office where
their bright colorings were in pleasant con-
trast to the green of the plants below.

I f you try this, be sure to guard the plants

well or the damages may offset the publicity

A Fox Relea.ie.

THIS PARADE DISPLAY COSTS ONLY TWENTY DOLLARS
Outside of the Barnum and Bailey, most shows will rent their elephant covers for local

advertising and hang the blankets in the big top for tzvo shows. This was used by

the IVashington Theatre, Dallas, Texas, to help a three-week run

Circus Season Is Here:
You Can Hire Elephants
With the cxcei)ti<)n of the largest circuses,

most tent organizations rent out their ele-

phant blankets for the street parade and then
hang the blankets in the big top during the

shows.

Lewis J. Bissinger, of the Washington Thea-
tre, Dallas. Texas, was out for a record on
"Over the Hill," and he was using everything,

so when the posters went up, he searched out

the contractor and arranged to blanket the

three elephants with the show. Only two show
in the cut, but the third is behind the bull

on the right. It cost only $20 and this included
the display of the blankets in the tent.

Another good hook-up was with a local

tractor distributor, who was glad to have the

theatre arrange for a street display of his

tractor ; something he could not get for him-
self. .\ trailer was carried with A boards let-

tered: "Are you one of the 250,000,000 people
who will see 'Over the Hill ?' Go today. Your
golden opportunity." The only cost was for

the two signs, and this was very small. Keep-
ing the muffler open gave a noisy ballyhoo.

What the press agent calls a "conicular"

shaped board was used for the lobby, hi<ling the

box office. He means a triangular board, for

a flat is not a cone. Anyhow, it was sup-
posed to be a hill with a road leading up and
over, and it made a very good display piece

and they can repaint it and use it for the
volcano picture, if they have not run that yet.

With newspaper and window work the three

week run was help up to the last and a new
record was created for Dallas.

.\n attractive lobby display is as important to tite

theatre as an attractive imndotn display is to tfi»

store. It arrests attention whicti invariably br^tg*
lite sale.—O. T. Taylor.
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A Paramownt Release.

THIS MAY HURT THE EYES, BUT IT HELPS BUSINESS
It looks like an Alaska totem pole painted by a futuristic artistt, but J . M. Edgar Hart,

of the Palace Theatre, El Paso, says it is an Aztec design. Whatever it is, it helped
"Her Husband's Trademark" like a big brass band

Planned a Banner to

Tell More Than Title
Most banners are more or less perfunctory.

They announce the star, the title and perhaps
the date, and then they lie down on the job.

For Katherine MacDonald in "The Woman's
Side," the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, plan-

ned a banner that would sell.

Picking up the telephone scene, this idea

was gotten over, one size of the banner show-
ing the hand with the telephone and the lines

"A crafty man held the telephone. Again his

voice came through, 'Is that story O. K. ?

Again the girl's voice : 'Say 'No.' " On the

other side was a woman's hand holding a re-

volver with "Stop ! Say no !" above it and the
line "A desperate girl stood behind the gun."
This argued a big story, and that brought a

good sale, where the usual non-committal ban-
ner would have sold only the star.

This display looks over full, but this is

Jargely because all of the work is in white.
In the photograph, without color, it looks like

a dime museum, but it probably looked all

right in actuality.

This Sounds New
Goldwyn sent an exploitation man to help

the State Theatre, Scranton, get over "Theo-
dora," and the exploiteer invented a new one.
He had an employee of the house take two

frames for the picture and go to a prominent
corner. They were heavy frames, and he
could not be blamed for setting them down
while he waited for a car. When enough peo-
ple had had a look, he decided that he would
vvait for the car on the next corner, and moved
his ballyhoo along.

Just Human Nature
Had they used the frames for a regular

ballyhoo, a lot of people would have passed
them over as just an advertising stunt. Be-
cause they did not know they were supposed
to look—they looked: just as a man in a street
car will read his neighbor's paper when he
has precisely the same issue in his own pocket.
Good, eh ! You bet.

English and Italian heralds were distributed,
but cards were placed in twenty stores, and
there was a large banner of Theo and the lions
over the house front, but the rubberneck
ballyhoo helped a lot.

Cost Four Passes
It cost only four passes to borrow a lot of

anchors, life pre.servers, rope and other ship

stores to stack in the lobby of the Victory
Theatre, Tampa, when they showed Moran
of the "Lady Letty."

It brought in around $200 more than the
same days of the preceding week, though it is

to be presumed that Valentino helped on this.

Tampa is a centre of the sponging and fish-

ing fleets, and ship chandlery is handy, but
even inland the nautical display is useful.

It is a lot easier to borrow than many man-
agers imagine, and lack of knowledge on this

point costs them money.

Jazzy Aztec Lobby Was
Her Husband's Trademark
You don't have to look on this page for the

cut of Edgar Hart's lobby at the Palace Thea-
tre, EI Paso. The chances are that it saw
you first.

Done in vivid colors, but in dull paints, it

beat the rehearsal of an amateur orchestra
for noise, but it helped to get them in. There
was also a large banner on the marquise and
a 24-sheet on the top of the building.

Apart from this Mr. Hart did not do much
other than to get a sheaf of telegrams from
the players and director and work them to
death, and some posters and a few newspaper
items and the regulation ads and 2,000 heralds
and a whoop her up for the fact that the
screens for the picture had been made in and
around Dallas.

He made all the noise he could for $22, and
at that rate loud shouts must come about ten

cents a dozen down in Texas.
Hart says that lobby is pure Aztec in design,

which goes far toward explaining why the
race is extinct. They went blind looking at
their pictures and then starved td^eath because
they could not find food, but a little in a lobby
helps a lot to get attention.

Gish Girls' Costumes
Interest Boston Fans

Now it is the costumes used by Lillian and
Dorothy Gish which are attracting the atten-
tion of the fans. In Boston a pair of dresses
worn by the sisters in "Orphans of the Storm"
were on display in one of the most crowded
localities of that narrow-streeted business sec*
tion and the crowd around was so great that
they had to wait until Boston had gone to bed
before even a flashlight could fie taken.
This stunt was used to freshen interest in

the play for the second run at more popular
prices than those charged at the first showings
at the Tremont Temple.

A First National Release.

TELLING THE STORY ON THE BANNERED FRONT
This front of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, looks over-posted because all of the sheets
are white, but it does not use more than the avrage paper. The big point is the real

selling banner
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Made Song Sell Play

Through Reiteration
When "School Days" was booked at the

Strand, Memphis, manager Coleman figured
that the title was used to connect with the
Gus Edwards song and song production, and
that the logical scheme would be to play up
the song.

He bought a number of records and bor-
rowed a phonograph with a repeater attach-
ment. Several hours a day, the song was
played continuously from an upper window in

the Strand building, while it was also made a

feature of the musical program in the house.
In addition to this, he gave records—and

passes—to a number of bootblack parlors hav-
ing phonographs, and they used the records
up for a week in advance and during the
showing.
Another drive was on the dance halls, each

of which had a "School Days" night. The
song was sung and the dance immediately
following was a waltz, to the same melody,
with ticket prizes to the best dancers.
Copies of the song were ordered on consign-

ment and displayed in the music stores.

For the last touch, Mr. Coleman sent out a
street man who was dressed as a kid and who
stopped every little while to play the song
on a mouth harp. He was expert in its use,
and you can get pleasing music from one of
these devices if you know how.
There was a school room setting in the

lobby; merely a desk and chair with a stool
for the dunce, and a word contest was con-
ducted in one of the newspapers.

.1 U'.i/ n< r Itnitlu is' l; Ircsf

TWO STUNTS ON "SCHOOL DAYS" USED IN MEMPHIS
Manager Coleman, of the Strand, made a school lobby and sent out a dunce ballyhoo

li'ith a blanketed dog. Every little while he played the song on a 7jwuth harp. The song
was played everywhere and a drive was made on the sheet music

Victrola Race Track
Used English System

Because he wanted to get into a phonograph
store window. Evert R. Cummings, of the
Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, used a
four-foot compoboard Victor record for the
basis of his display, mounting it on a turn
table.

On this he placed four quarter posts, let-

tered for the attraction, and four horses which
ran the wrong way of the track ; the same as
they do on English courses. This was backed
by an enlargement of a still from "Turn to
the Right," draped with velvet instead of be-

ing framed. It made a very pretty display

and got considerable attention for the play.

If you want to jazz it further, put a fixed

finish post in front, number the horses and
announce that the horse nearest the post is

the winner of the race. Arrange to stop the

motor every few minutes and let human nature

take its course. It will work for any racing

play and the idea of the record will get you
into almost any phonograph store.

Mr. Cunning:ham writes that he uses a spe-

cial stage setting ior his overtures, working
light effects. Recently he added to this by
taking the colored section of the Pathe Re-
view and running this in the middle of the

overture. He dims the foots, but keeps a
constant play of changing lights on most of

the set.

The stage effects for overtures is not as new
as Mr. Cummings thinks, for Eddie Hyman,
at the Brooklyn Mark-Strand frequently uses
a special set for an overture, as has repeatedly
been described in the weekly Hyman box. It

is not new, but it is still good.

His Charity Barroom
Sold "Ten Nights"

The barroom lobby for "Ten Nights in a
Barroom" is of questionable value, as a rum
rule, but E. J. Barnette, of the Victory The-
atre, Waco, used the bar and lifted the curse

by selling soft drinks for a baby milk fund.

He set up a typical old-fashioned bar, but
he sold only soft drinks made by a concern
just entering the local field. The beverage
company was glad to get the opportunity to

advertise its product and the receipts were all

net profits.

The newspapers got behind the scheme, on
account of the charity angle, and contributed
as much publicity to the picture as it did to

the charity since the two could not very well

be disassociated.

With such an angle as this, the bar will

not affront the class of patrons who are most
apt to give their endorsement to the propa-
ganda.

A Metro Release.

TURN TO THE RIGHT HORSES ALL RAN TO THE LEFT
Evert R. Cummings, of the Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, used a I'ictrola

record four feet in diameter as the basis of his display; and, of course, the horses ran
the way the record was supposed to turn. But it got interest just the same

Selling the Weak Half
The first half of the week is generally not

so good as the latter half. You are certain

of good business on Saturday and Sunday,
and even Thursday and Friday are better than
the Monday to Wednesday end.

With a view to bettering the condition the

Gem Theatre, Tacoma, worked on the first

half with a blotter calendar. The left hand
side was given to the title and then an under-
score line was run from this into the calendar
on the right tor the first three dates, ending
with Wednesday. The latter half was com-
pletely ignored on the blotters. With "Molly
O," "Penrod," "Polly of the Follies" and
"My Boy' as the first half attractions, it was
worth while going after business.
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Iowa School Children

Set Example to Others
Mapleton, la., has no picture theatre, but

that made no difference to the school children

who wanted to see "Molly O." They booked
the picture into Opera Hall ; which is another

name for the school house when it is not work-
ing on the educational job, and they put it over

like veteran showmen.
They hooked to the fire stuff and borrowed

the local hook and ladder to use in exploitation.

This was manned by some of the older boys,

and they took turns ringing the bell to at-

tract attention to the banners with which the

sides were plastered.

The show was a financial success and the

kids will have little trouble with taking a repeat

on the strength of this hit.

Two New Ideas for
' 'Connecticut Yankee

'

'

Pin a whole bouquet and not just one rose

on Morrison and McElravey of Memphis.
Morrison is manager of Loew's Palace The-
atre and McElravey is supervisor, and be-

tween they found Two new ideas for "A Con-
necticut" after everyone had apparently given

up trying.

Most of the exploitation for this picture of

late has either been the motorcycle knights or

the perambulating Sir Boss. Morrison did it

differently. He got one of the wooden horses
harness makers use for display and put his

Sir Boss on the nag. The man was a mannikin
and sat so still that people came up and pinched
his legs to see if he was real.

When They Happened

Then they put a display in the window of a
Ford dealer. This was a new car placarded,
"The Finished Product" and carried on the
dash an invitation to "Visit a 'Connecticut
Yankee' and See the Birth of a Tin Lizzie."

Below, was an old cuspidor, a section of
guttter pipe, a washboiler, some food and
tobacco cans and a card reading "Raw Mate-
rial." It's old stuff, but it won the profitable
giggle.

With a parade of four motorcycle knights
and the injection of humor into the newspaper
advertising, an expenditure of about $100

.\<iiHjiiui Release

EVEN THE SCHOOLBOYS ARE USING EXPLOITATION
Hozv the youngsters of Mapleton, la., put over "Molly O" when they brought it to their

toim and played it in the schoolhouse in default of a picture theatre. They wanted to

see the picture and by good management they made a handsome profit

helped to boost the receipts $2,200. No, that

is not a misprint. It's twenty-two hundred.
It pays to be different.

Matched the Story
C. A. Crute, of the Lyric Theatre, Hunts-

ville, Ala., figured that the scenic splendor of

"Fool's Paradise" would best be suggested by a

beautiful lobby, so he went to it with a will.

A lattice work arbor was built in the lobby,

painted white and trimmed with artificial

roses. Japanese lanterns were placed in the

arbor and the electric lights inside were put
on flasher sockets. At the rear of the struc-

ture a six sheet was placed with the moon
cut out and replaced with light yellow tissue,

backed by a light.

Whole Display Artistic

Imitation marble columns were placed one
either side of the lobby, topped with ferns and
draped with moss and the oil paintings were
placed in the vacant areas. Even the eighteen
foot banner was better done than usual to

keep up with the artistic effect of the general
display.

Votes for Valentino
Robert Sparks of the Olympic Theatre,

Wichita Falls, Texas, got a powerful kick out
of a voting contest on "Beyond the Rocks."
He put up a ballot box in the lobby and is-

sued a vote with every ticket. If you liked
Gloria Swanson, you put the vote in the slot

marked with her name. If you preferred Val-
entino, he got your ballot. As the south seems
to have taken Valentino to its heart, the in-

terest ran high and some went twice to buy two
votes.

Sparks laid off the cost of the ballots to a
local concern whose advertisement was printed
on the back.

He used a bride and groom in a Ford car for
his ballyhoo, the car all prettied up and a card
announcing, "We are bound for 'Beyond the
Rocks,' for there we will find happiness and
love."

It will be recalled that the Howard Theatre,
Atlanta, made real capital over a contest on
the two roles played by Mary Pickford in

"Little Lord Fauntelroy." This did even bet-
ter. It costs practically nothing, and it sells

tickets.

A For: Release

HERE IS SOMETHING NEW AT LAST WITH WHICH TO ADVERTISE " A CONNECTICUT YANKEE"
After 28,972 photographs of motorcycle knights and street walking Sir Bosses, come these two novel exploitation stunts from Loev/s Palace
Theatre, Memphis. They are both capital ideas, and they helped to boost the receipts $2,200 above the normal average, showing that it

helps to be different
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A GoUticyn Release

A THREE PLANL DlSl'LAY FOR THE INVISIBLE J'UllLK

E. J. Barnette, of the Victory Theatre, Waco, Texas, arranged this disflay for his

lobby and planned to have a lot of baby ca rriages for perambulators, but it rained and
he had to trust to this display atone for his pull in ,and it xvorked

Built Animated Display

At a Cost of Two Bones
It cost Thomas E. Grindley, projectionist-

publicity man for the Liberty Theatre, As-

toria, Oregon, two dollars to get a motion

lobby display on Larry Semon in "The Saw-
mill."

The photographs he sends in are too poor to

be reproduced, but the idea is clearly shown.

He cut an old piece of beaverboard into a cir-

cular saw and geared it to the motor from his

rewind, getting 400 revolutions per minute.

With a little lumber for the cradle of the saw

and a cutout of the comedian at the lever, he

got a realistic set which was placed under part

of a set house with porch from the theatre

scene dock.

The only purchase was the three-sheet from
which the cutout was made, and it gave a

lobby attractor of real pull. If you copy the

idea, set a piece of tin with the loose end

lightly in touch with the teeth of the saw and

get sound as well as motion,

Grindley is there with the ideas and promises

to send in more. We hope he doe.s, for he

seems to be a genius in planning mechanical

displays.

outs from the small paper and two rocks let-

tered with announcements of the First National
presentation.

In an opposite window was a display of the

cookers, with signs calling attention to the

difference in methods.
It not only sold cookers, but it gave empha-

sis to the rugged locale of the story and sent

a lot of customers over to the box office.

The Die Is Cast
The chief cost in cutout distributed matter

is for the die used to cut the stock to form.
Arhur Stolte. of the Des Moines (la.)

Theatre, wanted a cutout of .Agnes Ayres in

"Bought and Paid For" and ordered a die,

using 5,000 impressions.

Now he is willing to rent out the die to

brother exhibitors in adjacent territory. \'o\.\

don't have to u.se it for "Hought and Paid
For." It can he used for any .'\gnes .\yres'

picture.

This Lobby Display

Illustrates Story
Most lobby displays are. considered to be suf-

ficient if they attract attention to the title to

be sold, but E. J. Barnett. of the Victory The-
are, vVaco. Texas, got out a display for "The
Invisible Power" which tells the story and
tells it right on the display.

It is a three-plane structure, the woman and
child being in front of the man who, in turn,
is a few inches in front of the background.
On the latter is lettered : "The woman stands
alone and faces the world. The man is per-
mitted to hide behind masks." On the right
is: "Must the woman always suffer? Is there
no "Invisible Power" to right wrongs?"

Conceals the Plot

These two tell the story without exposing
the plot and every woman in the world will

want to see the question threshed out again.
She will bring her husband along to prove
afresh the terrible injustice of man. There
could not be framed a stronger appeal to the

women, and they determine the business.

Mr. Ba^rnette planned to use a number of
bahy carriages for perambulators, but the rain
came along and made this idea useless.

See Ten Pictures:

Get a Photograph
J. L. Tidwell, of the Cozy Theatre, Moroni,

L'tah. and Rick Ricketson, Paramounteer
thereabouts, collaborated on a new stunt that
s|)reading all through Ricketson's territory and
threatens to invade the world if the supply of
photographic paper holds out.

Each patron to "Bought and Paid For" was
given a card stating that he had bought and
paid for a ticket to that play and that if he
saw the next nine Paramount Pictures at the

Cozy, he could have an autographed picture of
any Paramount star he desired.

There were nine punch holes in the card
;ind when these are all punched the patron puts
hi.s name and address on the back, adds tlie

name of the star whose photograph he wishes
and turns it in at the box office.

.•\fter the name is transferred to the mailing
list; if it is not already there, the cards are
sent to Ricketson, who relays them to Los
.\ngeles, where the orders are filled.

Six other hou.ses have swung into line and
.Mr. Tidwell is now trying to frame a deal
whereby a patron can start with any picture.

Old Log Cabin Front

Changed to a Window
You can make anything new if you worry a

little. The log cabin front is one of the oldest

stunts, but Charles McManus, of the Ci)lonial

Theatre, Tacoma, turned it inside out, put

it into a window and got a new effect.

He wanted to advertise "The Silent Call"

and he hit upon the scheme of tying to a dis-

play of fireless cookers as being the opposite

of the open fireplace of the frozen north,

though the Indians are the real inventors of

the fireless cooker.

Instead of the front, he built his structure

to show the interior, with a roaring fire in the

stone fireplace and a pot on the crane. This

was backed with an .Arctic exterior with cut-

.1 First National Release

MOVING THE LOG CABIN FRONT INTO A WINDOW SHOW
This was used by Charles McManus, of the Colonial Theatre, Tacoma, to put over "The
Silent Call," hooking in zsAth a display of tireless cookers in an adjoining windotv as

shoii'ing the ditfcrciice. The contrast ivon a lot of attention
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Freddie and His Sister

Help Out Eller Metzger
Freddie, a little colored boy who lives in

Crestcn, la., has done a lot to help Eller Metz-
ger put over his stunts at the Strand Theatre.

More than once Freddie has galloped up and
saved the day for the man who made him
famous, and now Metzger has Freddie's sister

on the job, too.

Split the Truck
Because the 0«lwein (la.) Daily Press runs

only six pages, they got out an odd-looking
double-truck on "Fool's Paradise" at the Gem
Theatre. A six-pager is, of course, made up
of one four-page and an inserted single sheet,

so the truck had to ride on pages two and
five instead of two and three or four and
five. You had to remove the insert to get the

full effect of the hook-up, but this seemed to

give an added punch to the idea, and every-

one read the two pages to see if their names
were mentioned in any space, for that means
free tickets.

Expanded a One Sheet

With Plan Book Ideas
Charles E. Sassen, of the Queen Theatre,

Galveston, took a one sheet for "Grand
Larceny" and another for the general program
and built up with added material until he
gained a six sheet effect for the lobby.

i First National Release

FREDDIE'S SERENADE

He was playing "The Serenade" and he

figured on letting Freddie do the serenading, so

he hired the sister to listen to the singing,

placing her on the roof of the marquise, and
stationing Freddie at the curb.

It was a good stunt at the matinees, but at

night when a spotlight across the street played

alernately on Freddie and the dusky Juliet,

the stunt was much more effective, and Mr.
Metzger kept them going through the run
instead of stopping on the opening day. It

did not cost much and it was pushing the

ticket buyers in.

Talmadge Title Made
Basis of a Campaign

E. E. Rogers, of the Tivoli Theatre, Chat-
tanooga, made "Smilin' Through" the basis of

a prosperity campaign, and did it with a thor-

oughness that included the newspapers, one
of the local issues being denominated a "Smilin'

Through" edition.

No hook-up pages were arranged for this,

but the merchants, in their advertising used
the "Lets go Smilin' Through 1922" slogan

to hook into the general talk, scatters were
used for the house and the news stories were
tinged with optimism toward the same end.

It was a more powerful stunt than an open
tieup through the cooperative page.

Tied Up Six Wiitdozvs

Six windows were tied to the idea, two of

which are shown on this page, and a simply
lettered card of the same design was shown
in each of the windows, to connect them with
each other. The card was not very large, but

it was prominent, and had more of a pull

than a greater area with less uniformity.

Poor weather kept the receipts below the

record point, but it made a good week where
the result might otherwise have been poor.

Incidentally this picture is bringing greater
exploitation results than any recent plays of

any release. The slogan is so useful that

you don't have to beg windows. You just tell

the merchants they can come in if they will

be real nice and give you a good display. They
7cant to come in on a story with such an apt

title backed by a real favorite for a star.

A Goldwyn Release

AN EXPANDED ONE-SHEET

The framed ones were set against a compo
board backing and this was provided with a
cutout and lettered spaces quoting the big lines
from the campaign book provided by Goldwyn.
This appears to be a new way of working

up the framed ones, and the advantage of the
design is that the board is uncut and can be
used for a repeat of the idea or as the founda-
tion for some other scheme, whereby cutting
a T form, some of the material would be wasted
in working it over. Here the frames are merely
set against the square.

Exploitation reaches everybody—no
matter mhat or who they are—what they
read—what they vote or ivhere they go to

church. It searches out every possible

customer—e7.'cry one of them.—O. T.
Taylor.

.1 First National Release

TWO OF THE WINDOWS HOOKED BY E. E. ROGERS TO THE CHATTANOOGA "SMILIN' THROUGH" CAMPAIGN
The manager of the Tivoli hooked the entire town to the Norma Talmadge play and even the newspaper brought out a "Smilin' Through"
edition, which was not a double deck on the play but an eifort to aid the recreation of prosperity through establishing confidence with a

slogan. Six of these windows were hooked to the same style of card, which held the displays together
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Bell's Neat Design for
His Double Attractions

Nelson B. Bell, advertising manager for the
Crandall houses, Washington, D. C, has
worked out a very nice design for a double at-

traction, getting just the right amount of at-

traction to get over his idea and sell the two
titles. It runs rather deep, 160 lines by three,

but he has something to sell and knows that

he will get his money back if he takes suffi-

cient space to sell it properly. He gets double
attractors, for the line work on "The Seventh
Day" and the factory silhouette on "Pay Day,"
are material aids in getting the titles over.
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• A First National Picture

A GOOD DOUBLE TITLE

The form is very simple, yet handling two titles

seems to be bothering a lot of theatres. This

is an example of studied simplicity, for we
rather imagine that the artist did not sit down
and draw out the first thing that came to him,

but rather that he gave considerable thought 1 j

the. idea of getting it over. Consciously or

otherwise, he has followed the best practise in

using the circle in the square. Analysts of

form assert that the circle is the most conspic-

uous design that can be put into the square be-

cause it is the most marked in contrast. A
diamond may be a square turned sideways, but

you cannot square the circle, and so you get

the most attention value from the circular

form. We supposed that the engraver mortised

the Metropolitan cuts to let in the type, but

apparently the type is set on a loose sheet and
pasted down, for it will be noticed that the

smoke from the factory chimney curls around
the type in the space for "Pay Day." This is

more satisfactory, since it permits the cut to

be made as a whole and there is less danger of

a poor lock-up. It is not much more trouble,

where it can be arranged to get the type mat-

ter set up and cleanly proved up for pasting

down, and probably the papers would rather do
this than to go to the trouble of setting into a

mortise. For that matter, it would pay to

have a small type equipment and a hand press

if much layout work is to be done. Note the

two introductions. For "The Seventh Day,"
"First National presents" while "First National
also offers" "Pay Day." Mr. Bell is always
clever in the handling of such lines.

You have seen this advertisement for

Picture

Theatre

Advertising
week after week. Just because it was at the

bottom of the column, you perhaps have not

read it. You'll read it here. That's what
"preferred position" means.

Lots of other things are explained in this

meaty book by the conductor of this depart-
ment. Almost every page has a money -getting
stunt and any one of these will be worth
several times what the volume costs, and
you get the other stunts free. It costs only
two dollars the copy and may be ordered
from the publishers of Moving Picture World.
Get a copy today. Makes bad business Kood
and good business better.

Boston Is Employing
Single Column Ads

Lately the Boston theatres have been run-
ning largely to one columns spaces instead of
doubling up. Whether the newspaper makes an
extra charge for breaking the column rules or
there is some other reason, the houses are not
getting as good displays, for it is almost impos-
sible to get an attraction over nicely in a
twelve or thirteen em width. The papers do
not refuse to break the rules, for there are a
few double columns, but these are so few as

to lead to the belief that an extra charge is

involved where an advertisement goes across

a double column space. About the only
house to conform to the new width and
still get over is Gordon's Old South, which

A Titagraph Picture

IN NARROW MEASURE

is evidently using press book cuts to

get the display. The advertisement is seen

on its side here, for it would take too much
space if set properly. These seem to be plain

book cuts, since two of them are lettered with

the title, which would not be the case were
they specially drawn. The rule running from
one to the other leads the eye down the page,

and as you go you have to read the message.

Most of the houses have not attempted to get

display. They merely huddle their announce-

ments into the narrow measure and figure that

what hurts one hurts all, so they are no worse

off than the others, with the result that the

Old South goes out in front and gets first

chance at the transient business. This display

is so good that it can be recommended for a
one-time stunt even where the paper is willing

to stretch to seven columns if you wish. It

cannot be repeated with the same success, but

now and then something of this sort can be
worked to decided advantage by way of making

a change in the appeal. It is all right so long
as titles are not set in large type with letters

one below the other.

—P. T. A.—

Sells Trolley Tickets

to Advertise House
The most interesting angle to this double

eighty lines from Rochester is the small type
alongside the house signature. This announces
that the Family is "The only place in town
where street car tickets are sold for five cents."

Presumably the trolley company is asking more
but has made a rate on a bulk nurchase which
the theatre is passing- along, probably on a basis

of so many trolley tickets with each admission.

For a time a stunt like this will bring large

business and people will often patronize the

theatre merely to obtain the five cent tickets to

display to their friends.

FAMILY
EASTER WEEK-Beginnin; Sunday. April 16

D. W. GRIFFITH'SS
"THE IDOL DANCER"

**OH!--t-4ow SKe C*n Dartoo!!"

RICHARD BARTHELMESS AND CLARINE SEYMOUR

NOTICE! '"'"^
• ^'"^

r.in« Mill recAll tbkt D. n'. Crinth'a

-Inleleranc*. an<l "Way Du»^
h»d U<eir fl(«c IlocNt*i«r bhowUs >> odmlBlaa

pf.rr* of |j {*r K-.i, Iq othar D. W. CniDth* -THE IDOL
D.VNCErf wiu ahown ai tb« uma blfh admljMoB price* on tu Prat

run. Tlirouf h odd circ\i(nat»e*a. IortuoAtt> for R(^eBt«ruut», lha

F.\MIX,T THC\T£R hui bren abl« to >rmr« ttu* pictoro at a rental «
low Ihat Ine picture viW be itlvro lis PtRAT Sno^-USG at that theater

at tha FAMILY'S REXitU\R rHOTUniAV riUClJS.

•Ti"fUnDL 10, and 50 «

COMING "LIFE'

A First National Picture

THE IDOL DANCER'S BACK

The text for "The Idol Dancer" is a bit mis-
leading. It points out that several of the

Griffith pictures were held at the two dollar

price when they were first shown in Rochester
and adds that in other cities the "Idol Dancer"
was also a two dollar picture, but "through odd
circumstances fortunate for Rochesterians," it

will be shown there at regular prices. This
sounds all right to those who do not know, but

in each little circle of playgoers there is always
one oracle who knows, and these will know that

"The Idol Dancer" never was a two dollar pic-

ture and that it is more than a year old. The
misstatements will create a poor impression and
lead to a mistrust of any statement emanating
from the theatre. Some press agents seem to

think that so long as an advertisement reads

well, it does not matter what is told, but the

best policy is to adhere to the facts, and hun-
dreds of houses have sold this production to

good advantage without mention of prices. The
copy writer should be cautioned to stick more
closely to his facts. He is apt to prove a detri-

ment to the house. The space used for the

notice might have been put to better employ-
ment in telling the high lights about the pro-

duction.
—P. r. A.—

The Mystery Explained
The other evening we happened to run into

the publisher of one of the Pittsburgh papers,

and we asked him to tell us why the amuse-
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ment advertising was so uniformly bad in

the Pittsburgh papers, and he gave a very
illuminating reply. It is simply that one
paper does all of the composition on these
advertisements and the other papers buy the
mats from this paper and cast up for their

own use. The paper selected to do the
composition does not turn out good work, but
the advertisers seemed to like it, and so all

have to use the wretched stufif. We think
it would be interesting if someone would try
some other office. The results could not be
worse. They might be better.

—P. T. A.—

Invitation Form Is

a Novelty Display
This imitation invitation comes for an un-

named house. We regret that we are unable
to give proper credit. The ovals are cuts of
the two stars in "Forever" and the text merely
announces that Elsie Ferguson and Wallace
Reid request yon to come to the Grand Theatre
to meet "The Duchess of Towers and Peter
Ibbotson." The mistake in spelling Peter's
name was not caught by the proofreader, but
the general efifect is capital, though we think
one of the new faces would be better. Tiffany
still uses script for formal invitations, but
there are a number of other faces more easily
read than script and equally suggestive of fine
engraving work. Old English should not be
used, but rather one of the Typo faces or
Copperplate Gothic shaded. To further sug-
gest an invitation it would be a good scheme

at lAe,

/& ttieet

9he ^ucAe^ of STowerd'

.*n'

A Paramount Release

AN INVITATION ADVERTISEMENT
to border with a two-point rule border and
then set a lightline rule about half an inch
inside of that. To use the heavy rule on two
sides is not quite as good, though this is a
detail when compared with the novelty of the
advertisement in general. Invitations to wed-
dings used to be in general use some time ago,
but they seem to have been forgotten lately.
It has been more than a year since the last
invitation came in. This form of invitation
gives a chance to use the names of the stars
and is in perfectly good form.

—P. T. A.—

Too Realistic
We wish Ralph Ruffner would shoot his

artist. Art work always was Ruff's weak point,
but the man he has now is so wet he is dripping.

For "Her Husband's Trademark" Ruff plays

up the line : "Would you flirt with an old mar-
ried woman like me ?" Backed by a snappy
picture of Miss Swanson the line would have
some force, but the artist has made her look
older than the line suggests. She is a regular
tub. The trouble seems to be that the artist

touched up the features to get a better cut

from a poor photograph and did murder in the

process. It's awful.
—P. T. A.—

Sayre Knows Just What
White Space Will Give

There are not many things you can tell

J. W. Sayre, of the Jensen and Von Herberg
houses in Seattle. He has been through the

mill and while he still is learning, he knows
a lot, and some of his work is exceptional.
One thing he learned long ago was the value
of white space, and another was that you do
not have to sell certain stars on argument, but
through announcement. He knows that a large
space is good, but that it does not have to be
filled with a lot of selling talk for Chaplin.
He outlines his campaign on "Pay Day" and
says

:

"I am enclosing proofs of a series of four
ads I got up here on Chaplin. He opened
Saturday and these ads ran Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday, a regulation ad
.yoing in Friday.

"The ads must have had some effect as
there was a long line before the Liberty box
office by 10.30 or so Saturday morning and
business almost shattered the house record on
Saturday and Sunday and has been exceptional
ever since.

"The feature I aimed for in the ads were
first, to build up in size steadily—I believe in

a cumulative campaign reaching its crest about
the day a picture opens, and am all through
with small teaser ads. Most of them are
buried and lost, making them mighty expensive
as compared with a few sizable ads, say one
a day, well placed. I drew top of column in

The Times with every one of these ads.

"The second point I went after was to use
few words and a lot of white space—I al-

ways did believe in white paper in an ad. Even
in the four column ad I used only a one-
column cut when plenty of four-column cuts
were handy."
We do not agree with him on the teaser

proposition. We believe that a good teaser
campaign is a capital thing for a small town.
We believe it because we have seen so many
get over. As little as a two-inch space will get
over even in a large town if a sufficient num-
ber of them are used. That is the nub of
the argument. Teasers are good only when
there are enough of them to get over. Two
or more on a page are needed in tovras and
small cities, where a single column, one inch,

space in a small town may require only three

CHARLES HI
chapL||U

kl Tie Liberty in K.«

IX«tt twMct c^mady icream,

"PAY DAY." SUrt ».vlnj up Uughj

Only

67
hours off!

a laugh is worth a dollar,

when you come out of The
Liberty next Saturday, you

can buy the L. C. Smith

Building.

CHARLES

CHAPLIN

Only

43
hours off!

will be at The Liberty at 11

o'clock sharp, Saturday

morning, in his first new

comedy in many months,

"PAY DAY."

at lOtSO a.

io«lmt« ihe crowds.

MACK SWAIN
EDNA PURVIANCE
SYD CHAPLIN

Arrange everything so that

you can be down at The

Liberty at 11 o'clock Satur-

day morning. You can't get

at a laugh-feast like this one

too soon.

And bring all the children,

and grandma^ aind Aunt

Kate. This is ev<rybody*8

good time!

A First National Release

THE THIRD AND FOURTH DAY SPACES
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or four repeats to reach everyone. It may
not work in Seattle, but it does in most places
under 50,000 population if enough of them
are employed, and the number is proportionate
to the size of the town and the amount of
general advertising used in the paper. This
does not affect the soundness of the rest of
Mr. Sayre's argument, for he has produced a
series of four displays that are notably good.
We are reproducing the series (although it is

a little late for "Pay Day"), because they
can be used on the next Chaplin or on any
other picture with a self selling star.

c
H
A
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E
s 91 N

C
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R
L
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A First National Release

THE FIRST TWO ADS.

That on the right is the first gun. It is 125

lines by two. In the upper right hand corner
is "He's coming to the Liberty Saturday in a

new comedy, 'Pay Day.'" Below is "Only 115

hours off." That is all there is other than the

odd arrangement of the type. Thfe following
day the same depth is stretched to three

columns wide. Here another development of the

same idea is used, but the text is a repeater,

reading "He's coming Saturday in 'Pay Day' to

the Liberty." That is the last time. The first is

merely the first two words, and the second
is these two with "Saturday" added, then "In

Pay Day" is added to the third line and the

fourth is as given above. Now it is "Only
91 hours off." In the larger reproduction the

space at the left is the third day, which is

175 lines by three columns, he fourth is 200
lines on four. They get attention—all of them.
We just had a demonstration of this. The
mail clerk was just in with some letters.

She has been coming in for a couple of years,

several times a day. This is the first thing
on our desk that ever attracted her attention.

The reaction on the newspaper reader is the

same. It is different, clever, and readable. It

gets over as few advertisements will. Mr.
Sayre's advertising is always good, but every
little while he comes across with something
that simply peels the skin off your eyelids.

If you do not keep a scrapbook of these
pages, as so many managers do, cut these
four examples out and tack them up where
you can see them and be reminded that you
don't always sell best with type.

—P. T. A.—

Working Up Book Cuts
Yields New Results

The Majestic Theatre. Madison, Wis., seems
to have the aid of an intelligent compositor,
who can take an idea and realize it in type.

The>e are both campaign book cuts, worked
into new form, and both show an appreciation
of the principles of composition for amusement
advertising. There must be two good printers

in the town, since these are apparently both
for the same day and therefore must be in

different papers. Either there are two good
printers or one super-manager who is able to

make them give him what he wants rather than

"TheRed
Peacock"

And

Two-Act
Comedy

STARTING
TODAY

Red — for the

blood in the

heart of a wo-
man who loved

too much.
Peacock — for

beauty, shim-
mering color,

luxury and
life.

—COMDIC 8UNDAY—

RODOLPH VALENTINO and
DOROTHY DALTON

in "MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY"
A PARAMOINT PfTTrBE

COMING SU

Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY "

A Paramount Release

TWO GOOD RESULTS

what they themselves are content with. It

goes to show that it can be done. If you do
not get as good results from your own printer,

why not ask him why? You are paying not
alone for space, but for good composition in

that space. If you don't get it, put it up to the
advertising manager of the newspaper to tell

you why you do not get what you pay for, and
if he blames it on the printers, call them in

and tell them just what you want. Perhaps
they will give it to you if you can establish per-
sonal contact. Most plan book cuts can be
worked into capital displays if you do not over-
load the space and hold to a style in accord-
ance with the cuts. The trouble is that man-
agers do not stop to consider that a layout that

will look well with one cut may not work so
well with another drawing. Study your cut
before you write your copy. Don't regard a
cut merely as something to be stuffed into a
space merely because everyone does it. Try to
make your copy match the cut, if you cannot
match the cut to the copy.

—P. T. A.—

Plays the Front Page
for Freak Placement

This portion of the front page of a local

paper suggests that the printer was drunk,
but he was not. It is the display of the
Colonial Theatre, Port Clinton, Ohio, and it

was put that way to get extra attention. That
it is in the exact spot where most newspapers
run their most important story of the day is a
mere detail. Those country newspapers are
not as careful with the right hand column of
the front page, but even at that to get this

sacred space probably took considerable argu-
ment. That it is the preferred position in the
entire newspaper makes it doubly valuable as
a preferred position. It is a four and one-
half inch drop across two columns and gives
a wonderful display. It is so unusual that

were it not that the surrounding section of the
paper was sent, we would be inclined to be-
lieve that it was cleverly faked, but the paper is

uncut and the make-up shows that the space
was planned for. They are getting Chaplin in

"The Idle Class" rather late, but it is still new

Herald

.4 First National Release

A UNIQUE PLACEMENT

where it has not been seen. The text is well

written and apparently home-made, since it

does not read like plan book copy. The wrong
position advertisement is good for only a very
occasional use, but now and then it will lead

practically all readers to strain their necks or
turn the paper upside down in order to get

the message, and of course that drives home
whatever that message may contain.
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The Passing Week in Review
WILL NIGH, director of some of the biggest money-making pro-

ductions in the independent market this past season, this week
formed an alHance with the Apollo Film Company, comprising

Bobby North and L. Lawrence Weber, two shrewd showmen. Mr. Nigh,
who turned out "My Four Years in Germany," "Why Girls Leave Home,"
"School Days," "Your Best Friends" and others in association with Harry
Rapf and Warner Brothers, will produce a series of productions that

Messrs. North and Weber will distribute in the independent market. This
announcement confirms the statement made editorially in this department
last week relative to the plans of these two gentlemen, who promise to play

a most important role in the independent field. They already are exploit-

ing "The Curse of Drink," but this feature is only a forerunner of many
others that they will soon announce.

'\\/'E congratulate both the Messrs. North and Weber as well as Mr.
Nigh. We will look forward to big doings from this combination.

They are men who go after big things in big ways. For a time we feared

that Nigh would desert the independent field, but happily our fears proved
idle. We admire Mr. Nigh for the reason that he caters to the exhibitor

and gives him pictures that are exploitable, that will make money for him.

With Nigh producing is a serious business. Before he starts production
he studies the situation and problem from every angle. And not until he
is certain does he go ahead with his plans. We are glad Mr. Nigh will

continue producing for independents. It is another tribute to the in-

dependent market. Our best wishes to this new alliance.

'

I
^HE last of the Torchy comedies, starring Johnny Hines, which Edu-
cational has been releasing, are being made. Immediately after he

has completed the comedy on which he is now working Hines will assume
the task of turning out another feature that C. C. Burr will distribute.

The Hines comedies are among the best fun-reels in the business and only

the other night at Loew's State Theatre in New York we viewed "Torchy's
Romance," in our opinion, one of the greatest laugh pictures we ever
saw. We trust Mr. Burr will continue making Torchy comedies for they
are money-makers for exhibitors and what is more there will be millions

of theatregoers who will be sadly disappointed if the supply is suddenly
stopped. The more one seems to see of the Torchy comedies, the better

one likes them. So let them come along. They're wonders.

T ULY 8 is an important date for independents in this country. Last
*-' week announcement was made of the issuance of an "Independent
Showman's Number" by Moving Picture World on that date. While the

issue will be dated July 8th, it will be published on June 30. This writer

has been deluged with letters from independent producers, distributors,

exchangemen and accessory dealers, let alone the great number of directors,

cameramen, stars and players appearing regularly in independent pictures,

for further information regarding this much looked-forward-to number.
So here goes

:

'
I ''HE season of 1922-23 promises to be a great year for the motion pic-

ture industry and incidently for independents. But there must be
action and immediate action on the part of independents. Exchangemen
an exhibitors everywhere are NOW making plans for the ensuing season.

Exhibitors are laying out their bookings this summer for next season.

They want good" money-making pictures, but in order that independents
cash in on a maximum basis this information concerning pictures available

on the independent market next season must be forthcoming now. Every
exchange in this country is after product for next season, but they are
helpless for they have no means of knowing what is scheduled to be re-

leased.

I HE large program corporations are appreciative of the fact that the
exhibitors are now lining up product for next season and consequently

are making huge "splurges" in announcing their product for the coming
season. They are not waiting for September or October, when the season
will be in full swing, to make these announcements. Exhibitors don't
book at the last moment. And the bigger companies appreciate this fact.

That is the motive back of those splendid advertising splashes that have
been made in this and other trade journals. They lose no time in telling

theatre owners what they will have next season and their exchangemen
are working overtime closing contracts.

TJUT what about the independent producer and distributor? Just how" much is he going to cash in on this demand for pictures? Just what
is he doing to line up exhibitors next season? The opposition i; too great.

one has been known to say. That's absurd and childish. This department
has pointed out time and again that exhibitors everywhere are on the alert
for money-making independent pictures. Some have wanted to book these
pictures, but because of previous contracts they have been prevented from
doing so. The independent man, as a result, has been left on the outside.
Why not change this situation?

npHE independent market has made meteoric progress during the past
year and the showing in 1922-23 promises to be tremendously better.

Better and bigger pictures are in store for independent exchangemen and
exhibitors. But don't sleep ! Don't let the other fellow beat you to it.

Make hay while the sun shines. .A,nd this is the sun shining season. If
you wait until the late Fall to make your announcements you will find
when you go to the exhibitor for bookings that your competitor has beaten
you to it; that Mr. Exhibitor, as much as he would like to use your prod-
duct, has no open date.

V/TOVING PICTURE WORLD has been accepted by independents
everywhere as the "independent man's bible." In addition to weekly

furnishing the trade with minute information on all matters pertaining to
independent endeavor in this great industry, this publication has rendered
an invaluable service to independent producer, distributor, exchangeman
and exhibitor, our service department having made a record of answering
scores of inquiries daily. We have tried our utmost to emphasize the
importance of the independent market. We have permitted no event in
our particular branch of the business to escape our observation. We
have tried to be constructive and furnisli independents with a medium
that would effect a more co-operative feeling between producers and ex-
hibitors. We have commented on pictures constructively

'TpHIS department is dedicated to independents. We will never adhere
to anything but a constructive policy. We want to see the independent

man occupy the high position he deserves in this industry. The motion
picture history of 1921-22 is one of the progress of the independent market.
What 1922-23 will bring remains for those of us in this business to decide.
But one thing is certain that in order to succeed we must receive more ex-
hibitor patronage. And the fact that we have not received greater co-
operation and patronage from the theatre owner is because of our own
short-sightedness. We have permitted the other fellow to get to him before
we even announced what we had. Those tactics have deprived the busi-
ness of many thousands of dollars. We must remember that it is the chap
vvho looks ahead, who thinks of tomorrow, as well as today, who will de-
rive a maximum profit from his efforts in show business.

CHOW business is founded on advance information furnished the^ public. Take your circuses: They maintain scores of advance
men. These agents invade a city or town months before the date of
showing and plaster the place with paper, heralding the coming of
the show. The Broadway managers send out first and second men
in advance of shows. And in the picture business, too, we have found
that the best money-makers are those pictures that have been prop-
erly and widely publicized in advance. And the relation of producer
and exhibitor is similar to that of attraction and public.

npHE exhibitor has a right to know what you will have to oflfer. And
it's your business to furnish him with this information sufficiently in

advance to allow him time in which to make bookings. The exhibitor is

always working ahead. And the independent who waits until the eleventh
hour will always be complaining of "hard times." Moving Picture World
will give you that opportunity. Virtually all of the distributors have al-
ready contracted for space. The issue promises to be the greatest ever
turned out by a trade publication. Elsewhere is briefly outlined the con-
tents of the issue, which will in reality include all and every sort of in-
formation of interest to the independents.

T~^HAT independents are cognizant of the value of this opportunity is

conclusively proven by the many wires being received dailv from
cities outside of New York, seeking space. But let's all get on the band-
wagon. Let's make it such a big issue that every exhibitor and exchange-
man in the country will sit up and take notice. But the idea is to s<-t in
while the getting is good. Don't put it off until tomorrow—act now.

'

ffelp
us help you make money.
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Ex-Gov. Milligen Looks Forward to Busy
Season—Predicts Bright FutureforMaine
By ROGER FERRI

Keep your eye on the Pine Tree

Pictures Corporation and Maine.

This corporation, of which the for-

mer Governor Milligen of Maine is

the head, has pretentious plans for|

the ensuing season. It has and stil

is producing James Oliver Curwood

pictures for Arrow distribution. To
date three pictures have been made.
They are "Men's Country and the

Law," "The Girl from Porcupine"
and "The Broken Silent." "Jacque-
line" is now being produced under
the able direction of Dell Hender-
son, whose previous picture proved
one of the best Mounted Northwest
Police stories ever turned out.

Ex-Gov. Milligen visited New
York this week, and through the

kindness of J. Charles Davis 2nd,

publicity and exploitation director

of Arrow, we had the pleasure of

having a chat with the distinguished

visitor from the Pine Tree State at

the Harvard Club. The former
Governor spoke as one who is finan-

cially interested in independent pro-
duction and as a practical business
man, for he is one of the shrewdest
and most successful business men
in Maine. But judging from his re-

EX-GOVERNOR MILLIGEN

marks he has a most comprehensive
knowledge of all that has gone on,

is going on and probably will go
on. He is a firmer believer in in-

dependent endeavor in this business

and believes that in the success of

the independent depends the future
status of exhibitors of this country.

He is particularly enthusiastic

about the possibilities of Maine as

a producing center, directing the

attention of the writer to the many
advantages to be found there. All

the firm's pictures were produced in

that state and no one who has seen

these productions can deny Mr.

Milligen's assertion that Maine is

deserving of the serious considera-

tion of independent producers. In

fact, it was Mr. Milligen and his

company that first directed atten-

tion to the motion picture possibil-

ities in Maine, and since Pine Tree
Pictures Corporation made its in-

itial picture, scores of other com-
panies have invaded Maine and pro-

duced features.

But we'll let Hon. Milligen do the

talking for a while :

—

"I think that the motion picture

industry is just coming into its

own. In fact, I believe it has been
improperly managed and until the

present time it never was considered
a business. Few practical business

men looked upon the picture indus-

try as a serious business venture.

They viewed it as a game, the same
as some view it today. But it's

growing into an enormous business
and will continue to keep on grow-
ing. It has splendid possibilities

commercially and consequently the

keep on growing. It has splendid
attention of business men is being
attracted to it.

"I believe that the future of the
business rests with the independents.
In fact, the average American likes

independence. He is inclined to en-

courage the independent venture.
The exhibitors must give these in-

dependents more and better support,

and I believe this is rapidly coming.
The exhibitor must have somebody
to fall back on, for not all people in

the motion picture business are phil-

anthropic. The tendency of big

companies is to tie up, but these

monopolistic plans will never ma-
terialize, for Americans will not
tolerate such tactics.

"The time is coming when the ex-
hibitor will buy pictures strictly on
their merit. And that must come.
The product must speak for itself.

There must be no threatening that

unless theatre owners book certain

companies' product the latter will

then build their own theatres. That
is contrary to Americanism, yet it's

being done. The independent rep-

resents a means to the exhibitor of
combatting such tactics. If I were
buying pictures I would buy them
from the producer-distributor and
not producer-exhibitor, who is my
own worst competitor.

"Pine Tree Pictures Corporation
is satisfied that the independent mar-
ket is only now coming into its own,
looking forward to a big season next
year and are consequently making
plans accordingly."

Mr. Milligen later announced that

as soon as the contract with James
Oliver Curwood has been completed,
his firm will produce sea pictures.

Decision on *'IAm the Law** Is Ben Wilson Has Elaborate Plans

Expected to Be Given Within a

FewDays;Judge Will ViewPicture

for Next Season; Independents on
Coast Double Production Efforts

Some sort of definite verdict on
the application of International

Film Service, Inc.. for an injunc-

tion restraining Charles C. Burr,
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., Edwin
Carew and others from releasing or
exhibiting "I Am the Law," the

special Northwest Mounted Police
gem, is expected to be handed
down by Judge Knox of the United
States Court, Southern New York
District, next week. A hearing on
the complaint and motion of coun-
sel for International was held in

New York on Friday, June 9, on
which occasion it was agreed that
the justice would render a verdict
after seeing Edwin Carewe's pro-
duction and reading the James Oli-
ver Curwood story, "The Valley of
Silent Men," on which the Inter-
national production is said to be
based and which, counsel for plain-
tiff alleges, is infringed upon.
The hearing was enlivened by a

debate between Attorneys Burkan
and Newman for International and
Burr, respectively. The latter
charged that Mr. Burkan's request
that if the defendants would elimi-
nate the "confession scene" was a
"frank admission that the charge of
infringement was unfounded, for if

the entire picture is an infringement
then why does the plaintiff assert

that tlie limination of one incident

in our picture will result in their

withdrawal of action now pending."
Mr. Newman further argued that
his clients were anxious for an im-
mediate trial and were willing to
give a special showing.

Mr. Burkan also expressed a de-
sire to have a trial, but the presid-
ing judge decided to look at the pic-

ture and read the book and after
having done this to announce his
future procedure. During a bitter

debate between counsel. Judge Knox
in an effort to quiet both, to the
amusement of the spectators, cried
out: "Gentlemen, I am the Law."

Meanwhile scores of exhibitors
throughout the country are patiently
awaiting a definite ruling in the
case, many postponements having
been forced by the action.

Mr. Newman in the course of his
arguments submitted that if the
contention of International that "I
Am the Law" is an infringement on
the James Oliver Curwood story,
then "Shakesjeare must have been
wrong and no producer is safe or
justified to continue producing pic-
tures."

LOS ANGELES.— (Special)—Hen
Wilson has completed plans for the

1922-23 season and, judging from
information gathered in independent
production circles, he will have an
elaborate program available by in-

dependent exchangemen and exhib-
itors. Arrow Film Corporation of
New York will continue to distribute

Ben Wilson's productions, according
to announcement made here.

who lias butii In Los Angeles for the
past two weeks conferring with Col.
W. N. Selig regarding fall production
plans, has gone to San Francisco. He
plans leaving that city for New York
later in the week. On bis way Bast
he plans stopping In Chicago to confer
with J. L. Friedman, of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation.

Harry Rapf. who has just completed
the first Wesley Barry feature of the
1022-23 series, "From Rags to Riches,"
which Warner Brothers of New York
will distribute, and Jack Warner of
Warner's studios here, have left for
the East. They will be in New York
for a series of conferences with Harry,
Abe and Sam Warner. There is some
talk here relative to the opening of
Warner producing In the East.

An option of fifty acres of land In the
heart of Culver City, adjacent to the
Hal Roach studios, has been signed by
John J. Hayes, president of Pacific
Film Company, Inc., who plans to use
that property for stulo purposes.

While John J. Hayes, president of
Pacific Film Company, Inc., Is making
his swing around the country, touching
all the key cities. A. Guy Frumm. sec-
retary and treasurer. Is In charge of
the studio and releaslne departments
hero. r. F. Boyd, recently engaged as
confidential secretary to Mr. Hayes,
win assist Mr. Frumm.

Robert O 'Conor, head of O'Conor
Productions, served a "gruelling" ap-
prenticeship under Hal Roach, producer
of Harold Lloyd comedies. For five

years Mr. O'Conor worked with Lloyd,
Pollard and other Roach stars. Now he
Is head of his own producing company,
which Is making the Billy Franey two-
reel comedies. His offices are at the
Caswell studios In Hollywood.

Robert O'Conor will make at least
one feature, which he says will be dif-

ferent from "reg:ular run of Westerns
now on the market." He Is busily en- i

gaged now casting for this feature. i

Louis Auerbach. vice-president of
Export & Import Film Company. Inc..

MIS
PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
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Gene BurnelVs Success With Lee-Bradford
Feature Proves Personal Appearance Value

Selling territories after proving the drawing power of a pro-

duction with special presentations has become quite a fad, but

strengthening these premier exhibitions with personal appearances

of the star in the feature is going the former method one better.

To Miss Gene Burnell, the star of the Lee-Bradford special, "De-
termination," must necessarily go the bulk of credit for the

meteoric sales being recorded on that picture.

Lee-Bradford are exploiting this

picture on a road-show basis, but it

is the magnetism and personality

of Miss Burnell that has been send-

ing the box office receipts skyward.
This young leading lady's work in

"Determination" is one of its out-

standing features and has been prais-

ed generally by the most fastidious

critics. Her excellent interpreta-

tion of a difficult role, coupled with

her attractive stage appearance and
ability to talk to her audiences in a

comprehensively entertaining man-
ner, have won for her the attention

of many producers.

As a consequence of her success-

ful appearances independent ex-

changemen distributing the special

have deluged the Lee-Bradford of-

fices with requests for her services.

She has been particularly honored
by the newspaper fraternity, which
has never failed, as yet, to obtain

from her stories with news or fea-

ture value.

Her recent personal appearances

in Providence, R. L, resulted in con-

siderable publicity for the picture MISS GENE BURNELL
and herself. One particular intre- Charming star whose personal ap-
view which she gave a representa- pearances in conjunction with show

during the off-months by picture stars.
With the exception ot Bushman-Bayne
and Sheldon Lewis-Virginia Pearson
turns, few have ever added anything to
their popularity. Some, indeed, ruine'd
their popularity. Some, indeed, ruined

tive of The Evening Tribune there

wo:i first page space. She was
royally entertained there by social

leaders with the result that the pro-

duction, which played to a record

business at the Victory Theatre, a

B. F. Keith house, was sold for New
England before the expiration of the

week's engagement.
Since her appearance in "De-

termination," Miss Burnell has re-

ceived numerous offers from pro-

ducers both in New York and on

ing of the Bradford feature, "De-
termination," is helping break box

office records

It is practically certain that Mary
Jane Sanderson, the new Warner
"find," will personally appear in con-
junction with the showing ot the pic-
tures in which she will appear. The
first one is "From Rags to Riches,"
with Wesley Barry.

Elmo Lincoln, star of "The Adven-
tures of Tarzan," the Weiss Brothers'

, „ , , -11 1 ii I,
serial, is expected to leave within a few

the Loast and she will shortly be weeks for England where he is slated to

starred in a picture to be made by make personal appearances.

an independent producer. Mean-
while she will continue making per-

sonal appearances, her next appear-

ance being scheduled for Scranton,

Pa., during the week of June 26.

That personal appearances aid the
box office is evidenced by the demand
on the part ot exhibitors during the
summer for the services of stars. Vera
Gordon's appearance in conjunction
with "Your Best Friend," the Warner
feature, despite bitter oppositions, have
been instrumental in the establish-

ment of many records In the Middle-
west.

Negotiations are under way for per-
sonal appearance of some of the play-
ers in "Yankee Doodle, Jr.," with M.
J. Burnside production. Tony Luchese,
the Philadelphia exchangeman. is ne-
gotiating for the services of several ot
the stars.

.Johnny Hines is expected to make a
limited number of personal appearances
in key cities in conjunction with the
premier showings of his second fea-
ture, which he is now making at the
Glendale, L. I., studios.

It Harry Houdini. the handcuff king
and producer of "The Man from Be-
yond," the Independent feature that

ran for almost a month at the Apollo
Theatre, New York, will consent to

personally appear in conjunction with
the presentation ot that picture at

Wood's Theatre In Atlantic City. N. J.,

Manager Dave Starkman there Is pre-

pared to give that feature a presenta-

tion which he says will make " 'em sit

up an take notice."

Summer Is Indeed an Idea! personal
appearance season and no less than a
dozen stars are appearing at picture
houses now in the East.

In order that the theatregolng pub-
lic may better become acquainted with
his star. Producer Phil Goldstone is ex-
pected to send Richard Talmadge on a
personal appearance tour of the coun-
try early in the fall.

That personal appearance will re-
vive the popularity of some stars, who
have come out ot retirement, is testi-
fied to in the tact that Theda Bara,
long absent from the movies, will next
fall star in several pictures.

come along and treat his patrons wltli
the personal appearances ot directors?
We have Dell Henderson and Edwin
Carewe in mind. These two gentleman
are splendid directors and intensely
interesting and it wouldn't be a bad
idea for some enterprising showman to
treat his patrons to meeting, person-
ally, some of these gentlemen who are
actually the brains behind the produc-
tion. Think it over.

Speaking of personal appearances,
why wouldn't it be up to date and a
sood stunt for some live exhibitor to

Miss Grace Davison, star of "The
Splendid Lie," left Sunday to make
personal appearances during the show-
ing of this production at the new
Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia.

Virginia Pearson Signs with

Abramson for Leading Role:

State Rights News of Week
Virginia Pearson was this week

signed by Ivan Abramson to por-

tray the leading emotional role in

his new independent production,

"Wild Youth." Miss Pearson has
been appearing on the vaudeville

stage for the past two years and,

according to the vaudeville mag-
nates, has achieved considerable

success. Her popularity has beeii

considerably strengthened and Mr.
Abrainson is believed to have ac-

quired a star who will have a power-
ful drawing power.

Strand Theatre. Managing Director Joe
Plunkett is reported to have said the
comic Is the best he has used of that
sort.

Johnny (Torchy) Hines is making
the last ot the Torchy comedies for
Educational. This is to be known as
"Torchy's Feud." Scenes are being
taken in the mountains ot Virginia and
Kentucky. The comedy is based on a
story by Sewell Ford.

By the way, the title of the second
Johnny Hines feature that C. C. Burr
had intended releasing as "Go Get 'Em
Gallagher" will be changed.

The cast for "Wild Youth" is an all-

star one, for in adidtion to Miss Pear-
son it also includes Mary Anderson,
for some time Charley Ray's leading
woman ; Julia Swayne Gordon, Thurston
Hall. Joseph Striker, Bobby Connelly
and others.

Much interest was aroused among
State rights buyers and exhibitors in
general last week as a result of the
announcement made by Producers Se-
curity Corporation of its acquisition of
"The Country Flapper," starring
Dorothy Gish with Glenn Hunter. This
production, which offers exploitation
possibilities galore as well as possess-
ing a good story, splendid title and
popular stars, will be State righted and
already the offices ot P. S. C. have
been besieged with innumerable in-
quiries from buyers lining up product
for next season.

The Advertising and Publicity De-
partment of Arrow Film Corporation
announced this week the completion of

the press book on "A Desert Bride-
groom," the Ben Wilson production
starring Jack Hoxie. This picture is

charatcerized by Arrow as the best ot
the Hoxie series.

"Rags to Riches,
"

Rapf's Latest for

Warner, Is Ready
The forthcoming Wesley Barry

feature, "Rags to Riches," a Harry
Rapf production to be distributed

by the Warner Brothers, was com-
pleted last week at the Warner
coast studios, according to dispatches

received at the eastern offices of the

organization.

The story is said to deal with a
wealthy adventurous youngster who,
imbued with the desire to emulate
the hazards of dime novel heroes,

becomes involved in the adventure
of a gang of crooks. In the cast

supporting the freckled-youngster

are Niles Welch, Ruth Renick, Rus-
sell Simpson, and Mrs. Minna Ferry
Redman.

Wallace Worsley directed the
feature assisted by Jim Chapin,

There is considerable speculation rife

in film circles concerning the value of

the invasion of the vaudeville stage

"Your Best Friend," the Warner
special, was given considerable space
in all the Hearst newspapers In this
country last Sunday. A full page story
with scenes from "Your Best Friends"
was published In the magazine section
of every Hearst newspaper. The story,
which was built about the sentencing
by a Newark judge of a prisoner to see
the picture, and to report to him if he
learned the lesson that a mother should
always be cared and protected by her
offsprings, was also used by other
newspapers using the Hearst maga-
zine service. The story reached more
than .'iO.nnn.OOO theatregoers, and it was
a prize stunt.

"Felix In Love," the fifth of the
"Felix" cartoons comics, controlled by
Miss M. J. Winkler, closed a splendid
seven-day engagement at the New York

Sanford Sales

Manager Here
The sales manager of Sanford

Productions, Hal C. Norfleet, is now
in New York City, stopping at the
Claridge Hotel.

He closed a sale for the entire

south of the eleven southern states

to the Southern States Film Com-
panv of Atlanta, New Orleans and
Dallas.

Read Page 723
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International Production on Boom; ^^"^^^JZr f
. 7T^ ^ Second NaU07ial

American rilm Men invade hurope Picture Program

International production came in for a further boom this week
in the form of several important developments. One concerned

Goldwyn's acquisition of four German productions for distribu-

tion in Great Britain as well as in this country. Another came
in the announcement made abroad by Jesse L. Lasky of Famous

J. G. Wainwright made It known this
week that the British & Transcon-
tinental Films, Ltd., is an all-English
concern and in no way connected with
any German or Austrian film enter-
prise, and ttiat the company's stars
had been sent to Germany recently
merely to make animal pictures, mak-

i->i • T 1 ^ \ n • n V 1 » c i"K "sc "t 'he Hagenbeck circus ani-
Players m London that he will sign British stars tor appearance mais.

in pictures for the international market. Mr. Lasky, while he

will go to Germany to study production methods there, stated that

his firm will not produce there, thus spiking a rumor that has

been widelv circulated abroad.

Goldwyn, according to a cable-

gram from London this week, has
acquired the distribution rights for

America and Great Britain to

four German pictures. They are

"Othello," "Destiny," "Sumurun"
and another picture. These together

with "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"

will be distributed in Germany.
Weiss Brothers, it has been an-

nounced here, have acquired the dis-

tribution rights in this country to

"Destiny," which, it is understood,
has been turned over to Goldwyn.

tine, Syria,
niania.

Greece, Turkey and Rou-

The following new German pictures
have been announced in Berlin : "The
Empress Elizabeth," "Dr. Mabuse,"
"The Association of Hcnrele," "The
Princess of Tuscany," "The Murder-
ous Governor," "Marie Antoinette,"
and "The Round of Death."

D. J. Mountain, the live manager of
the foreisn department of Arrow Film
Corporation, reported a number of vis-
itors to his office this week. Among
them were C. A. Olsen, of Christiania,
.N'orway ; Erik Lundberg. of Stockholm.
Sweden ; John Wainwright. F. M. Hall
and F. Kilner, all of London ; J. C.
Ramos, of Ponce, Porto Rico, and
Henry Bredhoff, of Honolulu. Hawaiian
Islands. Mr. Mountain said they all

reported healthy activity abroad.

Virtually every American company
maintaining offices in Berlin will be
quartered in a new film building that
is soon scheduled to be opened in the
Gnrman metropolis. The building Is a
10-story structure.

Constance Binney. it is understood,
will be starred in "A Bill for Divorce-
ment," which Ideal Films, Ltd., of

London, will produce
now in London.

George Orban has acquired "Israel,"
a German production. No definite dis-
tribution plans have as yet been made.

Among the American film men abroad
are Jesse L. Lasky of Famous Players,
William Fox of Fox Films, Inc.. Carl
Laemmle of Universal. Joseph Dannen-
berg of "Film Daily," Al Christie, the
comedy producer, and Emmett Flynn,
producer of "The Connecticut Yankee
at King Arthur's Court."

**More toBePitied Than Scorned"

Completed; Print in New York
"More to be Pitied than Scorned," special art paper and exploitation

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation's accessories are to be given a special

"Her Story," second of the four
releases so far announced by Second
National Pictures, appears to be
taking the lead of the series in

popularity so far, according to re-

ports received at the New York
offices. New York City theatres,

twenty-four of which have booked
the attraction for the current month,
have aided in placing this picture in
its present commanding position.

"Her Story" differs from "David
and Jonathan" and "The Night
Riders." first and third releases bj
Second National, in having beef
written especially for the screen, and
for the featuring of Madge Tith-
erage in the leading role by Dion
Titherage, brother of the popular
stage and screen actress. The other
two pictures are visualizations of

Miss Binney Is popular novels by E. Temple
Thurston and Ridgewell Culluni.
The fourth release, "Broken Shad-
ows," from the Irish novel, "Nance,"
by Charles Garvice, is showing up
well in the early bookings, it is said.

Export & Import Film Company this
week announced the sale of "The
Woman in Grey" and "Miracles of the
Jungle" for Czecho-SIovakia and "The
Jungle Goddess" for that same country,
and also for Lithuania, Finland and
Lapland.

Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph, sailed
Tuesday on the Aquitania for a tour
of England and France. He was ac-
companied by his wife. Jean Paige. S.

A. Lynch, of Lynch Enterprises of the
South, also left on that steamer.

new feature production announced
as the first of a series of feature

nflferings which it will offer for dis-

tribution, has been completed and
Is now being brought East by Harry
Cohn of the C. B. C. firm.

The importance of this feature

and the plans that are being made name and directed by Edward Le

for it are shown by the fact that Saint.

Mr. Cohn personally is making the Mr. Le Saint wired from the

trip East across continent to deliver Coast this week as follows:

Lynch Circuit

Books Eddie
Polo Serial

One of the big bookings recorded
by First National Pictures of Char-
lotte, N. C. is that made through
on "Cap'n Kidd," Eddie Pf.lo's first

Independent serial. First National-
E. Blaney melodrama oj the same has announced to Star Serial Cor-

poration, which holds world dis-

showing of the feature.

Harry Cohn of C. B. C. whose
headquarters are made on the West
Coast, has watched closely every
detail of production of this fea-

ture, which is based on the Charles

E. H. Griffiths has signed with the the print to the New York distrib-

Maritime Company to supervise pro-
duction on "The Sea Riders" that will
be made in Canada.

Arthur Ziehm. of, Goldwyn, according
to information from Berlin, has con-
cluded a deal for the distribution of

the Goldwyn product in Egypt, Pales-

uting offices in the shortest possible

time.

There, the special editors that

have been engaged to go over the

feature again are now in readiness

and the artists who are lining up

"Picture finished and it is my best

work. Every member of the cast

to be congratulated. Think you
will like it."

tribution right on "Cap'n Kidd, the
booking of the serial to eighteen
big and important houses over the
Southern Enterprise Circuit, and
that exhibitors on the circuit are
planning special big exploitation for
these bookings.

Hopp Hadley Will Handle
^'Love's Old Sweet Song"

Before leaving for Pittsfield,

Mass. with his entire company,

where the exteriors of "Love's Old

Sweet Song" are to be made, O.

A. C. Lund announced tliat the first

special feature of Lund Produc-
tions. Inc.. would be placed in the

hands of Hopp Hadley who, through

Producers Service Company, would
make all arrangements for distribu-

tion. The departure of the com-
pany from Fort Lee, N. J., where
the interior scenes were staged in

the Paragon studio, was determined
upon not only by the search for

beautiful backgrounds, but in order

to find a large marble quarry
_
in

which several scenes in connection

with the spectacle leading up to

the climax of the drama could be
made. It was also necessary that

the quarry have a railroad connec-
tion which could be used by the di-

rector for railroad scenes. Charles
Manning, Mr. Lund's assistant,

found locations in the neighbor-
hood of Pittsfield which are said to

be ideal for the story.

Among the principal members of
the cast of "Love's Old Sweet
Song" accompanying Oscar Lund
to Pittsfield are Helene Weir, Don
Gallagher, Helen Lowell, Warren
Cooke, Ernest Hilliard, Lew Wol-
heim. Miss Ray Allen, Walter
Gaines. John Tansey and baby Mar-
garet Brown who plays the char-
acter of "Chicken" around whom
Augustus Bertilla's story revolves.

Producer of *'Big Boy" Williams
Westerns to Visit Metropolis

greater expenditure on the forth-

coming pictures for "Big Boy."
Stone's experience in production

problems covers many years, for he
has served as manager of produc-
tion and production editor for Wm.
S. Hart, Irvin Willat and many
others.

Di Lorenzo has just drawn up an
exhaustive report on State right

conditions gained from his coast

to coast tour in behalf of the new
"Big Boy" Williams series.

Joe Di Lorenzo, President of Di
Lorenzo, Inc., is in receipt of a wire
this week from Roy Stone of Fred-
crick Herbst Productions, stating

that the latter is making a special

trip from the coast to confer with
Di Lorenzo on production plans for
the future "Big Boy" Williams
series.

In view of the hearty trade re-

ception given to the initial two Wil-
liams' pictures, producer Herbst and
his staff are strongly considering

Federated Lands Screen Review
A contract was closed last week with Lester Soman and Julius Singer

whereby they will produce for the Federated, a Screen Review. It is to

be a single reel release issued, for the time being, every other week, start-

ing about the last week in June. This reel will contain intimate views
of the motion picture stars, their life at home, their fads, hobbys and their

amusements.
A. D. V. Storey will edit the reel, and the first number is already com-

pleted. This release will take the place of the Federated Screen Snapshots.
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Final closing date JUNE 27th for advertising space in the

Independent Showman's Number

To Be Dated—July 8; out

June 30

This number will be edited and prepared by

ROGER FERRI

IT WILL CONTAIN

1. Prospectus for 1922-23.

2. Resume of 1921-22.

3. State Rights Statistics.

4. Who's Who in Independent Producing Circles.

5. Who's Who in Independent Distributing Circles.

6. Who's Who in Independent Exchange Circles.

7. Independent Directors' and Players' Directory.

8. Resume of Conditions in Local Centres by Exchangemen.

9. Exploitation on 1922-23 Productions Announced.

10. Systematic Local Distribution.

11. Special Articles by Prominent Men.

Reservations for advertising space

should be made now

MOVING PICTURE

0rB
The oldest and newest trade paper in the field
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Weiss Bros/ ''After Six Days'' Gets Circus
Exploitation Prior to Atlantic City Premier

History in the exhibition of independent pictures is expected

to be made next week at the spacious Woods' Theatre in Atlantic

City, N. J., where Weiss Brothers' spectacularly beautiful super-

special, "After Six Days," a visualization of the Old Testament,

will be given its American premier. The engagement will open
Saturday afternoon, June 17. The presentation is under the per-

sonal supervision of David Starkman, one of the shrewdest show-
men in the country, who has taken over a 12-week lease on the

theatre, which is centrally located on the Boardwalk.

Atlantic City has been circused

with paper. 100 twenty-four sheets

having been plastered in the best

spots in the town with more than

1,000 ones, threes and sixes thrown
in for good measure. Two thousand
cards also have been used in herald-

ing the advent of the production,

which is incidently being exploited

through priests, ministers, rabbis,

city and State and school officials,

and the local and Philadelphia dailies

and foreign publications

Crosby Brothers, who operate the
Lily Theatre in Buffalo. N. Y.. write to
the effect that Arrow's "Ten NMghts in
a Barroom" proved a good attratcion

Above the inviting entrance to a ''"d made big money for them.

long lobby is an enormous sign, the

largest of its kind used by any thea-

tre in the country. This sign bril-

liantly illuminated, constitutes one
of the features of the Boardwalk.
The lobby was attractively renovated
with magnetic cut-outs from the
picture.

The presentation, as outlined to

"Innocent Cheat"
at the Broadway

Announcement is made by W. E.
Shallenberger, President of the Ar-
row Film Corporation that the big

the writer by Mr. Starkman, should
Arrow-Ben Wilson special "The

.,,,1,^ .„c,^/n^1,t=n o„H Af. Innocent Cheat, starnng Roy Stew-make cosmopolitan and merry At-
lantic City sit up and take notice

art and Kathleen Kirkham. will have

Two special projectionists have been '^^ ^ew York premier at the Broad-

contracted for during the engage-
Theatre, where it opens for a

ment of "After Six Days." Bert
run on Stinday, June 18.

Ennis and David Starkman co-op- .
Wilson, producer of this

erated in putting over one of the P'^*"'"'^' '^'l? ^.''^ P^'!°':f]'7„'^'r,e^J^^

greatest advance campaigns given in )
' / ,

ction with the showing of any
^"t producti

. tu^,„ All :„ „ir ;^ The Innocer

states that he considers it the

tion he has ever made,
inocent Cheat" is an original

story written by J. Grubb Alexan-

will stand up behind everv promise j'". .^nd has been produced on a

^„ k., A/r„„ c.„.i.™'„_ u:. lavish scale by Director Wilson. In

conj un
picture there. All in all it looks
like a record-breaker, for the picture

made by Manager Starkman to his

public.
addition to Roy Stewart and Kath-
leen Kirkham a strong supporting

Gene Burneli, star of "Determina- c^st appears in the picture, headed
tion," the Lee-Bradford special, is win- bv .Sidne de Gray, George Hernan-
ning considerable pubiicity as a con- ^^d Rhea Mitchell,sequence of her personal appearances,
and incidentiy these are held much on
the drawing power of the production.
As a resuit of her worlt at the Victory
Theatre in Providence, R. L, recently.
"Determination" played to its biggest
business. Miss Burneli, because of her
popularity, has been the recipient of
many good offers.

Good business was experienced by thf » , tt ^

Randolph Theatre in Chicago during Lesser and Western Pictures Ex
the run there of "Your Best Friend." ploitation Company left New York

yj=i^,?'""i°?„'HM this week on a tour that will take
ture. Mother love and the splendid

, . n r i ..... .

teaser campaign backed by a satistac- him to all of the principal cities and
tory picture in every way helped put it excliange centers in the United
over in one of the hottest weeks of the Cj^fp-
season," says the Chicago report. ?i .n> i , ,

Mr. Rathner will look after the
Lester's Rivoli Theatre In Columbia, affairs of Western Pictures Ex-

l.andereg^BVTonat7-^?o7wo%a^y^s ploitation Company and Jackie

of good business. The picture wa.5 Cnnean Productions while on this
heavily advertised^ tniir and expects to be away for sev-

The personal appearance of Vera eral months. His first stop will be
Gordon in coniunction with the show- at Washington. Among other ex-
Ing of "Your Best Friend" heliied draw diantre centers that he will visit im-
business at Saxe s Strand In Milwaukee ,. , _. u t. t ^mediately are Pittsburgh, Toronto,

Harry Rathner on

Road for Lesser
Harry Rathner, personal repre-

sentative in the field for Irving M.

E. C. Klatt of star Theatre, Farm-
ington, Minn., saia ne had them stand-
ing to get into his theatre during the
run of "Out of the Dust" at his house
a tew weeks back.

over the Stanley circuit in Philadelphia,
opening at the Palace in that city next
Monday.

Competition of a most bitter sort put
the crimp in the engagement of the
Clara Kimball Young production. "Eyes
of Youth," at the Royal Theatre,
Hopkins, Mo., according to Manager F.
O. Litch.

Grace Davison in "Love, Hate and a
Woman," an Arrow feature, held up
the good business at the Plcadllly In
Rochester, N. Y.. this week, for three
days, according to a report from there.

Clara Kimball Young's latest, "The
Worldly Madonna," has been booked

put "School Days" with Wesley Barry
over with a bang at the Liberty The-
atre in Seattle, Wash., a couple of
weeks ago. The accessories, distributed
free, helped considerably, the exhibitor
reports.

"Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
night?" opened up like a house afire
at the Blackstone Theatre in Pitts-
burgh on Monday of this week, accord-
ing to a telegram to this office.

Manager Fred Gantz of the Star The-
atre, Sand Springs, Okla., reports that
"The White Mask," a William Smith
production, starring Franklyn Farnum*
broke records at that house.

Newsy Gossip of the Trade

Ben Friedman, of Minneapolis, was
a New York visitor this week, lining
up product for next season.

Jack Warner and Harry Rapf, both
producers for Warner Brothers, were
slated to retun to New Yok on Thurs-
day of this week.

Pittsburgh office, and is looking tor-
ward to a big season.

S. K. Brin, of Seattle, was another
State right buyer who came to New
York this week to line up pictures for
next Fall's distribution. He will In
all probability contract for the entire
output of Warner brothers for 1922-23.

The annual picnic of the employes of
the Columbia, Educational and First
National exchanges of Pittsburgh will
be held Saturday, June 24.

The San Francisco Federated ex-
change has moved to a new building at
298 Turk street, and its former quar-
ters have been taken over by Supreme
Photoplay Corporation, which had been
occupying upstairs quarters at 86 Gol-
den Gate avenue.

Harry Charnas, the live Cleveland
exchangeman, returned to his home last
week after spending a ten-day busi-
ness visit in New York.

Tom Bible, one of the most enter-
prising exploitation men in the Inde-
pendent market, is now handling ex-
ploitation on pictures being distributed
in Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey by Dave Segal, of Royal
Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia.

Sam Grand, of Federated in Boston,
has taken over the New England dis-
tribution on Sacred Film, Inc's, Bible
series of one-reelers. Major Film ex-
change formerly handled the pictures.

Maurice Cohen has resigned as man-
ager of the .\lbany branch of Nu-Art
Pictures Corporation of Buffalo. He
has been succeeded by Bob Berchey,
formerly Grand-Warner representative
in the same district.

John G. Furrer, one of the best
known Pittsburgh salesmen, formerly
travelling for Standard Exchange there,
has deserted the film business and is
now selling automobiles to his former
associates.

Harry Cohn, producer of Screen
Snapshots and other money-maljing
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation fea-
tures, is due to arrive in New York
this week.

L. W. Greenstein, vice president of
the Pittsburgh Federated Exchange,
and Cleveland, has concluded a series
of conferences with Joe Lefko. of the

Oscar Jacobs, an enterprising pro-
ducer from Los Angeles, whose firm
produced "The Adventures of Tarzan"
with Elmo Lincoln, for Weiss Brothers,
came to New York this week. Mr.
Jacobs is planning the production of
another big animal serial.

recently.
Detroit. Milwaukee. Cleveland, Cin-

A cleverly staged local P/olofue. cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Chi-
backed with spectacular advertising ' ,.

i- >

reaching to most of the local homes, cago and Minneapolis.

Shallenberg Closes Big New
England Deal for Arrow

on the .'\rrow Comedy Franchise.
These are made up of four brands

:

the Arrow-Speed Comedies, twelve
2-reel comedies produced under the
personal supervision of Reggie
Morris and featuring such well-

known players as Neely Edwards,
Jay Belasco, Margaret CuIIington,
Charlotte Merrian and Jack Duffy;
fourteen 2-reel Broadway comedies
featuring Eddie Barry, Helen Dar-
ling and Vera Reynolds ; five 2-reeI

Cruelywed Comedies featuring Paul
Weigle, Lilie Leslie and Dot Farley,
produced by S. M. Herzig. These
comedies have been meeting with
great success and are on the style

of the popular Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew comedies ; fourteen Mirth-
quako Comedies produced under the
personal supervision of Fddie Lyons
and starring that diminutive com-
edian Bobby Dunn.

Word has been received from W.
E. Shallenberger, president of the

Arrow Film Corporation, of the

closing of an important contract

for the distribution of short sub-

jects in New England, with the

American Feature Film Company,
37 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.,

of which company Harry Ascher is

president.

The American Feature Film Com-
pany of New England is oiie of the

oldest and best-known independent
exchanges in New England and their

activity at the present time is looked

upon by Mr. Shallenberger as being

a most encouraging sign indicative

of the rapid return of business to

normal.
The contract calls for the exclu-

sive distribution in New England of

forty-five 2-reel comedies, released
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In the Independent^Field

Equity Features Goes to New Concern;

Pacific to Open Co-operative 'Changes
With the announcement this week by Equity Pictures of the

sale of "Where Is My Wandering Boy" in Washington, D. C,
only one territory in the country remains unsold. The latest buy-

er of this State right feature is Equitable Pictures, of 240 Falls-

way, Baltimore, Md. This newly organized concern will control

the rights of "Where Is My Wandering Boy" for Delaware,

Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia. The only un-

sold territory in this country is Southern Illinois and Eastern

Missouri,

Equitable Pictures has entered the

exchange field in Washington terri-

tory only recently and its purchase

of the Equity success is considered

a tribute to the picture since it will

serve as the basis of building up
the exchange's exhibitor clientile.

Equitable was largely influenced by
the record set by "Where Is My
Wandering Boy" in every large city

where it has been shown.
With E. H. Silcocks, general

sales manager of the Pacific Film
Co., Inc., in temporary control, John
J. Hayes, president of Pacific, has
opened the first of a chain of in-

dependent exchanges on film row,
Los Angeles, Cal. According to Mr.
Hayes, this chain of exchanges,
handling Pacific products exclusive-

ly, will extend from coast to coast

in a year's time.

tures from the pen of William E.
Lighton, the first o£ which will be
called "Graft."

After having been engaged in other
lines for the past two years. Abe
Markowitz has returned to the amuse-
ment field and has organized the Cali-
fornia Film Distributors, with offices

at 168 Golden Gate avenue, where
quarters are being shared with Nat
Magner. He has contracted to take
twelve pictures from Second National
and is booking the first two releases,
"The Night Rider" and "Her Story."
Mr. Markowitz was with Universal for
six years and has also had wide ex-
perience in operating theatres.

as soon as a successor can be ap-
pointed. He has established general
headquarters for himself at 2012 Third
avenue, Seattle, for the Moore Feature
Film Company, an exchange for state
right features in all the coast states,
and Idaho, Montana, Nevada, titah,
Arizona and Alaska. His first picture
is "Some Wild Oats." C. O. Winrick,
formerly with Robertson-Cole in Seat-
tle, will have charge of the Seattle
oflire. Within two weeks, Mr. Moore
expects to open an office In San Fran-
cisco.

Jack Lannon, president of Greater
Features, Inc., Seattle, who has been
making an extended tour of Montana,
is expected back in that city within a
few days. R. R. Nave, Eastern Wash-
ington representative, has just returned
to Seattle office from four weeks in
the territory.

Merit Film Corporation, of Buffalo,
has been acquired from J. E. Chad-
wick by N. I. Filkins and Robert T.
Murphy. Film on hand owned by
Merit is said to be valued at $600,000.
Mr. Filkins has been general manage?
of the Buffalo and Albany exchanges
and Mr. Murphy has been manager
of the Pioneer Film exchange in Buf-
falo.

Theodore Johnson, manager of the
home office of Reliance Distributing
Corporation, in Seattle, has announced
that the company has taken over the
Equity Film Co., of Portland. Leo
Potter will be manager of the new
Portland exchange, which will handle
some good product, in addition to the

Equity releases. "Heart of the North,"
a Harry Revier production, Louise
Lovely in "Life's Greatest Question," a
Clara Kimball Young series, are among
the features announced for release.

Ben Friedman, of the Friedman Film
Exchange, Minneapolis, visited Arrow
this week and was most enthusiastic
over the results being obtained by
Arrow's big special attraction "Ten
Nights in a Barroom." Mr. Friedman
stated that this picture was breaking
all records in Iowa and Nebraska, for
which territory he controls it, and that
he expected to gross a record figure In
the two states. He reports conditions
there greatly improved and looks for
the biggest and best business of many
years during the coming season.

Bob Murphy has resigned as man-
ager of the Pioneer Exchange In Buffalo
to become associated with N. I. Filk-
ins in taking over the Merit franchise
for New York State, north of West-
chester, from I. E. Chadwick, presi-
dent of Merit. Ruth Rappaport has
been named by J. Bellman to succeed
Mr. Murphy at Pioneer.

Ben Amsterdam of the Masterpiece
Film Attractions of Philadelphia has
secured the franchise for the Al Llcht-
man productions, starting with "A
Rich Man's Wife," to be released early
in September.

The Sales Department of Arrow re-
port that they have received a splen-
did response to the sales drive on short
subjects which they launched last week,
as chronicled in these pages. Else-
where will be found the account of the
sales made so tar as a direct result
of this drive. This, Arrow points out,
Is a corroboration of their statement
that business In the Independent field

Is healthily and rapidly returning to

normal. The independents, above all,

are buying, which certainly Indicates
confidence on their part in the speedy
return of conditions to where they
should be.

The Graf Productions, Inc., has com-
menced the filming of "A Modern
Madonna" at the Pacific Studios. San
Francisco, the cast including Milton
snis, Cleo Rldsley, Jack Mulhall,
Ednah Altemus, Miriam Skinner, Baby
Muriel Dana and Alec B. Francis. The
offices of this concern have been moved
to the new California Commercial Union
Building at Montgomery and Pine

streets.

R. D. Craver, franchise holder for
First National !n Georgia and North
Carolina, and who operates his ex-
change system In North and South
Carolina. Georgia. Florida and Ala-
bama, this week acquired the rights to

the "Felix" cartoon comics, the series
of which are controlled for worldwide
distribution by M. J. Winkler.

Burt King, formerliy manager of the
Kansas City branch of Vitagraph, has
onened the Quality Film Comnany in

Dallas, Texas, Quality Film Company
is a states rights exchange. David
Bernbaum is associated with Mr. King.
Mr. Bernbaum was, until his departure
from Kansas City, president of the
Kansas City Film Board of Trade.

H. T. Moore, for years general man-
ager of all the leading photoplay
theatres In Tacoma. and one of the
best known theatre men In the North-
west, win retire as general manager of

The Moore Amusement Co., of Seattle,

Sacramento Pictures Corporation has
been Incorporated at Sacramento. Cal.,

with a capital stock of $500,000 to pro-
duce moving pictures In Northern
California. The Incorporators are J.

G. Hunter, vice-president of the T. &
D., Jr., Enterprises and manager of

Godard's Theatre, Sacramento : Forrest
White. San Francisco capitalist, and
William H. Jobelman, formerly pub-
licity director for the Turner & Dahn-
Iten Circuit. Arrangements have been
made for the production of six pic-

Betty Blythe Starts Work on
First Bennett Feature; Studio

News of Eastern Independents
Miss Betty Blythe, who has been

on an extended tour of personal ap-

pearances, returned to New York on
Saturday, June 10th, and on Mon-
day began work on "How Women
Love" at the Whitman Bennett

Studio in Yonkers, under the di-

rection of Kenneth Webb, and the

management of B. B. Productions,

Inc.

Miss Blythe's tour of personal ap-

pearances was in connection with
first run showings of Rex Beach's

"Fair Lady," produced by Whitman
Bennett, and the last of her non-
stellar productions. Her appear-

ances were all for full week and all

at leading theatres in Philadelphia,

Toronto, Cleveland and Buffalo.

duction on "Cap'n Kidd"' will be fin-
ished during the coming week, under
the direction of Burton King.

The manner in which the C. C. Burr
staff at the Glendale Studios has taken
hold of its work in "Torchy's Feud,"
gives promise of a production of ex-
ceedingly great merit. The latest
Johnny Hines vehicle having for its
locale the backwoods district of Ken-
tucky, it was necessary to build en-
tirely new props and settings that
would effectively portray the locale de-
sired. Accordingly, with an extra
large force of carpenters, no less tlian
fifteen different sets have been built
for interiors alone, and an entire com-
munity set up on the grounds imme-
diately outside the studio.

The cast which has been engaged to

support Constance Binney, the Ameri-
can stage and screen star, who Is now
filming " A Bill of Divorcement" for the
Ideal Film Company of London, con-
tains the names of some of the most
popular British players now appearing
before the public. Fay Compton, a big
London favorite, plays the part of the
wife ; Malcolm Keen (by permission of
Rean Dean) has his old role of the
husband, which he originated In the
English production of the stage play

;

Henry Vibart, a popular screen actor,
essays the doctor, and other roles are
taken by such well known players as
Henry Victor, Fewlass Llewellyn and
Dora Gregory.

Louis Weiss, of Artclass Pictures
Corporation, has announced that Or-
ville Mayhood is to prepare a special
musical score for their twelve-reel
Biblical production, "After Six Days."
It is understood that Mr. Mayhood will
interpret this score in person as con-
ductor of the orchestra at the premiere
of this picture which opens at Wood's
Theatre, Atlantic City, June 17.

Production on Edgar Selden's initial
production, "On the Banks of the
Wabash," will begin next week, ac-
cording to information ascertained this
week.

Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., of Maine,
will follow the James Oliver Curwood
series with sea productions, according
to announcement made this week by ex-
Gov. Milligan.

Production work on the fourteenth
chapter of "Cap'n Kidd," Eddie Polo's
first Indoependent serial, was com-
pleted this week, and as fifteen epi-

sodes is the number in the entire chap-
ter-play and work Is progressing
quickly, it is expected that actual pro-

There Is a rumor afoot In Eastern
film circles that Edwin X. Carew may
make his next special in an Eastern
studio.

Chelsea Pictures Corporation this
week announced that production on its

first feature will start some time late
this month.

Your Best Friend*' Scores

Big in Providence Theatre
Despite the hot weather, carnivals

and theatrical competition, the War-
ner Brothers' attraction, "Your Best

Friend," a Harry Rapf production

featuring Vera Gordon, was put

over in whirlwind fashion during
ts two weeks' run at the Providence
Opera House, Providence, R. I., it

is reported.

The showing was put over by
Mr. Ekeberg, of the Screenart Pic-

ture Corp., Boston. More than 1000

street cars carried an announcement
of the picture on the dashboard
in both Rhode Island and Massa-

chusetts. Fully 25,000 milk bottles

were labeled with "Your Best
Friend,"' stickers, and department
stores carried attractive window
displays by using the oil paintings

available with the feature.

Another novel tie-up was made
with a number of the larger res-

taurants in the city by placing the
stickers on the bottom of the menus.
Thousands of bank book heralds
were used by the banks of Provi-
dence, and in connection with the
showing a bank account was started

for every baby born during the run
of the feature.
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Chicago and the MiddleWest

Moving picture news in Chicago
for the past week has been chiefly

limited to activities of screen stars

who have stopped off at the "half-

way place."

The marriage of Marshall Neilan
and Blanche Sweet was widely
featured by the newspapers. Mr.
Neiian met Miss Sweet here upon
his return from France and the

couple went to the office of County
Clerk Sweitzer, where they obtained

a license, and were married a few
minutes later by Judge Pomeroy, of

the Marriage Court. Within an
hour they were on their wav to New
York.

* + *

Mabel Normand stopped off on
her way to New York last Monday
and expressed her indignation at

our extreme heat, our daylight sav-

ing time and the fact that her
ukelele was missing. In between
trains she visited Mrs. Townsend
Netcher. a personal friend, at the

Parkwav Hotel.
* * *

Gloria Swanson also passed

JB^ MARGUERITE KEMP

through town Thursday, but kept

very, very quiet for some reason.

* * *

Texas Guinan is making friends

for herself this week at the Rialto

with a spirited little Western
playlet in which she plays the

stellar role. She is assisted by four

players and a black horse. The
sketch is preceded by a two-reel

Western, starring Miss Guinan.
* » *

According to the business man-
ager of the Motion Picture Opera-

tors' Union, more houses are closed

at present, except for Saturday and
Sunday, than during the hottest

part of the season last summer. Big

houses seem to be doing u fair busi-

ness but the neighborhood houses,

as a rule, find the first hot spell has

driven away even the more-or-less

meager patronage enjoyed during

the last few months.
* * *

The luncheon of the Illinois

Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
yiven at the Hotel Sherman last

Tuesday, was well attended, and
the subject of organization was
thoroughly discussed. The exhibi-

tors are showing more enthusiasm

over the association than ever noted

before, according to William
Sweeney, secretary.

« *

L. M. Rubens, president of the

Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, is in Paris at present. A
card to "Bill" Sweeney says he is

having a fine time, and asks to be
remembered to all the boys.

* * •

Dr. Sam Atkinson, manager of
Ascher's Adelphi Theatre, will

occupy the pulpit of the First Con-
gregational Church, in the Rogers
Park section of Chicago next Sun-
day, speaking on the subject, "The
Movies, Whither Are They Mov-
ing?" He has been manager of the

Adelphi for a month.

Extensive Advertising Campaign
for New Ruth Roland Serial

John Gilbert, Fox Star, Has
Been Highly Praised for His

Work in "The Yellow Stain''
Following the release. May 21, of

"The Yellow Stain," the Fox pro-

duction, starring John Gilbert, came

flood of unsolicited, written praise

for the young actor, the Fox organi-

zation states. Exhibitors and fans

in many localities throughout the

United States and Canada have

given their approval of the perfor-

mance of the rising star, in letters

addressed both to Gilbert and to Fox
Film Corporation, it is stated.

Pleases Officials

This stream of testimonial has

pleased officials of the organization,

especially in view of the fact that

Gilbert has the leading role of

Edmond Dantes, the Count, in

' Monte Cristo," the special super-

production on the 1922-23 program
of Fox releases.

"The Yellow Stain" is a story

centered about the North Michigan
timber lands. The story was written

by Jules Furthman and directed by

jack Dillon. Claire Anderson plays

opposite Gilbert. An elaborate

allotment of campaign aids has been

provided for use with "The Yellow
Stain."

"Monte Cristo" at present is in its

third week of an indefinite showing
at Mack Sennett's Mission Theatre

in Los Angeles. Reports indicate

that the Fox production is breaking

every attendance record at the

Mission, it is stated.

"Ruth Roland's best serial," as

scores of leading exhibitors are tes-

tifying in booking Pathe's latest

completed chapter-play from two

months to six weeks in advance of

release, is scheduled to benefit from
the most comprehensive advertising

campaign yet undertaken in connec-

tion with the distribution of any
single offering by the "House of

Serials."

Pathe declares that its faith in

the drawing power of "The Timber
Queen" had put a nation-wide adver-

tising enterprise in preparation even

before the early episodes of the

serial had reached the eyes of ex-

hibitors at the branch exchanges, and
drawn forth their unstinted praise

accompanied by booking contracts.

In order to give this special ad-

vertising the highest degree of

efficiency in all of the various dis-

tricts, the Pathe branch managers
were called into consultation at an

early stage of the planning. This
insured the securing of the best bill-

board space wherever that class of

showings was especially favored.

Those who preferred newspaper ad-
vertising to all other forms were
allowed ample appropriations at

once.

In twenty-five important cities

24-sheet posters will be lavishly dis-

played. In fifteen principal centers

of picture patronage there will be
liberal use of newspaper space. In
each instance the favored form of

display announcement of the attrac-

tions of "The Timber Queen" will

be supplemented by the alternative

method. This means that every ex-
hibitor may be assured that for

some days in advance of his open-
ing date all of his customary
patrons, and everybody else in his

locality, will enjoy intelligent antici-

pations of the beauty, dramatic force

and "thrills" which combine to make
the serial, "Ruth Roland's best."

In most of the largest cities all

advertising arrangements are com-
plete, while in a few the tendency
to still further enlarge their scope
remains temporarily under discus-

sion.

George Ade's First Screen Story

Listed for Release by Paramount

Says "Night Life

Portrays the
Mrs. A. B. Maescher, president

of the De Luxe Film Company of

Hollywood, California, and sponsor

for "Night Life in Hollywood," has

given the public a picture that is

different to anything heretofore ex-

hibited in any theatre in America,

according to reports from De Luxe
Film Company. Fred Caldwell,

well-known director and author of

in Hollywood"
Real Rural Life
the ->ti>ry. depicts rural life as it

really exists, it is said.

Mr. Caldwell spent two months
procuring the proper characters for

this spectacular production. Such
notables as J. Frank Glendon, Gale

Henry, Jack Connolly, and Josephine

Hill help to make up the all star

cast. The story is a combination of

rural comedy blended with drama,
containing a touch of pathos.

Paramount has scheduled for re-

lease June IS" George Ade's first

original screen story, "Our Leading

Citizen." with Thomas Meighan in

the stellar role.

Although this is the first time that

the famous Hoosier author of

"Fables in Slang," has essayed to

turn his talents toward the creation

of screen entertainment, he has not

been without experience in the con-

struction of drama, for it was he.

it will be remembered, who wrote

"The College Widow," one of the

most successful musical comedies in

American stage history.

The story is said to be in the

typical breezy, satirical style of the

famous humorist. Lois Wilson is

Mr. Meighan's leading woman and

the cast includes many of the best-

known members of the Lasky stock

company, among them Theodore
Roberts, William P. Carleton, Guy
Oliver, Laurence Wheat, Lucien
Littlefield, Charles Ogle, Thomas
Kennedy, Sylvia Ashton and Ethel
Wales. The picture was directed

by Alfred E. Green.

Griffith at Work
D. W. Griffith has begun re-

hearsals for his next photoplay for

release through United Artists' Cor-
poration. The new production is

described as a comedy drama now
being outlined under the working
title of "At the Grange." The story

is by a Kentucky woman author,

Irene Sinclair. The cast has not yet

been selected.

11,907 theatres are controlled and booked by subscribers

to MOVING PICTURE WORLD and we can prove it!
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Stmight from the Shoulder Reports
T)epartmeni Jor the Informaiion of &xhibHors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.

In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the

various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in.

Associated Exhibitors
RUSE OF THE RATTLER. Just an

ordinary Western, nothing to brag about.
Advertising; ones and photos. Patronage;
general. Attendance; good. R. Mason
Hall, Grand Theatre, Northfork, West Vir-
ginia.

First National
BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER. A very

good Western picture. Bound to please
those who like that type. It is a beautiful
story, with lots of humor by Wesley Barry.
It is so crowded with action that many
of the scenes are too short and the changes
too abrupt. Ben. L. Morris, Temple The-
atre, Bellaire, Ohio.

CAVE GIRL. Very good program pic-
ture that went over nicely. Advertising;
newspaper, two column, eight inches, and
heralds. Patronage; general. Attendance;
extra good. S. H. Blair, Majestic Theatre,
Belleville, Kansas.

COURAGE. Fair is all I can say for it.

Seems to drag all through the six reels.

Advertising; regular. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; poor. E. E. Corr, Prin-
cess Theatre, Thompson, Iowa.

MAKING THE GRADE. Here is a very
funny comedy-drama with David Butler as
star. Drew only a small crowd, but those
who saw it were certainly pleased. Adver-
tising; posters, slide and programs. Patron-
age; mixed. Attendance; poor. Jack Kap-
lan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New
York.

MY BOY. One of the best pictures of

the year. I had the schools with me and
it went over big. Drew more business than
"Peck's Bad Boy." Advertising; billboards,
in school houses, paper. Patronage ; all

classes. Attendance; good. R. H. High-
tower, Crystal Theatre, Dublin, Georgia.

MY LADY'S LATCH KEY.—Good picture
and good stars is what we need, and you
can get them in this. Advertising; regular.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
H. S. Miller, Liberty Theatre, Montezuma,
Georgia.

PEACEFUL VALLEY. Only fair pro-
gram picture. Not up to the Ray standard.
Pleased about 50 per cent. Lost money on
it. Advertising; usual. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; poor. J. F. Pruett,
Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.
FECK'S BAD BOY. Very entertaining

picture. Jackie Coogan acts better than
many grown folks. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; general. Attendance; fair. H.

J. Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria,
Minnesota.

SILENT CALL. A remarkable picture
for me. Its human appeal strikes heme.
The dog is wonderful. Advertising; e.xtra

newspaper space, lobby. Patronage; better
class. Attendance; fair. K. H. Sink, Wayne
Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

SMILING ALL THE WAY. A mighty
good program picture that pleased the
majority. David Butler is good: better than
Charles Ray for us. Advertising; posters,
papers and slides. Patronage; small town.
Attendance ; fair. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O.
O. F. Hal, Grand Gorge, New York.

TOL'ABLE DAVID. For me fell down
bad at box office: was rather a disappoint-
ment. Advertising; billboards, lobby, extra
newspaper. Patronage, family. Attend-
ance; poor. J. McNear, Jr., Hill Opera
House, Petaluma, California.

Mr. Walker Wants More
"Why is it that more exhibitors do not

send in reports? We find this depart-

ment more real help in selecting our
pictures than any other in the world.

There should be heaps of reports." H.
R. Walker, Classic Theatre, Dartmouth,
N . S., Canada.

It's up to the boys, Mr. Walker. We
welcome their help in making this the

dependable information exchange on
films.

WEDDING BELLS.—A jolly good vehicle
for Constance. Suited nicely. None of hers
equals "Dangerous Business" for me,
though. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
general. Attendance; good. H. J. Long-
aker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria, Minne-
sota.

YELLOW TYPHOON. Good picture that
plaesed. Anita scored in this dual role well
done. Advertising; usual. Patronage; gen-
eral. Attendance; fair. H. J. Longaker,
Howard Theatre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

Fox
CONNECTICUT YANKEE. Great pic-

ture. Daylight Saving, moving and house
cleaning killed business. Attendance; poor.
H. R. Walker, Classic Theatre, Darmouth,
Nova Scotia, Canada.

LAST TRAIL. Don't pass up this picture
as it is probably the best Western the year
has yet seen. It's a winner. Advertising;
three sheet, one, slide, programs. Patron-
age; -mixed. Attendance; good. Jack Kap-
lan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New
York.

MONEY TO BURN. One of Russell's
good pictures, will go big with star's ad-
mirers. Advertising; posters, papers.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

J. Carborell, Monroe Theatre, Key West,
Florida.

OVER THE HILL. While a good picture.

I can't see anything to rave over. For me
it is not nearly as good as "Lying Lips."

Advertising; extra cards, heralds, newspa-
per. Patronage; best. Attendance; fairly

good. S. H. McNeill, Rideau Theatre,
Smith's Falls, Ontario, Canada.

PERJURY. Very good. For me, too
much charged for the picture. Advertising,
special space in both papers. Patronage,
mixed. Attendance, fair. Mrs. J. B. Tra-
velle. Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

THUNDERCLAP. Fine picture, but for
me price too high to make anything. Ad-
vertising; extra cards, banner and news-
paper. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
fair. S. H. McNeill, Rideau Theatre,
Smith's Falls, Ontario, Canada.

VIRGIN PARADISE. Personally, did not
care for it; but we had exceptionally good
reports from patrons, some came to see it

twice. Advertising; e.xtra. Attendance;
fair. H. R. Walker, Classic Theatre, Dart-
mouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Goldwyn
ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE. Nothing extra

about this. ."Kdvertising
;
lobby, newspaper.

Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

W. B. Aspley, Aspley Theatre, Glasgow,
Kentucky.

HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL. Ray-
mond Hatton drew fair houses for last half
of the week. Audiences and critics favor-
able in their comments. Patronage

;
general.

William Noble, Empress Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

WHEN ROMANCE RIDES. Claire
Adams. This picture was very good and
just about cleared the top rung of the gate
with a little above the average in attend-
ance. Nothing special as far as exploita-
tion was concerned. William Noble, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

Hodkinson
FRENCH HEELS. A mighty fine pic-

ture. Pleased everyone, even the kids.
Pictures like this give the house a good
reputation. Advertising; papers, posters,
programs. Patronage; small town, .\ttend-
ance; good. D. Buss, Star Theatre, Tona-
wanda, New York.

GOD'S CRUCIBLE. Fair picture, but did
the worst ljusiness ever done in house on
a Saturday with this one. Advertising;
slide, newspaper, cut-outs. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; poor. J. H. Solomon,
Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Virginia.

RIDERS OF THE DAWN. A No. 1.

Zane Grey's pictures are hard to beat. Good
cast. You won't make a mistake showing
this; drew fine for me, and what more do
you want? A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,
Dexter, New York.
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Metro
ARE ALL MEN ALIKE. Very good pic-

ture. Seemed to hit the spot all right. Sent
them away smiling. Advertising; two
threes, six ones, window cards, heralds,
photos. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. K. C. Collins, Amusu Theatre,
Stratton, Colorado.

DON'T WRITE LETTERS. A very pleas-
ing photoplay; will please the average.
Scenario and acting good. Advertising;
posters and papers. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. J. Carborell, Monroe
Theatre, Key West, Florida.

FACE BETWEEN. Very good program
picture and seemed to please all who saw
it. Lytell good drawing card here. Adver-
tising; usual. Patronage; best. Attend-
ance; good. J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre,
Roanoke, Alabama.

FIGHTIN' MAD. Very good. Thrills, ac-
tion and comedy, with splendid photography.
I knew the picture was "there" but feared
the patrons didn't, so stuck in Larry Semon
in "The Shop," a comedy whirlwind, and as
a result had fine business. It makes a swell
combination for patrons who want both dra-
matic and comedy action. Patronage;
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

TURN TO THE RIGHT. As fine a crook
drama as was ever produced, lacking noth-
ing in direction, possessing everything in

the way of a story, and capitally acted

—

and the biggest flivver my box office ever
experienced! It is known that the picture
"flopped" in many cities and this informa-
tion is for the benefit of the small town
exhibitor who might "kid" himself into
thinking this stage success picturized will
draw for a few days. I played it two days
here, in this town of five thousand; had a
fair house the first day and "died" the sec-
ond day. I can't attribute it to any one
thing in particular. True, there isn't a star
that has a real pull, but the team work was
great and the patrons liked the picture,
those who came My answer is that the
picture is not "there"; that it does not
possess the ingredients that awaken interest
and make them come the second day. Think
this over very carefully, you 'small town-
ers," and pause before you give up big
rentals for if you buy it otherwise you may
have your box office troubles. I went after
this strong; heralds, mailing list, buttons, a
teaser campaign—and still they wouldn't
come. And it isn't the case that the town
is in a frightful theatrical slump, because
they came the following day to see a Wallace
Reid picture in goodly numbers. Patronage,
health seekers and tourists. Attendance;
rotten. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

Paramount
BACK PAY. Good picture. Pleased

everyone. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. Fred S. Wide-
nor. Opera House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

BEYOND THE ROCKS. Two capable
stars, worthy of a much better vehicle.
Directing, in my opinion, rotten; not half
the picture it should be. Drew people?
We'll say it did I And disappointed them,
too, and it might do the same for you.
It takes more than stars to make a picture.

It takes story and good directing. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

BOBBED HAIR. Very light picture.
Wanda Hawley had no support. Our pat-
ronage was displeased. Advertising; hand-
bills, lobby, slide, newspaper. Patronage,
mixed. Attendance; good. Thomas Clark,
Electric Theatre, Maryville, Missouri.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR. Following
the stage success, very naturally a good
drawing card. Advertising; average. Patron-
age; high class. Attendance; good. L. R.
Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Massa-
chusetts.

A GAME CHICKEN. Bebe Daniels has
generally been good, but this picture is

not up to her standard. Give us more like

"March Hare"; it was a knockout. Adver-
tising; handbills, lobby, photos, newspaper.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; fair.

Thomas Clark, Electric Theatre, Maryville.
Missouri.

HOME STRETCH. A dandy race track
story. The kind of picture that pleases any
audience. Advertising; regular. Patron-
age; small town. Attendance; fair. Thos.

J. Romine, Isis Theatre, Roseville, Illinois.

INSIDE THE CUP. The best picture I

have ever shown. Pleased 100 per cent,

and then some; don't miss this one. Adver-
tising; photos, threes, sixes, small bills.

Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. E.
E. Stearns, Dew Tell Theatre, South Day-
ton, New York.

LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING. Not
up to what we expected from Agnes Ayres;
just ordinary. Advertising; usual. Patron-
age; better class. Attendance; poor. K.
H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

LOVE'S BOOMERANG. .A picture with
a couple of Paramount second string stars

for me, David Powell and Ann Forrest, as

box office magnet. A very mediocre pic-

ture, accorded very limited patronage. Ad-
vertising; usual. Patronage; health seekers
and tourists. Attendance; poor. Dave Sey-
mour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.

LOVE'S OUTCAST. Poorest comedy we
ever ran; pulled it of? the second night, dis-

gusted. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance

;
poor. S. H. McNeill,

Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls, Ontario,
Canada.

NORTH OF RIO GRANDE. Tru'y a

splendid production, plenty of action, good
story, wonderful scenery. It will please

about all of them. This director should
know, though, that when speaking of horses,

the head of a herd is always a stallion; not

a mare as in this remarkable case. Just as

well have details correct, don't forget this

next time, old man. Ned Pedigo, Pollard

Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

ONE WONDERFUL DAY. Our patrons
did not like it. Perhaps it is too keen for

our bunch. Anyhow, they didn't "get it."

Advertising; newspapers, lithos. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; very poor. J. J. Wood,
Redding Theatre, Redding, California.

REVIVAL WEEK. (Paramount selected

revivals). This is a good bet and made a
decided hit with patrons. Should be a good
tonic for any house. Advertising; news-
papers, trailer, lithos, lobby, regular.

Patronage; high class. Attendance; good.
Pat Argust, Princess Theatre, Colorado
Springs, Colorado.

Pathe
THE DEADLIER SIN. A picture that

holds one's attention and affords amuse-
ment. Picture worth seeing. Advertising;
regular. Patronage; small town. Attend-
ance; fair. J. F. Creamer, Majestic Theatre,
Willets, California.

R-C
EDEN AND RETURN. Only fair. Noth-

ing to sit up and write home about. Some
very good shots in it, though. Advertising;
two threes, four ones, photos and slide. Pat-
ronage; small town and tourist. Attendance;
fair. K. C. Collins, Amusu Theatre, Strat-
ton, Colorado.

QUEEN OF THE TURF. A very ordin-
ary racing picture. A fair racing scene is

all there is to it. Poor story, indifferent
cast; did not register. Advertising; regu-
lar. Patronage; average. Attendance;
poor. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,
Gloucester, New Jersey.

Selznick
MAN OF STONE. Very fair program

picture but seemed to please all who saw it.

Advertising; usual. Patronage; small town.
Attendance ; fair. J. F. Pruett, Liberty
Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.

A MAN'S HOME. Fair program picture.

Patrons liked it. Worth to us about half
we paid for it. It is hard to make money
these days if we get the picture for nothing.
Advertising; regular. Patronage; ordinary.
Attendance ; fair. H. R. Walker, Royal
Theatre, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

REPORTED MISSING. You can't go
wrong on this. If they don't like it they're
dead and don't know it. Comedy and excite-

ment rarely blended. Tom Wilson the real

star. He's a new Bert Williams. Play it up
big. Good chance for tie-ups. Patronage;
high class. Attendance; good. E. W. Large,
Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?
Film so rotten you couldn't get interested
in the picture. Gave the picture a return
ticket for another day. Take my advice
and run the picture over before the public
sees it. Advertising; ones and photos. Pat-
ronage; general. Attendance; poor. R.
Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, Northfork,
West Virginia.

United Artists
THE IRON TRAIL. Very good. Terms

made so we could play it. Good business.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-
ville, California.

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. Excel-
lent picture, but too long and frequently
drags. Mary Pickford as a boy does not
let you lose sight of her sex. Paid far too
much for it and it has made a bad flop at
the box office. Advertising; window and
pole cards, heralds, etc. Patronage ; aver-
age. Attendance; poor. Thos. K. Lancas-
ter, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New Jer-
sey.

Universal
CONFLICT. A good dramatic picture

but overestimated. Dean overdoes some
scenes in all her pictures. Can't under-
stand why her hair and clothes were dry
after dragging Jevons out of the log jam.
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Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.

A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen,
Arkansas.

DAUGHTER OF THE LAW. Carmel
Myers in five reels that pleased all. Film
in fine condition. Advertising; handbills

only. Patronage ; town and country. At-
tendance ; fair. O. K. McNemar, New Elec-

tric Theatre, Burnesville, West Virginia.

THE FOX. An extra attraction. Well
pleased. Will stand heavy advertising. Ad-
vertising; threes, ones and photos. Patron-
age; general. Attendance; extra good. R.

Mason Hall, Grand Theatre, Northfork,
West Virginia.

MAGNIFICENT BRUTE. Wonderful
scenery in this picture. Story rather weak,
but pleased 75 per cent. Mayo's acting quite

good. Advertising; paper, posters, photos,
slide. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
good. A. LaValla, Community Theatre,
Bethel, Connecticut.

MAN TO MAN. Harry Carey in a good
picture which pleased and enjoyed good
ijusiness. William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahom.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN. Very good
picture for me, though I've seen contrary
reports on this you can't go wrong on it.

Advertising; extra banner and twenty-four
sheet, newspaper. Patronage; best. Atten-
dance; good. S. H. McNeill, Rideau
Theatre, Smith's Falls, Ontario, Canada.

RED COURAGE. Hoot Gibson—the boy
with the smile—never fails. Try him on a

gloomy night and watch him put pep into

your house. Cast well selected in all his

pictures. M. Oppenheimer, Empire Theatre,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

SHATTERED DREAMS. Very good pic-

ture. This star will take well. All you need
do is to try a few of her pictures. Advertis-
ing; regular. Patronage; small town. At-
tendance; fair. H. S. Miller, Liberty
Theatre, Montezuma, Georgia.

THUNDER ISLAND. Good program pic-

ture with lots of action. Water scenes fine,

but fight lasted too long for average
audiences. E. E. Corr, Princess Theatre,
Thompson, Iowa.

WILD HONEY. This is another Dean
hit, but not the card, nor the sensation, that
"Outside the Law" and "Conflict" were. But
it proved a very satisfactory feature for our
ma.ximum length of run. Advertising;
lithos, large and small, heralds, extra news-
paper, etc. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance;
good. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre, Red-
ding, California.

WILD HONEY. Best Priscilla Dean yet.
Every one praised this one, but it ran on
wrong day; too much going on for small
town. Advertising; cards, ones, threes, bul-
letin. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre,
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.

WILD HONEY. Fair picture and fair
box office attraction. Advertising; bill-

boards, mailing list. Patronage; all classes.
Attendance; fair. L. O. Davis, Virginia
Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.

Vitagraph
HEART OF MARYLAND. Picture no

good for us. .A.udience didn't care for it.

Advertising; extra newspaper and 24 sheet.
Patronage

;
regular. Attendance

; poor. S.

H. McNeill, Rideau Theatre, Smith's Falls,
Ontario, Canada.

IT ISN'T BEING DONE THIS SEASON.
A very poor picture played by Corinne Grif-
feth. Advertising; slide and photo. Patron-

age; small town. Attendance; fair.
_

E.

Eleazer, Casino Theatre, Kaplan, Louisiana.

SON OF WALLINGFORD. One of the

best, biggest features we have run for some
time. Advertising; newspaper, heralds,

lobby and slide. Patronage; high class.

Attendance; good. Thomas Clark, Electric

Theatre, Maryville, Missouri.

Comedies
ALL ABOARD (Pathe). This Harold

Lloyd one reel reissue sure did get the

laughs. Advertising; slide and program.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsbnrgh.

New York.

THE BOAT (First National). Not as

laughable as some of Keaton's other com-
edies. Not enough deviation in the picture.

K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville,

Ohio.

BILLY'S ROMEO (Federated). A dandy
comedy at fair price: but the paper 1 It's

a shame to put out paper like the one sheet.

Not representative at all. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

CHARMED LIFE (Aubrey -Vitagraph).
Not as good as some of his pictures. The
African comedies are poor; why do they
make them? They don't like them. Wm.
Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

ROLLING STONES (Educational). A
good two reel slapstick comedy with "Ham"
Hamilton and a small boy who make a good
team to produce laughing gags. Charles H.
Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

STRIKING MODELS (Chester-Educa-
tional). I'm not sure, but I thought I heard a
person giggle once while watching this.

For me, about as funny as a funeral. A.
LaValla, Community Tiieatre, Bethel, Con-
necticut.

Serials
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRU-

SOE (Universal). A sure enough good ser-

ial ; will draw the kids. Opened at our house
fine. L. P. Brichetto, Crystal Theatre,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
MIRACLES OF THE JUNGLE (Warner).

Bought whole program. Serial for me so

very poor I paid them extra to give me
better picture to run with it. Some films

I could not run at all, bad condition. H. L.

Perkins, Dixie Theatre, Bastrop, Texas.

WITH STANLEY IN AFRICA (Univer-

sal). Has started very good. Am on third

episode. But my people hate a long serial.

R. L. Harding, Plaza Theatre, Little Rock,

Arkansas.

Short Subjects
LEATHER PUSHERS (Universal). Great 1

The best two reelers we have shown in a

long time. Have the town talking about

them. J. Edward Mitchell, Strand Theatre,

Waverley, Massachusetts.

NICK CARTER (Series 15 pictures—Pio-

neer). Played the fifteenth picture about

three weeks ago and they are asking for

more. They like the Nick Carter stuff. You
can't go wrong by running them; every one

good. They ask for more when you have

finished them. Wm. Thatcher, Royal
Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

State Rights
BURN 'EM UP BARNES (C. C. Burr).

A fair special. Patrons enjoyed it, but it is

not good enough for Big 4. Advertising;

heralds, posters, newspaper. Patronage;

small town. Attendance; fair. W. B. Asp-
ley, Aspley Theatre, Glasgow, Kentucky.

FALSE FRONTS (Amer. Releasing).

Story excellent. Light in photography bad,

so dark could hardly see it; my projection

A. 1. Wm. E. Mclntyre, Rose Theatre, Bur-
lington, North Carolina.

HEART OF THE NORTH (All Star).

A better picture than some of their so-

called features. If they handle pictures no
worse than this they will give satisfaction

in the future. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite

Theatre, Placerville, California.

JAN OF THE BIG SNOWS (Amer. Re-
leasing). Just a fair Curwood. Curwood's
stuff always pulls for me. W. Ray Erne,
Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

SCHOOL DAYS (Warner Bros.). Great
story but not an unusual drawing attraction
for me. Wesley Barry great, story fair.

Advertising; heavy; general, lobby. At-
tendance; fair. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy
Theatre, Quincy, Massachusetts

A Straight from the Shoulder Report
Exhibitors are booking by these reports. Tell them about pictures that make money

for you and warn them against the really bad stufiF. Be fair to the picture and to yonr

fellow exhibitors. LET'S HEAR FROM YOU.

Title of Picture Producer.

Your Own Report

How Advertised

Type of Patronage Attendance...
Good, Fair, Poor

Theatre City

Date Signed

.State
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extrmcti from newi arailable at presi hour from publication* of the induttry boiled down to a ienteace. They

present the viewf of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture Newt (N.) ; Exhibitori'

Trade Review (T.R.) ; Fihn DaUy (F.D.).

Channing of the Northwest
{Eugene O'Brien—Selzidck—4,725 Feet)

M. P. W.—In appraising the box-office worth

of a feature of this type, the popularity of

Eugene O'Brien is the safest criterion.

T. R.—Holds the interest and develops a

satisfactory climax.

N.—Because it is well done it should excite

interest for those who never tire of the

Mounted.
E. H.—While this story is quite consistent

and has its dramatic moments, it does not im-

press one deeply with its reality.

Over the Border
{Betty Compson and Tom Moore—Paramount

—6,837 Feet)
M. P. W.—Virile winter picture of the

Mounted Police.

T. R.—Apart from its timeliness the film is

strong in adventurous and romantic lure, its

love story prettily developed and the photo-

graphy admirable.
F. D.—Another Northwest story with good

action and fine pictorial appeal.

N.—The romance and thrill of bootlegging

offers excellent material for screen entertain-

ment.

Golden Dreams
{Featured Cast—Goldwyn—4,618 Feet)

M. P. W.—Far from being golden or dreamy,
it is a drama done in vivid colors, with intense

physical action and literally everything from a

circus to gladiatorial combats for thrills.

F. D.—Good action if they don't mind it

rimning a bit wild.

N.—This author, who has contributed several

sterling stories to the screen, has not done so

well here, judging from the adaptation.

T. R.—Although the plot travels along rather

familiar in its early stages, it holds its interest

fairly well.

False Fronts
(Featured Cast—American Releasing Corp.—

5,044 Feet)
M. P. W.—Interesting theme well produced

... A showman's picture by a showman.
F. D.—Will please the average audience and

admirers of society atmosphere.
N.—The feature reveals that a showman,

having his hand on the pulse of the public, is

able to give that same public what it wants.

T. R.—Its situations are new; its action fact

and the direction by Samuel Bradley shows a

decided improvement in his work as a producer.

Rough Shod
{Charles Jones—Fox—4,486 Feet)

M. P. W.—A Western that is successful in

following accepted lines without showing any
unusual digressions.

E. H. — Five reels of action and several

thrills.

T. R.—Compared with some of the former
Charles Jones' Western, "Rough Shod" does
not seem to measure up to his usual standard

of thrills and quick action.

N.—In its favor are several thrills, fast-

moving action, some satisfactory melodrama
and the ever-present romance in which the

villain is outwitted.

The Five Dollar Baby
{Viola Dana—Metro—6 Reels)

M. P. W. — Exceptional human appeal,

logically told and well acted.

F. D.—A sure fire number that is real enter-

tainment.

T. R.—It has a very human appeal through-
out and is done with the enviable charm of

mingling laughter and tears.

N.—Will be ranked among the winners.

Nero
{Featured Cast—Fox—U. 500 Feet)

AI. P. W.—"Nero" is a great picture.

F. D.—One of the really great pictures for

the coming season—^"Nero."

T. R.—A spectacular production of com-
pelling magnificence and beauty.

N.—A historical spectacle, massive and stu-

pendous and deserving a niche of its own.
E. H.—A tremendous spectacle, magnificently

produced by J. Gordon Exiwards.

The Spanish Jade
{David Powell and Evelyn Brent—5,111 Feet)

M. P. W.—^Picturesque melodrama is well

produced.
N.—Here is something different. An enter-

taining picture staged in Spain with a wealth
of attractive exteriors which are a decided
relief from our own California locations.

E. H.—A story of Spain, atmospherically
sound but otherwise mediocre.

T. R.-—Excellent screen diet.

The Woman Who
Walked Alone

{Dorothy Dalton—Paramount—5,947 Feet)
M. P. W.—Holds interest during every foot.

T. R.—A thoroughly enjoyable picture . . .

It is a picture that should, general speaking,

fill audience requirements.
N.—This is a BIG production in every sense

of the word. Big in cast, in story, in settings.

Incidentally it's one of the best starring

vehicles Dcrothy Dalton has ever had.

F. D.—Good audience appeal in this . . .

Should satisfy them.

The Bachelor Daddy
{Thovias Meighan—Paramount—6,229 Feet)
M. P. W.—A comedy-drama of strong ap-

peal.

T. R.—A clean, wholesome picture ; alive

with touching sentiment, but never degenerat-
ing into maudlin softness.

N.—Lose no time in booking "The Bachelor
Daddy."

E. H.—While obvious as to plot, this bright
little screen play has a decided human appeal.

The Trail ofHate
{Guinn IVilliams—Di Lorenzo, Inc.—5 Reels)
M. P. W.—Conventional Western starring

"Big Boy" Williams has plenty of thrills and
action.

N.—A familiar design, but one carrying an
adequate amount of Western action to get by
as an average program offering.

E. H.—Plenty of fighting and rough stuff

for those that like their Westerns served
neatly.

F. D.—Fair Western offering that has good
action of a familiar order in latter reels.

Your Best Friend
(Vera Gordon—Warner-Rapf—Five Reels)
M. P. W.—Warner-Rapf combination score

another bullseye with one of the motherliest
mother features made.

F. D.—Typical Vera Gordon story; should
go over easily.

E. H.—Delightfully human story with a
rich vein of laughter and pathos revealing
Miss Gordon in a strong character role, sup-
ported by an excellent cast.

N.—A "mother" picture which carries all

the humanities.

The Referee
(Conway Tearlc—Selznick—5,000 Feet)

M. P. W.—Mild love story which has con-
vincing episodes of the prize ring for a back-
ground.

E. H.—A man's picture. Fast moving, logi-

cally developed story of the prize ring.

1
. R.—A picture that possibly will hold the

greatest amount of interest for those who are
fight enthusiasts.

N.—Put this down as a neat little fight pic-
ture—one which is established upon a founda-
tion of heart interest and carrying a pleasant
romance to give it balance.

Labor Men Against
Political Censorship

(Continued from page 701)

municating thought that tends to weaken
the bonds so essential to an improved
civiHzation, time and experience have
demonstrated that the principles underly-
ing governmental censorship are such as

to threaten to convert the liberties of our
people into license and subjugate the

rights of free men to the whims and
fancies of governmental censorship com-
missions. Because of the dangers in-

herent in these censorship commissions
to the rights and liberties of our people,

the Executive Council is impelled to re-

iterate the approved declaration of a
year ago in protest to the existing cen-
sorship laws as well as against the pro-

posal to extend this fraternal form of
government.

"The prediction made a year ago that

the political censorship over motion pic-

tures would ultimately extend over the

stage as well as over printing and pub-
lishing has already developed to a con-
siderable degree. Plans have been made
by some of our so-called reform organiza-
tions to undertake the furtherance of
legislation intended to establish a cen-

sorship over the stage, printing and pub-
lishing."
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"Nanook of the North"
An Epic of the Eskimo Produced by

Robert J. Flaherty, F. R. G. S.,

and Released by Pathe.
Reviewed by Fritz Tldden.

Upon coming away from a view of "Nanook

of the North," the first reaction is that the

picture is one of the most suitable hot weather

attractions within reach of exhibitors up to the

present time. It is an epic of the snowlands

so real and so interesting in every detail that

it carries the spectator right into the heart of

the snowstorms, ice and bitterest cold. The
mental effect will have a physical result of

cooling off the victims of the most torrid sort

of weather, and the manager who shows the

picture will receive the approbation of his

clientele.

"Nanook of the North" was produced on

the East Coast of Hudson Bay for Revillon

Freres by Robert J. Flaherty, a fellow of the

Royal "Geographic Society and a noted explorer

and engineer. It is a picture that defies classifi-

cation. It is not the adaptation of a "story" in

the accepted sense of the word, yet it has

drama—the drama of life where mere existence

is a continual battle against the forces of nature

in their most cruel form. It is not a scenic

in the accepted sense of that word even though

its scenic splendors are magnificent, because it

is a real, true human document. It cannot be

placed under the general head of an educa-

tional, but it brings the South up to and through

the door of the vast North and shows how it

lives.

It is a stark, staring disclosure of the only

life known to the Eskimo, a race of people that

endures the greatest hardships, knows only the

severest climate and has the least advantages

of any other, and yet is probably the happiest

among all the races. And you laugh with them.

It is the dramatization of a slice of the life of

Nanook, the great hunter, and his continual

struggle to feed his little family. It has vital

interest for everyone. "Nanook of the North"
is a screen classic.

"Nanook of the North" is the first picture of

its kind to reach our screens. It is distinctive

and different, to say the least. It is a cross

section of seasonal life of the Eskimo that, it

should be repeated, is surcharged with drama
and stippled with humor, although there is no
plot in the accepted senSe. If "Nanook of the

North" does not please your patronage you will

have unusual diflSculty finding stuff that will.

The Cast
Nanook
Nyla
Allee V by themselves
Cunayou

|Comock
J

Produced by Robert J. Flaherty, F. R. G. S.

Length, 6 Reels.
Synopsis

Where food is to be found there goes
Nanook and his family, from his wife to his
naked little baby, carried in the fur "parka"
on her shoulders. In summer they go down
the river to the salmon and walrus fishing
grounds at sea. In winter they are ofttimes
actually starving before they catch a seal
and appease their hunger on its raw meat.
When night comes every member of the

family helps build the ice igloo. In an hour
it is ready for occupancy and they take off

their fur clothes, use them for pillows and
crawl under fur robes. In the morning the
Eskimo mother washes her baby, the dog
sledges are packed and they are off, for the
search for food furnishes the motive for
everything they do and necessitates their
nomadic life.

IN THIS ISSUE
"Belle of Alaska" {American)

"Lights of the Desert" {Fox)

"The Veiled Woman" {Hodkin-

son)

"Evidence" {Sehnick)

"The Son of the Wolf" {R-C)

"According to Hoyle" {Western)

"The Dezfil's Pazmf' {Paramount)^

"My Wild Irish Rose" {Vita-'

graph)

"Our Leading Citizen" {Para-

mount)

"Nanook of the North" {Pathe)

"Restle^si, So^' {Vitagraph)

"The Great Alone" {American)

"The Devil's Pawn"
Pola Negri Stars in Drama of Russian

Student Life—Released by Para-

mount.
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

Now that there has been considerable in-

terest worked up throughout the country con-

cerning what some persons have said is dis-

crimination against the Jews in some of our

leading universities, "The Devil's Pawn" is a

timely picture. It tells the story of a young

Jewish girl who must pose as a Christian to

enter the University of Petrograd, probably in

the old days when the city was known as St.

Petersburg. Another box-office advantage is,

of course, the name of the star, Pola Negri.

She can be counted upon as a strong magnet

in most, if not all, communities. That the

picture is an adaptation of "The Yellow

Ticket." a stage success of some years ago, is

also of exploitation value.

Pola Negri is afforded an opportunity for her

wide range of emotional acting, although the

story can in no way measure up with those

contained in the noted film spectacles in which

she created her popularity in this country. She

runs the gamut of emotions with her familiar

broad strokes and is solely responsible for in-

tensifying the drama. The photography and
lighting effects also cannot compare with some
of the star's big pictures.

The Cast
Lea, an adopted daughter Pola Negri
Professor Stanlaws Adolf Edgar Licho
Demetri, a medical student. . .Harry Liedtke
Astanow. a student Werner Bernhardt
Ossip Storki Vikter Jansen
Dance Hall Proprietress . .Margarethe Kupfer
Vera Marga Lind

Adapted from John Brennert and John
Kraly's Play, "The Yellow Ticket."

Scenario by John Brennert and John Kraly.
Directed by Paul Ludwig Stein.

Length, 4,712 Feet.
The Story

Lea, a Russian Jewess, attempts to enter
the University of Petrograd but is forbidden
until she masquerades as a Christian girl.

While studying she meets Dimitrl and they
fall in love, and also Lea wins a scholarship
and becomes Professor Stanlaws' favorite
pupil. Circumstances drive the girl to at-
tempt suicide and while she is recovering
from a fall from a window it is discovered
she is the daughter of the professor, which
leaves her free to marry Dimitrl.

"The Great Alone"
Strong Dramatic Values Mark American

Rclcasing's Story of the Snows
With Monroe Salisbury.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.

Virility is the keynote of "The Great Alone,"

starring Monroe Salisbury and distributed by

American Releasing Corporation. It is a melo-

dramatic story of the Far North in the dead

of winter and man's fight against the fury of

blinding snow and intense cold is graphically

shown.
The theme of the production is gratitude of

a half-breed Indian toward a white girl vyho

has spoken a kind word in his behalf in time

of need. When the opportunity arises he re-

pays this debt with interest and you begin to

believe that a greater affection will develop,

but it does not and this angle will disappoint

some of the spectators because of the prom-

inence given the girl, while the other girl whom
the half-breed marries is subordinated.

Despite faults in the continuity at times,

which could be remedied by sub-titles, the in-

terest is well sustained, due to the continual

and dramatic conflict of wills and emotions

which characterizes nearly every scene. The
hero fights continually against the villain who
seeks his life, against the forces of nature,

against the prejudice due to his racial status.

There is plenty of punch and action, and the

fight scenes are excellently handled, particularly

the big scene where by means of native cunning

the hero gets the best of the villain who is

waiting for him with a loaded revolver. The
snow stuff has been well handled in such a

manner as to make you realize the bitter

struggle against the intense cold.

Monroe Salisbury is physically well suited

to the role he portrays and gives it the virility

and force it demands, though he exhibits a

tendency toward overacting and making it too

heroic ; there are also more closeups than are

actually needed. Credit is also due to the re-

mainder of the cast. Walter Law is a thor-

oughly despicable villain, while Maria Draga,

a newcomer, is attractive as the leading woman
and acts with ability which is particularly

noticeable in the scenes of delirium ; Lura
Anson also gives a good performance as the

other woman.
The abundance of strong dramatic situations,

coupled with the work of the cast, should make
this production appeal to the average audience.

The Cast

Silent Duval Monroe Salisbury
Nadine Lura Anson
Winston Sassoon Walter Law
Mary MacDonald Maria Draga
Bradley Carstairs George Waggoner
MacDonald Alfred Allen

Story and Direction by Jacques Jaccard.
Length, 5,912 Feet.

The Story

Duval, in college, is looked down on be-
cause he Is a half-breed. Returning to the
Far North as the secret agent of a big
company to run down some crooked work
he soon has an opportunity to repay a debt
of gratitude he owes Mary, the daughter of
one of the company ofBcials who has been
kind to him. Trying to reach her father, she
is overtaken by a blizzard and he goes to
her rescue. Soon after, he uncovers the fact
that Sassoon, his enemy, and who is also
seeking to win the girl's love, is a crook.
In a severe fight he overcomes Sassoon and
forces him to leave the country. His work
ended he goes to his own people, taking with
him Nadine. who has stuck to him even
though he appeared to love Mary.
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"The Veiled Woman"

Rural Drama Released by Hodkinson
Tells a Satisfying Story in a

Quiet, Simple Way
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.

There is easily enough drama with its ac-

companying love story to keep the spectator

firmly interested throughout the progress of

"The Veiled Woman," a picture produced by

H. J. Reynolds and released by Hodkinson. It

is a somewhat poignant story of simple souls

told appropriately in a simple manner. The
simplicity, however, does not extend to the

titles, which are in violent contrast in being

too flowery and pseudo poetic. The direction

has been handled skillfully by Lloyd Ingraham,

who has also injected a most gratifying sense

of real atmosphere, which has enhanced the

value of the picture to a higher degree.

The acting honors of the feature go to Lottie

Williams, who gives a strikingly realistic per-

formance of a man-hating but withal good-

hearted spinster. She contributes comedy relief

in a natural, unforced way that brings on the

smiles gently and in a good many instances

turns them into hearty laughs. The rest of

the cast are thoroughly competent, especially

Charlotte Pierce, who does a fine piece of re-

posed acting in a role that could have easily

have bpen common-place, but which she raises

to outs, anding prominence.
One of the gratifying things about "The

Veiled Woman" is its strong propaganda (with-

out any preaching) against vivisection, and its

direct implication that not only the character

in the picture but all vivisectionists are curs

and victims of a certain form of morbid in-

sanity that is well known to every psychologist

or neuresthenist, looking at it without any
sentiment for the dumb animal victims.

The benefit to science, which is the yelp of

defense of the vivisectionists, of the satisfac-

tion of this morbid curiosity is so negligible

that the practitioners should receive the same
treatment from the law as the man who beats

his horse on a warm day to make him travel

faster with its overpowering load of produce
for a market that might even be supplying

some vivisectionist's food for life.

It is to be remembered that the butchering

of live animals not enjoying the benefits of

anesthetics has been going on for years. The
benefits to science are so few, if any, taking

into consideration the fact that they might be
derived from operations under anesthetics, in

all this time that the absurd excuses of these

self-appointed medical messiahs of the human
race would be laughable if there wasn't the

shadow of their tremendous cruelty casting

itself over the whole matter. Perhaps the ex-

cuse is that the industry is in its infancy.
The Cast

Evelina Grey Marguerite Snow
The Piper Edward Coxen
The Doctor Landers Stevens
Aunt Hitty Lottie Williams
The Doctor's Son Ralph McCullough
Araminta Lee Charlotte Pierce

Adapted from Myrtle Reed's Novel,
"A Spinner in the Sun."

Scenario by David Kirkland.
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.

Length, 5,300 Feet.
The Story

Evelina Grey, who is the belle of a small
community. Is in love with Dr. Dexter and
together they are much interested in scien-
tific research. One day while working in

the laboratory there is a terrific explosion
and Evelina is carried away unconscious.
The doctor fears that her beauty has been
marred and he goes away. When Evelina
regains her health she too goes away,
broken hearted.
Twenty-five years later she returns to her

old home. She wears a heavy veil over her
face and but few of her old friends recog-
nize her. One day she meets Doctor Dexter

"According to Hoyle"
A Western Pictures Exploitation Pro-

duction That Presents David But-

ler In An Enjoyable Picture.

Reviewed by T. S. daPonte.

"According to Hoyle" is a picture that should

go especially well with Summer audiences.

There is no great mental tax entailed, but

there is, nevertheless, a story to be followed.

However, it runs along smoothly and amusingly
with enough love interest to make it pleasing

from that angle. It is a comedy-drama, and
well balanced—neither the comedy nor the

drama usurping more than its just share. The
acting is good, and, especially in one scene,

strenuous. It is when a free-for-all battle

takes place, and Phil Ford, who takes the part

of Jim Mead, gives capable evidence that he
knows how to handle his fists. The suddenness
and concentrated fury of his attack would
probably have swept off his feet even a hardier

individual than the hefty David Butler.

The acting throughout is good, Butler, as

"Boxcar" Simmons, lending a joviality to his

part even when he's a vagrant of the road
without a meal in prospect, that is bound to

win his way into the friendship of the movie
fans.

The originality in the wording of several of
the sub-titles is especially to be commended.

The Cast
"Boxcar" Simmons David Butler
Doris Mead Helen Ferguson
Jim Mead Phil Ford
Dude Miller Fred J. Butler
Jim Riggs Harry Todd
Silent Johnson Buddy Ross
Hotel Bell Boy Hal Wilson
Story by Clyde Westover and Lottie Homer.

Scenario by John B. Clymer.
Directed by W. S, Van Dyke.

Length, 5 Reels.
The Story

"Boxcar" Simmons, a tramp, represents
himself as a mining millionaire in a small
town. The population accepts him at his
own valuation, and two of the town's
"slickers" make desperate efforts to "take
him for his roll." One of their schemes is

to sell him a worthless ranch, but he turns
the tables on them by making them believe
that the ranch is a veritable bed of sliver
ore, and then, after they buy It he presents
the major part of the proceeds to the girl
who owns the place and with whom he had
fallen in love.

"Hope"
The fourth of Triart's series of short subject

productions, based upon famous paintings, is

"Hope," taken from the canvas by George
Frederick Watts that is well-known to every-
one. A story of fishermen's and lighthouse
keepers' lives and the constant hope of the
families of the former for their return from
their dangerous trips is derived from the in-

spiration embodied in the painting of the young
girl sitting on the globe plucking the sole
string left in the harp of hope and "bending
low to catch the last faint note." It is a simple
story simply told, but containing a full measure
of real atmosphere that lifts the production on
a high plane of excellence. It should prove
successful in any type of theatre. "Hope" is

released by Hodkinson.—F. T.

and learns that he had married and has a
son. The doctor does not see her face, but
through his son, who is also practicing
medicine in the town, he learns that his
former sweetheart is very lonely. Hoping
to atone for his action of years gone by he
calls on Evelina and asks her to marry him.
She refuses, and lifting her veil shows him
a face that Is untouched by mark or blemish.

It a fit of remorse the doctor returns to
his home and kills himself, but the romance
of the past Is carried on Into the future by
the doctor's son and a friend of Evelina.

"My Wild Irish Rose"
Vitagraph Adaptation of Dion Bouci-

cault's "The Sluxughraun" Has All

the Lilt atid Color of the

Famous Song.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

Ireland, for all the inspiration it has fur-

nished in times past, has never had a more
loyal bard than the author of "My Wild Irish

Rose." It fairly sings itself along. It is a love

lyric with so much melody and color that it

scarcely needs the song accompaniment.
Everything about this nation that has attracted

interest, from the political struggles to more
personal angles, the freaks and fancies of a

temperament recognized as distinctive, has been
remembered. It is a picturesque appreciation

of the land of the shamrock, and the emotions
of its people.

The love affair is three-fold, and typically

idealistic, with airy flippant passages that have
an ingratiating effect on anyone. Any tendency
to be over-sentimental is avoided by the well-

known wit. This does not fail to make itself

felt even in connection with the serious inci-

dents, which is one of the delightfully con-
sistent touches. The Irish love for fighting has
been gently burlesqued, without for one minute
belittling the cause. So rich and reaF is the

brogue of the sub-titles, that they speak right

out by themselves without the aid of the lady
behind you.

In theatre districts wherever Ireland is well
represented, this picture can make wonderful
box-office records. It is a type picture, and a
fine one. It furnishes plenty of inspiration for
spectacular exploitation.

More thoroughly considered, it should, be-
cause of a good story and a good cast, be ap-
preciated by a cosmopolitan class and perhaps
the wisest showman will be careful not to make
his appeal too narrow. The title itself will get
the Irish. In getting the others, the names of
Pat O'Mallev Pauline Starke and little Mickey
Daniels should be a great help. The acting is

all excellent.

At the first release of the film in New York,
it was shown without making mention on the
screen of any member of the cast.

The Cast
Conn, the Shaughraun Pat O'Malley
Arte O'Neale Helen Howard
Claire Ffolliott Maude Emery
Moya Pauline Starke
Robert Ffolliott Edward Cecil
Captain Molineaux Henry Hebert
Corry Kinchella James Farley
Harvey Duff Bobbie Mack
Father Dolan Frank Clark
Barry Richard Daniels
Adapted from the Play, "The Shaughraun,"

by Dion Bouclcault.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker and

Harry Dittmar.
Directed by David Smith.

Length, 7,650 Feet.

The Story
The action takes place In Ireland In earlier

days and relates the heroic exploits of
Robert Ffolliott, prominent Fenian of the
village of Ballyraggett. He Is In love with
Arte O'Neale, who lives with his sister,
Claire, and because of the trickery of Corry
Kinchella, has been accused of treason, and
Is sentenced to Imprisonment in Australia.
Conn, the beloved Shaughraun, or ne'er do
well of the district, brings about his escape
from the prisoner's vessel. Conn is In love
with the prettiest maid of the country, Moya,
and returns to her one night, the same time
that Robert comes back. Kinchella Is up to
further devilment but the Shaughraun comes
to the rescue once more and only the fittest
survive.
Prosram and Exploitation Catchllneat

If You Love the Song, You'll Love the
Picture—It's a Love of a Story With a
Cast of Fair Colleens and Their Brav*
Suitors—It's Music and History All at
Once.
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PROJECTION
From New Zealand

George Randall, Bluff, New Zealand, sends

six dollars for copy of new handbook, re-

marking :

Am anxiously waiting to see tiie latest

edition of the good old HANDBOOK. If old
Ephaitch (get that?) can succeed in making
it as much better than the Third Edition as
the third was ahead of the second, then it is

going to be a mighty good Investment.

I note with much pleasure that since I

wrote you about it you have cut out the
. "We" in all your writings, and now say "I"

Jike a man who is not ashamed of claiming
ownership of what he writes. Your writings,
as a result, read much nicer now.

Since I seem to have succeeded so well in

that, may I make another suggestion? Why
waste so much valuable space roaring at
those lunatics who fail to appreciate your
ministrations through the Department
Their favorite argument is that you deal
out knowledge which you learned from some
one else.

Well, even so, what of it? Did not they
themselves learn their A B Cs from some-
one who learned them from some one else?
It is a fact that even though you had not
yourself originated one single new idea in
or on projection, the entire industry would
still be under debt to you for having col-
lected so very much information and put it

into such an accessible compilation as the
handbook, and for conducting so valuable
in exchange of ideas as is found in the pro-
jection department.
To my way of thinking it is beneath the

dignity of a man with brains to enter into
argument with a lunatic. Ignore the bone-
heads and write for the students, because
the man who knows most is the student all
his life, else he would not know so much.

The Blnebook
Just one more jolt and- I'll shut up for

another twelve months. I'm not religious,
but examine Webster and observe the defini-
tion of B-I-B-L.-E, after which never use it

again in connection with the Handbook.
Call it the Encyclopedia Kinema, or some-
thing else, but there is only one Bible.
Now, Rich, old boy, don't get narked at so

much criticism from the uttermost ends of
the earth, and from a "foreigner" at that.
Hurry up the book, and accept the good
wishes of your most southerly student.

Brother Randall, no one but the fool gets
"narked" (whatever that may be) at honest
criticism, decently expressed, and I hope I'm
not a fool anyhow, though I do sometimes
suspect I may be when I argue with those you
have well named the bone-heads. However, it

really is necessary. For them or their crazy
criticisms I care "decidedly less than nothing,
or would if it were them ONLY were con-
cerned. Unfortunately, however, they repro-
duce photoplays upon which men and women
have labored hard to produce perfection, and
which are, in their last analysis, largely at the
absolute mercy of the aforesaid bone-heads,
insofar as concerns audiences who have paid
real money for goods which he probably cannot
and almost certaintly will not deliver at 100
per cent, value.

Must Argue
So I MUST argue with him, distasteful as

it is, in what is occasionally a successful
endeavor to soften the grip of the bone on his
brain and get him to study his business.
As to the word Bible, why I agree with you.

It was NOT started by me; also I have very
seldom used it, though I must correct you in

one particular, viz : there are many "Bibles,"
such as the Zenda Avesta of the Hindoos, the
Koran of the Mohamedans, etc., etc., etc.

F.H.RICHARDSON

Notice to All

PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two

or three weeks. If quick action Is de-
sired remit four cents, stamps, and we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on mat-
ter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department re-
mit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do

You Employ Up-to-Date Methods

f

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to

date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe It to him
to keep abreast with the times in

knowledge and In your methods.

The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Address Moving Picture World,
either 616 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, or 28 East Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, 111.

We have, however, prepared a surprise for

you. You won't know the new book at first

glance, and it will in future be hailed by a title

which I am sure will please you. You'll guess
it as soon as you see the book. It will be
known as "The Bluebook of Projection."

As to the "I" and "We," why as I told you
before, it is embarrassing to be continually

saying "I," and my work is a nature which
literally compells its use so very often.

The book is being rushed. I am through
proof reading and its now all up to th-e printer

and binder. Glad to hear from you any time.

You are apparently a man after my own heart.

Here's my hand. Shake !

From Missouri
Robert Curty, projectionist, Canton, Missouri,

says

:

Am projecting pictures at the "Gem" and
want a bit of advice. Have written three
times before, but suppose you've been too
busy with the new book to reply. Am a
proud owner of the Third Edition, and will
get the new book just as soon as it is ready.
We have a Power's 6 and a Simplex pro-

jector. According to lens charts I am to use
two GM condensing lenses, as I use 60
amperes A C. To my surprise I was unable
to get them in, to say nothing of spacing
them apart, as the curved surfaces came
into contact before the last lens was more
than half way in.

Why is this? Was not the projector made
to use two lenses of that focal length, or
what is the trouble? There is no means of
spacing the lenses, as there is in the Simplex,
and not sufficient room in the casing for
both lenses. Any Information you can give
me will be appreciated.

Is a collector lens any different from a
converging lens? That may be my trouble
as I just ordered two 6% inch lenses, instead
of a 6% collector and a 5% converging lens.
Please excuse my ignorance in this matter.
I am not an optician and, as you say, we live
to learn. And anyhow the know-it-all class
is something I don't care to be In because
they are the ones who follow ruts and will
remain in them to the end.

Another thing: will you kindly explain
chart No. 2. Chart I is simple, but the No.
2 I cannot dope out; also I notice quite a
number are in the same boat. My manager,
Mr. Page, and I are both constant readers
of the department and I would about as soon
miss a meal as miss it.

Just as Simple

As to chart 2, it is just as simple as chart 1.

Suppose you have a five inch E. F. projection
lens, with 17 inches center of condenser com-
bination to aperture.

Looking in the "distance" line opposite 5

inch E F you will see that at 15 inch condenser
to aperture the image would be 11.6 and at 20
inches it would be 11.25 inches from the
aperture. .

There is no distance given for 17 inches, so
we pro rate between the two, the difference
being only about % of an inch. Our distance
would then be about 11.4 inches, but for the
fact that an error was made in compiling chart
2, as I have repeatedly explained, though not
lately, and one inch should be subtracted from
all distances in chart 2. Instead of reading
11.6 and 11.25 you should read 10.6 and 10.25.

But I do NOT recommend chart 2. It is

better to find the aerial image by focusing it

on a bit of dark colored cardboard held in the
light beam, or passing something down through
the beam at different distances from the lens,

until a point is found where either two shadows
coming from top to bottom meet in the center
of the screen, or the whole screen dissolves into
darkness. At that point you have the aerial
image.

As to Condenser

As to the condenser, I take it you have
trouble getting the lenses into the Power's cas-
ing only. I am not sure, but if my memory
serves me right the old Power's Six condenser
casing of the earliest type would not receive
two 6% inch lenses. That was and is the fault
of the casing, and cannot be helped, unless the
Power company can fit you up with a better
condenser casing which you can install on your
lamphouse. Write them, No. 90 Gold street,
New York City. Address the Nicholas Power
Company. Tell them I referred you to them.

Collector and converging lens are merely
terms adopted by the Society of Motion Pic-
ture Engineers to designate the lens next the
light, which "collects" the light, and the other
(front) lens which converges the light and
directs it to the spot. They are not terms to
use in ordering lenses. If you want a 6% inch
piano convex collector lens, you merely order
a 6% inch piano convex lens.

Reverting again to the lens chart, chart No. 1

is good. It has filled the bill very well indeed.
Chart No. 2, except for the error noted, is all
right, too, but hardly worth while. I suggest
ignoring it entirely.

Charlie Shay Back
I have not commented on the I. A. convention

before, because when it was pulled off I was
on a motor trip, with friend daughter, through
the New England section, including the White
Mountains.

As was a foregone conclusion—unless the
I. A. was suffering from weakening of the
mmd, which it certainly was not—Charles Shay
was elected president.

Cannavan and Covert were re-elected, as
also were Dempsey (though his fate was iti

doubt for a time) and Greene. The name was
not changed. I had not expected that it would
be, but did think the projectionists were, as a
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Just out of a

Typhoon -cooled theatre
They've been in there

t\vo hours.

They saw a good pic-

ture, and liked it

—

^ because they were

cool.

And outside the mercur>'

registers 90 in the shade.

X^liat is it worth to you to

have p)eople go into your thea-

tre hot and p>erspiring—eind

come out so cool and con-

tented?

You'll find it's worth more

than the low cost of T>phoons.

Hundreds of exhibitors say that

TN^phoons pay for themselves

the first summer. That means

real profit.

Easily installed—liberal terms

Write for Booklet W-ZS

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39th St

BafFalo

Philadelphia

New Orleans

Dallas

New York, N. Y.

Chicago

Los Angeles

IS rigbt as a general proposition, but to depend
on it is purely foolish, because many factors

will operate to change the voltage of the arc
which will give best results.

}i'rong Combination

Your carbon combination is probably wrong,
though that I could not say with certaint>".

Get some five-eights cored positives and if they
bum without penciling (burning to a slim

point) they will give you better results (more
light) than the three-quarter inch. With ^
positive you will most likely also need a smaller
size Silver tip. But miixi you if the H show
tendency to pencil, then they are too small, and
since you cannot get anything between you
must use a three-qtarter.

The wise projecticwiist does not set his arc

length by voltage alone. He first gets his

crater burning exactly at a 55 degree angle
with the optical axis. Then he projects its

image to the wall or floor or ceiling and lays

oS the angle thereoo, as you have time and
again been told how to do in the department,
and will be told bow in the new handbook.
Then he uses the carbon separation which gives
i>est results on the screen, and doesn't give a
hoot whether the arc voltage is 55 or what it is.

I: is RESULTS he wants, not arc voltage.

Waftts Help

jt will

Torry.

the more
:e to get

- =5 a
/ is

ht thankful
~ hay is for progress

;

: C3pabn5t}". 'R-as

' "
: not

Harry Morrow. E Theatre, Akron, Ohio,
asks for aid, as follows

:

I address you in the hope that Ton will end
an argument. We are using a 73-75 Hertner
Transverter, i)ut only pnll fifty amperes.
Carbons are % cored positive and 11/32
Silver Tip negative. Use piano convex
6%-7% condenser, center of which is 17
inches from film.

The argument is as follows: There are
two projectionists, one of whom is myself.
The other says that carrying a 35 volt arc
is best, but I think differently and do It

differentlv. When we have a 33 volt arc it

is very short—about ^ of an Inch long, and
I don't like to work with such an arc. I
like half an inch or more carbon tip separa-
tion, not allowing it to get more than %
inches.

Tbe other projectiooist probably has obtained
his idea frcnn the literature sent out by carbon
manafacturers and others. This information

Compliments Us
I do not feel at liberty to publish the name

or location of the writer of the following:
Dear Mr. Richardson: Just a few lines to

compliment you on your April first article
on the L .V I was a delegate from local
union * * at the Cleveland convention, and
I know the absolute truth of your state-
ments. I am not writing for my local, nor
for publication, but man to man, Richardson,
I want to congratulate you for your open
tactics.

PROJECTIONISTS
Boild Your Own Ra<£o Outfit

Build One for the Theatre and Sail

It to Your Boti

IT'S EASY
We will tell yoQ bow to go
about it—if youll write u*.

ROBIN ENGINEERING CO.
203 We. t 4»th Street New York

LA CINE.AUTOGRAFU
ITALUNA ED ESTERA

orifli! Om£ <f tb* louu dseuuicnpti UilM

Published on the

loth and 30th of Each Month
Ftrtlii tabmrfrOn: S7.CI ar li Ir—m Pw Aun

Editorial and BushMM Offlecai

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

>L\CHIXES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

.\>"D SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOe

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST, LOUIS. MO.

Moving Picture Machines

Exkibitm' BEST Fiiw4

CL"T R-ATE PRICES
Monarch Theatre Sapply Co.

Z2t Unioa A*wa* 724 So. WaWh An.
MempkK TaoB. Chicago. UL
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TT*VEN on the coldest sub-zero day or night of

' the year most motion picture theatres are

overheated: consequently the proprietor's fuel

fund is over-taxed. This is all because of not

correct automatic control of the theatre's temper-

ature and heat sources and the theatre's ventila-

tion. The Johnson Pneumatic System of Tem-

perature Regulation contains within itself all the

elements that go to make a good investment for

picture theatres. Its thorough operation in

maintaining the required even temperature, and

its never failing response to the delicate degree

changes afford an actual saving in the consump-

tion of fuel equal to much more than the interest

on the cost of the entire installation. Eventually

it pays for itself. Don't put in a system that

must constantly be paid for.

The Pace Maker In The Progress Of The Tempera-

ture Control Industry As Well As The Pioneer.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE
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Better Equipment
Qonducted j):<) E.T.KEYSER

Going to Brighten Up the Front?

These Suggestions Will Aid You
You will recall that in our June 17 issue

we called attention to the changing
fashions and innovations in lobby display

fixtures and suggested the advisability of a

visit of inspection to recently equipped theatres

by those who contemplated renovating their

houses this summer.
We were up at 729 Seventh avenue the other

day and dropped into the office of the Stanley

Frame Company just at the moment when
President Arnold Kornicker was slipping some
photos of his installations into his own display

frames. We blocked his earnest efforts to get a

little work accomplished while a trade paper pest

was encumbering the premises by stealing eight

of the pictures which appealed to us as ofFering

a visual solution of several display problems

that may save for some of our readers the car

fare that we had advised expending.
That is why we are reproducing them here-

with. If they suggest arrangements that will

make your fronts or lobbies more attractive,

they will have served our purpose in publishing

them.

Often a Difficult Problem

Outdoor display often constitutes a difficult

problem for the exhibitor to solve. He wants

all the advertising that he can utilize without

spoiling the architectural effects of an attrac-

tive house and the area and arrangement of

the house front directly govern the size and
number of display fixtures that he can ad-

vantageously utilize.

The Cosmo Theatre, 176 East 116th street.

New York, is a type of theatre in which the

outer lobby doors are set flush with the house
front and with the ticket boot projecting out

under the canopy. The only exterior display

space available is that afforded by the narrow
pillars that flank the doorway. These pillars

have been boxed with photo display cases and
the contents of these reinforced by one sheet

easel stands that appeal to passers-by when the

outer doors are open.
Better display facilities are offered by the

Sommer Theatre, Sheepshead Bay, New York.
In this house, the outer doors are recessed so

that, in addition to the display space afforded
by the wide flanking pillars, which are boxed
by combination one sheet and photo display

cases, there is room for a large photo display

case at each side of the entrance, between
pillars and doors.

An Ideal Arrangement

Even better facilities are offered by the front
of the Century Theatre, a Brooklyn house. In
this case the panels at each side of the canopy
have been utilized to accommodate two double
three sheet and two single three sheet poster
frames which brings the exhibitor's offerings

to the attention of the passer-by before the
latter has reached the doors.
The outdoor display of Loew's Circle

Theatre, New York, illustrates how a com-
bination display frame consisting of three sheet
poster and photo display frames in panel effects
is utilized to box in large paired columns. This
is about the only possible solution of the diffi-

culties presented by this particular type of
front.

The indoor display illustrations show
methods of treatment of lobby walls, ranging
from those rather elaborately decorated and
with distinct panel effects to those presenting

a plain, blank wall.

In the Castle Theatre, Newark, N. J., the

panel effect dominates the lobby walls. These
panels are high and narrow and separated by
pilasters arranged in pairs which tend to make
each panel a distinct entiety.

These panels are occupied with photo display

frames alternating with mitred mirrors, in

which the glass is separated into small panss,
giving the effect of a window.

Wide, Shallow Panels

The panel effect of the lobby wall of the

Capitol, Belleville, N. J., is in direct contrast
to that of the Castle, described above. The
Capitol panels are wide and as they meet a
curved ceiling are comparatively shallow. In
these wide panels, fixtures consisting of com-
bined narrow photo display frames and mitred

mirrors alternate with wide poster display

frames.

The Tivoli, of Newark, N. J., has two
different types of lobby wall. The inner lobby
wall, while plain, has a panel effect suggested
by the groined ceiling and the divisions marked
off by the spacing of the wall candelabra
fixtures. These suggested panels are filled

with combination wide and narrow three unit

photo display frames alternating with mitred
mirrors.

In the outer lobby the walls are plain and
the fixtures consists of a continuous strip of
single one sheet frames alternating with large

double photo display cases. To offset the
extreme plainness of the background these fix-

tures are highly ornamented and rather elabor-

ate as compared with those of the inner lobby.

With the possibilities afforded by modern
lobby and outside display fixtures there remains
no excuse for any house failing to tell its story
to prospective patrons and telling it prettily.

Northwestern Exhibitors Are Busily

Preparing for Big Business This Fall

TOM O'NEIL, owner of the Rainbow The-
atre, McMinville, Ore., will have his new
house, The Lark, ready for its formal

opening about September 1 if all goes well. He
is putting $35,000 into the building and $15,000
into furnishings, which are being handled by
B. F. Shearer, Inc., Northwest distributors for

Simplex machines. Mr. O'Neil will have a
classy little 700-seat house, with carpets,

drapes, opera chairs, Mazda stereopticon,
Transverter and Simplex projectors.

New House for Sellwood District

Stark and Hochnadel are building a new
house in the Sellwood district of Portland. It

will cost $40,000, including equipment and fur-
nishings, and will seat 650. It will open Sep-
tember 1. Special lighting fixtures and an
electric sign reading "Sellwood Theatre" are
being designed by B. F. Shearer, Inc., of
Seattle, who has charge of the projection and
interior work. Simplex projectors, Hertner
Transverter and Vallen automatic curtain con-
trol are included in the equipment.

Snaplitcs for Myrick

Ed. J. Myrick, for years identified with
Jensen & VonHerberg interests in the North-
west, and who has recently been appointed
manager of that firm's Tacoma interests, has
installed a new screen at the Rialto Theatre,
and six Snaplite lenses for the houses under
his management. B. F. Shearer, Inc., made
the installations.

F. W. Graham, owner of the Lyric Theatre,
Shelton, Wash., has installed a new screen.

Mack J. Davis, of Port Angeles, Wash., is

building a $60,000 house, seating 1,040 patrons,
to be called the Mack Theatre. It will open
about September first, and will be equipped

with attractive rest and smoking rooms. The
Theatre Equipment Company, distributors of
Power's projectors, have entire charge of the
equipment installation.

The Gem Theatre, Seattle, Klawitter &
Wright owners, has installed two new Simplex
Type S projectors.

Simplexes have also been installed for the
projection of the Western Electric Company's
Radio Film, each evening of the radio show,
which will be held in Seattle June 5-10.

The Sunnydale School, at Sunnydale, Wash.,
has installed a Simplex projector and a screen,
for its school and social activities.

B. F. Shearer, Inc., Northwest distributor
for Simplex, made the installation.

E. W. Sandell, who owns houses in Snoqual-
mie and North Bend has leased a hall in

Issaquah, for motion picture purposes.

Edwin Anderson is building a new house at
White Bluffs, Wash. It will have a seating
capacity of 500, and will open about August \.

The Renton High School at Renton, Wash.,
has installed a Simplex projector.

The Oswego Strand
Is Now in New Hands

The Strand motion picture theatre in Oswego,
N. Y., has just been sold to the Schine
Theatrical Enterprises. The price was $70,000.
The house for some time past has been leased
to Charles P. Gilmore. The house will be
conducted along much the same lines as have
prevailed in the past.
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A CROWDED LOBBY
CHOKED BOX OFFICE!!means a

FACTS:
RESULT:
PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

When patrons begin coming into your theatre faster than your ushers can seat them

your lobby soon becomes crowded; even tho you may have two or more vacant seats for

each one standing in the lobby,

and you lose hundreds of dollars annually in this way:—People about to buy tickets see

the patrons standing from the outside and figure the theatre to be crowded—AND GO
TO ANOTHER THEATRE. If you could seat your patrons faster and avoid standing

in the lobby you would not lose these adnvissions.

VACANT SEAT INDICATORS for your ushers will enable them to seat 100 people
where they can only seat 20 today. (This is but one of the many time, labor and
money-saving features of these indicators; they pay for themselves.)

ASK ANYONE WHO USES THEM!!
Write IIS or ask your supply dealer for particulars—

GUERIN THEATRE SEATING SYSTEM, INC. (Vacant Seat Indicators), 903 New Hibernia, New Orleans, La.

AReputation for Excellence

The reputation of American Film Company Labora-

tories was not earned overnight. Years of satisfactory

service have built us as we are. Years of painstaking

care have gained for us the confidence of the trade. We
are known by the excellence of the work we do.

A film printing capacity of one million feet weekly

—

express-train service—and right price are at your serv-

ice. May we prove ourselves to you—on your very

next order?

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary fUm reduced
to American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fireproof

film passed by all fire

underwriters.)

We Will Store Your Films
Without Charge. Write for

Full Particulars

American Fflm Co.,

Inc., Laboratories
6231 Broadway, Chicago, III.

and
London, England

Samuel S. Hutchinson, Prei.

American 10 Points:
1-QUALITY. Prints known for

brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by years of ex-
perience, assures highest qual-
ity prints obtainable.

2—REPUTATION. Gained in It
years of experience.

S—RESPONSIBILITY. A concern
of strong financial standing.

4—LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.

5—EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

I—CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.

7-^AFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago and Board of
Fire Underwriters.

»—PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.

9—PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

lO-GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality
work. r

Direct from the Neb) York Strand

is a guarantee of the quality of the mov-
ing picture to be displayed in other towns
and cities.

As in pictures, so likewise in equip-
ment, the Strand sets a standard excellea by
none. And of course the New York Strand is

equipped on every floor with

DIXIE CUP
PENNY VENDING MACHINES

From opening time to closing these machines bring
in a steady revenue. They do so only because the public
thoroughly appreciates the service.

Individval Drinking ^ (ompaw Jno
Original makers of the paper cup

EASTON, PENNA.
j NEW YORK

HANCMES AT
| CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELBS

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention Moving Picture World

B. F. PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Pict ure Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emergency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators. Prompt Service (or Theatre Troubles^

B. F. PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR, 729 SEVENTH AVE., AT 49th ST., NEW YORK
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"Grass doesn't grow on a busy
street—or in front of a Barton
Equipped Theatre,"

Keep Busy This Summer
Give people good pictures and Barton Orches-

tral good music and you won't worry about

hot weather.

Ask for details now.

The Bartola Musical Instrument Co.

59 Blast Madison Street

ChicasTO, Illinois

iTML CIICM

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tour own gpedal Ticket,

any colors, accurately num-
bered: «Tery roll guaranteed.

Coupon Hcbots for Prize

Drawings: $5.00, $6.00.
Prompt ahlpmentA. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Re-
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial

or dated. All tickets must con-

form to Ooremment regulation and

b«ar ectabllshed price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thouaand $3.00

Ten Thousand 5.00

Fifteen Thousand 6.50

Twenty-five Thousand 9.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamoUin. Pa.

RadiO::^:::;?Mat

TAUC tram your soreen

WITH your quickly

miWRITTEN llESSAGtS

iO RADIO HAT SLIDES $2.

Ao«ept no Sub8titut«>

ForSalebyall Leading Dealers

"Nothing Else Will Do"
NEW STANDARD TYPE

Automatic Ticket Issuing
AND

Registering Machine
UNIVERSALLY ENDORSED

Send for particular!

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

1780 Broadway New York

Schubert and Feaster

Incorporate at Albany
With the Schubert Pictures Corporation,

capitalized at $500,000, and the Feaster Manu-
facturing Company, capitalized at $750,000,

companies incorporating in the motion picture

business in New York State the week ending
June 10 revealed a total capitalization of ap-
proximately $1,400,000. According to the

papers filed in the secretary of state's office,

the directors of the Schubert Company are

G. C. Simpkins, Pierre Ellena and R. O. Weiss,
all of New York City. The Feaster Manu-
facturing Company, which will manufacture
machines for the winding of motion picture

film, has as its directors C. B. Santee, R. F.

Beach and M. M. Manning, of New York City.

Seven Other Companies

Seven other companies were formed during
the past week, these including the Rialto Pro-
ducing Company, $40,000, William S. Phillips,

David Rafael, New York; Thomas Robinson,
Brooklyn ; The Rockaway Aeroplane Swing
Company, $10,000, T. F. Murphy, William
Nunley, Nathan Marks, Brooklyn; Ethical
Film Service Company., Inc., $10,000, Max
Schier, M. B. A. Schier, George J. Tapper,
Brooklyn ; The Community Theatre Company,
Brasher Falls, $3,500, Neil Murphy, W. H. Mc-
Carthy, Herbert Eagles, Brasher Falls; Win-
mark Producing Company, $50,000, Montagu
Marks, Roger Prosser, D. K. Kennard, New
York City ; New Strand Theatre Corporation,

$5,000, Elias Mayer, Louis Schneider, Jacob
Elpern, New York; Silverton Amusement
Corporation, $18,000, Abraham Silver, A. R.
Bloomgarden, Margaret Ahern, Brooklyn.

Bass Quotes Some
Amazing Bargains

Charlie Bass is at it again. This time it is

a thirty-two page illustrated catalog, pricing

and describing motion picture cameras, tripods,

developing tanks, printers, portable projectors,

stereopticons, screens, studio lamps, film reels,

dissolvers, lenses, flares, film cleaners, rewinds,
patching machines, exposure meters, film

measurers and shipping cases.

And the bargains quoted look to us to be
mighty good. Bass will send the catalog to

any of our readers who will ask for it. If we
were a cameraman or studio executive, we
would ask for a copy by return mail and place
our order before Charlie woke up and increased
his prices.

Write the Bass Camera Company, 109 North
Dearborn street, Chicago, and tell them you
want the 1922 edition.

Nixon-Nirdlinger Will

Take OverAmbassador
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger has completed

arrangements with Maurice and Fred Felt,

whereby he takes over their new Ambassador
Theatre at Fifty-sixth street and Baltimore
avenue, Philadelphia, on September 1. It will

be operated in conjunction with the other
Nixon-Nirdlinger Theatres in West Philadel-
phia, and will be booked exclusively through
the Stanley Company of America, of which
Mr. Nixon-Nirdlinger is an official and active
member.

A New Thousand Seat

House for East Hampton
Joseph S. Rapalus, formerly manager of the

Majestic Theatre, of Holyoke, Mass., has pur-
chased the site of the Majestic in East Hamp-
ton, Mass., which was destroyed by fire last

winter.

On the property acquired, Mr. Rapalus will

build a new house of one thousand seating
capacity, which he estimates will cost in the
vicinity of $70,000 and will be completed about
September 15.

Less Than Cost ^ 1 Q
To Manufacture f.o.b. Chicago

1-6 HP 110 Volt 60 Cycle
Large user of
motors can-
celled ordier
and is letting
them go at sac-
rifice prices.
Theyare strict-

ly first class

—

new—and guar-
anteed for 1

year by us.

You'll never fet an opportunity lik«
this again, so better ordar now.

ECTRIC COMPAN

2C4< W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

22166 Moving Picture by States per M.. fSJ*
1219 Film Exchanges, lor List TSt
IM Manufacturers and Studios SJ*
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.M

3C74 Legitimate Theatres U. A Can.. 2SJt
SIO Vaudeville Theatres 7J»

A. F. WILLIAMS
16* W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?

Get in Touch with the

Standard Motion Picture Company
1005-1006 Mailers BIdg. Phone Central 2347 Chicago. IIL

Developing—Printing. Special Title Work

Cheapest by far with Satisfaction Guaranteed

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

10 Years SpeclallzlBg Is Thli Prstfutt
Assures You of th«

BEST
Medemte Prieet auiek Ssrvle*

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
K6-35S EAST Urd STREET CHICAGO

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designert of Over 200 Theatres

C. HOWARD CRANE
ARCHITECT

ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Atsoeiats

CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Main Office: HURON BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
Branch Offices: New York, Chicago, Wlndur, Oat

AMERICAN

jFotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for CatBla«a*
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 Broadway New York CHr

G. E. MAZDA
EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR*
Full Particulars Fumlshsd

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave. lU UrIou At*.
Chicago, 111. Memphis, Tann.
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For truthful reproductive quality use

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

You can't play real music on an instrument

with two strings—neither can you reproduce

the full quality of your negative with only

highlights and shadows. You need the full

range of Eastman Positive Film halftones

that carry quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base is identifiable through-

out its entire length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y.
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THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street

W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulatioo of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusivelx in
this Journal.

YEARLY RATE I

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, J7.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE OINEMATOORAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. LTD.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joarnal of

the British Film Industry

Of SpMltl Interest to All Who Buy or Sell Flint

OFFICES:

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L

Specimen Covj Free on Bequeit
Foreign Bubsrrlptlons: One pound tea shUllngi (gtld)

Erker Brothers Issues

Handsome New Catalog
We are in receipt of a handsomely illustrated

one hundred and twenty page catalog on motion
picture apparatus and theatre equipment and
supplies, issued by Erker Brothers Optical
Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Each bit of equipment listed is accompanied

by an illustration, a detailed description and
its price is quoted.

Parts for Simplex and Power's machines are
also illustrated in detail and prices given.

Twenty-three pages are devoted to illustra-

tions of an extremely attractive line of stock
slides, and an alphabetically arranged index
adds greatly to the value of the book, which is

of a handy and convenient size and should find

its way into the library of every house manager
and projectionist.

We would advise our readers to send for a
copy and send for it quickly, because from its

attractiveness and real value, we have an idea
that it will be exhausted at an early date.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with order

Copy mu3t reach us br Tuesder dooo to Insure pub-
lication In tiiat week's luue.

Keen Reports Recent

Power Installations
W. Q. Keene, manager of the Philadelphia

branch Motion Picture Equipment Corporation,
reports the following installations : Main Line
Amusement Company, Ardmore, Pa., two type

6-E Power's machines; Marlyn Theatre,

Ocean City, N. J., two type 6-E Power's
machines, with high intensity arcs.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST desires position. First-class musi-

cian of international reputation. Well-ltnown
theatre and concert performer

; organ graduate of
two colleges. Expert at cueing pictures. Union.
Unlimited library. Handle pipe organs, any make
and size. Would give solos and recitals as special
feature whenever desired. Wire or write Organist,
Box 194, Portsmouth, Virginia.

SAMUEL MEUSCH, pipe organist, at liberty, 6-
day position desired. Box 268, Moving Picture
World, New York City.

ORGANIST desiring a change. High-grade pic-
ture player and organist ; none better. Hope Jones
or Unit Organ and Srst-class theatre. Address
C. P. R., 1209 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Five-Dollar "For Sale" Ad
Will convert your old equip-
in e n t into cash. Try it!

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Lm-
oleum; four thousand of best grade cork
carpet. Government surplus stock at less
than wholesale prices. OPERA CHAIRS from
war camps, booths, machines and entire equip-
ment furnished at half origrlnal cost. Write
your requirements.

J. P. REDINGTON, Scranton, Pa.

FORT DODGE, lA.—Fred F. Weiss, 1508
Fifth avenue, S., has sold Lyric Theatre to

J. W. Alstott, 1526 Eighth avenue, N.
ARKANSAS CITY, KAN.—J. E. Abbott

has taken over Fifth Avenue Theatre.
House has seating capacity of 1,100. Pro-
gram is both road shows and pictures.

FILMS FOR SALE
"Adventures of Jimmy Dale" (32) , featurini? E.

Uncoln : "Secret KJnddom" ( 32 ) , featuring Arline
Pretty ; also full selection of "Features," "Serlala."
"Comedies,' "Eiiucatlonals," etc. Correepondence
Bolicited,

GUARANTY PICTURES CO,
IZ6 West 46th St. New York

Cable Address: GAPTCTC»

RAVEN
HAFTONE
SCREEN

MAKES YOUR WORST SEAT
A GOOD SEAT

Stands Rough Handling
and Can Be Easily Washed

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
ONE-SIXTY-FIVE BROADWAY, NEW YORK

MOTION PICTURE SPECIALS
200 Fe«t New Universal with Automatic Dissolvmc Shutter,^OQQ AA
complete ball bearing model. Bass price ^OUU.W

Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. Bass price $89.00
The Latest De Brie with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,d! fTAA AA
three lenses, carrying case, outaide Iris. Complete at * l/U»UU

Pathe Studio Model, complete with Automatic Dissolving
Shutter, six magazines, aluminum front, Thalhammer ''^'$^QQ QO

Eastman Neiratiye Film at 4Hc per Foot

Everything for Making or Taidng of Plctara*

Our new catalogue will be out in a few weeks.

Get your name in for a copy. WriU or wire.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn Street Dept. 1*7 Chieaga, ni.

CUT YOUR COSTS IN TWO
INSTALL

CORCORAN'S DEVELOPING TANKS
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.

751 JERSEY AVENUE JERSEY CITV, N. J.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Every continent knows the dependability and luperlorlty

of this UnlT«rsal 4 kw. plant—the recognized stand-
ard for motion picture work, either pennajieDt or
trarelijig. Also for eircuse*, e&mlTala. ets.

4 K. w.
Electric

Plant Ctt Catalogue 30

UnKersal Motor Co.
Oshliosh, Wisconsin

QUARTER
SIZE
2H inch

2H huh
3 kich

$30

jy, to i iBchea

$25

* to 11 inches

$60

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Stnd for Dticriptivi Bootitt

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben Street Brooklyn, N. U. S. A.

We manufacture "Snaplite Jr." lenses for

portable projection machines.
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Index to Photoplays

Herewith is a list of motion pictures announced for release during May and June. On a large majority of these pictures, reviews,
and in the case of feature productions the consensus of trade paper criticisms, have been published ori pages indicated by reference marks;
"R" indicating Reviews and "C" Consensus. Where reference letters are omitted Reviews and Consensus will probably be published in

the next volume.
Great care has been used to make this list accurate. If errors are detected we would appreciate having our attention called to them so that

our card index may be corrected. Serials or series of pictures are indexed under the general title of such serial or series. Unless otherwise
specified, all subjects listed are five-reel dramas.

According to Hoyle (David Butler) (Western Pic-

tures Exploration Co.) (R—736, June 24).

Across the Continnent (Wallace Reid — Star)
(Philip E. Rosen—Director) (Paramount)
(R—May 6—©2) (C—June .3—497).

Afraid to Fight (Frank Mayo) (Universal).
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Serial) (Harry

iMyers—Star) (Universal).
All at Sea (2 reels) (Arrow).
Always the Woman (Betty Compson) (Goldwyn).
Angel of Crooked Street, The (5,270 feet) (Alice

Calhoun—Star) (David Smith—Director) (Vita-

graph) (R—June 3—.500).

Ask Father (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd—Star) (Pathe
—reissue)

.

Are Husbands Happy (2 reels) (Arrow).
Arms and Legs (2 reels) (Arrow).
Around the World with Burton Holmes (11,500

feet) (Harry Ijevey) (R—May 6—90).

B
Bachelor Daddy, The (6,229 feet) (Adapted from

the novel by Edward Peple) (Thomas Meighen
—Star) (Alfred Green—Director) (Paramount)
R__May 6—89) (C—734, June 24).

Beauty Shop, The (6,356 feet) (Adapted from the
musical comedy of the same name by Ren-
nold Wolf) (All-star cast) (Edward Dillon-
Director) (R—May 20—343)

Belle of Alaska (American Releasing) (R—737,

June 24).
Beyond the Rocks (6,740 feet) (Adapted from the

novel, "Beyond the Rocks," by Elinor Glyn)
(Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino) (Sam
Wood—Director) (Paramount) (R—May 20

—

342).
Blue Blood (Alice Calhoun) (Vitagraph).
Boy and His Dog, The (2-3 reel) (Paul Terry

Cartoon) (Pathe) (R—June 3—500).
Boys (2 reels) (Arrow).
Bridges of New York, The (2 reels) (Kineto) (R

—

May 6—89).
Broken Silence, The (5,927 feet) (Featured Cast)

(Dell Henderson—Director) (Arrow) (R—June
3—501).

But a Butler (2 reels) (Arrow).

Carolyn of the Corners (3 reels) (Bessie Love—
Star) (Pathe—reissue) (June 11).

Channing of the Northwest (4,725 feet) (Eugene
O'Brien—Star) (Ralph Ince—Director) (Selz-
nlck) (R—Junel7—655) (C—734, June 24).

Cleo's Easy Mark (2 reels) (Arrow).
Closed Door, The (2,850 feet) (Adapted from a story

by Robert FranchevlUe) (Featured Cast) (Liv-
ingston Phelps—Director) (Edward L. Klein)
(R—May 20—344).

Cloudburst (Bomhadier Wells) (Lee-Bradford).
Cradle Buster, The (5,200 feet) (Glenn Hunter-

Star) (Frank Tuttle—Director) (American
Releasing) (R—June 3—498).

Crimson Cross, The (5 reels) (Vandyke Brooks—
Star) (George Everett—Director) (Pioneer)
(R—May 6—90).

Crossroads of New York, The (6.292 feet) (Featured
Cast) (Richard Jones—Director) (First Na-
tional) (R—June 3—500).

Cry of the Weak, The (3 reels) (Pathe—reissue)
(May 21).

Cub Reporter, The (5 reels) (Richard Talmadge

—

Star) (Phil Goldetone).
Cured by Radio (1 reel) (Roy Atwell—Featured)

(Universal).

Danger (2 reels) (Educational) (R—May 13—198).
Daughter of the West, A (3 reels) (Baby Marie

Osborne—Star) (Pathe—reissue) (R—May 27

—

416).
Daring Dangers (2 reels) (Tom SantschI—Star)

(Universal)

.

Days of Old (1 reel) (Pollard Comedy) (Pathe)
(R—May 13—199).

Desert Bridegroom, A (2 reels) (Arrow).
Deserted at the Altar (All-star Cast) (Phil Gold-

stone).
Desert's Crucible (Arrow).
Designing Husbands (2 reels) (Arrow).
Deuce of Spades, The (4..505 feet) (Adapted from

the short story, "The Weight of the Last
Straw") (Charles Ray—Star and Director)
(First National) (R—May 20—341).

Devil Dog Dawson (Arrow).

Devil's Pawn, The (Pola Negri) (Paramount) (R

—

735, June 24).
Discontented Wives (Playgoers Pictures).
Do Me a Favor (1 reel) (Harry Pollard) (Pathe)

(May 21).
Dog and the Wolves, The (2-3 reel) (Paul Terry

Cartoon) (Pathe) (R—June 10—579).
Domestic Relations (5,192 feet) (Katherine Mac-

Donald—Star) (Chet Withey—Director) (First
National)

.

Don't Blame Your Children (5,550 feet) (Featured
Cast) (Adapted from the play, "The Joan Dan-

vers," by Frank Stayton) (George Ridgewell

—

Director) (Wid Gunning) (R—May 20—343).
Don't Write Letters (4,800 feet) (Gareth Hughes-

Star) (Adapted from the story of Blanche
Brace) (George D, Baker—Director) (Metro)
(R—May 13—198).

Don't Weaken (Irene Castle) (Hodklnson).
Door That Has No Key, The (6 reels) (Primex

Pictures Corp.).
Double 0 (2 reels) (Arrow).

E
Easy to Cop (1 reel) (Neeley Edwards—Star)

( Universal )

.

Empire Guardian (Arrow).
Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge) (First National).
Evidence (Elaine Hammerstein—Star) (Selznick).

(R—737. June 24),
Excuse Me, Sheriff (2 reels) (Fox) (R—.May 20

—

340).
Expose of Sawing a Lady In Half, Th© (1,475

feet) (Weiss Bros.) (May).
Eyes of the Mummy, The (3,805 feet) (Pola Negri—Star) (Paramount).

Faithless Sex, The (5 reels) (Florence Nelson

—

Star) (Henry J. Napier—Director) (Signet
Films) (R—May 20—341).

False Fronts (5,044 feet) (Featured Cast) (Samuel
R. Bradley—Director) (American Releasing
Corp.) (R—June 17—652) (C—734, June 24).

Family Closet, The (Playgoers Pictures).
Farmer and His Cat, The (2-3 reel) (Paul Terry

Cartoon) (Pathe) (June 18).
Fighting Streak, The (4,888 feet) (Tom Mix—Star)

(Arthur Rosson—Director) (Fox) (R—May 6
—89) (C—June 3-^97).

First Woman, The (4,950 feet) (Mildred Halrrls—
Star) (Glen Lyons—Director) (R-C Pictures)
(R—April 29—968) (C—May 20—334).

Fisherman's Luck (2 reels) (Arrow).
Five Dollar Baby (6 reels) (Viola Dana—Star)

(John Arnold—Director) (Metro) (R—June 10
—581) (C—734, June 24).

Follow the Crowd (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd—Star)
(Pathe—^reissue) (May 7).

Follow Me (2 reels) (Arrow).
Forget Me Not (Gareth Hughes) (Burston).
For the Defense (Ethel Clayton—Star) (Para-

mount) (R—May 6—92).
Four Hearts (5 reels) (Dick Hatton—Star) (Leo-

nard Wheeler—Director) (Western Pictures
Exploitation) (R—May 13—197).

Fresh Paint ( 2 reels) (Arrow).

Gangway (2 reels) (Arrow).
Ganden of Gethsemane, The (1 reel) (Geographic

Film Co.) (R—May 1.3—196).
Gay and Devilish (4.800 feet) (Doris May—Star)

(Wm. A. Seiter—Director) (R-C Pictures) (R
—May 27—417).

Glory of Clementina, The (5,700 feet) (Adapted
from William J. Locke's novel) (Pauline
Frederick—Star) (Emlle Chautard—Director)
(R-C Pictures) (R—June 10—580).

Gay Deceiver. The (1 reel) (Universal).
Getaway, The (2 reels) (Neal Hart—Star) (Uni-

versal )

,

Girl in the Taxi (5,240 feet) (Adapted from the
play by Stanislaus Strange) (Mr, and Mrs.
Carter De Haven—Stars) (Lloyd Ingraham

—

Director) (First National) (R—May 20—344)
(C—May 27^14).

Glorious Adventure, The (7,730 feet) (Lady Diana
Manners—Star) (Stuart Blackton—Director)
(Blackton) (R—May 6—91) (C—May 20—334)

Go Get 'Em Hutch (Serial) (Charles Hutchison
and Marguerite Clayton) (Pathe) (May).

Going Straight (2 reels) (Mary Pickford) (Uni-
versal).

Golden Dreams (4,618 feet) (Featured Cast) (Ben-
jamin B, Hampton—Director) (Goldwyn) (R

—

June 17—652) (C—734, June 24).
Great Alone, The (6 reels) (Monroe Salisbury

—

Star) (American Releasing Corp.) (R—735,
June 24).

Gray Dawn, The (5,000 feet) (Adapted from the
novel of the same name by Stewart Edward
White) (Featured Cast) (Eliot Howe and Jean
Hersholt—Directors) (Hodkinson) (R—May 6-~
88) (C—June 3—J!)7).

Guilty Conscience, A (American Releasing Corp.).

Hale and Hearty (1 reel) (Harry Pollard) (Pathe).
Handle with Care (Associated Exhibitors).
Hands Up (2 reels) (Arrow).
Hate (0,.jOO feet) (Alice Lake—Star) (Maxwell

Karger—Director) (Metro) (R—May 13—197)
(C—June 3—497).

Hate Trail, The (4,.588 feet) (George Chesbro—
Star) (Milburn Morante—Director) (Clark-
Cornelius) (R—May 13—198).

Head Over Heels) (4.500 feet) (Mabel Normand—
Star) (Victor Scherzinger—Director) (Gold-
wyn) (R—May 6—89).

Help! Help! (2 reels) (Arrow).
Her Night of Nights (5 reels) (Marie Prevost--

Star) (Universal).
Her Man (First National).
Hickory Hick, A (2 reels) (Bobby Vernon and

^harlotte Stevens) (Educational) (R—May 20—
High Fliers (1 reel) (Neeley Edwards) (Universal).
High Sign, The (Buster Keaton—Star (First Na-

tional) (R—May 13—200).
Highly Polished (2 reels) (O'Conor Productions).
Hills of Hate (Arrow).
His Back Against the Wall (4,690 feet) (Raymond

Hatton—Star) (Rowland V. Lee—Director)
(Goldwyn) (R—June 10—578).

His Hansom Butler (2 reels) (Arrow).
His Prehistoric Blunder (1 reel) (Roy Atwell)

(Universal)

.

His Wife's Relations (2 reels) (Buster Keaton

—

Star) (First National) (R—May 6—90).
His Wife's Husband (5,500 feet) (Based upon "The

Mayor's Wife," by Anna Katherine Green)
(Betty Blythe—Star) (Kenneth Webb—Direc-
tor) (American Releasing Corp.) (R—May 20—

His Wife's Son (2 reels) (Chester Conklln—Star)
(Fox) (R—May 6—88).

Home Blues (2 reels) (Arrow).
Hook, Line and Sinker (1 reel) (Sport Pictorial)

(Goldwyn).
Hope (Hodkinson—Triart) (R—736, June 24)
Hot and Cold (2 reels) (O'Conor Productions)
Horse Tears (2 reels) (Queenle, the Human Horse)

(Universal).
Hunter and His Dog (% reel) (Paul Terry Cartoon)

(Pathe) (R—May 27—417).
Husband and Strife (2 reels) (Arrow).
How Do You Get Your Exercise (2 reels) (Arrow).

Impulse (Arrow).
I Am the Law (6,800 feet) (Adapted from the story,

fhe Poetic Justice of Uko San," by James
Oliver Curwood) (Alice Lake—Star) (EdwinCarew—Director) (Affiliated Distributors) (R—May 27—415).

Idle Workers (2 reels) (Arrow).
In Self Defense (4,900 feet) (Jenny Hasselquist

—

Star) (Mauritz Stiller—Director) George H
Hamilton) (R—May 6—92).

It Is the Law (2 reels) (Tom SantschI—Star) (Unl-
versal)

.

Island of Happiness, The (2 reels) (No. 12—The
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe) (Harry Myers—Star) (Universal).

Isle of Doubt (Producers Security).

Janitor's Wife (2 reels) (Arrow).
Just a Minute (2 reels) (Arrow).

K
Keep Moving (2 reels) (Arrow).
Kidder & Ko (3 reels) (Bryant Washburn—Star)

(Pathe—Reissue) (3 reels) (R—June 10—580)
Kill the Nerve (1 reel) (Pathe) (R—May 6 90)
King Fisher's Roost. The (5 reels) (Neal Hart-

Star) (Paul Hurst and Louis Chaudet—Direc-
tors) (Pinnacle) (R—May 13—200).
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Kissed (4,231 feet) (Marie Prevost—Star) (King
Baggott—Director) (Universal) (R—May 27—
417).

Koo Koo Kids V- reels) (Arrow).

Lady Godiva (5,700 teet) (Founded on the poem,
"Lady Godiva," by Alfred Tennyson) (Featured
Cast) (Hubert Moest—Director) (Associated
Exhibitors) (R—May 6—22) (C—June 3—497).

Light Showers (1 reel) (Pollard Comedy) (Pathe)
(R—May 13—2U0).

Lights of the Desert (Shirley Mason) (Fox) (R

—

738, June 24).
Little Rascal, The (2 reels) (Baby Peggy) (Uni-

versal).
Loose Nuts (1 reel) (Universal).
Love at First Sight (% reel) (Paul Terry Cartoon)

(Pathe).
Love's Masquerade (4,300 feet) (Conway "Tearle

—

Star) (William P. S. Earle—Director) (Selz-
nick) (R—May 6—88).

Lucky 13 (Richard Talmadge—Star) (Phil Gold-
stone )

.

M
Maid and the Millionaire, The (% reel) (Paul

Terry Cartoon j (Pathe).
Make or Break (2 reels) (Arrow).
Man from Home, The (G,805 feet) (.\dai)ted from

the play, "The Man from Home," by H. Leon
Wilson) (Featured Cast) (George Fitzmaurice

—

Director) (Paramuont) (R—May 13—198).
Man Who Married His Own Wife, The (4,313 feet)

(Adapted from the story by John Fleming Wil-
son and Mary Ashe Miller) (Frank Mayo—

•

Star) (Stuart Paton— Director) (Universal) (R
—May 6—91).

Man's Law and God's ( 6 reels) (American Releas-
ing Corp.).

Marshal of Moneymint, The (Arrow).
Me and My Girl (5 reels) (American Releasing

Corp.).
Medium Spirit (2 reels) (Arrow).
Missing Husbands (6,601 feet) (Adapted from Pierre

Benoit's novel. "L'Atlandide") (Featured Cast)
(Metro) (R—May 27—416).

Mochican's Daughter, The (6 reels) (American Re-
leasing Corp.).

Model Dairy, The (% reel) (Paul Terry Cartoon)
(R—May 13—199).

Movie Chats No. 17 (Kineto) (R—June 1(^—577).
Modern Mariners (2 reels) (Arrow).
Moongold (2 reels) (American Releasing Corp.).
Mosquito (1 reel) (Max Fleischer's "Out of the

Inkwell") (Warner Bros.) (R—May 6—89).
Movies. The (1 reel) (Snub Pollard) (Pathe—Re-

issue) (R—May 27^16).
Mr. Barnes of New York (4,804 feet) (Adapted from

the drama by Archibald Clavering Gunter)
(Tom Moore—Star) (Victor Schertzinger— Di-
rector) (R—May 20—342).

My Mistake (2 reels) (Arrow).
My Old Kentucky Home (7 reels) (Monte Blue

—

Featured) (Ray C. Smallwood—Director) (R

—

May 6—91) (C—May 20—334).
My Wild Irish Rose (7 reels) CVitagraph) (R—

736, June 24).
N

Nanook of the North (6 reels) (Pathe) (R—7;!."^,

June 24).
Nero (11,500 feet) (Featured Cast) (J. Gordon Ed-

wards—Director) (Fox) (R—June 3—498) (C
—734, June 24).

Never Let Go (2 reels) (Reginald Denny) (Uni-
versal).

Next Aisle Over (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd—Star)
(Pathe—Reissue).

No Brains (2 reels) (Harry Sweet) (Universal).
No Brains (2 reels) (O'Conor Productions).
North of the Rio Grande (4,770 feet) (Adapted

from "Vingle E. Roe's story of the same name)
(Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels) (Rollins S. Stiir-

geon—Director) (Paramount) (R—May 27

—

416).
Nothing But Trouble (1 reel) (Harold I.loyd)

( Pathe—Reissue )

.

O
Off His Beat (2 reels) (Harry Sweet) (Universal).
Oh, Daddy (2 reels) (Arrow).
Open Trails (Arrow).
Ordeal, The (4,592 feet) (Agnes Ayers—Star)

(Paul Powell—Director) (Paramount) (R—579
—June 10).

Our Leading Citizen (Thomas Meighan—Star)
(Paramount) (R—738. rjune 24)

.

Order of the Fish (2 reels) (Arrow).
Out of the Silent North (4.211 feet) (Frank .Mayo

—

Star) (William Worthington—Director) (Uni-
versal) (R—June 17—Gij3).

Over the Border (6,837 feet) (Adapted from Sir
Gilbert Parker's short story, "She of the Triple
Chevron") (Betty Compson and Tom Moore

—

Stars) (Penrhyn Stanlaws—Director) (Para-
mount) (R—June 17—653) (C—734, June 24).

Papa's Night Out (2 reels) (.\rrow).
Pardon Me (2 reels) (Arrow).
Peace and Quiet (2 reels) (Arrow).
Peace in Pieces (2 reels) (Arrow).
Peggy. Behave! (2 reels) (Baby Peggy) (Univer-

sal).
Penny Reward (2 reels) (EMucational) (R—May 13

—197).
Perils of the Yukon (Serial) (Wm. Desmond—Star)

(Universal).
Pillagers, The (7 reels) (American Releaslnc Corp.).

Plain Grit (2 reels) (Reginald Denny) (Univirsal).
Playing the Game (1 reel) (Sport Pictorial) (Gold-

wyn)

.

Price of Youth, The (Arrow).
Primitive Lover, The (6,172 feet) (Adapted from

the play, "The Divorcee." by Edgar Selwyn)
(Constance Talmadge—Star) (Sidney Franklin
—Director) (R—May 27—418).

Prisoner of Zenda, The (10,467 feet) (Adapted from

Anthony Hope's novel (Alice Terry—^Featured)
(Rex Ingram—Director) (Metro) (R—May 6

—

87) (C—June 3—497).
Punch the Clock (1 reel) (Harry Pollard) (Pathe).
Put on the Brakes (2 reels) (Arrow).

Q
Queen of the Moulin Rouge (6 reels) (American

Releasing Corp.).

R
Raiders, The (4,800 feet) (Adapted from the novel,

"The Whiskey Runners, " by Bertram Sinclair)
(Franklyn Farnum—Star) (Nate Watt—Direc-
tor) (Canyon) (R—May 6—88).

Red Hot Rivals (2 reels) (Lee Moran) (Univer-
sal).

Referee, The (5,000 feet) (Conway Tearle—Star)
(Ralph Ince—Director) (Selznick) (R—May 27—115) (C—734, June 24).

Rented Trouble (2 reels) (Arrow).
Restless Souls (5 reels) (Earle Williams—Star)

(Vitagraph) (R—738, June 24).
Retribution (5,800 feet) (Featured Cast) (Casmillo

Salvatori—Director) (Rialto Productions) (R

—

June 17—654).
Rex Beach Weekend (Sport Pictorial) (1 reel)

(Goldwyn)

.

Ridin' Wild (5 reels) (Featured Cast) (Robert T.
Thornby—Director) (Western Pictures Exploi-
tation) (R—May 6—90).

Rough Shod (4,486 feet) (Charles Jones—Star)
(Reeves Eason—Director) (Fox) (R—June 17
—654) (C—734, June 24).

Ruler of the Road, The (3 reels) (Frank Keenan

—

Star) (Pathe—Reissue) (R—May 13—198).

Screen Snapshots No. 1 (1 reel) (Pathe) (R—June
10—577).

Science at Home (1 reel) (Kineto) (R—June 10

—

578).
Second Hand Rose (5 reels) (Gladys Walton—Star)

(Lloyd Ingraham—Director) (Universal) R

—

May 13—199) (C—June 3—497).
Seeing Red (2 reels) (Tom Santschl—Star) (Uni-

versal).
Shackels of Gold (5,957 feet) ,Adapted from Henri

Bernstein's play, "Samson") (William Farnum—Star) (Herbert Brenon—Director) (Fox) (R
—.May 20—342) (C—June 3—197).

Shaky Family Tree, A (1 reel) (Universal).
Sheik of Araby, The (Former title—The Man Who

Turned White) (H. B. Warner—Star) (R-C
Pictures) (R—May 13—196).

Sherlock Brown (4,800 feet) (Bert Lytcll—Star)
(Bayard Veiller—Director) (Metro) (R—June
3—501).

Sherlock Holmes (8,000 feet) (Adapted from
William Gillette's play of the same name, which
was based upon a story by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle) (John Barrymore—Star) (Albert Parker
—Director) (F. J. Godsol) (R—May 20—340)
(C—June 3—497).

Should Brides Marry? (2 reels) (Arrow).
Sic 'Em Brownie (2 reels) (Brownie—The Dog)

(Universal).
Silas Marner (0.344 feet) (Adapted from the novel

by George Eliot) (Crauford Kent—Featured)
(Frank Donovan—Director) (Associated Ex-
hibitors) (R—May 27—418).

Silent Shelby (5 reels) (Adapted from the novel.
"The Land o' Lizards") (Frank Borzage— Star)
(Aywon) (R—May 20—.344).

Sliver Girl, The (3 reels) (Frank Keenan) (Pathe—Reissue)

.

Silver Wings (8,275 feet) (Mary Carr—Star) (Ed-
win Carewe and Jack Ford—Directors) (Fox)
(R—June .3—499).

Smiling Jim (5 reels) (Franklyn Farnum—Star)
( Paramount)

.

Smudge ((;harles Ray) (First National).
Slyest Bidder, The (2 reels) (Arrow).
Smith. .lohn (6.000 feet) (Eugene O'Brien—Star)

(Victor Heerman—Director) (Selznick) (R

—

June 10—580).
Snooky's Home Run (2 reels) (Federated).
Son of the Wolf (R-C) (R—737, June 24).
Sonny (6.000 feet) (Adapted from the play by

(jeorge V. Hobart) (Richard Barthelmess

—

Star) (Henry King—Director) (R—June 3—
499).

Spanish Jade, The (5,111 feet) (Adapted from the
novel by Maurice Hewlett and the play by
Louis Joseph Vance) (David Powell and Evelyn
Brent—Featured) (Paramount) (R—May 27

—

416) (C—734. June 24).
Sparks of Flint (Arrow).
Special Delivery (2 reels) (AI St. John—Star)

(Fox) (R—May 6—91).
Split Seconds (1 reel) (Sport Pictorial) (Goldwyn).
Squarin' It (1 reel) (Universal).
Squire Phin (5 reels) (Maclyn Arbuckle—Star)

(Leopold Wharton—Director) (Producers Se-
curity Corp.) (R—May 13—197).

Starland Revue (1 reel) (R-C Pictures) (R—June
10—.581).

Stran-e Idols (.=5.700 feet) (Dustin Farnum—Star)
(Fox) (R—June 10—580) (C—734, June 24).

Stay Down East (2 reels) (.^rrow).
Step On It (4,225 feet) (Adapted from the story.

"The Land of the Lost," by Courtney Ryley
Cooper) (Hoot Gibson—Star) (Jack Conway

—

Director) (Universal) (R—May 20—340).
Strictly Modern fl reel) (Harry Pollard—Star)

(Pathe).
Stroke of Midnight. The (Adapted from the story

by Dr. Selma Lagerlof) (6 reels) (Victor Sea-
strom—Star and Director) (Metro) (R—June 17
—652),

Such Is Life in London's West End (1 reel) (R-C
Pictures Corp ) (R—April 29—698).

Such Is Life in Monte Carlo (1 reel) (R-C Pic-
tures) (R—June 10—.581).

Such Ta Life in Voledam (1 reel) (R-C Pictures
Corp.) (R—April 29—968).

Sweet Cookie (2 reels) (Arrow).
Sweet Mama (2 reels) (Arrow).

Swing Your Partners (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd

—

Star) (Pathe—Reissue).

T
Ten Seconds (2 reels (Lee Moran—Star) (Univer-

sal).
Texas (5 reels) (Franklyn Farnum—Star) (PWI

Goldstone)

.

They're Otf (Peggy O'Day—Star) (Francis Ford-
Director) (Aywon) (R—May 27—417).

Timber Queen, The (Serial) (Ruth Roland—Star)
(Fred Jackman—Director) (Pathe) (R—June
10—581).

They Like 'Em Rough (4,700 feet) (Viola Dana

—

Star) (Harry Beaumont—Director) (Metro) (R
—June 10—581).

Three Weeks 0££ (2 reels) (Lee Moran—Star) (Uni-
versal).

Through a Glass Window (4,490 feet )(May Mc-
Avoy—Star) (Maurice Campbell—Director)
(Realari—Paramount) (R—April 29—971) (C

—

May 20—334).
To a Finish (4,000 feet) (Buck Jones—Star) (Ber-

nard Durning—Director) (Fox) (R—June 10

—

578).
Told at Twilight (3 reels) (Reissue) (Baby Marie

Osborne—Star) (Pathe) (R^May 6—90).
Tomale O! (2 reels) (Arrow).
Tooncrville Blues (2 reels) (Ira M. Lowry—Di-

rector) (Educational) (R—June 10—577).
Tracks (5.466 feet) (Noble Johnson—Star) (Joseph

Franz—Director) (Associated Exhibitors) (R

—

June 17—(),")4).

Trap (0 reels) (Lon Chancy-Star) (Robert
Thornby—Director) (Universal) (R—May 13

—

196) (C—June 3—197).
Trail of Hate, The (5 reels) ("Big Boy" Oulnn

Williams—Star) W. Hughes—Director) (Dl
Lorenzo, Inc.) (R—June 3—501) (C;—734, June
24).

Trouble (4,800 feet) (Jackie Coogan—Star) (Al-
bert Austin—Director) (Sol Lesser) (R—June 8
—499).

Trouble Doctor (2 reels) (Arrow).
Trouper, The (Gladys Walton—Star) (Universal).
Truthful Liar, The (5,243 feet) (Wanda Hawley

—

Star) (Thomas Hetfron—Director) (Realart

—

Paramount) (R—29—972) (C—May 13—195).
Two-Fisted Jefferson (2 reels) (Arrow).

U
Uneasy Terms (2 reels) (Arrow).
United States Navy in the Making (Kineto) (R

—

June 10—581).
Urban Movie Chat No. 11 (1 reel) (Kineto) (R

—

May 0—88),
Urban Movie Chat No. 13 (1 reel) (Kineto) (B—

May 6—92).
V

Vacation Time (2 reels) (Arrow).
Veiled Woman, The (Hodkinson) (R—736, June 24).
Vengeance Is Mine (3 reels) (Irene Castle—Star)

(Pathe—Reissue) (R—May 13—200).
Very Truly Yours (5,000 feet) (Shirley Mason

—

Star) (Harry Beaumont—Director) (Fox) (R
—May 13—199).

Virgin's Sacrifice, A (Vitagraph) (Corrlne Griffith).

Village Sheik (2 reels) (Al St. John) (Fox) (R—
June 10—578).

W
Wallflower, The (5,228 feet) (Colleen Moore—Star)

(Rupert Hughes—Director) (Goldwyn) (R

—

May 13—1!)6).

Watch Him Step (5 reels) (Richard Talmadge

—

Star) (Jack Nelson—Director) (Phil Goldstone)
(R—May 13—200).

Watch Your Step (4.713 feet) (CuUen Landls and
Patsy Ruth Miller—Featured) (Goldwyn) (R

—

April 29—972) (C—June 10—576).
Watching Eyes (4,577 feet) (Featured Cast) (Ar-

row) (R—May 20—343).
Western Speed (Charles Jones—Star) (William

Wallace and Scott Dunlap—Directors) (Fox)
(R—May 13—199) (C—June 3—497).

What Next; (2 reels) (Arrow).
When East Comes West (5 reels) (Franklyn Far-

num—Star) (Phil Goldstone).
White Hell (6.100 feet) (Featured Cast) (Bernard

Fiekel—Director) (Aywon—Charles E. Bartlett)
(R—May 27—418).

Whose Husband Are You: (2 reels) (Arrow).
Why Pick on Me? (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd—Star)

Pathe reissue).
When Good Fellows Get Together (2 reels) (Ar-

row).
Why Not Now? (2 reels) (Arrow).
Wife Trap, The (5,207 feet) (Mia May—Star)

(Paramount) (R—May 1.3—200).

Wildcat Jordcn (5 reels) (Richard Talmadge—Star)

(Phil Goldstone).
Wise Duck. The (Fox) (R—May 27—418).

With Stanley in Africa (Serial) (Geo. Walsh and
Louise Lorraine) (Universal).

Without Fear (4.406 feet) (Pearl White—Star)
(Kenneth Webb—Director) (Fox) (R—April

29—970) (C^May 13—195).
Woman of No Importance. A (Adapted from Oscar

Wilde's plav of the same name) (Featured

Cast) (Deni'son Clift—Director) (Selznick) (R
—rune 17—653).

, ^ ^ ^
Woman Who Walked Alone (5.94 1 feet) (Adapted

from John Colton's story. "The Cat That
Walked Alone") (Dorothy Daltoi>— Star)

(Paramount) (R—June 17—655) (C—734, June
24).

Women Who Fear (Playgoers Pictures).

Y
Yellow Stain, The (5,006 feet) (John Gilbert-

Star) (Jack Dillon—Director) (Fox) (R—
j,ay 27—415) (C—June .3—497).

Yellow Men and Gold (5.224 feet) (Adapted from
Gouvcrneur Morris' story of the same name)
(Helene Chadwlck and Richard Dix—Fea-
tured) (Irvin V. Wlllat—Director) (Goldwyn)
(R—June 10—577). „ ^ ,

Your Best Friend (Warner Brothers) (C—734,

June 24).
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WE WERE TO DEVOTE A FULL PAGE
TO EVERY NEW SIMPLEX INSTALLATION
MADE IN REPRESENTATIVE THEATRES,
WE WOULD REQUIRE THE GREATER PART
OF THE TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING SPACE

i
so WE MENTION A GROUP AT A TIME

Rowland & Clark's

MANOR
THEATRE
Pittsburg, Pa.

ORPHEUM
THEATRE

Trenton, N. J.

CENTURY
THEATRE
Dowagiac, Mich.

HEMPSTEAD

THEATRE

Hempstead, N. Y.

CAPITOL
THEATRE
Jackson, Mich.

NEW
ORPHEUM
THEATRE
Paducah, Ky.

Each of Them Seating More Than a Thousand

WHY DONT

YOU
INSTALL SIMPLEX?

lHEFREaSIONMACHINE(g.lNC.
317-29 Eut 34th:St-NewYorii
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TWO TYPES OF
POWER'S PROJECTORS

Embodying the Latest and Best Ideas in

PRACTICAL PROJECTION

POWER'S
GE-High Intensity

POWER'S
GE-Incandescent

POWER'S PROJECTORS
Have Maintained a Leadership for Many Years By
Developing and Adopting Changes Which Improve
Projection Without Sacrificing Dependability

NiwKTY Coi^ St. NewYowk.N.Y. ^
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